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Preface

This book brings together the collection of cutting-edge research articles on
industrial and production engineering from the First International Conference on
Future Learning Aspects for Mechanical Engineering (FLAME), which was orga-
nized by Amity University, Noida, Uttar Pradesh, India, from October 3 to 5, 2018.

The primary mission of this conference was to lay a platform that brings together
academicians, scientists, and researchers across the globe to share their scientific
ideas and vision in the areas of thermal, design, industrial, production, and inter-
disciplinary areas of mechanical engineering. FLAME 2018 played a key role to set
up a bridge between academia and industry.

The conference hosted almost 550 participants to exchange scientific ideas.
During 3 days of the conference, researchers from academics and industries pre-
sented the most recent cutting-edge discoveries, went through various scientific
brainstorming sessions, and exchanged ideas on practical socioeconomic problems.
This conference also provided a scope to establish a network for joint collaboration
between academia and industry. Major emphasis was focused on the recent
developments and innovations in various fields of mechanical engineering through
plenary lectures.

This book covers the industrial and production engineering areas such as sus-
tainable manufacturing systems, decision sciences, logistics and supply chain
management, operations management, computer-aided engineering, rapid proto-
typing, manufacturing management and automation, metrology, manufacturing
process optimization, machining and machine tools, casting, welding, and forming.
This book caters to the industrial and production engineering aspects, will mainly
serve as a reference guide for researchers and practitioners, and is expected to foster
better communication and closer cooperation between academia and industry
partners.

We would like to acknowledge all the participants who have contributed to this
volume. We also deeply express our gratitude for the generous support provided by
Amity University, Noida; Science Engineering and Research Board (SERB), an
enterprise of Department of Science and Technology (DST), Government of India;
Siemens; ISME; and Begell House. We also thank the publishers and every staff
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of the department and institute who have directly or indirectly helped to accomplish
this goal. Finally, we would also like to express our gratitude to Respected Founder
President, Amity University, Dr. Ashok K. Chauhan, for providing all kinds of
support, and this book is not complete without his blessings.

In spite of sincere care, there might be typos and there is always space for
improvement. We would appreciate any suggestions from the reader for further
improvements to this book.

Noida, India Dr. Rahul Sindhwani
New Delhi, India Prof. (Dr.) Ravi Shankar
Kanpur, India Prof. (Dr.) Kripa Shanker
January 2019
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Enhanced Fluorescence-Based Detection
of Vibrio Cells Over Nanoporous Silica
Substrate

Geeta Bhatt , Rishi Kant and Shantanu Bhattacharya

Abstract The food and waterborne pathogens threaten the human health through
porous borders that require immediate detection in real time. The presentwork reports
the development of a nanoporous silica-based platform for the rapid detection of Vib-
rio cells. The nanoporous thin film has been developed over silicon substrate utilizing
PMSSQ (polymethylsilsesquioxane, (CH3SiO1.5)n) and PPG (polypropylene glycol,
CH((CH3)CH2O)n) combination in PGMEA (propylene glycol methyl ether acetate)
solvent as provided earlier by Gangopadhyay et al. (Nanotechnology 20, 2009 [1]).
The PPG acts as a porogen and evaporates on heat treatment giving a porous struc-
ture and assembles the PMSSQ nanoparticles. The films were characterized through
FTIR, EDAX, and SEMmicroscopy, and it was found out that the functional groups
like OH, CH3, Si–CH3, Si–O, and Si–O–Si were present abundantly in the porous
structure, which can be further modified for its application in biology. An aliquot of
2.5µl Vibrio cell solution was immobilized (over nanoporous silica film) to study its
fluorescence intensity under an epifluorescence microscope. Vibrio (Vibrio harveyi
(ATCC® 700106™)) cells possess self-fluorescing effects with bleaching charac-
teristics. The fluorescence images (with the progression of time) are acquired and
processed through Image J (courtesy NIH), and relative fluorescence of the cells are
calculated as a function of time. A 1.7 times increase in the overall fluorescence
intensity level is recorded in the presence of the porous silica layer as compared to
uncoated silicon substrate showing immobilization capabilities of these films.

Keywords Vibrio harveyi cells · Nanoporous · Silica · Fluorescence · Detection

1 Introduction

Vibrio is a gram-negative microorganism, which is generally found in water bodies
like coastal ormarine environment. Some strains ofVibrio are recorded as pathogenic
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[1, 2], whichmaymake their detection complicated, but depending on its pathogenic-
ity level (i.e., severity to cause illness and subsequent death), it is very important that
a strategy may be developed to sensitively detect the presence of Vibrio cells in
a convenient manner. The vibrio cells may be detected through hybridization [3],
through fluorescence detection or other molecular techniques like polymerase chain
reaction (PCR). PCR, in any event, is a technique which serves as an industry gold
standard as regards the molecular identification of many biological entities, and in
this case too, PCR process has emerged as a prominent tool for the specific detection
of the tdh and trh genes in Vibrio parahaemolyticus [4]. PCR has also been heavily
deployed for detecting Vibrio via detection of the Vibrio vulnificus DNA, the DNA
which is present in culturable or non-culturable strains of Vibrio [5]. The different
genes of Vibrio parahaemolyticus like tl, tdh, and trh are also detected by multiplex
PCR to up to a high sensitivity level of 10–100 CFU per 10 g of tissue extracted
[6], which has been further extended to optimizing the multiplex PCR process using
DNA microarray, etc. [7]. This integration has been carried out to further enhance
the accuracy of detection. Multiplex PCR has also been extended to simultaneous
detection of five pathogenic species through PCR with primers designed through
comparative genomics scheme [8].

Further TaqMan techniques have been developed for the detection of Vibrio
molecularly [9]. Even though the conventional PCR methods are highly sensitive
and efficient, these methods require rigorous post-processing of samples through
a variety of staining techniques like gel electrophoresis and subsequent optical
absorption of the electrophoresed species, which is cumbersome. Keeping this in
mind, the conventional PCR has transcended to the qPCR (real-time PCR) domain
where we are enabled to directly quantitate the progress of the PCR reaction by
recording the overall fluorescence level of a specific/nonspecific intercalating flu-
orescent dye or dye pair. Further, many more fluorescence assisted techniques can
be utilized for making detection quantifiable. In this context, Vibrio cells have been
subjected to detection through quorum sensing [10] and other fluorescence-based
sensing. Fluorescence-based sensing is combined with solid-phase cytometry [11]
and antibody-based detection [12] to very accurately detect the presence of Vibrio.
Quantum dots [13] are utilized well to detect the Vibrio cells.

Most of the detection schemes that are devised using microsystems approaches
are carried out over silicon substrates as it is accepted as very well-evolved micro-
electronic material. Hence, the substrate is of utmost importance, which can further
add sensitivity to the detection. The modification of substrate where such modifi-
cation may cause an enhancement in the overall level of the fluorescence signal is
always prudent for a sensitive detection. Such strategies of substrate modification to
cause signal enhancement have not been proposed earlier to increase the sensitivity
level. The current work aims at such a modification by coating through a film which
is known for its bio-friendly properties [14], leads to a rise in the signal level of the
fluorescence coming out of the Vibrio strains (Vibrio harveyi (ATCC® 700106™)).
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2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Nanoporous Silica Layer

Nanoporous substrates add the benefit of providing a larger surface area to volume
ratio for facilitating binding of target species through nanopores. Pore size can be cho-
sen from tens of micrometer to nanometer size depending onwhether we are working
with whole cell or a single nucleic acid. In this study, the pore size is chosen compat-
ible with whole cell analysis. Thin nanoporous silica layer (refractive index: 1.14) is
prepared by conventional porogen method on silicon substrate. The precursors used
for growing silica layer are PMSSQ, PPG (molecular weight: 20,000 g/mol), and
PGMEA (molecular weight: 90.1 g/mol). Among these precursors, PMSSQ, PPG,
and PGMEA act as matrix, porogen, and solvent, respectively. The flowchart for the

Fig. 1 Flowchart to
fabricate porous silica
structure
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fabrication of nanoporous silica is demonstrated in Fig. 1. Hydrogen-passivated (HF
denotes hydrofluoric acid) and washed silicon substrate is spin-coated with a 1:1:2
solution of PMSSQ: PPG: PGMEA (mixed through ultrasonication). The spin-coated
samples are baked at 120 °C for removing the solvent and facilitating cross-linking
between PMSSQ and PPG. This step is followed by cooling the sample to room
temperature and then again re-heating the cooled sample to ≈450 °C, which helps
in evaporation of PPG as the temperature of the substrate passes 200 °C. This way,
selective and consecutive evaporation of PGMEA and then PPG generates enthalpy
interaction between the particles and results in self-assembled porous structure.

The film is characterized through FESEM microscopy, FTIR and EDAX spec-
troscopy. The SEM images (Fig. 2a and b) show that there is a uniform porous
structure (open pores) in the film with circular silica particles connected to each
other. The figure shows that the particle sizes of 2–4 µm are obtained with pore size
varying between few nanometers and micrometer. The FTIR analysis shows various
peaks showing the presence of functional groups like OH, CH3, Si–H, Si–CH3, and
Si–O–Si (Fig. 2c) in the developed film. The EDAX analysis (Fig. 2d) confirms the
presence of Si and O in the film.

Fig. 2 Analysis of nanoporous silica film. a, b FESEM images of the nanoporous silica layer at
different magnifications; c FTIR image of nanoporous silica layer; d EDAX of grown silica layer
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2.2 Vibrio harveyi (ATCC® 700106™) Cells

The cell culture is bought in freeze-dried condition from M/S ATCC, USA, which
is stored at 2–8 °C. The cells are thawed and extracted using ATCC® 2034 (autoin-
ducer bioassay medium) medium at 30 °C in aerobic condition by incubating for
24 h (concentration: 108 CFU/ml). The grown strain emits bioluminescence, and
the expression of light is not a function of cell density. These cells are categorized
under biosafety level 1 and hence are safe to work within the normal laboratory
environment. The experiments are carried out on fully grown cells.

3 Results and Discussion

The various fluorescence-based detection schemes like qPCR deploy silicon as the
base substrate [15]. So it becomes an important aspect to study the substrate charac-
teristics as well. In this study, the effect of fabricated porous silica structure on the
silicon substrate is observed for biosensing of cells through fluorescence route. The
cells are immobilized on the two substrates (silicon substrate and the grown porous
silica on silicon substrate), and a detailed comparison is done to analyze the effect
of porous silica film on the fluorescence intensity measurements. Since V. harveyi
cells are self-fluorescence illuminating (bioluminescence) cells with fluorescence
quenching effect, these cells tend to lose their fluorescence as the time progresses
(with every captured frame). An aliquot of 2.5 µl Vibrio cell solution is poured onto
the porous silica-developed structure on the silicon substrate. Corresponding fluo-
rescence is observed through images captured via an epifluorescence microscope
(Nikon ECLIPSE 80i) (with a light of wavelength ≈ 520 nm). The fluorescence
images are captured at a time gap of 5 s. The corresponding captured images are
processed through ImageJ software (source: NIH), and relative fluorescence is cal-
culated by evaluating the gray value of the image, which keeps decreasing with the
decrease in the fluorescence level.

All the parameters are kept constant for the comparative study like aliquot amount,
observation area, and themagnification (10×). Figures 3 and 4 show the fluorescence
images at different time intervals, i.e., (a) at 5 s, (b) 45 s, (c) 85 s, and (d) 125 s, for
the silicon substrate and silica-coated silicon substrate, respectively. The individual
image comprises of fluorescence image clubbed with the analyzed gray value plot of
that image (obtained from ImageJ). From the gray value plots, the maximum value
is fetched for the analysis. When both sets of images are compared, it is seen that the
images from silica-coated silicon substrate are of higher gray values than those on
the normal silicon substrate. The maximum fluorescence intensity observed in case
of a silicon substrate is 53 RFU (at t � 5 s, first capture instance), while it is 88 RFU
for the silica-coated substrate which reduces down to 40 RFU and 68 RFU in case
of the silicon substrate and coated silica substrate, respectively.
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Fig. 3 Capture frames showing different fluorescence intensities at different instances and corre-
sponding intensity plot for Vibrio cells over bare silicon substrate a at 5 s; b at 45 s; c at 85 s; d at
125 s

As observed through the images, the Vibrio cells on nanoporous silica film emit
light with higher fluorescence intensity in comparison to the Vibrio cells on plan
substrate. In case of a silicon substrate, there are possibilities of light scattering
which is emitted from the cells as it contains non-confined region. In a comparison
of this, the nanoporous silica provides dispersed pores (confined region of nm size)
throughout the film which are responsible for reducing the light scattering during
visualization of these cells over the film. The nanopores developed on silica film
restrict the scattering of the light from the film which finally adds light intensity so
that the detection of Vibrio cells with low concentration could be possible.

Figure 5 shows the overall fluorescence intensity plot for both the substrates,
plotted at different time instances from 5 to 125 s. It shows the trend of fluorescence
intensity which decreases with every frame. From the plot, it can be concluded that
almost 70% enhancement in fluorescence intensity has been observed by depositing
a thin silica layer. This way, the deposited silica layer has offered a better platform
for carrying out the more sensitive detection, while helping as a supporting tool for
major detection techniques.
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Fig. 4 Capture frames showing different fluorescence intensities at different instances and corre-
sponding intensity plot for Vibrio cells over silica-coated silicon substrate a at 5 s; b at 45 s; c at
85 s; d at 125 s

Fig. 5 Fluorescence
intensity plot for silicon
substrate and

silica-grown silicon
substrate
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4 Conclusions

This study includes the development of nanoporous silica film for biosensing applica-
tion. The experimental analysis has been performed for quantifying the fluorescence
intensity on bare silicon and nanoporous silica film. It is found that the nanoporous
silica film is suitable for carrying out fluoresce measurement on bio-samples as it
provides confined regions in the form of nanopores. So, it adds a new perspective
to the visualization of cells in the detection scheme of cells/pathogens. As the fab-
ricated platform is well capable of performing next-level processing, like channel
formation, it helps as a precursor for the sensitive detection.
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Wear Analysis of Al-5083 Alloy
Reinforced with Chromium Oxide Filler
on Air Jet Erosion Test Rig

Amit Kumar, Shiv Ranjan Kumar and Anand Prakash

Abstract Due to the operational requirement in a dusty environment, there is a
strong need of research and development for the selection ofmetal matrix composites
to reduce and control wear. In this regard, effects of various parameters on the wear
rate have been studied to find the best formulation of material and the best design
of machine elements. Hence, in this work, a series of preliminary experiments have
been conducted as per Taguchi Orthogonal ArrayMethodology to investigate erosive
wear behavior of Al-5083 metal matrix composites reinforced with chromium oxide
filler. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) has been performed on the measured data. The
findings of the result indicated that for this metal matrix, impingement angle and
filler content indicated the most significant factors followed by impact velocity for
minimization of erosion rate of all the particulate-filled composites.

Keywords Erosive wear · Al-5083 · Chromium oxide · Taguchi Orthogonal Array

1 Introduction

Inmost of the cases, the reason behind the damage, failure, and inefficient working of
various machine parts, steam turbine blades, pipelines, etc., is solid particle erosion.
The wear in target materials occurs as the result of impact by irregular particles at
different speeds. As a result of striking of a jet of erosive particles, wear of material
results in the decrease in service life of thematerial. Therefore, a number of materials
especially alloy and composite have been developed and tested for erosive wear
behavior. It was reported that the addition of filler improved the mechanical and
wear properties of alloy and composite [1–5]. In this regard, Prasad et al. [6] studied
the slurry wear behavior of zinc–aluminum alloys (Zn 59.8%, Al 37.5%, Cu 2.5%,
andMg 0.2%) with and without the addition of silicon content by the sample rotation
method over a range of sliding speeds and distances. The slurry was made of 40%
sand particles of 212–300 mm size suspended in an electrolyte. The electrolyte was
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prepared by mixing 5 ml concentrated sulfuric acid and 4 g sodium chloride in
10 l of water. It was concluded that initially, the wear rate was increased with sliding
distance, later attainedmaximumwear, and then decreased. However, wear increased
with increasing the sliding speed irrespective of the alloy composition. Further, it was
reported that the addition of silicon decreased the wear rate of zinc–aluminum alloy
material. Flynn et al. [7] reported that the erosive wear decreased with the increase
in toughness and strain energy of the material. Das et al. [8] fabricated LM13 alloy
and LM13–SiC composites to study the erosion–corrosion wear of aluminum alloy
composites. They observed that an increase in speed resulted in the decrease in mass
loss irrespective of the material. This was due to the fact that at higher speed, the
sand particles slide over the surface without any wear. Recco et al. [9] reviewed
the surface treatment processes for improving the erosion resistance of an AISI 304
stainless steel. Six kinds of sample conditions were tested in slurry composed of
distilled water and SiC particles. The erosive wear test was conducted on a test
rig for 6 h with jet velocity of 8.0 m/s and normal angle of incidence. The results
showed that the wear rate of AISI 304 stainless steel was reduced by 1.5 times in high
temperature gas nitriding and reduced by 2 times in low temperature pulsed plasma
nitriding. Disale et al. [10] conducted experiments in a pot tester to investigate the
effect of particle size on erosion wear of aluminum alloy 6063 (AA 6063). Slurry
consisted of 37.5–655 µm was used at 3 m/s velocity for 20 wt% concentration of
solids at 30°–90° angle of impact. It was concluded that the material removal from
erosion changed to three-body abrasion. Due to three-body abrasion, the wear due to
smaller-sized particles was little higher compared to that of bigger-sized particles.

Factor et al. [11] evaluated the erosion wear using solid particles SiC in He gas of
Wc-17Co and Cr3C2 + 25NiCr coatings on steel alloy. They evaluated that coating
decreased the erosionwear rate. At an angle of 90°,Wc-17Co showed the better result
but at low impact angles,Cr3C2 + 25NiCr was better. On the other hand, Harsha et al.
[12] explained the erosion mechanism in which they worked on aluminum, brass,
and copper as non-ferrous and stainless steel and cast iron as ferrous material. The
impact parameters such as erodent size, erodent shape, impingement angle, impact
velocity, and erodent feed rate were taken. They performed erosion test on air jet
erosion test for experimental analysis and Taguchimethod for theoretical calculation.
After performing various experiments, they obtainedmechanical andwear properties
such as tensile strength, hardness, erosion rate, and modulus of elasticity as the final
output.

Hence, the aim of this work was to fabricate Al-5083 metal matrix composites
reinforced with chromium oxide and study the effect of various parameters that
influence the erosive performance of materials.
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2 Experimental Procedure

2.1 Materials and Sample Preparation

Aluminum-5083 and chromium trioxide (Cr2O3) were procured from the local mar-
ket in Jaipur, India. Aluminum-5083 (390 g) in powder form was put in burnout
furnace machine in which temperature was controlled by PID controller furnace and
heated up to the melting point of Al-5083 which was 570 °C. The filler was added to
the molten Al-5083 in different composition (2, 3, and 4 wt%) in different graphite
crucibles and stirred to mix the filler homogeneously. Then, it was poured it into the
mold to give it perfect shape. Then, the material was allowed to cool by air cool-
ing. The homogenization process was done on prepared sample in which we put our
sample in the furnace at 420 °C for 55 min.

2.2 Air Jet Erosion Test

The erosive wear test was performed on air jet erosion test rig, DUCOM, Bangalore,
India. The experiments were performed as per the standard ASTMG76 international
test procedure. The parameters were taken in such a way to simulate erosive situa-
tions. Impact velocity, impingement angle, and filler content were varied to find the
best condition for minimum erosive wear.

2.3 Design of Experiment (DOE)

Taguchi orthogonal design of experiment was used to examine the effect of more
than one variable and their interactions on the output of the process. S/N ratio was
calculated in DOE to obtain an improved solution. The following equation is used
to find out the S/N ratio:

S

N
� 10 log

[
1

n

n∑
i�1

y2i

]
(1)

where n is the number of tests and yi is the value of experimental result of the ith
test. The characteristics of S/N ratio have been categorized into three classes, i.e.,
smaller-the-better, larger-the-better, and nominal-the-better. For obtaining optimal
and improved performance, smaller-the-better characteristic has been selected for
erosion wear. Table 1 indicates the factors selected for experimental analysis using
Taguchi method. The array chosen in this study was L16 orthogonal array design
which has 16 rows corresponding to the number of variables selected.
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Table 1 List of factors and levels in Taguchi Orthogonal Array

Factor Type Level Value Unit

Impact velocity Fixed 3 20, 25, 30 m/s

Impingement
angle

Fixed 3 30, 60, 90 °

Filler content Fixed 3 2, 3, 4 wt%

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Erosive Wear Analysis Using Taguchi Orthogonal Array

In design of experiment, the main application of Taguchi method was to find the best
combination of parameters for minimum wear rate of Al-5083 alloy reinforced with
chromium oxide filler. The experiments were performed, and results were presented
in Table 2. In Table 2, the eighth columnwas S/N ratio of the wear rate of the Al-5083
alloy. The overall mean for the S/N ratio of the specific wear rate was found to be
64.36 db for the Al-5083 alloy reinforced with chromium oxide filler. The analysis
was performed using the software Minitab 16 to analyze the wear rate of Al-5083
alloy reinforced with chromium oxide filler. The analysis based on S/N ratio was
depicted in Fig. 1.

Figure 1 indicated the analysis related to S/N (signal-to-noise) ratio and revealed
that the factor combination of A3, B3, and C2 gives minimum erosion rate for the
prepared sample of the metal matrix composite. Therefore, wear rate of Al-5083
alloy reinforced with chromium oxide filler was minimum at the impact velocity of
30 m/s, impingement angle of 90°, and filler content of 3 wt%.

Table 2 Experimental design using L9 orthogonal array

Impact
velocity
(m/s)

Impingement
angle (°)

Filler
content
(wt%)

Initial
weight
(g)

Final
weight
(g)

Erosion
loss (g)

Specific
wear
(g/min)

S/N

20 30 2 14.574 14.566 0.008 0.0008 61.9382

20 60 3 14.441 14.436 0.005 0.0005 66.0206

20 90 4 15.271 15.265 0.006 0.0006 64.4370

25 30 3 14.145 14.139 0.006 0.0006 64.4370

25 60 4 15.487 15.481 0.006 0.0006 64.4370

25 90 2 15.830 15.824 0.006 0.0006 64.4370

30 30 4 16.015 16.008 0.007 0.0007 63.0980

30 60 2 15.482 15.476 0.006 0.0006 64.4370

30 90 3 14.555 14.550 0.005 0.0005 66.0206
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Fig. 1 Analysis related to S/N ratio

3.2 ANOVA

Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to investigate the influence of various input
parameters like impact velocity, impingement angle, and erodent discharge on the
basis of experimental results. ByANOVA,wedetermined the percentage contribution
of that particular variable and its dominance over other factors. Table 3 presented
ANOVA results for erosion rate for Al-5083metal matrix composites reinforcedwith
chromium oxide.

The percentage contribution of impingement angle, filler content, and impact
velocity was 0.037, 0.040, and 0.5, respectively. Out of these factors, impingement

Table 3 Analysis of variance for SNRA1 versus impact velocity, impingement angle, and filler
content

Source DF Seg SS Adj SS Adj MS F P

Impact velocity 2 0.2492 0.2492 0.1246 1.00 0.500

Impingement angle 2 6.5313 6.5313 3.2657 26.21 0.037

Filler content 2 5.9728 5.9728 2.9864 23.97 0.040

Error 2 0.2492 0.2492 0.1246

Total 8 13.0024
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angle and filler content indicated the most significant factor followed by impact
velocity.

4 Conclusions

Al-5083 metal matrix composites with ceramic fillers Cr2O3 were successfully fab-
ricated. The experiments were performed as per Taguchi Orthogonal Array. The sig-
nificant factors affecting the erosion rate have been identified by applying ANOVA.
Impingement angle and filler content indicated the most significant factors followed
by impact velocity for minimization of erosion rate of all the particulate-filled com-
posites. The addition of particulate filler Cr2O3 in metal matrix composites improves
their erosion wear resistance.
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Statistical Analysis of Surface Roughness
Using RSM in Hard Turning of AISI
4340 Steel with Ceramic Tool

Asutosh Panda, Sudhansu Ranjan Das and Debabrata Dhupal

Abstract The present study concerns the modeling and optimization of surface
roughness in dry hard turning of high-strength low-alloy (HSLA) grade AISI 4340
steel (49HRC)with coated ceramic tool. For parametric study, the turning operations
have been established according to Taguchi L27 orthogonal array consisting of an
experimental design matrix 3 levels and 3 principal turning parameters (factors) such
as, cutting speed, axial feed, and depth of cut. Analysis of sixteen set experimental
datawithANOVAshowed that axial feed and speed are themost significant controlled
cutting parameters for hard turning operation, if the improvement of the machined
surfacefinish is considered.Thereafter, statistical regressionmodel basedon response
surface methodology has been proposed for correlation of cutting parameters with
machined workpiece surface roughness. Finally, optimal cutting conditions with the
aim to minimize the surface roughness via desirability function approach of RSM
are proposed.

Keywords Hard turning · AISI 4340 steel · Ceramic tool · OA · ANOVA · RSM

1 Introduction

Nowadays in metal cutting-based manufacturing industries, dry hard turning is
widely used in machining of hardened steel because of its low cost, high machin-
ing efficiency and green environmental protection, and surface finish of hard turned
components has greater influence on functionality of product concerning tribologi-
cal behavior, fatigue strength, and wear as well as corrosion resistance. The cutting
mechanism of dry hard turning is different from that of traditional turning because of
multi-field coupling effect in machining process. Thus, the above-cited advantages
of hard turning (HT) can only be obtained with appropriate selection of process
parameters, cutting tool materials and geometry, and cutting environment. A number
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of investigative studies have been carried out for the assessment of various process
variables (cutting parameters, tool geometry, workpiece hardness, and environmental
conditions) using the statistical approach via analysis of variance (ANOVA) [1–4].
Similarly, researchers have focused on modeling as well as optimization in order
to predict and control the result for minimizing surface roughness of various hard-
ened steel materials (AISI D2, D3, D6, 1015, 1045, 4140, 4340, 52100, H11, and
H13) during HT process using response surface methodology [5–7], which allowed
to enrich the saving cost and time. However, relatively few investigations as well as
lack of systematic studies have been executed concerning processmodeling and para-
metric optimization for surface roughness, which is need to be explored for practical
improvement in productiveness by hard turning as it is categorical worthy and bene-
ficial for machining industries point of view to achieve their goal. Thus, the present
research is focused on parametric study (assessment), process modeling, and opti-
mization of surface roughness during turning hardened HSLA steel (49 HRC) with
PVD–TiN coated Al2O3–TiCN mixed ceramic tool using Taguchi’s OA, analysis of
variance, response surface methodology, and desirability function approach.

2 Experimental Procedure

Cylindrical specimens (diameter and length of 90 mm and 220 mm, respectively)
made of AISI 4340 steel were turned on a high precision and accuracy CNC lathe
(make: Batliboi ltd., model: SPRINT 16TC), having 7.5 kW power capacity and
spindle speed varies from 50 to 5000 rpm. High-strength low-alloy (HSLA) grade
AISI 4340 steel (49 HRC) was chosen in the experiment because of its hardenability
and wide application. For experimentation, PVD coated ceramic with TiN layer,
designated as ISO grade CNGA120408 AB2010, having negative rake angle 60,
nose radius of 0.8 mm, and approach angle of 950 is used for finish hard turning
employing design of experiments. The coated ceramic insert was rigidly held on a
ISO-designated tool holder of PCLNL2525M12. The measurements of machined
surface for each cutting conditions were acquired from Mitutoyo (Surftest SJ210)
roughness tester. The arithmetic mean surface roughness (Ra) was taken at different
three positions on the cylindrical surface of test specimen and its mean is taken as
final average surface roughness value. Statistical Minitab 16 software has been used
for optimization, modeling, normality plot, and surface plot. The schematic view of
experimental work and methodology proposed in the current study is presented in
Fig. 1.

To accomplish the objective of proposed research work, depth of cut, axial feed,
and cutting speed are taken as major process variables with an attempt to analyze
surface roughness as the only technological response parameter. The different cutting
parameters and their values are shown in Table 1. The levels of the parameters were
selected based on the recommendation of tool’s manufacturer (TaeguTec). Taguchi’s
orthogonal array (OA) has been established as balanced approach for design of
experiments which ensures the all levels of all factors equally and assures accuracy of
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Fig. 1 Schematic of experimental setup and methodology presented
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Table 1 Parameters and
levels

Parameters Levels

1 2 3

Cutting speed, v (m/min) 100 170 240

Feed, f (mm/rev) 0.05 0.10 0.15

Depth of cut, d (mm) 0.1 0.2 0.3

the statistical model. Hence, employing the selected controllable parameters (three)
and levels (three), a well sequential design layout was established based on L27 OA
in order to perform the dry longitudinal turning operation (Table 2).

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Analysis of Surface Roughness

Experimental results by Taguchi OA are analyzed by employing analysis of variance
which involves statistical treatment to access the significance as well as determines
the percentage of contribution of each process variables (v, f , d) against a stated
level of confidence (here, 95%) on the response under consideration (here, surface
roughness Ra). Here, P-value indicates the influence of the factor on Ra as: sig-
nificant if P ≤ 0.05, and insignificant if P > 0.05. The ratio of factor-mean-square
to the error-mean-square called Fisher’s ratio (F) determines significant parameter
affecting quality characteristic comparing the F-test value of the parameter with the
standard F-table value at the 0.05 significance level. ANOVA for surface roughness
has been illustrated in Table 3. From the analysis, it is illustrated that feed is the most
effective variable, revealing significant contribution (80.05%) on surface roughness
(Ra) as itsP-value is under 0.05 and overF-value (4.46). The next parameter based on
F-value is the cutting speed with 27.54 for Ra and its contribution on Ra is 13.56%.
The depth of cut (d) does not have any noticeable effect on Ra (0.76% only). Also,
the interaction of cutting variables like cutting speed-feed (v*f ), feed-depth of cut
(f *d), and cutting speed-depth of cut (v*d) do not exhibit any statistical imprint on
the observed surface roughness. Respectively, their contributions are (0.96, 1.47, and
1.23% to Ra) and the error associated with the ANOVA is 1.97% for Ra.

Three dimension (3D) effect plots for surface roughness Ra is shown in Fig. 2.
It was found that with increase in feed, Ra increased resulting degradation of sur-
face finish predominantly (see, Fig. 2a). This phenomenon may be attributed to the
following reasons: (1) neglecting the effect of BUE formation and tool flank wear
[1], (2) increase in axial feed leads to increase in thrust force which in turn induces
vibration followed by heat generation [8], and (3) as feed increases, the plowing
action becomes predominant thereby forming deeper and broader helicoid furrows
on machined surface due to insert’s nose profile and workpiece-tool movements [9].
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Table 2 Experimental design and results

Test
no.

Coded values Actual settings Surface
roughness Ra
(µm)

v f d v (m/min) f (mm/rev) d
(mm)

1 1 1 1 100 0.05 0.1 0.854

2 1 1 2 100 0.05 0.2 0.643

3 1 1 3 100 0.05 0.3 0.843

4 1 2 1 100 0.1 0.1 0.951

5 1 2 2 100 0.1 0.2 1.188

6 1 2 3 100 0.1 0.3 1.073

7 1 3 1 100 0.15 0.1 1.569

8 1 3 2 100 0.15 0.2 1.620

9 1 3 3 100 0.15 0.3 1.596

10 2 1 1 170 0.05 0.1 0.829

11 2 1 2 170 0.05 0.2 0.762

12 2 1 3 170 0.05 0.3 0.629

13 2 2 1 170 0.1 0.1 0.914

14 2 2 2 170 0.1 0.2 0.955

15 2 2 3 170 0.1 0.3 0.928

16 2 3 1 170 0.15 0.1 1.361

17 2 3 2 170 0.15 0.2 1.382

18 2 3 3 170 0.15 0.3 1.463

19 3 1 1 240 0.05 0.1 0.516

20 3 1 2 240 0.05 0.2 0.631

21 3 1 3 240 0.05 0.3 0.573

22 3 2 1 240 0.1 0.1 0.629

23 3 2 2 240 0.1 0.2 0.705

24 3 2 3 240 0.1 0.3 0.788

25 3 3 1 240 0.15 0.1 1.071

26 3 3 2 240 0.15 0.2 1.267

27 3 3 3 240 0.15 0.3 1.427

It is also observed that the surface roughness decreases as cutting speed increases
(refer, Fig. 2c). This can be attributed to intense elastic deformation and squeezing
effect within workpiece-tool junction area at slower cutting speeds as compared to
higher speeds, reported by Tang et al. [10]. Another possible explanation is that the
heat dispersed by chip is much lesser than that absorbed by the turned surface at low
cutting speed which is manifested as higher surface roughness Ra. Aouici et al. [11]
also obtained similar results. As the cutting speed rises, the tool chip contact dura-
tion decreases thereby subsiding the BUE resulting improvement in surface finish,
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Table 3 Analysis of variance (ANOVA) for surface roughness criteria (Ra)

Source DOF Seq SS Adj SS Adj MS F P-value C (%)

v (cutting speed) 2 0.41872 0.41872 0.20936 27.54 <0.000 13.56

f (feed) 2 2.47242 2.47242 1.23621 162.63 <0.000 80.05

d (depth of cut) 2 0.02335 0.02335 0.01167 1.54 0.273 0.76

v*f 4 0.02960 0.02960 0.00740 0.97 0.473 0.96

v*d 4 0.04558 0.04558 0.01139 1.50 0.290 1.47

f*d 4 0.03812 0.03812 0.00953 1.25 0.363 1.23

Error 8 0.06081 0.06081 0.00760 1.97

Total 26 3.08859 100

Fig. 2 Surface plots of surface roughness, Ra

in accordance with the previous study [2]. The depth of cut is not very sensitive to
influence the surface roughness of turned surfaces; nevertheless, Ra increases slightly
with increase in depth of cut (Fig. 2b) for harder material mainly due to chatter, as
revealed by Naigade et al. [12].

3.2 Prediction of Optimal Performance

From the ANOVA analysis (Table 3), two cutting parameters (feed and speed) were
found significant and obtained the lowest surface roughness at feed of 0.05 mm/rev
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(level-1) and cutting speed of 240 m/min (level 3). Optimal performance of Ra when
two most significant factors are at their best level, i.e., at f 1v3 level, then

μRa � f 1 + v3 − T Ra � (0.6978 + 0.8452) − 1.006

� 0.537 µm (T Ra � 1.006 from Table 2)

Confidence interval (CI) for surface roughness (Ra) is calculated with the help of
following equation

CI �
√

F95%;(1,DF error) × Ve

ηeff
(1)

where

ηeff � Number of trials

1 + degrees of freedom corresponding to that level
� 27

1 + 2 + 2
� 5.4

F95%;(1, 8) � 5.32 and Ve � 0.0076 (from Table 3)

Hence, CIRa �
√

5.32×0.0076
5.4 � 0.086 µm

The best optimal range of Ra is predicted as,
[
μRa − CIRa

] ≤ μRa ≤ [μRa + CIRa]
i.e. 0.451 ≤ μRa ≤ 0.623 µm.

3.3 Empirical Modeling for Surface Roughness

Empirical modeling can be described as compilation of mathematical function and
statistical approach for the analysis and modeling of numeric problems which are
connected with design of experiments as well as least square error fitting. The output
responses are resolvedbyvarious input parameters and themajor objective is to obtain
the relation between the output response (here, Ra) and the input variables (here,
v, f , d) studied. Predictive mathematical model for response, Ra is expressed using
regression analysis named response surfacemethodology (RSM)with uncodedunit at
95% confidence level taking into consideration of L27 orthogonal array experimental
result data set. From the surface roughness model Eq. (2), it is noticed that coefficient
of determinations (experimental and adjusted) are R2 � 96.4% andR2 (adj)� 94.5%,
respectively.

Ra � 1.1259 − 0.9467d − 5.6443 f − 0.0003v − 1.6222d2 + 61.6444 f 2 − 0.000v2

+ 10.6500 f ∗ d + 0.0052v ∗ d − 0.0095v ∗ f (2)

The R2 value is very close to unity, which ensures the excellence of fit for the
model with greater statistical significance. Additionally, normal probability plot has
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Fig. 3 Normal probability plot for Ra

been displayed for surface roughness as shown in Fig. 3, which ensures that the resid-
uals distributed fairly approach to a straight line indicating the errors are dispersed
normality that implies to good correlation between measured and predicted values.
With P-value (0.07) complimented by Anderson-Darling test is over significance
level value (0.05), which confirms the adequacy of model due to favorable reception
of null-hypothesis.

4 Optimization of Surface Roughness Using RSM

In this study, with the goal to minimize the surface roughness, desirability function
analysis of RSM is utilized for response optimization which is basically employed
to determine the best parametric arrangement for single and multi-objective opti-
mizations. This optimization unit looks for a combination of parameter levels that
concurrently fulfill the necessities placed on each and every one of the responses, and
parameter trying to set up the suitable model. Performance of the optimization pro-
cedure adopted is given by composite desirability index through gradient algorithm.
It is the weighted geometric average of individual desirability indices for different
responses in the range 0–1. If the value of desirability lies nearer to zero, the response
would be absolutely rejected. On the other hand, if its value approaches unity, the
response would be acknowledged. Optimum cutting speed, axial feed, and doc dur-
ing hard turning of AISI 4340 steel obtained using RSM technique (see, Fig. 4) are
240 m/min, 0.0556 mm/rev, and 0.10 mm, respectively, for corresponding estimated
minimum surface roughness (Ra) 0.5451 µm, is approaching good predictive ability
as the percentage of error about 4.8% when it is compared with the experimental
value (refer, Table 4).
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Fig. 4 Optimization plot for Ra

Table 4 Summary of confirmation experiments and comparison of results

Optimal control parameters Surface roughness, Ra (µm) Error (%)

V f d Predicted Experimental

240 m/min 0.0556 mm/rev 0.1 mm 0.545 µm 0.52 µm 4.8

5 Conclusions

Based on experimental findings, modeling, and optimization in finish dry hard turn-
ing (FDHT) of HSLA steel utilizing PVD–TiN coated mixed (Al2O3–TiCN) ceramic
tool, machined surface quality of HSLA steel with coated ceramic insert produced
roughness within 1.6 µ and can be comparable with cylindrical grinding. Surface
roughness was highly emulated by the feed (Ra: 80.05%) followed by the cutting
speed (Ra: 13.56%), which well agrees with ANOVA results. Increase in feed the
surface roughness increases, but the opposite is seen with cutting speed. The pre-
dicted optimal range of surface roughness criteria (Ra) at 95% CI level is 0.451 ≤
μRa ≤ 0.623 µm. Empirical model developed for response such as surface rough-
ness has R2 value close to unity. This ensures the excellence of fit for the model with
greater statistical significance. The normal probability plots ensures that the residu-
als distributed fairly near to a straight line indicating that the errors are dispersed in
normality and implying that the sources associated with the model are significant.
Anderson–Darling test for model show adequate, as P-value is more than 0.05 at
95% confidence level.
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A Current Review of Supply Chain
Performance Measurement Systems

Shubham Tripathi and Manish Gupta

Abstract A supply chain is the network of entities (individual or organisation) who
work together to fulfil customer demands efficiently with maximum profits with-
out compromising quality of product or service. Traditionally, supply chains were
assessed based on financial measures but increasing competition and changing sce-
narios. Supply chains today are assessed based on various non-financial parameters
such as customer satisfaction, sustainability and resilience. Performance measure-
ment quantifies the extent up to which a supply chain is achieving its perceived
objectives based on performance indicators. With diverse sectors of industry and
varying goals of different supply chains, the performance indicators vary as well.
The paper intends to provide a critical review on supply chain performance mea-
surement literature by compiling key performance indicators for various sectors to
understand the diversity and complication of performance measurement systems.

Keywords Supply chain · Performance measurement · KPI · Supply chain
performance

1 Introduction

A supply chain is the network of organisations that are involved, through upstream
and downstream linkages, in the different processes and activities that produce value
in the form of products and services delivered to the ultimate consumer [1]. With the
onset of global economy, there has been immense increase in competition and global
uncertainties, and organisations need to improve continuously to stay in market [2].
As pointed by Kaplan, ‘We cannot improve what we cannot measure’ [3], produc-
tivity measurement and improvement go hand in hand. Performance measurement
is the process of quantifying action. This quantification is basically the indicator of
an organisation’s efficiency. Prior to 1980s, efficiency and success of organisations
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were measured by number or financial figures (return on investment, return on assets,
sales volume, cost margin, etc.) which often gave a limited and misleading picture of
the organisational performance. Measures involving both financial and non-financial
aspects of performance are being researched since 1990s as the changing global sce-
nario required improvement of features like customer satisfaction, quality of product,
reliability and service; hence, the need of measuring performance based on multi-
dimensional criteria increased. Performance measurement matrix [4], performance
pyramid system [5], results anddeterminants framework [6], the balance scorecard [3,
7] and performance prism [8–10] are some actively adopted classical performance
measurement frameworks given between 1989 and 2001 to give modified perfor-
mance measurement frameworks specific to different industries and applications.
The current performance measurement systems require quantification of numerous
subjective factors which can be cost drivers or attributes for efficiency and customer
satisfaction. Keegan et al. pointed out that performance measures must be derived
from company vision which ultimately leads to strategy [4]. A lack of understand-
ing of benefits of performance measurement is a major challenge to performance
measurement systems in supply chain [11].

Performance measurement in supply chain is still a fruitful area of research [12].
Section 2 presents the review methodology and categorisation of articles based
on journal, year of publication, geographical distribution and approach of study.
Section 3 encompasses the various research themes in supply chain performance
measurement. Section 4 presents tabulation of frequently used key performance
indicators (KPIs) for various sectors. In Sect. 5, discussion and conclusion from
the literature review are presented.

2 Review Methodology

There have been a limited number of literature reviews performed in supply chain
performance measurement which can be referred from Refs. [12–21], some focusing
on sustainability and others on overall supply chain. Google Scholar database was
used to first identify the research papers for the review which were then downloaded
with the help of ISI Web of Science, Scopus and website of various journals. There
were 320 articles which had the phrase ‘supply chain performance measurement’
in their title for the time period of 2010–2017. Out of the 320 articles, the papers
that have been published in renowned journals or special editions for proceedings
of international conferences in English language and have already been cited by
other scholars were taken up for review. Among the papers refined through selection
criteria, the 84 papers accessible into the institute library have been reviewed (Fig. 1).

The topic being multidisciplinary, papers can be located in intersection of supply
chain, performance measurement, business process measurement, operations man-
agement, industrial engineering, benchmarking, computer science and IT, and hence,
journals concerned with varied topics serve as outlet for SCPM literature. Table 1
presents the journal-wise distribution of articles published.
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Table 1 Journal-wise distribution

S. no. Journal title No. of
publications

1 International Journal of Productivity and Performance
Management

8

2 Benchmarking: An International Journal 7

3 Supply Chain Management: An International Journal 7

4 Computers and Industrial Engineering 6

5 International Journal of Logistics Systems and Management 6

6 International Journal of Production Research 5

7 Industrial Management and Data Systems 3

8 International Journal of Business Performance and Supply Chain
Modelling

3

9 Production Planning and Control: The Management of Operations 3

10 International Journal of Business Performance Management, 2

11 International Journal of Production Economics 2

12 Journal of Cleaner Production 2

13 Journal of Humanitarian Logistics and Supply Chain Management 2

14 Baltic Journal of Management 1

15 Business Process Management Journal 1

16 Computers in Industry 1

17 Expert Systems with Applications 1

18 Facilities 1

19 International Journal of Agile Systems and Management 1

20 International Journal of Applied Decision Sciences 1

21 International Journal of Business Excellence 1

22 International Journal of Intelligent Enterprise 1

23 International Journal of Intercultural Information Management 1

24 International Journal of Procurement Management 1

25 International Journal of Product Development 1

26 International Journal of Services and Operations Management 1

27 International Journal of Value Chain Management 1

28 International Journal of Operations and Production Management 1

29 Journal of Business and Industrial Marketing 1

30 Journal of Computational Science 1

31 Journal of Rural Studies 1

32 Sustainable Production and Consumption 1

33 Miscellaneous Conferences 9

Total 84
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Fig. 1 Flowchart of review methodology
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Fig. 2 Year-wise distribution of papers

There has been consistent increase in a number of articles over the years in supply
chain performance measurement literature as concluded from graph (Fig. 2). A trend
shift towards researches involving dynamicmodelling and soft computing techniques
like fuzzy, AHP,multiobjective decisionmaking and IoT has been observed in SCPM
literature.

Asia and Europe lead in the researches in SCPM (Fig. 3) with a total of 84%
of researches done in this region. Contribution of India is about 24% with research
comprising of case studies and surveys to understand the barriers of performance
measurement in supply chain [22, 23] categorisation and interaction among KPIs
[24, 25], green supply chain performancemeasurement [26–28], various frameworks
for supply chain performance measurement [29–37] and literature reviews [13, 16,
28, 37].

Numerous researchers have presented their model or framework (Fig. 4) based
either on case study, survey or literature review, but none of these models have been
generalised, universally testified or widely accepted. There is a lack of benchmark
in supply chain performance measurement studies. The reported frameworks were
generally validated using case studies in food, automobile, textile, service industry
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Fig. 3 Geographical
distribution

Fig. 4 Approach-wise
distribution

and theoretical studies focused on interrelationships among various KPIs or the
barriers to implementation of performance measurement systems in supply chain
[38–40] and complexity in the supply chain performance measurement [41].

3 Basic Characteristics and Contributions

The papers included in the review can be categorised into subgroups according to
their common themes:

• Sustainability or green supply chain performance measurement.
• Performancemeasurement using dynamicmodelling or advanced computing tech-
niques.

• Study of KPI and their effects on supply chain performance.
• Frameworks and case studies for supply chain performance measurement.

3.1 Sustainability or Green Supply Chain Performance
Measurement

Over the years, a number of researches have been done towards making the supply
chain green and sustainable.Along the efforts of sustainable supply chain, researchers
developed key performance measures (Table 2) as it improves integration of
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Table 2 Performance metrics

S. no. KPI Reference

1 Accuracy [61, 83, 84]

2 Asset management [30, 48, 70, 79]

3 Customer satisfaction [12, 16, 24, 32, 53, 61, 66, 78, 75, 79, 84, 85]

4 Efficiency [29, 62, 75, 86]

5 Employee development [27, 53, 75]

6 Environment-friendly [12, 27, 54, 53, 75, 79, 85]

7 Financial [12, 23, 61, 78, 84, 87]

8 Flexibility [12, 16, 23, 29, 30–32, 48, 53, 58, 62, 63, 70, 85,
86]

9 Forecast [40, 79]

10 Free from error [31, 48, 53, 76, 78]

11 Innovation [12, 16, 23, 29, 31, 58, 62, 85, 88]

12 Internal process [12, 84]

13 Inventory [40, 63, 66, 73, 79, 84]

14 Lead time [12, 24, 31, 32, 63, 66, 75, 76, 78, 83–85]

15 Management commitment [27, 53, 54]

16 Material procurement
performance

[73, 79]

17 No delay in treatment [76]

18 Orders received [52, 78, 79]

19 Overall equipment
effectiveness

[73]

20 Process productivity [76]

21 Product availability [40, 75, 83]

22 Product features [53]

23 Production/process cost [66, 73, 76]

24 Profitability [24, 73, 85]

25 Pure technical efficiency [69]

26 Quality [24, 61, 62, 78]

27 Recycling efficiency [53]

28 Reliability [12, 13, 30–32, 48, 70, 76, 89]

29 Research and development cost [27, 31, 58, 73, 78, 88]

30 Research efficiency [69]

31 Resource utilisation [40, 58, 61, 86]

32 Responsiveness [12, 16, 24, 29, 31, 48, 62, 70, 75, 83, 89]

33 Reverse logistics costs [40, 52]

(continued)
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Table 2 (continued)

S. no. KPI Reference

34 Service quality [23, 32, 58, 78, 86]

35 Supplier [78, 29, 67]

36 Supply chain integration and
collaboration

[12, 29, 89, 87, 90]

37 Supply chain management cost [63, 78]

38 Teaching efficiency [69]

39 Total faults [40, 52]

40 Total returns [52, 78]

sustainability in supply chain [42–50]. KPIs to incorporate green practices in sus-
tainable development and performance measurement were reported by case studies
[16, 34, 51–55] and literature review [28].

3.2 Performance Measurement Using Dynamic Modelling
or Advanced Computing Techniques

A number of decision-making techniques like fuzzy [15, 25, 30, 31, 34, 35, 56–60],
MULTIMOORA [35], analytical hierarchy process (AHP) [15, 30, 32, 34, 50, 58,
61–63, 60], structural equation modelling (SEM) [33, 64, 65], imperative structural
modelling (ISM) [22, 66], MICMAC [22, 25], data envelopment analysis (DEA) [15,
57, 67–69], Internet of things (IoT) [70, 71], multicriteria decision making (MCDM)
[31, 45], grey-based neighbourhood set theory [45], multiagent system (MAS) [72],
virtual gap measurement (VGM) [73], TOPSIS [31] and multiobjective optimisation
(MOO) [74] are being used.

3.3 Study of KPI and Their Effects on Supply Chain
Performance and Issues in SCPMS

Researchers have studied the effect of performance metrics on supply chain [74,
75] and their interdependence among each other [25] and prioritisation of KPIs [66]
with methods like DEMATEL [45, 76] to examine the causal relationships among
performance groups and among performance aspects within each group. The causal
relationships are then used to determine weights of performance aspects applying
modifiedANP.The critical attributes and complexity of food supply chainwith a huge
number of KPIs have been researched quite thoroughly [41]. Barriers to implemen-
tation of SCPMS [22, 38–40] like complexity of supply chains, collaboration among
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supply chain partners, involvement of multiple tiers and improper understanding or
implementation of performance measures are identified.

3.4 Frameworks and Case Studies for Supply Chain
Performance Measurement

Among the literature reviewed, 55% are models or frameworks generally validated
through case studies in various sectors as automobile [25, 27, 33, 42, 66, 77], hospital
[76], bank [68], manufacturing [24, 73], education [69], reverse supply chain [39,
59], food supply chain [36, 50, 60, 62, 64, 71, 78], plastic [34], small-scale enterprise
[79], retail [24, 29], textile [31, 32], construction [63] and pharmaceutical [80].

4 Performance Metrics Identified

The various performance metrics in supply chain are generally categorised based on

• Qualitative and quantitative
• Supply chain operations reference (SCOR)model [81]which focuses on four basic
supply chain processes: (i) plan; (ii) source; (iii) make; (iv) deliver

• Their strategic, operational or tactical focus [82]
• What they measure

The measurement metrics used by researchers have been tabulated in Table 2 and
can be utilised as per sector and requirement.

5 Conclusion and Discussion

Supply chain performance measurement is a multidisciplinary topic and is being
researched with various perspectives of supply chain. Most of the studies evalu-
ate more than one performance dimension and are based on multicriteria decision-
making techniques. Fuzzy, AHP and DEA are the most commonly used techniques.
Fuzzy set theory is the dominant approach to deal with uncertainty.Most studies have
reported real case applications and do not include a validation procedure, and hence,
there are no standard frameworks generalised. The metrics studied vary with sec-
tors, industry, context and perspective. Automation of the performance measurement
processes can improve the benefits for system, but implementation of the automa-
tion framework has not been researched thoroughly. A number of key performance
indicators used in various sectors are identified and indicates the diversity of metrics
among which customer satisfaction, flexibility, innovation, lead time, reliability and
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responsiveness are the most referred metrics. Choosing a suitable performance met-
ric for measurement is as important as the performance measurement system, and
these metrics must be driven from an organisations strategy.
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Development of Hybrid Forms
of Abrasive Flow Machining Process:
A Review

Anant Bhardwaj, Parvesh Ali, R. S. Walia, Qasim Murtaza and S. M. Pandey

Abstract In the present era, the demand of products with better surface finish and
quality has improveddrasticallywhich promoted the industries tomake their products
with better functional performance and sustainability in the market. Due to low
productivity of abrasive flowmachining (AFM), there is a need to develop an efficient
process which will inculcate a better surface finish and good quality. Hence, it is
required to identify various hybrids of abrasive flow machining which involve the
development of new process having high material removal, optimum surface finish
and better type of fixturing during the finishing operation. This paper describes
various hybrid forms of abrasive flow machining developed so far for productivity
enhancement and involved parameters with their working principle.
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UAAFM Ultrasonic-assisted AFM
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FMAB Flexible magnetic brush
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CFAAFM Centrifugal force AFM
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1 Introduction

In the present scenario, there is a larger demand of the components with better
functionality and geometrical conformity, so this develops a huge competition in the
market regarding thequality characteristics of the productwhich aremore economical
and thus the need to use such a processwhich can produce good-quality product easily
increases. Conventional process cannot be used for this because it is slow and also
there is a difficulty during the machining of complex cavities. Surface finishing has a
crucial role in the functional performance of the product. Abrasive flowmachining is
a non-conventional process used for the nano-finishing of the complex cavities which
cannot be achieved by the other conventional processes [1]. It uses a non-Newtonian
media which passes through the restrictive path and provides finishing. This media
is a combination of polymer, gel and abrasives. When the media passes through the
restrictive path with a high-pressure, abrasive cutting edges will abrade the work
surface and provides better finished surface. It provides finishing in the range of
0.05 µm [2]. This process is very fast and consumes about 10% of the finishing time
required by using other conventional techniques [3].

On the basis of working and configuration, AFM process has three categories
(one-way AFM [4], two-way AFM [5] and orbital AFM [2]). One-way AFM is
simple in operation and controls the temperature of media in a better manner. One-
way AFM process is simpler, but better process control can be obtained in two-way
AFM process. The disadvantage of this process is that its material removal is very
less. So, various hybridizations are used to improve the system efficiency and to
minimize the disadvantages.

Gupta and Chahal [6] found experimentally that voltage contributes 45.35% in
the material removal during finishing using electrochemical-aided AFM process.
Tzeng et al. [7] studied about self-modulating abrasive medium on finished micro-
channel formed by wire EDM. The author stated that micro-channel formed by
EDM has a recast layer with blowholes which affected the quality of micro-channel.
The result also showed that coarse abrasive particle with greater concentration gives
higher velocity and improves the surface finish of workpiece. Tzeng et al. [8] used
a sample of stainless steel (SUS304) containing micro-slit of width of 0.23 ± 0.02.
The results showed that the optimum parameter of micro-slits along with AFM is
150µm size of abrasive particle, 50% concentration, 6.7MPa extrusion pressure and
30 min machining time. Wan et al. [9] studied the variation of slip line velocity and
wall shear stress against extrusion pressure at different values of extrusion pressure 6,
12MPa for two different elliptical cross sections. They concluded that if the variation
is low in the cross section then zero-order methodology was used and when there is
change in the cross-sectional frits, order chronology is taken.

Jain and Jain [10] had prepared a simulation model to calculate the dynamic
abrasive particles, involving in nano-finishing process, and found that grain density
improved with increasing abrasive mesh size. Gorona et al. [11] presented a model
to calculate forces developed on a single grain during material removal and also
calculated the axial, radial forces involved in cutting. They concluded that these
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forces have a significant effect on the material deformation. Kenda et al. [12] had
analysed the parameters for the responses as surface roughness and residual stresses
on the electrically discharged pre-machined hardened tool steel AISI D2 and stated
that its surface integrity was improved using abrasive flow machining process.

Jain et al. [13] observed that larger value of extrusion pressure reduceswith the sur-
face roughness. Rhoades [14] has reported that media flow rate has negligible effect
on the material removal. AFM process cannot be used for larger surface irregularities
as during the finishing process it removes material uniformly from all surfaces. So,
larger imperfections cannot be corrected [15]. The experimental results showed that
using centrifugal force inside the media flow path requires reduced amount of cycles
for removing the same amount of material in comparison with conventional abrasive
flow machining process [16]. When centrifugal force is added in the conventional
abrasive flowmachining process, dynamic abrasive grains in the media are improved
[17]. CFAAFM produces better surface finishing in comparison with simple AFM
process after specific number of cycles [17]. Sushil et al. [18] finished Al/SiCMMCs
using abrasive flow machining and optimized the parameter for better results. The
results showed that extrusion pressure and material of workpiece have a significant
role in the material removal. Mali and Manna [19] optimized the cutting conditions
during the finishing ofAl/15wt%SiCMMCand stated thatmesh size of abrasive par-
ticle is the most significant parameter in the material removal. Chen and Cheng [20]
made amodel to identify the behaviour of the flowingmedia in different passageways
using CFD-ACE software and reported that helical passageways performed better
than the polygonal passageways. Marzban and Hemmati [21] developed abrasive
flow rotary machining process by using artificial neural network (ANN). The author
observed from the experiment that using spin motion along with the rotating work-
piece gives better MRR. Mohammadian et al. [22] explained that chemical-abrasive
flowmachining can reduce the Ra value by about 45% in the SLM-built IN 625 com-
ponents. Venkatesh et al. [23] used ultrasonic-assisted abrasive flow finishing for
bevel gears and found that abrasive particles in UAAFM remove the asperity peaks
of the work surface at a higher velocity in comparison with the conventional AFM.
Uhlmann [24] used a pragmatic modelling approach in AFM process for complex
shaped automotive parts and observed that the flow velocity and shear rate increase
the cutting rate but decrease the abrasive holding capacity. Seifu et al. [25] reported
that the velocity of the media is maximum at the centre, surface quality got worse
up to 20% and material removal reduces up to 30% during finishing.

2 Development of Hybrid Abrasive Flow Machining

From the literature, it was reported that the material removal of AFM process is less.
So, various researchers have hybridized this process with other non-conventional
techniques to improve the material removal. Various hybrid forms of AFM are dis-
cussed below.
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2.1 Magnetic Force-Assisted AFM Process

The conceptwas coined by Singh and Shan in 2002 [26]. The authors stated that when
magnetic field was applied along the full length of the workpiece, material removal
and surface finish improved drastically [26]. This process requires less number of
cycle for higher material removal. The researchers also observed the significant
improvement in the process when brass was used as the workpiece material with
higher magnetic flux density and low flow rate of medium.

This process uses magnetic abrasive particles (ferromagnetic particles sintered
with abrasives). When magnetic field is applied around the workpiece, then nor-
mal magnetic force causes abrasive to penetration inside the work surface. Maxi-
mum material removal was obtained at 0.4 T, after 0.6 T the material removal was
decreased, and also the applied magnetic field retains ferromagnetic abrasive parti-
cles in the gap to improve the contact region [26] (Fig. 1).

2.2 Centrifugal Force-Assisted AFM

The concept was developed by Walia et al. in 2006 [28]. In this arrangement,
researchers rotated different shapes of rods at the centre of media flow path for
finishing of workpiece. The abrasive laden media was rotated with the help of cen-
trifugal force-generating (CFG) rod by the action of centrifugal forcewhich increased
intensity of abrasive particle action over the workpiece. The process can be described
as shown in Fig. 2. The key point of the process is that the direction of centrifugal
force on abrasive particle is normal to the axis of workpiece [29]. Erosion process is
responsible for material removal due to the contact of the abrasive particle with the
work surface [30].

Surface area of abrasives contacting inner work surface � π
[
D2 − (D − 2d)2

]
/4

� π
(
Dd − d2

)
(1)

Fig. 1 Magnetic
force-assisted AFM process
[27]
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Fig. 2 Centrifugal force-assisted AFM process [31]

2.3 Ultrasonic AFM

Ultrasonic AFMwas developed by Sharma et al. [32]. In this process, high-frequency
and low-amplitude ultrasonic vibrations are provided to the workpiece perpendicular
to the media flow direction. The frequency used is in the range of 5–20 kHz, and
amplitude varies from 10 to 50 µm. This process uses piezo actuator and special
fixture arrangement to provide vibration. Relative velocity of abrasives is increased
due to ultrasonic vibration which hits the piece asperities [33]. Active grain density
increases as the velocity of the workpiece is greater than the velocity of the abrasive
particles. This arrangement can result in better cutting conditions and provides more
depth of penetrationswhich improvesmaterial removal and surface finish.Workpiece
vibrates at high frequency and experiences additional radial forces along with AFM
process in ultrasonic AFM (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3 Ultrasonic-assisted AFM process [34]

2.4 Drill Bit-Guided AFM

This method was developed by Sankar et al. in 2009 [35]. It is called drill bit-guided
AFMas it has drill bit placed in themedia flow path that results in better finishing rate
and material removal. The media slug flows along a helical passage which creates
random mixing of abrasive particles in the medium. This reshuffling of abrasive
particles at outer region leads to interaction of more number of active grains with
work surface. DBG-AFF has high finishing rate in comparison with simple AFM.
The results showed that the material removal is directly proportional to the drill
diameter [35]. As the drill diameter decreases, material removal also decreases. This
machine uses circular fixture plate which restricts the flow of media in a cylindrical
region. Abrasive particles have shortest contact length due to whichmaterial removal
is not good, but in drill bit-guided AFM process fixture plate used is of twin slots
that assist aligning drill bit along the finishing zone. The abrasive and work surface
contact lengths become curved due to intermixing of media. This results in shearing
of more number of peaks which increases material removal (Fig. 4).

2.5 Rotational AFM

This process was developed by Sankar et al. in 2010 [36]. The process is similar to
CFAAFM, the only difference being that instead of the use of a rod to generate the
centrifugal force; the workpiece itself is rotated using a suitable set-up explained in
Fig. 5. The material removal for the rotational AFM is more as the rotation of work-
piece along with the extrusion pressure on the medium increases the contact length
between the work surface and the abrasive particles. It has five main components
which are machine structure, rotational set-up, tooling, hydraulic power pack and
medium [37]. The experimental results showed that the rotational AFM can produce
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Fig. 4 Cross-sectional front
view of tooling in DBG-AFF
process [35]

44% more smoothness and 81.8% more material removal in comparison with AFF
process.

2.6 Electrochemical-Assisted AFM

This process was developed by Dabrowski in 2011, for the fine finishing of flat
surfaces [38, 39] and for cylindrical surface [40]. The name given to AFMwith elec-
trochemical machining process is electrochemical-assisted abrasive flow machining
(ECA2FM). The process involves dissolution of anodic workpiece in the form of
atoms. The application of ECM is in micro-scale batteries or nanoscale machining
methods. The process of continuous improvement in micro scale parts, such as med-
ical implants, micro scale batteries and fuel cells, more attempts are being made to
use ECM for micromachining. Experimentally, it has found that the surface becomes
rough due to more material electrolyte dissolution, resulting in deep scratches on
surface. At 10 V, 87.43% improvement in Ra was obtained for brass material [40].
The workpiece with Ra value of 4.02 µm leads to final Ra of 0.49 µm (Fig. 6).
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Fig. 5 Rotational AFM set-up [36]

Fig. 6 Model of electrochemical-assisted AFM [41]
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2.7 Helical AFM

This hybridization of abrasive flowmachining includes the combined effects of axial,
radial and centrifugal force which is produced by the helical profile in the media flow
path. Brar et al. [42] introduced helical abrasive flow machining in 2012 and stated
that helical AFM process improves the Ra up to 2 µm. The experimental set-up
includes drill bit having a helical profile co-axially with workpiece. The abrasive
media was forced to flow in space provided between the workpiece and the profile
which corresponds to increase in dynamic abrasive grains. The experimental obser-
vation showed that extrusion helical profile contributes to 78.89% and number of
cycle is contributing to 6.70% in the material removal. Walia et al. [43, 44] rotated
different shaped rods and drill bit in the media flow path and found 10 to 2.35 times
improvement in material removal; also, it was observed that helical AFM showed
2.66 times improvement in material removal in comparison with the simple AFM
process (Fig. 7).

2.8 Centrifugal–Magnetic Force-Assisted AFM

This process was developed by Singh et al. in 2015 [45]. The fixture consists of three
parts which includes different shaped CFG rods for the application of centrifugal
force with required arrangements for providing magnetic field. The adjustment is so
made that the magnetic field is applied to the full length of workpiece. When DC
supply is given to the workpiece, magnetic field is produced on the work surface

Fig. 7 Model of helical
AFM [44]
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Fig. 8 Centrifugal–magnetic force-assisted AFM [45]

that attracts the abrasive particles towards its inner surface, thus resulting in more
material removal. The range of magnetic force developed is 0–0.6 T with 60 rpm of
CFG rod. Taguchi utility method was used for optimization, and maximum utility
function was obtained at 0.3 T magnetic field [45] (Fig. 8).

2.9 Hybrid Electrochemical and Centrifugal Force-Assisted
Abrasive Flow Machining

This process was developed by Vaishya et al. in 2015 [46]. This process clubs elec-
trochemical process and CFAAFM process. This process uses nylon fixture which
is made up of three parts consisting of CFG rod within it. It is held by retainer and
fasteners. Extrusion pressure is kept low up to 6 N/mm2 to prevent damaging of thin
component. Power supply was taken in the range of 0–30 V. The polymeric media
was made by adding KI to produce the ECM effect. EC2A2FM set-up is shown in
Fig. 9. Clubbing of rotating CFG rod and the ECM process reduces 70–80% of the
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Table 1 Comparison of hybrid forms of abrasive flow machining

Authors and title
of papers

Research work Parameters Results

Tzeng et al. [7],
2007

Wire EDM was used to
fabricate a complex
micro-channel

Abrasive particle size,
abrasive particle
concentration in the
media, machining time
and extrusion pressure
of media

Surface roughness of
media using coarse
abrasive particle is less
in comparison with
media with fine
abrasive particle

Tzeng et al. [8],
2007

Use of ANOVA
method to optimize
parameters in finishing
of micro-slit (SUS304)
using AFM

Size of abrasive
particle, abrasive
concentration,
machining time and
extrusion pressure of
media

Tool marks were
visible at higher value
of extrusion pressure.
The surface finish was
better at 50%
concentration and
30 min machining time

Wan et al. [9],
2014

Plotting of variation of
slip line velocity and
wall shear stress
against different
extrusion pressures for
two different cross
sections.
Introduction of
zero-order and
first-order
methodology for the
variation of cross
sections

If the variation in cross
section is less, then
zero-order
methodology can be
used.
When there is
significant change in
the cross section then
first-order
methodology can be
used

Venkatesh et al.
[34], 2015

A three-dimensional
model was developed
to simulate the
UAAFM process

Pressure of media,
fluid velocity profile,
temperature
distributions

Change in vibration
amplitude significantly
affects the wall shear
stress

Fu et al. [47],
2016

Three different types of
drill bits were used and
optimized

Media pressure,
amount of cycle, type
of rod

MRR increases with
three start bit types for
CI

Uhlmann et al.
[48], 2016

AFM process was used
to polish blisk blade
surfaces

A new fixture with
guide blocks is
proposed.
In the absence of guide
blocks, roughness of
straight blade surface
decreases

Seifu et al. [25],
2016

Application of abrasive
flow machining for
intersecting holes, fuel
rails and feed lines
with high aspect ratios.
Relation between edge
rounding and abrasive
media temperature

Abrasive-to-media
ratio, abrasive grain
size, number of cycles

Flow velocity and
shear rates improve the
cutting rate but also
reduce the grain
holding capability.
Results hold good for
the machining of
ceramics materials

(continued)
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Table 1 (continued)

Authors and title
of papers

Research work Parameters Results

Mohammadian
et al. [22], 2018

Combination of
chemical and abrasive
flow polishing on
interior surface of
tabular IN625 designed
for aerospace industry

Flow of abrasive
particle suspended in
water.
Flow of chemical
solution without
abrasive.
The flow of abrasive
particle suspended in
chemical solutions

Reduction in the Ra
value by about 45% for
a built orientation of
15° and by 20% for a
built orientation of
135°.
In combined
chemical-abrasive flow
action, the polishing
time reduces from 3 to
1 h for a given Ra
improvement from
17.4 µm (as-built) to
14.2 µm

Wang et al. [49],
2014

Use of different types
of helical cores using
variable parameters to
finish circular holes

Helical passageway
performs better than
circular passageways in
reducing RIR

Chen and Cheng
[20], 2014

Presented a model for
studying motion of
media in different
passageways using
CFD-ACE software

Strain rate deviation
decreases from 72 to
40% on using helical
passageway in
comparison with
square passageway.
Uniformity of the
polygon holes was
improved by helical
passageway

Venkatesh et al.
[23], 2015

Ultrasonic variant of
AFM was used on the
bevel gears.
CFD technique was
used for the simulation

Ultrasonic frequency,
media pressure, time,
media flow rate

Surface roughness was
improved.
The peaks were
scratched at the higher
velocity, thus
enhancing the
efficiency of the
process

Sushil et al.
[18], 2015

SiC composite material
was machined.
Microstructure analysis
was performed using
SEM and XRD

Amount of cycles,
extrusion pressure,
percentage of oil in the
media, concentration of
abrasive

Extrusion pressure was
the most significant
parameter for MR.
SEM results showed
surface defects were
removed by using
AFM process

(continued)
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Table 1 (continued)

Authors and title
of papers

Research work Parameters Results

Mali and Manna
[19], 2010

AFM process was used
to finish conventionally
machined cylindrical
surface of Al/15 wt per
cent step MMC
workpiece

Abrasive mess size,
amount of cycle, media
pressure, abrasive
concentration,
viscosity of media

Abrasive particle size
was the significant
parameter for MR

Marzban and
Hemmati [21],
2017

Stirring and rotation of
workpiece.
Comparison between
ANN and AFM

Speed, pressure, initial
roughness,
concentration, time

Stirring was done
instead of reciprocation
for optimum utilization
of abrasive media.
Rotation of workpiece
with the spin motion
increases MR

Walia et al. [30],
2008

Determination of
surface morphology,
surface micro-hardness

Media pressure,
abrasive size, media
flow rate, concentration
of abrasive (by weight),
polymer-to-gel ratio
(by weight), amount of
cycles

CFG rod increased
productivity.
CFAAFM does not
affect the surface
micro-layer

Walia et al. [31],
2006

Introduction of rotating
CFG rod for
performance
improvement.
FEM analysis on
non-Newtonian
visco-elastic fluid

CFG rod increased
productivity.
Resultant pressure was
maximum at inlet and
minimum at outlet.
Velocity was maximum
near the CFG rod

Brar et al. [44],
2013

Helical abrasive flow
machining was
proposed

Helical drill bit,
number of cycle,
extrusion pressure,
media flow rate

Result showed MR
improved 2.5 times the
MR obtained in the
general process.
Drill bit contributed to
89.74% in MR

Jain et al. [50],
1999

Prediction of radial
stresses on workpiece
surface.
Model for material
removal

Size of abrasive
particles, extrusion
pressure, workpiece
hardness, size of
workpiece

Velocity increases with
piston pressure.
Piston pressure
increases with
reduction ratio.
Normal stress on the
work surface increases
with reduction ratio

(continued)
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Table 1 (continued)

Authors and title
of papers

Research work Parameters Results

Petri et al. [51],
1998

Neuristic search
algorithms which avoid
extrapolation of neural
network.
Validation with various
test pieces

Proposed model is
effective.
Model can also be used
for predicting
alternative parameters
in the absence of
certain type of media

Brar et al. [52],
2011

Taguchi method used
for optimization
Design was based on
L9 OA array
Selection of optimum
parameter based on
S/N ratio

Abrasive-to-media
ratio, extrusion
pressure, amount of
cycles

Abrasive-to-media
ratio shows highest
contribution to MR

Singh and Shan
[26], 2002

Introduction of
magnetic field around
the workpiece

Magnetic flux density
(T)
Amount of cycle
Flow volume of media

Surface roughness
decreases with high
magnetic flux density
but MR increases

Jain and Jain
[53], 2000

A backpropagation
neural network was
used

Abrasive mesh size �
100–240
Abrasive conc. �
33–45%
Piston velocity �
40–85 cm/min

Optimization process
can be performed on
observation of
experimental
information

Jain and Jain
[10], 2004

Simulation model for
active grain density
determination and
correlation with
experimental results

Abrasive type � silicon
carbide
Work hardness �
2177 MPa
Media cylinder
diameter � 80 mm

Abrasive grain density
increases with abrasive
mesh size.
Abrasive grain density
increases with
concentration of
abrasive particles

Gorona et al.
[11], 2006

Presented a theoretical
model for calculation
of forces on single
abrasive grain

Workpiece
material—mild steel
Abrasive � SiC
Abrasive grain mesh
size � 80–220
Medium velocity �
0.098–1.94 mm/s
Pressure �
0.4–0.8 kg/mm2

Initial roughness �
0.7–0.9 µm

AFM results showed
that axial force and
radial force
significantly affect
material deformation

(continued)
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Table 1 (continued)

Authors and title
of papers

Research work Parameters Results

Wang and Weng
[54], 2007

Development of
cost-effective abrasive
media for enhancement
of Ra in WEDM
surface

Medium � P-Silicone,
A-Silicone
Workpiece � mild
steel (SKD 11)
Abrasive � SiC
(24–330 mesh)
Abrasive conc. �
33–71%
Hydraulic pressure �
500 Psi
Abrasive weight �
600 g

At high concentration
media, surface
roughness was
minimum according to
the experimental result

Wang and Lee
[55], 2009

Development of
abrasive media with
silicone gel for
ensuring mixing of
ferromagnetic particles
and abrasives

Workpiece � SKD-11
SiC mesh �
2000–8000
SiC weight � 5–10 g
SG weight � 5–15 g
Current � 1–3 A

Silicone gel does not
stick to work surface
due to its semi-solid
nature and deformable
properties; besides due
to its flexible nature, it
wraps around the
workpiece.
An excellent surface
roughness reduction
was achieved with high
mesh of SiC or SG (it
decreased from 0.25 to
0.042 µm in 30 min by
800 mesh SiC)

Kar et al. [56],
2009

Development of a
visco-elastic
carrier-based media
characterized through
rheological properties
for fine finishing in
AFM

Abrasive � SiC
Abrasive mesh size �
80–1200
Processing oil �
naphthenic oil
Workpiece �
aluminium, EN8

Use of mixture of butyl
rubber, silicon carbide,
naphthenic oil as media
showed better
performance in
comparison with
natural rubber-based
media

Walia et al. [17],
2009

A CFG rod is used in
the media flow path to
generate centrifugal
force

CFG rod speed �
0–70 rpm
Extrusion pressure �
20–34 bar
No. of cycles � 3
Abrasive � Al2O3
Grit size �
100–250 µm

CFAAFM gives better
surface finish
compared to
conventional AFM
after a certain number
of cycles

(continued)
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Table 1 (continued)

Authors and title
of papers

Research work Parameters Results

Kenda et al.
[12], 2011

Effects of the process
parameters on surface
roughness and residual
stresses

Media viscosity �
2650 Pa-s
Abrasive mesh size �
80
Machining time �
0.5 h

High tensile stresses in
the work surface were
generated by EDM.
A high compressive
stress was observed,
and the surface
integrity was improved
with the application of
AFM

Bin et al. [57],
2012

Development of new
nozzle abrasive flow
machining tool

The control system
improved the needle
flow coefficient to 38%
and controlled the flow
variation within ±1%
range

Bähre et al. [58],
2012

The goal was to
improve surface quality
and reduce stress
concentrations at bore
intersections

Medium: EM24640
Abrasive: Al2O3
Size: 300–600 µm

The machined AISI
4140 workpieces
significantly improve
surface values Ra and
Rz after 15 cycles.
Greater surface finish
is achieved by higher
piston pressure.
Linear relationship of
axial force with
passage length and
piston pressure

Uhlmann et al.
[59], 2013

Modelling of
abrasive-laden media
in AFM

Abrasive mass fraction:
33–67%
Abrasive: silicon
carbide
Size: 185 µm dia.

The model was
applicable to every
AFM media having a
different viscosity,
grain size, mass
fraction

Yang and Sha
[60], 2014

A predictive model was
developed with RBF
neural network

Abrasive size: 25 µm
Abrasive
concentration: 0.1
Processing pressure:
4 MPa

The RBF neural
network having high
nonlinear approach is
useful in relating
processing effect and
the input parameters

(continued)
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Table 1 (continued)

Authors and title
of papers

Research work Parameters Results

Kenda et al.
[61], 2014

Energy consumption
analysis was done to
compare AFM and
novel upgraded AFM
with movable mandrel,
i.e. AFMmm

Media viscosity:
2650 Pa-s
Abrasive mesh: 80
Abrasive conc.: 57%
Abrasive material:
boron carbide

Using AFMmm,
fatigue life of plastic
gears prolonged for
125%.
AFMmm generated
cambered shape with
maximum convexity of
5 µm; besides, finished
surface

Swat et al. [62],
2014

An optimized process
control is proposed by
combining different
levels of piston
pressure in one
machining procedure

Highly viscous
EM24640 medium
density: 1.9 g/cm2

Abrasive: Al2O3
Grain size:
300–600 µm

AFM machining with
40 bar piston pressure
leads to lower surface
roughness.
Less pressure increases
the machining time per
cycle

Sooraj and
Radhakrishnan
[63], 2014

Response surface
methodology was
applied to investigate
the effect of axial
pressure, grain size of
elastic abrasives on
surface finish

Workpiece: hardened
steel 440C 58HRC
Abrasive grain size:
10–250
Axial pressure: 1–5 bar

Axial pressure with a
magnitude of 0.38 MPa
and cutting velocity
with a magnitude of
12 m/min gave
optimum processing
condition with abrasive
grain size of 23 µm

Chen and Cheng
[20], 2014

Analytical model was
developed to
understand the abrasive
media motion in
different passageways
using CFD-ACE
software

Abrasive: SiC
Mesh size: 100
Weight %: 50

Performance of helical
passageway is better
than polygon
passageway after 5
cycles of polishing

Ibrahim et al.
[64], 2014

L-18 mixed orthogonal
array was used.
Optimization of
process parameters

Workpiece: Al alloy
Abrasive conc.: 25%
Grain size: 355 µm
Extrusion pressure:
8 MPa
Number of cycle: 40

The optimum condition
for maximum material
removal is 140 mm
stroke, 8 MPa pressure,
40 cycles, 25%
abrasive concentration
and 355 µm grain size.
The optimum condition
for minimum surface
roughness is 40 mm
stroke, 8 MPa pressure,
40 cycles, 75%
abrasive concentration
and 355 µm grain size

(continued)
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Table 1 (continued)

Authors and title
of papers

Research work Parameters Results

Kenda et al.
[65], 2014

Polishing of gear tool
using AFM

Workpiece: AISI H11
Abrasive: SiC
Mesh size: 80
Polishing time: 240 s

The marks of
pre-machining process
of WEDM were
completely removed,
after AFM

Jang et al. [66],
2010

Hard materials like
glassy carbon (GC) are
polished using MR
fluids

Permanent magnet �
neodymium–iron alloy
(Nd–Fe)
Flux density � 0.1–0.2
T
MR fluid � DI
water-based suspension
of CI particles (42%)
Dia. of particles �
0.5–2 µm
Electrolyte � NaOH
(pH 12.4)
Voltage � 1 V

This process increased
the MRR and surface
finish

Paul and
Hiremath [67],
2013

Study of process
parameters of ECDM
on MRR for
borosilicate glass.
As MRR is nonlinear,
RSM is used for
process parameter
optimization

Voltage � 50–70 V
Electrolytic
concentration (% wt.)
� 20–30

Optimum value
obtained was 60 V,
30% electrolyte
concentration.
MRR increases with
electrolytic
concentration.
TWR decreases with
increase in
concentration

Brar et al. [40],
2012

Two processes ECM
and AFM are
combined.
Taguchi method of
optimization was used

Voltage � 0–15 V
Salt molal
concentration �
0.75–1.25 M
Dia. of cathode rod �
3.3–5.2 mm
Pressure � 3–7 MPa
Abrasive grain size �
100–200 mesh

ECA2FM process
requires less extrusion
cycles.
The optimal MR was
18.02 mg

(continued)
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Table 1 (continued)

Authors and title
of papers

Research work Parameters Results

Vaishya et al.
[46], 2015

A study was
undertaken to explore
the novel way of
integrating abrasive
flow machining with
electrochemical
machining, and the
effect of parameters
like voltage, RPM, salt
molal concentration on
surface roughness and
material removal was
studied

Voltage: 0–25 V
Molal concentration:
0.75–1.25
Rotational speed:
0–50 RPM

With the help of
rotating CFG rod,
surface finish obtained
was in the range of
0.7–0.8 µm.
Enhancement in
material removal was
obtained by high
pressure

Singh and Shan
[26], 2002

Magnetic field was
applied along the full
length of workpiece.
Material removal and
Ra value were
improved by applying
magnetic field in the
AFM process

Fixture � nylon
Ferromagnetic
particles (40%)
Abrasives � 45%
Al2O3, 15% Si2O3
Poke and yoke material
� M.S. (0.25% Si)
Coil � copper wire
(dia. 1.21 mm)
Turns � 1500
Flux density � 0.9 T

The slope of the curve
shows that the material
removal is more as
compared to Ra by
using magnetic field in
the finishing process.
Reduced amount of
cycle is required for
same MR

Singh et al. [68],
2013

The paper reported the
mixed factorial design
experimental study to
understand the MR and
wear behaviour

Extrusion pressure �
15 bar
Media flow rate �
450 cm3/min
Abrasive conc. � 1.5:1
(by wt.)
Abrasive � Al2O3
(355 µm)

Magnetic-assisted
AFM increased MR for
non-ferromagnetic
workpieces.
The surface roughness
of aluminium was not
much improved by
magnetic field as
compared to brass

Jayswal et al.
[69], 2005

The paper deals with
investigation of MAF
process.
Use of FEM for the
evaluation of magnetic
field distribution on
work surface

Magnetic flux � 0.8 T
No. of turns � 3000
Workpiece � SUS304
stainless steel
Hardness � 5.5 GPa
Abrasive � Al2O3
(dia. 5 µm)
Iron particles � 70%

Due to the edge effect,
normal magnetic force
is higher near the edge
of magnetic pole

(continued)
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Table 1 (continued)

Authors and title
of papers

Research work Parameters Results

El-Taweel [70],
2008

In the paper,
combination of
electrochemical turning
(ECT) and magnetic
abrasive finishing
(MAF) was used that
improved MRR and Ra

Tool � brass
Voltage � 8–24 V
Electrolytic pressure �
0.4 MPa
Electrolyte � 20%
Na2NO3
Magnetic abrasives �
Al2O3 (1.5 µm) + steel
(150 µm)

Surface quality is less
than 0.15 µm

Das et al. [71],
2008

Calculation of normal
force on the application
of magnetic field in
AFM

Abrasives � SiC (800
mesh)
Visco-plastic base
medium � 20 wt%
AP3 grease and 80
wt% paraffin

Current results in
reduction in surface
roughness

Yamaguchi et al.
[72], 2012

Uncoated carbide tool
surfaces were finished
using MAF process

Steel grits: 700 µm
dia., 0.3–0.5 g
Iron particles:
44–105 µm
Lubricant: barrelling
compound

Experiments showed
that for films with t >
40 nm the ratio of DC
to optical conductivity
was 13, which lead to
sheet transmittance and
resistance as 80% and
110 �, respectively

Amineh et al.
[73], 2013

MAF process was used
to remove the recast
layer produced by
WECDM

Voltage: 110 V
Pulse off time: 35 µs
Servo: 30 V
Magnetic abrasive
powder: carbon steel
grit
Mesh size: 60–120
Lubricant: SAE 40 oil
90.1 ml

MAF process removed
the recast layer
produced by WEDM
without any
micro-crack

Lee et al. [74],
2013

Enhanced the polishing
efficiency of magnetic
abrasive finishing
(MAF) by providing
vibration

Weight of steel
particles: 1–2 g
SiC: 1–3 g
Machining fluid: 1–3 g
SiC particle mesh size:
1000 (18 µm)–8000
(1 µm)
Steel grit: 50
(0.3 mm)–120
(0.125 mm)

Two-dimensional
VAMAF helped in
increasing polishing
efficiency and surface
quality.
Dense intersecting
machining paths were
formed that contributed
to better precision

(continued)
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Table 1 (continued)

Authors and title
of papers

Research work Parameters Results

Judal and
Yadava [75],
2014

Distribution of
magnetic field between
magnetic poles is
calculated using FEM
techniques

Current to
electromagnet �
0.5–2.5 T
Electrolytic current �
0.5–2.5 T
Electrolyte � 20%
dilute Na2NO3
No. of turns � 2000
Unbounded magnetic
abrasives
Ferromagnetic particles
� steel grit (180 µm)
Abrasives � SiC
(10 µm)
Magnetic flux � 0.85 T

Developed magnetic
field causes the normal
and tangential cutting
forces at the edge of
magnetic poles

Mishra et al.
[76], 2014

Transient thermal
analysis of workpiece
was done to predict
temperature rise due to
magnetic flux

Current in coil:
0.45–0.91 A
Number of turns: 480
Volume ratio of iron:
43–70

Magnetic flux density
was found to be
0.10–0.223 T for the
coil current in the
range of 0.45–0.91 A.
The maximum rise in
temperature occurred
at 450 rpm rotation of
electromagnet and 0.23
T magnetic flux

Das et al. [77],
2015

Calculation of stress
developed during
polishing using 2D
computational fluid
dynamics

The value of axial
force is higher than the
reaction force.
Simulation model
confirms that abrasive
grains cut the
roughness peak along
the straight-line path

Walia et al. [15],
2008

Developed a
mathematical model
for calculation of
dynamically active
abrasive particle in
AFM and centrifugal
force-assisted AFM

Extrusion pressure �
40 bar
Flow rate of media �
215 cm3/min
Abrasive particle size
� 150 µm
Abrasive-to-media
conc. � 50% (by wt.)

The amount of
dynamically active
grains in the media
increases due to
centrifugal effect

(continued)
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Table 1 (continued)

Authors and title
of papers
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Sankar et al.
[37], 2009

Experimental study on
R-AFF was conducted

Workpiece � Al alloy,
Al alloy/SiC (10%), Al
alloy/SiC (15%)
Medium � low
molecular weight soft
styrene butadiene
polymer (SBP) +
processing oil �
hydrocarbon oil
Abrasives � SiC (220
mesh size)
Abrasives � 66.67
wt%
Processing oil �
2.5–17.5 wt%

Fort-four percentage
improvement in
roughness and 82%
more MR are produced
by R-AFM compared
to AFM.
Rotating workpiece
results in the existence
of tangential force
which assists axial and
radial forces; hence,
resultant force shears
the workpiece surface
peaks easily

Sankar et al.
[35], 2009

In the paper, the
concept of medium
rotation has been
introduced to achieve
high MR and better
finishing

Workpiece � AISI
1040, AISI 4340

The abrasive traverse
path is larger in
DBG-AFF than that in
AFF, which results in
higher finishing rate

Das et al. [78],
2012

The study showed that
combination of magnet
and rotational speed
contributed to
improvement in surface
roughness

Magnetic flux � 0.2 T
MRP fluid � mixture
of CIP of CS grade
(diameter � 18 µm) +
SiC abrasives with base
medium of paraffin oil
(48 vol.%) + AP3
grease (12 vol.%)
Hydraulic pressure �
32.5–42.5 bar

Atomic force and SEM
images show
cross-hatch marks
which results in
increase of oil retention
capabilities.
The efficiency of
R-MRAFF process is
more than the MRAFF
in terms of surface
roughness

Uhlmann [24],
2009

Developed a model for
ceramic materials

Advanced ceramic
materials

Modelling result shows
improvement in the
response

Wang et al. [79],
2009

Determines polishing
methods for complex
holes

Used a silicone gel
which would not stick
to the workpiece
during AFM

Walia et al. [80],
2006

Introduction of
centrifugal
force-generating (CFG)
rod inside the work
passage to improve
material removal

Shape and rotational
speed of CFG rod
Extrusion pressure
Abrasive girt size
Number of process
cycle

Seventy to eighty
percentage increase in
MR.
Shapes of CFG showed
decreasing order of
CFG spline, square,
rectangle, triangle
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Fig. 9 EC2A2FM set-up [46]

machining time and is operated at low extrusion pressure. The result also showed
that surface finish obtained was in the range of 0.5–0.6 Ra [46].

Table 1 shows various developments in abrasive flow machining which is
explained.

3 Conclusion

AFMprocess is an emerging techniquewhich is capable of providing surfacefinish up
to nano-level and replaces the conventional manufacturing processes. AFM provides
an appropriate method to produce mirror-like surface finish in hard to reach surface.
Many researchers have done a lot of work in AFM, but still there is gap for the
development of more hybrid AFM processes to enhance the material removal and
surface finish with lesser time and cost. The major limitation of AFM is low MR,
which can be rectified by developing various hybrids of AFM. There is a scope of
further research in the variants, hybrids and in the abrasivemedia tomake the process
efficient and cost effectives that result in achieving high material removal and better
surface finish.
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Analysis of Green Supply Chain
Management Enablers in FMCG Sector
Using Integrated ISM and MICMAC
Approach

Prabhakar Vivek and Jha Sanjay Kumar

Abstract The objective of this paper is to identify and model the relationship
amongst various green supply chain management (GSCM) enablers encountered
while implementingGSCMpractices in fast-moving consumer goods (FMCG) indus-
try. 11 key enablers were identified and Interpretive Structure Modelling (ISM) is
used to construct a model describing mutual relationship amongst various enablers.
Matriced’ Impacts Croisés Multiplication Appliquée á un Classement (MICMAC)
analysis is conducted to give results regarding driving and dependence power of
enablers. The results of this study can be considered by the top management while
formulating strategies for implementation of GSCM practices in their respective
organization.

Keywords Interpretive structural modelling ·MICMAC · Green supply chain
management · GSCM enablers

1 Introduction

During present times, organizations need to adopt an environmentally conscious
approach in their business framework to sustain themselves. Supply chain of an
organization forms the backbone of a business, starting from extraction of material
up till delivery of goods to customer and in the process, producing large amount of
waste and harmfully affecting the environment [1].

GSCM involves implementing a greener approach in all supply chain actions
starting from green purchasing up to retrieval of the recyclable scrap back to the
organization [2]. The sudden focus towards GSCM implementation is driven due
to increased profit value, higher market shares and customer goodwill it brings [3].
GSCM practices and implementation demands that the manufacturers, customer
and suppliers work together so as to design an environmentally sound supply chain
structure [4].
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Diabat and Govindan [5] used ISMMICMAC analysis to rank barriers of GSCM,
and itwas established that government regulations and reverse logisticswere amongst
the chief barriers identified. Dube and Gawande [6] used a combination of ISM
and Fuzzy MICMAC approach to model the enablers for GSCM implementation.
Malviya et al. [7] used fuzzy ANP technique to identify the best strategy for sustain-
able supply chain implementation. Sari [8] combined VIKOR and AHP technique
under fuzzy environment to develop a novel framework for GSCM implementation.

2 Problem Description

There are four firms selected for this study that are leading manufacturers of FMCG
products in India. Five experts from academician and four from industry, working in
thefield ofGSCMare selected to provide consultation andopinions on the importance
of drivers identified in the study. After rigorous literature survey and comments from
the expert panel, 11 drivers were selected for the study.

3 ISMMethodology and Model Development

ISM can be defined as a learning technique used to obtain a structure showcasing
various indirect and direct relationships existing between different factors. Themodel
developed using ISM can be used by an individual or a group to obtain a map of the
complex interrelationship existing between various factors of a complex problem.

3.1 Structural Self-interaction Matrix

After extensive literature review, 11 most relevant enablers were identified for the
study namelyGovernmentRules andRegulations (GRR), TopManagementCommit-
ment (TMC), Reverse Logistics (RL), Financial Support (FS), Adoption of Cleaner
Technology (ACT), Global Competitiveness (GC), Global Competitiveness (GC),
Society and Public Pressure (SPP), Green Manufacturing (GM), Green Purchasing
(GP), Supplier Involvement (SI) and Environmental Training (ET) and these enablers
were further revaluated by the expert panel consisting of four experts from academic
and four from industry well versed with GSCM practices and their implementation
in the FMCG industry. The same expert panel was asked to give comments on the
interrelationship existing amongst the enablers so as to develop a contextual rela-
tionship matrix shown in Table 1. Following annotations have been used in the SSIM
matrix to represent the various interrelationships amongst the enablers (i represents
row and j represents column):
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Table 1 Structural self-interaction matrix

11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2

1 GRR V V V V V V V V O V V

2 TMC O X V V V A V O V V

3 RL V A X X V A O V A

4 FS O A V V V A V V

5 ACT V A X X V O V

6 GC O O A A A O

7 SPP O V V V O

8 GM V A A A

9 GP A A

10 SI V

11 ET –

V GSCME i helps achieving GSCME j
A GSCME j helps achieving i
X GSCME i and j help achieving each other
O GSCME i and j are not related.

3.2 Initial Reachability Matrix

SSIM obtained in the previous steps is further converted into binary matrix known
as initial reachability matrix (Table 2). This is achieved by substituting the symbols
V, A, X and O into 1 and 0, i.e. if enabler i effects j, input 1 and if it does not, input
0 in the corresponding column. After we have obtained initial reachability matrix,
we check for its transitivity. After application of transitivity rule, the final matrix is
obtained in Table 3.

3.3 Level Partitions

After obtaining the final matrix, antecedent set as well as reachability set for each
enabler was found out. Reachability set included the enabler itself as well as other
enablers it is helping to achieve also antecedent set included the enabler itself as
well as other enablers which are helping to achieve the given enabler. After that,
the intersection of these sets is identified for each enabler. Those enablers for which
the intersection set and the reachability set are identical are placed at top level of
the hierarchy. Top-level enablers do not help achieving any other enabler. After
identifying the top-level enabler, they are eliminated for the further analysis hereby
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Table 2 Reachability matrix

Enablers TMC RL ECL MD IT EPM AS SCI RTC FC LNS Driving power

TMC (1) 1 1 1 1a 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11

RL(2) 0 1 1 1 1a 1 0 1 1 1 1a 9

ECL (3) 0 0 1 0 1 1a 0 1 1 0 1 6

MD (4) 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 6

IT (5) 0 0 1a 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 6

EPM (6) 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1

AS (7) 0 1 1 1 1 1a 1 1a 1 1 1a 10

SCI (8) 0 0 0 0 1a 1 0 1 1a 0 1 5

RTC (9) 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 5

FC (10) 0 1 1a 1 1 1a 0 1 1 1 1 9

LNS (11) 0 0 1a 0 1 1a 0 1a 1 0 1 6

Dependence power 1 4 9 5 10 11 2 10 10 4 8

Table 3 Final reachability matrix

Enablers Reachability set Antecedent set Intersection Level

GRRs 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,
11

1 1 I

TMC 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10 1, 2, 7, 10 2, 10 III

RL 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, 11 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 9, 10, 11 3, 5, 9, 11 V

FS 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 4 IV

GC 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, 11 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,
11

3, 5, 9, 11 V

SPP 6 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,
11

6 VII

ACT 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 1, 7 7 II

GM 5, 6, 8, 9, 11 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 5, 8, 9, 11 VI

GP 3, 5, 6, 8, 9 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 3, 5, 8, 9 VI

SI 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11 1, 2, 7, 10 2, 10 III

ECT 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, 11 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 8, 10, 11 3, 5, 8, 11 IV

completing the first iteration shown in Table 3. Subsequent iterations were done after
which final reachability matrix is obtained as shown in Table 3.

3.4 Building the ISM Mode

The final reachability matrix is then used to obtain the final structured model. The
blocks in the final model indicate the enablers with the arrow from I to j indicating
that enabler I lead to enabler j. For the final step, the transitivity associated with the
model is removed to obtain the final ISM model shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1 Final ISM model

3.5 ISM Model Formulation for GSCM Drivers

The final ISM model developed is depicted in Fig. 1. ‘Global Competitiveness’ is
the top-level enabler and ‘Government Rules and Regulations’ stands as the bottom
level barrier in the final structure followed by ‘Society and Public Pressure’. The
enablers at the bottom portion influence those at the upper portion of the model and
hold greater significance. ISM model can be used to understand interrelationship
amongst enablers and its result is further used as input for MICMAC analysis.

3.6 MICMAC Analysis

MICMAC analysis is conducted to identify the driving as well as dependence powers
for the variables and is based upon the matrix multiplication properties. After doing
the MICMAC analysis, the various enablers can be classified into four categories
depending upon their driving and dependence power.
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Fig. 2 Driving dependence power diagram and MICMAC analysis

From the results of Table 1, the driving and dependence power for various enablers
are calculated which is further used to draw the driving dependence power diagram
shown in Fig. 2.

4 Results and Discussions

Results from ISMmodel andMICMACanalysis dictate thatGRRandSPP are the key
enablers that drive GSCM implementation and if pursued will form the way for other
enablers. GC forms the topmost level; thus, it is the weakest enabler. Management
need not focus on GC because it will be taken care of by other enablers once they
are pursued. TMC and SI are codependent and driven by societal pressure and are
two of the key enablers for GSCM which in turn affect other enablers such as ET,
FS and RL.

The MICMAC analysis revealed that RL (3), ACT (5) and ET (11) are Linkage
Enabler which refers to enablers with high driving dependence power which implies
that these enablers have high driving as well as dependence power. These enablers
are most unstable in nature and can disrupt the whole model, hence, most vital to the
system. Enablers GC (6), GM (8) and GP (9) namely are dependent enablers with
strong dependence and weak driving power with no effect on the structure. SI (1), FS
(2), SPP (4), GRR (7) and TMC (10) are the independent enablers with strong driving
and weak dependence power. These enablers drive other enablers and hence play a
key role in GSCM implementation. No enablers were found the occupy quadrant I,
i.e., autonomous enablers category.
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5 Conclusion and Future Scope

GSCM implementation can be a complex task, especially if a number of variables
are involved with complex interrelationship existing amongst them. Therefore, it is
imperative for a firm to identify which enablers are of the most vital importance
and should be pursued first. Also the complex relationship amongst the enablers
has to be adequately explained. For this purpose, an ISM model was developed
after identifying the chief 11 enablers involved in GSCM implementation in FMCG
sector using past literature research. The ISM model clearly showcases the various
relationships and hierarchy of the enablers in a lucid and well-defined manner. It can
be concluded that the enablers ‘Government Rules and Regulations’ and ‘Societal
Public Pressure’ are the key enablers and form the bottommost level in ISM. Thus,
these enablers should be approached first while implementing GSCM.

Further MICMAC analysis was conducted for the enablers obtained to classify
enablers into four categories based on their driving and dependence power. The
results of the analysis indicated that no autonomous enablers were identified for the
study. Furthermore, three enablers fall in linkage category, five in independent and
three in dependent enabler category.

The following study can be used for various managerial implications while imple-
menting GSCM in existing supply chain of FMCG industry. Furthermore, it acts as
a blueprint for future studies to be conducted in the FMCG sector regarding GSCM
studies. Extension of the work can be further carried out by conducting Structural
Equation Modelling (SEM), to validate the model. Hypothesis testing can also be
carried out for validation purposes.
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Deformation Behavior of Semi-solid
Forged A356–5TiB2 Nano-In Situ
Composites
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Niranjan Kumar Singh and Animesh Mandal

Abstract The research work investigates the application of semi-solid metal pro-
cessing (SSMP) to predict the deformation behavior of semi-solidA356–5TiB2 nano-
in situ composites. The semi-solid forging of A356–5TiB2 in situ composites was
carried out in three steps. In the first step, cooling slope (CS) casting setup was
developed to generate the non-dendritic feedstock of the composites for subsequent
thixoforging. In the second step, differential thermal analysis was used to estimate the
semi-solid temperature range in order to achieve partial remelting temperatures and
solid fraction profiles of the composites. In the final step, the non-dendritic feedstock
of the composites was thixoforged with different % reductions ranging from 30 to
50%. It is noted that the semi-solid A356–5TiB2 nano-in situ composites with 40%
deformation attained the ultimate tensile strength (UTS) of 318 MPa, in peak aged
condition which is about 110.6% compared to gravity-cast alloy. This is attributed
due to the presence of nano-TiB2 particles in the semi-solid forged A356–5TiB2

in situ composite, which clearly indicates the influence of semi-solid forging on the
deformation behavior and tensile properties of composites.

Keywords Semi-solid forging · Thixoforming · A356 alloy · In situ · TiB2 ·
Nano-composites
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1 Introduction

Lightweight metal matrix composites (MMCs) are considered as a potential material
for automotive, aerospace, and other engineering applications [1]. The ductility of the
matrices deteriorates with the addition of ceramic particles like SiC and Al2O3 due to
their tendency to crack during mechanical loading and relatively high reinforcement
concentration in the matrix. However, it is crucial to achieve a uniform distribution
of nano-particles through the matrix and good bonding between the matrix and nano-
particles in order tomaximize compositemechanical properties [2, 3].DeepakKumar
et al. [4] reported that TiB2 is a promising candidate owing to its high strength,
hardness, and ability to form a strong interfacial bond with Al matrix. Thus, such
difficulties can be overcome by the addition of in situ formed TiB2 particulates in
the alloy [5].

Thixoforming is one of the routes of semi-solid metal processing (SSMP) [6].
This involves forming metallic alloys and composites in the semi-solid state. The
key step in thixoforming is to generate a feedstock material having non-dendritic
or nearly globular microstructure [7, 8]. In thixoforming, one of the emerging rheo-
casting processes for generation of non-dendritic feedstock is the cooling slope (CS)
casting process [9, 10]. Thixoforming in the semi-solid state of commercial alloys
and MMCs has received significant attention in recent years [11]. The tensile defor-
mation behavior plays a vital role in deciding upon the suitability of a material for
structural applications [12]. Among the various thixoforming routes, forging has sub-
stantial potential to generate sufficient plastic deformation and for the improvement
of hardness and tensile properties [13]. Dodangeh et al. [14] have studied the plastic
deformation behavior in multi-directional forgings for Al–Si alloys and suggested
that severe strain can be imposed on rheoforged parts compared to conventional
cast parts. Tahamtan et al. [15] investigated thixoforging properties of A356 alloy
and reported the enhancement in mechanical properties of thixoforged alloys com-
pared to rheo-cast and gravity-cast counter parts. Comparing the tensile properties
of rheo-cast and gravity-cast parts with their corresponding thixoforged parts is of
considerable interest. Based on the extensive literature survey suggests that, no infor-
mation is available on the tensile deformation behavior of Al alloy-based nano-in situ
composites subjected to thixoforming. Therefore, the present investigation is under-
taken to study the tensile deformation behavior of thixoformed A356–5 wt% TiB2

nano-in situ composites.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Fabrication of Nano-In Situ Composites

In the presentwork, a commercial A356 aluminum casting alloywhich iswidely used
for semi-solid forming was used for the fabrication of nano-in situ TiB2 composites.
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TiB2 particulates which were formed by in situ route were used as reinforcements
for strengthening the Al-based alloy. The A356–5TiB2 nano-in situ composite was
fabricated by mixed salt route. At a reaction temperature of 800 °C, the halide salts,
K2TiF6 and KBF4, undergo an exothermic reaction with molten Al–7Si alloy and
form titanium diboride (TiB2) particles in the melt. The details of the synthesis of
the nano-in situ composites have been described previously [3, 4].

2.2 Semi-solid Forging

The semi-solid forging was carried using an 80-ton hydraulic press (Flowmech Engi-
neers Private Limited, India, Model No. HP-50) on both alloy and composite speci-
mens. The load appliedwas 150 kg/cm2 at a ram speed 20mm/s. A schematic illustra-
tion of the thixoforging press is shown in Fig. 1a. The specimens were independently
subjected between 30 and 50% forging. A silicone spray was used as a lubricant in
order to reduce the friction between semi-solid billets and the dies. Further, the
forming dies were preheated up to 200 °C to prevent the forged specimens from
cooling. The heating process was monitored using K-type thermocouples to control
the temperature fluctuation in the range of±2 °C. Once the desired temperature was
reached, and the thermocouple was extracted, the billet was thixoforged into the die.
The thixoforged alloy and composite samples were sectioned in lateral, transverse,
and longitudinal directions as illustrated in Fig. 1b. The gravity-cast alloys and com-
posite specimens have been designated as gravity-cast alloy (GCA) and gravity-cast
composite (GCC), respectively, while the thixoforged specimens were designated as
thixoforged alloy (TFA) and thixoforged composite (TFC), respectively.

Fig. 1 a Thixoforging press and b thixoforged billets
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2.3 Microstructural Characterization and Mechanical
Testing

Microstructural analyses were performed by optical microscopy and scanning elec-
tron microscope (SEM, Model: 40, Carl-Zeiss SMT, Germany) fitted with EDX
analysis. Vickers hardness (macro-) measurements were carried out at an indenta-
tion load of 5 kgf. For tensile testing, flat tensile specimens of 4× 4mm cross section
and gauge length of 16 mmwere machined from the alloy and composites and tested
following ASTM E-8M standards.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Microstructures of Semi-solid Forged Samples

Themorphologies ofA356 alloy processed by conventional casting having a dendritic
structure are shown in Fig. 2a, while that processed via semi-solid forging typically
consists of mixture of rosettes and nearly spherical grains as shown in Fig. 2b.
Moreover, in the thixoformed samples shown in Fig. 2b the Si particles are uniformly
distributed as compared to gravity-cast alloy. The decrease in the size of Si particles is
more significant in the thixoformed composite as shown in Fig. 2b. The spheroidized
Si particles are evident, and this is due to thermal modification. This is quite evident
from micrographs in Fig. 2c which reveals the nano-TiB2 particles in the size range
0.1–0.5 μm which are distributed uniformly in the thixoforged composite along the
grain boundaries ofα-Al. TheEDXanalysis shown inFig. 2d confirms the presence of
Ti and B atoms and its segregation to inter-dendritic regions of the semi-solid forged
composite, and the corresponding EDX mapping of Al, Si, Ti, and B is presented in
Fig. 3a–d. Thus, the minute TiB2 particles refine the eutectic silicon and influence
the tensile properties of thixoformed composites.

3.2 Stress–Strain Behavior

The typical true stress–true strain curves of gravity-cast alloy (GCA) and that of
thixoforged alloys (TFA) and composites (TFC) are presented in Fig. 4. It can be
seen from true stress–true strain curves that the yield strength and ultimate tensile
strength increase in the order: gravity-cast samples < thixoforged alloy < thixoforged
composite. The flow curves of thixoformed alloy and composites were found to be
higher indicating that thixoforging process has a significant impact on flow behavior
as compared to the gravity-cast counter parts. Further, the trend increased after the
T6 treatment in the composites.
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Fig. 2 FESEMmicrographs of a gravity-cast alloy, b thixoforged composites (TFC), c nano-TiB2
network in TFC, and d EDX analysis of bulk TFC

3.3 Tensile Properties

The tensile properties of the alloy and composites under study in gravity-cast and
thixoforged conditions, before and after T6 treatment, are presented in Fig. 5.

From Fig. 5, it indicates that the tensile properties are significantly higher for the
thixoforged alloys and composites compared to the gravity-cast counter parts. The
% increase in yield strength and UTS for thixoforged alloy is found to be 43 and
36% higher, respectively, compared to the gravity-cast alloy. It is noted that the %
elongation increased by 36.5% in the thixoforged alloy. This is attributed to plastic
deformation caused during thixoforging which resulted in globular morphology of Si
particles. The tensile properties steadily increased, with the addition of TiB2 particles
in the matrix. Moreover, the thixoforged composite (TFC) has shown a 40% increase
in UTS compared to GCA and the% elongation of TFC is 12.73 which is 41% higher
than the GCA. The thixoforged composite after T6 treatment has resulted in 110%
increase in UTS compared to the GCA and at the same time maintaining the ductility
values at 10.2. This can be attributed to combined effect of the thermal modification
during T6 treatment and thixoforming which resulted in globular morphology of Si.
In addition, the presence of nano-TiB2 particles throughout the matrix causes grain
refinement of α-Al.
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Fig. 3 EDS elemental mapping of semi-solid forged A356–5TiB2 in situ composite. a Al, b Si,
c Ti, and d B

Fig. 4 True stress–strain
curves of alloys and
composites
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Fig. 5 Tensile properties of
the alloys and composites

4 Conclusions

The present investigation deals with the tensile deformation behavior of semi-solid
forged A356–5 wt% TiB2 nano-in situ composite. The following conclusions can be
summarized from the present study:

• The stress–strain curves of thixoformed alloy and composites were found to be
higher indicating that thixoforging process has a significant impact on flow behav-
ior as compared to gravity-cast counter parts.

• The yield strength and tensile strength of thixoforged alloy after T6 treatment
increased to 121.6 and 106%, respectively, compared to gravity-cast alloy.

• The thixoforged composite attained the highest UTS of 318MPa which is 110.6%
higher than the gravity-cast alloy. This is attributed due to combined effect of T6
treatment and thixoforming which resulted in globular morphology of Si.

• The tensile strength of thixoformed composite is found to be significantly higher
than of gravity-cast alloy due to the presence of nano-TiB2 particles.
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Study of MRR and TWR in Electric
Discharge Machining of AISI D2 Tool
Steel

Himanshu Payal, Satish Kumar Sharma, Aakash, Ashish kumar,
Avinash kumar and Himanshu

Abstract Owing to its mechanical and metallurgical properties, AISI D2 is exten-
sively used as tool steel in die-making industry. Typical shapes and intricate die
cavities along with its high hardness make conventional operations of machining
unsuitable and uneconomical for machining of AISI D2 steel. Electrical discharge
machining (EDM) is an appropriate process for machining of such high-strength
tool steels. Therefore, this study was carried out to characterize and optimize the
process parameters of die-sinking EDM for material removal rate (MRR) and tool
wear rate (TWR) in machining of AISI D2 tool steel. Discharge current, gap volt-
age, pulse-on-time, and tool material were taken as process parameters. Taguchi’s
orthogonal array approach coupled with analysis of variance is applied to design
the experiments and analyze the relationship between process parameters and pro-
cess outcomes. Methodology developed in this study assists in adjusting machining
parameters for desired outcomes. Moreover, the process parameters can be utilized
to economically manufacture the quality die tools.

Keywords Electrical discharge machining (EDM) · Metal removal rate (MRR) ·
Tool wear rate (TWR) · Tool steel · Signal-to-noise ratio (S/N)

1 Introduction

Due to its excellent mechanical and metallurgical properties, D2 steel finds a wide
application in highly stressed cutting and punching tools for thin sheets, profile rolls,
drawing and deep drawing tools [1]. This steel finds difficulty in the machining stage
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due to its high wear strength properties. In order to generate typical shapes and
intricate cavities in this steel by conventional processes, it is a difficult task. Hence,
EDM is one of the substitute methods to machine this alloy. EDM is one of the
most popular non-conventional material removal processes for the manufacturing
sectors like aerospace, automotive, nuclear, and medical and die–mold production.
The EDMprocess is thermoelectric process in whichmaterial removal takes place by
the erosion effect of recurring spark generated betweenworkpiece and tool immersed
in dielectric media. The recurring spark causes the ionization of dielectric medium.
The process involves the temperature of around 8000–12000 °C which is generated
by the discharge energy at the point of spark which is enough to melt and vaporize
the material from the workpiece and tool electrode [2]. The main advantage of EDM
process is that physical and metallurgical properties of workpiece do not hamper the
machining due to non-contact between tool and workpiece.

EDM has become one of the widely established non-conventional processes in
manymanufacturing industries because of the specialty ofmaintaining high precision
accuracy. A considerable amount of work has been done by various researchers in
the past in order to improve the significant output performance measures like MRR,
TWR, and surface roughness (SR). However, the full potential of this process is not
explored completely because of the stochastic and conflicting nature of this process
which involves different variables. The prediction ability of the MRR and TWR
while machining D2 tool steel has been studied by various researchers. Prabhu and
Vinayagam [3] studied the surface characteristics like SR, micro-cracks of D2 steel
workpiece. They have used the properties of single-wall carbon nanotube which is
mixed in the dielectric fluid for the analysis of performance measures. Singh et al. [4]
did a review on the D2 steel material by considering various EDMparameters such as
discharge current, pulse-on-time, pulse-off-time, gap voltage which directly affects
the surface roughness. Again, Prabhu and Vinayagam [5] conducted an experimental
investigation on EDM for D2 tool steel by taking copper as an electrode material.
Jadhav et al. [6] studied the effects of discharge current, pulse-on-time, pulse-off-
time on EDM process by taking D2 tool steel as an electrode material. Gupta et al.
[7] did the optimization of the various responses such as MRR, TWR, and overcut
(OC) by taking AISI D2 tool steel as workpiece. Shivade and Shinde [8] reported an
experimental investigation on wire EDM for D3 tool steel. They have used Taguchi
technique as single objectivewithGRAasmulti-objective technique. Kansal et al. [9]
studied the effects of adding silicon powder mix into the dielectric fluid, while doing
EDM of tool steel and significant improvement in machining rate were observed
after the addition of silicon powder.

However, enormous studies were carried out to enhance the machining ability of
EDM process, and investigations exploring the process performance of die-sinking
EDMof die steelswith different electrodematerials alongwith other process parame-
ters are reportedmeagerly in the literature. Therefore, this experimental investigation
is carried out with an objective to explore the effect of different electrode materials
along with other process parameters of die-sinking EDMon the process performance
in terms of MRR and TWR during machining of AISI D2 tool steel.
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2 Experimentation

Mechanical properties and chemical composition of AISI D2 tool steel are shown
in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. Experiments have been carried out on Elektra 5535
PS die-sinking EDM shown in which the Z-axis is servo controlled and X- and Y -
axes are manually controlled (refer Fig. 1a). From the reported literature and trial
experiments, process parameters are chosen as discharge current, gap voltage, pulse-
on-time, and tool material. The working range of input parameters and the levels
taken are shown in Table 3. For deciding the level, some exploratory experiments
were conducted in the given range of input parameters. In this work, experiments
have been designed according to Taguchi’s L9 (34) orthogonal array as shown in
Table 4. The electrodes selected for this work are aluminum, copper, and brass, as
shown in Fig. 1b. The diameter of all the electrodes is 12 mm. To attain the stable
machining conditions, a study of 10 min or 0.5 mm depth of cut (whichever earlier)
is taken during experimentations. The machined surfaces of the D2 tool steel using
different electrode materials are shown in Fig. 2.

MRR/TWR is evaluated by measuring the loss in weight of the work-
piece/electrode before machining and after machining divided by the density of
workpiece/electrode into machining time. The initial and final weights of the work-
piece are measured on electronic balance having a resolution of 0.0001 g. MRR and
TWR are calculated by the following equation.

MRR or TWR (mm3/min)

� Reduction in weight of work piece or electrode

density of work piece or electrode
( g
mm3

) × machining time (min)
(1)

Table 1 Mechanical
properties of D2 material

Rockwell hardness 56 HRC

Poisson’s ratio 0.20–0.30

Elastic modulus 190–210 GPa

Density 7.7 g/cm3

Table 2 Chemical
composition of D2 material

Elements C Cr W

% Contribution 2–2.35 11–13 1.0

Elements Mn Mo P

% Contribution 0.6 0.0 0.03

Elements Si S V

% Contribution 0.6 0.03 1.1
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Brass

Aluminium

Copper

(a) (b)

Fig. 1 a Setup for die-sinking EDM and b EDM electrodes of different materials

Table 3 Machining
parameters and their levels

Input
parame-
ter

Symbol Unit Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

Discharge
current

Id A 8 12 16

Gap
voltage

Vg V 40 50 60

Pulse-
on-time

Ton µs 50 75 100

Tool
material

TM – Aluminum Copper Brass

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Material Removal Rate

Based on the ANOVA analysis of results, a significant relationship between process
parameters and performance measures is observed. ANOVA results for MRR are
shown in Table 5. Discharge current is found to be the most influential parameter
having highest contribution (59.72%) followed by pulse-on-time (15.2%) on MRR
value. It can be clearly seen in Fig. 3a that with increase in discharge current there
is a significant increase in MRR value. This phenomenon is due to the fact that
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Table 4 Designed experiments

Exp.
no

Id Vg Ton TM MRR (mm3/min) S/N TWR (mm3/min) S/N

1 1 1 1 1 3.36 3.24 1.45 3.66

2 1 2 2 2 4.76 6.09 0.157 30.96

3 1 3 3 3 3.39 3.15 2.18 0.79

4 2 1 2 3 5.04 6.30 2.75 −1.71

5 2 2 3 1 5.64 7.65 1.77 2.44

6 2 3 1 2 4.47 5.43 0.98 7.82

7 3 1 3 2 12.5 14.69 1.45 3.92

8 3 2 1 3 6.24 8.50 3.08 −2.55

9 3 3 2 1 7.13 9.55 2.30 0.18

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 2 Machined surfaces using electrode of a copper, b brass, c aluminum

increase in discharge current increases the spark energy between the electrode and
the workpiece. High spark energy increases the temperature that ultimately leads to
higher MRR. However, this effect leads to larger overcut and causes higher MRR.
Hence, the influence and significance of discharge current are greater on MRR.
Figure 3b depicts the graph of MRR vs pulse-on-time. The pulse-on-time basically
indicates the duration of current flow allowed per cycle. Hence, the material removal
mechanism is directly proportional to the amount of energy supplied during this
period. Therefore, it is the second most influencing factor after discharge current in
deciding MRR.
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Table 5 Results of ANOVA analysis for MRR

Source DF SS M.S F P Percentage contribution

Discharge current (Id) 2 37.39 18.7 4.45 0.065 59.72

Gap voltage (Vg) 2 6.29 3.14 0.33 0.728 10.04

Pulse-on-time (Ton) 2 9.54 4.77 0.54 0.609 15.23

Tool material (TM) 2 9.38 4.69 0.53 0.614 14.98

Total 1.738

Fig. 3 a MRR versus discharge current and b MRR versus pulse-on-time for D2 material

3.2 Tool Wear Rate

Based on the results of ANOVA analysis listed in Table 6, it can be concluded that
tool material is the most significant parameter to affect TWR having contribution to
66.2% followed by discharge current which has 18.8% contribution while deciding
the TWR during operation. TWR in case of machining with Al electrode is highest
among all electrode materials (refer Fig. 4a). Minimum values of TWR are observed
while machining with brass electrode. This happens due to the fact that melting point
of aluminum among the other two electrodes, i.e., brass and copper, is very much
low. The other factor is that density of aluminum is also very low as compared to
other electrode materials. In Fig. 4b, graph indicates that with increase in discharge
current value there is an increase in TWR. This occurred because increased value of
discharge current has produced high spark energy resulting in more material removal
from the tool as well as from the workpiece.
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Table 6 Results of ANOVA analysis for TWR

Source DF SS M.S F P Percentage contribution

Discharge peak current
(Id)

2 0.327 0.164 0.70 0.535 18.8

Gap voltage (Vg) 2 0.11 0.056 0.21 0.820 6.38

Pulse-on-time (Ton) 2 0.141 0.070 0.26 0.776 8.11

Tool material (TM) 2 1.158 0.579 6.00 0.037 66.62

Total 1.738

Fig. 4 a TWR vs tool material and b TWR vs discharge current during die-sinking EDM on AISI
D2 steel

4 Conclusion

In this study, the parameter characterization of die-sinking EDMonD2 tool steel was
done and their influence on MRR and TWR is analyzed. Pulse-on-time, discharge
current, tool material, and gap voltage were taken as process parameters, and process
performance was measured in terms of MRR and TWR. From the findings of this
experimental investigation, valuable conclusions were drawn. In case of MRR, the
most significant process parameter is discharge current followed by pulse-on-time
during die-sinking EDM of AISI D2 steel. On the other hand, for TWR the tool
material is the significant factor followed by discharge current. It was seen from the
experiments that brass electrode material has shown the lowest TWR followed by
copper. Therefore, results of this experimental investigation can be utilized by the
die-manufacturing industry for desired outcome.
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Optimization of Quality and Productivity
of Wire EDM by Using L9 Orthogonal
Array

Shailesh Kumar Dewangan, Prakash Kumar and Sanjay Kumar Jha

Abstract Quality and productivity are two essential facets developed in present
competitive global market. In the present study, wire EDM process of AISI P20
tool steel optimized the quality as well as productivity simultaneously. MRR in the
terms of productivity, this can be maximized and overcut in terms of quality that
can be minimized. This study highlights AISI P20 tool steel of best combination
of machining parameter setting with Taguchi design of experimental technique, of
WIRE EDM. The selected input parameters are pulse-on time (T on), wire feed (f )
and pulse-off time (T off). The objective of this paper is to achieve the maximum
MRR and the minimum overcut. They used copper wire of 0.25 mm diameter as
a tool, and dielectric fluid was used in distilled water,; L9 orthogonal array based
on Taguchi design has been used. These two responses (MRR and overcut) have
been converted into signal quality characteristics for optimal process environment
(optimum input parameters setting). Principal component analysis (PCA) combined
with grey relational analysis (GRA) with Taguchi design of experiment techniques
has been used to solve the problem.

Keywords L9 orthogonal array · Principal component · Grey relational analysis ·
AISI P20 tool steel · Wire EDM

1 Introduction

In today’s fastest development of machine-driven industry, the demands for alloy
materials and other type of steel material they have good hardness and impact resis-
tance are increasing. Nevertheless, somematerials are challenging to bemachined by
conventionalmethods.Hence, non-conventionalmachiningmethods includingECM,
electrical discharging machine and abrasive jet machining are applied to machine
such as difficult-to-machine tools and materials. Moreover, it has been used in wide
applications such as railways, bridges and suspension system [1–4].
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However, wire EDM is a continuous process in which electrode they can be made
of thin brass or tungsten and copper with diameter 0.05–0.35 mm, which is capable
of machining for very small corner radii [2]. The wire undergoes tension using a
device so reducing the trend of producing inaccurate parts. During the process of
wire EDM, the material is eroded from wire zone, and there is no contact between
the tool (wire) and workpiece; it can be controlled by servo controller eliminating
the mechanical stresses during machining.

Durairaj et al. [3] have described the multi-optimization techniques by grey rela-
tional analysis and optimized the machining parameters in wire EDM for SS304
material. The main objective is to optimize the kerf width and the best surface qual-
ity. Sreenivasa et al. [4] established the influence of various process parameters of
wire EDM such as pulse-on time, pulse-off time, peak voltage, pulse current, wire
speed and wire tension on the responses are material removal rate (MRR), surface
roughness (Ra), width of cut, wire wear ratio and surface integrity factors. Saravanan
et al. [5] used TitaniumGrade 2 alloy for machining of wire EDM and also optimized
the machining parameters with the help of Taguchi strategy. Ishfaq et al. [6] used
stainless-clad steel formachining ofwire EDMand also optimizedmachining param-
eters setting. Other researchers did wire EDM and EDM process for optimization of
different machining parameters [7, 8].

In the available literature, a number of gaps have been perceived in machining of
wire EDM. Most of the scholars have investigated influence of process parameters
on the different response measures of wire EDM. Literature review exposes that the
researchers have carried out most of the work on wire EDM developments, observ-
ing and controlling but partial work has been reported on optimization of process
variables with multi-objective optimization. The effect of machining parameters on
AISI P20 tool steel has not been fully explored using wire EDM with copper wire
as electrode.

2 Experimentation

The present work conducted an ElectronicaMAXICUT 734Wire Electric Discharge
Machine, with the workpiece dimension of 10 mm× 1 mm square block, and copper
wire tool material individual was used having 0.25 mm diameter. Distilled water is
used as dielectric fluid to accomplish the experiment. Side flushing system is used
for the sparking zone.

The total three machining parameters are selected as variables, and other factors
are kept constant (such as dielectric fluid pressure, cutting speed, servo voltage, servo
feed, wire speed, wire tension and cutting length). The factors have three levels along
L9 orthogonal array have been selected with Taguchi design that are presented in
Table 1.

The calculation of material removal rate has been done by weight loss method
with the help of electronic balance weight machine. This electronic balance weight
machine has maximum capacity of 300 g, and accurateness is 0.1 mg. Overcut was
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Table 1 Input parameters
and their levels

Machining
parameter

Symbol Unit Levels

1st 2nd 3rd

Pulse-on
time

Ton µs 112 118 124

Wire feed F mm/min 6 9 12

Pulse-off
time

Toff µs 20 30 40

measured by using Toolmaker microscope. The design of experiment with observed
MRR and overcut value is shown in Table 2 (Fig. 1).

Table 2 Experimental observed value

Run No. Ton (µs) F (mm/min) Toff (µs) MRR (mm3/min) OC (mm)

1 112 6 20 2.3524 0.050

2 112 9 30 3.6990 0.060

3 112 12 40 4.1077 0.066

4 118 6 30 4.3135 0.040

5 118 9 40 5.7362 0.045

6 118 12 20 6.8456 0.048

7 124 6 40 7.0920 0.030

8 124 9 20 8.1400 0.036

9 124 12 30 8.8865 0.039

Fig. 1 Wire electric discharge machining with tool and workpiece
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3 Results and Discussion

In this section, the impact of process parameters on the responses like material
removal rate and overcut of AISI P20 tool steel was described. And also discussed
which parameters are most influencing factors for increasing the quality and produc-
tivity in the form of overcut and material removal rate.

3.1 Impact of Process Parameters of MRR and Overcut

The histogram plot for MRR versus input factors such as pulse-on time, wire feed
and pulse-off time is shown in Fig. 2. According to this graph, pulse-on time has
better impact on MRR as compared to pulse-off time and wire feed, in which MRR
increases with increases on T on. MRR representing the T on is the most significant
factor during machining of AISI P20 tool steel.

Figure 3 indicates the overcut (OC) against pulse-on time, wire feed and
pulse-off time, respectively. When the T off increases OC when T on increases OC
decreases, whenF increases OC has slightly increases similarly, when T off increases,
OC increasing. This analysis clearly indicates that the factors T off are directly

Fig. 2 Impact of process parameter versus MRR

Fig. 3 Impact of process parameters versus OC
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proportional to OC and the value of T on is maximum influencing of OC, and also
wire feed of copper wire tool is significant effect.

3.2 Multi-objective Optimization Using PCA-Based GRA
Analysis

All the experimental values (Table 2) have been converted to the optimal quality
performance index (OQPI). The OQPI value is obtained using hybrid multi objective
optimization techniques that is PCA based grey relation analysis. Calculation of
PCA-based GRA analysis the following stages is given below.

Converting the MRR and OC to S/N ratio.
Converted SN ratio of MRR and OC is to find principal component scores (PCS).
Normalized principal component scores.
After normalized data finding GRC using principal component score.
Calculating optimal quality performance index (OQPI).

All experimental run to finding MRR and Overcut is higher-the-better and
lower-the-better conditions has been chosen. The maximum value of MRR is
8.8865 mm3/min, and minimum value of overcut is 0.030 mm. In order to avoid
complexity, in computing S/N ratio. The S/N ratio for MRR and OC is represented
in Eqs. (1) and (2) correspondingly.

ηi j � −10 log

[
1

n

n∑
i�1

y−2
i

]
(1)

ηi j � −10 log

[
1

n

n∑
i�1

y2i

]
(2)

whereas ηi j represents the S/N ratios i th experiment and j th result (MRR and OC),
and yi is observe resulted value of MRR and OC. In this calculation for all nine
experiments, n is kept as one because there is no repeated number of experiments.
After calculating the S/N ratio, the second step is computing principal component
score by using Eq. (3).

PCSil � al1ηi1 + al2ηi2 + · · · + al jηi j (3)

whereas a2l1 + a2l2 + · · · + a2l j � 1. The al1, al2 . . . al j are the elements of eigenvector.
The calculated eigenvalue with respective eigenvector is represented in Table 3. Then
the next step to normalizing all PCS data in this equation:

Xil � PCSil − PCSmin
il

PCSmax
il − PCSmin

il

(4)
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Table 3 Eigenvalue and their
correspondence matrix

Variable Eigenvectors Eigenvalue Proportion

PC1 PC2

SN-MRR 0.707 −0.707 1.6202 0.81

SN-OC 0.707 0.707 0.3798 0.19

Table 4 Design of optimal quality performance index

Sr. No. SN-MRR SN-OC PCS-1 PCS-2 GRC1 GRC2 OQPI

1 7.4302 26.0206 23.6497 13.1434 0.3333 1.0000 0.4600

2 11.3617 24.4370 25.3097 9.2442 0.3752 0.4597 0.3913

3 12.2720 23.6091 25.3680 8.0153 0.3769 0.3928 0.3799

4 12.6967 27.9588 28.7434 10.7903 0.5070 0.5851 0.5218

5 15.1726 26.9357 29.7706 8.3166 0.5665 0.4074 0.5363

6 16.7082 26.3752 30.4600 6.8345 0.6150 0.3447 0.5636

7 17.0154 30.4576 33.5634 9.5036 1.0000 0.4769 0.9006

8 18.2125 28.8739 33.2901 7.5376 0.9477 0.3718 0.8383

9 18.9746 28.1787 33.3374 6.5073 0.9564 0.3333 0.8380

whereas Xil is the normalized data with i th experiment expending lth principal com-
ponent score. And PCSil are normalized data. Eigenvalue and their correspondence
matrix are given in Table 3.

After normalizing, then calculate the grey relational coefficient of normalized
PCS data with the help of Eq. (5).

GRCi j � �min + ζ�max
�i j + ζ�max

(5)

whereas �i j � |1 − Xil |; in this equation GRCij of i th experiment using j th result
(MRR and OC), �max and �min are the global maximum and global minimum val-
ues for corresponding values, correspondingly. The distinguishing coefficient (ζ )
range is 0–1; this is clearly designated by Dewangan and Biswas [9]. In computing
grey relation coefficient value for both response, then finding the optimal quality
performance index by using Eq. (6).

OQPI � 1

n

n∑
i�1

Wlζi j (6)

whereaswl is the proportionof variance that is associatedwithTable 3.Themagnitude
ofOQPI replicates that optimal quality performance index value. That value is higher-
the-better quality characteristics. In all the nine experimental runs the OQPI was
calculated and is presented in Table 4.
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Fig. 4 Influence plots for OQPI

4 Exploration of OQPI

Optimal quality performance index value is higher-the-better quality characteristics
means high value of OQPI (run no 7, value 0.9006) which represent better quality and
productivity for this machining parameters setting. According to the graph (Fig. 4)
of influence plot for OQPI to knowing the optimal setting of machining parameters
that is T on is 124 µs, F is 6 mm/min and T off is 20 µs. which would simultaneously
ensure better quality in terms of minimum value of overcut and better productivity
in terms of maximum value for MRR.

5 Conclusions

Based on the above experimental examination, MRR representing the T on is the
essential factor during machining of AISI P20 tool steel, whereas the factor T off is
directly proportional to OC and the value of T on is maximum influencing of OC.

The modern research work develops hybrid multi-response optimization tech-
nique using PCA-based grey relational analysis for simultaneously optimizing the
MRR and OC in wire EDM. The optimal wire EDM parameter setting was found to
be as follows: T on is 124 µs, F is 6 mm/min, and T off is 20 µs, which would simul-
taneously ensure better quality in terms of minimum value of overcut and better
productivity in terms of maximum value for MRR.
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Numerical Simulation of Hot Isostatic
Pressing Process Utilized During
Sintering of Tool Inserts

Akshay Chandras and Chandrakant Sonawane

Abstract Sintering is a popular technique, where powder compacts are heated in
a furnace to impart strength and integrity. Usually, sintering process is a one of the
essential stage followed during powder metallurgy along with powder production
and powder compaction. Sintering process is multistage and carried out in a partial
vacuum with the controlled atmosphere to achieve required metallurgical properties.
To make a product completely pore-free and dense, hot isostatic pressing (HIP), a
secondary powder metallurgy operation is necessary. In hot isostatic pressing, argon
gas is used as the pressure medium and isostatically applied to the sintered part with
the pressure around 100 bar with a temperature range of 500–2000 °C. Although
the hot isostatic pressing is a well-established technology, the understanding of local
details like the internal gas flow and heat flux inside the furnace will help to improve
the process itself as well as to reduce the rejection rate of the sintered inserts. In
this paper, numerical simulation of hot isostatic pressing is presented. As the process
involves unsteady flow through porous felt as well as graphite cylinders, transient
analysis of argon flow inside the horizontal vacuum sintering furnace is simulated.
The argon gas is passed into the furnace through an inlet at the mass flow rate of 300
L/h. The simulation is carried out for 1200 swith a time step of 0.01.Numerical results
show the local temperature; pressure and flowconditions attained and eventually used
for further process improvement particularly in the central zone of the furnace.

Keywords Sintering · Hot isostatic pressing · Inserts · Numerical simulation ·
Powder compacts · Porosity modeling

1 Introduction

Sintering is the process of consolidating loose aggregate of powder or a green compact
of the desired composition under controlled conditions of temperature, pressure, and
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Fig. 1 Refinement of microstructural changes in powder compacts during sintering process

time. The process can be broken down into three stages which mainly contributes to
the refinement of microstructural changes in powder compacts, refer Fig. 1. In the
first stage, necks are formed at the contact points between the powder particles and
irregularly shaped pores are interconnected to each other. Then during intermediate
stage, neck growth occurs, and pore channels gain a cylindrical shape. In the final
stage, pores become isolated and no longer interconnected. The porosity of sintered
part does not change and remain even after sintering. It has been observed that these
pores remained in sintered part, and these are the main cause of poor strength and
density of the sintered part.

Hence, after sintering, it is recommended to apply hot isostatic pressing, in which
isostatic pressure applied to the sintered product at elevated temperature simultane-
ously. The hot isostatic pressing cycle consists of two phases; in first phase, pressure
is increased up to the peak value in certain time, and then during the second phase,
the pressure inside the horizontal vacuum sintering furnace is maintained constant
for some time. Temperature is high throughout these phases. Hot isostatic pressing
consolidates the powders to higher densities and thus make sintered parts pore-free.
Because of advantages of hot isostatic pressing, it is combinedwith sintering process,
and the combined process is called as sinter-hot isostatic pressing.

Although the hot isostatic pressing is a well-established technology, the under-
standing of local details like the internal gas flow and heat flux inside the sintering
furnace will help to improve the process itself as well as to reduce the rejection
rate of the sintered inserts. Numbers of researchers have studied the hot isostatic
pressing numerically. Manière et al. [1] carried simulation of sintering to predict the
temperature distribution and densification of large size gears under various operat-
ing conditions. They developed the fluid dynamics thermo-mechanical model and
concluded that homogeneity of the heating of large and complex samples depends
on the duration of the heating and on the dimensions of the sample. Cheng et al. [2]
proposed gaseous fuel segregation method which injects measured methane (in the
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furnace) to improve the heat distribution imbalance to enhance the heat pattern and
sinter strength. Fu et al. [3] used CFD modeling to find out the effects of several
factors on blast furnace processing as well as to visualize and observe the processes
occurring inside of blast furnace and generated a detailed numerical data.

Yuan et al. [4] studied the various furnace atmosphere which is suitable for sinter-
ing operation. Furnace atmosphere depends on the characteristics of thematerials and
the properties desired in the sintered product. They studied the flow of gas involved
in sintering furnace process and found that a surface over which flow is continu-
ous, more porosity was developed. They also concluded that, as separation distance
between green compacts increases, the gas flow field is also found to be increased
in between samples kept adjacent to each other. Al-Hazmi et al. [5] studied various
parameters affecting mechanical properties and microstructure of sintered part. They
had carried out both experimental and CFD simulation of sintering process. Their
analysis shows that mechanical properties were enhanced with an increase in pres-
sure and temperature, but it also highlighted that there was no significant effect on
the microstructure of the sintered part material. Cai et al. [6] investigated the effect
asynchronous and simultaneous loading on the surface qualities, microstructure, and
mechanical properties of titanium alloy Ti6A14V parts. The surface roughness of
asynchronous load processed parts had lower value over simultaneous load processed
parts.

Xu et al. [7] investigated the effect of pressure and temperature on microstructure,
density, and mechanical properties of HIP’ed powder parts. They analyzed the parts,
hipped at different operating conditions using response surface methodology and
found that HIP’ing at 800 °C and 120 MPa can impart best tensile strength. But to
eliminate metallurgical defects and to achieve better microstructure and mechanical
properties, the optimized temperature range proposed was 900–940 °C and pressure
over 100 MPa for holding time of 3 h. Janajreh et al. [8] carried out a numerical
simulation of the water vapor flow in a full-scale flashing chamber of an operational
MSF desalination plant. They had utilized Ergun’s equation and empirical correlation
of Svendsen to find pressure drop. Remigiusz et al. [9] studied the relationship
between the porous material resistance coefficients and heat sink dimensions. They
developed an approximation function that will allow the resistance coefficients to
be calculated without the need of performing time-consuming calculations. They
modeled heat sink as a simpler porous block to save computational time. Based
on the results of the numerical analysis, they propose an approximation function
for dimensions of the heat sink and resistance coefficients. Guhan et al. [10] used
ANSYS CFX software to investigate gas flow analysis to optimize the geometry of
existing exhaust system. Pressure drop and flow distribution were analyzed for the
exhaust system.

From above review, it can be seen that numerical analysis mainly using ANSYS
Fluent software is popular as well as powerful computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
tool for simulating fluid flows and heat transfer for complex flow like hot isostatic
pressing. Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) helps us to visualize the process
occurring in a furnace to design better like hot isostatic pressing furnaces. Due to the
intricate design and elevated temperature and pressure inside the sintering furnace,
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where measuring equipment cannot be installed, hence use of CFD numerical tool
is justified.

In this paper, numerical simulation of hot isostatic pressing is presented. The
unsteady flow through the porous felt and graphite cylinders present inside the sin-
tering furnace is simulated. Various operating pressure, as well as the temperature
inside the furnace, is numerically predicted. The objective of this work is to model
reliable CFD simulation of gas flow occurring in the HIP furnace and obtain intri-
cate details occurring inside the furnace with possible visualization of minute local
details.

2 Problem Under Consideration: Horizontal Vacuum
Sintering Furnace

The problem under consideration is the sinter-hot isostatic pressing (sinter-HIP).
This process is used to process powder metallurgical materials cemented carbides.
To produce powder metallurgical parts, additives such as paraffin, PEG is added to
powders and then the powder is pressed into near net shape before sintering.

In hot isostatic pressing, all the outlets are closed, and gas is pumped into the
furnace. This causes pressure development in the furnace. Gas is passed for 20 min,
and hence pressure rises to 90–100 bar (approx). Temperature is elevated to 1500 °C.

Additional steps of cooling the sintered parts in a sintering furnace and then
transferring to a separate HIP furnace for heating and densification are eliminated.
And hence two processes of sintering and HIP are combined which eliminated the
need for a separate HIP furnace. This saved energy, labor cost, andmaterial handling.

Figure 2 shows the horizontal vacuum sintering furnace, considered for simula-
tion. The geometry is created in Siemens NX software. Horizontal vacuum sintering
furnace consists of muffle, felt, heating coil assembly, and casing.

Muffle: Material of muffle is graphite. Argon passes through porous walls of
muffle. Muffle covers the part to be hipped, and hence ensures the clean environment
is developed around parts.

Felt: It is a thermal shield which is made of a material which has low thermal
conductivity and low specific heat. It permits rapid heating and cooling of furnaces
which reduces cycle time.

Figure 3 shows the cross-section view of horizontal vacuum sintering furnace
heating coil locations. These induction heaters generate the heat which is transferred
to muffle heat zone by convection and radiation. Initially, up to 400 °C temperature,
heat is transferred by means of convection but after 400 °C the heat is transferred
majorly by radiation.

Figure 4 shows the charging system on which various products generally called as
green parts carbide tool in the present case are placed. The charging system consists
of racks and spacers. These are made of a material which shows increased strength
at rising temperature and excellent resistance to embrittlement. Spacers are placed to
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Fig. 2 A cross-sectional
view of horizontal vacuum
sintering furnace

Fig. 3 Horizontal vacuum
sintering furnace

maintain space between racks. Compacted parts which are also called as green parts
are arranged on racks in a systematic manner, so gas passes over every green part.
At a time, a number of small parts can be processed in one process cycle because of
the charging system. Figure 5 shows the three-dimensional view of furnace loaded
with green parts arranged on the charging system.
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Fig. 4 Charging system

Fig. 5 Furnace loaded with
green parts using the
charging system

3 Numerical Method

Simulating by considering the three-dimensional model, as shown in Fig. 5, could
become very complex and computationally expensive. So, it is being modeled in a
2D approach. Geometry is further simplified by removing solid domains as it will
not have an impact on the flow. If solid domains are considered, a number of mesh
elements increase, hence increasing computational time. Figure 6 shows the 2D
geometry considered for current simulation.

Figure 7 shows the mesh generated using ANSYS Meshing software. The shared
topology option is used, which allows continuous mesh generation across common
regions where bodies touch each other. The structured mesh is generated at every
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Fig. 6 two-dimensional geometry of horizontal vacuum sintering furnace

region of geometry. The mesh contains total 99,830 number of nodes with 91,949
number of quad mesh elements. The mesh has a maximum skewness of 0.2531 and
minimum orthogonal quality of 0.9224. Hence, mesh is sufficient to capture all the
physics of the sintering process. It is important to have fine mesh at critical regions
such as inlet, gaps, and holes. Hence mesh is refined using a local mesh sizing option
named as face sizing.

To simulate the hot isostatic pressing (HIP) process, gas (argon) is continuously
passed into the furnace through the inlet. A compression phenomenon by argon gas is
time-dependent for which the transient simulation is the appropriate approach. Effect
of gravitational acceleration may impact the flow of gas, so it is considered during
simulation. An arrangement of heating coils is asymmetric. Simulation is carried out
considering two heating coils generate the heat.

For obtaining the numerical solution, pressure-velocity coupling: PISO is used
with transient simulation conditions. For pressure, density as well as momentum
equation discretization, second-order upwind method is adopted. For transient for-
mulation, first order implicit time stepping is utilized. The flow inside the furnace
is turbulent hence a realizable K–epsilon turbulent model is applied. The K–epsilon
turbulent model has robustness, economy, and reasonable accuracy for a wide range
of turbulent flows.
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Fig. 7 Mesh generated for horizontal vacuum sintering furnace domain

During the HIP process, muffle and felt are closed using lids. Muffle (and felt)
walls are porous in nature. So in cell-zone conditions, muffle walls are defined as a
fluid domain. In Fluent, to define porous nature, two other inputs are required, i.e.,
viscous coefficient and inertia coefficient.

Defining viscous and inertia coefficients: Viscous and inertia coefficients are cal-
culated from experimental pressure drop values. Experimental data in the form of
pressure drop across porous media against the velocity of argon entering porous
media is used to calculate the coefficients. Porous media are modeled by the combi-
nation of a momentum source term to the standard fluid flow equations. The source
term is composed of two parts: a viscous loss and an inertial loss.

The source term is composed of two parts: a viscous loss and an inertial loss

Si � −
(

μ

α
υi + C2

1

2
ρννi

)

where α is the permeability and C2 is the inertia resistance factor. μ is the viscosity
of the fluid. Darcy’s law for porous media: In laminar flows through porous media,
the pressure drop is proportional to velocity. The constant C2 can be zero.

Pressure drop,∇ p � μ

α
υi�n
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where 1
α
is viscous coefficient, the υi velocity component in the corresponding direc-

tion, and �n is the thickness of the medium.
As discussed earlier, for calculating viscous coefficient, graph of experimental

pressure drop across the porous region and experimental velocity of gas entering
porous region is required. The experimental value of the pressure drop across muffle
is 16 millibar. Velocity value of argon gas is not available hence it is derived from the
general formula of mass flow rate. The value of the viscous coefficient for muffle:
57,399,103; viscous coefficient for felt: 18,759,526.3219.

As per as various boundary conditions are concerns: At a furnace, inlet mass flow
rate of 300 L/h or 0.1161 kg/s is supplied. A mass flow inlet is used as it is more
important to match a prescribed mass flow rate than to match the total pressure of
the fluid. Walls formed at the boundaries of the porous domain are converted into
the interior. Interior boundary conditions allow fluid to flow into the porous domain.
Also, an ideal gas density model is used, where the value of operating density is kept
zero. For heating coils: In 3D model, there are nine heating coils, but in 2D model,
only two coils are considered, which has heat generation rate of 10 W/m3.

4 Results and Discussion

The unsteady simulation of hot isostatic pressing is carried for 20 min or 1200 s
with a time step of 0.01. Hence, total numbers of time steps are 120,000 and it is
allowed to carry maximum 20 iterations for each step. Care is taken that the residual
for continuity, X and Y velocity, K and epsilon is dropped below 0.001 whereas for
energy the residual drop below 10e−6 value.

Pressure distribution: Figs. 8 and 9 show the pressure distribution inside the sin-
tering furnace at 900th and 1200th seconds time level. It is seen that argon gas is
getting compressed at the bottom of the furnace during initial time level. In the sim-
ulation, it is observed that pressure drop across the top muffle wall is different from
bottom muffle wall, i.e., pressure drop across the top muffle wall is 2.9 millibar;
pressure drop across the bottom muffle wall is 4.6 millibar. This pressure drop val-
ues reduce over a time. At time 1200th second the pressure drop across top muffle
wall: 1.5 millibar and pressure drop across bottom muffle wall: 4 millibar. In actual
furnace apparatus, the pressure drop across muffle walls is 1.6–16 millibar. Hence, it
can be seen that themean simulation values arematchingwell with actual conditions.

Velocity distribution: Fig. 10 shows the velocity distribution across the furnace at
10th seconds time level. Figure 11 shows the enlarged view of velocity at inlet of the
furnace. It is observed that gas is not flowing through all the holes of inlet manifold.
It is observed that gas passing through the first adjacent hole is blocking the flow
coming from next hole. Initially, the direction of gas passing through upper and lower
felt is toward muffle. Means from upper felt, gas is flowing in downward direction,
i.e., toward muffle and through lower felt, gas is flowing in upward direction, i.e.,
toward muffle.
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Fig. 8 Pressure at 900th seconds

Fig. 9 Pressure at 1200th seconds
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Fig. 10 Velocity rendering at 10th second

Fig. 11 Detailed view of 1

Figure 12 shows the velocity distribution after 30th second time level. After a
30th second, gas is filled in the space available inside the porous felt. Hence, it is
coming out from top felt wall. Figure 13 shows the enlarged view of velocity and
turbulence generated at charging system. It is seen that turbulence is generated inside
the muffle. Change in gas velocity is observed near inserts and charging system as
the gas flows through narrow area.

After 15 minutes of gas filling, turbulence is seen in the inlet manifold. Figure 14
shows the turbulence at inlet manifold. Back-flow phenomena are observed in the
inlet manifold as the furnace is filled with gas. Table 1 shows the pressure developed
inside the furnace at various time intervals.
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Fig. 12 Volume rendering of velocity at 30th second velocity

Fig. 13 Detailed view 1: velocity and turbulence at 30th second
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Fig. 14 Turbulence at the inlet manifold

Table 1 Pressure development inside the furnace

Time Maximum pressure,
PMax (bar)

Pressure drop across
top muffle wall,
�PTM (millibar)

Pressure drop across
bottom muffle wall,
�PBM (millibar)

900th seconds 75.01 2.9 4.6

1200th seconds 99.2323 1.5 4

Temperature distribution: Fig. 15 shows the temperature distribution obtained at
1200th second time level. Elevated temperature value is detected inside the muffle.
Heat is transferred to muffle region by convection until furnace reaches a 400 °C
temperature. After that, the heat is transfer mainly by radiation. Highest temperature
reached is 680 °C (953 K) which located at the central region of the charging system.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, numerical simulation of the hot isostatic pressing process carried out
in the horizontal vacuum sintering furnace is presented. The unsteady simulations
exactly mimic the actual hot isostatic pressing process for the 1200 s. The pres-
sure, velocity, and temperature distribution are presented here. Due to the intricate
conditions of high pressure and high temperature, it is not possible to have such
minute details via experimentation, hence CFD simulations are justified as well as
recommended.
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Fig. 15 Temperature distribution at 1200th seconds

From CFD simulation, it has been observed that, initially, argon gas is getting
compressed at the bottom of the furnace. Then over a time whole furnace fills up
with gas. After filling the space available inside the felt, gas comes out from the
upper felt wall region. Eventually, the gas reaches near inlet manifold and blocks the
path of flow. The pressure drop from the lower wall of the muffle is more than the
upper wall, whereas, the simulated average pressure drop is matching closely with
the actually measured one. The slight variation in pressure is because of the lack
of more pressure point reading in actual practice. Also, it is worth to mention that,
the gas once entered the muffle is not coming out of it and pressurizing the sintered
compacts evenly. Rotational motion of gas is observed inside the muffle. The highest
temperature of 680 °C is observed inside the charging system. Hence, we can charge
the various sizes (small to large) of inserts according to this temperature distribution.
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with Polymer–Metal Oxide
Nano-composites
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Abstract The hydrophobicity of the nano-coating developed with TiO2 and
SiO2–TiO2 nanoparticles in organic binder is investigated, where polyurethane was
taken as model binder. Core SiO2 nanoparticles have been synthesized using Sto-
ber method with average particle size of 92 nm. TiO2 and nano-core@shell have
been prepared using peptization process. Particle sizes were measured as 75 nm
for TiO2 and 144 nm for core-shell nanoparticles which were prepared using pep-
tization process. In this process, hydrophobic titania was produced at 70 °C. Here,
SiO2–TiO2 core–shell nanoparticle was synthesized because core silica improves the
mechanical strength and shell TiO2 on core silica provides the hydrophobicity of the
coating surface. Characterization of these nanoparticles was performed by UV-vis
spectrophotometer, dynamic light scattering (DLS), scanning electron microscopy
(SEM), Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) and XRD. The coating for-
mulations were developed with the aforementioned nanoparticles separately and
concentration of nanoparticles was varied from 1 to 6 wt%. The best performance in
terms of hydrophobicity was obtained with 4 wt% of the concentration of nanoparti-
cles in polyurethane-coating system. In this work, prepared coatings were applied on
glass substrate (20 × 20 × 10 mm) using a brush, dried in oven at 80 °C for 15 min,
on drying, 100-µm-thick film was obtained. Static contact angle of water droplet on
these dried films was measured and obtained as 129° for PU film-containing TiO2

nanoparticle and 133.3° for PU film with SiO2–TiO2 core@shell nanoparticle.
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1 Introduction

TiO2 is the promising material to use as a semiconductor having excellent photo-
chemical stability withminimal effort.Well-dispersed nano-TiO2 with very fine sizes
is promising in numerous applications, for example, adsorbents, pigments, catalytic
supports, paints, coating, floor covering, roofing material, cosmetics and automo-
tive products [1–4]. In these cases, when the particle size is decreased enormously
in nanoscale, because of the substantial surface-to-volume proportion, some novel
optical properties can be enhanced [5]. It was typically discovered that distinctive
courses frequently create diverse outcomes [6–8]. Along these lines, it is important
to think in detail about the strategies which may affect nano-titania and its properties.

The property of self-cleaning has been outstanding with regards to shared impact
between photocatalysis and hydrophobicity. The photocatalytic impact disintegrates
natural substances that interact with the surface and keeps them away from building
up. The hydrophobic property makes the cleaning more efficient when water moves
over the surface. This gathers the clean particles, makes the surface simple and quick
dry and counteracts unfortunate water streaking at first glance [9]. Nano-titania is
a standout among the most broadly utilized materials in applications such as self-
cleaning, because of its thermal stability and photocatalytic properties. [10–13]. By
increasing the property of hydrophobicity and reducing thewettability characteristics
of a surface, water can improve the cleanness of the surface because it depends on
surface microstructure, surface chemical composition and surface geometry. Many
researchers have worked upon to increase the hydrophobicity of thin nano-TiO2

films. As shown in Fig. 1, the hydrophobicity can be improved in different types of
polymeric coatings by adding nanoparticles in the formulations. [10, 12–18].

SiO2–TiO2 nanoparticles of core@shell structure have been set up to consoli-
date mechanical properties/hardness of silica nanoparticles and hydrophobicity of
nano-TiO2. Nanoparticles of core–shell constitute a novel class of materials with
assortment of utilization in synthetically balancing out colloidal particles, catalysis,
planning of bioconjugates [19]. These particles can be incorporated utilizing metals,

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram
showing the self-cleaning
phenomena on hydrophobic
surface
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semiconductors, protectors, metal oxides, composites, colors and even biomolecules
as center or shell. A simple approach to get ready silica–titania core@shell materials
is Stober strategy where the TiO2 sol and SiO2 sol can be arranged separately and
blended to acquire nano-core@shell development [20, 21]; however, this technique
does not give hydrophobic surface.

In this study, nano-TiO2 and SiO2–TiO2 nanoparticles of core@shell struc-
ture have been prepared by peptization method for the development of hydrophobic
coating in polyurethane (PU) binder. Polyurethane (PU) coating system has sev-
eral applications. Polyurethane coatings can make better product’s appearance and
increase its lifespan. PU adhesives provide another advantage of strong bonding and
provide tighter seals. PU elastomers are lighter than metal; they can be molded into
almost any shape. In addition, it offers superior stress recovery and provides resistant
against environmental conditions.

2 Experimental Study

2.1 Materials

Titanium tetra-isopropoxide and tetraethyl orthosilicate were obtained from Sigma
Aldrich Chemicals Pvt. Ltd, India. NH4OH was acquired from Qualikems Fine
Chemical Pvt. Ltd, India. Ethanol was acquired from Merck Limited, India. Nitric
acid was purchased from fisher Scientific (India). Polyurethane was obtained from
Dalton Chemicals Pvt. Ltd (India).

Instruments The instruments used are as follows: UV 1800 Shimadzu UV spec-
trophotometer, Malvern instruments-Zetasizer Nano S-90, Shimadzu 8400 spec-
trophotometer, and Bruker D8 Focus XRD.

2.2 Methods

Preparation of SiO2 nanoparticles through Stober process TEOS (8 ml) was
utilized as a precursor for preparing nano-silica by blending this in 35 ml and
100 ml of DI water and ethanol, respectively. This mixture was stirred for 40 min
and NH4OH was included drop-wise in this solution for keeping up pH at 10 and
after that kept for 1 d and centrifuged it at 8000 rpm for 10–15 min. Material was
dried overnight at 100 °C in oven after centrifugation and calcinated at 650 °C for
2 h.

Synthesis of nano-TiO2 throughpeptizationprocess. In preparation of nano-TiO2

by peptization process, 2 ml of TTIP was added to DI water (50 ml) under blending
condition. White suspension was formed, after that coagulated titanium oxide was
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precipitated. Nitric acid (1 ml) was added to the titania gel. From that point onward,
the precipitate was mixed for 4 h at 70 °C temperature. Following 4 h mixing, entire
material was dried in oven at 70 °C for overnight.

Synthesis of nano-SiO2–TiO2 core-shell nanoparticles through peptization pro-
cess. For the synthesis of SiO2–TiO2 nanoparticles, same methodology was taken
as depicted in preparation of TiO2 nanoparticle using peptization method in the
presence of SiO2 nanoparticle (2 gm) prepared through Stober method (Fig. 2).

Coating development and measurement of contact angle. Coating formulations
were developed with SiO2, TiO2, and SiO2–TiO2 nanoparticles separately in PU
binder system. In this coating formulation, different concentrations of nanoparticle
were used from 1 to 6 wt%. These coatings were applied on a glass slide (20 × 20
× 10 mm) using paintbrush. After that, films were dried in oven for 15–20 min at
100 °C. The thickness of the dried film was measured around 100 µm. Goniometric
measurements were carried out to measure the static contact angle of water droplet
on these coated substrates using custom built-in goniometer.

Characterization. Particle size measurement was performed by Malvern
instruments-Zetasizer Nano S-90 (DLS). UV-vis analysis was carried out through
spectrophotometer (Shimadzu UV-1800). XRD analysis was performed by X-ray
diffractometer (Bruker D8 Focus). Scanning electron microscopy of PU-based coat-
ings on glass slide developed with SiO2 and SiO2–TiO2 core–shell nanoparticles was
analyzed by Zeiss scanning electron microscope and element identification of these
samples was performed by Bruker EDX.

Fig. 2 Flow chart for
SiO2–TiO2 core–shell
nanoparticles preparation
procedure
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3 Results and Discussion

Average particle size of core–shell nanoparticles was measured as 144 nm on 92 nm
of nano-silica. Results demonstrates that thin layer of TiO2 (26 nm) was formulated
on center material silica as shown in Fig. 3. UV-vis study was carried out in the
wavelength range of 200–700 nm, and absorbance peak was obtained at 310 nm
for both in TiO2 and SiO2–TiO2 nanoparticles. As appeared in Fig. 4, result con-
firms the thin covered layer of TiO2 on center SiO2 and furthermore development of
nanoparticles of core–shell structure.

Figure 5 shows the XRD patterns of the prepared samples. Results confirm the
nano SiO2–TiO2 core-shell formation with one broad peak i.e. amorphous nature
appeared at 2θ � 15° i.e. (hkl� 100) for silica nanoparticles and other sharp peaks i.e.
crystalline nature available at 2θ � 25°, 46°, 55° and (hkl � 110,211,220) for titania
nanoparticles with respect to individual XRD analysis of silica and titania nanopar-
ticles.

Figure 6 shows the FTIR spectra of SiO2, TiO2, and SiO2@TiO2 core–shell
nanoparticles. In the spectra of nano-SiO2, band obtained at 1070 cm−1 corresponds
to asymmetric stretching vibration of Si–O–Si bond, whereas 3300 and 1640 cm−1

bands have appeared for H–O–H stretching and bending of absorbed water. Another
peak obtained at 910 cm−1 corresponds to Si–OH bond. In case of SiO2–TiO2 spec-
tra, along with the peaks of nano-silica, a band at around 950 cm−1 was appeared
for Si–O–Ti bond which supports a layer of TiO2 formation on core SiO2. SEM
and EDX studies were completed for created coatings in polyurethane (PU) with

Fig. 3 DLS graph: a nano-SiO2, b nano-TiO2, c nano-SiO2–TiO2 nanoparticles of core–shell struc-
ture

Fig. 4 UV-vis spectrums: a nano-SiO2, b nano-TiO2, c nano-SiO2–TiO2 nanoparticles of
core–shell structure
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Fig. 5 XRD: a nano-SiO2, b nano-TiO2, c nano-SiO2–TiO2 nanoparticles of core–shell structure

Fig. 6 Spectroscopy of SiO2–TiO2 nanoparticles of core–shell with individual SiO2 and TiO2
nanoparticles

SiO2–TiO2 nanoparticles at 20 kV and 500× magnification which are shown in
Fig. 7. EDX investigations were done for elemental analysis in created coatings
which is appeared in Fig. 7c.

Contact angle measurements were performed for coating system developed in
PU on glass slide with SiO2, TiO2, and SiO2–TiO2 core–shell nanoparticles con-
taining nanoparticle concentration of 1–6 wt%. Custom built-in goniometer was
used to measure the contact angle of water droplet on these coated substrates. A
10 µl DI water droplet was dispensed using micropipette on these coated substrates.
High-resolution images of water droplet were captured using high-speed camera
(Phantom LAB3a10), mounted with macrolens (Nikon AF-S VR). Further, these
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Fig. 7 a SEM analysis of SiO2–TiO2 core–shell in PU coating, b–c EDX of same coating formu-
lation

high-resolution images were processed using commercially available ImageJ soft-
ware and contact angle (θ ), i.e., the angle between the solid–liquid interfaces was
measured for various substrates as shown in Figs. 8 and 9. The goniometric mea-
surement results show that the hydrophobicity improves from 80° to 133.3° for the
coating materials and it was observed that surface exhibits superior hydrophobic
properties at 4 wt% concentration of nanoparticles in PU. Polyurethane-coated sur-
face developed with TiO2 nanoparticle at 4 wt% concentration shows contact angle
of 129° and the contact angle was measured as 133.3° on coating with silica–titania
core–shell nanoparticle with same concentration of nanoparticle.
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Fig. 8 High-resolution images on various coating substrates: a pure polyurethane coating,
b polyurethane-coating system with SiO2 nanoparticles 1 wt%, c polyurethane-coating system
with SiO2 nanoparticles 4 wt% d polyurethane-coating system with SiO2 nanoparticles 6 wt%

Fig. 9 Water droplet on polyurethane-coating system with (i)TiO2 nanoparticles and (ii)
SiO2–TiO2 core–shell nanoparticles with a 1 wt%, b 2 wt%, c 3 wt%, d 4 wt%, e 5 wt%, and
f 6 wt%
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4 Conclusion

SiO2, TiO2, and SiO2–TiO2 core–shell nanoparticles were prepared successfully by
Stobermethod and peptizationmethod. Polyurethane-based coatingswere developed
with all prepared nanoparticles at various concentrations of nanoparticles from 1
to 6 wt%. Goniometric measurements were performed for all the polyurethane-
based coatings. Results of the experimental study conclude that the coating surface
formulated with SiO2–TiO2 core–shell nanoparticle in polyurethane (PU) at 4 wt%
shows superior hydrophobic properties.
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Recent Developments in Fabrication
of Super-Hydrophobic Surfaces:
A Review
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Abstract Nature has many biological structures with water repellency phenomena
depicting super-hydrophobicity which are observed in various plants, insects, and
animals. The advancements in the broad area of biomimetics provide scope toward
development and fabrication of nanotextured surfaces. With biological design, repli-
cating adaptation and derivation from various natural environments which is referred
to as “biomimetics.” Related to exceptional properties of super-hydrophobicity,
researchers have recently developed and fabricated biomimetic nanotextured super-
hydrophobic materials. Surface modification to prepare chemical and physical tex-
tured super-hydrophobic metallic surfaces with standard protocols so that repeatable
and well-characterized surfaces can be obtained with a high contact angle, low con-
tact angle hysteresis, bounce, and proper roll-off rate. A review-based approach is
provided in this paper with developments in surface modification and fabrication of
super-hydrophobic materials by various nanotextured processes.

Keywords Super-hydrophobic · Water repellence · Contact angle · Contact angle
hysteresis · Nanotextured fabrication · Roll-off rate
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r Surface roughness factor
f 1 Surface fraction of material 1
f 2 Surface fraction of material 2
θY Droplet contact angle in Young state
θw Droplet contact angle in Wenzel state
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θ c Droplet contact angle in Cassie state
θ Contact angle
γ Surface tension
SG Properties at the solid–gas interface
SL Properties at the solid–liquid interface
LG Properties at the liquid–gas interface
WCA Water contact angle

1 Introduction

In nature, there are many surfaces and materials with a wider area of interest for
researchers having unique properties with distinct wettability governed by surface
free energy andmorphology [1]. However, surface hydrophobicity depending on sur-
face texture is controlled by contact angle (CA) of liquid droplets on these surfaces
described by Wenzel [2], Cassie and Baxter [3] states. Many biologically diverse
plants and animals depict the properties of being hydrophobic in nature. In rele-
vance to previous literature [4], lotus leaves in nature provides a self-cleaning and
phenomenon of super-hydrophobicity termed as “lotus effect” governed by hier-
archical roughness on their leaf surface. Thus, nature has inspired us to fabricate
various biomimetic metallic surfaces with special wettability properties [5] impor-
tant for widespread industrial applications. Physical and chemical textured metallic
surfaces have both combinations ofmicro-nano surface roughness and chemical com-
position providing water repellency on impinging surfaces with bounce and proper
rolling [6]. There have been two generic methods that can be used to modify the
hydrophobicity of these metallic substrates. Firstly physical texturing alters the sur-
face topography/roughness or its patterning and the second chemical texturing in
terms of chemical grafting or adsorbing molecules which enhances the surface wet-
ting characteristics. Recent research paper provides an overview for preparation and
nanotexturing of super-hydrophobic metallic surfaces. Numerous methods for craft-
ing super-hydrophobic surfaces have been dealt upon with techniques simple and
cost-effective, however, involving multiple stepwise procedures and diverse condi-
tions. Recently, various procedures for measurement of surface roughness and alter-
ing hydrophobicity have been studied for these metallic surfaces. In literatures previ-
ous methods of surface treatment such as electrochemical deposition, wet chemical
reaction, casting method, immersion method, ion beam implantation and plasma
coating has been reported for fabricating super-hydrophobic surfaces [7, 8].

As reported in the literature [9], altering the morphology of metallic surfaces
by creating roughness in form of nano/microscale pillars, dimples, and channels
are durable in the phase-change process. However, creating a nanoscale structured
roughness on the surface is a difficult and expensive task [10]. This review focuses
on recent developments in fabrication of super-hydrophobic metallic surfaces viable
for water harvesting from the humid air via dew formation which is reliable solution
for water shortage world wide [11, 12]. Wide area of this review is divided into
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three different sections. First part provides a brief introduction of super-hydrophobic
surfaces. The second part provides theoretical background and experimental synthe-
sis significant to wettability of metallic surfaces. The third part provides complete
overview and direct towards the fabrication of super-hydrophobic metallic surfaces.

2 Theory and Experimental Synthesis

This approach deals with quantifying the hydrophobicity of surfaces by the contact
angle of a liquid drop on a flat homogenous surface where θ represents the contact
angle and is represented by Young’s equation for contact angle analysis as provided
in the equation below.

cos θY � γsv − γsl

γlv
(1)

where γsv, γsl, and γlv are the interfacial tensions of the solid–vapor, solid–liquid,
and the liquid–vapor interface, respectively, in Fig. 1a.

In Wenzel state [2] the liquid drop fills the rough grooves on the surface shown
in Fig. 1b, where the liquid drop forms a contact angle on the rough surface is given
by θw and r represents surface roughness factor with the difference between states
from solid to gas as well as solid to liquid.

cos θW � γSG − γSL

γLG
� r cos θY (2)

InCassie–Baxter state [3], the liquid drop sits on the vapor filled composite surface
as provided in the equation below.

cos θC � φ1 cos θY,1 + φ2 cos θY,2

cos θC � φs cos θ + (1 − φs) cos 180
◦ � φs cos θ − 1 + φs (3)

Fig. 1 a Contact angle and liquid droplet on the surface in Young’s equation. b Liquid droplet on
the surface in Wenzel’s state. c The wetting behavior of a liquid droplet on the rough solid surface:
Cassie’s state
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The Cassie–Baxter Eq. (3) can be elaborated in terms of the figure provided below
which has contact angle, θ c of two different phases which are phase 1 and phase 2.

In the preparation of super-hydrophobic surfaces, recently many physical and
chemical texturing methods are reviewed. In relevance to these metallic surfaces,
widespread use of aluminum and copper surfaces in industrial applications hav-
ing a high thermal conductivity which is 6–7 times greater than that of stainless
steel are used recently. It has been observed that the copper surface gets easily oxi-
dized when exposed to moist environmental conditions and forms a nanoscale CuO
layer [5] and aluminum oxide Al2O3 [6]. This inspires us to completely review
these methods which will help us to evaluate surface morphology, roughness, and
super-hydrophobicity in a much simple, acclaimed, and cost-effective manner for
preparation of nanotextured super-hydrophobic metallic surfaces in terms of water
potability and regeneration.

2.1 Physical and Chemical Texturing

The bare copper plates with 95% purity and 2 mm thickness are marked as having a
dimension of 10× 10 mm. The oxide layers are removed from plates by using #1000
and #6000 grid emery papers and surface finishingwas done for 10minwith each grid
emery paper. Cut ten pieces of 10× 10mm copper plates using ametal cutter or hand
grindermachinewhich thus, induces surface roughness [5]. Similarly, bare aluminum
plates with 95% purity and 1.5 mm thickness are marked having a dimension of 10
× 10 mm dimension. The oxide layer from plates are removed by using #800 and
#1000 grid emery papers using sander machine and surface finishing was done for
10 min with each grid emery paper [6]. Physical texturing is an efficient process
for removing surface imperfection. These metallic surfaces after physical texturing
need to be chemical texturedwithmicrofabrication coating techniques to enhance the
surface topography. Experiments described in the table below providing the various
micro coating methods used for surface modification of metallic surfaces (Table 1).

2.1.1 Electrochemical Deposition

The surface preparation of copper surfaces by electrochemical deposition by Huang
et al. [19] prepared various copper super-hydrophobic surfaces. Uniform cut and
polished copper plates vertically immersed in the dilute concentration of ethanolic
stearic acid applied with a voltage in terms of direct current. This turned the anodic
copper surface super-hydrophobic after electric discharge is passed having WCA of
153° and contact angle hysteresis of 2°. The increment in water contact angle and the
reduction in contact angle hysteresis at 3 hours can be described to the concurrence of
the miniaturized scale nanostructured surface morphology and lower surface energy
together diminishing the fondness of water toward the surface (Fig. 2).
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Table 1 Micro coating methods available to modify the wettability of metallic surfaces

Texturing method Chemical
composition of the
top of the surface

Reported
wettability

Fabrication
methods

Additive Pure copper,
aluminum

Oxide Super-hydrophilic
(10°–30°)

MAND process,

NA Anodization +
Annealing

Super-
hydrophilic/Super-
hydrophobic
(0°–153°)

Heating in
air/Annealing

Super-hydrophilic
(0°)

Alkali-assisted
oxidation

Super-
hydrophilic–Super-
hydrophobic W.
(0°–140°)

Oxidation
(NH4OH)

Hydroxide NA Anodization

Silane Super-hydrophobic
C.B. (140°–160°)

Hydroxylation +
FAS17

Fluorocarbon Super-hydrophobic
C.B. (170°)

Alkali-assisted
Oxidation + Thiol
[13] deposition
(HDFT)

Subtractive Pure copper Hydrophobic–
Super-hydrophobic
W. (90°–150°)

Chemical etching
[14]

Oxide

Hydroxide

Silane

Fluorocarbon Super-hydrophobic
C.B. (171°)

Etching + Thiol
deposition (HDFT)
[15]

Subtractive then Additive Pure copper,
aluminum, bronze

Oxide Super-hydrophobic
C.B. (160°)

Chemical Etching +
Oxidation
(NH4OH)

Hydroxide

Silane

Fluorocarbon

(continued)
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Table 1 (continued)

Texturing method Chemical
composition of the
top of the surface

Reported
wettability

Fabrication
methods

None Pure copper,
aluminum,

Oxide Super-hydrophilic
(0°–10°)/Super-
hydrophobic WCA
(90°–160°)

POSS-Silica
nanoparticles
[16–18]

Super-hydrophilic
0°

CuO,
Al2O3deposition

Hydroxide

Silane

Fluorocarbon NA n-Alkanethiol
deposition

2.1.2 Wet Chemical Reaction

The copper wafer was etched by HNO3 in the presence of cetyltrimethyl ammonium
bromide (CTAB) by Pan et al. [20] and ultrasonicated. The increase in water contact
angle with the increase in time of chemical etching with HNO3 and CTAB with
ultrasonication led to the formation of uniform nano-microstructures as shown in
Fig. 3d on the surface of the copper wafer with water CA 155 ± 2° and sliding less
than 5°.

Fig. 2 a Plot showing time duration in terms of contact angle and b plot showing variation time
versus contact angle hysteresis [19]
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Fig. 3 Surface morphological images shown by SEM with etching duration of is 20 min [20]

2.1.3 Sol-gel Dip Coated

A originally modified alcosol is prepared with methyltrimethoxysilane (MTMS) by
Parale et al. [21] used for the deposition on a different metal substrate. The coating
sol has a molar ratio of MTMS: MeOH: H2O constant at 1: 5.63: 1.58, respectively
with PMMA 7wt% and 0.5MNH4F as a catalyst where PMMA bonds with the CH3

to achieve super-hydrophobicity with nanostructured silica network on the substrate
surface which is responsible for gelation. These substrates annealed at 150 °C for
3 h led to the removal of residual solvent. The contact angle measurement showed
an angle above 150° with the presence of super-hydrophobicity [21] (Fig. 4).

2.1.4 Immersion Coated

This experimental method is much less time consuming and requires reagents
in an effective manner. As per the proposed work in this paper by Kong et al.
[22], a novel approach for the fabrication of super-hydrophobic copper foil
substrate is been reported with sliced crystalline preparation using a solution-
immersion coatingmethodwith sodiumhydroxide, cupric nitrate, and 1H,1H,2H,2H-
perflurodecyltriethoxysilane (FAS-17). Figure 5 shows scanning electronmicroscope
imageswhich provide an improved contact anglewith fluorinated silane bondingwith
uniform micro-nanostructures and higher water contact angle.

In this work, Varshney et al. [23] have prepared super-hydrophobic coating self-
cleaning for polished aluminum,Al surfaces. TheAl surfaceswere chemically etched
in a mixture of HCl and HNO3 and further, the samples were treated in lauric
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Fig. 4 FESEM image of the silica film prepared on a aluminum substrate, b bronze substrate, and
c copper substrate. Images reprinted [21]

acid. Analysis showed morphological changes on surface properties of Al surfaces
with super-hydrophobic Al substrate having micropits or microgrooves on the rough
treated substrate and having WCA 170 ± 3.9° (Fig. 6).

2.1.5 Ion Irradiation/Implantation

In the field of material science, energetic ions play a vital role. Effect of ion beam
implantation on thematerials broadly depends on ion energy, fluence, and ion species.
Surface modification in terms of hydrophobicity and super-hydrophobicity is avail-
able from ion implanters with low energy ions as per Avasthi [24] with a range up
to few hundred keV. The ion beam implantation-based material modification has the
interaction of the ion with material which is the deciding factor. As per Do et al.
[25] aluminum alloy surfaces were irradiated by nitrogen and argon ions. Contact
angle analysis, SEM, AFM, and X-ray diffraction where performed for surface char-
acterization. The contact angle increased due to surface composition and surface
roughness changes in terms of argon ion beam rather than nitrogen ion as shown
in Fig. 7. The ion beam irradiation for synthesis and modification of nanomaterials
with ions of different energies from few keV to hundreds of MeV always attracts the
interests of material scientists as per Avasthi et al. [26]. Formation of metallic sub-
strates with surface diffusion and ion beam sputtering as per Singh et al. [27]. Study
of various low surface energy ion beam irradiation effects shows changes in surface
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Fig. 5 SEM images of
a Cu2O and b slice-like
Cu-OH crystalline bondings
[23]

Fig. 6 SEM images of a bare Al, b chemically etched, and c super-hydrophobic Al surfaces [23]
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Fig. 7 Ion implanted AFM images of polished aluminum alloy surfaces (i) N ion implanted surface
(ii) Ar ion implanted surface [25]

morphology of substrates with super-hydrophilic films altered to highly hydrophobic
in nature [28, 29].

2.1.6 Plasma Coated

Plasma treatment generally deals with ionized gas constituting 99% of the universe.
Plasma generation is initiated with large energy applied to a gas. The literature on the
plasma etching for altering surface morphological is very limited. However, some
of the international researcher communities have reported in their studies that the
energy of plasma ion can be easily tuned to make surface nanopatterning which
is generally provided by an electrical source. Plasma etching provides stability
and longevity to chemically functionalized fluorinated copper surfaces exhibiting
micro/nanoscale roughness [30, 31]. Plasma technology takes advantage of highly
reactive plasma species to modify the functionality of various substrates. Recent
enchantments in plasma treatment in terms of preparation of super-hydrophobic sur-
faces have acquired a recent area of innovation and interest as per Jafari et al. [32].
Low-temperature plasma is useful for surface etching and cleaning. It provides effec-
tive surface modification of the polystyrene (PS) substrate as per Dhayal et al. [33].
Design of 3D integrated circuits is a recent area of demand in the development of
miniaturized electrical circuits, electronic components with its dependence on cop-
per interconnections having wide area of demand as to avoid corrosion in these
copper interconnections a super-hydrophobic coating was prepared by Vilaro et al.
[32] and used plasma etchingwith functionalized fluorinated copper surfaces showed
micro/nanoscale roughness with super-hydrophobic coating having WCA 163° and
low contact angle hysteresis 1° (Fig. 8a, b).
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Fig. 8 a XPS depth profile using oxgen plasma for bare copper, plasma-etched copper, and coated
plasma-etched copper b XPS depth profile using carbon, oxgen and flourine signals for iCVD
plasma-etched copper [32]
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3 Conclusions and Outlook

The super-hydrophobic surfaces exhibit distinct properties which are biologically
acclaimed in nature. This review paper deals with primary metal substrates, namely,
copper, aluminum, and common heat transfer engineering materials. Surface mod-
ification of these metallic surfaces by chemical and physical texturing methods
help us with various standard protocols providing well-characterized surfaces which
are repeatable in nature. These surfaces due to its properties of super-hydrophobicity
will alter wettability, in general, with the formation of special patterns of the right
scale textured for water harvesting applications. Fabrication of super-hydrophobic
surfaces requires a large extent of applicationswith a proper approach toward theoret-
ical models with advanced stable surface fabrication and synthesis techniques in rela-
tionship to surface composition, structure, and durability of these super-hydrophobic
surfaces. Further, large-scale cost-effective production and price incurred toward
raw materials are also an area of concern. Development of super-hydrophobic self-
cleaning surfaces has distinct importance in various applications like paints of boats
with anti-biofouling properties, antennas, and windows with anti-sticking of snow,
windshields of automobiles with self-cleaning properties, microfluidics, refining
of metal surfaces, textiles with stain resistant properties, buildings with dust-free
coatings, architectural anti-soiling coatings, etc. Hence, it provides a great area of
research-oriented interest and challenge for material scientists to fabricate super-
hydrophobic surfaces by nanotexturing processes in terms of permanent or semi-
permanent super-hydrophobic surfaces with widespread commercial implementa-
tions.
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Conceptual Analysis of Reliability Aspect
for Various Process Industries: A Critical
Review

Gaurav Sharma and Puran Chandra Tewari

Abstract The reliability field has gone through fruition development and burst
through during previous four decades. The current paper reflects a historical outlook
of momentous expansion and methodically spells out the contributions in reliability
field since its commencement. The paper additionally looks into the significance and
advancement of a range of numerical methods for the analysis of reliability, diagram-
matical models, logical, and other reliability tools that had fashioned the appearance
of reliability concept. Higher productivity andmaximumprofitability have nowadays
become very essential for the processing industries to ensure their survival. To meet
this challenge, all the systems and subsystems of these industries should have high
reliability and availability. If the manufacturing systems are of improved quality and
are having higher availability levels, this will definitely lead to enhancement of pro-
ductivity and hence profitability. It has been realized that reliability and availability
have great importance in all the processing industries and complex plants. Reliabil-
ity concept is of great importance at design stage, development stage, procurement
stage, operation stage, and maintenance stage. The study has been undertaken by
many researchers for recognizing the performance behavior of systems in various
process industries. A critical review has been conducted to present the brief overview
of performance behavior and optimization of different systems related to various pro-
cess industries. Lastly, the paper emphasizes the restrictions with on-hand methods
for analysis of reliability and make out a small number of latent openings for more
research.
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1 Introduction

For the improvement in quality aswell as quantity of curriculumconcernedwithman-
ufacturing segment, real focus is required on the operational management. Excellent
performance based on qualitative and quantitative production is the key to success for
a process plant or processing industry. However, due to poor design, use of wrong
manufacturing techniques, and poor maintenance policies, these systems undergo
random failures. It leads to loss of prestige and sometimes threat to national security
also. Therefore, to survive in the global market, the quality of industrial systemsmust
be good, operation wise as well as performance wise. This can only be achieved by
maintaining these systems failure free for long durations. This will, in turn, provide
higher system availability. Therefore, all the related activities must be well organized
and coordinated so as to ensure optimum utilization of men, machine, material, and
supporting resources. If the manufacturing systems are of improved quality and are
having high availability level, this will definitely lead to enhancement of productivity.

During the last four decades, the concept of availability of systems has been devel-
oped. In late 1940s and early 1950s, reliability engineering appeared on the scene.
Military aircraft manufacturing is one of the fields in which reliability engineering
has been focused for several years. Transportation sector is one other area where
the reliability found major success. The concept of reliability has also shown a sig-
nificant impact in space programs. The observers also realized that the success rate
of space launching projects is now increasing in a spectacular manner. Presently, it
has become the concern for all those who are working in the industries. Availability
concept has greater worth in modern industries. The role of reliability and avail-
ability is significant at all stages starting from design and development to operation,
procurement, and maintenance.

The systems and subsystems of process industries are very large and complex
generally. The arrangement of these systems/subsystems may be in the series or may
be in parallel or a combination of these two is also possible. For the process plant
to operate in most efficient and most economic manner, it becomes vital that all
the systems/subsystems should run without failures for prolonged hours under the
specified conditions of working in the industry. Therefore, in order to achieve the
above, there should beproper and effective utilization of 5Ms (man,method,machine,
material, money) in the process industries. A proper coordination and organization
of all these resources are also required to develop optimum strategies to meet the
production targets. It increases production volume and hence profitability of the
industry concerned. This will lead to increase in production volumes and profitability
of the industry in a noticeable manner.
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2 Conceptual Analysis of Reliability Aspect

Ouhbi and Limnious [1] presented the reliability and availability analysis of a turbo-
generator. They observed the set of data in a real situation of engineering. This data
was provided by Electricite de France. They used this set of data and performed the
modeling for the rotor using semi-Markov approach. This model was used further
for reliability and availability estimation.

Khobare et al. [2] presented the analysis of reliability for microcomputer circuit
modules and the control systems. These control systems are of great importance for
safety purpose of nuclear power plants. They developed a model of fault tree for
comparator system. The comparator system taken by them was programmable and
integrated. They tried to establish the quantitative values of reliability for standard-
ized hardware modules of microcomputer circuit and for C and I systems.

Yang et al. [3] applied genetic algorithm to the issue related to the reliability
allocation for a typical water reactor under pressure. They stated that defining the
real objective function is the basic problem for reliability allocation. They suggested
that the cost involved for the improvement and/or degradation of the system must
be included in the process of reliability allocation in order to optimize the system
reliability.

Ni and Zhang [4] established a newmethod of analysis of fatigue reliability under
two-stage loading. They used the probabilistic Miner’s rule for carrying out this
analysis. Large eight samples of testing data were used. Experimental verification
was then done for two-stage cyclic loading, i.e., high–low and low–high.

Cizelj et al. [5] developed a Bayesian approach-based method that clearly con-
tains linguistic and numerical information for the assessment of failure rate. Generic
database was used to select prior distribution selected, while theory of fuzzy set was
used for the assessment of likelihood. Fuzzy inference system was used to develop
a model that shows the influence of operating conditions on failure rate of the com-
ponents.

Arulmozhi et al. [6] provided a method of calculating the system reliability of
K-out-of-N systems with the help of an expression and algorithm. They stated the
expression provided by them was fast and easy to implement. The algorithm given
was memory efficient, and the efficiency of computation can also be considerably
improved by using this expression.

Ebrahimi [7] introduced a technique for the assessment of reliability of a system
that mainly uses the failure rate data. They also emphasized on a process which
evaluates reliability of the system having components that are highly reliable for
which the collection of failure data is very difficult. Failure time as well as reliability
of system can be expressed in terms of numerous explanatory variables using this
method.

Ramirez-Marquez et al. [8] worked on a multi-state series–parallel having binary
component from which different levels of multi-state performance can be attained.
They proposed that there should be a proper supply of different levels of demand
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during the operation period of the system. This will lead to multi-state character of
that system, and also, new method of solution will provide different benefits.

Ramirez-Marquez et al. [9] used Monte Carlo simulation technique for the esti-
mation of reliability of a network having multiple states. They dealt with the problem
involving Multi-state-two-terminal reliability calculation. In their study, the issues
concerned with the computing the reliability on the basis of minimal cut with multi-
state vectors had been conferred.

AlSalamah et al. [10] dealt with reliability of the pumping station for cooling of
seawater that pumps thewater of sea to the refineries and petro-chemical industries in
Kuwait country. In the insensitive operating environment and in the absence of other
substitute sources of water, the higher value of reliability is essential for pumping
system.

Levitin [11] suggested a method for evaluation of reliability and the performance
parameters for systems having multiple states with exposed failures. It is a modi-
fication of the generalized reliability block diagram method. The proposed method
allows the performance of complicated multi-state-series–parallel system having
exposed failures that are to be achieved by applying a recursive approach which is a
straightforward.

Lyonnet and Toscano [12] concluded that many reliability models are useful at
the time of designing and these models are based on the analysis of lifetime data.
But these are not of much use during the operational phases because the conditions
at operational phases are changing constantly. These models are not prepared for
estimation of reliability of systems under dynamic conditions of operations. So, they
proposed a dynamic model for reliability that was able to consider the history of
running process.

Khanduja et al. [13] discussed about the study of bleaching system of a paper
industry. They studied the steady-state behavior of the bleaching system. Mainte-
nance planning was the other area of their study on the same system. For this, a
mathematical model was developed for the system using Markov birth–death tech-
nique and probabilistic approach. On this basis, they derived an expression for the
steady-state availability. On the basis of available maintenance data, they explicate
that how the availability of the system get affected with the performance of each
working unit.

Kajal et al. [14] developed a decision support system for a butter oil unit of the
dairy plant. The Markov process was applied to develop differential equation related
to the transition diagram. The solution using normalizing conditions was made for
expanding the expression for availability under steady state. The performance of
butter oil unit can be measured in terms of this availability.

Kumar and Tewari [15] applied Markov birth–death process and developed a
mathematical model for one of the systems of fertilizer plant. Using probabilistic
approach, the differential equations connected with the transition diagram of CO2

cooling system were developed. After doing the analysis of availability, they applied
genetic algorithm technique to optimize the performance of CO2 cooling system.

Garg and Sharma [16] worked on complex and repairable system of a process
industry using uncertain data. Membership functions of reliability indices of this
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system were determined by using a very new PSOBLT technique. Utilization of in-
hand information and use of uncertain data were done in calculating the reliability
indices. Providing the compressed search freedom for each reliability index was the
major benefit of this technique.

Wang et al. [17] analyzed the reliability and availability of building cooling, heat-
ing and power system.The state-spacemethod technique combinedwith probabilistic
approach of Markov model was applied for analyzing the reliabilities. The reliability
of all three energy forms involving heat, cool, and electric form was analyzed. The
failure and repair rates, availability and mean time between failures were figured out
and analyzed for both redundant and the non-redundant building cooling, heating,
and power system.

Doostparast et al. [18] applied simulated annealing technique for developing a
model for planning the maintenance, periodically. The model was developed for
feeding unit in a sugar plant, and it was based on reliability. The purpose of this
work was to reduce the overall maintenance cost to a minimum level. Further, they
developed decision support system for the same system which was used for deciding
the maintenance priority level of various subsystem of the feeding system.

Hou et al. [19] introduced the application of random set theory for assessment of
availability of the systems. They suggested that pseudo-system observations can be
directly constructed from the observations of components. They did not use the prob-
abilities of failures by observing each component. Systems undergoing rare failures
were selected for analysis of availability. Operations that were characterized in the
framework of random set were applied for obtaining the upper bound, lower bound,
and also the confidence intervals of the availability of the system. No assumption
was done regarding previous distribution of failures of the components.

Sabouhi et al. [20] developed themodel for reliability and analyzed the availability
of combined cycle power plants. Firstly, they develop the reliability models for both
the gas turbine and steam turbine power plants. By doing this, they get the input for
evaluating the reliability of combined cycle power plants. After that, the sensitivity
indices oriented with reliability were given for identifying the critical components of
the plant in order to decide the strategies for maintenance which were efficient and
effective. Steam turbine power plants were found to be comparatively more reliable
than gas turbine power plants and combined cycle power plants.

Kumar and Tewari [21] presented the analysis of performance and its optimization
for carbonated soft drink glass bottle filling system at a beverage plant by applying
particle swarm optimization method. This system has mainly seven subsystems that
are arranged in series arrangement. Exponential distribution was considered for the
possible failures as well as repairs. Mathematical model was then made by using
Markov approach (MA).

Kumar [22] proposed the simulated annealing technique for the redundancy opti-
misation of a power plant that was coal fired. They carried out a balanced integration
of operational availability, thermal performance, and the cost analysis module of the
power plant for achieving profitable funds investment in thermal power plant.

Wang et al. [23] proposed a novel model of reliability for a system having mul-
tiple states, with performance sharing. The multi-state system comprises N number
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of multi-state units that are linked in series configuration. Every unit has random
performance level and has a random demand as well. If the level of performance of
any unit becomes more than its requirement, the excess performance can be passed
on to its neighboring units via halfway transmitters. Every transmitter is having a
random level of capacity, and only, a restricted value of performance transmission is
possible. For evaluation of reliability value, an algorithm that works on the basis of
universal generating function was developed through their work.

Panchal et al. [24] proposed a framework that was based on fuzzy methodology
and was able to analyze the failure of a transmission unit of a commercial vehicle.
Identification of critical components of system was done using risk priority number
and through failure mode and effect analysis. The results were helpful in intelligent
decision making of components that are risky.

3 Conclusions and Future Scope

In modern years, there is a great enhancement of automation and the necessity for
better cost-effectiveness in the industries. This has drawn the attention of process
industries toward the fact that the maintenance services are the integral part of the
production system and these cannot be considered just as a supporting service. After
the study of obtainable literature, it is clear that there is no stiff system that can
be universally applied in the process industries for accommodating every condition
related to maintenance. Therefore, design and development of a proper maintenance
system must be done that will outfit the necessity of that particular industry. The
analysis of behavior of the systems and maintenance planning in a scientific manner
would be helpful for keeping the equipments/systems available for extended duration
of time.

Proper application of reliability, availability as well as maintainability techniques
can help to overcome most of the above-mentioned problems. Conducting an avail-
ability assessment of the system helps in optimizing the inherent performance of the
system. The availability assessment identifies those components of the systemwhich
have maximum contribution to most of the downtimes. It also helps to determine the
outcomes of design changes on the performance of the system in a cost-effective
way. Continuous monitoring technique and proper maintenance planning of equip-
ment/system in an industry by introducing precautionary measures and diagnosis
methods are the various technologies or approaches which cope with these prob-
lems. Proper maintenance decisions also affect the reliability of industrial systems,
their availability, lifespan, and lifecycle cost. These can all be quantified, predicted,
and evaluated. An outlook of key developments and the role in the area of reliability
presented in the present paper would definitely identify some latent openings for
further research in the sector of reliability engineering.
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Estimation of Hardness During Heat
Treatment of EN8 and C25 Steels

Sachin V. Bagali, Maruti, N. R. Abhaya Simha, M. P. Sushanth,
T. S. Prasanna Kumar and V. Krishna

Abstract The hardness of EN8 and C25 steels during Jominy-type end-quench test
was numerically estimated. The cooling curve near the quenched end of the specimen
was used to estimate the heat flux during quenching. Heat transfer in the specimen
during quenching was modeled as a 2D axisymmetric heat conduction coupled with
austenite decomposition. The relevant equations were solved inversely for the heat
flux with cooling data as input. The microstructure distribution within the specimen
was computed, and a hardness model was developed based on microstructure distri-
bution. The measured hardness values were compared with the estimated hardness
values. The predicted and experimentally determined hardness along the length of
the specimen has been shown to be in good agreement within ±3 HRC/HRB.

Keywords Hardness prediction of steels · Jominy end-quench test · Maynier’s
equation · Inverse heat conduction · Cooling curve · Heat flux

1 Introduction

Steel is a very widely used material in engineering that can be imparted with varying
microstructures by varying heat treatment. Alternate solutions are required as tra-
ditional methods used to determine hardness of steels are usually time-consuming
and are expensive to carry out in laboratories. The Jominy-type end quench is a
test used to measure the hardness of steels. It involves heating the test specimen
(26 mm diameter and 75 mm length) to its austenitizing temperature (above 850 °C)
and end quenching the specimen with water which induces the formation of dif-
ferent microstructures. Hardness is measured along the length of the specimen at
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determined locations. Hardness decreases as we move away from the quenched end
due to the formation of different microstructures depending on the cooling rate.

Nunura et al. [1] presented a correlation between cooling rate, microstructure, and
mechanical properties of Jominy end-quenched AISI 1045 steel; the experiment was
mainly focused on heating and quenching the steel to different austenitizing tempera-
tures.Mehmet Cakir andAbdullahÖzsoy [2] investigated the correlation between the
thermal properties and hardenability of Jominy bars quenchedwith air–watermixture
for AISI 1050 steel. The results of water-quenched and water–air-quenched steels
were compared at different pressures. Song et al. [3] worked on improving the nonlin-
earmathematical model for simulating Jominy end-quench curves. Narazaki et al. [4]
used the inverse heatmethod for evaluating the heat transfer coefficient for the quench
end and validated it with a simulatedmodel. Taher Ghrib et al. [5] used photo-thermal
detection to obtain a correlation between hardness and the determined thermal prop-
erties. The Jominy hardness profile by training an artificial neural network with 4000
examples was obtained by Vermeulen [6]. A relation between magnetic Barkhausen
noise and hardness for Jominy quench tests was obtained at low excitation frequency
range by Franco et al. [7]. Prasanna Kumar [8] worked on nonlinear inverse heat
transfer, coupled with austenite phase transformation, microstructure development,
and hardness estimation on mathematical models during quenching of plain carbon
steels. A numerical study based on two-dimensional estimation of a convective heat
transfer coefficient during Jominy end-quench test was carried out by Le Masson
et al [9].

In this study, cylindrical specimens of C25 and EN8 were machined and ther-
mocouples were fixed. Time–temperature data were captured with the help of data
acquisition system during end quenching. The surface temperatures and heat-flux
values of the specimens were estimated through inverse analysis using the temper-
ature data as input. Also the volume fractions of the microstructure were computed
using TmmFE [13]. Empirical formulas developed by Maynier et al. [16] along with
rule of mixtures were modified to estimate hardness of specimen at different loca-
tions. The estimated hardness was compared with measured hardness and found to
be within ±3HRC/HRB.

2 Experimental Method

2.1 Specimen Preparation

Cylindrical specimens of C25 and EN8 steels (chemical compositions mentioned
in Table 1) of diameter 26 mm and length 75 mm were used. Four thermocouples
were placed at specified locations as shown in Fig. 1. Bores of 1.3 mm were drilled
at a depths of 17.5, 45, 65, and 71 mm to place the thermocouples. The first three
thermocouples are placed at 8.5 mm and the fourth one at 7.5 mmmeasured radially
from the center. The top end of the hole is drilled to 5 mm in diameter and 8 mm in
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Table 1 Chemical composition of C25 and EN8

Steel C Si Mn Ni Cr Mo Cu V B N S P

C25 0.25 0.4 0.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.045 0.045

EN8 0.446 0.187 0.74 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.033 0.022

length and counterbored with the 3.3 mm diameter and 5 mm length to facilitate the
use of collets to secure the position of thermocouples.

2.2 Experimental Setup

The apparatus consists of a tubular furnace to heat the specimen to its austenitizing
temperature, a quenchant sump, a pump with a flow-regulating valve and a tank to
maintain pressure head which feeds a nozzle to create a steady water jet as shown in
Fig. 2.

2.3 Experimental Procedure

The specimen is initially heated to its austenitizing temperature (850 °C) inside the
furnace in an inert atmosphere maintained by supplying nitrogen gas at a positive
pressure to avoid surface scaling. It is maintained at the same temperature for fifteen
minutes to ensure soaking. The quench probe is then lowered to 1 in. above the
nozzle which quenches the circular flat end of the specimen with a jet, which in this
case is a water jet as shown in Fig. 3. Cooling curves are obtained at the specified
thermocouple locations using the data acquisition (DAQ) system with a time interval
of 0.5 s. After cooling, the specimen was cut at the thermocouple locations and the
hardness was measured at multiple points along the cross sections of the specimen
using Rockwell hardness tester.

3 Inverse Heat Conduction Model

The unknown heat-flux transients at the quenched surface of the probes were esti-
mated from the measured temperature at selected interior points during quench-
ing using an inverse method. The serial inverse heat conduction algorithm devel-
oped by Prasanna Kumar [10] was used to estimate the heat-flux components at
the probe–quenchant interface. The algorithm is capable of computing the multiple
heat fluxes in a serial manner as opposed to simultaneous estimation. The complete
mathematical model and its implementation details of the serial inverse algorithm
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Fig. 1 2D axisymmetric
meshed model of the
specimen
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Fig. 2 Experimental setup

for heat-flux estimation in multiple segments have been discussed elsewhere [10–13]
and is briefly summarized in this section in regard to the quenching problem. The
equation that governs the 2D transient heat conduction within the solution domain
in the (r, z) coordinate system can be expressed as follows:

∂

∂r

(
k
∂T (r, z, t)

∂r

)
+

∂

∂z

(
k
∂T (r, z, t)

∂z

)
� ρc

∂T (r, z, t)

∂t
(1)

With the following initial condition:
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Fig. 3 Photograph of end
quenching

T (r, z) � Tsoak at t � 0

and the following boundary condition (unknown):

−k

(
∂T

∂r
nr +

∂T

∂z
nz

)
� q(r, z, t)

The Eq. (1) with the unknown boundary condition at the bottom (Fig. 1) of the
specimen was solved by FEM to obtain the converged heat-flux values at every time
step. Simultaneously, austenite decompositionwasmodeled basedon the temperature
distribution at the end of each time steps. The InverseSolver module of TmmFE
software [13] was used to solve the equation.

A cylindrical axisymmetric FE model was created and discretized using a mesh
of 1200 elements (4-node quadratic) for a total of 1281 nodes. Convective heat flux
of 100 W/m2K and radiative emissivity of 0.8 was assigned to the lateral bound-
aries. Figure 1 shows the finite element (FE) mesh of the specimen. Material proper-
ties data (density, thermal conductivity, specific heat, latent heat, and enthalpy) and
time–temperature transformation (TTT) diagram data (as shown in Fig. 4) obtained
from JMatPro software [15] for C25 and EN8 steels were assigned to the finite
element model.
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Fig. 4 TTT diagram a C25 and b EN8
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Fig. 5 Error in estimated and measured temperatures at TC1 a C25 and b EN8

4 Results and Discussion

4.1 Experimental Data

The temperatures were recorded at four thermocouple locations (T1, T2, T3, and T4).
Cooling rates were seen to decrease fromT1 to T4. The hardness wasmeasured using
the Rockwell hardness B-scale (HRB) for C25 steel and Rockwell hardness C-scale
(HRC) for EN8 steel. The average hardness was calculated from readings across the
cross section. The variation in error between the simulated and experimental cooling
curves of C25 and EN8 as time progresses is found to be less than 2% as shown in
Fig. 5.

4.2 Hardness Calculation

Using the Maynier equation (Eqs. 2, 3, and 4), hardness of different phase bands
was calculated using the chemical composition of the steels (Table 1). Maynier’s
mixture rule [14] was modified as in Eq. (5) to determine the Vickers hardness at the
said thermocouple locations.
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Fig. 6 Cooling rate curve versus temperature at 700 °C a C25 and b EN8
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Fig. 7 Comparison of simulated and experimental hardness a C25 and b EN8

HVm � 127 + 949C + 27Si + 11Mn + 8Ni + 16Cr + 21 log (Vr) (2)

HVb � −323 + 185C + 330Si + 153Mn + 65Ni + 144Cr

+ 191 Mo + (89 + 53C − 55Si − 22Mn

− 10Ni − 20Cr − 33Mo) log (Vr) (3)

HVf−p � 42 + 223C + 53Si + 30Mn + 126Ni + 7Cr + 19Mo

+ (10 − 19Si + 4Ni + 8Cr + 130V) log (Vr) (4)

HV � 0.95Xm ∗ HVm + 0.8Xb ∗ HVb + 0.9 ∗ (
X f + Xp

) ∗ HVf−p (5)

where HVm, HVb, and HVf−p are Vickers hardness values for martensite, bainite,
and ferrite–pearlite mixture, respectively. Xm, Xb, X f, and Xp are volume fractions
of martensite, bainite, and ferrite and pearlite phases, respectively, predicted by
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InverseSolver. Vr is the cooling rate at 700 °C per hour (Vr calculation at T3 location
is shown in Fig. 6).

Vickers hardness values obtained from Eq. (5) were converted to the Rockwell
hardness scale and compared with experimental results. Figure 7 shows the compar-
ison of experimental hardness and predicted hardness of the C25 and EN8 steels.

5 Summary and Conclusion

In this paper, the hardness ofC25 andEN8steelswas estimatedduring endquenching.
A 2D axisymmetric heat conduction coupled with austenite decomposition model
was used to obtain the volume fractions of microstructure distribution. Maynier’s
equation was modified to predict the hardness at specific locations and compared
with experimental results which were found to be in good agreement.

Further analysis can be carried out by applying the modified Maynier equation
obtained in this literature with other composition of steels and compared it with
experimental results.
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Service Quality in Indian SMEs:
Developing a Dual Directional Scale
at Supplier–Manufacturer Dyad

Surjit Kumar Gandhi, Anish Sachdeva and Ajay Gupta

Abstract This paper investigates the role played by service quality at supplier–man-
ufacturer dyad in small–medium manufacturing units and presents a model to estab-
lish that contribution of both the supplier and manufacturer towards service quality
leads to satisfaction followedby loyalty. The researchprocess for this study comprises
a literature survey in conjunction with exploratory interviews with practitioners, and
a structured interview schedule conducted with 120 respondents working in differ-
ent small–medium manufacturing units in North India. SME has been employed for
analysing the data thus collected. The paper has developed dual directional scales to
evaluate service quality at supplier–manufacturer dyad and has also tested a set of
four propositions. Amodel showing linkages of manufacturer (manufacturing unit’s)
service quality with supplier unit’s service quality leading to satisfaction and loy-
alty is finally developed. The model is empirically tested and is found to be fit. This
study would be of interest to SMEmanagers particularly engaged in ‘purchase’ func-
tion and researchers working on inter-firm supply chains in such units. This study
recommends forming strong collaborative relationships with suppliers to achieve a
win-win situation.

Keywords Service quality · SMEs · Service quality factors · Supplier · EFA ·
CFA · SEM

1 Introduction

The fierce competition of today’s marketplace is forcing small- and medium-sized
enterprises (SMEs) to reshape their strategies in order to curtail overall cost and
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cut down inefficiencies. Therefore, there is a growing recognition of building and
nurturing relationships with supply chain partners for improvements in profitability,
serviceability and reduced costs across the supply chain [1]. Purchasing is the ultimate
goldmine for success for manufacturing enterprises. Because of the mutual benefits
they offer, partnerships or strategic alliances between suppliers and manufacturers
(i.e. buyers) have emerged as a popular business trend and are being looked upon as
the wave of the future [2].

Managing suppliers is critical to adding value in the supply chain since this func-
tion has both internal and external customers [3]. Supplier (external) service quality,
SSQ, implies the attitude and demeanour exhibited by staff of the supplier unit in ful-
filling the requisitions made by manufacturing unit and what value they place upon
continuing the relationship with the unit. On the other hand, manufacturer (inter-
nal) service quality, MSQ, implies how efficiently the purchase, inventory and store
officials of manufacturing unit facilitate the functioning of its suppliers and what
attitudes they hold towards the seller unit [4].

Supplier partnership deals with the long-term relationship between the manufac-
turing unit and its suppliers, and includesmake/buy decisions andmanaging sourcing
function. Small–medium manufacturing units prefer to have few reliable suppliers,
and therefore tend to reduce the pool of suppliers, and many-a-times rely on a sole
source. In an attempt to regain their competitiveness, these units should adopt the
Japanese keiretsu system ofmanufacturers and suppliers working in lockstep [5]. For
supply chain effectiveness, manufacturers and suppliers need to keep costs across the
supply chain low so that they result in lower market prices and higher margins. This
is akin to gainsharing arrangements wherein everyone who contributes to greater
profitability is rewarded.

The inter-firm linkages between the suppliers and small–medium manufacturing
units could relate to product, process, service andmarket, and through these linkages,
it is expected that the supplierswill provide necessary support to SMEs and contribute
to the process of creating appropriate technologies. In this backdrop, the present
research work has been undertaken [6].

The major challenge for SMEs is to understand the role of each member in the
supply chain and in the entire delivery system, and to focus upon the immediate
customer in the chain to the ultimate customer. By delivering the superior value
to ultimate consumers, the chain as a whole achieves the objective of differential
advantage. This enhances the performance of the chain as a whole as well as delivers
results to the individual members of the chain [7].

SME sector in India, once shielded by the government policies of reservation,
quota and licence, etc., is facing a number of challenges to survive due to global-
ization [8]. In order to gain the competitive edge, such units should slowly make
transition from their total offering as a manufacturer dealing with tangibles only
and must include services, and finally, outgrow into relationship-based offerings
[9]. Studies on Indian SMEs are largely confined to competitive priorities, manu-
facturing strategies, capacity building, and innovation trends. However, the ‘service
dominance perspective’ that establishes the importance of intangible aspects such as
service quality has been largely unexplored [10].
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Researchers argue that service quality has a strong positive impact on customer
satisfaction. A number of empirical studies indicate a positive influence of SQ on
‘customer loyalty’ too. Service quality is also linked to behavioural outcomes as
word of mouth, complaint, recommending and switching [11–13].

In this paper, a focused review of literature was made to develop an instrument
for conducting a questionnaire survey. Application of EFA, CFA and SEM brings
out a model to answer these questions.

2 Literature Review

Collaboration is a set ofmanagement levers that enables cost savings through transfer
of best practices, improves effectiveness of decision making through sharing of opin-
ion, induces innovation through cross-pollination of ideas and enhances capacity of
collective action [14]. Since much of the value addition occurs in the upstream stages
(i.e. supply function) of the supply chain, manufacturers need to manage business-
to-business relationships (B2B) with their suppliers. Coordination, collaboration,
commitment, communication, trust, flexibility, dependence, joint engineering and
information technology-based integration are possible if partners are contributing
equal value [15]. To manage collaborative relationships, it is critical to measure
performance on service quality scales. Feedbacks on customer requirements, capa-
bilities of the manufacturing unit and its suppliers, and ongoing collaborations are
vital as they reveal the inner working of collaborative processes [16].

Though the performance of supplier firms is quite a well-researched area in lit-
erature, empirical researches on the application of service quality determinants at
supplier–manufacturer interface are nascent. Thus, there is a major scope for visual-
izing the attributes of supplier and manufacturer service quality, which also justifies
need of developing a model to establish their linkages with satisfaction and loyalty.
Various issues related to relationship management in supply chain with respect to
the supply function are enlisted in Table 1.

Table 1 Relationship issues
at the supplier–manufacturer
dyad

Type Bilateral

Characteristics Strength, closeness, physical
proximity

Dimensions Coordination, collaboration,
commitment, trust, communication,
flexibility, dependence

Development Strategic/operational alignment

Infrastructure Partner selection intangible criteria,
tangible criteria

Information exchange Information systems, knowledge
transfer
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PZB in their pioneering work identified five components of service quality, viz.
reliability, assurance, tangibles, empathy and responsiveness. These five dimensions
used to evaluate service quality are called SERVQUALdimensions [17]. Carr pointed
a major weakness of SERVQUAL scale by arguing that it overlooks equity theory
for selection of SQ determinants, though it is well established that SME suppliers as
well as manufacturers do evaluate service by way of ‘fairness’ is often evaluated in
business encounters [18]. The hybrid scale comprising FAIRSERV, in conjunction
with SERVQUAL, is considered suitable for this study, since its outcome parameters
are satisfaction and loyalty intensions. An interview schedule is structured on the
basis of five determinants (RATER) of PZB’s SERVQUAL scale and draws one
determinant, viz. ‘Systematic Fairness (F)’ from Carr’s FAIRSERV model. Thus,
using features of both the existing scales, an attempt has been made to bring out a
new metric, namely RATERF scale in this study.

3 Research Methodology

Figure 1 represents the sequence followed for determining factors of MSQ and SSQ,
followed by establishing their linkages with satisfaction and loyalty.

The questionnaire was generated using with a focus on purchase–supply-related
issues using newly constructed RATERF scale. The questionnaire was refined after
focus group discussion with five managers working in different SMEs and three
academicians with work published in similar areas.

The questionnaire thus emerged comprised four sections as follows:

• SectionA comprises 21 items related to service quality offered by themanufacturer
towards supplier (MSQ) and one question to directly obtain overall manufacturer
service quality (OMSQ).

• Section B consists of 24 items related to service quality delivered by supplier
(SSQ) and one question to directly obtain overall supplier service quality (OSSQ).

• Section C consists of two outcome variables, viz. satisfaction (mapped by two
items) and loyalty (mapped by three items).

• Section D focuses on gathering the demographic information.

The data was collected from prospective SMEs engaged in one or other manufac-
turing activity, and having personal rapportwith researchers. Prior tomaking personal
visits for conduct of interview(s), respondent units were mailed cover letter along
with questionnaire stating the objective of survey. The CEOs of units directed the
researcher to important functionaries to collect the responses. Most of the responses
were got filled-in through interview schedule manner where respondent was sitting
with researcher at the time of filling the response sheet. However, in a few cases (14
nos.), after having a brief session with the researcher, the respondents required few
days to fill the questionnaire and returned response sheet to the researcher during
the subsequent visits. The objective of making personal visits to the units was to
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Fig. 1 Flow chart of research methodology adopted for measurement and modelling of service
quality at supplier–manufacturer interface

increase the response rate besides getting quality information. This approach has
been endorsed by several other researchers in contemporary studies [11–13].

The method of snowball sampling was used to execute this survey. The respon-
dentswere top executives of supplier firmsworking for small–mediummanufacturing
units located in North India. Respondents were asked to respond their opinions of SQ
that was being offered to them (and delivered by them) by manufacturing units (sup-
plier unit) on Likert scale ranging from 1 (Strongly disagree) to 5 (Strongly agree).
The researcher visited 165 units in all but, however, was able to obtain responses from
120 units. The response rate (73%) is still considered quite satisfactory. Most of the
respondents were top functionaries like proprietors themselves, managing directors,
plant heads, works managers, general managers, sales managers, logistics in-charge,
shift engineers, HoDs and sections heads, etc.
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4 Data Analysis

Since the factors of the scale along with indicators of MSQ and SSQ are synthesized
from similar works reported in the SQ literature, it is essential to check the scales
for reliability, EFA and CFA.

4.1 Reliability Analysis

The reliability of both MSQ and SSQ scales was analysed using Cronbach’s alpha
coefficient using IBM SPSS v21, and the output is shown below in Table 2.

4.2 Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA)

EFA is a multivariate statistical technique commonly used to explore the dimension-
ality of a measurement. The main objective of using EFA in this paper is to group the
factors into various subgroups for making further analysis simpler. However, prior to
that, Bartlett’s test is used to assess the suitability of conducting factor analysis. To
check whether the sample size is adequate or not, Kaiser–Meyer–Olkin (KMO) test
of sample adequacy (N � 120, in this case) and significance value was performed.
The value of KMO greater than 0.6 with the value for significance less than 0.005
indicates that data size is sufficient for grouping the various relevant factors. The
result of Bartlett’s test and the KMO value are depicted in Table 3.

The results being significant thus indicate the suitability for factor analysis. Appli-
cation of EFA resulted in the extraction of five factors each for MSQ and SSQ scales,
explaining 74.802 and 73.301%of the variance, respectively. Output of EFAobtained
using SPSS v21 is presented in Tables 4 and 5.

Table 2 Reliability analysis of items in MSQ and SSQ scales

Service quality measurement MSQ items (n � 21) SSQ items (n � 24)

Value of α 0.926 0.897

Finding Quite Good [19]

Table 3 KMO and Bartlett’s
test of sphericity

Scale at manufacturer–supplier dyad MSQ SSQ

KMO measure for sampling adequacy 0.888 0.880

Bartlett’s test of
sphericity

Approx. chi-square 2101 2221

df 210 231

Sig. 0.000 0.000
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Table 4 Communalities, factor structure and loadings for items of MSQ

S. No. Factors and associated items Communalities Factor
loadings

Assurance

1. Long-term collaborative relationship 0.859 0.879

2. Purchase orders are timely and accurate 0.851 0.881

3. Has modern and adequate physical facilities 0.851 0.882

4. Possesses right tools and equipment 0.821 0.890

5. Terms and conditions are fair with supplier 0.735 0.822

6. Confidentiality in transactions 0.698 0.699

Communication

7. Honest in providing information/data 0.792 0.854

8. Pays attention to suppliers’ views 0.540 0.667

9. Shares information related to inventory 0.647 0.756

10. Inform changes in manufacturing schedule 0.760 0.833

11. Prompt feedback about quality of products 0.816 0.853

12. Have latest IT infrastructure 0.635 0.761

Alignment

13. Flexible approach in dealing with suppliers 0.693 0.736

14. Shares company’s future plans 0.819 0.820

15. Equitable sharing of responsibilities 0.803 0.811

16. Shares knowledge/training/innovation base 0.863 0.852

17. Based at convenient location 0.865 0.869

Responsiveness

18. Willingness to share supplier problems 0.698 0.814

19. Supplier’s queries are solved promptly 0.604 0.735

20. Respect and positive attitude for supplier 0.730 0.828

21. Values convenience of suppliers 0.630 0.714

As shown in above Table 4, the extracted factors were named as: Assurance,
Communication, Alignment and Responsiveness. All the items have significant com-
munalities (more than 0.50) and significant factor loadings (more than 0.55) [19].
Internal reliability of the items of the various factors of the MSQ scale is also exam-
ined using the Cronbach alpha coefficient and ranges from 81.4 to 94.7% and hence
is acceptable [20].

Likewise on the SSQ scale in Table 5, the five factors were named as: Credibil-
ity, Relationship, Alignment, Understanding and Dependability. All the items have
significant communalities and factor loadings. The reliability score for each factor
ranges from 83.6 to 95.1% and hence is acceptable.
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Table 5 Communalities, factor structure and loadings for items of SSQ

S. No. Factors and associated items Communalities Factor
loadings

Credibility

1. Supplier has strong market reputation 0.859 0.879

2. Supplier has financial strength 0.851 0.881

3. Flexibility to change product design 0.851 0.882

4. Has required knowledge/expertise/skills 0.821 0.890

5. Competent and technically sound employees 0.735 0.822

6. Supplier is innovative in operations 0.698 0.699

7. Supplier has latest IT infrastructure

Relationship

8. Long-term relationship with your unit 0.677 0.622

9. Flexible terms and conditions 0.736 0.702

10. Supplier has willingness to serve your unit 0.645 0.646

11. Supplier’s employees are polite and courteous 0.689 0.698

12. Supplier is fair in dealings with your unit 0.720 0.700

13. Terms and conditions with your unit are fair 0.763 0.686

Alignment

14. Right tools/equipment/technology 0.712 0.812

15. Supplier has modern and certified facilities 0.775 0.859

16. Supplier is easily approachable 0.695 0.815

17. Quick solutions to failures/complaints 0.706 0.884

Understanding

18. Understands requirements of your unit 0.689 0.778

19. Supplier values your convenience 0.726 0.827

20. Shares work-related information 0.682 0.801

21. Honest in providing information/access 0.646 0.753

Dependability

22. Right quality and quantity in right time 0.848 0.857

23. Charges minimum price for supplies 0.812 0.849

24. Maintains confidentiality in operations 0.766 0.836

4.3 Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA)

CFA is undertaken to further purify the scales for measuring MSQ and SSQ. CFA
model is run using SPSS AMOS v21, for four individual factors describing MSQ
scale and five factors describing SSQ scale, with respective items. Table 6 shows the
key model fit indices for the individual factors.
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Table 6 Key fit indices for measurement model of MSQ and SSQ scales

Factors Cmin/df GFI NFI CFI RMSEA

Assurance 1.346 0.982 0.991 0.998 0.054

Communication 1.337 0.970 0.978 0.994 0.053

Alignment 0.760 0.990 0.994 1.000 0.000

Responsiveness 0.367 0.997 0.995 1.000 0.000

Credibility 0.496 0.987 0.994 1.000 0.000

Relationship 0.968 0.982 1.000 1.000 0.000

Alignment 3.232 0.974 0.972 0.980 0.037

Understanding 0.529 0.996 0.994 1.000 0.000

Dependability – 1.000 1.000 1.000 –

Since all the GFI values are greater than 0.9, the validation of individual factors
of CFA models is established [20].

4.3.1 CFA Matrix Purification for MSQ and SSQ Scales

For purification of MSQ scale, three iteration runs of CFA were performed to yield
acceptable values of key GFIs. During this process, 5 items out of initial 21 items
were deleted due to low explained variance. The five items were:

1. the manufacturing unit maintains confidentiality in transactions;
2. the unit possesses the latest information technology infrastructure;
3. the unit pays attention to suppliers’ views in dealings;
4. the unit has equitable sharing of responsibilities with the supplier firm; and
5. the unit is based at convenient and approachable location.

Likewise during purification of SSQ scale, five iterations of CFAwere undertaken
and during this process, one dimension, viz. Alignment, completely disappeared. In
total, 11 out of initial 24 items were removed owing to low variance. The deleted
items were:

1. the supplier has financial strength
2. the supplier has required knowledge/expertise/skills
3. the supplier firm has latest infrastructure;
4. the supplier has willingness to serve your unit
5. the supplier is fair in dealings with your unit
6. terms and conditions with the unit are reasonable
7. the supplier uses right tools/equipment/technology
8. the supplier has modern and certified facilities
9. the supplier is easily approachable
10. the supplier has quick solutions to failures/complaints
11. the supplier maintains confidentiality in operations
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5 Conceptual Model and Analysis

Since this study aims at examining the impact of (a) Manufacturer service quality
on Supplier service quality, and (b) Supplier service quality on Satisfaction, and
Loyalty, the conceptual structural model for this relationship is depicted in Fig. 2.

where

γ: Path Coefficient from MSQ → SSQ
β1, β2, β3: Path Coefficients from SSQ → Satisfaction; Satisfaction → Loyalty,
SSQ → Loyalty, respectively
ζ1, ζ2, ζ3: Residual error in measurement of SSQ, Satisfaction, and Loyalty

The following four testable hypotheses were formulated:

Proposition 1: MSQ is a source of SSQ.
Proposition 2: Supplier service quality is a source of Satisfaction.
Proposition 3: Satisfaction is a source of Loyalty.
Proposition 4: Supplier service quality is a source of Loyalty.

The hypotheses developed for testing these relationships are enumerated in
Table 7.

Figure 3 depicts the pictorial representation of various path estimates of the model
using AMOS v21.

Various path estimates among latent variables of themodel are depicted in Table 8.
The positive signs of the parameters represent that paths between the latent variables
are in line with hypothesized relationships.

SSQ Satisfaction

MSQ Loyalty

ζ1 ζ2

ζ3

β

β β

γ

Fig. 2 Conceptual structural model
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Table 7 Null and alternative
hypotheses formulated for
testing relationships

S. No. Null hypothesis (H0) Alternative hypothesis
(Ha)

H1 H01: Path coefficient γ
is not significantly
different form 0

H01: MSQ is positively
linked to SSQ

H2 H02: Path coefficient
β1 is not significantly
different from 0

Ha2: SSQ is positively
linked to Satisfaction

H3 H03: Path coefficient
β2 is not significantly
different from 0

Ha3: Satisfaction from
the supplier is
positively linked to
Loyalty

H4 H04: Path coefficient
β3 is not significantly
different from 0

Ha4: SSQ is positively
linked to Loyalty

Fig. 3 Path estimates of the conceptual model

Table 8 Results for
structural relationship in the
model

Path Estimate t value* Conclusion

MSQ to SSQ 0.50 4.241 Supported

SSQ to satisfaction 0.54 6.178 Supported

SSQ to loyalty 0.52 3.568 Supported

Satisfaction to loyalty 0.42 3.770 Supported

*−1.96 < t < 1.96 indicate that parameter is not significantly dif-
ferent from zero at 5% level of significance
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6 Conclusions

The present study was intended to study (a) Service quality offered by the manufac-
turing unit (MSQ) towards facilitation of working of its supplier; (b) Supplier service
quality (SSQ) delivered by supplier; and (c) the relationship of these constructs, i.e.
MSQ and SSQ with satisfaction and loyalty measures. The attributes identified and
propositions tested by this research can help practitioners and researchers in further
appreciating the SQ issues relating to the purchase–supply function inmanufacturing
SMEs. This paper also comes out with a set of four hypotheses as enumerated in
previous section at supplier–manufacturer interface. Some of the typical benefits of
the proposed scales are as follows:

i. The proposed structure fills the gaps that exist in the conceptualization of ser-
vice quality issues related to purchasing and supply functions in small–medium
enterprises of emerging economies like India. The study brings out useful deter-
minants (four each) to measure both MSQ and SSQ. The mean scores obtained
on individual questionnaire items call attention of managers to strengthen the
week areas.

ii. The MSQ and SSQ scales thus developed can also be utilized as diagnostic
tools which can be used as benchmarks to identify excellent/poor performance
of different functions within a single buyer/supplier unit. Further improvements
shown by the departments/subunits can be compared from period to period.

iii. The study also derived linkages between MSQ and SSQ with satisfaction and
loyalty based on structural equation modelling. Operations improve process and
design quality, reduce waste, fine-tune internal processes and develop synchro-
nized linkages with suppliers and distributors, and thereby achieve operational
efficiencies. By way of cost reduction and increase in product and service reli-
ability, these operational efficiencies improve the attractiveness of the products
and services. In the market, improved service quality enhances satisfaction and
loyalty of suppliers, and lures them away from competitors who are perceived
low in service quality.

iv. Thus, to achieve loyalty, it is vital for supply chain stakeholders to coordinate,
synchronize and integrate their activities to produce desired outputs by incor-
porating service quality initiatives.

However, these findings can be extended to add distributor, retailer and end user’s
perspective. Traditionally, SQ-driven operations have been set aside by managers in
such units with a wrong prejudice that transaction-specific opportunistic approach
may work best for SMEs. In the supply of raw materials, the quality of service is a
major factor in competition. This may be more relevant in the SME clusters where
manufacturers produce intrinsically similar products [21]. This study demonstrates
that high service quality is increasingly important as a tool which is used by the
supplier towards their manufacturers. The service quality provided by the supplier
and manufacturer to each other helps in establishing close relationships which are
important in creatingmutual commitment and understanding.Various empirical stud-
ies on the supply function demonstrate that satisfaction is derived from relationships
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between the supplier and themanufacturer. The findings of this study are in line those
of other scholars who report that satisfaction results from satisfaction with products
and services and satisfaction with various facets of the manufacturing organization
(i.e. manufacturers) such as financial or social aspects [22].

In order to compete globally, SME units need to benchmark themselves against
quality standards and practices of small manufacturers in countries such as USA, the
European Union and Japan. Nevertheless, in their quest for excellence, these units
should evolve at a fast pace, and shift from rigid traditional structure to more respon-
sive and customer-centric business models, replacing vertical business process with
horizontal business processes so as to increase organizational and process flexibility,
and sharing information with their stakeholders and coordinate processes leading to
effective and timely decision making and responsiveness to customer needs.

In a nutshell, the honest sharing of operational information, integrating supply
chain strategy, promptness in handling queries or failures, meeting deadlines, main-
taining secrecy in dealings, flexibility in terms and conditions as per requirements,
and preference for long-term collaborative relationship are few attributes that need
to be incorporated at various supplier–manufacturer dyad of the supply chain.

At this point, it is essential to offer a caveat that some scholars have suggested
that SME managers, instead of building relationships with suppliers, still adhere to
practices such as competition between suppliers to drive down prices, and weeding
out suppliers who do not provide competitive prices. In the case of logistics-based
services, there is often a dichotomy in what manufacturers say that they consider as
desirable (relationship with supplier), and what they actually practice (transaction-
specific behaviour). However, this dichotomy has so far not been resolved in this
study.
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Parametric Investigation into Alumina
Nanopowder Mixed EDM of Inconel 825
Alloy Using RSM

Deepti Ranjan Sahu, Amit Kumar, Biplab Kumar Roy and Amitava Mandal

Abstract Nanopowder mixed electrical discharge machining (NPMEDM) is a
recent development in the non-traditional machining process. In this process, addi-
tion of powder into dielectric increases the spark gap between the electrodes result-
ing in more number of low intense sparks. Therefore, both the material removal
rate (MRR) and surface finish improve. The present work investigates the effect
of Al2O3 nanopowder mixed EDM oil on various responses like MRR and surface
roughness (SR). The Al2O3 nanopowder is mixed with EDM oil at a concentra-
tion of 0.5 g/L. Pulse duration (Ton), peak current (IP) and gap voltage (GV) are
taken as the process parameters. The experiment is designed using response surface
methodology (RSM), where two sets of experiments have been conducted using two
different dielectric conditions (i.e. EDM oil and powder mixed in EDM oil). Analy-
sis of variance (ANOVA) shows that all the three selected parameters are significant
for MRR and SR. The study shows that there is considerable increase in MRR and
reduction in SR after mixing Al2O3 nanopowder in EDM oil. Using field emission
scanning electron microscope (FESEM), a detailed study on the surface integrity of
the machined surface has been carried out. It has been found that NPMEDM reduced
microcracks, microholes, uneven deposit and recast layer thickness of the machined
surface to a great extent.

Keywords NPMEDM · RSM · FESEM · MRR · Surface texture

1 Introduction

Currently in many of the applications, superalloys or other materials are mostly
used. Inconel 825 is such a nickel based superalloy. Even at very high temperature,
it has very good mechanical and chemical properties. They have good resistance to
corrosion and oxidation. Because of these properties, they find prominent application
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in aerospace industries, food processing industries, chemical and nuclear industries,
components of furnace, moulds and dies, heat-treated tools and die steels [1, 2].
But poor thermal conductivity, high hardness and work hardening behaviour are
some of its properties that make machining of these materials a challenging job. In
conventional machining process, particles of the Inconel 825 workpiece sample get
adhered to the tool yielding poor quality surface. Also low rate of material removal,
difficulty in generating complex profiles, rapid tool wear, tool life reduction due to
heat generation during machining Inconel 825 are some other issues in conventional
machining process [1, 2]. Hence, electrical discharge machining (EDM) being a
non-contact type thermo-electric process is an alternate method of machining such
materials. In this process, a very small gap is maintained between the workpiece and
tool electrode while keeping both of them submerged in the dielectric fluid. Very
high temperature is generated by the produced sparks which removes material by
melting and vaporization [1, 3].

Powder mixed electrical discharge machining (PMEDM) is a variation of EDM
process. By adding powder in the dielectric, the overall resistance of the dielectric
gets reduced. Therefore, the spark takes place from a higher distance, thereby increas-
ing the spark gap. Apart from this, mixing powder in dielectric helps in widening the
spark channel and increasing the number of discharges. This in turn yields better sur-
face finish and dimensional accuracy as compared to conventional EDM [4]. Erden
and Bilgin [5] are credited for inception of the research work using powder mixed
dielectric. Shalini et al. investigated the effect of low voltage-current, pulse duration,
high voltage-current, flushing pressure and pulse off time on MRR, tool wear rate
(TWR) and SR by adding Al2O3 nanopowder in EDM oil while machining Al-SiC
MMC using copper tool on EDM. Box–behnken design was used for designing the
experiment. The study revealed that addition of nanopowder increased the MRR and
reduced the surface roughness [6]. Talla et al. analysed the effect of adding graphite
powder in dielectric fluid while machining Inconel 625 on EDM. A reduction in
crater size, crack density, microhardness, tensile stress and recast layer thickness
has been observed [7]. Elsiti et al. mixed maghemite nanopowder in the dielectric
while machining CoCrMo on micro-EDM for studying MRR, TWR, taper and over-
cut and obtained satisfactory result [8]. Karunakaran et al. studied the influence of
mixing nanopowders of 5 nm size in the dielectric fluid while machining Inconel 800
nickel based superalloy on EDM. Aluminium, silicon and multiwalled carbon nano
tube powders were taken as the powder for NPMEDM.Considerable improvement in
the responses was observed for all the powders but multiwalled carbon nano tube was
found to bemost effective [9]. Gopalakannan et al. whilemachining aluminiumbased
metal matrix nanocomposite reinforced with nano sized SiC particles on EDM found
that MRR becamemaximum at high value of pulse on time and peak current. Voltage
was insignificant for TWR. With rise in pulse current, pulse on and pulse off time,
TWR was found to increase. Surface roughness also increased with rise in pulse on
time and pulse current [10]. Mohanty et al. in their study, found that for MRR and
SR peak current and pulse on time were significant. High MRR was obtained at high
values of pulse on time and peak current, and low surface roughness was obtained at
low value of peak current and pulse on time. Accuracy and precision of the cut was
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high at low values of pulse on time and peak current [11]. Jeykrishnan et al. studied
the influence of various process parameters on surface roughness while machining
Inconel 825 on EDM. The study revealed that for surface roughness current was
the most influencing factor followed by pulse on time [12]. Amit et al. studied the
influence of peak current, pulse on time and gap voltage on MRR and surface rough-
ness by mixing Al2O3 nanopowder in deionized water while machining Inconel 825
using copper tool. Considerable increment in MRR and SR has been found in case
of NPMEDM as compared to the conventional EDM. The pulse train captured by
them confirmed low arcing in case of NPMEDM as compared to conventional EDM
[13].

From past literatures, it has been seen that the various combinations of powder and
dielectric fluid have different effects on the response parameters. Again depending
upon the properties of the workpiece material, the responses may vary. In this regard,
the powder mixed dielectric needs to be explored further. Hence, in the present study,
a parametric study of machining Inconel 825 using Al2O3 nanopowder mixed EDM
has been carried out.

2 Experimentation

For the current study, Inconel 825 is taken as the workpiece material and copper as
the tool electrode. High electrical conductivity of tool electrode helps in yielding
high MRR. Because of high electrical conductivity copper has been taken as the
tool electrode. Al2O3 nanopowder mixed in EDM oil is taken as the dielectric fluid.
FollowingBox–behnken approach of response surfacemethod (RSM), an experiment
can be designed with less number of trials. Hence, the experiment has been designed
using Box–behnken approach. Ton, IP, GV are taken as the input parameters. The
duty factor has been kept constant at 8. The bypass current, spark time and flushing
pressure are also kept as constant. MRR, TWR and surface roughness are taken as
the responses for the study.

Mathematically

MRR � Wi − Wf

Tm
(1)

TWR � Ti − Tf
Tm

(2)

where

T f � Final weight of tool (mg),
T i � Initial weight of tool (mg),
Tm � Machining time (minute),
W f � Final weight of workpiece (mg),
W i � Initial weight of workpiece (mg).
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Fig. 1 Experimental set-up

Fig. 2 Workpiece and tool

The machining was carried out by using ZNC/EDM35 set-up of Sparkonix make.
For determining the MRR, TWR the weight of workpiece and tool before and after
machining has beenmeasured by usingweighingmachine of sartoriusmake ofmodel
no. BSA4202S-CW which is significant up to 4 digit. Surface roughness has been
measured by using surface roughness tester SJ-210 of mitutoyo make. For keeping
the Al2O3 nanopowder in suspended condition and ensuring proper flushing at the
machining zone, a submersible pump has been used. Surface texture has been studied
using FESEM. In one set, 15 experiments have been carried out without mixing the
powder followed by another set of experiments, inwhich 15 experimentswere carried
out by mixing Al2O3 nanopowder in the dielectric fluid. The experimental set-up
image is presented in Fig. 1. Work piece and tool images are presented in Fig. 2.

3 Results and Discussion

From the pilot experiment, it has been noticed that there is not much variation in
TWR for both conventional as well as NPMEDM. Even in some cases, the TWR
value is zero. The values of process parameters and the responses for different trials
are presented in Table 1.
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Table 1 Observation table

Expt.
No.

Input factors Responses

Conventional EDM Al2O3 NPMEDM

IP (A) Ton
(Coded
value)

GV (V) MRR
(mg/min)

SR (μm) MRR
(mg/min)

SR (μm)

1 2 10 30 8.13 2.14 9 2

2 8 10 30 60 3.66 66.36 3.1712

3 2 70 30 26 4.02 24 3.832

4 8 70 30 83 7.04 99 7.8

5 2 40 10 23 3.648 38 4.3

6 8 40 10 125 6.42 135 7.5794

7 2 40 50 18 3.51 24.67 3.3

8 8 40 50 90 4.914 90 7.1006

9 5 10 10 34 3.455 50 4.2188

10 5 70 10 70 6.1 80 7.5376

11 5 10 50 22 3.01 30 3.2

12 5 70 50 35 6.2 77 6.8182

13 5 40 30 108 5.56 130 6.198

14 5 40 30 105 5.202 132 6.203

15 5 40 30 102 5.59 135 6.001

3.1 Analysis of Variance

Analysis of variance has been conducted for MRR and SR in conventional EDM
as well as NPMEDM. In case of conventional EDM for MRR, P value for IP, Ton

and GV are 0.000, 0.030 and 0.034, respectively, indicating that all the considered
input parameters are significant. IP is the most significant parameter for MRR. For
SR, P value for IP, Ton and GV are 0.000, 0.000 and 0.047 indicating that all the
input parameters are significant. IP and Ton are the most significant parameters for
SR. Similarly in case of NPMEDM for MRR, P value for IP, Ton and GV are 0.000,
0.004 and 0.022, respectively, indicating that all the considered input parameters are
significant. IP is the most significant parameter for MRR. For SR, P value for IP,
Ton and GV are 0.000, 0.000 and 0.018 indicating that all the input parameters are
significant. IP and Ton are the most significant parameters for SR.
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Fig. 3 Variation of MRR in conventional EDM

3.2 Variation of MRR

From Figs. 3 and 4, it is shown that both in conventional and Al2O3 NPMEDM, the
observed trend of variation of MRR is similar. With the increase in pulse duration,
initiallyMRR increases up to a certain value and then decreases. Thismay be because
of the fact that with the increase in pulse duration availability of energy for melting
and evaporation increases leading to higher MRR [4]. But with the rise in pulse
duration the pulse off time is reducing accordingly, since the duty factor is held
constant. So after a specific value of pulse on time, pulse off timemay not be adequate
for removal of the debris leading to reduction in MRR. With the rise in peak current
in both conventional as well as NPMEDM, MRR has been found to increase first
and then decrease. Increase in MRR is justified because as the peak current increases
discharge energy also increases. But after, a specific value of peak current MRR was
found to decrease. Process instability at very high value of peak current may be the
reason behind this. The surface plot depicts thatwith the rise in gap voltage,MRRfirst
increases then decreases. As the gap voltage increases, the spark gap increases. This
makes the spark less intense causing a reduction in MRR. So reduction in MRRwith
increase in gap voltage is justified. But the initial increment in MRRwith increase in
gap voltage is unusual and may be due to the interaction effect between other process
parameters.

Fig. 4 Variation of MRR in Al2O3 NPMEDM
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Fig. 5 Variation of SR in conventional EDM

3.3 Variation of SR

The surface plots shown in Figs. 5 and 6 depict that with rise in peak current as well
as pulse duration, surface roughness increases. This is obvious because with the rise
in peak current or pulse duration the available discharge energy also increases. This
produces craters of larger size leading to higher surface roughness. But with increase
in gap voltage, surface roughness has been found to decrease. This may be due to the
fact that with rise in gap voltage the spark becomes less intense. So small and shallow
craters are formed leading to a smoother surface with lower surface roughness [14].

MRR for NPMEDM in most of the trials is higher than that that of conventional
EDM. Though in case of NPMEDM better SR was obtained, but in some trials SR
in conventional EDM was better than that in NPMEDM. So to reach at a precise
conclusion optimum machining conditions for MRR and SR were determined using
response surface method. Confirmation tests were carried out at these optimum con-
ditions. MRR and SR at the obtained optimum conditions are presented in Table 2.

From the optimum responses, it is clear that MRR obtained in case of NPMEDM
is 18.6% higher than that of conventional EDM. SR in case of NPMEDM is 10.19%
better than that in case of conventional EDM.

Fig. 6 Variation of SR in Al2O3 NPMEDM
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Table 2 Responses at optimum condition

At optimum
condition

IP (A) Ton (Coded
value)

GV (V) MRR
(obtained)
(mg/min)

SR (obtained)
(μm)

For MRR in
conventional
EDM

8 16 21 156 –

For MRR in
Al2O3
NPMEDM

7 14 24 185 –

For SR in
conventional
EDM

2 5 22 – 2.903

For SR in
Al2O3
NPMEDM

2 5 30 – 2.607

3.4 Study of Surface Texture

From the FESEM images (Fig. 7), it is evident that the recast layer formed in case of
Al2O3 NPMEDM is thinner than that in case of conventional EDM. In conventional
EDM because of low spark gap, the material melted is not cleared off the spark
gap properly and gets deposited as the recast layer (RL). By addition of Al2O3

nanopowder, the spark gap increases. This makes the flushing more effective causing
easy removal of debris. So, the materials which would have solidified forming the
recast layer is cleared off the spark gap easily. Hence, very less amount of material
gets deposited leading to a thinner recast layer as compared to conventional EDM.

From the FESEM images (Fig. 8), it is evident that the surface texture on the
machined surface in case of Al2O3 NPMEDM is better than that in case of conven-
tional EDM. This may be because of the fact that by addition of nanopowder in the

Fig. 7 FESEM image for recast layer thickness
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Fig. 8 FESEM image for surface texture

dielectric fluid the discharge gap increases. This makes the spark less intense which
leads to formation of smaller craters, microcracks and microholes yielding a better
machined surface.

4 Conclusion

From the comparative study conducted on conventional EDM and Al2O3 NPMEDM
while machining Inconel 825, the following conclusions are drawn.

MRR in case of NPMEDM has been found to be 18.69% higher than that in case
of conventional EDM at optimum condition.

Surface quality of the machined surface in case of NPMEDM is better than that in
case of conventional EDM. SR inNPMEDMhas been found to be 10.19% lower than
that in case of conventional EDM. Reduction in recast layer thickness, microcracks
and micropits confirms improvement in the surface texture of the machined surface
in case of NPMEDM as compared to that in case of conventional EDM.

For MRR in conventional EDM as well as NPMEDM, IP has been found to be the
most influencing parameter followed by Ton. For surface roughness in conventional
EDM as well as NPMEDM, IP and Ton have been found to be equally significant.

Tool wear rate is not much affected in both conventional EDM as well as Al2O3

NPMEDM.
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Eco-design Approaches for Developing
Eco-friendly Products: A Review

Prashant Kumar Singh and Prabir Sarkar

Abstract Producing eco-friendly products has become the need of the present due to
the alarming conditions of global warming issues and depletion of natural resources.
These issues have forced the industries to adopt the eco-design strategies in their
production processes. Eco-design approaches are used by the designers to deal with
these issues not only in the development of eco-friendly products but also in the
development of sustainable buildings, eco-industrial parks and services. Efficient
integration of the eco-design approaches in product development is still under ques-
tion due to the uncertainties involved in the eco-design methods. This study provides
an insight into the various eco-design methods and tools available for developing
eco-friendly products. Different challenges and barriers to the implementation of
eco-design have also been reported in this study. Further, the uncertainties associ-
ated with the implementation of the eco-design methods are discussed.

Keywords Eco-design · Product development · Uncertainty · Product life cycle

1 Introduction

Depleting natural resources across the world and increasing global warming issues
are the serious concerns for the governments and environmental agencies. Global
Footprint Network estimated the ecological footprints for over 200 nations in 2013
and found that the rate at which natural resources are being utilized is 1.6 times more
than the rate at which they are renewed. Eco-design is a concept that attempts to
lead the world toward a sustainable future. This concept is assumed to be originated
from an idea that was developed at the beginning of the 1970s. Meadows et al. [1]
suggested in 1972 that the current behavior of global world will lead this world to an
unavoidable situation and a collapse might occur within a century. They believed that
this collapse would be caused mainly due to the depletion of natural resources. They
also urged the designers to take responsibility and to play an active role in avoiding
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this situation by using the concept of ecological and social design. In the 1980s, the
industries and the research institutionsweremore focused anddedicated to discussing
the concepts of low impact designs for achieving sustainable development. But in
the 1990s, the eco-design started to draw the attention and gain support from society,
researchers and governments across the world. In the meantime, several manuals
were released by the institutes and some regulations by the governments. Central
America became thefirst part of theworldwhere the eco-designprogramwas initiated
and known as “Ecodiseño CentroAmerica.” Most of the countries of USA, Japan,
Australia and Europe started the implementation of eco-design concepts in the last
decade of twentieth century.However, these conceptswere hardly implemented in the
developing countries of Africa, Asia and Latin America. Therefore, some research
activities and programs were organized in these countries by the Delft University of
Technology as a part of Design for Sustainability programme [2].

TheBioforeCompanydefines eco-design as “design andproduce products respon-
sibly to be safe and sustainable, and ensure that, whenever possible, the end of prod-
ucts’ life cycle is the birth of something new.” Eco-design considers the entire life
cycle of a product fromcradle to grave and tries tominimize the environmental impact
caused by each phase of the product life cycle. These life cycle phases include extrac-
tion of raw material, production, distribution, use and end of life. The importance of
the integration of eco-design principles has been realized by the researchers [3, 4]
in the early stages of the product development process as most of the key decisions
are made in these stages only. The cost of changing the design keeps on increasing
as we move further during the product development. Therefore, it becomes crucial
for the designers to take all the decisions related to design alteration during the ini-
tial phases of product development. These initial phases are the conceptual design
and detailed design phases of the products. Karlsson and Luttropp [5] suggested a
linguistic map that represents the economic and ecological aspects of eco-design, as
shown in Fig. 1.

Various definitions of eco-design given by different researchers are listed in
Table 1.

Fig. 1 Linguistic map of
“eco-design” [5]
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Table 1 Definitions of eco-design

Author Definition Ref.

Platcheck “Eco-design is a holistic view in that, starting from the moment we
know the environmental problems and its causes, we begin to
influence the conception, the materials selection, the production, the
use, the reuse, the recycling and final disposition of industrial
products”

[6]

Bhamra “Eco-design is understood to be the systematic integration of
environmental considerations into the design process across the
product life cycle, from cradle to grave”

[7]

Alonso “Eco-design is an approach that integrates environmental criteria in
the design of products and services, to get the reduction of
environmental impacts they produce, taking into account all stages
of their life cycle”

[8]

Borchardt
et al.

“Eco-design is a set of Project practices oriented to the creation of
eco-efficient products and processes”

[9]

Wimmer
et al.

“Eco-design is how to integrate environmental considerations into
product design and development”

[10]

Pigosso
et al.

“Eco-design is a proactive approach of environmental management
that aims to reduce the total environmental impact of products”

[11]

Plouffe
et al.

“Eco-design means taking simultaneously into account the
environmental impacts in the selection of raw materials, the
manufacturing process, the storage and transportation phase, usage,
and final disposal”

[12]

IHOBE “Eco-design means that the environment is taken into account when
making decisions during the product development process as an
additional factor that traditionally has been taken into account”

[13]

2 Eco-design Methods/Tools

A significant number of eco-design methods and tools have been developed by the
researchers and designers to be employed in industries to measure the environmental
load of the products during its whole life cycle. Most commonly used eco-design
methods with their different categories are given in Table 2.

Brezet and Van Hemel [3] suggested some eco-design strategies represented by
seven spokes of a wheel which is known as the eco-design strategy wheel, as shown
in Fig. 2. These strategies are associated with the different phases of the product
life cycles and are classified at three levels of the products, viz., component level,
structure level and system level. Eco-design strategy wheel is also termed as Life
cycle Design Strategy (LiDS) wheel [14]. In Fig. 2, @ sign represents the concept of
developing a new product. It always leads to a novel approach to providing services.
One example is the elimination of the surface post by e-mail services.
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Table 2 Eco-design methods/tools

Category Method/tool Description

Framework Tool for environmentally
sound product innovation
(TESPI)

Guides business-related
strategies to determine the
features of greener products

Sustainability assessment
framework and tool (SAFT)

Provides cross-disciplinary
evaluation to identify
concerns from multiple
criteria

Checklists and guidelines Screening life cycle
modeling (SLCM)

Evaluates the effects of
promising product concepts
by creating life cycle
scenarios

DfE matrix Provides scores to a product
to track the improvements in
its life cycle impact

MET-matrix (material,
energy and toxicity)

Helps to identify the
environmental load of the
materials, energy and
toxicity of products

Rating and ranking ABC analysis Provides ranking to the
impacts caused by a product

LiDS wheel Lists out the strategies to
reduce the impacts of a
product life cycle

Electronic product
environmental assessment
tool (EPEAT)

Rates the life cycle issues to
suggest the design changes
for eco-labeling

Software and expert system Autodesk eco-materials
advisor

Suggests the product design
changes by considering the
material properties

Solid works sustainability
package

Provides a measure of the
impacts of the 3D model

Eco-it Identifies the parts of the
products that cause the major
impacts

Analytical MIPS Indicates the resource
utilization by a product for
providing per unit of a
service

The eco-design indicator tool Builds the life cycle profile
of a product for the
measurement of its impact

Trade-off modeling method
Carnahan-Thurston

Evaluates the designer’s
estimates for different design
alternatives of a product

(continued)
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Table 2 (continued)

Category Method/tool Description

Environmental design cost Provides a way to reduce the
cost of the products for better
environmental design

Comparison Philips fast five awareness Compares various product
concepts with a reference
product to formulate
strategies for reducing the
environmental impact

Econcept spiderweb Choose the best design by
comparing the severity of the
impacts

Morphological box Facilitates the eco-idea
generation for multiple
design concepts

Fig. 2 Eco-design strategy wheel [3]

3 Barriers and Challenges in the Implementation
of Eco-design Methods/Tools

There are some noticeable barriers and challenges which are associated with the
eco-design tools and methods. These barriers are not only related to the structures
of these tools but also to their implementation in the companies. These barriers can
be summarized as follows:
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i. The specific knowledge required which is not only related to the usage of the
tool but also to the awareness of the environmental issues so that the obtained
results can be easily interpreted to propose the correct solutions [15].

ii. Some tools require a significant amount of time and data for the assessment of
the products [16].

iii. In case of small- and medium-scale industries, there is a limitation of financial
and personnel resources [17].

iv. Most of the tools are not able to handle the trade-off situations required by the
products and production processes [18].

v. There is a significant difference between the academic methods and actual
requirement of the industries and the designers [19].

Dekoninck et al. [20] identified and categorized the challenges that are faced by
the companies during the implementation of eco-design approaches.

4 Uncertainties in Eco-design Methods

Uncertainties are associated with the different eco-design methods. The literature on
eco-design suggests that most of the uncertainties occur during the life cycle assess-
ment of the products. Huang et al. [21] proposed amodel tomeasure the uncertainties
in the manufacturing and post-use phases of product life cycle. This model facilitates
the eco-friendly material selection for products. Yu et al. [22] observed that there is a
significant difference between the predicted and estimated life cycle inventory (LCI)
values of the products at the end of life phase. A novel method based on the sensitiv-
ity coefficients was developed and validated for analyzing the uncertainties in LCI
data. Kota and Chakrabarti [23] proposed that the uncertainty in the development of
a product can be categorized into three parts, viz., product structure, life cycle phases
and data quality. They developed a method for estimating these uncertainties by the
assessment of the mismatch between the required and available information about
the life cycle of the product in each category. In some cases, there might be some
uncertainty in the measurement of the CO2 equivalent for electricity consumption
using LCI database. It may happen because the technologies for producing electricity
are improving continuously and require a frequent update in LCI database.

5 Conclusion

This study shows that although the researchers have proposed a significant number
of eco-design approaches and tools, still companies are facing difficulties in the
effective implementation of these methods. It happens as there are some barriers in
the implementations of these methods. These barriers include specific knowledge
about the tools, awareness of the environmental issues, time-consuming efforts and
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limited financial and personnel resources in small- and medium-scale industries.
Also, some uncertainties are associated with the product life cycles that make it
difficult to predict the impacts during the initial design. Therefore, there is a need
to modify the existing methods or develop new methods that are easy to implement
with significant effectiveness.
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Plumbene: A New 2D-Material
Resembling Graphene

D. K. Das and S. K. Singh

Abstract Over two decades, two-dimensional materials attracted the attention of
researches due to their superior mechanical and thermal properties. Plumbene, the
new two-dimensional material, is a single layer of lead atoms hexagonally arranged
like honeycomb structure. It already has the application as a topological insulator. In
this paper, we will compare between structure and properties of graphene, silicene,
and plumbene for the application of plumbene in batteries, machine manufacturing,
shipbuilding, etc.

Keywords Graphene · Silicene · Plumbene · Nanomaterials

1 Introduction

Due to unique properties, nanomaterials found immense applications in diversefields.
The causes of their unique properties are their unique structures. The only 2D nano-
material, an allotrope of carbon, graphene is discovered by Andre Geim and Kon-
stantin Novoselov in 2004 [1, 2]. It is hexagonally arranged sp2-hybridized carbon
atom structure [3]. It is designated as the ‘mother’ [4] of all graphitic carbon mate-
rials by some researchers as it is essentially being the building block for graphite
(stacked graphene sheets with C–C bond distance of 1.41 Å and interlayer distance
3.35 Å held together by strong van der Waals forces) and carbon nanotubes (effec-
tively ‘rolled-up’ graphene sheets). Graphene has very good mechanical, electrical,
and thermal transport properties for which it can be used in electronics industries.
But the band gap in graphene is very less (Fig. 1).

Silicene is a single atomic layer of silicon (Si) resembling graphene in hexagonal
honeycomb-like structure [5, 6]. Interatomic distance between two silicon atoms in
silicene, distance between two atomic layers, and buckling heights are 3.82, 2.248,
and 0.44 Å, respectively [7, 8]. Silicon atoms in silicene possess both sp2 and sp3
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Fig. 1 a Crystalline
structure of graphene. b Unit
cell of silicene. c Unit cell of
plumbene

hybridizations. Silicene due to enhanced transport properties than existing silicon is
preferred for electronics industries. It also has band gap more than graphene.

Plumbene also possesses buckled honeycomb structure resembling graphene
and silicene. The lattice constant of plumbene is 4.93 Å, and the nearest neigh-
bor atoms’ Pb–Pb bond distance in plumbene is 3.00 Å [9, 10]. The Pb–Pb bond
angle in plumbene is 108.34° [9] which results in buckled structure of plumbene.
π–π overlapping is also observed in plumbene-like graphene but weaker in nature
than graphene due to longer bond length. Overlapping between σ and π orbitals
in plumbene is enhanced due to its buckled configuration, and thus the, system is
stabilized [9]. Very high band gap is observed in plumbene and hence can be an ideal
material for topological insulator. It can also have applications in batteries, machine
manufacturing, shipbuilding, etc., where lead is used till now.
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2 Comparison Between Properties of Graphene, Silicene,
and Plumbing

High remarkable charge-carrier mobility of 2000–5000 cm2/V s is found in graphene
[10].Under optimal conditions, charge-carriermotilities in excess of 200,000 cm2/V s
[11–13] are also reported for graphene. Due to this highly permitting electron trans-
port property of graphene, it found applications in field effect transistors (FETs)
which operate in very large frequencies of 100 GHz to terahertz range [14, 15].
Graphene has optical absorptive power of 2.3% [16] and a tremendously high opti-
cal transparency of up to 97.7% [17] for a monolayer. These properties of graphene
found its potential applications in holographic data storage devices [18] and trans-
parent electrodes in solar cells [19]. A high mechanical strength of Young’s modulus
of 1 TPa [20], thermal conductivity of 5000 W/m K [21], and exceptionally large
specific surface area of 2630 m2 g−1 [22] are also observed in graphene.

In modern electronics industries, silicene has potential applications such as light-
emitting diodes (LEDs) and field effect transistors (FETs) [23]. Another advantage of
silicene is its edges are not affected by oxygen [24]. Young’s modulus and Poisson’s
ratio of silicene are 0.178 TPa and 0.34, respectively [25, 26]. Thermal conductivity
of silicene is 9.4 W/m K [8].

High band gaps are observed in plumbenewhich claims its promising applications
in topological phenomenon and high-temperature applications [27]. Few comparable
properties between graphene, silicene, and plumbene are presented in Table 1.

3 Conclusion and Future Work Direction

In Table 1, it is observed that band gap in plumbene ismuch higher than existing other
two-dimensional materials, graphene and silicene. Hence, they can have potential
applications such as topological insulators and high-temperature operations. Struc-
tural configurations also result in advantageous unique properties of plumbene than
graphene and silicene. Even it possesses superior properties than lead and can be
applied for the application in batteries, machine manufacturing, shipbuilding, etc.,
where convectional lead is used till now. Plumbene can also have applications in

Table 1 Comparison of few properties between graphene, silicene, and plumbene

Elements Mechanical properties Thermal
properties

Band gap

Graphene 1 TPa (Young’s modulus) 5000 W/m K 10−3 meV

Silicene 0.178 TPa (Young’s modulus) and 0.34
(Poisson’s ratio)

9.4 W/m K Accessible

Plumbene NA NA 1.34 eV
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nuclear plants for power generations, preparation of plumbene-reinforced nanocom-
posites, etc. Plumbene can have predicted applications where conductivity is the
prime concern.

Mechanical and thermal properties of plumbene are not yet being reported. In our
future, we will work on mechanical and thermal properties of plumbene and evaluate
them.
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Study the Wear Behaviour of Al5083-7%
B4C Composite Fabricated by Stir
Casting Technique

Ram Singh , Malik Shadab, Ram Naresh Rai, Chiranjit Bhowmik
and Shankar Swarup Das

Abstract Aluminium composite significantly possesses better properties as com-
pared to unreinforced aluminium alloy such as high specific strength and higher
damping capacity. Metal matrix composite (MMC) is widely used in various indus-
tries because they are ductile in nature and light in weight. This paper presents an
investigation of the dry sliding wear behaviour of the Al5083 composite produced
by stir casting technique with 7%B4C weight percentage and Al5083. Evaluation of
wear rate was conducted by an advanced pin-on-disc tribotester at different loads
(30, 40, and 50 N) and different sliding speed (134, 200, and 267 RPM). Then,
the investigation from the result of scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of
worn surfaces shows that the wear resistance of the Al5083 composite is higher than
Al5083. It is found that the damages of the surfaces at low load are less than at high
loads and also the damages of surfaces at low sliding distance are less than at high
sliding distance. The volume loss increases as the load increases, and similarly at the
same applied load, volume loss increases as the sliding distance increases.

Keywords Al5083 · MMC · B4C

1 Introduction

Aluminium alloy is extensively used in the modern industries because of its less den-
sity, high corrosion resistance, and high stiffness, but its application is restricted due
to poor wear resistance. In order to enhance the wear resistance of aluminium alloy,
the ceramic hard particle is used as the reinforced material. The material obtained
after adding of hard particle is known as aluminium composite. The wear resistance
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andmechanical properties of the aluminium composite are higher than the aluminium
matrix. Senthilkumar et al. [1] studied about the pure aluminium composite which
is synthesised by stir casting technique and the effect of reinforcement particle of
graphite and boron carbide where the wear test result shows that there is a reduction
in coefficient of friction and frictional force for 5%B4C. The wear rate decreases
with the increases in B4C percentage in a pure aluminium matrix. Aluminium alloy
is broadly used in various sectors such as automobile, aviation, marine, and defence
industries [2, 3]. Boron carbide is black in colour with metallic luster, and it is known
as third hardest material after diamond and cubic boron nitride [4]. Gopal et al. [5]
synthesized theAl6061 composite reinforcedwithB4C at variousweight percentages
by stir casting method, and he analysed the hardness, tensile strength.

Magnesium and silica are the major elements of A356 and B4C which are used as
reinforced particle and the composite shows that wear rate and wear volume decrease
as theweight percentage of hard particle increases [6]. Baradeswaran et al. [7] studied
the effect of B4C particle on Al7075 and found that the hardness, tensile strength,
compression strength, flexural strength, andwear resistance of the composite increase
with the increasing the volume fraction of hard particle. Harichandran et al. [8]
investigated the effect of micro- and nanoparticle of B4C on composite which is
synthesized by stir and ultrasonic cavitation-assisted stir casting and found that the
nanoparticles more than 6% lead to agglomeration and porosity into the casting
and also decrease the strength and ductility of the casting. The wear resistance of
nanoparticle composite is higher than the microparticle composite up to 8% of B4C.

Al-Qutab et al. [9] investigated the wear and coefficient of friction of aluminium
composite with alumina as a reinforcement particle of 10, 20, and 30%, and they
found that wear rate decreases with the increases in reinforcement particle. Praba-
garan et al. [10] studied the wear behaviour of Al6061, Al6061/B4C metal matrix,
and Al6061/B4C/Gr hybrid composite which are higher than the Al6061/B4C and
Al6061 matrix.

In this paper, an attempt has been made to test the wear rate and coefficient of
friction of the Al5083/7%B4C at different loads and distances. Then, themorphology
study of worn surfaces was done by thorough investigation of the images obtained
from SEM.

2 Experimental Description

The material used for the preparation of the specimen is Al5083/7%B4C composite
which is prepared by stir casting technique. It was developed at 730 °C by an ex
situ technique in an induction furnace (see Fig. 1), Al5083 of small pieces, 7%B4C
of 300 mesh size were used as raw materials. At first, Al5083 of small pieces was
melted into a graphite crucible at a temperature of 650 °C, afterwards, B4Cwas added
with the speed of 1 gm/s into the molten melt at temperature of 650–700 °C, and by
the help of graphite stirrer, the molten mixture was continuously stirred for 10 min.
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Fig. 1 Induction furnace

Fig. 2 Wear testing set-up
(pin-on-disc)

Subsequently, the liquid mixture was poured into the metallic mould for carrying out
the specimen preparation for the wear test.

A dry sliding wear test was performed at room temperature using a pin-on-
disc wear testing machine as shown in Fig. 2 (DUCOM wear friction monitor,
model—TR20LE-M5). The specimen of 6 mm diameter of the length of 40 mm was
used for the testing. For achieving the similar grade of surface roughness of each
specimen, every sample would follow the same polishing procedure. The polishing
process was performed in disc polishermachinewith different grades of emery paper.
The disc plate which was used as counter plate for sliding is made of EN31 material
of hardness 62 HRC. Before starting the experiment, the disc must be polished with
emery paper and, at last, cleaned with acetone to remove the foreign particles. The
experiment was performed at a load (30, 40, and 50 N) and sliding distance of (1000,
2000, and 3000 m). After performing every experiment, the disc must be cleaned
before every experiment. The EDS of worn surface confirms the presence of B4C
(see in Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3 Worn surface of composite and corresponding EDS analysis

3 Result and Discussion

3.1 Effect of Normal Load

The effect of applied load on the wear rate of Al5083/7%B4C composite and Al5083
is shown in Fig. 4, and it is also shown in the graph that wear rate of the composite
and Al5083 increases as the applied load increasing. This result follows Archard’s
law of wear, which states that wear rate increases with an increase of applied load.
As the applied load increases, the contact between the asperities of the tested pin and
counter-surface of disc increases which leads the deformation of the soft asperities.

The volumetric losses of specimen in the form of wear debris go on increasing
as the applied load increases, resulting in volumetric losses leading to more material
loss.

Volumetric loss
(
mm3

) � πr2xl

whereas r is radius of pin in mm and l is change in length of pin in mm.
The wear resistance of composite decreases as the load increases. At low applied

loads, few of the asperities may get deformed plastically or remain elastically
attached. This plastically deformed material gets detach from the specimen and fills
the valley of the specimen surface as well as disc. During the beginning of the load,
the harder asperities of the counter surface may dig the soft surface of the specimen.
This wear mechanism is known as abrasive wear.

The applied load affects the contact surface area between the specimen and its
counter surface, which in turn affect the quantity of generated frictional heat. After
40 N load, the wear loss for both the material decreases with an increase in the load.
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The wear losses are more stable and linear due to the generation of high frictional
heat leading to the oxidation of specimen surface and strain hardening.

Figure 5 shows the SEM images of worn surface of casted Al5083/7%B4C at a
load of (30, 40, and 50 N), sliding speed of 134 RPM, and sliding duration are 45min
for the each and every applied load.

At low applied load, the worn surface of Al5083 shows more deeper and bigger
groove on the worn surface. Small pits, adhesive wear, and micro-cutting were also
seen into the surface. On the other hand, it is observed that the worn surface of
composite shows smaller groove with lesser depth (presence of hard particle resist
the wear mechanism) at same experimental conditions and craters are also seen into
the worn surface. More debris are produced during sliding of specimen at low load
this happen due to the breaking of soft asperities of the matrix. During the increase of
load more frictional heat is generated and this causes the deformation of asperities.
Initially craters are developed due to delamination and cracking of surface. At higher
loads, the ploughing of hard particles takes place and this initiates the crack. The
material removal rate is higher at higher loads because material removal takes place
due to delamination as well as micro-cutting.

3.2 Effect of Sliding Distance

It is clear from Fig. 6 that wear losses increase with the increases of sliding distance.
At the beginning of the sliding distance up to the first 3.5 km, the material removal is
more gradually increases for both the material, but the material removal rate is high
for the Al5083 as compared with the composite. The wear losses of the specimen
due to sliding distance are related to the actual contact between the asperities of the

Fig. 4 Effect of applied load
on wear losses
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Fig. 5 SEM micrographs of worn surface at sliding speed of 134 RPM and load of 30, 40, 50 N is
a,b,c for composite and d,e,f for Al5083, respectively

Fig. 6 Effect of sliding
distance on wear losses

specimen and sliding surface of the disc, asperities of specimen could not resist the
generated shear force, the asperities may get deformed and detached, and these are
mainly happened due the cutting action of the hard asperities of the disc.

These deformed and detached materials fill the valleys of asperities. The loose
debris which is present between the surface of specimen and disc during the sliding
of the specimen is the combination of fractured part of the asperities as well as the
hard particle of reinforcement which is pulled out during the sliding of specimen;
this loose debris acts as an abrasive medium and increases the wear losses. This wear
mechanism is known as abrasive wear.
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Fig. 7 SEMmicrographs of worn surface at applied load 40 N and sliding distance of 2.2, 3.4, and
4.5 km are a,b,c for composite and d,e,f for Al5083, respectively

After 3.5 km sliding distance, the removal of material from the specimen is more
linear. Because as the sliding distance increases, more frictional heat generated
between the contact surface, and this leads the adhesion of loose debris into the
disc which leads the stability and linearity into the wear losses.

Figure 7 shows the worn surface of casted Al5083/7%B4C composite and Al5083
at 40 N load and sliding distance of 2.2, 3.5, and 4.5 km, respectively. Above SEM
image shows the severity of worn. At lowest distance, the SEM images of Al5083
shows deeper and continuous groove and ploughing of surface, whereas the discon-
tinuity in ditch and less deeper groove and ploughing are seen into the worn surface
of Al5083 composite. The small craters and continuous groove are shown in SEM
images of sliding distance 2.2 km. Whereas the SEM images of sliding distance
of 3.5 and 4.5 km show deeper groove with deformed edges when compared with
smaller sliding distance, severe delamination of the worn surface of specimen is
clearly shown in the SEM images at higher sliding distance. The damages of surface
are more in Al5083 when compared to Al5083 composite because the hard particle
resists the wear of composite. At higher sliding distance, the generation of frictional
heat is high, and this leads the plastically deformation of edges of groove and cracks
are developed into the surfaces. The worn surfaces of both materials show the delam-
ination of subsurfaces at higher sliding distance. It is clear from the SEM images
that the abrasive and delamination wear are major at higher sliding distance.
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4 Conclusions

The wear losses of the composite and Al5083 are increasing with the increases of
sliding distance and normal load. The wear loss of composite and Al5083 is more
gradually increasing as the sliding distance increasing up to 3.5 km (8.1489 and
9.8587 mm3, respectively) after that wear loss more uniform and stable (9.0536 and
10.9356 mm3, respectively) due to the adhesion of loose debris into the disc surface.

Whereas the wear losses of composite and Al5083 (6.48 and 7.2992 mm3, respec-
tively) is increases more gradually as the load increases up to 40 N. After that, wear
loss increases more linear and stable (8.77 and 13.7795 mm3, respectively) due to
more frictional heat generated at higher load which lead the oxidation and strain
hardening the specimen surface.
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Study of Machining Performance in EDM
Through Response Surface Methodology

Raghav Rajneesh, Singh Subhash, R. S. Mulik and Pal Kaushik

Abstract Electric dischargemachining (EDM) is thermal erosion advancedmachin-
ing process which is capable of machining very hard conductive materials that can-
not be machined by any other conventional machining processes. However, process
parameters used in EDM have a wide range and for achieving efficient machining
optimum selection of these parameters plays an important role. In the present study,
discharge current (I), pulse on and pulse off time were taken as process variables in
machining AISI 202 stainless steel using a copper alloy tool. This study aims to opti-
mize electrodewear rate, material removal rate, as well as surface roughness of work-
piece using response surface methodology (RSM) approach. The results obtained
after experimental procedure were analyzed by analysis of variance (ANOVA) tech-
nique. Regression equation for the EWR, MRR, and Ra was also generated. This
study also focuses on surface changes and crystalline changes that occur after EDM
process by using different characterization techniques. Atomic force microscopy
(AFM), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and X-ray diffraction (XRD) tech-
niques have been used for studying the changes on materials after machining pro-
cess. Based on the experiment, it was found that discharge current and pulse on
time significantly affect the machining performance. The optimized electrode wear
rate and material removal rate obtained were having values 0.000155 mg/min and
0.048175 mg/min, respectively. This study can be helpful for selecting optimum pro-
cess parameters in machining of 202 stainless steel to achieve efficient machining.

Keywords Response surface methodology (RSM) · Energy-dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy (EDS) · Atomic force microscopy (AFM) · Scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) · X-ray diffraction (XRD)
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1 Introduction

Due to the limitation of conventional machining processes of not able to machine
hard materials need for advanced machining processes was there. Sparking between
two electrically conducting materials erodes some material from both materials this
fact was utilized for machining of metals and electric discharge machining was thus
invented. Electric discharge machining (EDM) a non-conventional thermo-electric
advancedmanufacturing process inwhich the continuously occurring sparks between
tool and workpiece submerged in a dielectric fluid removes material from both the
electrodes [1]. Removal of material in EDM takes place due to the heat energy of
sparks. The thermal energy produced is a result of electric energy applied in this
process. Consequently, for an efficient machining operation, the electrical process
parameter needs to be optimized [2]. There is a huge requirement of components
made up of very hard and difficult to machine materials in automotive, aerospace,
electronics, optics,medical devices, and communications industries,machining these
materials by conventional method is not possible. EDM offers a better alternative to
machine these materials. During EDM process, there is always a small gap present
between tool and workpiece thus removing any possibilities of vibration or mechan-
ical stresses [3]. The main use of EDM is to produce dies for extrusion and forging
industries. Besides this precise machining and making very complicated shapes on
some difficult to machine materials can be done easily by EDM. EDM can also be
applied for machining heat treated materials, ceramics, composite materials, etc. [4].

Having a verywide range of applications and being usedwidely formanufacturing
various parts, there are some problems related to EDM machining. As the sparking
erodes material from both the electrodes so, the wear of the tool is a problem in this
process. Simultaneously, the material removal rate is also less. Research is going on
to optimize the machining process and to improve the performance of EDM process.
Material and fabrication cost of tool is also important as the cost of product man-
ufactured depends upon tool cost [5]. Commonly graphite or copper materials are
used in making tool for EDM but due to the problem of tool wear rate and material
removal research for developing tool materials having low tool wear is going on.
Many tool materials have been developed and tested. Khanra et al. investigated the
performance of a ZrB2–Cu as a tool material in EDM and found this material gives
less tool wear as compared to pure copper tool [6]. Lopez-Esteban et al. tried elec-
tric discharge machining of ceramics and concluded that finishing ceramic materials
into complex geometries with the tolerance required can be done easily by EDM
process [7]. Kiyak and Cakir examined machining parameters on surface roughness
in EDM of tool steel using pure copper tool and observed that surface roughness
of tool and workpiece was influenced by pulse duration and current, by increasing
them the roughness also gets increased [8]. Some authors developed ZrB2–CuNi tool
for EDM and described its applications [9]. Review of electric discharge machining
also shows that efforts are being made to lower the tool wear and increase material
removal in EDM process [10]. Fonesca and Marafona studied the effect of deioniza-
tion time on electric discharge machining performance and their study shows that
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material removal rate and tool wear rate get affected by the time needed to deionize
the dielectric [11]. Tang and Guo investigated parametric optimization of EDM on
stainless steel workpiece and concluded that discharge current and pulse on time as
influential parameters in machining process [12]. Tsai et al. studied Cr/Cu composite
electrode performance and found an increase in material removal but poor surface
finish is obtainedwhen using this tool in negative polarity [13]. Lee and Tai described
a relationship between EDM parameters and surface crack formation using full fac-
torial design [14]. Statistical analysis of tool wear in EDM has also been done which
shows that on time and current were having significant effect on electric discharge
machining [15]. Haron et al. studied the copper and graphite electrode performance
in EDM process and found copper as a better tool for machining tool steel [16].
Hu et al. investigated material removal rate and surface damage in EDM of ceramic
material and according to them, melting and decomposition are the main material
removal mechanisms in EDM process [17]. Muttamara et al. described electrode
material effects on electric discharge machining of alumina [18].

From the literature review on EDM technology, we found that several efforts
have been made to lower the tool wear rate and increase the productivity of electric
discharge machining but not much work has been done in EDMof AISI 202 stainless
steel using Cu–Cr–Zr as tool electrode. Also, the application of RSMmethodology in
the electric dischargemachining of combination of these twomaterials has never been
attempted. So, in this research work authors are trying to fill this gap by analyzing the
effects of machining parameters in EDM of AISI 202 stainless steel and optimizing
the machining performance through RSMmodel. Changes on materials after electric
discharge machining have also been studied in this work.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Tool Material

Copper–chromium–zirconium (Cu–Cr–Zr) one of the copper alloys was used as tool
electrode material in this investigation. EDS image of its composition is shown in
Fig. 1a. Pure copper is soft and used for electrical purposes due to its high electrical
conductivity in comparison with its mechanical properties. Addition of zirconium
will add to its strength and increases its softening temperature to 300 °C and there
will be no effect on the conductivity of copper. So, a study on this copper alloy has
been done.
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Fig. 1 EDS image and chemical of composition of tool and workpiece materials

2.2 Workpiece Material

Workpiece material used for the present study was AISI 202 stainless steel. The
chemical composition and EDS analysis of the workpiece material are shown by
Fig. 1b. Stainless steel has been selected for this work as there is huge demand of
products manufactured by this material. Stainless steel is most important material
used in industries mainly because of its corrosion resistant property which is due to
high chromium content in it. Also due to its hygienic properties, it is used in making
utensils, medical instruments, etc.

2.3 Design of Experiments

This paper used response surface methodology approach for designing the experi-
ments. Collection of mathematical and statistical techniques used for modeling and
analysis of problems are provided by RSM. This technique reduces the number of
experiments without any reduction in accuracy [19]. A central composite design with
2k factorial has been designed where k is the number of variables. RSM approach
has been used to plan the experimentation, to analyze the results and to obtain a
second-order polynomial regression equation for EWR,MRR and Ra [20]. The main
objective of this approach is to analyze the relationship between the response of
interest and the process parameters used in machining [21]. This methodology helps
in understanding how the change in applied process parameters affects the response.
Basic equation of response surface method is of the following form.

Where, Y is the response of our interest, e.g., MRR, EWR and Ra. Xi (1, 2 …
n) are the quantitative variables and βo, β i, β ii, β ij are the second order regression
coefficients. Table 1 gives the parameters used in the experiment, their units, symbols,
and the coded levels.
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Table 1 Level values of
process parameters

Parameters Unit Symbol Level

−1 0 1

Current A I 5 7 9

Pulse on time µs Ton 55 65 75

Pulse off time µs Toff 5 7 9

Fig. 2 Schematic view for
the EDM machining
operation

2.4 Experimental Procedure

During present investigation, Die sinking model electric discharge machining has
been used. Polarity of tool electrode usedwas straight and commercial gradeEDMoil
as dielectric fluid formachining purpose has been used. Figure 2 shows the schematic
view of EDM machining operation. The workpieces were prepared by first cutting
them from stainless steel sheet and then grinding to make the both surface parallel
and tool electrodes were prepared in the form of cylindrical shape of 7 mm diameter.
As the number of parameters used is three so there are 20 numbers of experiments by
RSMmethod. Before and after the machining operation, the weight of tool electrode
and workpiece was taken and the time of machining was also noted so that further
calculation can be done using this data.

3 Characterization

In this experimental investigation, we have characterizes the tool and workpiece
surfaces with energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS), atomic forcemicroscopy
(AFM), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), optical surface profiler (OSP), and
small angle X-Ray diffraction measurements (XRD), respectively.
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4 Results and Discussion

All the data collected during the experimentation was used to calculate the values
of tool wear rate and material removal rate. Surface roughness was measured by
optical surface profilometer. Table 2 gives the design layout of experiments and all
the calculated values of responses at different combination of process parameters.

After performing the experiments according to design of experiment, collecting
all data and calculating the responses search for optimal values of process parameters
has been done to achieve lowest electrode wear and surface roughness and highest
material removal rate in this process. Table 3 gives the values of parameters in which
optimum results were found.

Table 2 Design layout and experimental results

S. No. Coded factors Uncoded factors Response variables

X Y Z I Ton Toff EWR
(mg/min)

MRR
(mg/min)

Ra (µm)

1 −1 1 1 5 75 9 0.000165 0.00155 1.92

2 0 −1 0 7 55 7 0.000204 0.01847 2.12

3 0 0 −1 7 65 5 0.000175 0.013095 2.14

4 −1 −1 −1 5 55 5 0.000163 0.00198 1.72

5 0 0 0 7 65 7 0.000179 0.012415 2.17

6 1 1 −1 9 75 5 0.000521 0.0342 3.33

7 0 1 0 7 75 7 0.000273 0.00669 2.03

8 −1 1 −1 5 75 5 0.000168 0.001495 1.71

9 0 0 0 7 65 7 0.000181 0.015095 2.19

10 1 0 0 9 65 7 0.000286 0.045095 3.12

11 0 0 0 7 65 7 0.000184 0.01382 2.21

12 −1 −1 1 5 55 9 0.000155 0.001205 1.87

13 1 1 1 9 75 9 0.000413 0.00264 3.61

14 0 0 0 7 65 7 0.000187 0.013985 2.25

15 1 −1 −1 9 55 5 0.000372 0.048175 2.50

16 0 0 1 7 65 9 0.000215 0.013375 2.53

17 0 0 0 7 65 7 0.000188 0.01385 2.33

18 −1 0 0 5 65 7 0.000162 0.001665 1.88

19 1 −1 1 9 55 9 0.000335 0.04203 2.72

20 0 0 0 7 65 7 0.000192 0.014535 2.41
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Table 3 Optimal values of
parameters obtained

Process parameters Value obtained

EWR MRR Ra

Current (A) 5 9 5

Pulse on time (µs) 65 75 75

Pulse off time (µs) 7 9 5

4.1 Mathematical Modeling for Responses

Based on the basic response surface method equation effect of selected process
parameters that were current, pulse on and pulse off time have been evaluated.
The values of different constants in the basis equation have been evaluated using
MINITAB 17 software. Regression equations in uncoded units for electrode wear
rate, material removal rate, and surface roughness thus generated are shown below.

4.2 Analysis of Variance

The generated model is tested for its significance by analysis of variance (ANOVA).
F-value and P-value have been obtained for EWR, MRR and Ra. If the associated P-
value for the model is less than 0.05 (i.e., α � 0.05) it means the model is statistically
significant. The R2 is used as a measure of the goodness of fit and can be defined as
the ratio of variability explained by themodel to the total variability in the actual data.
The more R2 approaches unity, the better model fits the experimental data. The value
of 0.9509 was obtained for the R2 which signifies that the model explains 95.09% of
the variability of EWR, whereas the adjusted R2 (adj) is 90.66%. The model explains
95.05% of the variability of MRR, whereas the adjusted R2 (adj) is 90.60%. Again,
the model has 96.68 and 93.63% of the variability of MRR for R2 and adjusted R2

(adj), respectively.

4.3 Parametric Influence of EDM on EWR

The effect of discharge current, pulse on and pulse off time on electrode wear rate is
discussed here. 3-D surface plot has been plotted using Statistica software with the
help of data used in during experimental work. Figure 3 shows influence of selected
parameters on electrode wear rate. From the results for all values of pulse on time,
if we increase discharge current then the electrode wear rate is also increasing the
reason behind this may be as the current value increases the energy of spark gets
increased and it erodes more material. It can be also noticed from Fig. 3a that for low
values of current as pulse on time increases EWR is not increasing that much but for
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Fig. 3 a Surface graph showing influence of I and Ton on EWR. b Surface graph showing influence
of I and Toff on EWR. c Surface graph showing influence of Ton and Toff on EWR

higher values of current EWR is increasing for increasing pulse on time. Figure 3b
shows that EWR is not increasing for higher values of pulse off time at low current
settings but as the current increases the EWR increases rapidly. On the other hand,
EWR is seen decreasing a bit if pulse off time is increasing. Influence of pulse on
and pulse off time is shown by Fig. 3c for low value of pulse off time as pulse on
time increases EWR decreases but then it increases at higher values of pulse off time
as by increasing machining duration more material get removed and flushing of that
material takes place properly at high pulse off time.

4.4 Parametric Influence of EDM on MRR

From Fig. 4a–c, the influence of machining parameters on MRR can be studied. For
all the values of pulse on and pulse off time as the current increase material removal
rate increases slowly and then increases rapidly for high values of current due to
increase in energy of spark generated. While a decrease in MRR can be noticed
from these three graphs when pulse durations are increasing this is because when
we increase the pulse duration the plasma channel gets expanded and thus reducing
energy density of spark.

Fig. 4 a Surface graph showing influence of I and Ton onMRR. b Surface graph showing influence
of I and Toff on MRR. c Surface graph showing influence of Ton and Toff on MRR
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Fig. 5 a Surface graph showing influence of I and Ton on Ra. b Surface graph showing influence
of I and Toff on Ra. c Surface graph showing influence of Ton and Toff on Ra

4.5 Parametric Influence of EDM on Ra

Figure 5a, b shows that for all values of pulse on time and pulse off time the surface
roughness increases for increasing values of discharge current this may be because as
the current increases itwill produce a stronger sparkmaking the crater oh higher depth
on the work surface as a result the surface roughness increases. Surface roughness
also increases for increasing pulse on time and pulse off time.

4.6 Scanning Electron Microscopic Study

Effects of machining on the surface of tool and workpiece material were investigated
by doing scanning electron microscopic study. During the machining process, the
temperature of spark is very high due to which the material melts but between the
sparks when molten material is flushed away by the dielectric suddenly the tempera-
ture between tool and workpiece decreases. So, during the whole machining process,
the surface of both the materials faces various changes. Figure 6a–c shows the SEM
images of tool used at 5, 7, and 9 A, respectively. The SEM images of machined
workpiece surfaces at optimum values of process parameters for all the three current
settings are shown in Fig. 6d–f. This study shows that the surface after machining
has changed it has recast layer, globules of debris, pores, microcracks, and craters
because of high energy of sparks and subsequent quenching. Some microcracks can
be observed on the machined surface which is formed due to increase in residual
stresses, this increase in stresses is due to increase in non-homogeneities within
white layer. The molten metal which does not get flushed away and re-solidifies
forms this white layer.
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Fig. 6 SEM images of tool surface (a–c) and workpiece surface (d–f) after machining

4.7 Atomic Force Microscopic Study

AFM is one of the most widely used techniques for measuring, imaging, and manip-
ulating the required information at nanoscale level. 3-D surface profiles of electrode
and workpiece after electric dischargemachining were taken. Surface roughness also
depends on the hardness of material to a great extent. Figure 7a shows AFM image
of tool that was used to machine at 5 A current and Fig. 7b, c shows AFM image of
tool used at 7 and 9 A, respectively. These figures show that the machined surface of
tool used at high current setting is rougher than the tool used at lower current settings
because the roughness depends on discharge energy during machining. Figure 7d–f
shows AFM images of machined workpiece at optimal parameters, these figures
also show that roughness is increasing with increase in current. In this experiment,
we used a different combination of all the three parameters and images of best the
combination of parameters are shown here. It is observed that by optimizing these
parameters.

4.8 X-ray Diffraction Study

X-ray diffraction study of the top layer of both tool andworkpiece before and after the
machining operation at three different current settings has been performed to study
the changes the materials undergo after the machining process. Figure 8a shows
XRD pattern of unmachined tool surface and Fig. 8b shows XRD patterns of tool
used to machine at 5, 7, and 9 A. From these figures, we can see that tool material
before machining has peaked with high intensity and as the current settings are
increasing peaks intensity is also decreasing. During machining process, the surface
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Fig. 7 AFM images of tool surface and workpiece surface after machining

Fig. 8 aXRD patterns of tool before machining. bXRD pattern of tool after machining at different
current. c XRD patterns of workpiece before and after machining

is subject to many physical processes and temperature changes because of this there
are microstructural changes in the material its grain size changes and change of
phases also takes place. As a result, change of intensities can be noticed in the XRD
patterns as grain size is indirectly proportional to the lattice strain. Figure 8c shows
XRD pattern of workpiece before and after machining at three different parameters
settings. In this figure also, the intensity is decreasing as the current value increased.
Slight shifting and broadening of peak can be observed, this may be because of a
very high-temperature generation because of change in phases during machining
operation.

5 Conclusion

In the present study, an attempt was made to investigate the effect of process parame-
ters on EDMof AISI stainless steel 202 using a copper alloy tool and thus optimizing
the parameters using the RSM approach. Following conclusions were drawn.
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• Electrode wear rate (EWR), material removal rate (MRR) and surface roughness
all are greatly influenced by discharge current in this process. Pulse on and pulse
off time have a considerable effect on these responses.

• Response surface methodology has been to form mathematical models. Regres-
sion equation of these models was generated and the interactive effect of process
parameters on machining performance can be seen by these equations.

• SEM and XRD studies show that the machined surface of workpiece and the
tool surface both undergo some changes by this machining process. Because of
the material removal mechanism, recast layer was formed on the surface. Due to
many complex physical processes and high temperature changes occurring at the
surface materials also undergo change in phases.
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Friction Stir Welding of Thermoplastic
Composites

Sudhir Kumar , Tanmoy Medhi and Barnik Saha Roy

Abstract Polymer matrix composites (PMCs) are replacing traditional metals and
unfilled polymers due to their superior properties such as excellent strength/stiffness-
to-weight ratio with enhanced toughness and low cost. Friction stir welding (FSW)
is a new addition for joining of plastics and it has many advantages when compared
with traditional joining process. The aim of this work is to investigate the feasibility
of glass-filled Nylon 6 composites by FSW. Glass-filled Nylon 6 composites were
fabricated by an injectionmoldingmachine and joined by FSWprocesswithH13 tool
steel with cylindrical pin profile. In order to study the mechanical and morphological
properties of FSWed sections of glass filledNylon 6 composites, a full factorial design
of experiment was employed using the factors like tool rotational speed (400, 500
and 600 rpm), tool traverse speed (0.2, 0.3 and 0.4 mm/s) and tool tilt angle (0°, 1°
and 2°) having constant standoff distance 0.2 mm. Analysis of variance (ANOVA)
was used to find out the significance of process parameters (tool rotational speed,
tool traverse speed, and tool tilt angle) with the tensile strength, and percentage
elongation. The optimized result was achieved at a tool rotational speed of 600 rpm,
welding speed of 0.2 mm/s, and tilt angle of 2° with defect-free welds. It is observed
that joining of glass-filledNylon 6 composites is feasible onewith proper selection of
process parameters and tool rotational speed has a significant effect on weld strength
followed by tool traverse speed and tool tilt angle.
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1 Introduction

Nylon is high-performance, semi-crystalline thermoplastics with a number of attrac-
tive chemical, physical, and mechanical properties. Glass-filled Nylon 6 finds appli-
cation in a wide range of products that requires high-strength materials [1]. Recently,
the non-conventional joining processes such as high-speed laser welding, hot tool
welding, ultrasonic welding, friction welding, resistance welding, microwave weld-
ing, vibration welding, and induction welding were used to join plastics. The various
polymer joiningmethods for thermoplastics are shown in Fig. 1 [2, 3]. Themost com-
monly used for joining of polymers is friction-based joining methods [4]. Friction
stir welding (FSW) is a non-melting welding technique for joining of thermoplastics
which can be substituted for other welding processes effectively [5]. So, a research
is required to find the influence of various welding parameters on joint strength. An
overview of the various factors influencing the quality of FSW is shown in Fig. 2 [6].

Nylon requires a low tool rotational speed and tool traverse speed for joining
by FSW due to its low-melt viscosity property [7, 8]. The frictional heat generated
between shoulder andworkpiece is reduced by standoff distance, i.e., the gap between
tool shoulder andworkpiece [9–11]. Thermoplastics have a lowmelting temperature,
a low hardness, a low thermal conductivity, and a very short solidification time with

Fig. 1 Polymer joining techniques for thermoplastics
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Fig. 2 Factors affecting friction stir welding

comparison to the metallic material. In case of FSW of polymer, the poor thermal
conductivity creates nonuniform temperature distribution which restricts heat from
advancing side to retreating side somainly defects observed in retreating side [12, 13].
When using FSW to weld polymer materials, the main defects, such as pores, cracks,
cavity, and voids, occurred in the retreating side. These defects could be minimized,
even eliminated, by optimising process parameters [14]. The ultimate tensile strength
of friction-stir-welded specimens at extreme low tool rotational speed was found low
and defects, like crack, wormholes, or tunnel defects, observed in the retreating side
due to less heat generation while at extreme high rotational speed, tensile strength
was low due to more heating of tool and burns the materials [15, 16]. The ultimate
tensile strength decreases to a minimum value as the tool traverse speed increases.
This may be due to insufficient time duration for plasticization and proper mixing
of materials. At extreme low tool traverse speed tensile strength was found low,
nonuniform weld appearance was observed due to overheating in weld zone [16,
17]. The ultimate tensile strength of welded polymer increases with tool tilt angle
increases up to a certain limit. [15].

From the previous works, it can be noted that there are few publications con-
cerning FSW of polymer. The study of joining of glass-filled Nylon 6 by FSW is
still to be explored. In this study, the feasibility of joining glass-filled Nylon 6 by
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FSW is investigated for butt joint. In the present investigation, the primary method-
ology fabricates glass-filled Nylon 6 composites by using injection moldingmachine
and joined by FSW process. The tensile strength, percentage elongation, and joint
efficiency was carried out with three control factor such as tool rotational speed,
tool traverse speed, and tool tilt angle; each has three levels using L’27 orthogonal
arrays. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to find out the significance of pro-
cess parameters (tensile strength and percentage elongation) with the tool rotational
speed, tool traverse speed, and tool tilt angle. Analyze the relationship between the
morphological and mechanical property of the joints by using SEM.

2 Experimental Procedures

2.1 Materials

The raw materials used for injection molding are commercially available glass-filled
Nylon 6 in the form of granules as shown in Fig. 3. Injection molding machine
(Modern plastic and equipment’s, Model-MPE-TLH-01) was used to fabricate the
glass-filled Nylon 6 (30 wt%) composite specimens for joined by FSW process. The
temperature is maintained at 240 °C for glass-filled Nylon 6, respectively. Sheet
materials used in this work consisted of 130 mm × 80 mm × 5 mm (length, width,
and thickness) glass-filled Nylon 6 composite sheets.

Fig. 3 Glass-filled Nylon 6
(granule form)
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2.2 Welding Procedure

FSW process was performed on a 3T friction stir welding machine Model No.
WS005E made in Hartford, Taiwan. A non-consumable rotating tool of cylindri-
cal pin profile with a cylindrical shank was used. The FSW tool made of H13 tool
steel with a shoulder diameter of 18 mm, pin diameter 6 mm, and pin length 4.8 mm
was used in this study. The standoff distance between tool shoulder and top of the
workpiece was taken 0.2 mm as shown in Fig. 4.

2.3 Process Parameters for FSW Processed Glass-Filled
Nylon 6 Composites’ Joints

In this study, a 33 full factorial design of experiment was conducted to explore
the effects of processing parameters on the ultimate tensile strength and elongation
of welded samples. An ANOVA method was performed in order to determine the
significance of process parameters effects on weld strength [18]. After a large trial
and error experiments, the acceptable ranges of tool rotational speed, tool traverse
speed, and tool tilt angle were determined using weld appearance of the generated
weld joint. Figures 5 and 6 show two defected fabricated samples beyond the ranges
of selected parameters at high tool rotational speed and high traverse speed. The
welding process parameters and their ranges used for the experiment are shown in
Table 1.

Fig. 4 Schematic diagram of standoff distance [9]
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Fig. 5 Typical macrograph of weld crown at tool traverse speed of 0.6 mm/s, tool rotational speed
of 600 rpm, and tilt angle of 2°

Fig. 6 Typical macrograph of weld crown at tool rotational speed of 1000 rpm, tool traverse speed
0.2 mm/s, and tilt angle of 2°

Table 1 FSW process
parameters and their levels

Sl. No. Welding
parameters

Units Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

1 Tool
rotational
speed

rpm 400 500 600

2 Tool
traverse
speed

mm/s 0.2 0.3 0.4

3 Tool tilt
angle

° 0 1 2
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2.4 Tensile Strength of FSW Processed Glass-Filled Nylon 6
Composites’ Joints

The tensile test of the FSW of glass-filled Nylon 6 composites was carried out
according toASTMD638 at ambient temperature using a computerized tensometer at
a strain rate of 0.5mm/min and the constant gage lengthof 50mm.The tensile strength
of the base material glass-filled Nylon 6 composites was found about 86.01MPa and
the percent of elongation 13.68%, respectively.

3 Results and Discussion

FSW experimentation proposed to investigate the effect of processing parameters
on the mechanical strength of the weld joint. The results of tensile tests based on
proposed design welding process of welded samples are presented in Table 2. These
results were statistically analyzed by Minitab Version 17 software and main effect
diagram of each parameter’s effect on weld strength was obtained. In the following
sections, the obtained results were analyzed and the effects of each parameter on the
weld strength were discussed. The main effect plots for ultimate tensile strength and
elongation with respect to process parameters are shown in Figs. 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, and
12.

3.1 Effect of Tool Rotational Speed on the Ultimate Tensile
Strength and Elongation

The effect of different tool rotational speed on the ultimate tensile strength and elon-
gation of glass-filled Nylon 6 composites joints by FSW is shown in Figs. 7 and 8.
Figure 7 shows that the ultimate tensile strength of glass-filled Nylon 6 composites
increases to a maximum value as the tool rotational speed increases from 400 to
600 rpm in steps of 100 rpm. At low rotational speeds, the heat generated by the
friction between the tool shoulder and the base material may be low. Under this con-
dition, thematerial transportation from the advancing side of the tool to the retreating
side of the tool may not occur sufficiently which end in the formation of joints with
lower strength. Low tool rotational speed leads to defects like crack, wormholes, or
tunnel defects observed in the retreating side due to less heat generation. In case
of excess tool rotational speed, weld material burns and plasticized materials are
expelled out from the weld area or stuck into the tool pin due to the lower melt
viscosity, which results in lower tensile strength. The obtained results of ultimate
tensile strength were also in correlation with the results [15, 16].

After the successful completion of tensile tests for all the welded samples, the
fractured specimens were measured for the change in length to calculate the %
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Table 2 Experimental results for tensile test

Ex. No. Tool
rotational
speed
(rpm)

Tool
traverse
speed
(mm/s)

Tool tilt
angle (°)

Ultimate
tensile
strength
(MPa)

Joint
efficiency
(%)

Elongation
(%)

1 400 0.2 0 14.87 17.29 4.12

2 400 0.2 1 15.98 18.57 4.42

3 400 0.2 2 18.96 22.04 4.76

4 400 0.3 0 14.02 16.30 3.23

5 400 0.3 1 15.89 18.47 3.44

6 400 0.3 2 17.29 20.10 3.78

7 400 0.4 0 13.10 15.23 2.73

8 400 0.4 1 13.16 15.30 2.92

9 400 0.4 2 15.43 17.93 3.33

10 500 0.2 0 24.39 28.36 6.14

11 500 0.2 1 25.74 29.93 6.32

12 500 0.2 2 31.13 36.19 6.62

13 500 0.3 0 20.76 24.14 5.08

14 500 0.3 1 23.35 27.15 5.25

15 500 0.3 2 26.41 30.70 5.56

16 500 0.4 0 17.38 20.21 4.54

17 500 0.4 1 17.53 20.38 4.71

18 500 0.4 2 19.13 22.24 5.01

19 600 0.2 0 29.63 34.45 7.02

20 600 0.2 1 31.79 36.97 7.16

21 600 0.2 2 36.51 42.45 7.35

22 600 0.3 0 24.29 28.24 5.87

23 600 0.3 1 25.72 29.91 6.02

24 600 0.3 2 28.63 33.28 6.27

25 600 0.4 0 18.03 20.96 5.33

26 600 0.4 1 18.53 21.54 5.37

27 600 0.4 2 20.60 23.95 5.64

elongation. The friction-stir-welded plate shows lower elongation in comparison to
the base material for all the cases. This may be mainly attributed to the concentration
of high plastic strain within the TMAZ. The plastic deformation concentrated at
the transition zone between the weld nugget and base material. Figure 8 shows
that elongation of glass-filled Nylon 6 composites increased with the increase of
tool rotational speed. The obtained results of ultimate tensile strength were also in
correlation with the results [16].
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Fig. 7 Effect of tool
rotational speed on the
tensile strength

Fig. 8 Effect of tool
rotational speed on the
elongation

3.2 Effect of Tool Traverse Speed on Ultimate Tensile
Strength and Elongation

The effect of different tool traverse speed on the ultimate tensile strength and elon-
gation of glass-filled Nylon 6 composites joints by FSW is shown in Figs. 9 and 10.
Figures 9 and 10 show that the ultimate tensile strength and elongation of glass-filled
Nylon 6 composites decrease to a minimum value as the tool traverse speed increases
from 0.2 to 0.4 mm/s. The tool traverse speed should be selected in such a way that
there should be sufficient amount of duration for the joints to be consolidated. The
tensile strength and elongation of friction-stir-welded specimens at high tool traverse
speed were found low and defects observed in retreating side of weld appearance,
and this may be due to not enough time to melt polymer, so weak mixing of material
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Fig. 9 Effect of tool traverse
speed on the tensile strength

Fig. 10 Effect of tool
traverse speed on the
elongation

produce and low thermal conductivity of polymer heat generated non-uniformly as
shown in Fig. 5.With lower values of tool traverse speed (less than 0.2 mm/s), tensile
strength was found low and weld appearance observed non-uniform, and this may
be due to overheating of weld zone. The obtained results of ultimate tensile strength
were also in correlation with the results [15–17].
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3.3 Effect of Tool Tilt Angle on Ultimate Tensile Strength
and Elongation

The effect of different tool tilt angle on the ultimate tensile strength and elongation of
glass-filledNylon 6 composites joints by FSW is shown in Figs. 11 and 12. Figures 11
and 12 show that the ultimate tensile strength and elongation of glass-filled Nylon
6 composites increase to a maximum value as the tool tilt angle increases from 0 to
2° (in steps of 1°). This may be mainly attributed to the edge of shoulder creates an
extra pressure and heat generation for proper mixing of weld material. The obtained
results of ultimate tensile strength were also in correlation with the results [15].

Fig. 11 Effect of tool tilt
angle on the tensile strength

Fig. 12 Effect of tool tilt
angle on the elongation
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3.4 Analysis of Variance

On the basis of ANOVA, we observed that the contribution of tool rotational speed,
tool traverse speed, and the tool tilt angles are 50.80%, 31.05%, and 7.92% respec-
tively. For elongation, the tool rotational speed 71.15% has the most contribution on
the output followed by tool traverse speed 26.27% and tool tilt angle 2.30%.

3.5 Microstructural Studies

The scanning electron microscopy was used to analyze the relation between the mor-
phology and joint characteristics of glass-filled Nylon 6 composite. Typical macro-
and microstructure of maximum tensile strength and elongation of glass-filled Nylon
6 composite are shown in Fig. 13a–d, (a) weld crown, (b) weld seam, (c) SEM
microstructure of weld, and (d) fracture surface of weld. As Figs. 13 and 14 show the
friction-stir-welded specimens with the highest ultimate tensile strength and elonga-
tion and lowest ultimate tensile strength and elongation, it is obvious in a sampleswith
the optimized parameters highest ultimate tensile strength and elongation achieved at
tool rotational speed of 600 rpm, tool traverse speed of 0.2 mm/s, and tilt angle of 2°,
perfect surface quality with laminar flows uniform structure and free of defects such
as crack, porosity, and cavity as shown in Fig. 13c. Typical macro- and microstruc-
ture of minimum tensile strength and elongation of glass-filled Nylon 6 composite
are shown in Fig. 14a–d, (a) weld crown, (b) weld seam, (c) SEM microstructure of
weld, and (d) fracture surface of weld. The lowest tensile strength and elongation
at tool rotational speed 400 rpm, tool traverse speed 0.4 mm/s, and tool tilt angle
0°, a poor weld line with defects such as tunnel defects, crack, voids, and surface
deflection was created as shown in Fig. 14c. Porous sites were found at the weld
interface and discontinuity at the joint zone was observed due to improper flow of
the molten layer. This has led to weakening of joints. The presence of glass fibers
hindered diffusion of the polymer across the interface and lead to porous sites. The
microstructure of welded samples illustrated that laminar flow and uniform structure
resulted in high ultimate tensile strength and elongation while the presence of cracks
and voids resulted in low ultimate tensile strength and elongation.

A critical examination of the fracture surfaces revealed that most of the samples
with low UTS had an S-shape fracture surface, whereas some of the samples with
high UTS values had ductile fracture surface with necking region. Figures 13d and
14d show the images of the fractured specimen. Scanning electronmicroscope (SEM)
analysis was conducted for studying the fracture morphology of tensile specimens
with low UTS and brittle failure as shown in Fig. 14d. For Fig. 13d with maximum
UTS in weld joint, tiny cups and cone (dimple formation) were noticed all over the
sample which is representative of ductile fracture. The fracture occurred near the
boundary of TMAZ and NZ of advancing side of the welded joint for maximum
UTS and elongation. However, the fracture occurred in NZ at the retreating side
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(a)

(b) (c) (d)

Fig. 13 Typical macro- and microstructure of maximum tensile strength and elongation: a weld
crown, b weld seam, c SEM microstructure of weld, and d fracture surface of weld

(c)

(a)

(d)(b)

Fig. 14 Typical macro- and microstructure of minimum tensile strength and elongation: a weld
crown, b weld seam, c SEM microstructure of weld, and d fracture surface of weld

for minimum UTS and elongation. However, tensile specimens of minimum weld
tensile strength and elongation broke up at the retreating side. The joint efficiency for
glass-filled Nylon 6 composites is shown in Table 2. Joint efficiency is calculated to
compare parent material ultimate tensile strength. In the entire test that was carried
on glass-filled Nylon 6 composites, the best parameter was at tool rotational speed
600 rpm, tool traverse speed 0.2 mm/s, and tool tilt angle 2° with no defect in
welding zone. Tensile test result showed that it reached the value of 42.45% of the
UTS compared to base material and joint efficiency was lowest (15.23%) at tool
rotational speed 400 rpm, tool traverse speed 0.4 mm/s, and tool tilt angle 0°.
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4 Conclusions

In this experimental study, FSW of glass-filled Nylon 6 composite carried out at
varying tool rotational speed, tool traverse speed, and tool tilt angle, based on the
results in presented above; the following major conclusions are drawn:

• The present work showed that successful fabrication of glass-filled Nylon 6 com-
posites using injection molding machine.

• The study demonstrates that welding of glass-filled Nylon 6 is feasible and the
optimized result was achieved at a tool rotational speed of 600 rpm, tool traverse
speed of 0.2 mm/s, and tool tilt angle of 2° with defect-free welds.

• The tensile strength and percentage elongation of glass-filled Nylon 6 composites
increasewith an increase in tool rotational speed and tool tilt anglewhile the tensile
strength and percentage elongation of glass-filled Nylon 6 composites decrease
with increase tool traverse speed.

• Tensile specimens of FSWed joint of maximum weld tensile strength and elon-
gation, fractures occurred in advancing side. However, the tensile specimens of
minimum weld tensile strength and elongation broke up at the retreating side.

• The microstructure of welded samples illustrated that laminar flow and uniform
structure resulted in high ultimate tensile strength and elongation while the pres-
ence of cracks and voids resulted in low ultimate tensile strength and elongation.
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Numerical Simulation of Temperature
Distribution in Laser Welding of AISI
316

Pramod Kumar and Amar Nath Sinha

Abstract A numerical simulation of temperature distribution of laser welding of
316L austenitic stainless steel has been investigated in the present research. A
three-dimensional Gaussian conical moving heat source has been implemented
in the present numerical simulation. ANSYS with certain modifications has been
used to account for thermomechanical analysis during laser welding. Temperature-
dependent thermal physical properties of 316L austenitic stainless steel have been
considered, which influence the temperature profile in the weldment. The tempera-
ture distribution was measured at different process parameters. The effect of laser
welding process parameters such as average beam power, welding speed, and laser
spot diameter on weld bead geometry has been studied. The temperature distribu-
tion obtained from the numerical results is in good agreement with the experimental
results. The shape of the weld pool profile obtained through numerical simulation is
in good agreement with the experimental results.

Keywords Laser welding · Numerical simulation · Temperature distribution ·
Heat source

1 Introduction

Laser welding process is a high-power density welding. It is a widely growing tech-
nology due to its smooth, precise, and effective operation. Numerical simulation
method has been an evolution in this area because this technique can be used to
describe the physical phenomena during complex welding processes and can also
be used to optimize the laser welding process parameters. Laser welding is a non-
conventional welding process of joining wide range similar and dissimilar materi-
als. Laser welding has become an important area of research for many researchers
over the last decade and has been working to predict the temperature profile and
weld geometry during laser welding using analytical as well as numerical simulation
method. Rosenthal has developed an analytical method for solving temperature dis-
tribution of the welded joint considering point, line, or plane heat source. Rosenthal
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solutions give accurate results for peak temperature less than 20% of the melting
point [1]. Frewin and Scott have studied pulsed laser welding and developed three-
dimensional finite element model of heat flow using a subroutine in ANSYS APDL
[2]. Carmignani et al. [3] have investigated the residual stresses and strains in laser
welding of austenitic stainless steel 304L sheet of 10 mm thickness with maximum
laser beam power of 15 kW. Numerical simulation of temperature and stress field
developed during laser welding has been measured as a function of welding speed
using ABAQUS. Numerical simulation of laser beam welding process for keyhole
formation with transient thermal analysis has been studied by Tsirkas et al. [4]. Sab-
baghzadeh et al. [5] have studied the numerical simulation of pulsed laser welding
with the help of two different methods such as finite element method and finite
difference method for finding the temperature distribution and weld geometry. Bal-
asubramanian et al. [6] have calculated the temperature profile and weld geometry
(bead width and depth of penetration) using FEA code SYSWELD for different
process parameters of laser welding and compared the results obtained with exper-
imental. Bag et al. [7] studied the heat flow in laser spot welding with combined
effect of adaptively defined volumetric heat source and surface heat flux. Capric-
cioli and Frosi have studied thermal and mechanical simulation of TIG and laser
beam welding of INCONEL 625 and AISI 316 using birth and death technique in
ANSYS software package [8]. They have simulated the fusion zone of INCONEL
625 and AISI 316 during TIG and laser welding compared their numerical results
with experimental values. Belhadj et al. [9] have developed a three-dimensional FEM
model to simulate the temperature distribution and the weld bead geometry of mag-
nesium alloy in laser welding. Kim et al. [10] have studied the numerical simulation
of pulsed laser welding of 304L using finite element code to optimize the welding
conditions. Shanmugam et al. [11] have developed a FEM code using SYSWELD
to evaluate the transient temperature distribution and weld bead geometry in T-joint
laserwelding ofAISI 304L of 1.6-mm-thick sheet considering thematerial properties
as temperature-dependent. Yilbas et al. [12] have studied the transient temperature
profile and the residual stresses induced in the low carbon mild steel of thickness
2 mm by developing a finite element model using finite element code ANSYS. They
have found that the temperature decreases first very rapidly and then gradually along
the thickness of the material. Casalino et al. [13] presented a finite element model to
predict the thermal aspect and weld bead shape in fiber laser welding of both similar
(Ti6Al4V) and dissimilar (AA5754 aluminum alloy and T40 pure titanium sheet)
materials. Chukkan et al. [14] investigated laser beam welding using three different
sources.

The present investigation aims to study the effect of laser process parameters,
namely average beam power, welding speed, and laser spot size on temperature
distribution curve and weld geometry in laser welding of austenitic stainless steel
316L using finite element codeANSYSAPDL for butt joint. Temperature-dependent
thermal–physical properties such as density, thermal conductivity, and specific heat
of 1.4-mm-thin sheet of 316L were considered for the analysis purpose. A three-
dimensional Gaussian moving heat source with conical shape has been used in this
numerical simulation.
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2 Numerical Simulation

2.1 Heat Transfer Analysis

The basic governing equation of the three-dimensional heat conduction for transient
temperature is given as in Eq. 1 [1].
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It has been assumed that laser beam follows the Gaussian heat-source distribu-
tion of conical shape moving with velocity v along the y-axis. Figure 1 shows the
schematic representation of laser welding system used in the present research work.

It has been found experimentally that 30.7% of the total power is lost and rest
69.3% power is absorbed by the workpiece in case of AISI 316L austenitic stainless
steel. It is assumed that of 69.3% of total power, 17.3% power is absorbed on the
top surface (Qsurf), and rest 52% power is distributed inside the material in conical
shape (Qkeyhole). The distribution of heat on the top surface is given by Eq. 2.

Q(x, y) � 3Qsurf

πR2
e

(
− 3(x2+(y−v×t)2)

R2

)
(2)

where Qsurf is the heat power of the plane heat source (17.3%). It has been assumed
the simulation of keyhole is a cone, the Gaussian distribution of heat flux is given as
in Eq. 3.

Q(z) � 2Qkeyhole

πr2o H
e
1−

(
(x2+(y−v×t)2

ro

)2(
1 − z/

H
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(3)

Fig. 1 Schematic
representation of laser
welding
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The total heat input given to the model is the combination of both surface and
volume heat-source models, which can be expressed as given by Eq. 4.

Qv(r, z) � Q(x, y) + Q(z) (4)

2.2 Finite Element Modeling

A three-dimensional transient analysis finite element model has been developed to
simulate the laser welding process using commercial ANSYS APDL 17.2 software
package. The finite element model used in the present simulation is designed for
50 mm × 25 mm × 1.4-mm-size sheet. The model developed is used to predict the
temperature profile, molten pool shape and peak temperature and the effect of laser
process parameters, namely average power, welding speed, and laser spot diameter.
The geometry of the weld structure is modeled using two types of elements: three-
dimensional volume elements with eight nodes (SOLID 70) and two-dimensional
element with four nodes (PLANE 55). Very fine meshing of small-size element is
done near weld line, and coarser mesh of increasing element size is done away from
the weld line as shown in Fig. 2. In the present simulation, several trails have been
done for obtaining optimum grid size with varying element size from 23,000 to
105,000. Mesh convergence test has been carried out and is found that the peak tem-
perature becomes independent of mesh density after 78,750 elements. The element
size near the weld line is 0.2 mm × 0.2 mm × 0.2 mm. There are total 82,530 nodes
and 78,750 elements in full part of the model.

The heat flux is applied on the element faces for simulating themoving heat source.
The moving heat source has been developed by using ANSYS APDL language
subroutine. For simplifying thefinite elementmodel, someof the basic considerations
have been made.

The following assumptions have been made in this model:

(a) The initial temperature of workpiece is taken as 40 °C.

Fig. 2 Mesh of the
geometry
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Table 1 Laser welding
process parameters

Sl. No. Beam power
(W)

Welding
speed (mm/s)

Spot diameter
(mm)

1 125 3 0.60

2 225 3 0.60

3 325 3 0.60

4 425 3 0.60

5 125 5 0.60

6 225 5 0.60

7 325 5 0.60

8 425 5 0.60

9 425 5 0.75

(b) Thermophysical properties of the material such as density, specific heat and
thermal conductivity are considered as temperature-dependent [15].

(c) Radiation and convection heat loss from the surfaces of the workpiece are taken
into account.

(d) Combined radiation and convection are consideredbyusing lumpedheat transfer
coefficient [2].

(e) The physical phenomenon like viscous force, buoyancy force, convective melt
flow, and Marangoni effect are neglected.

The laser beam welding process parameters considered for the present numerical
simulation of temperature distribution are given in Table 1.

3 Experimental Method

Tovalidate the numerical simulationof temperature distributionof austenitic stainless
steel of 1.4 mm thickness, Nd: YAG laser welding was performed on JK 600HP
Nd: YAG Laser with a maximum average laser power of 600 W and wavelength
of 1.06 µm. An argon gas with a flow rate of 6 L/min was used for shielding in
the experiment. Four K-type thermocouples with the temperature range between −
40 and 1250 °C were used for measuring the temperature distribution during laser
welding at four different locations (X) away from the weld line (a) X � 3 mm, X �
6 mm and X � −6 mm and (d) X � 9 mm with Y � 10 mm and Z � 1.2 mm, fixed
for all thermocouple positions. The temperature were recorded using Data Logger
Thermometer Centre 309 attached with PC interface. Thermal–physical properties,
namely thermal conductivity (W/m °C), density (kg/m3), and specific heat (J/kg °C),
are temperature-dependent which are illustrated in Table 2 [15]. The laser welding
of 316L for validating the numerical simulation results was carried out at 425 W
average beam power, 5 mm/s welding speed, and 0.75 mm laser spot diameter.
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Table 2 Thermo–physical properties of AISI 316L stainless steel

Temperature (°C) Density (kg/m3) Heat capacity (J/kg °C) Thermal conductivity
(W/m °C)

0 7885.8624 498.528 13.5368

150 7706.13641 518.682 15.8933

300 7476.15568 538.782 18.24983

450 7195.920211 558.882 20.60633

600 6865.4300 578.982 22.96283

750 6484.68506 599.082 25.31933

900 6053.685377 619.182 27.67583

1050 5572.430956 639.282 30.03233

1200 5040.921797 659.382 32.38883

1350 4459.1579 679.482 34.74533

4 Results and Discussion

The temperature distribution are numerically computed using finite element code
ANYS APDL for varying average beam power, varying welding speed and laser
spot diameter. A series of numerical simulations over the range of laser welding
process parameters were performed as listed in Table 1. Figure 3 shows the transient
temperature distribution of laser welding of 316L SS at constant welding speed (3
and 5 mm/s) and laser spot diameter of 0.60 mm and for varying average power
(125–425 W) along the weld line. Figure 4 shows the effect of peak temperature
distribution at constant welding speed (3 and 5 mm/s) and laser spot diameter of
0.60 mm and for varying average beam power away from the weld line. Figure 5a
and b show the variation of peak temperature along the thickness at constant speed
V � 5 mm/s and beam power P � 425 W at two different laser spot diameters of
0.60 and 0.75 mm, respectively.

Figure 6 shows the 3-D temperature field distribution at constant welding speed
V � 5 mm/s, for varying average beam power (125–425 W). Figure 7 shows the
effect of laser beam power and welding speed on weld bead geometry at constant
laser spot size of 0.60 mm diameter. It has been observed that weld bead geome-
try profile changes with increasing average beam power and welding speed. It has
been also found that at very high heat input (beam power/welding speed) the weld
bead geometry changes nearly toH shaped. Temperature distribution results obtained
numerically were validated through experimentally, measured with K-type thermo-
couple fixed at different positions. Figure 8 shows the comparison of numerical
simulation temperature distribution results with K-type thermocouples at different
positions (X) away from the weld line (a) X � 3 mm, X � 6 mm, and X � 9 mm and
(b) X � −6 mm.
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Fig. 3 Transient temperature distribution for varying average beam power at constant welding
speed along the weld line. a V � 3 mm/s and b V � 5 mm/s
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Fig. 4 Peak temperature distribution for varying average beam power at constant welding speed
away from the weld line. a V � 3 mm/s and b V � 5 mm/s

5 Conclusions

The laser welding process parameters such as beam power, welding speed and spot
diameter and their effect on temperature profile, shape, and size of molten pool
and bead geometry have been investigated. The numerical simulated results were
validated with laser welding experimental value with good agreement. The following
conclusions can be made from the above investigation:

• The peak temperature increaseswith increase in average power at constantwelding
speed.
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Fig. 5 Variation of peak temperature along the thickness at constant speed V � 5 mm/s and beam
power P � 425 W at a laser spot diameter of 0.60 mm, b laser spot diameter of 0.75 mm

Fig. 6 3-D temperature field distribution at constantwelding speedV �5mm/s, for varying average
beam power. a P � 125 W, b P � 225 W, c P � 325 W, d P � 425 W
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Fig. 7 Effect of laser power and welding speed on weld geometry at constant laser spot size of
0.60 mm diameter. a V � 2 mm/s, b V � 3 mm/s, and c V � 5 mm/s
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Fig. 8 Comparison of numerical simulation temperature distribution result with K-type thermo-
couples at different locations (X) away from the weld line. a X � 3 mm, X � 6 mm, and X � 9 mm
and b X � −6 mm

• The maximum peak temperature measured along the weld line is 4278.91 °C at
welding speed of 3 mm/s and average beam power of 425 W and minimum peak
temperature is 1309 °C at welding speed of 5 mm/s and average power of 125 W.

• The peak temperature decreases as we move away from the weld line.
• The weld bead geometry becomes nearly H shaped at very high heat input.
• The peak temperature measured experimentally with all four K-type thermocou-
ples with good agreement.
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A Framework for Flexible Job Shop
Scheduling Problem Using
Simulation-Based Cuckoo Search
Optimization

Rakesh Kumar Phanden, Zuzana Palková and Rahul Sindhwani

Abstract Cuckoo search optimization (CSO) is an evolutionary, nature-inspired,
swarm intelligence meta-heuristic algorithm, which is compatible to optimize non-
polynomial combinatorial problems. It works based on the living style of cuckoos.
They have obligatory brood parasitism conduct. Basically, the CSO adopted the
process of egg emplacing and breeding of cuckoos. CSO algorithm begins with
initial population as if genetic algorithm, particle swarm optimization and other
evolutionary algorithms. Basically, the CSO works based on the cuckoos endeavor
to survive amid nests and societies. Due to this struggle, several cuckoos or eggs or
chicks demise and the lived cuckoos colonize toward healthier environment. So, the
process of “egg laying and breeding” starts again. The survival exertion of cuckoos
unites them to form a society which has similar fitness quality of each cuckoo. Hence,
this algorithm has been well known to solve complicated optimization problems.
Therefore, in the present work a novel approach, based on CSO algorithm, has been
framed to handle the flexible job shop scheduling problem. This problem belongs to
the typical class of production scheduling having various manufacturing flexibilities
as if the real-worldmanufacturing environment. Simulation is preferred as to compare
the mathematical formulation, because it imitates the performance near to a realistic
system. Quality function of CSO algorithm has been planned to determine through
ProModel© simulation software. The proposed algorithmhandlesmultiple objectives
such as makespan, mean flow time and mean tardiness.
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1 Introduction

The manufacturing scheduling (also called as production scheduling and detailed
scheduling) plays the cardinal role in manufacturing industries [1, 2]. A manufac-
turing system always needs to modify its production schedule regularly in order to
satisfy the huge production orders, to reduce the cost of manufacturing, to adjust
the changes in the availability of resources and to enhance the production efficiency.
The scheduling problem has been categorized as per the shop configuration such as
single machine shop, parallel machine shop, open shop, close shop, flow shop and
job shop [2]. Among all shops, the job shop system has been known as a hardest class
of production scheduling due to its realistic nature. So, the deep study of job shop
manufacturing system yields important conclusions while solving a complicated
system of real nature. The job shop possesses non-polynomial hard characteristic. It
processes various jobs on a predefined number of machines, and each job has a pre-
defined sequence of operation [3]. This shop becomes more complex by considering
manufacturing flexibility. In fact, the flexibility is an important aspect for growth
of manufacturing industries. Today’s competitive market demands fast delivery of
products without compromising quality and price. In addition, the industries must
utilize the highly flexible machines, which are much capable to process a variety of
jobs. Therefore, the job shop must be configured to accommodate the changeable
schedules and flexible machines. This transformation of shop is called as flexible
job shop scheduling problem [1–3]. It can be defined as “the job shop in which any
job may be processed on any machine at any time for its operation.” This setup is
called as total flexible job shop scheduling environment which is practically infea-
sible. Another approach is the consideration of half or partial flexibility (may be
termed as random flexibility), in which a set of operation or an operation of any
job may have processed on a set of machines or a machine, because every machine
type has different level of manufacturing flexibility. This scenario is most adoptable
and realistic in present systems of manufacturing. Basically, the flexible job shop
scheduling problem can be divided into two subproblems, namely (a) allocation of
machines to the operation (i.e., called as resource assignment task) and (b) the selec-
tion of sequence of operations of jobs. The flexible job shop scheduling problem
has been solved for objectives, viz., makespan (maximum completion time of jobs),
tardiness of jobs, mean flow time of jobs and many more. However, the maximum
completion time of jobs (i.e., makespan) is the commonly used performancemeasure
for scheduling problems [4]. Plentiful research has been reported in the literature to
find optimized schedule for the flexible job shop manufacturing system, but there is
no efficient algorithm available so far. Meta-heuristics have been evidenced as most
suitable approaches to solve flexible job shop scheduling problem [4, 5].

Next section presents the literature on nature-inspired evolutionary algorithm for
flexible job shop scheduling problem as well as the contribution to CSO algorithm.
Subsequently, the problem formulation, methodology, experimentation setup and
conclusion are presented.
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2 Literature Review

2.1 Nature-Inspired Evolutionary Algorithms

Various engineering problems such as system design, electricity generation, trans-
missions and network operations, and wireless communication steering are dealt
with optimization process in order to find the minimum or maximum value of their
objective functions [1–5]. These optimization algorithms are tested and validated
for their accuracy based on the convergence rate and computation time consumed in
addition to the quality and precision of optimal solution [5, 6]. Various researchers
across theworld are developing these revolutionary optimization algorithms based on
nature phenomena, termed as nature-inspired algorithms. Yang [7] proposed a novel
meta-heuristics algorithm which works based on echolocation behavior of bats. In
an organized space, the echolocation behaviors do not change due to the distance
to background target, while in case of unorganized space background, the bat will
react to the background targets. The boundary among these two spaces is distinct
by the changes in echolocation behavior of bats. Yang has provided the formulation
and implementation procedure, as well as compared the performance of bat algo-
rithm with particle swarm optimization and genetic algorithm. A latest review on
the particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm is given in [8]. It works on the
social behavior of fish schooling or bird flocking. PSO was developed by Eberhart
and Kennedy in 1995. Differential evolution (DE) algorithm was proposed by Storm
and Prince in 1997. DE word based on population evolution has various operators
such as selection, crossover and mutation. The ant colony optimization (ACO) was
proposed by Marco Dorigo in 1992. It works on the principle of searching food by
ants. Initially, ants walk randomly to find food and consequently return to colony
while leaving pheromone traces behind. Finally, other ants follow the same path
of pheromone traces. Similarly, the bee colony optimization (BCO) algorithm imi-
tates the food scavenging way of swarms of honeybees. It was developed by Pham
et al. [9]. Biogeography-based optimization (BBO) algorithm was proposed by Dan
Simon in 2008. It works based on the process of evolution of new species and their
emigration and/or immigration among islands. The complete review on each nature-
inspired optimization algorithms is given by X.S. Yang in his book “Nature-Inspired
Optimization Algorithms.”

2.2 Flexible Job Shop Scheduling and Meta-heuristics

The schedule (solution) of flexible job shop has been optimized using two methods,
viz., in first method, it is separated in two subproblems: One is operation sequence
problem, and another is assignment problem; in second method, it is solved as an
integrated problem. In the former method, one problem is solved after another in a
hierarchical way, which makes the problem simpler to deal by subdividing it into two
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sections. Brandimarte [1] presented the classified way of solution, in which oper-
ation sequence problem and machine assignment problem are resolved separately
by dispatching rules and tabu search method, respectively. Barnes and Chambers
[2] also proposed hierarchical method to solve flexible job shop scheduling problem
using tabu searchmethod. Xia andWu [10] proposed two nature-inspired algorithms,
namely simulated annealing algorithm for machine assignment problem and particle
swarm optimization algorithm for operation sequence problem for a multi-objective
flexible job shop scheduling problem.

On the other side, numerous researchers have proposed integrated approaches to
solve flexible job shop scheduling problem without subdivisions, which is a com-
plex way but produces good results. Kacem et al. [11] developed two integrated
approaches called “approach by localization” (AL) and “controlled genetic algo-
rithm” (CGA) that works in successive stages. They have considered partial and
total manufacturing flexibility as well as single and multi-objectives to solve two
hypothetical job shop scheduling problems. In AL, they solve resource allocation
problem and constructed an assignment model called “assignment schemata.” The
CGA is controlled by “assignment schemata”model, and they applied geneticmanip-
ulations to enhance the quality of solution. Ho et al. [12] proposed a model named
“LEarnable Genetic Architecture” (LEGA) in which the interaction amid machine
learning and evolutionary algorithm (genetic algorithm) is established to solve the
flexible job shop scheduling problem. They developed a “schemata learningmodule”
which pulls the information from earlier generation to enhance the excellence of off-
spring. The initial population is generated through dispatching rules. Gao et al. [13]
presented hybrid genetic algorithm having a local search method (called bottleneck
shifting), which is capable to adjust the neighborhood structure dynamically. They
solved the flexible job shop scheduling problem for minimum maximal machine
workload, minimum total machine workload and makespan. Zhang et al. [14] pro-
posed a hybrid “variable neighborhood genetic algorithm” (VNGA) to solve flexible
job shop scheduling problem, in which the initial population for genetic algorithm
is generated by variable neighborhood search algorithm to explore the local search
space in depth. Similarly, in Zhang et al. [15], the genetic algorithm is initialized by a
mix of different strategies, namely random selection, global selection and local selec-
tion to get the high-quality initial population, to accelerate the convergence speed of
algorithm and to improve the quality of the final solution. They considered makespan
performance measure to optimize the flexible job shop scheduling problem. Also,
Wang et al. [16] have applied a combination of immune and entropy principle in
genetic algorithm to maintain the diversity of population, to control the premature
convergence of algorithm and to control the selection pressure on similar chromo-
somes during optimization of amulti-objective flexible job shop scheduling problem.
They proposed the Pareto optimality to calculate fitness value of chromosomes. Rah-
mati and Zandieh [17] proposed an algorithm based on biogeography concept named
“biogeography-based optimization” (BBO) algorithm, which follows the migration
strategy of species. The evolving features of habitats due to the emigration and immi-
gration process is used to find the optimal solution for flexible job shop scheduling
problem. They considered critical workload and total workload of machine, as well
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as makespan to measure the performance of BBO algorithm, and compared with the
performance of genetic algorithm. Thammano and Phu-ang [18] proposed an “ar-
tificial bee colony” algorithm, in which initial population is generated through the
harmony search algorithm and dispatching rules, to solve flexible job shop schedul-
ing problem for makespan performance measure. Also, the local convergence is
prevented through the simulated annealing algorithm and search space was explored
by crossover operator. Nouiri et al. [19] presented particle swarm optimization (PSO)
algorithm to solve flexible job shop scheduling problem for minimization of maxi-
mum completion time of production from partial and full manufacturing flexibility
viewpoint. In, Nouiri et al. [20] extend the proposed algorithm for unforeseen situa-
tions, which is capable to make decision in real time. They used multi-agent-based
platform to make the algorithm intelligent. Zhou et al. [21] proposed a combination
of “cultural algorithm and particle swarm optimization” called CPSO, to optimize
maximum completion time of flexible job shop scheduling problem.Wang et al. [22]
proposed a “social spider algorithm” (SSA) to solve flexible job shop scheduling
problem. Phanden [23] proposed a parallel hybrid approach of genetic algorithm and
variable neighborhood search method based on multi-agent system. He used JADE
platform to set up communication among initialization agent, processing agent and
coordinating agent to find the optimal makespan for a job shop scheduling problem.
Sadiq and Hussein [24] proposed a swarm intelligence-based heuristic called “arti-
ficial fish swarm algorithm” (AFSA) which imitates the behaviors of cluster of fish
to solve flexible job shop scheduling problem. The performance of regular AFSA is
enhanced through “variable neighborhood descent” (VND) scheme. Xu et al. [25]
presented bat algorithm to solve dual flexible job shop scheduling problem having
flexibility in process selection and machine selection.

Cuckoo search optimization (CSO) algorithm was developed by X. S. Yang and
S. Deb in 2009. In 2011, Rajabioun [26] explored the CSO algorithm in depth.
Initially, the cuckoo’s eggs emplacing process united with Levy flights come into
existence to form the algorithm rather than the simple random isotropic walk. CSO
is nature-inspired biomimicry optimization algorithm which works on the basis of
brood reproductive scheme of cuckoo bird to enhance their inhabitants. Cuckoo is a
brutal and cunning species among bird breed. They secretly emplace the eggs in the
nest of other birds in order to spare themselves from nurturing tasks of growing the
offspring. They are trained for the trickery art every time during their reproductive
life span. In fact, they learned to copy the design and shade of the eggs of host
birds to cover their eggs from being noticed by host birds. Also, the cuckoos steal
the host eggs in order to arrange extra food and space for their chicks. The host
birds and cuckoos are continuously confronted with arm race. The host birds keep
learning the way to detect the fraud, and they either kick out the less matching
eggs or abandon the nest. Also, the cuckoo’s expertise themselves for imitation
skill, to make their eggs to looks identical with host eggs. The literature reveals
that the CSO is more effective as compared to other nature-inspired meta-heuristic
algorithms. De facto, other approaches such as DE, PSO, ACO and BCO are diverse
cases of CSO algorithm. Therefore, the performance of CSO is promising as to
compare with them. In terms of convergence rate, the CSO algorithm outperforms
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DE optimization algorithm in order to attain optimal result. Also, the CSO algorithm
performs computationally effectively as compared to PSO algorithm [27]. Thus,
the CSO algorithm has fascinated scholars to solve complicated problems of their
research interest.

Zheng and Zhou [28] presented a Gauss distribution-based cuckoo search (GCS)
algorithm in order to eradicate the low convergence rate of original CSO algorithm.
They revealed that GCS converges faster than original CSO, while testing on stan-
dard functions such as Rosenbrock, Griewank, Rastrigin, Ackley, Easom and Sphere.
Chandrasekaran and Simon [29] proposed fuzzy integrated CSO algorithm for sin-
gle and multiple objectives (i.e., fuel cost, reliability and emission level) of power
system scheduling problem. Burnwal and Deb [30] proposed CSO algorithm for the
flexible manufacturing system (FMS) scheduling problem to minimize the manufac-
turing delay penalty cost as well as to maximize the utilization of machines. They
considered FMS having sixteen machines and forty-three jobs, and they found that
CSO outperformed on GA and PSO. Zhou et al. [31] proposed a CSO algorithmwith
multiple strategies such as greedy transformation, swap and inversion, as well as
walking one scheme in order to solve the graphics pixel problem. They considered a
case study of coloringmap of China and found that proposed algorithm outperformed
the PSO algorithm in terms of less number of iterations and more corrections in the
rate of coloring. Ong [32] proposed adoptive cuckoo search algorithm (ACSA) for
unconstrained optimization problems. This algorithm can adjust the step size (α) per-
petually during the computation. They concluded that ACSA is converging promptly
with less number of iterations as compared to original CSO algorithm. Marichelvam
et al. [33] proposed CSO algorithm for flow shop scheduling problem of furniture
manufacturing company to minimize the makespan performance. Nguyena and Vo
[34] presented CSO algorithm for scheduling of short-term hydrothermal system in
order to optimize the cost of thermal generators. They modify the CSO to improve
the searchability by constructing dual groups of eggs, in which one (upper) group
holds eggs of low fitness value and another (abandoned) group embraces remaining
eggs. In order to improve the search speed, two eggs of the upper group exchange the
information regularly. Singh and Singh [35] proposed CSO algorithm having “as-
sorted individual enhancement strategy” to solve job shop scheduling problem for
makespan performancemeasure. Al-Obaidi andHussein [36] proposed two improve-
ments in the original CSO algorithm, viz., (i) best neighborhood generation and (ii)
iterative Levy flights to solve the flexible job shop scheduling problem. They find
that proposed algorithms performed better than original CSO algorithm.

2.3 Summary of the Literature Review

All in all, the literature review clearly reveals the following points; (i) CSO algorithm
has been applied successfully to each domain of engineering since last decade. (ii)
CSO algorithm is a promising nature-inspired approach that yields better results as
compared to other evolutionary algorithms. (iii) Simulation-based CSO algorithm
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has not been explored yet. (iv) CSO algorithm has not been studied in depth to solve
flexible job shop scheduling problem. Thus, the present work presents a simulation-
based CSO algorithm, to solve flexible job shop scheduling problem.

3 Problem Formulation

3.1 Problem Statement

The element of a flexible job shop scheduling is jobs, machines, flexibility, assump-
tions (constraints) and objectives as well as hypothesis.

Job (J ) � J1, J2, J3 . . . Jn

Here, (n) number of jobs to be scheduled and job (Ji) have predefined number of
operations. Oij is an operation of any job (Ji).

Machine (M) � M1, M2, M3 . . . Mm

Here, (m) number of machines are available in a job shop and an individual
machine can process only one operation at any point of time.

Manufacturing flexibility plays a vital role to enhance the production rate of a
shop. Here, partial flexibility has been planned to configure a job shop. The concept
of full flexibility is not realistic, because a machine cannot process each type of
operation. In case of limited flexibility, an operation of a job can be executed on a
predefined group of machines.

The value of fitness function (nest) is calculated using simulation software
(ProModel©), and multiple performance measures such as makespan, mean tardi-
ness and mean flow time are planned to optimize for considered flexible job shop
scheduling problem.

3.2 Assumptions

The job shop is planned to configure in ProModel© simulation software. The real
configuration of a job shop is extremely complicated which increases the modeling
difficulties as well. So, to rationalize the modeling, the present work follows some
assumptions in line with earlier research, as given below [4, 5, 10].

• Jobs and machines are independent entities and available at zero time.
• Operation time is known in advance.
• Production quantity and transportation time are also predetermined.
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• Shortest processing time is used as a dispatching rule in simulation.
• First come first serve criterion is used for tie breaker in scheduling.
• One machine can process one job’s operation at a time.
• Arrival and departure locations are considered for production order execution.
• Sequence of operation and manufacturing flexibility are known in advance.
• The infinite buffer capacity is considered in front of each processing station.
• Part preemption is forbidden.

3.3 Objectives

This paper proposed a framework of CSO algorithm to optimize the flexible job shop
scheduling problem. It involves the following objectives to attain:

(i) To apply the simulation function in the CSO algorithm, as the simulation yields
better performance of an actual manufacturing system as compared to a math-
ematical function;

(ii) To propose algorithm will be capable to solve the flexible job shop scheduling
problem for the multiple objectives such as makespan, mean tardiness and
mean flow time;

(iii) To develop the model which is capable to handle any size of job shop having
varying production orders;

(iv) To access the performance of proposed design by comparing with the original
CSO as well as with other nature-inspired algorithms such as GA and PSO.

4 Cuckoo Search Optimization (CSO) Algorithm

Figure 1 shows the working process of CSO algorithm presented by Rajabioun [26].
The opening of the CSO algorithm is similar to the other evolutionary algorithms in
which initial population is generated randomly. Cuckoo delivers the eggs in the host
bird nest, and owing to the similarity of eggs the infiltrated eggs of cuckoo avail the
opportunity to develop by carrying of host birds. In order to make proper space in the
nest, the host bird kills some of their own eggs due to the lack of uniqueness among
eggs. So, the fitness quality (profit rate) of nest depends on the growth rate of eggs in
that vicinity. If the rate of survival of eggs is increasing, it means the fitness of that
locality is rising. Hence, when the strength of living eggs of cuckoos is increased
in the vicinity, it shows that the CSO algorithm is approaching near to convergence
(optimization).

The cuckoos are always in search of better vicinity to lay the eggs in order to
enhance the rate of survival of their eggs. When the eggs are matured, they built a
society and the habitats are formed within it. Then, the race of finding better habitats
starts in the society. This fight leads to immigration of cuckoos to start living near the
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Fig. 1 Working procedure of cuckoos search [26]

beneficial habitats. Thus, a cuckoo is restricted to dual parameters: first, the counting
(strength) of eggs, and second, distance traveled to get the beneficial habitat. These
parameters calculate the “egg-laying radii,” i.e., laying of eggs randomly among the
available nests within this area. Hence, the process accomplished in an iterative way
until the good habitat is obtained and the population increases inside this area [26].

4.1 Generation of Initial Population and Process of Egg
Laying

The variables of optimization problems are obligatory with formation of array. For
instance, in genetic algorithm this arrangement is called as chromosome. In the
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present algorithm, this array is named as habitat which comprises of (1 × number
of variables). That is, a habitat contains x1, x2, x3 …up to xd . The CSO algorithm
evaluates the profit function of a habitat (x1, x2, x3 … xd), i.e., profit � F(x), x � (x1,
x2, x3 … xd). It shows that the CSO algorithm maximizes the profit function, but in
the present scheduling problem the objective function is to minimize the makespan
performance of flexible job shop. Therefore, the maximization problem turned into
minimization problem by considering the minus of cost [26].

The CSO algorithm is initialized by creating a matrix of size equal to the product
of number of variables and size of population taken. Theoretically, the eggs are
produced randomly in the habitats of inaugural cuckoos. A cuckoo delivers around
5–20 eggs. The eggs are preserved by each cuckoo according to this concept, as
high and low limiting values during the iterative process of evolution. Moreover,
the cuckoos deliver eggs inside a determined remoteness from their habitats. This
distance is termed as “egg-laying radius” (ELR). Hence, ELR of each cuckoo is
equal to the product of total number of eggs, eggs of current cuckoos as well as the
difference of upper and lower limit of variables [26].

Cuckoos emplace the eggs within the ELR in the nest of other birds. Once the
laying process is completed, the host bird finds the eggswhich are not resemblingwith
her own eggs. These unlike eggs are thrown outside or killed by host bird. Normally,
10% of eggs are destroyed by the host bird which are considered as a smaller amount
of profit values having very less or no possibility of growth. In addition, only one
egg grows in one nest at a time, since after hatching process the chicks arise and host
bird pushes her own eggs out of the nest to accommodate her three times larger body
size as well as most of the food will be eaten by the cuckoo’s chicks. At the end, only
cuckoo’s chick left in the nest [26].

4.2 Immigration, Eradication and Convergence Process

Once the cuckoos are matured enough and ready for egg laying, they leave the
society and immigrate to healthier habitats in order to find the nests of host birds
having similar eggs as well as to ensure the additional sources of food availability.
Hence, the clusters of cuckoos are shaped in various zones. Every cluster strives to
migrate toward the society having best profit value. This best society is considered as
a goal which is to be attained by each cuckoo. To distinguish among various groups
of cuckoos, the clustering method is adopted. A range of three to five cuckoos has
been suggested for making a cluster. The “mean profit value” (MPV) is calculated
for each cluster, and the maximum value ofMPV is considered as goal group. Hence,
the next habitat for immigrants (cuckoos) will be the best habitat of the goal group.
In addition, all cuckoos may not fly toward best habitat of a goal group and they
may deviate on any other ways. In other words, a cuckoo may fly “xx” amount of
distance (in percentage) to the goal group and deviates with “yy” radians. Cuckoo
search is explored through these parameters in every location. “xx”means a randomly
generated and uniformly distributed number between 0 and 1. “yy” is a deviation from
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goal habitat which is constrained between the angle of −30° and +30° to avoid the
local convergence. The new habitats are stated after immigrating all cuckoos to the
goal. After arriving, each cuckoo gives few eggs and further the ELR is calculated
for individual cuckoo. Subsequently, the process of egg laying starts again [26].

Cuckoos are eradicated in poor habitats due to the limitation of food, predator
killing and lack of suitable host’s nest for emplacing eggs. De facto, the equilibrium
of species (cuckoos) population always exists, therefore, a control number (say N)
which is always sustained with the maximum value to bound the maximum number
of live cuckoos. Hence,N number of cuckoos will survive that possesses good values
of profit, while others will be dead. The process works in a repetitive manner, and
subsequently, all cuckoos fly to a best habitat having full availability of food source
as well as resemblance of eggs to the host birds. This best habitat has minimum loss
of eggs and yields highest profit always. Hence, about 95% of cuckoos converge in
this best habitat which accomplishes the CSO algorithm [26].

5 Simulation-Based CSO and RandomWalk

Three compartments of CSO algorithm have been proposed by Yang and Deb [37],
namely: (i) A set of solution is created by emplacing of cuckoos’ eggs in randomly
selected nest of host birds. Cuckoo delivers one egg at a time. (ii) The best solutions
(i.e., the nests with good quality eggs) are carried forward in subsequent iterations of
algorithm. (iii) The chances of discovering the foreigner eggs (i.e., cuckoos’ eggs) by
the host birds are varied either zero or one (i.e., either the host birds will destroy the
eggs as well as nest or they move to another location to build new nests). The adopted
methodology is called “simulation-based CSO algorithm” as shown in Fig. 2. The
CSO philosophy presented by Yang and Deb [37] has been utilized in the present
work.

Randomwalk strategy is divided into twocategories, namelyLévyflights andLévy
walks. The concept of Lévy flights has been used in various engineering domains. It
begins to express the photoconductivity of amorphous materials by physicists [38].
In Lévy flights, the span of a step is marked by the randomly selected direction
with probability distribution. The new solution (x(t+1)) to ith cuckoo is generated
randomly using {x(t)i + α ⊕ Lévy (β)} [37]. The step size (α > 0) is decided as per the
scale of problems. Generally, α is considered as 1. “⊕” is considered for entry-wise
multiplication factor. The step span is generated from Lévy distribution {Lévy ~ u
� t−β (1 < β ≤3)} at random with infinite variance value. The successive steps of
a cuckoo embrace the evolution of random walk having power law distribution of
a step span using her heavy trail control. So, the fresh nests are constructed at new
locations by random walk and the fraction (pa) of poor nests is abandoned.
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Fig. 2 Simulation-based CSO algorithm
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6 Experimentation

Simulation-based CSO approach has been framed to solve flexible job shop
scheduling problem as discussed in the previous section. The CSO algorithm has
been updated to calculate the quality (profit) function of nests through the simula-
tion software. The simulation is preferred as to compare with mathematical function
because it is capable to model the system which resembles the real manufacturing
system, and also it is suitable to deliver the performance of modeled system better
than the conventional mathematical function of scheduling. Makespan, mean flow
time and mean tardiness considered the performance measures for the considered
flexible job shop manufacturing system.

It is planned to test the framed algorithm on the test bed problems of flexible
job shop scheduling available in the literature. Various small-, medium- and large-
size problems are given in the literature, viz., (i) a real production problem of size
10 machines and 8 jobs given in Wang et al. [39], (ii) a partial flexible job shop
scheduling problem of 8 jobs and 8 machines given by Kacem et al. [11] and (iii) ten
problem instances given by Brandimarte [1], in which number of job and machines
are varied from 10 to 30 and 6 to 15, respectively. These benchmark problems have
been solved by various researchers for different performance measures. Hence, the
proposed algorithm will be compared with other revolution algorithms such as GA,
PSO and ACO proposed by various researchers for makespan, mean tardiness and
mean flow time criterions.

The flexible job shop systems will be modeled and configured in the ProModel©

simulation software. A sample shop model is shown in Fig. 3. The production order
is processed as follows. All orders will be received at in-location. Initially, the jobs
will be loaded on machines or in the buffer/queue of machine according to the

Fig. 3 A sample flexible job shop modeled in ProModel© simulation software
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Fig. 4 Job flow pattern in a
planned flexible job shop
environment

operation sequence for the first process. Accordingly, the process will be executed if
themachine is idle; otherwise, the jobwaits in the queueofmachine.After completing
first operation, the job will travel to next station according to the predefined operation
sequence for the next operation. Thus, all jobs will move to different machines
according to operation sequence. At the end, the finished product will exit the shop
from out-location as shown in Fig. 4.

7 Conclusion

This paper presents a novel framework of simulation-based CSO algorithm for flex-
ible job shop scheduling problem. CSO has been recognized as a promising evo-
lutionary algorithm since its inception in 2009. The proposed framework is unique
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and promising to yield the better performance as compared to other meta-heuristic
approaches. This approach is framed to use the simulation software in order to sim-
ulate the flexible job shop manufacturing environment. It goes without saying that
simulation function gives real configuration of a system rather than a mathemati-
cal function. The presented architecture will be capable to handle various perfor-
mance measures such as makespan, mean flow time and mean tardiness as per the
requirement of productionmanager. However, the development of algorithm is under
process.
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An Experimental Study to Evaluate
the Warpage and Cracking Issues
in Fused Deposition Modeling

A. Suhas, Rohit Rajpal, K. V. Gangadharan and U. Pruthviraj

Abstract Research in 3D printing technology is growing immensely because of the
advantage ofmanufacturing complex shapes in less time as compared to conventional
manufacturing processes. However, warpage and cracking are the critical issues in
fused depositionmodeling techniquewhich results in a reduction in the strength of the
component. This paper aims to address the root causes for reducing the warpage and
cracking in a 3D printed component. Fused-deposition-modeling-based 3D printer is
used in this study to manufacture the samples. The behavior of warpage and cracking
in the specimens are studied by altering bed temperature and extrusion width of the
filament. The experimental results revealed that printing a component at 100 °C and
0.75 mm extrusion width led to minimum warpage and no crack condition.

Keywords Additive manufacturing · Fused deposition modeling · Warpage ·
Cracking

1 Introduction

3D printing is a layer-by-layer manufacturing process for building three-dimensional
objects using a CAD model [1–4]. Among various types of 3D printing, fused depo-
sition modeling (FDM) is one of the most popular and widely used methods for
printing [5]. In this technique, the filament is made to pass through the heated nozzle
which melts the material and deposits on the heated bed. Once the first layer is laid,
the successive layer is laid on the top of it. The temperature between the layers helps
to bind the layers by fusion. The advantage of using such technique is that it can
manufacture any complex component in a short interval of time without much of the
wastage.

Various steps involved in 3D printer are (a) Building a CADmodel, (b) generating
a.stl file (c) generating G-codes for the desired process parameter (d) printing a
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component [5–7]. Many commercial software are available to build a CADmodel of
the required dimensions. A mesh is created after finalizing the design in.stl format.
Standard triangular language (.stl) is a file format widely accepted for building three-
dimensional objects. This file is used to generate the coordinates for printing any 3D.
During the printing, various process parameters need to be taken care to print a quality
component [8, 9].

Layer thickness, heating temperature, the speed of printing are some of the param-
eters that play a prominent role while printing any 3D object. Gregorian recom-
mended that build temperature and speed will affect the warp in the material due
to heat dissipation in the ABS component. The effect of temperature is studied on
ABS material and found that cracking initiates under tensile and impact loading at
120 °C. It was found that depositing the layers close to each other provides the better
bonding strength to the overall component [10]. Tiganis et al. found that the parame-
ter consideration of FDM process by using the gray Taguchi method and concluded
that build orientation, the thickness of the layer, deposition angle, and width not only
affect the build part but also affects in bonding and warpage of the specimen [5].
Nickel et al. studied the thermal stress and deposition pattern in layered manufactur-
ing and found it produces minimum deflection for the beams in a raster pattern with
its lines oriented 90 from its long axis it was also found that the plate structures with
contour pattern deposited from outer side to inner side will have low and uniform
deflections [6]. The number of layer increases, the temperature gradient will also be
more toward the base of the build components [11, 12]. This results in good adhesion
between the adjacent layers and strength of the ABS component increases. As the
raster angle reduced, it increases the stress concentration along the deposition direc-
tion which results in a weaker bond. Similarly, as the raster thickens, it forms the
adjacent layers of ABS strong. It was observed that as the component size increases
the depositions to be laid also increases which increase the number of heating and
cooling cycles, thereby increasing in stress accumulation within the component. The
accumulated stress increases the chance of interlayer cracking, warps in the compo-
nent and shrinkage and thus reduces the strength of the specimen. It was also seen
that when no air gap between the successive raster, there will be an improvement
in the diffusion; but, it decreases the heat dissipation, thereby weakens the bonding
[13].

This paper aims to address the most significant issues of 3D printing, i.e., warpage
and interlayer cracking. 100mm× 100mm× 20-mm-dimension specimen is chosen
to understand the warpage and cracking occurring at various temperature profiles and
extrusion width. The warpage is measured by a rack-and-pinion-based dial gauge,
and it is transformed into angle from the bottom layer to compare the warpage of
each specimen. Interlayer cracking is also studied bymanual inspection. The possible
reasons for occurrence of warpage and cracking are also discussed in detailed.
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2 Methodology

In this study, FDM double extruder 3D printer of Stanley 3D Tech has been used
with 300 × 210 × 160 mm build platform. 100 × 100 × 20-mm rectangular ABS
specimen is used, and analysis is carried out to understand warpage and cracking
issues in the specimen at various bed temperatures and extrusionwidth. Following are
the steps followed in this experimental study to understand the behavior of cracking
and warpage:

(a) Building the test specimen with various parameters,
(b) Warpage measurement,
(c) Crack diagnosis.

2.1 Building the Test Specimen with Different Parameters

In this study, the focus is laid on two printing parameters, i.e., bed temperature and
extrusion width. It has to be noted that as the extrusion width decreases the mass
of the component also decreases for the same infill percentage. This is because the
gap between the fibers changes with the decrease in deposition width. In the present
study, the mass of the specimens is maintained to be same to understand the warpage
with a change in bed temperature and extrusion width. Fused deposition modeling
is used to build the specimens. High-temperature resistant kapton tape was used
at the surface of the heated bed on which the component was printed. It is to be
noted that, to precisely study the effect of bed temperature in the specimen, the
kapton tape was changed for each specimen. The parameters of printing such as
speed of the printing, nozzle temperature, extrusion multiplier, and retraction were
maintained to be constant. Table 1 depicts the values which were used while printing
the components (Fig. 1).

Table 1 Depicting the fixed
parameters used under the
study

Printing parameter Value

Speed of printing 30 mm/s

Pattern Shape Rectilinear zig-zag

Extrusion multiplier 1

Nozzle temperature 260 °C

Support infill 0
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Fig. 1 Depicts the 3D printer used to build the specimens

2.2 Measurement of Warpage

After printing the specimen with various bed temperatures, the warpage was mea-
sured using a dial gauge as shown in Fig. 2. The plunger was settled at the center
of the specimen, and it was translated toward each corner of the specimen to find
the maximum deflection achieved. Using the sine rule of trigonometry, the warp
angle was calculated to compare among the various specimens printed at different
temperatures.

The angle of warp is measured and calculated using the sine rule of trigonometry.
The warp angle was calculated to compare various specimens printed at different
temperatures (Fig. 3).

Warp angle θ , from sine rule of trigonometry,

θ � tan−1 h

l

2.3 Analysis of Crack Initiation

The rectangular 100 × 100 × 20-mm ABS test specimens are considered for the
analysis of crack initiation. The specimen is printed at various bed temperatures,
and the possible conclusions are made to reduce them as much as possible. As the
cracking was clearly visible after the completion of printing, the cracking is studied
by inspection only. The still images of the printed specimens are captured through
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Fig. 2 Shows dial caliper gauge used to measure the linear displacement for measuring warpage

Fig. 3 Warp angle measurement

the camera from all the four faces. The captured images are observed for the different
temperatures. By the inspectionmethod,we could clearly note that the crack initiation
reduces as the bed temperature increased.

3 Results and Discussion

The results obtained from the experimental study have been presented in this section
to understand the warpage and cracking occurred in the printed specimen.
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(1) (2)

(3) (4)

Fig. 4 (1–4) Depicting the warpage and cracking occurred at 1-mm extrusion width and 70, 80,
90, and 100 °C bed temperature

Figures 4(1–4) depict views of the test specimen to understand the warpage
occurred at each face of the specimen. It is to be noted that the bed was calibrated
before starting the printing of each specimen, and the gap between the nozzle tip and
bed surface was maintained to be 100 µ. Three specimens of variable width (1, 0.75
and 0.5 mm) were used, each of which was printed at 5(70, 80, 90, 100, and 110 °C)
different temperature profiles. Each of them is discussed in this section.

Figures 4(1–4) show the results obtained when the extrusion width was taken as
1 mm and the infill was maintained at 10%; it can be observed that as the temperature
of the bed is increased there is a reduction in warpage is found.

From Fig. 4(1), it can be observed closely that the specimen is cracked almost
from the center, whereas no other specimen is cracked at other temperature profiles.
The possible reason of the component getting warped was because of insufficient
bonding between the first layer and the kapton tape. There are two possible solutions
to increase the bonding: (1) Speed of printing can be reduced so that more time
of heating will be given to each layer for adhesion (2) more number of layers can
be created at the bottom layer so that the overall resistance force for warpage can
be increased. Reducing the printing speed will lead to an increase in printing time,
whereas the latter method is much faster to print the component is a short time.
Hence, the extrusion width is reduced to 0.5 mm so that the maximum bonding can
be achieved with the bed.

In case of 0.5-mm extrusion width, two extreme temperature profiles are chosen
to understand the warpage and cracking precisely. Figures 5(1–2) show the results
obtained at 0.5-mm extrusion width at 70 and 100 °C. In this case, the infill was
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(1)

(2)

Fig. 5 (1–2) Depicting the warpage and cracking occurred at 0.5-mm extrusion width and 70 and
100 °C bed temperature

reduced to 5% to maintain the same mass. It can be observed that the warpage found
in both the temperature profiles shows a reduction in warpage. But it can be seen
from Figs. 5(1–2) that the cracking in these specimens has been increased which
may be because of poor distribution of heat between the layers. It is to be noted that
the number of fibers has been increased as the extrusion width is increased which in
turn needs more heat to maintain the same bonding as 1-mm extrusion width. Hence,
the study is taken further to check the warpage between two tested extrusion widths
(0.5 and 1 mm), i.e., 0.75 mm. In this case, again two extreme temperature profiles
are chosen for the study. Figures 6(1–2) show the obtained results at 0.75 extrusion
width. Figures 6(1–2) clearly depict the reduction in warpage and cracking at higher
temperature profile, whereas cracking at the lower temperature is still observedwhich
infers not to print at the lower bed temperature for ABS polymer (Table 2).
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(1)

(2)

Fig. 6 (1–2) Depicting the warpage and cracking occurred at 0.75-mm extrusion width and 70 and
100 °C bed temperature

Table 2 Demonstrates the
warpage in degrees at various
extrusion widths and different
bed temperature profiles

Extrusion
width

Bed
temperature

Angle of warpage (°)

a b c d

70 5.94 3.65 4.01 3.70

1 80 3.08 3.04 3.24 3.03

90 2.38 4.06 1.34 2.43

100 1.83 1.97 1.70 2.03

0.5 70 29.65 17.20 6.88 4.08

100 2.64 3.09 5.88 5.01

0.75 70 4.02 7.54 8.20 7.10

100 1.43 1.15 1.97 0.95

4 Conclusion

In this study, the two most common defects in 3D printed components, i.e., warpage
and interlayer cracking are addressed. The specimen was printed at four constant bed
temperatures (70, 80, 90, and 100) and three extrusion widths (0.5, 0.75, and 1 mm)
to understand the occurrence of warpage and interlayer cracking between the layers.
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Initially, four components were printed at 1-mm extrusion width to understand the
warpage and cracking. Reduction in warpage and cracking was seen by raising the
bed temperature from 70 to 100 °C, also the cracking was observed only at the lowest
temperature, i.e., 70°. However, the results obtained were still not satisfactory and
further measures were taken to print a warpage-free component. In this regard, the
extrusion width was reduced to increase the surface contact of the bottom layer with
the printing bed. Reduction in warpage was seen by reducing the extrusion width
but due to increase in the adhesion between the bottom layer and printing bed, the
removal component from the printing bed was not easy; hence, the extrusion width
was increased to encounter this issue. Two extreme temperatures were chosen to
print the component, i.e., 70° and 100° at 0.75-mm extrusion width, and the warpage
was measured. Most satisfactory results were obtained at 0.75-mm extrusion width
and 100 °C temperatures. In each extrusion width, the cracking was seen where the
heat distribution was less and hence it was found that cracking can be reduced by
increasing the bed temperature. There are following possible solutions which can be
implemented to reduce warpage:

• Increasing the bed temperature to enhance the bonding between the bed and the
fibers.

• Maintaining the bed layer thickness to be least enough so that the nozzle actually
flattens the first layer in the bed while printing.

• It is also suggested to put glue after the completion of the first layer to make sure
the bonding between the component and the bed is strong.

• The speed of printing should be as slow as possible to ensure that the bonding
between each layer remains strong. 25–30 mm/s is the suggested speed at which
FDM printers perform well.
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Optimization of Electrical Discharge
Coating of WS2 and Cu Powder Mixture
Deposited Through Green Compact
Electrode

Rashi Tyagi, Kshitij Pandey, Shalini Mohanty, Shakti Kumar,
Alok Kumar Das and Amitava Mandal

Abstract Electrical discharge coating (EDC) is performed to deposit the mixture of
tungsten disulfide (WS2) and copper (Cu) powder onto themild steel surface for solid
lubrication. The material deposition process takes place through green compact tool
by using EDC setup inside the die-sink electrical discharge machine (EDM). The
powder compact tool has been prepared in the hot mounting press for different values
of powder mixing ratio, i.e., WS2: Cu/40:60, WS2: Cu/50:50, and WS2: Cu/60:40.
The coatingmaterial deposits due to series of chemical reactions between the tool and
workpiece in the presence of hydrocarbon oil when reverse polarity has been used
in die-sinking electrical discharge machine (EDM). Response surface methodology
has been utilized for optimization by varying the molding press and machining input
parameters such as mixing ratio, duty factor, and peak current. Reduction in micro-
hardness value as a result of solid lubricant deposition has been revealedwith the help
of Vickers hardness testing machine. Field emission scanning electron microscope
(FESEM) analysis has been performed to examine the presence of pores, voids,
and gaps on the mild steel surface. X-ray diffraction study along with the energy-
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) results also confirms the presence of WS2,
W, S, Cu, and Cu2S compounds in the coating. The effect of duty factor and peak
current on different output parameters (mass transfer rate, tool wear rate, and micro-
hardness) has been evaluated.

Keywords Solid lubricant · Coating · Micro-hardness · Peak current

1 Introduction

The process of surface modification has been used to improve the surface properties
such as micro-hardness, wear resistance, and temperature resistance. by using vari-
ous coating techniques [1]. The different coating techniques such as laser cladding,
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electro deposition, plasma spraying, electroless plating, physical vapor deposition,
and chemical vapor deposition have many disadvantages. The requirement of high
capital cost, high temperature, and vacuum restricts their use for few materials.

Electrical discharge coating (EDC) method has many benefits as compared to the
other processes. EDC does not need sophisticated apparatus and high-temperature
equipment and coating layer properties can be effectively controlled in EDC. EDC
has been reported by researchers worldwide for its ability to improve the cutting
performance and life of metal cutting tool, coating of rolling mill rolls [2], and
alloying of machining parts [3]. Surface quality of aluminum alloy has also been
improved through EDC process by mixing TiN in dielectric [4]. The experiments
were conducted on EDC using green compact electrodes of Cu + W powder to
deposit thick coating layer over plain carbon steel surface. The appropriate value of
parameters (composition, sintering temperature, compaction pressure, peak current
setting, pulse on-time, and duty factor)was evaluated by usingTaguchiDOEanalysis.
Their results give the coating thickness of 3–785 µm, variation of MTR from 1 to
191 mg/min, and roughness value from 8 to 10 µm with improved micro-hardness
(9.81–12.75 GPa) [5].

Solid lubrication has emerged as a needful process in high-temperature environ-
ment when the normal grease or lubricating oil cannot be used. Tungsten disulfide
provides best lubricity being a solid lubricant with a friction coefficient of 0.07 to
withstand high temperature in gear transmissions, manufacturing industries, agricul-
ture,marine, and space vehicles. It can be effectively utilized in air for the temperature
range from −270 to 650 °C and in vacuum of −188 to 1316 °C [6].

From the literature review, it can be said that limited work has been carried out
on EDC process. There has been no work done on the optimization of solid lubricant
coating of WS2 and Cu powder using EDC process.

In the present research, electrical discharge coating has been deposited on the
mild steel surface and the effect of peak current, and duty factor has been analyzed
on the surface integrity, mass transfer rate (MTR), tool wear rate (TWR), and micro-
hardness using response surface methodology (RSM).

2 Experimentation

The experimentation process has been started by preparing the green compact elec-
trodes in hot mounting press at 130 °C sintering temperature for 10 min heating and
5min cooling time. Initially, the powder has beenmixed in a mortar for uniformmix-
ing for one hour. As WS2 is a semiconductor, a pure coating of WS2 is not possible
through EDM. Hence, copper has been mixed as a binder due to its excellent conduc-
tivity. Themixing ratio forWS2 and Cu has been taken in such away that the required
green compact electrode with 15 mm diameter and 3 mm height has been formed
which is connected with the conductive rod by using adhesive paste (Fig. 1a). The
setup for EDC has been prepared inside the die-sinking EDMwhich consists of work
clamping vice rest on a magnetic vice and tool electrode extension in a tool holder as
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(a) (b)

Adhesive paste

Green compact

Fig. 1 a Green compact electrodes and tool extension; b set up for EDC

shown in Fig. 1b. The mild steel workpiece of dimension 10 mm × 10 mm × 3 mm
has been taken for coating. The experiment starts by varying the duty factor and peak
current by keeping the gap voltage 40 V, machining time 4 min, and pulse on-time
29 µs constant. EDC is one of the unfolding coating methods in which a coating
layer is obtained due to chemical reaction between workpiece (connected to positive
polarity) and tool (connected to negative polarity). When the voltage applied across
the workpiece goes beyond the threshold value, the spark generates. The formation
of these spark discharge results in high temperature across the electrodes. The high
temperature between the electrodes causes the melting and evaporation of material.
The chemical reaction between dielectric and electrodes causes the transfer of the
material from green compact tool to the workpiece due to the weak bond between
particles of powder. The mass transfer rate (MTR) and tool wear rate (TWR) are
calculated by the formulas; MTR � weight of the workpiece after the experiment −
weight of the workpiece before the experiment. TWR � weight of the tool before
the experiment − weight of the tool after the experiment.

3 Results and Discussions

3.1 Response Surface Methodology

ABox–Behnken design of experiment (DOE) was employed with 3 levels and 3 vari-
ables with 15 runs. The effect of variable machining parameters on TWR,MRR, and
Micro-hardness is analyzed. Response surface methodology (RSM) is carried out to
establish themathematical relation between independent variables and the dependent
variables. Since, three process parameters and three responses are selected, a pilot
number of experiments are carried out. By using RSM, total number of experiments
can be deducted to some extent such that their interactions can be calculated eas-
ily. By the help of design of experiments (DOE) and regression study, a response
can be achieved for independent input process parameters. In RSM, the independent
parameters can be denoted quantitatively as given below:
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y � f (x1, x2, x3 . . . xn) ± ε (1)

where y denotes desired response, f denotes response function, x1, x2, x3 … xn
denotes independent input variables, and ε denotes fitting error. The requisite surface
obtained by plotting expected responses is known as response surface. The suitability
of RSM is defined by the approximation of f . It can be attained by using second-
order polynomial regression model, also known as quadratic model (Table 1). The
quadratic model of f is as follows:

f � a0 +
n∑

i�1

ai xi +
n∑

i�1

aii x
2
i +

n∑

i< j

ai j xi x j + ε (2)

The final regression equation is as follows:

ToolWear rate� −14.87− 0.210 Peak current + 0.1174 Duty factor + 0.431Mixing
rate + 0.0197 Peak current × Peak current − 0.000375 Duty factor × Duty factor
− 0.00233 Mixing ratio × Mixing ratio + 0.00069 Peak current × Duty factor +
0.00025 Peak current × Mixing ratio − 0.001408 Duty factor × Mixing ratio.

Table 1 Experimental table for input parameters settings and their results

Experiment no. Input parameters Output parameters

Peak
current
(A)

Duty
factor
(%)

Mixing
ratio
(WS2:
Cu)

Tool
wear rate
(g/m)

Mass
transfer
rate
(g/m)

Micro-
hardness
(at
0.2 kgf
load)

1 10 60 60:40 3.48 0.385 46.83

2 10 60 40:60 1.40 0.926 59.12

3 7 30 40:60 −0.50 −0.200 78.95

4 10 90 50:50 2.49 0.260 68.15

5 4 60 60:40 2.86 0.829 63.57

6 4 30 50:50 1.70 0.220 90.44

7 10 30 50:50 2.40 0.260 60.14

8 7 30 60:40 2.89 0.320 75.12

9 4 60 40:60 0.81 0.145 61.06

10 7 90 40:60 1.20 0.100 73.29

11 7 60 50:50 2.19 0.255 65.96

12 7 90 60:40 2.90 0.250 72.64

13 4 90 50:50 1.54 0.190 77.05

14 7 60 50:50 2.18 0.245 64.85

15 7 60 50:50 2.21 0.259 66.42
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Mass transfer rate � −2.13 + 0.187 Peak current + 0.0473 Duty factor − 0.0015
Mixing ratio + 0.02407 Peak current× Peak current− 0.000263 Duty factor×Duty
factor + 0.001016Mixing ratio×Mixing ratio + 0.000083Peak current×Duty factor
− 0.01021 Peak current × Mixing ratio − 0.000308 Duty factor × Mixing ratio.
Micro hardness � 22.8 + 7.31 Peak current − 2.309 Duty factor + 4.05 Mixing
ratio − 0.509 Peak current × Peak current + 0.01420 Duty factor × Duty factor −
0.0352 Mixing ratio × Mixing ratio + 0.0594 Peak current × Duty factor − 0.1233
Peak current × Mixing ratio + 0.00265 Duty factor × Mixing ratio.

3.2 Anova

The analysis of variance (ANOVA) for TWR,MTR, andMicro-hardness is shown by
Tables 2, 3, 4. F-value helps to check the significance of values. The P-value denotes
that the F-value probability is more than calculated because of noise. If P-value goes
beyond 0.05, then the term is not significant and lacks fit which also denotes that
the insignificant term is left away from the model and the model fits very well. It
is shown in the table that P-values are significant since all the P-values are below
0.05. The coefficient of determination (R2) and Adj. R2 for tool wear rate is found
to be 96.27 and 89.29, respectively. Likewise, the coefficient of determination (R2)
and Adj. R2 for mass transfer rate are 95.15 and 86.41 and that of micro-hardness is
found to be 96.05 and 88.94, respectively. Further, the normality test is performed
by plotting the results. It can be observed from Figs. 2, 3 and 4 that the residuals are
uniformly distributed as shown in normal distribution as the residues lie nearly same
as that of normal probability plot. The experimental values are good in agreement
with the predictive results for all the experiment performed in present work. Besides
developing mathematical models, it is evident from the ANOVA results that for high
proportion of WS2 in mixing ratio (WS2: Cu/50:50 and WS2: Cu/60:40) as the peak
current increases, tool wear rate and mass transfer rate increases. Moreover, for all
the mixing ratios, micro-hardness decreases with increasing current but it decreases
with duty factor up to a certain value (60%) and then again increases further. Also,
the Vicker micro-hardness test revealed that the hardness of solid lubricant coating
has been reduced (46.83HV0.2–90.44HV0.2) in comparison to mild steel (180HV0.2)
due to deposition of solid lubricant.

3.3 Microstructure and Chemical Composition Analysis

The morphology analysis has been carried out in FESEM (Model: Supra 55). The
FESEM study of coating shows the top surface morphology at WS2: Cu/50:50, peak
current 7 A, and duty factor 60%. The uniform distribution of coating material with
better microstructure at top surface and cross section without any voids and gap at
7 A peak current can be seen in Figs. 5 and 6. Some pores have been formed due to
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Table 2 ANOVA table for tool wear rate

Source DF Adj SS Adj MS F-value P-value

Model 9 13.4724 1.4969 13.97 0.005

Linear 3 11.9847 3.9949 37.27 0.001

Peak current 1 1.0224 1.0224 9.54 0.027

Duty factor 1 0.3362 0.3362 3.14 0.137

Mixing ratio 1 10.6261 10.6261 99.14 0.000

Square 3 0.7578 0.2526 2.36 0.188

Peak current × Peak current 1 0.1158 0.1158 1.08 0.346

Duty factor × Duty factor 1 0.4216 0.4216 3.93 0.104

Mixing ratio × Mixing ratio 1 0.2003 0.2003 1.87 0.230

2-way interaction 3 0.7299 0.2433 2.27 0.198

Peak current × Duty factor 1 0.0156 0.0156 0.15 0.718

Peak current × Mixing ratio 1 0.0002 0.0002 0.00 0.965

Duty factor × Mixing ratio 1 0.7140 0.7140 6.66 0.049

Error 5 0.5359 0.1072

Lack-of-fit 3 0.5354 0.1785 764.93 0.001

Pure error 2 0.0005 0.0002

Total 14 14.0083

Table 3 ANOVA table for mass transfer rate

Source DF Adj SS Adj MS F-value P-value

Model 9 0.97438 0.108264 10.89 0.009

Linear 3 0.11260 0.037532 3.78 0.093

Peak current 1 0.02498 0.024976 2.51 0.174

Duty factor 1 0.00500 0.005000 0.50 0.510

Mixing ratio 1 0.08262 0.082621 8.31 0.034

Square 3 0.45217 0.150725 15.16 0.006

Peak current × Peak current 1 0.17327 0.173267 17.43 0.009

Duty factor × Duty factor 1 0.20761 0.207612 20.88 0.006

Mixing ratio × Mixing ratio 1 0.03813 0.038133 3.84 0.108

2-way interaction 3 0.40961 0.136535 13.73 0.008

Peak current × Duty factor 1 0.00022 0.000225 0.02 0.886

Peak current × Mixing ratio 1 0.37516 0.375156 37.73 0.002

Duty factor × Mixing ratio 1 0.03423 0.034225 3.44 0.123

Error 5 0.04971 0.009942

Lack-of-fit 3 0.04961 0.016536 318.00 0.003

Pure error 2 0.00010 0.000052

Total 14 1.02409
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Table 4 ANOVA table for micro-hardness

Source DF Adj SS Adj MS F-value P-value

Model 9 1419.50 157.722 13.50 0.005

Linear 3 467.03 155.676 13.33 0.008

Peak current 1 418.76 418.762 35.85 0.002

Duty factor 1 22.85 22.849 1.96 0.221

Mixing ratio 1 25.42 25.418 2.18 0.200

Square 3 780.69 260.232 22.28 0.003

Peak current × Peak current 1 77.34 77.339 6.62 0.050

Duty factor × Duty factor 1 602.90 602.901 51.62 0.001

Mixing ratio × Mixing ratio 1 45.79 45.793 3.92 0.105

2-way interaction 3 171.78 57.259 4.90 0.060

Peak current × Duty factor 1 114.49 114.490 9.80 0.026

Peak current × Mixing ratio 1 54.76 54.760 4.69 0.083

Duty factor × Mixing ratio 1 2.53 2.528 0.22 0.661

Error 5 58.40 11.680

Lack-of-fit 3 57.10 19.032 29.22 0.033

Pure error 2 1.30 0.651

Total 14 1477.90

Fig. 2 Normal probability plot of residuals for TWR
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Fig. 3 Normal probability plot of residuals for MTR

Fig. 4 Normal probability plot of residuals for micro-hardness

insufficient deposition of the coating material at low spark discharge. However, at
7 A peak current, the best morphology has been obtained with few pores formation.

Energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) study has been performed to check the
existence of principal elements in coating such as W, S, and Cu. The cross-sectional
EDS of the workpiece has been examined that proves the presence of W, S, Cu, Fe,
and C peaks (Fig. 6a and b). Thus, EDS pattern supports the deposition of solid
lubricant coating over the workpiece.

The X-ray diffraction test has been done to identify the elemental phase formed
during the experiment. TheXRDfileswere evaluated usingX’Pert software for peaks
identification. The angle of diffraction (2θ ) was chosen from 10° and 40°. The XRD
pattern detects the phases comprised ofW, S,WS2, Cu, and Cu2S elements’ presence
over the coated layer (Fig. 7). As the WS2 proportion is more than the Cu, the large
number of peaks of W and WS2 is attained as compared to Cu. Thus, XRD results
justify the outcome obtained from the EDS results.
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Fig. 5 FESEM image of coated samples forWS2: Cu/50:50, 7 A peak current, and 60% duty factor

(a) (b)

Coa ng

Workpiece

Fig. 6 a FESEM image of coating cross-sectional area and corresponding, b EDS analysis

4 Conclusions

EDC of WS2 and Cu was successfully deposited onto the surface of mild steel.
Following result has been obtained from this study:

(1) Cu has been added as a binder because the pure coating ofWS2 is not possible as
the powder is dry. However, different combination of powder such as Ti, brass,
andAl can be used for future research trends in EDC. The solid lubricant coating
could be employed for improving wear resistance of various components when
oil and grease cannot be utilized at high temperature. Thus, EDC can be used
to deposit the lubricant coating for tribology components as well as for coating
of various cutting tools in machining.
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Fig. 7 XRD analysis of top surface of coating for WS2: Cu/50:50, peak current 7 A, and duty
factor 60%, for a WS2, bW, c Cu, d S, e Cu2S, and f combined plot for WS2, W, Cu, S, and Cu2S

(2) The experimental values are good in agreement with the predictive results for
all the experiment performed in present work. In addition to developing math-
ematical models, it can be seen from the ANOVA that when the peak current
increases, TWR and MTR increases. The use of green compact tool shows sig-
nificant material transfer rate and tool wear rate. Hence, by selecting the desired
value of peak current, deposition rate can be controlled in EDC.

(3) The micro-hardness of coating has been reduced to 46.83HV0.2 t 10 A peak
current 60% duty factor and WS2: Cu/60:40 in comparison to mild steel of
180HV0.2 that proves the deposition of solid lubricant material. Hence, solid
lubricant EDC can be further used for tribological applications as the solid
lubricant exhibit low coefficient of friction.
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(4) The better microstructure is obtained with 7 A peak current and 60% duty factor
without any voids and gap formation. EDS analysis also confirms the deposition
of solid lubricant coating by showing peaks of W, S, and Cu.
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Optimization by AHP-ARAS of EDM
Process Parameters on Machining
AA7050-10%B4C Composite

Arvind Kumar, Sayed Abou Iltaf Hussain and Ram Naresh Rai

Abstract The present paper aims to develop AA7050/B4C composite by stir casting
method. The flux K2TiF6 has been used for proper incorporation of the B4C particle
in the molten matrix. The microstructures of the casted composite were analysed
with FE-SEM. The microstructure shows the proper distribution of B4C particle
with the formation of encapsulating layers of Ti compounds around B4C particles.
Machining of AA7050/B4C composite was done by the non-traditional machining
process known as electro-discharge machine (EDM).Multi-criteria decision-making
(MCDM) model of AHP-ARAS has been used to evaluate the optimal EDM process
parameters formachiningAA7050-B4C composite. Taguchi L9 orthogonal arraywas
used to design the experiments. The process parameters selected for the experiments
were pulse current (Ip), pulse on time (T on), and pulse off time (T off) for the responses
like material removal rate (MRR), the surface roughness (Ra), and depth of cut (DC).
The sensitivity analysis has been used to understand the consistency of the responses
by interchanging the weights of the criterion. It has been observed that the process
parameters of ninth experiment were the most effective among all selected alterna-
tives. The sensitivity analysis confirmed that the proposed AHP-ARAS model was
consistent and can be used to evaluate the performance of EDM process parameters.

Keywords MMC · Taguchi · EDM · MRR · MCDM · AHP-ARAS · Sensitivity
analysis
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1 Introduction

Metal matrix composite (MMC)materials are very significant among all other mono-
lithic or alloymaterials due to its excellentmechanical properties like high strength to
weight ratio, high stiffness, high hardness, and highwear resistance. These properties
increase the utility of composite materials in automobiles and aerospace industries,
especially in structural applications [1, 2]. Stir casting method is simple, economi-
cal, and best suited for mass productions irrespective of their shapes and sizes. The
major challenges in developing MMC through stir casting technique are the wetta-
bility and uniform distribution of reinforcements as well as formations of unwanted
inter-metallic phases [3]. Many researchers have used different techniques to over-
come these challenges such as: Toptan et al. [4] have selected casting temperature
as 850 °C, stirred at 500 rpm for five minutes with the application of K2TiF6 to get a
homogeneous distribution of particles. Baradeswaran et al. [5] fabricatedMMCwith
5, 10, 15, 20 vol% of the B4C particle by putting the mixture of B4C and K2TiF6
within 4 min at 850 °C stirred at 500 rpm for 5 min. Prabu et al. [6] investigated
the effect of stirring speed and stirring time on microstructure and other properties
of metal matrix composite and found that lower speed and lower stirring time lead
to particle clustering and particle-free region in the matrix. However, another most
challenging aspect of metal matrix composite is its machinability. The poor machin-
ability of metal matrix composites is mainly due to an increase in hardness, yield
strength, and decrease in ductility [7]. The common flaws in machining of MMCs
are de-boding of reinforcements, delamination, rapid tool wear due to ceramic par-
ticles [8, 9]. From the past research, it has been suggested that the nonconventional
machining process especially electro-discharge machining is the most suitable for
metal matrix composite materials because it works on thermo-electrical principle
[10]. Hardness, yield strength, and ductility is not a constraint in EDM process as it
is a non-contact type machining process; i.e., the harder workpiece can be machined
by the softer tool [11]. Also there are numerous optimization techniques which have
been used in literature to evaluate best machining parameters to get desired outputs
such as: Assarzadeh et al. [12] found the optimum EDM parameters such as current
(I), the period of pulses (T ), and the source voltage (V ) to get the responses like
(MRR) and surface roughness (Ra) using ANN. Sidhu et al. [14] have performed the
EDM operation on 30 vol.% SiC/A359 MMC and optimized the process parameters
by two MCDM approach namely desirability function approach and lexicographic
goal programming (LGP) approach. Peças et al. [15] have mixed the silicon pow-
der in the dielectric and found that surface roughness values are reduced, the craters
sizes reduced, and white layer thickness also reduced. Kumar et al. [16] Grey relation
analysis has been used to optimize the performance characteristics of Al 6351-5 wt%
SiC and 10 wt% boron carbide B4C particles fabricated through stir casting method.
Shukla et al. [17] have used firefly algorithm (FA) to optimize process parameters of
electro-discharge machine.

From the literature survey, it is concluded that the development of metal
matrix composite using Al 7050 alloy with boron carbide reinforcement and its
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electro-discharge machining is very few. Therefore, present paper aims to develop
AA7050-10%B4C composite using stir casting technique and find the optimum pro-
cess parameters such as pulse current (Ip), pulse on time (T on), and pulse off time
(T off) to get best machining responses such as material removal rate, surface rough-
ness, and depth of cut with the use of multi-criteria decision-making (MCDM)model
of AHP-ARAS

2 Materials and Methods

Aluminium 7050 alloy (Zn—5.8, Mg—1.9, Cu—2.4, Si—0.031, Fe—0.095,
Mn—0.022, Cr—0.006, and Al—balance) is used as matrix material for present
experiment along with boron carbide as reinforcement and K2TiF6 flux to improve
wettability of reinforcement into the molten matrix. 1.3 kg of matrix material was
cleaned with acetone and placed in induction furnace, when the matrix material
melted the preheated B4C and K2TiF6—flux at about 400 °C for 2 h of amount 10
wt% of matrix was mixed at constant temperature of 900 °C during stirring dura-
tion of 5 min. 0.2 wt% of matrix material, hexachloroethane (degasser), was mixed
in molten composite in order to remove unwanted hydrogen gas entrapped during
stirring. After mixing, the molten composite at 900 °C was poured in steel mould
preheated at 350 °C. The microstructure of AA7050-B4C composite has been anal-
ysed using FE-SEM. Hardness was measured using Vickers hardness tester as per
ASTM E 384 with the applied normal load of 2.5 kgf. Average of ten readings was
taken as value of hardness. Electro-discharge machining has been done on spark
EDM of make SPARKONIX F-25 (Fig. 1a). The casted composite material was cut
in the size of 40 mm × 40 mm × 10 mm as shown in Fig. 2a. The copper rod of
diameter 7 mm was used as tool electrode as shown in Fig. 2b. The responses of the
EDM process parameters such as MRR were obtained by measuring the difference
in weights of the specimen before and after experiment using an electronic balance
of precision 0.001 divided by total machining time for one set of experiment. In the
present experiment, the machining time was fixed for 6 min. The surface roughness
of the specimen after experiment was measured using stylus-type 2D profilometer of
make Taylor Hobson as shown in Fig. 1b with cut-off length (L) 0.8 mm and sample
length (L) of 4.2 mm. The depth of cut as per machine reading has been recorded.

2.1 Design of Experiments

The experiments were designed using Taguchi L9 orthogonal array (Table 1) to
know the influence of process parameters such as pulse current, pulse on time, and
pulse off time on electro-discharge machining performance in term of MRR, surface
roughness, and depth of cut. The selection of process parameters was on the basis of
several literature survey and trial run.
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Fig. 1 a Spark electro-discharge system and machine and b 2D profilometer

Fig. 2 a Electro-discharge machined specimen and b copper rod as tool electrode

Table 1 Levels and factor for
Taguchi L9 orthogonal array

Parameters Units Levels

Pulse current (I) A 10, 12, 14

Pulse on time (Ton) µs 50, 100, 175

Pulse off time (Toff) µs 30, 40, 75

2.2 Multi-Criteria Optimization Technique

2.2.1 The Additive Ratio Assessment (ARAS)

The additive ratio assessment (ARAS) was introduced in 2010 by Turskis and Zavad-
skas [18].ARAS is aMCDMwhich evaluates the performanceof selected alternatives
as well as compares the scores of those selected alternatives with the ideal alterna-
tive [19]. It has been successfully applied in the fields of economics, transportation,
technology, construction, and sustainable development [20]. The adopted algorithm
for AHP-ARAS is as follows:

Step 1: Formation of the decision matrix (D): The decision matrix obtained by
the experiment can be arranged into the matrix form where Ai represent number of
alternatives and Cj represent number of criteria.

C1 C2 C3 · · · C j
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D �

A1

A2

A3

...
Ai

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

d11 d12 d13 · · · d1 j
d21 d22 d23 · · · d1 j
d31 d32 d33 · · · d3 j
...

...
...

. . .
...

di1 di2 αi3 · · · di j

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

Step 2: Addition of the optimal Cn value in D: In this experiment MRR, DC is
considered as benefit criteria and SR is considered as non-benefit criteria.

d0n � max
m

(dmn), for benefit criteria

d0n � min
m

(dmn), for non−benefit criteria

Step 3: Computation of normalized decision matrix (R).
Mostly, the criteria are a set of objects with different dimensions. The prime

motive of making the data comparable is only achieved by reducing it into dimen-
sionless weighted values. This process is called normalization, and the resultant
matrix obtained from the decision matrix is called normalized decision matrix (R).

[r ](i× j) �

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

(dmn)∑i
m�1(dmn)

, for benefit criteria
(
1/
dmn

)

∑i
m�1

(
1/
dmn

) , for non−benefit criteria
(n � 1, 2, 3, . . . , j)

Step 4: Creation of weighted normalized decision matrix (W ).
In step 4, the weight of the criteria is multiplied with the normalized value of the

data. It is done in order for the criteria to influence the output of the problem.

ϕmn � ωm × rmn

ωm is the weights of the responses which is being evaluated through AHP and the
relative weights are shown in table

MRR SR DC

0.722127 0.1916 0.086272

Step 5: Calculation of the optimality function (Sm).

Sm �
j∑

n�1

(ϕmn), (m � 0, 1, 2, . . . , i)
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Optimality function is the sum of all the weighted normalized value of an alter-
native for the different criteria.

Stage 6: Figure out the degree of utility Km for each of the alternatives.

Km � Sm

Si

where Km is the weightage of the alternatives and Si is the Max value of all alterna-
tives.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Microstructure and Hardness

Microstructure of the casted AA7050-10 (wt) % B4Cmetal matrix composite shows
that the boron carbide particles are fairly distributed with proper incorporation as
shown in Fig. 3. Some particles clustering as well as particle-free regions are seen
in the microstructure. The B4C particles are surrounded by Ti compounds due to the
application of K2TiF6 flux. Figure 4 shows the microstructure of EDM surface, and
some cracks were identified that may be due to increase in pulse energy. Also, some
spherical deposits were also seen, and this may be due to poor flushing which could
not expel the machining debris from the machined surface. The hardness value of
the composite recorded as 132 HV.

Fig. 3 Microstructure of composite
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3.2 Impact of Process Parameters

Electro-discharge machining is thermo-electric process of machining the work
material. Pulse energy has great influence on the machining performance. The metal
removal rate and depth of cut increases with increase in pulse current, the number
of spark increases which intern removes more materials (Fig. 4). On the other hand,
if pulse current increases, the surface roughness of workpiece increases. When the
pulse current increases, it creates bigger size crates andwhich intern increases surface
roughness (Fig. 4) [8, 13]. Depth of cut in EDM process increases with increase in
pulse energy (Fig. 5), although depth of cut and surface roughness are influenced by
pulse off time, as the low pulse off time is unable to remove the melted debris from
the machining surface and the debris gets re-solidify in the machining area which

Fig. 4 EDM surface

Fig. 5 MRRVs Ip and SR versus Ip
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Fig. 6 DC versus IP

are called recast layers, eventually increases the surface roughness and decreases the
actual depth of cut [21] (Fig. 6).

3.3 Ranks of the Alternatives

By following the steps of AHP-ARAS algorithm, the ranks of the selected alter-
natives were evaluated and listed in Table 2. The alternatives having higher value
of weightage were considered as most effective alternative and those having least
weightage was considered as worst alternative. From the experiment, it was noticed
that run number 9 was ranked first with 96.07% weightage and run number 1 is
ranked last with 24.69% weightage.

3.4 Sensitivity Analysis

The sensitivity analysis of the proposed AHP-ARAS, MCDM model was done by
interchanging the weights of the criterions, and subsequently, the ranks of the alter-
natives were obtained. In the present experiment, four possible combinations were
proposed namely C1, C2, C3, and C4. C1 was made by interchanging the weights of
MRR with weight of surface roughness, C2 was made by interchanging the weight
of MRR with depth of cut, C3 was made by interchanging the weight of surface
roughness and depth of cut, and C4 was made without interchanging the weights.
The ranks of all combinations are listed in Table 3. Experiment number 9 has been
ranked first, and experiment number 1 has been ranked last in three combinations out
of four (Fig. 7). All other alternatives are moreover the same; hence from sensitivity
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Table 3 Sensitivity analysis C1 C2 C3 C4

9 8 9 9

7 7 8 7

5 5 5 5

8 9 7 8

4 2 6 4

3 1 3 3

6 6 4 6

2 4 2 2

1 3 1 1

Fig. 7 Sensitivity analysis

analysis, it was concluded that the proposed MCDM model was consistent. There-
fore, proposed ARASmodel can be used for finding the optimum process parameters
for electro-discharge machining of AA7050-10 (wt) % B4C MMC.
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4 Conclusion

AA7050/B4C metal matrixes’ composite has been developed successfully by stir
casting technique with the use of flux K2TiF6 and degasser (hexachloroethane).
From the experiment, the following conclusions were drawn:

1. Microstructure shows the fair distribution of B4C particle with encapsulating
layers of Ti compounds at particle–matrix interface.

2. Hardness of the composite material was recorded as 132 HV.
3. Ranks of the alternatives are obtained by AHP-ARAS, MCDM method.
4. From ARASmodel, it is found that experiment number 9 is ranked first followed

by experiment number 2 and 6 and experiment number 1 is ranked last.
5. Ip 14 (A), T on 175 (µs), and T off 40 (µs) were the best process parameter, and

the responses obtained from this input parameters were MRR 0.0293 (g/min),
surface roughness 6.6317 (µm), and depth of cut 1.43 (mm).

6. Sensitivity analysis of the proposedmodel suggests that theAHP-ARAS,MCDM
model is consistent and can be used to obtain the best process parameters of
electro-discharge machine.
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Supply Chain Issues and Challenges
for Cement Industries of India: A Case
Study

Ankur Taak and Ravinder Kumar

Abstract Supply chain management (SCM) has become very important element for
modern industry success. SCM integrates the all inbound and outbound activities of a
company. Cement industries are the core manufacturing sectors affecting the growth
of modern India. The cement industries in India are facing different challenges in
modern time of competition. After GST implementation in India, cement industries
face many issues and challenges. Supply chain of cement industries has transformed
a lot. In this paper, authors have discussed the supply chain issues and challenges of
cement industries in India and the impact of GST (Goods and Service Tax) have also
been discussed. Old supply chain, modified supply chain, and critical factors like
warehousing eliminations and effect on sale of cement are discussed. Authors have
studied the supply chain issues and challenges in Indian cement industries in this
research paper. SAP–LAP methodology has been applied for case study. Different
factors which play a role in current scenario for Indian cement industries have been
studied. Different issues and challenges having influence on performance of case
organization have been discussed. Reduction in logistics and transportation cost,
reduction in time of delivery and reduction in production cost are few main benefits
for Indian cement industries in post GST scenario.

Keywords Supply chain management · Cement industry · SAP–LAP · India

1 Introduction

Cement is the most consumable building material after water in the construction
industry all over the globe. It is an irreplaceable ingredient for construction. Cement
is a mixed product of limestone, shell clay, and iron. In India, there are various
cement industries like Ambuja Cements, ACC Cement, etc. Portland is the common
type of cement usedworldwide these days. As India is a developing country, there is a
huge demand for cement in construction and infrastructure areas. On the other hand,
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there are a number of challenges too for Indian cement Industries, i.e., productivity
improvement, reduction in production cost, environmental friendly production, and
improvement in distribution channel. Noche and Elhasia [1] observed that globaliza-
tion brings opportunities and challenges to cement industries. Sahu and Sharma [2]
studied SCM practices of Indian cement industries. A number of innovative projects
and schemes are being run to manage operations in these industries. Jangra [3] stated
that major demand for cement in India is from the housing sector. Indian government
focused on infrastructure development in 12th five years plan (2012–2017).

2 Methodology

In this research paper, SAP–LAP methodology is adopted for finding out the issues
and challenges in XYZ Ltd. There are primary and secondary data that are used to
analyze the case study. Primary data is collected by interview of head of supply chain
management in case organization for different departments i.e., procurement, sales,
R&D, etc. supplier is evaluated on the basis of on-time delivery with right quantity
in case organization. Secondary data is learning action on the identified factor which
is analyzed by face-to-face interview. Current methodology is very efficient for case
studies in cement sector or any other manufacturing sector.

3 Literature Review

Shukla et al. [4] observed that customization of the logistics networks, technical
data handling and storage cost are some of the limitations in profit of SC. Busse
et al. [5] characterized the topic of sustainability in global supply chain. Gupta et al.
[6] stressed on policy formation at government and organizational level which can
help in improving sustainability both in design and management of supply chain.
Amrina et al. [7] proposed fuzzy criteria for sustainable manufacturing evaluation in
cement industry. Compos et al. [8] observed that involvement of all partners of SC
can improve the innovation potential in sustainable manufacturing.

3.1 General Issues

Being the second largest producer, India cement industry gives jobs to million peo-
ples. This industry invites investors from local and global market. As a developing
economy, India has lot of demand for cement.

Demonetization in India (2016) raised many financial challenges for cement
industry such as fall in demand. Many infrastructure projects were stopped. Dif-
ferent government projects focused on infra help in raising demand. Implementation
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of GST (Goods and Service Tax) in India also affected the cement industries and its
supply chain management. Mahender et al. [9] observed that the cement industry has
reduction in expenses after GST. Indian cement sector can take advantages of after
GST scenario by concentrating on economical and supply chain management issues
by reducing unwanted warehousing.

3.2 Inbound Coordination Issues

In the case association inbound, coordination issues are supply chain cooperation,
inviting andhandlingquotation for rawmaterial, process planning, supplier collection
and assessment benchmarks, and customer order and market demand data flow in
supply chain management. Case association faces the issues in operation planning.
They requisite to make flexibility in supply chain controlling collaboration in supply
chain managing. Vertical and horizontal collaboration helps the case organization in
process planning. To solve issues of customers, there is need to organize frequent
meeting of dealers, distributors and key customers by case organization. Suppliers
should be rated and categorized on the basis of their performance.

3.3 Outbound Coordination Issues

Outbound coordination deals with all activities related to the delivery of finished
products to customer. Major issues arise after GST in India is change in tax slab
related to transport and logistics. Case organization finds it difficult to handle the
transportation issues from manufacturing plant to warehouse and retailers. It was
very difficult to track the delivery vehicles, and delivery gets delayed by days. To
solve this issue, case organization has hired a private player (3PL) for transportation
services.

There are some factors are identified which are affected by the GST.

Sale: In post-GST scenario, new tax slab of 28% have affected sale of cement. But
in long run the tax reduction on raw materials of cement can help in reduction of
cement and sales will improve with time.
Tax collection: In pre GST scenario, most of Indian cement distributers or retailers
were not paying sale and Income taxes. There were difference in sale records on-
papers and off-papers. In post GST scenario tax collection pattern have changed and
impacted sales of cement.
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Logistics cost: In post-GST scenario, procedure of paying taxes at entry point of
every state has been simplified. New simplified procedure of paying taxes have saved
transportation time and costs.
Transport: Before the GST transporters need to be go through out the different check
points (Tolls) to reach at warehouses. Due to different taxations in India cement man-
ufacturer are need tomakewarehouses in different states. But due toGSTwarehouses
are wiped and reduce in tax on transport transportation is easy. Now company need
to cement bags to direct distributer of consumer.
Warehouses: In post GST scenario, Supply chain of Indian cement industries have
wiped out warehouses. This step has resulted in saving of many charges of ware-
houses and transportation. In pre-GST scenario cement companies have to maintain
warehouses to avoid different taxations rates in different states. Lot of transportation
delay was there due to different checkpoints in different states.
Time of delivery: Warehouses and complex transportations cause more time of deliv-
ery. GST effects the time of delivery which is reduced because of the elimination of
warehouses and easy transport.
Row material cost: The previous scenario of tax rate on row material such as lime-
stone, Cole and other cement concretes was high but now it effected by GST this
cause into reduction of cost of raw material.
Production cost: One of major contributor in cost of cement is raw material. In post
GST scenario change in tax slab of raw materials have reduced its production cost.
Mode of payment: Most of traders, retailers, distributes in cement supply chain were
using cash as mode of payment in pre-GST scenario. But in post-GST scenario all
paymentsmodes changed to cheque or online payment. Even the payment toworkers,
staff members were supposed to be online or by cheque.
GST Slab: In post GST scenario rate of tax revised on cement to 28%. This have
affected the sale of cement in current trends. In pre GST tax on cement was 24%.
Awareness about GST software: All members of cement supply chain need to learn
about new GST tax calculation softwares and different methods of online banking.
Distributers: In pre-GST scenario, members of cement supply chain were not fol-
lowing procedures of filing sale taxes. In post-GST scenario paying tax as per new
GST slab have made mandatory for all members of cement supply chain.

3.4 Supply Chain Model

See Fig. 1.

4 Conclusion and Remarks

According to the research findings, cement industry lacks supply chain manage-
ment. Purpose of this study is to identify the issues and challenges of supply chain
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Supplier Manufacturer Warehouses Distributer 

Supplier Manufacturer Distributer 

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1 a Supply chain of cement organizations before suggested modifications in India. b Supply
chain of cement organizations after suggested modifications in India

management in Indian cement industries. Today’s cement industries are facing finan-
cial problem so more investors are required to invest in this sector. Since cement is a
commodity for which after sale services are not required but challenges like competi-
tive pricing and barriers in distribution channel force the cement companies to rethink
about their supply chain strategies. Due to 28% GST rate on cement sector, different
infrastructure projects got affected. But after working on SCM issues (elimination
of warehouses and multiple taxes) in cement sectors its overall cost got reduced.
Apart from these, cement sector have option to think about for further investment
and improvement in supply chain strategies. A modified supply chain model is given
for better understanding supply chain model in cement industries.
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Powder Metallurgy Processing
and Mechanical Characterization
of Iron-Based Composite Reinforced
with Alumina and Zirconium Diboride

Bhupendra Prakash Sharma, G. S. Rao and Umesh Kumar Vates

Abstract In the present manufacturing scenario, iron-based metal matrix compos-
ites are the key requirement for heavy vehicle and structural applications. But, due
to the problem of rapid oxidation during the development of iron-based composites,
this field is only limited up to few research level. In the present research work, an
easy formation of iron-based metal matrix composite materials are proposed through
powder metallurgy process with different mass fractions of zirconium diboride and
alumina reinforcement such as 5%Al2O3–10% ZrB2, 5%Al2O3–5% ZrB2, and 10%
Al2O3–10%ZrB2, all in the form of atomized particles. Further, microstructural read-
ings on cross section as well as surface of the bar and hardness measurements were
attained and investigated. Improved hardness and tensile strength are noted from
newly developed performs.

Keywords Composite · Powder metallurgy · Mechanical properties ·
Microstructural readings

1 Introduction

It is a great challenge to develop proposed metal matrix nanocomposite material
having adequate strength and hardness for heavy vehicle application, specifically in
chassis which contributes maximum weight fraction as an individual component of
any vehicle. Many researchers are striving to develop the metal matrix nanocompos-
ites by using the most suitable fabrication methodology as powder metallurgy (PM)
stir casting techniques and techniques [1]. The ferrous-based PM-processed struc-
tural parts have already been taken over by the automotive and off-highway vehicle
applications due to the fulfillment of desired characteristics of materials from PM
process. It is clear that alloy steels are suitable material for various applications such
as power plants, aircraft, marine industries, and bearing manufacturing units [2].
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The limiting factors in the development of PM-processed specimen are pressing and
sintering process.Without any doubt, the tensile strength, hardness, etc., are the most
significant factors that depend on production methodology. In the sintered products,
generally crack propogates during impact because of available pores act as stress
developer [3, 4]. Therefore, fabrication and study of the mechanical behavior of such
products under these loads are very important.

Few researches have already reported that strength of PM-processed metal matrix
nanocomposite will be improved for the same size of components. A reinforcement
of iron carbide, alumina, zirconium diboride, molybdenum carbide, and tungsten car-
bide also gives the better stiffness in the PM-processed components [5, 6]. It has been
given in the literature that tensile, impact, and fatigue characteristics of sintered part
are greatly influenced by temperature at which sintering is being conducted and time
allowed [7]. The micromechanism of fracture is highly influenced by the matrix [8,
9]. Characteristics of high density sintered material (Fe–4.0Ni–1.5Cu–0.5Mo–0.5C)
have already been studied by Moon [10]. It has been reported that the material char-
acteristics vary with temperature and pressure at sintering. Trivedi et al. [11] and
Rahimiana et al. [12] evaluated the sintering temperature particle size and sintering
time on alloys. In addition, at low particle size, the hardness, yield strength, compres-
sive strength ,and elongation to fracture were higher, as compared to coarse particles
size of alumina. Archarya [13] studied that the hardness value of iron aluminum by
varying composition of iron (0, 10, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40 wt%) increases with Fe content;
the best result has been obtained at 40% weight fraction of Fe particles (60% Al).
Maximum hardness � 76.90 VHN.

Thus, the present investigation is aimed to improve the strength, stiffness, and
desired mechanical properties by using sintered powder metallurgy process in alu-
mina–zirconium diboride nanoparticles reinforcement in Fe matrix through change
in its microstructure. Therefore, the strength of the powder metallurgy component
such as tensile strength, impact strength, and yield strength is in the range of 66–86%
of theoretical value. Hence, a challenge for researchers as improvement in desired
mechanical properties of material for the heavy vehicle application may be achieved
by applying innovative ways of fabrication methodology of the best suitable con-
tribution of selected particles. XRD and SEM analysis will be done on fabricated
Fe–Al2O3–ZrB2 nanocomposites to estimate the improvements in their present char-
acteristics than presently used chassis materials.

It is also a great challenge to adapt the suitable drilling process for newly devel-
oped hard, stiff, and high strength nanocomposite (Fe–Al2O3–ZrB2) material. The
drilling will be a very important process to create fine holes for chassis assembly in
heavy-duty vehicle application which is not possible from conventional drilling pro-
cess. The low-pressure water jet-assisted laser beam drilling has to be employed for
the drilling of Fe–Al2O3–ZrB2 because the present machining process is applicable
for hard semiconductor and insulator, whereasmanymore unconventionalmachining
techniques are reported only for hard and electrically conductive materials. There-
fore, the provision of low-pressure water jet assistance may be incorporated with
laser beam for proper material removal from semiconducting performs through ade-
quate flushing of the generated debris. Laser power, pulse width, pulse frequency,
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drilling speed, pulse duration, assisted water pressure, standoff distance (SOD), noz-
zle diameter, focal length, etc., are some important controllable process parameters
thatmay be considered in LBDprocess. The important processmeasureswhich could
be considered as hole taper, hole circularity, material removal rate (MRR), surface
finish, HAZ, recast layer, aspect ratio and spatter formation, etc. [14, 15].

It is evident that mass of the chassis or parts may be further reduced by introducing
such Fe-based metal matrix composite. PM technique is also important which need
to be adopted for fabrication of such newly proposed nanocomposite which improves
the hardness and the tensile strength as well.

2 Material and Design

Uniformly mixed compositions of metal matrix nanocomposite were compacted up
to 1 MN using a suitable die-set assembly on a 7 MN capacity hydraulic press.
Compacted performs were manually coated with the paste of concentrated acetone-
alumina mixture to save with oxidation during sintering process. After drying at
300 °C for 2 h in a muffle furnace, sintering operation was carried out in an elec-
tric furnace at the temperature of 1200 °C for a holding period of 1 h. Cylindrical
compacted performs having 22 mm of diameters were fabricated using PM tech-
nique. Hardness and tensile strength were tested in the strength of material lab at
Amity University, Noida. Standard ASTM guidelines were followed to conduct the
aforesaid mechanical testing.

The above specimens were prepared using compacting of the constituent powders
in the appropriate die-punch arrangement having 22 mm of diameters. Powders
of the entire constituent were weighted separately and mixed well. It is heated at
300 °C for 2 h to dry and then compressed by applying 1 MN force for compacting.
All the specimens were sintered at 1200 °C for 1 h. Figure 1 shows the different
compositions of the elements which have been fabricated under the same pressure
of powder metallurgy process. In this experiment, three specimen 5% Al2O3–5%
ZrB2, 5% Al2O3–10% ZrB2, 10% Al2O3–10% ZrB2 with Fe have been fabricated
using nanoparticles of ZrB2. Nanoparticle of one component is being used to fill the
intermolecular spacing which provides the more bond strength.

Microstructure of the 10%Al2O3–10%ZrB2 with Fe composite is shown in Fig. 2.
It is evident that the nano particles of ZrB2 filling the intermolecular spacing to make
the material comparatively very hard.

Figure 3 shows the influence and percentage contribution of Al2O3–ZrB2 in Fe on
the hardness of the plain matrix alloy and produced composites. It has been noticed
that hardness increases with the increase in ZrB2 along with Al2O3 particles, and it
is significantly higher than the hardness of the plain Fe as given in specimen number
‘0’. It is evident that hardness of 5% Al2O3–5% ZrB2 newly composite is greater
than the 99.2% pure Fe powder processed through PM as trial 1. Similarly, trial 2 and
trial 3 have been performed on 5% Al2O3–10% ZrB2 and 10% Al2O3–10% ZrB2,
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Fig. 1 Different compositions of Al2O3 and ZrB2 in Fe

Fig. 2 Microstructure of powdered metallurgies Fe with 10% Al2O3–10% ZrB2

respectively, for the estimation of hardness. It is cleared that hardness of the present
composite 10% Al2O3–10% ZrB2 is highest as trial 3.

The influence and percentage contribution of Al2O3–ZrB2 in Fe on the tensile
strength is reported inFig. 4. It has beennoticed that tensile strength increaseswith the
increase in the percentage of ZrB2 along with Al2O3 particles, and it is significantly
higher than the tensile strength of the plain Fe as given in specimen number ‘0’. It
is evident that the tensile strength of 5% Al2O3–5% ZrB2 reinforced newly formed
composite material is greater than that of the 99.2% pure Fe powder processed
through PM as in trial 1. Similarly, trial 2 and trial 3 have been performed on 5%
Al2O3–10% ZrB2 and 10% Al2O3–10% ZrB2 respectively for the estimation of
tensile strength. It is cleared that hardness of the present composite 10%Al2O3–10%
ZrB2 is highest as trial 3.
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Fig. 3 Hardness of powdered metallurgy-processed specimen

Fig. 4 Tensile strength of powdered metallurgy-processed specimen

3 Conclusion

Powder metallurgy has been found the most appropriate method for fabrication of
nanometal matrix composite of such hardest material. As per the ASTM standard,
the specimens were fabricated to conduct the hardness and tensile strength test. 10%
Al2O3–10% ZrB2 with Fe is the best suitable combination to give the highest tensile
strength as well as the high hardness among the four specimens. It is also evident
that volume of the third specimen is comparatively low compared to others. It may
be suggested that such newly developed metal matrix composite may be used for
heavy vehicles application, which can wear more loads with compact in size.
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Challenges for Effective and Efficient
Supply Chain Management for Fast
Moving Electrical Goods (FMEG):
A Case Study

Ravinder Kumar and Ankur Taak

Abstract Fast Moving Electrical Goods (FMEG) industries are among the most
dynamic industry these days. Short product life cycle, intricate supply chain, unpre-
dictable demand, tight profit margins are major challenges for FMEG industries.
Scarcity of rawmaterial, unpredictable delay in transportation from foreign suppliers,
non-availability of affordable skilled labor, changing customer demand have com-
pletely transformed the electric goods industries. Increasing demand for good-quality
low-cost products is giving abundant opportunities of growth to FMEG industries
if they manage issues and challenges of supply chain management (SCM). In this
research paper, authors have studied the issues and challenges of FMEG supply chain
using situation actor process–learning action performance (SAP–LAP)methodology.
Authors have observed that Indian FMEG are facing challenges like supply chain
collaboration (outsourcing of non-core operations, vertically integrating core com-
petencies), retail integration, supply risk management (natural, terrorism, demand
and supply), supply chain planning (demand-driven supply chains), reverse logistic,
sustainability, and green supply chain and digital supply chain.

Keywords Supply chain management · Fast Moving Electrical Goods ·
Opportunities and challenges

1 Introduction

Fast moving electrical goods industry is a dynamic industry in global competition.
Fast moving electrical goods have large application in commercial and residential
places. Life cycle of FMEGproducts is very short, and for existence FMEG industries
need to continuously focus on innovation and design change. To reduce fluctuation in
demand, these industries need to continuously study consumer behavior in relation
to communication, entertainment, lifestyle, and change in organizing their lives. Fast
moving electrical goods industry is the backbone of any country to grow in national
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economics. FMEG industries are facing many challenges and issues in managing
the supply chain network. These industries need strategic planning while handling
key issues of SCM. Birhanu et al. [1] observed that supply chain strategies can help
in improving competitiveness of industries. Supply chain strategy is used to show
competitiveness and position in the market against the competitor.

2 Literature Review

International supply chain develops multifaceted due to fast growth of number of
vigorous interaction which must be handled. FMEG industries are categorized by
short product life cycle, discerned product, and nonlinearly in engineering process.
These industries are also facing a volatile market due to unpredicted demand of
customers. Al-Shboul et al. [2] discussed the seven dimensions (strategic supplier
partnership, level of data allocation, consumer facility administration, internal lean
practices, deferment, and total quality management) of supply chain management
(SCM) practices. SCM practices have a positive effect on supply chain performance.
Bala and Kumar [3] developed a framework of growth and flexibility in the supply
chains. Battezzati and Mangnani [4] analyzed the supply chain of FMEG and the
durables goods in Italy and discussed the manufacturing postponement and general
lack of scale economic methods. Cunningham and Dale [5] investigated the effect
of delivery performance of suppliers on the company’s own delivery assurance and
reputation. Forgionne and Guo [6] observed that information sharing between supply
chainmembers improves performance of supply chain.Gorane andKant [7] observed
that organization can gain the keenness by rising the efficiency of manufacturing
operations and fulfilling the changing need of customer and employees.

3 Methodology

Case study has been prepared by collecting data from primary and secondary sources.
Primary data information has been collected, mainly through face-to-face interview
with supply chain management department manager in case organization which is
located at NCR of Delhi. Secondary data has been developed from the literature
review of published resource andWeb site of organization. As requested by the com-
pany, to maintain the confidentiality of information the name of the company is not
revealed in this research paper. Aim of this research paper is to find out the chal-
lenges for effective and efficient supply chainmanagement for FastMovingElectrical
Goods using sap–lapmethodology. These interfaces are situation (S), actors (A), pro-
cess (P). The situation represents the present condition and environment of a case
organization. LAP is devised in three components. Learning issues represent from
(L), action recommended (A), and estimated enhancement in performance in (P).
The purposed model not only discussed the challenges in SCM of FMEG industry
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but also examined how to deal with the challenges and flexible supply chain man-
agement.

4 Profile for Case Organization

XYZ Ltd. one of the leading Fast Moving Electrical Goods corporations in India
was established in 1983. The case organization earned all these 28 years to acquire
a distinctive identity for its brand as well as company name. Case organization is
located in NCR of Delhi. The firm has product ranging from home and kitchen appli-
ances, lighting from domestic, LED lights, switchgears, commercial and industrial
application, fans, domestic circuit protection switchgear, home cables and wires,
orientation motor, and capacitor among others. Case organization owns some of the
most prestigious Indian brands like Havells, LLoyd, Crabtree, Standard Electric,
and Promtest. XYZ Ltd. has 23 represented offices with over 6000 specialists in
over 50 countries. In India, the company has 11 manufacturing plants located in
Haridwar, Baddi, Noida, Faridabad, Bengaluru, and Ghaziabad. The plant located
at city Ghaziabad is established in 2009 and have 250 employees with total area
covered of 120,000 square feet. The plant is state of the art of low-voltage power
capacitor. Manufacturing products are industrial switchgear—ACBs, MCCB, load
bank, capacitor CFL component. The company has different plants with different
manufacturing units at different locations in NCR of Delhi. The following are driven
factors for case organization to become one of the largest companies in the world.

• Ecosphere’s better quality
• Good supply chain network
• Delivery on time with right quantity
• Industrial innovation
• High professionalism
• Solution provides capability
• Exceedingly inspired and knowledgeable and innovated manpower
• Supports of mobile service provider
• Brilliant training in maintenance
• Give huge offers to customers
• Replacement of product
• Good relationship with all the members of supply chain management and cus-
tomers.

4.1 Inbound Coordination Issues

These days, FMEG industry is most dynamic and fast growing. To maintain the
delivery of right quantity, at right time requires efficient supply chain management.
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The superiority of products depends on quality of raw material. Suppliers supply
raw material as per the order placed by case organization. Implementation of supply
chain management is always challenging. Coordination issues of SCM are divided
into inbound coordination issues and outbound coordination issues. The inbound
coordination issues deal with handling quotations for rawmaterial, supplier selection
and evaluation parameters, customer orders, preparation according tomarket demand
and data sharing. Complete procurement operations are called inbound logistics. All
orders are based on demand of customers and market scenario.

4.2 Outbound Coordination Issues

In outbound synchronization, altered activities correlated with customer/buyer
demand arematched. There are different activities involved in outbound coordination
such as ordermanagement finished good inventory, production at low economic order
quantity, forecasting and replacement, risk management, wrapping and handling and
conveyance.

5 Conclusion Remarks

Today’s fast moving electrical goods (FMEG) industry is facing many challenges
in their supply chain management. In this research paper, challenging factors are
identified on the basis of the literature review which is shown above. SAP-LAP
methodology is adopted to study the challenges of SCM, by personnel interview of
different department heads of case organization. Due to fast-changing global market,
supply chain becomes complex and need of flexibility of supply chain arises. Short
product life cycle, intricate supply chain, unpredictable demand, tight profit margins
are major challenges for FMEG industries. Scarcity of raw material, unpredictable
delay in transportation from foreign suppliers, non-availability of affordable skilled
labor, changing customers’ demand have completely transformed the fast moving
electrical goods industry. Customer demands for good-quality, cost-effective prod-
ucts give abundant opportunities for fast growth of FMEG industries.

• Case organization needs to form inventory management policy.
• Less use of modern IT and communication tools has high impact on supply chain
management in case organization.

• Case organization evaluates the suppliers on the basis of parameters like worth
and delivery of quality products, but some other parameters like distribution lead
time, ability to serve in alternative, ability to produce in small batch size should
be involved and supply rating/evaluation matrix should be designed.

• Government policies have high impact on FMEG industry.
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This work helps in guiding the FMEG industries and will solve various issues
coming while developing new supply chain strategies.
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Investigation of Titanium as Thin Film
Deposited Material Thereon Effect
on Mechanical Properties

Gaurav Gupta and R. K. Tyagi

Abstract In this article state of art of research on thin film deposition and their inter-
action with bulk material, along with morphological changes and their behaviour
under different loading conditions are analysed, and hence, performances are
reviewed. Researchers have put significant efforts to predict changes in structural
property and their influences on performances of these coatings. These coatings can
exhibit adaptive and chameleon kind attributes. The physical and structural proper-
ties of the element used for coating had relationship between amorphisation, chem-
ical structure, chemical properties and thus altering performance of coated sample.
Here, we selected mechanical properties as an indicator of performance measure.
Material’s microstructure, elastic modulus, hardness, roughness, lattice parameters,
etc. as a function of the deposition might be examined by SEM, TEM, XRD, EDS,
AFM, etc. and analysed by tribological applications, nanomechanical measurements,
nanoindentation, wear behaviour and microabrasion. For tribological applications of
materials; hardness and elastic modulus plays an significant role and mechanical
properties of coated thin films is measured by nanoindentation, nanomechanical
measurements. Here, a critical examination and review of theoretical and experi-
mental frameworks are presented for better understanding of mechanical properties
and metallurgical characteristics.

Keywords Thin film · Nanocoating ·Mechanical property ·Wear property ·
PVD · CVD

1 Introduction

With the advent of newer material, newer technologies and methods, enhanced life
cycle of continuous mating and load-bearing parts, a greater emphasis in recent years
have been on thin film development henceforth in its characterization investigating
into material and surface properties especially at nanoscale.
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There exists few studies in last decade representing facts on wear, mechanical
properties and coefficient of friction at different environment (such as temperature
and corrosion), for which a critical examination and review of theoretical and exper-
imental frameworks are presented for better understanding of mechanical properties
and metallurgical characteristics. Thin films deposited by various techniques such
as PVD, CVD exhibits excellent potential to suit variety of technically challenging
environments.

Different coating techniques find its usefulness in vast applications which can be
broadly categorized as per their functionality such as mechanical, electrical, optical,
chemical, medical, decorative, etc. [1]. Various deposition techniques are employed
these days such as physical vapour deposition consisting evaporation and sputter-
ing techniques and chemical vapour deposition consisting of thermal growth and
polymerization techniques.

Coatings specially in the form of nanoparticles are finding its place in our day-
to-day life in all range of products from food to all kind of FMCG products around
1600+ products are recognized as products infused with some sort of nanocoatings
[2] thus this is an emerging science finding attention from all disciplines be it people
fromphysics, chemistry, biology,material scientists,medical professionals and space
industry [3, 4]. A more in-depth knowledge of nanotechnology and nanomachining
along with techniques of smoothing is required for better understanding of friction
and wear [5]. Variety of materials are used in numerous fields among that titanium,
silicon and zinc are the most extensively used nanomaterials also in the form of thin
film coatings commercially used at mass level. Among these Ti is most versatile
material employed for numerous mechanical applications due to its properties but
has certain limitation hence oxides, nitrides and some alloying elements are infused
to overcome the problem. Ti and its nitrides in combination of constituting elements
such as Al, Si and Cr present fair performance under the influence of extreme condi-
tions [6–9]. Lot of efforts are made to produce Ti-based thin filmwhich is adaptive in
nature such as self-healing, antibacterial properties along with other properties such
as antifogging [10, 11].

Due to limitations of manufacturing specially subtractive asperity present at the
surface of tool, die, mating parts, moving parts acts as a wedge sliding on a surface
hence increases friction henceforth wear and effect other mechanical properties [12].
Toovercome this PVDandCVDtechniques of coatings are employedwhichproduces
better results than obtained by conventional methods by forming layers of small grain
sizes which essentially consist of usually two phases amorphous andmonocrystalline
phase.

2 Methodology

Based on problem and literature, survey selection of material to be deposited is taken
and further the technique for coating is selected which shall fulfil the requirement.
Here, basically vacuum coating processes are analysed which is further classified
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Fig. 1 Work process flow
for thin film coatings
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broadly as physical vapour deposition (PVD) and chemical vapour deposition (CVD)
which are further characterized as evaporation, sputtering and polymerization, ther-
mal growth techniques. Figure 1 shows sequence of work process flow adopted by
researchers to enhance properties as desired by thin film surface coatings.

2.1 Titanium Coating

For industrial applications, titanium coatings are intensively investigated and anal-
ysed which are formed in the form of single layer or multilayer which due to its good
mechanical andwear resistance propertiesmakes it a suitable candidate for providing
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coating over cutting tools and mating parts but Ti oxidizes rapidly at higher tempera-
tures for which combination materials are employed to counteract shortcomings [12,
13].

2.2 Morphology of Coatings

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)
Solids are surface imagined by using electron beam in the form of primary and sec-
ondary electrons where a beam of electrons known as primary electrons are directed
towards sample which on interacting get scattered are some are sent back in the
form of secondary electrons which are utilized to imagine surface of solid. Bonding
between substrate and coating materials can also be analysed by SEM image Fig. 2.
Gross et al. [14] had grown Ti films on a low-temperature growth environment on a
stainless steel substrate where in the presence of nitrogen highly polycrystalline films
are obtained, it is of significance that morphology of films obtained under varying
process parameters remains same. Heterogeneous size of grains is present. Ti film
shows gap among clusters of cauliflower-like structure which is found similar to
what was stated by other researchers with an average particle size of 200 nm [15].

Demas et al. deposited TiN, TiAlN and CrN on steel substrate to determine thin
film hardness, elastic modulus, surface morphology and effect of these on nanome-
chanical properties. Which shows the presence of unreactive Ti macro particles,
in the morphology of a coated substrate. With the significant reduction in surface
roughness of coated substrate from 124 nm RMS to 60 nm RMS [16].

Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)
Surface roughness is lower during coating process/during thin film growth. AFM
measurements Fig. 3 are performed using a cantilever—whose material is noncon-
ductive or conductive with a fixed arm length and arm width usually in μm with
some fixed spring constant having round tip at an angle and radius operating under
some resonance prefixed frequency. AFM had major limitation of repeatability [17].

Georgiadis et al. [18] obtained films on H13 hot work steel where a common
microstructure is visible where a dense microstructure in the form of microcolumns
in perpendicular direction is found with increase in nitriding processes time it is
found as increase in thickness of diffusion layer. AFM image indicates waviness of
surface texture which is associated with roughness it is noted that lower values of
sputter coated thin films this roughness is usuallymoderated due to reduction in grain
size, though deposition time may affect coarseness of grain. Fu et al. showed that
deposition of TiN on TiNi does not changes surface morphology roughness value
obtained around 40 nm with average grain size of 300–400 nm with presence of
oxide layer and carbon diffusion layer of 20 and 5 nm, respectively [19].

X-Ray Diffraction (XRD)
Zhang et al. [15] show a preferred orientation (0 0 2) in pure Ti film which also
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Fig. 2 SEM view of a Ti sample observed at a different magnification

Fig. 3 Three dimensional
AFM images showing
surface roughness of sample
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Fig. 4 XRD pattern of the TiN coated sample

Fig. 5 TEM morphology of Ti coated sample

exhibited hexagonal closed packed (hcp) structure as is obvious from Fig. 4. Rebholz
et al. [20] observed that α lattice with increase in carbon content expands there are
deformation and expansion of lattice as is suggested by peak position and intensity
changes in α (1 0 0).

XRD pattern of the Ti–6Al–4V–2B4C coated AISI 1040 steel [21] coatings does
not show any peak oxide in XRD whereas wider peaks is due to orientation, ran-
domness and size of particles present at nanoscale exhibiting peak at 35.1°, 40.25°,
62.87°, 71°, 77° with orientation (1 0 0), (1 0 1), (1 1 0), (1 0 3), (1 1 2) also sug-
gesting absence of intermetallic layer. Fu et al. [19] observed a gradual phase change
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from martensite to austenite during XRD analysis at gradual elevated temperatures;
at room temperature, it is dominated by presence of martensite.

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)
TEM images (Fig. 5) confirm reported studies by others where clear crystallinity
with equiax grain is present in pure Ti film. α and β polycrystalline structure are
present in thin film [15].

Increased presence of carbon during sputtering process enhances densification
of coated material [22]. Formation of coatings which are at nanolevel had shown
significant improvement in mechanical properties [23, 24].

3 Conclusion

Above study presents utility of thin film deposition of titanium on a suitable bulk
material using some suitable technique introduces significant changes which can
be controlled as per desire. For achieving desired results, deposition parameters
play an important role. The deposition parameters of layer to be deposited have
significant effect on structural morphology and therefore reflected while measuring
mechanical properties such as hardness, surface roughness, elasticity, etc. which is an
interactive result of structure and composition of topmost layer affecting behaviour
during tribological test, corrosion test, etc.

Deposited thin film has shown a significant increase in hardness and elastic mod-
ulus up to 6.8 and 77 GPa, respectively.

SEM images have confirmed presence of heterogeneous grain forming a polycrys-
talline layer in presence of nitrogen with significant reduction in surface roughness
of coated substrate 124–60 nm RMS but also had shown gap among clusters.

AFM image indicates roughness value with presence of oxide layer up to 20 nm
and carbon diffusion layer 5 nm with average grain size of 300–400 nm. Waviness
associated with roughness is prominently noted.

Profile studies signify thin layer residing on top of substrate present up to few
nanometres. This thin film on the top significantly improves load bearing, wear and
friction resistance.

XRD shows any peak oxide in XRD whereas wider peaks is due to orienta-
tion, randomness and size of particles present at nanoscale exhibiting peak at 35.1°,
40.25°,62.87°, 71°, 77° with orientation (1 0 0), (1 0 1), (1 1 0), (1 0 3), (1 1 2) also
suggesting absence of intermetallic layer.

To have enhanced properties, most importantly mechanical, electrical and mag-
netic, it is very much necessary to have selection of a controlled process by virtue
of which lattice structure, grain size, crystallographic orientation and shape can be
controlled.
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Abstract A philosophy, that describes an integration of advanced tools and tech-
niques into the production layout of any industry for optimizing human resources,
time, assets, and hence overall productivity, termed as ‘lean’ in the manufacturing
or business environment. In present scenario, it is a verdict that effective manufac-
turing environment is not fulfilled the gap between entrepreneurship and organi-
zational demand which remains competition for further improvements in product
quality under barriers. The responses appear evident that concerns are always try-
ing to reduce wastes in operations in order to become more profitable. Therefore,
an attempt has been made for implementing lean practices in organization which
need commitment toward tremendous learning experience against identification and
recognition of critical barriers such as human resource level barriers (HLBs), time
level barriers (TLBs), and asset level barriers (ALBs) which affect implementation
process due to individual/employee/group level, waste time in production, infrastruc-
tures, facilities, and equipment, respectively. Main aim of research is to measure the
effectiveness of HLBs, TLBs, and ALBs using an analytical network process (ANP)
framework. It is suggested that ALBs are the most critical category which impacts
43.26%, trailed by HLBs, i.e., 35.17% and lastly TLBs, i.e., 21.55% directly on
implementation. Key findings of this research may strengthen the top managements
and decision makers in identification and recognition of category of hindrances dur-
ing implementation of lean manufacturing on their shop floor. Also it helps them to
derive suitable strategies to overcome identified barriers before implementation of
lean practices.
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1 Introduction

With preceding scenario, it is a verdict to explore such a manufacturing environment
to remain in the competition. The responses appear evident that concerns are always
trying to reduce wastes on working shop floor to become more productive [1]. Lean
manufacturing (LM) bring up to a process of manufacturing improvements with
the intention of maximizing production flow through eliminating waste which is
based on the vital goal of Toyota production system (TPS). Few manufacturing
sectors appreciate the standing of practicing lean techniques. However, some of
those have applied the same with indispensable acquaintances and demonstrated
tools to achieve the lean environment in their business units [2]. LM includes value
stream to embrace all the processes and operations to transform raw materials into
actionable goods and services, counting non-value-adding activities and necessary
non-value-adding activities. Management of the value stream is a managerial tool for
planning a production process concerning actual initiatives of LM techniques through
systematic data synthesis and analysis [2]. It is a verified process for planning the
improvements which allow companies to develop lean practices [3].

Manufacturing sectors are continually striving to upsurge productivity of their
units. Their goal is to fulfill the customer’s demand enabling with exact product,
quality, features, quantity, and value within stipulated time [2]. The main idea is to
find out the factors enhancing elimination of excess material movements, redundant
inventory and production, waiting and delays, bottlenecks, over processing, excess
worker motion, and the need for rework and corrections. Manufacturing process flow
steps must be examined to determine that whether it is adding or not adding value to
the product. If it is not adding value, the process should be deputized to outsourcing
company or some other alternatives in order to focus the worker on value-added
acts of its core units of the business. Intensifying challenges in the present global
competition have driven many manufacturing sectors to adopt new manufacturing
management strategies in order to enhance its efficiency and competitiveness. Manu-
facturing sectors have taken LMsystem as awidely acceptable and adaptable practice
across countries and industries [4].

Therefore, the aim of this research is to further discuss the issues related to LM
implementation in the manufacturing sectors. The investigation focuses on the iden-
tification and recognition of critical barriers such as HLBs, TLBs, and ALBs during
LM implementation process. At present, the LM objectives and strategies are not
incorporated in the business strategy due to lacking in metrics and identification of
barriers during the implementation process. Thus, it is necessary to identify andmea-
sure the effectiveness of categories of these barriers. Barriers are categorized into
three domains such as human resource, time, and asset level due to their equal effect
on implementation process in the manufacturing sectors. In Table 1, the comparison
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Table 1 Comparison of HLBs, TLBs, and ALBs during LM practice [2, 3, 6]

Sl. No. Distinguishing
attributes

HLBs TLBs ALBs

1. Decisions and
appropriate
action

Awareness gap Awareness gap Awareness gap

2. Quality of
instructions

Medium High High

3. Remediation or
feedback

Less accurate Less accurate Less accurate

4. Enhancement of
latest tools and
techniques

Increase
reluctance

Increase
reluctance

Increase
reluctance

5. Autonomy Reduce
teamwork

Reduce
teamwork

Reduce
teamwork

6. Creative chaos Reduce
innovation

Reduce
innovation

Reduce
innovation

7. Redundancy Reduce
complimentary
skill development

Reduce
complimentary
skill development

Reduce
complimentary
skill development

8. Requisite variety
of trust

Reduce
interaction

Reduce
interaction

Reduce
interaction

9. Flexibility Unpleasant
working

Bounded
working

Bounded
working

10. Lacking with
innovative ideas

Update learning Update learning Update learning

among HLBs, TLBs, and ALBs has been done as per identified attributes. The main
significance of this research is to evaluate differences between HLBs, TLBs, and
ALBs in the form of percentage effectiveness for the ease of decision maker to iden-
tify themost effective category of LM implementation barriers to overcome them pri-
oritywise. Therefore, an ANP model framework is presented for modeling the effect
of HLBs, TLBs, and ALBs on the basis of interdependent variables. The framework
provides support to the top management in analyzing the variables affecting decision
making, flexibility, innovation, and competitiveness. Using an ANP approach in the
context of LM Implementation, an influence of various dimensions of barriers can be
evaluated. It also explicitly considers the influence of determinants on one another.
Since dimensions and determinants of LM implementation barriers have systematic
characteristics, they have been integrated into to one model as shown in Fig. 1. These
systematic relationships represent the true linkages and interdependencies of these
various determinants [5] (Table 2).
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Fig. 1 ANP-based model for modeling the metrics of HLBs, TLBs, and ALBs during LM practice

Table 2 Abbreviation key
FWF Flexible workforce SI Supplier

involvement

HRM Human resource
management

FWP Flexible workplace

RO Resource
optimization

TMC Top management
commitment

ST Sharing resources
and technology

ORB Operator-related
barriers

ITI Information
technology
integration

TRB Technology-related
barriers

CFS Customer feedback
system

MRB Management-
related
barriers
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2 Impact of LM Implementation Barriers: A Review
of Literature

Amid the changing procedure, different methodological troubles are associated with
the procedure. The troubles are the hindrances to fruitful execution of lean manufac-
turing. To expel these hindrances, it initially needs to learn about the squanders that
prompt these boundaries as follows:

1. Overproduction: Producing in overabundance or too early brings about poor
stream of merchandise and data and causes abundance of stock [7].

2. Defects: Frequent and various mistakes in printed material and quality issues
in the item or material outcomes in scrap or revamp and corrupted conveyance
execution.

3. Unnecessary stock: Excessive capacity and deferral of data or items, brings about
surfeit stock and costs, which prompts poor client benefit.

4. Inappropriate processing: Doing the work processes using wrong systems, pro-
cedures or set of tools often, when a much simpler approach might turn out to be
more effective.

5. Excessive transportation: Extra movement of operators, goods, and information
results in wastage of time and cost [8].

6. Waiting: Long periods of inactivity of goods, operators, machines, and informa-
tion result in poor flow and long lead times.

7. Unnecessary motion: Poor space utilization or workplace organization results in
poor ergonomics (e.g., frequently lost items and excessive stretching or bending).

8. Underutilization of employee: Unused skills and creativity of employees to
improve the processes and practices refer to wastage of available knowledge,
experience or skill of the workforce not using them in the proper department and
by not exploiting their skills usefully. This can be due to poor hiring techniques
by the management [9–11].

After identifying and examining these wastes, companies have moved further and
accomplished in abolishing them. Now, the barriers which have to be abolished in
order to attain lean environment in a company have been identified by performing
a literature review and brain storming session from academia and experts from the
industry.

3 Effectiveness Measurement of LM Barriers Paradigm:
Research Methodology

3.1 Pairwise Comparison and Consistency Check

In view of the match insightful examination, Prof. Saaty has proposed the ANP
procedure as an apparatus for multi-criteria basic leadership. In light of the audit of
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Table 3 Matrix of pairwise comparison for the calculation of important weights and consistency
[12–15]

Variables Variable
‘1’
(V1)

Variable
‘2’
(V2)

Variable
‘n’
(Vn)

M �
n
√
V1V2 . . . Vn

Priority
weights
W � M∑

M

X �
[A] × [W ]

Eigenvalue
λ �
[A]×[W ]

W

V1 1 r r′ M1 W1 X1 λ1 �
X1/W1

V2 1/r 1 r′′ M2 W1 X2 λ2 �
X2/W2

Vn 1/r′ 1/r′′ 1 Mn Wn Xn λn �
Xn/Wn

Matrix of pairwise
comparison [A];
Here, 1/9 < r, r′ …
r′′ < 9 is based on a
judgment

∑
M � M1 +

M2 + · · ·+Mn

Normalized
matrix
[W ]

Maximum
eigenvalue
λmax �∑

λ/n

Table 4 RI values for matrices used after pairwise comparisons [16]

n 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0 9.0 10.0

RI 00 0.5245 0.8815 0.1086 0.2479 0.3417 0.4056 0.4499 0.4854

n 11.0 12.0 13.0 14.0 15.0 16.0 17.0 18.0 19.0

RI 0.5141 0.5365 0.5551 0.5713 0.5838 0.5978 0.6086 0.6181 0.6265

n 20.0 21.0 22.0 23.0 24.0 25.0 26.0 27.0 28.0 29.0

RI 0.6341 0.6409 0.647 0.6526 0.6577 0.6624 0.6667 0.6706 0.6743 0.6777

n 30.0 31.0 32.0 33.0 34.0 35.0 36.0 37.0 38.0 39.0

RI 0.6809 0.6839 0.6867 0.6893 0.6917 0.694 0.6962 0.6982 0.7002 0.702

the writing, a typical pair-wise comparisions have been created for combine savvy
correlation as shown in Table 3.

Consistency Index (CI): where λmax � maximum eigenvalue and n � the size of
matrix of pairwise comparison.

Consistency Ratio (CR) � CI/RI [15] (Table 4).

3.2 Evaluation of the Framework Based on ANP

Structuring the metrics of HLBs, TLBs, and ALBs to evaluate the impact with the
help of the steps of ANP approach is mentioned below (Tables 5, 6, 7, and 8).

Similarly, all pairwise comparison was conducted and incorporated to form super-
matrices, and after their convergence to normalize the priorityweights, overall impact
of HLBs, TLBs, and ALBs was calculated followed by total desirability indices as
per following tables (Tables 9, 10, and 11).
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Table 5 Pairwise comparison of determinant w.r.t. productivity (CR � 0.0264)

Cost Lead time Service
level

Quality M W X �

Cost 1 0.263 0.269 4.041 0.731 0.306 1.237 4.042

LT Time 4.666 1 2.666 3.4 2.55 0.356 1.45 4.07

SL 4.333 0.722 1 4.75 1.963 0.285 1.137 3.989

Quality 2.777 1.8 1.428 1 1.634 0.366 1.404 3.836

Pairwise comparison matrix [A] 6.878 C

Table 6 Pairwise comparison of the dimensions w.r.t. quality/productivity (CR � 0.08961)

Waste
removal

Flexibility Rapidness Reliability M W X �

WR 1 5 3.277 1.114 2.066 0.288 1.158 4.020

Flexibility 0.205 1 1.436 3.083 0.976 0.371 1.49 4.016

Rapidness 1.703 4.416 1 0.888 1.607 0.395 1.674 4.237

Reliability 4.111 1.483 2.833 1 2.038 0.364 2.465 4.042

[A] 6.68 Pj cos t
4.07

Table 7 Comparison of the barriers under waste removal w.r.t. quality/productivity (CR � 0.070)

Inventory Processing Waiting M W X �

Inventory 1 0.33 2 0.87 0.18 0.55 3.055

Processing 3 1 5 2.46 0.51 1.53 3

Waiting 0.5 0.2 1 0.46 0.12 0.38 3.166

[A] 3.79 3.073

Table 8 Comparison of barriers under waste removal w.r.t. inventory for quality (CI � 0)

Processing Waiting M W X �

Processing 1 6 2.4 0.85 1.96 1.98

Waiting 0.16 1 0.4 0.12 0.28 2

[A] 2.8

The estimation has been improved, and the situation adds up to the attractive
quality records of all options as for determinant quality as appeared in Table 12.
Meade and Sarkishas built up a relationship for the count of TDI as given [17]:

Dia �
j∑

j�1

k ja∑

k�1
Pja AD

kja A
I
k ja Sik ja

This step assesses the normalized values of Effectiveness Weighted Index of LM
Implementation Barriers (EWILMBs) for effectiveness (HLBs, TLBs, and ALBs)
[17] (Table 13).
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Table 11 HLBs, TLBs, and
ALBs on quality w.r.t.
inventory (CR � 0.06)

HLBs TLBs ALBs M W

HLBs 1.00 7 3 2.75 6.72

TLBs 0.14 1.00 0.33 0.35 0.08

ALBs 0.33 3 1.00 0.99 0.24

[A] 4.09

EWILMBi �
∑

a

DiaCa

4 Conclusion

In the present research, the adequacy of three classes of LM execution obstructions
has been assessed by utilizing theANP structure created. This system coordinates and
depends on the different determinants,measurements, and obstructions and their con-
nections. According to assessment, the asset level-related boundaries have the most
extreme impact on LM execution trailed by human resource level and technology
level obstructions. The outcome demonstrates that the asset value of any industry is
most important factor for LM execution in the designing ventures. These discoveries
likewise recommend that the enterprises can enhance their costs, service level, lead
time, and quality through fruitful LM practices by dealing with these boundaries as
per their effect. According to the outcome acquired by proposed ANP framework,
it has been found that the ALBs have a maximum level of adequacy, i.e., 43.26%
trailed by HLBs, i.e., 35.17% and TLBs, i.e., 21.55%. During evaluation of proposed
model, values of consistency ratio for all the combine correlations differ from 0 to
0.09. The proposed model framework shows that effective examination was done to
evaluate the effect of variety in the supposition of experts. This demonstration fills
in as a rule to the directors for settling on a vital choice to accomplish the objectives
of LM technique. It likewise causes the building ventures to stay aggressive in the
business globalization. These findings recommend that LM is a proper system for
enhancing their costs, service level, lead time, and quality of the building ventures
and thus to accomplish fitting efficiency.
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Feature Extraction and Recognition
Information System for Manufacturing
Prismatic Part

Vinod V. Rampur and Sachhidanand Reur

Abstract Feature extraction and recognition information systems are now widely
located as a foundation for formulating an automated process planning system.Many
methods have been reported in the kinds of literature, but a few of them acquired a
status of genericmethodology. In this researchwork explains the concept of automatic
feature recognition system using CADmodel neutral file in the format of ISO 10303
Standard for Exchange of Product model data (STEP) AP-214 to identify the hole
feature of the CADmodel. The geometrical information of the part design is analyzed
by a feature recognition procedure that is created specifically to extract the features
from the 3D CAD model based on geometric reasoning approach. Finally, a sample
application description for a workpiece is presented for demonstration purposes.

Keywords STEP AP-214 · CAD · CAPP · CAM · Features · B-rep

1 Introduction

Automation of production activities for achievingmanufacturingflexibility is becom-
ing a major significant issue for manufacturing industries, as it leads to an improve-
ment in production efficiency. The utilization of computer integrated manufacturing
(CIM) approach is considered as a most doable approach to achieve efficiency. In
such undertakings, computer-aided systems collaborate with a fused method to man-
age all through the product life cycle of a given part. As needs are the fundamental
combination between CAD with CAPP and after that CAPP with CAM is perceived
as the key zone of core interest. The integration of CAD and CAM through CAPP is
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viewed as the key and significant issue as for the acknowledgment of CIM, and this
is anticipated that would satisfy the need of present manufacturing enterprises for
add up to automation of larger part its exercises. This integration procedure, CAPP
frames a fundamental connection between CAD and CAM. Each automated system
is expected to support on a specific and separate stage of the entire product life cycle
of a given product, mainly design and manufacturing and for these issues of integra-
tion are normally not focussed during the development process of individual systems
[1, 2].

CAPP is being regarded as the use of computers for assisting the process planner
(human) for performing the various functions of process planning. The component
information put away in the database of CAD system, created amid the design and
modeling procedure directly flow to CAPP system and after that, from CAPP system
to a givenCAMsystem, for consistent integration of systems identifiedwithCADand
CAPPand afterwardCAPPandCAM. It implies, in real lifemanufacturing condition,
there is dependably a need to oversee data exchange between the CAD stage and
other computer-aided systems for different applications, which for all intents and
purposes considered being troublesome, claiming each computer-aided system work
with its own internal datamodel called proprietary data format. To determine this, the
data flow issue ought to be tended to by means of considering a common file format
which the distinctive CAD systems can read and process effortlessly. By utilizing
direct translators at first between systems of a CADwith CAPP, at that point between
CAPP with CAM the data can be exchanged. But the problem with this approach
is, each unique computer-aided system requires an alternate interpreter, so there will
be a huge number of translators required to deal with all computer-aided system
in the world. A neutral file may be considered as the file which is having a format
such that the format is totally independent of any given or specific system known
as standards and has the capability to act as an ‘agent’ to connect two different
and dissimilar computer systems which normally cannot be communicated with one
another because of the data format incompatibility [3].

Aneutral file format is generally considered as thefile formatwhich is ‘acceptable’
as well as consistent within a given industry or a group of industries and the format
may differ from other industry and, theymay set different format standards. A survey
shows that most of the industries are employing a neutral format for achieving the
necessary integration of their manufacturing systems. In this paper, ISO standard
STEP, AP-214 is suggested as being the standard neutral file format, because it
is accepted universally as the standard for transformation programs available for
proprietary CAD packages, especially for automotive parts.

Initially, CAPP system development activities were supported by work related to
generating DXF file of parts from its CAD representation. Fruitful efforts resulted in
the direction of automation of feature recognition for both primitive as well as inter-
acting features, machining planning, setup planning and generation of CNC codes.
In a major research activity, successful efforts resulted in the development of a CAPP
system by employing STEPAP-203 neutral file. However, in the present-daymodern
manufacturing organizations, STEP neutral file AP-214 is being recognized as most
commonly accepted/employed file by latest CAD systems. On this background of
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earlier works, the current work is carried out and a user-friendly CAPP system has
been developed by employing AP-214 neutral file [4].

2 Product Data Flow Issue for Integrating
CAD/CAPP/CAM

Computers are using more and more in all the domains of an organization, in the
particular product development process. Data exchange and sharing are the main
agenda for many businesses. The rise of such global efforts has created the need for
sharing information among vendors involved in multi-disciplinary projects.

Individual CAD systems and many systems have their own format for categoriz-
ing and writing data, this makes difficult for organizations to communicate product
model data without translation. To address interoperability problems encountered
in the exchange of digital information, for this reason, international standard STEP
is designed. STEP is a standard for exchanging the digital information of 3D CAD
models and various technical information in CAD software [5].

The flow of product model data which is generated in computer-aided manufac-
turing is grouped into three categories. The first approach is single-system standards,
in this, every supplier and borrower are using the same format to translate the prod-
uct information, it increases the interoperability and reduces software cost for an
organization because here only one software package is required.

In the second approach, the custom translators between the systems, in this the
supplier and borrower use different CAD systems that are best for translating the
information related to the particular product. These translators are directly converting
the data files from one format to other required formats so that the users can access
each other’s data. By using custom translators, which maximize the interoperability
between different CAD packages.

The third approach is to transfer the product data, in this utilization of neutral file
format to exchange the information between different CAD packages. For this STEP,
the proprietary data format is used to transfer the data from one software package
to the other package. Each industry can purchase any software package that most
efficiently manages and controls the flow of information between intra-organization
or inter-department within the same industry. When the industry conducts intra-
organization or inter-department exchange, first translate the data into a neutral file
format that is accessible to all software application.Byutilizing a neutral data, file for-
matmaximizes the interoperability across the organization but software development
cost increases because the translating system is incorporated within the software.
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3 Significance of Features for CAD/CAM Integration

Themethods used for partmodeling to provide product data as the input for the CAPP
systems are, one is feature-based design and other CADmodels of the part. Owing to
the major limitations of feature-based design, it has not found wide application and
most of the research works have used CADmodels as the major input for generating
process planning automatically. From the viewpoint of manufacturing, the biggest
drawback of CAD systems is that the information made available in a CAD model
is in the form of the modeling primitives, like faces, edges, and vertices.

These primitives have been widely interpreted as low-level information elements
and cannot be directly used in downstream applications such as process planning,
because, this description contrasts view of the component from an engineer’s point of
view since it is expressed in terms manufacturing features which are treated as func-
tionally important regions. Manufacturing features such as slots, steps, and pockets
are generally regarded as high-level information elements that are directly relevant
in automated process planning. Hence, it is necessary to first develop a method of
retrieving useful details of the given part through the characteristics of manufac-
turing features from a given CAD model. In this regard, feature extraction is being
recognized as the necessary bridge between CAD and given CAPP system [6–8].

3.1 Method of Extraction and Formatting of Data
from STEP File

When CAD systems are employed, then the machines will be depending directly on
product-related information for producing the given product. Therefore, extraction
of correct information about the product from CAD data becomes an important key
issue. The data extracted from the CAD models will be used for feature recognition,
machining planning, planning process, time scheduling, producing products, etc. All
the information which is extracted from CAD data will be stored in a structured
database. The major issue of this research is the extraction of CAD part model
data from its STEP neutral file to generate the product-related information which in
turn can be used for downstream activities of CAPP mainly for feature recognition,
machining planning, and for NC code generation [9–12].

3.2 Database for Storing Extracted Data from STEP File

The CAD model data extracted from the neutral file STEP is stored in two database
tables: one consists of B-rep data, and other constructive solid geometry data about
the features are stored in a structured database which is designed specifically for this
function (Table 1).
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Table 1 Description of B-rep
data

Name Description

AF ADVANCED FACE—stores id of ADVANCED
FACE entity

FOB FACE_OUTER_BOUND—stores the id of
FACE_OUTER_BOUND entity

FB FACE_BOUND—stores the id of FACE_BOUND
entity

PL PLANE—stores id of PLANE entity

EL EDGE_LOOP—stores id of EDGE_LOOP entity

ELI Edge_Loop_Id—stores number of id in the
EDGE_LOOP entity

3.3 Feature Recognition from Neutral File

In common terms in CAPP systems, the function concerned with feature recognition
is expected to serve the purpose of converting the design features into manufacturing
features. For this, both geometrical and topological data of the part design will be
utilized. The main purpose of such transition is to identify the size of the machinable
volume, tool approach direction, and number of passes required for amachining oper-
ation. Feature recognition is getting an element show from a given geometric model.
It can be performed either intelligently by the client, or naturally by the product.
Automatic feature recognition is an important tool to integrate CAD/CAPP/CAM
systems seamlessly.

The integration of automated manufacturing resources in the workshop floor is
similarly hard to generate the required process plans, because of a lack of required
data communication interface among CAD/CAM and CAPP system. At this stage,
feature extraction and recognition play a merry role in manufacturing system from
developed drawings [13, 14].

4 Implementation of Feature Extraction Process
for Automotive Part

A unique method that captures the modeling method for the component is used to
serve as an input to the CAPP module. Hence, the 3D modeling software makes
for a major part in providing feature information. In the present work, procedures
are developed for recognition of primitive features which are defined in the STEP
neutral file like, boss, pocket, hole, slot, and protrusion, and interacted features with
orthogonal, inclined and curved surfaces, which are resulted from the combination
of primitive features (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1 Boundary representation structure

Fig. 2 Hole features on the given part

4.1 Extraction of Hole Feature

A hole is a type of machining feature that is the removal of a cylindrical volume from
a part. Each hole is either a counter-borehole, countersunk hole or a round hole. The
hole may be positioned at its bottom with the Z-axis in the direction out of the hole
or at a position at the top of the hole with the Z-axis in the direction into the part. The
hole features of the CAD part model are to be recognized from a neutral file STEP
AP-214 of the part model. The required algorithm or procedure is developed for a
given part as shown in Fig. 2.
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#84 � ADVANCED_FACE (′′, (#l173, #174), #175, .F.);
#173 � FACE_OUTER_BOUND (′′, #258, .T.);
#258 � EDGE_LOOP (′′, (#453));
#453 � ORIENTED_EDGE (′′, *, *, #485, .F.);
#485 � EDGE_CURVE (′′, #574, #574, #575, .T.);
#574 � VERTEX_POINT (′′, #700);
#700 � CARTESIAN_POINT (′′, (−56.5000000000000, 0.000000000000000,
0.000000000000000));
#574 � VERTEX_POINT (′′, #700);
#700 � CARTESIAN_POINT (′′, (−56.5000000000000, 0.000000000000000,
0.000000000000000));
#575 � CIRCLE (′′, #701, 5.00000000000000);
#701 � AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D(′′, #847, #848, #849);
#847 � CARTESIAN_POINT (′′, (−61.5000000000000, 0.000000000000000,
0.000000000000000));
#848 � DIRECTION (′′, (0.000000000000000, 0.000000000000000,
1.00000000000000));
#849 � DIRECTION (′′, (1.00000000000000, 0.000000000000000,
0.000000000000000));

In the above STEP line, the round hole feature is formed by extruding or loft-
ing circular closed profile along a linear path. The circular closed profile and linear
path are represented by two entities � AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D and CARTE-
SIAN_POINT. To identify and extract the data of machining feature round hole
from STEP file, the following procedure is developed,

Step-1: Search the STEP file for the occurrence of the round hole entity using the
key word #575 � CIRCLE (′′,); defined in the STEP file. The result of the search is
shown below, #575 � CIRCLE (′′, #701, 5.00000000000000).

Step-2: Next search for the Cartesian point, which defines the location of the fea-
ture in the CARTESIAN_POINT part model by using the key word as CARTESIAN
_POINT (), which is an entity, the result of the search is shown below.

#847 � CARTESIAN_POINT (′′, (−61.5000000000000, 0.000000000000000,
0.000000000000000)); From the above STEP line extract the parameters of the
Cartesian point entity, which represent x, y, and z coordinates of the location point.

Step-3: Next search for the entities which define the orientation of the feature in
the part model through DIRECTION () entities. Use the name of the entity as the
key word for search, and the result of the search is shown below,

#848 � DIRECTION (′′, (0.0, 0.0, 1.0));
#849 � DIRECTION (′′, (1.0, 0.0, 0.0)).
The above procedure developed can be used to recognize other round hole features

present in the part model and the above procedure which is implemented in the
software recognizes all the round hole features. The data extracted from the above
steps are stored in the database (Tables 2 and 3).
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Table 3 Hole machining feature details

Key dimensions Feature drawing

HOLE_1 Radius 05 mm

Hole depth (distance) 14 mm

Bottom condition Through

Location Cartesian point

HOLE_2 Radius 05 mm

Hole depth (distance) 55 mm

Bottom condition Through

Location Cartesian point

HOLE_3 Radius 05 mm

Hole depth (distance) 55 mm

Bottom condition Through

Location Cartesian point

HOLE_4 Radius 05 mm

Hole depth (distance) 14 mm

Bottom condition Through

Location Cartesian point

5 Conclusions

STEP is the major viable strategy which gives a prevailing support for
CAD/CAPP/CAMintegration. The incorporated resources of STEPgivewhole detail
data of product information, for the worldwide product data technique for integra-
tion, this strategy is the root for that. The integration of CADwith CAPP systemswill
incredibly enhance the productivity of the manufacturing industry. Also, the change
of incorporated STEP-based CAD/CAPP systems will be exceptionally valuable to
themanufacturing designing authorities working in simultaneous building condition.
In this present work, a model of the feature recognition system is prepared for the
combination of manufacturing parts and activities parts by using STEP AP-214 as an
input neutral file. The prescribed technique works in a 3D solid model which gives
it a capacity to use by the present manufacturing innovation.
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Fabrication and Characterization
of Al2O3–TiC-Reinforced Aluminum
Matrix Composites

Anbesh Jamwal, Umesh Kumar Vates, Pallav Gupta, Ankur Aggarwal
and Bhupendra Prakash Sharma

Abstract With a wide range of applications, aluminum matrix composites (AMCs)
play an important role in many of the engineering applications and industries, i.e.,
automobile and aerospace. AMCs are the composites having aluminum as matrix
and ceramics or some other metals as reinforcement. The aim of the present study is
to develop the Al2O3–TiC-reinforced AMCs and study the effect of reinforcements
on the mechanical properties. In the present case, the Al2O3–TiC content is varying
in composition of (0, 5, 10, 15, and 20 wt%) in aluminum matrix, fabricated by stir
casting technique. It is found that reinforced AMCs show the better mechanical prop-
erties as compared to unreinforced AMCs. Various properties which were improved
include tensile strength, hardness, and wear resistance. It is expected that the present
composite will be useful for developing lightweight aerospace components.

Keywords Aluminum matrix composites · Stir casting ·Mechanical properties

1 Introduction

With the rapid change in manufacturing scenario, materials play an important role.
Materials are deep-seated in our life at the present time [1]. Our manufacturing sys-
tem, daily needs, communication, and transportation all the segments depend upon
the materials [2]. The material is simply a form of the matter [1]. Materials are being
used in many applications, but with a change in time and human needs, new materi-
als are being developed [3]. With the change in manufacturing scenario and human
needs, a new form of materials is developed with better properties [4–6]. In the past
few decades, composite materials gain more popularity because of the better prop-
erties and wide applicability. Composites materials are advanced forms of materials
in which reinforcement is dispersed into the matrix either in the continuous phase
or discontinuous phase [7, 8]. Composites are widely used in cutting tools these
days, seal rings, bearing parts, and variety of engine parts where high temperature is
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required [9]. In the twenty-first century, the development of aluminum metal matrix
composite is one of the major research areas for the development of lightweight
materials because of their wide range of applicability in automobile industries and
aircraft applications [10–12]. Aluminum metal matrix composites are composites in
which aluminum is reinforced with other metals, organic compounds, or ceramics
[13, 14]. These composites are prepared by dispersing the reinforcement (i.e., metal
or ceramic) in the aluminum matrix [15]. The reinforcement in aluminum matrix
composites (AMCs) could be in form of particulates, continuous or discontinuous
fibers, and whiskers depending upon the industrial application [16]. Al-MMC can
be categorized into four types on the basis of reinforcements, i.e., particle-reinforced
AMC [17], continuous fiber-reinforced AMC [18], short fiber or whiskers-reinforced
AMC [19] and monofilament-reinforced AMC [20]. It is found in some studies that
reinforcement should be non-reactive and stable in given working temperature [21,
22]. The major advantage of using aluminum metal matrix composites is reduced
density [23], greater strength [24], thermal stability [25], improved damping proper-
ties [26], improved abrasion [27], as well as wear resistance [28]. In order to provide
better material properties like tensile strength, hardness, and wear resistance, SiC,
B4C, and Al2O3 ceramics are used as reinforcements [24, 29, 30]. A lot of research
has been done on the improvement of aluminum metal matrix composites. AMCs
can be manufactured by stir casting [31], infiltration [32], squeeze casting [33], pow-
der metallurgy [34–36], and semisolid processing [37] techniques. Over the years,
aluminum metal matrix composites were synthesized and characterized and used in
many engineering applications for the better combination of properties. With a wide
range of applicability in the transport system, Al-MMC provides low fuel consump-
tion and less noise as compared to other materials [38]. The aim of the present study
is to observe the effect of TiC and Al2O3 reinforcements addition in the aluminum
metal matrix composites on the tensile strength, hardness, and wear resistance.

2 Experimental Procedure

2.1 Materials

Aluminum-1100 alloy was used as a base material or matrix material, and Alumina-
TiC particles were added as reinforcement in powder form to metal. Al-1100 is an
aluminum-based alloy with minimum 99% of aluminum. It is most heavy alloy in
the 1100 series. The chemical composition of Al-1100 alloy is shown in Table 1.
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Table 1 Composition of Al-1100 alloy used as matrix

Element Aluminum Copper Iron Manganese Silicon Zinc Residual

% 99–99.5% 0.05–0.20% 0.95%
max

0.05% max 0.95%
max

0.1%
max

0.15%
max

Table 2 Composition of
Al2O3–TiC reinforcement in
Al matrix

Sample Composition

AMC001 100% Al

AMC002 95% Al and 2.5% Al2O3- 2.5% TiC

AMC003 90% Al and 5% Al2O3–5% TiC

AMC004 85% Al and 7.5% Al2O3–7.5% TiC

AMC005 80% Al and 10% Al2O3–10% TiC

2.2 Preparation of Composites

Al2O3–TiC-reinforced composites were prepared by stir casting process. Five com-
posites were prepared with the different compositions of reinforcement. The com-
position of Al2O3–TiC is shown in Table 2.

The experiment was done on a controlled furnace having the maximum temper-
ature up to 1200 °C. Al-1100 ingots were melted in the furnace up to 950 °C for
30 min, and then, melted aluminum was stirred for 3 min at 400 rpm. Heat-treated
Al2O3 particles were added to the furnace through the funnel at 950 °C and heated at
1070 °C for 20min. Themixture was again stirred at 1070 °C for 5 min. TiC particles
were added in the furnace at 1070 °C with the help of funnel and then heated up to
1150 °C for 30 min. Before pouring into the mold, the mixture was again stirred,
and finally, the melt was poured and allowed to solidify under room temperature.
The mold was covered from upper side with the help of a sheet to avoid the casting
defects.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Hardness

The hardness number is indicated by the instrument by applying aminor load of 10 kg
and a major load of 90 kg. Hardness for the different samples is shown in Table 3.
It is found in the experiments that hardness number increases with increase in the
% of reinforcements in AMCs. For pure Al sample without any reinforcements,
hardness number is 58.4 HRB. It is found that hardness was more in reinforced
AMCs than unreinforced AMC. Specimen AMC002 with 2.5% TiC–2.5% Al2O3

shows the Rockwell hardness value of 92 HB. It is found that increase in the ratio of
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Table 3 Rockwell hardness
of different samples

Sample Composition Rockwell hardness

AMC001 100% Al 58.4 HRB

AMC002 95% Al and 2.5%
Al2O3–2.5% TiC

92 HRB

AMC003 90% Al and 5%
Al2O3–5% TiC

104 HRB

AMC004 85% Al and 7.5%
Al2O3–7.5% TiC

110 HRB

AMC005 80% Al and 10%
Al2O3–10% TiC

119 HRB

Fig. 1 Rockwell hardness of
different samples

reinforcements increases the hardness. In the composites, reinforcement particles
act as strengthening agents which help in creating the stronger bond between the
particles. It is found that stronger bond between the particles improves the mechan-
ical properties of the material. The presence of well bonded and harder TiC–Al2O3

particles in the Al matrix increases the hardness of specimens by preventing the
movement of dislocations. The specimens with 15 and 20% reinforcements exhibit
the higher hardness values.

Table 3 shows that the addition ofAl2O3–TiC reinforcement inAlmatrix enhances
the hardness of composites. The graph (Fig. 1) shows that there is an increase in the
hardness with increase in wt% of reinforcement.

3.2 Tensile Strength

Tensile strength for different samples is shown in Table 3. It is found in the exper-
iments that tensile strength is more in reinforced AMCs than the unreinforced Al
composite. Tensile strength increases with increase in the wt% of Al2O3–TiC rein-
forcements in AMCs. It is found that the strong interfacial bonding between the
TiC–Al2O3 and Al matrix increases the tensile strength of the material. In the AMCs,
there is an increase in the tensile strength due to the transfer of applied load to strongly
bonded TiC–Al2O3 reinforcements in the Al matrix. Lower the reinforcement in the
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Table 4 Tensile strength of
different samples

Sample Composition Tensile Strength
(MPa)

AMC001 100% Al 120.4

AMC002 95% Al and 2.5%
Al2O3–2.5% TiC

126.5

AMC003 90% Al and 5%
Al2O3–5 % TiC

130.7

AMC004 85% Al and 7.5%
Al2O3–7.5% TiC

139

AMC005 80% Al and 10%
Al2O3–10% TiC

149.3

Fig. 2 Tensile strength
graph of different samples

AMCs gives the lower tensile strength. Specimen AMC001 with pure Al shows the
minimum tensile strength of 84.6 MPa. With increase of the reinforcement ratio in
the Al matrix, the 15% and 20% reinforcements show the maximum tensile strength
of 116 and 129.3 MPa, respectively.

Table 4 shows that addition of Al2O3–TiC reinforcement in Al matrix enhances
the tensile strength of AMCs. The graph (Fig. 2) shows that there is an increase in
the tensile strength with increase in wt% of reinforcement.

3.3 Wear Resistance

Wear behavior of the Al2O3–TiC-reinforced AMCs is obtained by wear test. Wear
resistance of the material is the property of a material which resists the material loss
by somemechanical actions. The wear test was performed at 300 rpm grinding speed
for a fixed time of 4 min. A constant load of 10 N was applied to the sample. In the
experiment, it is found that themass loss in the unreinforcedAMCs is greater than the
reinforced AMCs. The Presence of TiC particles enhance greater wear resistance to
the Al matrix. This is because of the pure Al matrix is worn out first from the surface
of the specimen during the wear test and then leaving the TiC–Al2O3 particles on the
surface. These exposed TiC–Al2O3 particles protect the Al matrix from further wear.
It is also found that sliding distance is the most influencing parameter which affects
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Fig. 3 Wear resistance at
different samples with mass
loss

the wear rate of AMCs than the applied load and sliding speed. With the increase in
the wt% of reinforcements in the AMCs, there is an increase in the wear resistance
also. Maximum wear resistance is obtained at 20 wt% of reinforcements. The graph
(Fig. 3) shows themass loss in gramswhen the wear test is conducted on the samples.

4 Conclusion

In this experimental study, AMCs were prepared with varying Al2O3–TiC content
by using stir casting fabrication process. Hardness, tensile strength, and wear resis-
tance of composites were studied. Based on the experimental results, the following
conclusions can be stated:

• Addition of Al2O3 and TiC particles in the Al matrix increases the hardness of
the AMCs. Maximum hardness is obtained at 20 wt% of reinforcements in the Al
matrix.

• Tensile strength ismaximum in the reinforcedAMCs than the unreinforcedAMCs.
With the increase in the wt% of reinforcements tensile strength increases, 20 wt%
of reinforcement in the AMCs shows the maximum tensile strength.

• Addition of TiC particles in the AMCs increases the wear resistance of the com-
posites. It was found that the maximum wear resistance of the AMCs resulted at
20 wt% of reinforcements.

It is found that addition of TiC particles with the alumina particles shows maxi-
mum tensile strength, hardness, andwear resistance than the unreinforced aluminum.
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Optimization of Critical Parameters
of EDD Steel in Die Cavity
Manufacturing

Naveen Anand Daniel, Nirmal Kumar Singh, Umesh Kumar Vates,
Bhupendra Prakash Sharma and Sivaraos Subramanian

Abstract Incremental sheet forming (ISF) process is identified as a potential and
economically viable process for sheet metal forming for the low volume production.
The process is to prove a very flexible and can be carried out on a computer numerical
control (CNC)milling machine, robots, or on machines which are specially designed
for ISF applications. In present work, the effort has been made to investigate the
behavior of Extra Deep Drawing (EDD) steel in ISF process. The state of stresses
and strains in incremental forming of VWACF and VWAPF parts have been studied
through finite element simulations. The thickness distribution of these parts has been
measured experimentally and compared with the results of finite element simulations
(FES) using Ansys software. The changes in microstructure and microhardness are
being detected due to incremental deformationswhich have also been studied through
optical microscopic analysis and micro-Vickers hardness tester. It has been again
verified by performing the experiments.
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1 Introduction

Incremental sheet forming (ISF) is a computer integrated forming technology based
on layered manufacturing principles to produce the desired product in three dimen-
sional. Suitable fixture is being provided during the ISF process. The geometry of
the part has been manufactured as model given in CAD software. CAD models are
being developed generally from cloud data collected using laser scanning in case
of complex part geometries. CAM software is used to develop the model and to
generate the profile tool path. The tool path is having a number of contours with
certain spacing between them. Spacing between two consecutive contours is known
as step depth. The blank is deformed into the required shape of the product incre-
mentally in ISF using hemispherical headed forming tool. ISF processes are broadly
classified into two specific categories: (a) symmetric and (b) asymmetric incremen-
tal sheet forming (AISF). SISF process can be normally divided into shear spinning
and normal spinning. AISF is also split into two types, single point incremental
forming (SPIF) and two point incremental forming (TPIF) as per the available lit-
erature. It has been analyzed the form accuracy of parts produced in incremental
forming using explicit finite element simulations [1]. They found very good correla-
tion between experimental and simulation results [2, 3]. Researchers have simulated
SPIF process on quadrangular pyramid using finite element code DYNA 3D [4].
The PAM-STAMP has to simulate the thickness distribution in incremental form-
ing [5]. Researchers have studied effects on constitutive laws in predicting tool force
in incremental forming of conical parts [6]. It has been analyzed the shape distortions
and spring back problems in incremental forming through numerical simulations [7].
Many of the researchers have incorporated the fracture of used model to predict the
simulated data in incremental forming of cone and funnel shapes [8, 9]. Studied is
reported to know the strain behavior of materials during incremental forming process
through digital image processing technique and FE simulations [10]. It has already
been investigated the effect of process parameters on distribution of stresses, strains,
and thickness in incremental forming through experimental and FE studies [11].

In the present SPIF process, sheet is formed by using hemispherical punch only
without any counter tools. The major advantage of incremental forming is the auto-
mated process using robotic programming and simple tooling, which gives required
quality. It has been observed that formability of material in ISF is quit better than
the conventional deep drawing and stamping processes. This present ISF process
can be applied for magnesium, aluminum, steel, and titanium alloys. The processes
have ability and potential applications in low volume production, rapid prototyping,
biomedical and automotive industries.
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2 Experimental Setup

ISF experiments have been carried out on Bridgeport Hardinge 3-axis CNC milling
machine on EDD steel. Suitable fixture and jigs are also applied to provide hold
and adequate support of the blank and robotic controlled cylindrical tool having
hemispherical head. The tool is made up of EN31 die steel, which applied in present
investigation. A fine grit abrasive paper and lapping paste are used to improve the
surface finish of the tool face and to reduce the friction exert between the tool and
the forming sheet. EDD steel sheet having 250 mm × 250 mm × 1 mm size is
being used as blank in order to make different parts during ISF. SAE-40 is applied to
minimize the friction, temperature, and wear between the blank and the tool surface.
All the experiments are performed with the tool having 10 mm diameter, feed rate
of 700 mm/min and 0.2 mm depth in every step. The diagram of the process and
experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 Single point incremental metal forming
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3 Result and Discussion

Thickness distributions along the depth have been studied from the middle so that
the thickness could be measured with at every section. In order to increase thickness,
the marking of the points is done for every constant distance from the upper portion
to the bottom portion of the part using Vernier Height Gauge (VHG). Digital pointed
anvil micrometer (DPAM) is used to measure the thickness at every point which
instruments having value of least count 0.001 mm. In case of VWACF, the wall angle
changes due to thickness changes continuously with the adequate depth. Hence, the
theoretical thickness (tp) and the wall angle (θp) corresponding to each marked point
(p) is calculated.

It is evident from the applied Fig. 2 that an excellent correlation observed between
measured and simulation value of results, which have been compared the correlation
between measured value of thickness and analytical thickness distribution for all
the used geometries. Depending on the statistical parameters, it is verdict that the
accuracy of simulation model is quite higher than analytical model in thickness
prediction. Contour plots of thickness distribution and numerical simulations are
shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 Contour plots of thickness distribution
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The optimal value of formable wall angles is calculated as 75.25° for average
thickness of 0.256 mm EDD steel sheet. Maximum variation in thinning angle is
4.6° for different geometries of object. As per the report of researchers there is
the deviation found in sheet. Transition point is used to measure the thinning and its
characteristics. Circular, elliptical, and exponential generatrices are being considered
as very good choices as benchmark parts for wall angle prediction during ISF. Very
less variation is observed in wall angle after reaching a particular depth in parabolic
generatrix. Varying wall angle of conical frustums are found generally more than the
parts with constant wall angle to. It is due to larger force acing in case of constant wall
angle product which compared with varying wall angle objects. Incremental sheet
formed part has analyzed to detect the fracture surface using SEM photographs.
In order to carry out fractographical study of formed product, a standard fracture
specimen size is required.

Fig. 3 SEM photograph on fracture point
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Inhomogeneous plastic deformation is the main reason for occurrence of cleavage
cracks in fracture zone. SEM result revealed that the ductile fracture as Gurson, J-C,
and Lamatire models may be used to model which fractures in ISF as given in Fig. 3.

The focus of this work is on investigating thickness distribution, formability,
microstructural changes, and distribution of strain in EDD steel in SPIF process
using (VWA) pyramidal frustums. The exponential curve segments like circular,
parabolic, and elliptic are required for design. The (VWA) pyramidal frustums have
been used to minimize the number of experiments which required in evaluation of
maximum wall angle compared with conventional and constant wall angle pyrami-
dal frustum. Fracture depth, thickness distribution, and depth for maximum wall
angle have been measured with different generatrices. The most optimal formable
wall angles have been found as 73° ± 3°. Thickness distribution is observed from
numerical simulations by LS-Dyna software and result compared with experimental
data. Experimental and simulated numerical results revealed the very good correla-
tion between them. Distribution of strains from numerical simulations revealed that
faces of the pyramid are under plane strain condition, while the corners are stretching
toward biaxial position. The microstructural study is also carried out which revealed
that there is a refinement of grain appears after incremental forming of the sheet.

4 Conclusion

Asingle pass single point negative incremental forming process has been investigated
in present work for the estimation of the thinning limit of EDD steel sheet and the
maximumwall angle.Various parts (having differentwall angle throughout the depth)
have been formed till the fracture occurred.Numerical simulation has been performed
and obtains the exact walls thickness distribution using LS-Dyna. It is also compared
with experimental data which found very close. Thickness distributions obtained
from numerical simulations are found more appropriate than the theoretical model.
Theoretical model has been found too much poor in predicting variable thickness in
formed region, whereas the finite element model is one of the unique tools to predict
the thickness in bending and stretching regions. A very good correlation coefficient
has been observed like 0.99 which reveals the model adequacy is fit. It is evident
that wall angle and thinning are obtained as 75.25° and 0.256 mm, respectively.
Maximum variation in wall angle with different generatrix curves has been found as
4.60.
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A Theoretical Analysis for Prioritization
of Lean Strategies: A Survey of Indian
Manufacturing Industries

Virender Chahal and M. S. Narwal

Abstract The purpose of this paper is to discover the lean strategies prioritization
in Indian manufacturing industries. It also aims to select the best strategy for indus-
tries. It also helps to improve the performance of implemented lean strategies. This
research provides a ranking of implemented lean strategies with grey relational anal-
ysis (GRA). Evaluating data were collected from seven different industrial experts
in terms of four lean performance criteria such as cost, time, quality and flexibility.
Here, fuzzy five Likert scale weighted methods are used which are integrated into
the GRA with respect to weight the lean performance criteria. This study provides
the priority of lean strategies based on selected criteria using the GRAmethod which
is very effective, and the result will help decision-makers to recognize the best strat-
egy in Indian manufacturing industries. To make results more effective, data were
collected from 11 different manufacturing industries which will help in future and
criteria can be more for a better result. Moreover, as an interesting proposal, the
fuzzy linguistic environment may be further incorporated into the practical as per
GRA results. In distinction to preceding research, it sets apart for priority based on
the scores of GRA with performance criteria. Furthermore, there is very less work
available in the literature with GRA for prioritization.

Keywords Grey systems · Indian manufacturing industries · Prioritization · Lean
strategies · Grey relational analysis

1 Introduction and Literature Review

In today scenario, lean manufacturing (LM) is not a new word in the manufacturing
sector. Every grooving industry is focusing to implement of LMbecause of innovative
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strategies for better quality and best customer satisfaction [1]. It has been approved
by entire worldwide for implementation in many industrial sectors, i.e. automobiles,
fabrication, manufacturing and public sectors, for minimization of wastes. So it can
be said that LM is not only used for manufacturing industries, but also used all over.
LM is a mixture of different lean strategies which are 5’S, JIT TQM, TPM, lean
training, kaizen, lean thinking, Kan-Ban, zero defect concept, VSM, Six Sigma, etc.
[2]. LM delivers superior accuracy and improved productivity with high customer
satisfaction with strategies like VSM [3].

After World War II, in Toyota motor company, Eiji Toyoda and Taiichi Ohno
find out a way for better quality that was “Toyota Production System” and today is
known as “lean system (LS)”. LS provide sets of maintenance for higher quality with
fewer breakdowns [4]. According to [5], kaizen implementation with lean provides
high quality in the industry. Here, industrial wastes can consider the activity such as
value-added activity, nonvalue-added activity and necessary nonvalue-added activity.
Wastes are unwanted in the industry aswell as outside industry that can be eliminated,
but it is also so difficult to eliminate. Kaizen is an effective strategy with continu-
ous change for higher quality and better productivity. JIT is a pull system which
prevents extra financially like excessive inventory and pressure on the industry.
According to [6], lean is the successive agent to improve business scenario in current
manufacturing era.

1.1 Research Need and Motivation

Here, question arises that which lean strategy is more effective in Indian manufac-
turing field. The Indian manufacturing sector is the fastest rising sector around the
world. The manufacturing sector is the major pillar of the entire economic devel-
opment of the country [7]. The manufacturing industries have been implemented
LM and their strategies, but they do not know that which strategy is more effective.
From last few years, Indian manufacturing industries are focusing on a best way to
improve quality with minimum cost and best customer satisfaction, and this research
will help them to identify [8]. If industries will know their prioritization with lean
strategies, the industry quality will be high with good customer satisfaction. So it is
very important to know lean strategies effectiveness as per their prioritization after
the successful implementation of LM [9]. A successful implementation only can be
possible if we have identified the system strong and weak points to improve [10].
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1.2 Research Questions

To understand lean manufacturing concept
To study lean strategies
To explore the status of lean strategies by industrial experts
Prioritization of studied lean strategies

1.3 Research objective

Selection of LS
Selection of LS performance criteria
Select the prioritization method
Prioritization of LS based on selected LS performance criteria

There are so many techniques for prioritization for lean strategies, but grey rela-
tion analysis (GRA) is one of themost suitable methods for it [11]. After studying the
literature, it is found that the GRA approach is a latent key for prioritization. GRA
approach is used for multi-objective optimization which is practical on the calcu-
lated response results to select most preferred lean strategy in Indian manufacturing
industry [12]. Response results are collected from different lean industrial experts
from different industries with help of a well-designed questionnaire.

2 Methodology

This papers result to prioritization of lean strategies which are 5’S, JIT, TPM, TQM
and lean training. These selected lean strategies are selected by literature review.
These are more dominating as compared to other lean strategies. This prioritization
is based on GRA theory, and required data have been collected from seven industrial
experts which have good implementation knowledge about LM. These lean strategies
will be rated with help of fuzzy Likert scale five with identified their LM selection
criteria’s: cost, time, quality and flexibility. All required data will be collected with
a well-oriented questionnaire. The linguistic response will be converted into fuzzy
numbers and then rated with GRA.

2.1 Data Analysis

After prepare questionnaire, it is sent to different industrial experts to find the priority
for the industry as per selected lean strategy selection criteria.Different seven expert’s
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data have been collected and got the average effect by the well-statistical tool to find
the overall result. The responses have been arranged and shown in Table 1.

Selection scale for cost and time is as follows: extremely high—5, very high—4,
high—3, low—2, very low—1 (lower the better).

Selection scale for quality and flexibility is as follows: extremely high—1, very
high—2, high—3, low—4, very low—5 (higher the better).

Table 1 Combined response of industrial experts

Experts Lean
strategies →

5’S JIT TPM TQM Lean training

Lean criteria
↓

1 Cost High High Very high Low High

Time High Low High Low High

Quality Very low Very low Very low Low Very low

Flexibility Very low Low High High Very low

2 Cost High High Very high Very low Low

Time Very high Low High Low Low

Quality Low Very low Low Low Low

Flexibility Very low Low High High Very low

3 Cost High Very high High Low High

Time High Low High Low High

Quality Very low Very low Very low Low Very low

Flexibility Very low Low High High Very low

4 Cost High High High Low High

Time Very high Low High Low High

Quality Very low Low Very low Low Low

Flexibility Very low Low High High Very low

5 Cost High High High Low High

Time High Low High Low High

Quality Very low Very low Low Low Very low

Flexibility Very low Low High High Very low

6 Cost High Very high Very high Low High

Time High Low High Low High

Quality Very low Low Low Low Very low

Flexibility Low Low High High Very low

7 Cost High High Very high Low High

Time High Low High Low High

Quality Very low Very low Very low Low Very low

Flexibility Low Very low Very high High Low
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After arranging, the linguistic response result has been converted into the mathe-
matical form shown in Table 2.

Every expert has a different opinion about the selection and prioritization of lean
strategies. So it needs to make a common decision of all experts to prioritization lean
strategies which is shown in Table 3. It can be solved with an average of all industrial
expert response to make average response result.

Table 2 Mathematical value response

Experts Lean criteria 5’S JIT TPM TQM Lean
training

1 Cost 3 3 4 1 3

Time 3 1 3 1 3

Quality 2 2 2 1 2

Flexibility 2 1 3 3 2

2 Cost 3 3 4 2 1

Time 4 1 3 1 1

Quality 1 2 1 1 1

Flexibility 2 1 3 3 2

3 Cost 3 4 3 1 3

Time 3 1 3 1 3

Quality 2 2 2 1 2

Flexibility 2 1 3 3 2

4 Cost 3 3 3 1 3

Time 4 1 3 1 3

Quality 2 1 2 1 1

Flexibility 2 1 3 3 2

5 Cost 3 3 3 1 3

Time 3 1 3 1 3

Quality 2 2 1 1 2

Flexibility 2 1 3 3 2

6 Cost 3 4 4 1 3

Time 3 1 3 1 3

Quality 2 1 1 1 2

Flexibility 1 1 3 3 2

7 Cost 3 3 4 1 3

Time 3 1 3 1 3

Quality 2 2 2 1 2

Flexibility 1 2 4 3 1
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Table 3 Average response result for all experts

Lean strategies Cost Time Quality Flexibility

5’S 3 3.29 1.86 1.71

JIT 3.29 1 1.71 1.14

TPM 3.57 3 1.57 3.14

TQM 1.14 1 1 3

Lean training 2.71 2.71 1.71 1.86

After making an average response, next step into implement GRA for best result
individual for all lean strategies select criteria’s which are cost, time, quality and
flexibility (Tables 4, 5, 6 and 7).

Table 4 GRA analysis for cost

Lean
strategies

Average of all experts
responses

Normalized value Deviation GRC

5’S 3 0.235 0.765 0.395

JIT 3.29 0.115 0.885 0.361

TPM 3.57 0.000 1.000 0.333

TQM 1.14 1.000 0.000 1.000

Lean training 2.71 0.354 0.646 0.436

Table 5 GRA analysis for time

Lean
strategies

Average of all experts
responses

Normalized value Deviation GRC

5’S 3.29 0.000 1.000 0.333

JIT 1 1.000 0.000 1.000

TPM 3 0.127 0.873 0.364

TQM 1 1.000 0.000 1.000

Lean training 2.71 0.253 0.747 0.401

Table 6 GRA analysis for quality

Lean
strategies

Average of all experts
responses

Normalized value Deviation GRC

5’S 1.86 0 1.000 0.333

JIT 1.71 0.174 0.826 0.377

TPM 1.57 0.337 0.663 0.430

TQM 1 1 0.000 1.000

Lean training 1.71 0.174 0.826 0.377
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Table 7 GRA analysis for flexibility

Lean
strategies

Average of all experts
responses

Normalized value Deviation GRC

5’S 1.71 0.715 0.285 0.637

JIT 1.14 1 0.000 1.000

TPM 3.14 0 1.000 0.333

TQM 3 0.07 0.930 0.350

Lean training 1.86 0.64 0.360 0.581

Table 8 Weight for lean strategy selection criteria by experts

Selection criteria for lean
strategies

Experts weight notation Industrial experts weight for
selection criteria

Cost Wc 0.50

Time Wt 0.25

Quality Wq 0.15

Flexibility Wf 0.10

Similarly, weight shown in Table 8 is the average given by the different industrial
experts, and it can vary as per the industry implementation, where industrial weight
can be varied according to industries which implement LS.

2.2 Method to Apply GRA

Normalize the collected data shown in Tables 4, 5, 6 and 7.
After normalizing, all data will be between 0 and 1.

x∗
1 (t) � maxi (t) − x1i (t)

maxi (t) − mini (t)
(1)

Identify deviation value with normalized data shown in Tables 4, 5, 6 and 7.

Dx1(t) � 1 − x∗
1 (t) (2)

Computation of grey relational coefficients (GRCs) is noted with ξ (t), and nor-
mally value is taken as 0.5.

Computation of grey relational grade (GRG) is shown in Table 9.
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Table 9 Calculation of grey relational grade (GRG)

Lean
strate-
gies

GRC ξ

(t) (cost)
GRC ξ

(t) (time)
GRC ξ

(t)
(quality)

GRC ξ

(t) (flexi-
bility)

GRG % Rank
order

5’S 0.395 0.333 0.333 0.637 0.395 14.60 4th

JIT 0.361 1.000 0.377 1.000 0.587 21.69 2nd

TPM 0.333 0.364 0.430 0.333 0.356 13.16 5th

TQM 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.350 0.935 34.55 1st

Lean
training

0.436 0.401 0.377 0.581 0.433 16.00 3rd

Total GRG 2.706

0.395

0.587

0.356

0.935

0.433

5’S JIT TPM TQM Lean Training

GRG Value for lean strategies

Fig. 1 Chart 1—GRG value for lean strategies

GRC will be the multiple of all GRC values with their related weight given by
experts and then the summation of all, i.e.

GRG for 5′S �GRC(cost) ∗ Wc + GRC(time) ∗ Wt + GRC(quality) ∗ Wq

+ GRC(flexibility) ∗ Wf � 0.395 (3)

Similarly, GRG results for other lean strategies are shown in Table 9 (Fig. 1).

3 Results and Conclusion

After the complete study, it is found that GRA theory is very precise and effective
to reflect the well-maintained prioritization of implemented lean strategies. As per
the industrial present competitive behaviour, lean strategies must be prioritization
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and GRA theory has very effective results. As result shown in Chart 1, it is clear
that TQM is more dominating for manufacturing industry. JIT is in second position,
and lean training is at number third. The whole study is based on survey analysis
of different industries that know and implemented lean manufacturing. 5’S, JIT,
TPM, TQM and lean training are the most useful and implemented strategies for
manufacturing industries, so these are considered. After GRC identification, a sole
result comes out about lean strategies, but the next thing which will affect is related
weight. This weight will be given by industry. For further study, individual industry
can be analysed to find its relative priority. Also, we can consider different lean
strategies and different other industries for better results.

Future researcher can consider remaining lean strategies and can consider more
industries to make research more precise and accurate in present Indian scenario.
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A Systematic Review: Effect of TIG
and A-TIG Welding on Austenitic
Stainless Steel
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Abstract Austenitic stainless steel (ASS) plays an important role in fabrication and
manufacturing of products due to its goodmechanical properties and easyweldability
mostly for all types ofwelding. In fabrication, there are numerouswelding techniques
available for ASS such as gas metal arc welding, tungsten inert gas (TIG) welding,
electroslag welding, submerge arc welding, electron beam, thermite welding. TIG
welding is the most common operation use for joining of two similar or dissimilar
metals with heating or applying the pressure by using the filler material. TIGwelding
technique is used in several industries like automobile, aerospace, marine, etc. due to
its quick and precise process. This paper systematically reviewed the TIG and A-TIG
welding processes of ASS which included several recent experimental activities. In
TIGwelding, the inputs such as voltage, current, filler materials and shielding gasses,
the type of flux and passes ultimately affect its output weld quality. In addition, a
comparison has been provided for parameters of TIG and A-TIG welding process
and their weld outcomes such as microstructure, mechanical, penetration depth, and
weld bead quality. A-TIG has better hardness and mechanical properties than TIG
welding.

Keywords TIG · Hardness · Tensile strength · Penetration depth ·Weld joint

1 Introduction

In TIG welding process, inconsumable tungsten electrode is used to produce weld
joint. The electrode and weld region is shielded by an inert gas. In this process, an
electric arc is produced between a tungsten electrode and the base metal. The arc
region is protected by an inert gas or a mixture of gases (Fig. 1). Shielding gas plays
a very much significance role in TIG welding process. Shielding gas is selected on
the basis of chemical–metallurgical process between the weld region and the gas
that is used in TIG welding process [1]. Stainless steel (SS), aluminum, magnesium,
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copper, and many other nonferrous metals, which are difficult to weld, are welded
using this process. Efficiency of electric arc and weld region is greatly affected by
the density of the shielding gas. Gases like CO2 and argon (Ar) are having highest
density and therefore they are most effective in TIG welding process as a shielding
gas [2]. Welding process also has a great impact on microstructure, mechanical
properties, and corrosion behavior of welded specimen. In fusion welding processes,
there is a great challenge of metallurgical problems like precipitation of phases of
weld metal, problem of hot cracking, and loss of metal due to vaporization and they
are very common. TIG welding is the most suitable welding method for welding
of SS due to its various advantages like ability to weld complex geometries with
varying dimension, cleanliness relative to other welding process, and also it is an
economical process for joining of two metals due to low setup cost [3]. In TIG
welding process, the most important technique is the use of activating flux. In the
1960s, Paton Electric Welding Institute introduced the concept of A-TIG. The depth
of penetration increases with A-TIG welding process. Mixture of inorganic material
in a volatile medium forms activating flux [4]. Kuo et al. reported that the joints
were clean and smooth without flux compared to those joints which are prepared by
using flux in TIG welding. Kuo et al. reported that TIG welding joint formed without
the use of flux are clean and smooth as compared to the welding joint formed with
flux. Formation of slag is less in SiO2 as compared to the slag produced by the
fluxes CaO, Fe2O3, and Cr2O3. TIG welds without flux shows a wide and shallow
structure as compared with fluxes such as Fe2O3, Cr2O3, and SiO2 which gives a
narrow and deep structure [5]. Without flux wide and shallowness observed due to
less deposition and penetration rate ultimately, it gives the low productivity [6]. The
flux powder has different compositions which are very important in increasing the
depth of penetration in A-TIG welding process [6].

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of TIG welding
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2 Literature Review

Kurt and Samur [1] investigated the microstructure evaluation and mechanical prop-
erties of 304 SSwelded by TIGwelding process by using 308 SS rod as filler metal. It
was found that ultimate tensile strength 1800 MPa, yield strength 75 MPa, breaking
strength 150 MPa, and percentage elongation were 25% of welded joints. Also it
was found that hardness of weld metal, base metal, and heat-affected zone (HAZ)
was 233, 321, and 201 HV, respectively. HAZ has low hardness due to coarser grain
size in comparison with weld metal. They use optical microscopy (OM) and stereo
microscopy (SM) techniques for studying the microstructure of base metal, HAZ,
and weld metal. Chromium carbide precipitation and dendrite structure were found
in weld metal. Austenite, lathy, and skeletal delta ferrite is observed.

Durgutlu [2] presented a paper in which they studied the effect of H2 in Ar as
shielding gas for TIG welding of 316L SS. In this experiment, pure Ar, 1.5% H2–Ar,
and 5% H2–Ar are the input parameters and they found that the highest tensile
strength was obtained for weld under the shielding gas 1.5% H2–Ar combination.
When H2 content is increased, the mean grain size in weld metal increased. Also, its
width and weld penetration depth got increased. The grain characteristics are found
to be more effective in a mixture of 5% H2–Ar. The hardness of weld metal was
lower than HAZ and base metal for all shielding gasses combinations.

Mirshekari et al. [3] has studied the effect on microstructure and hardness of
single, multipass gas tungsten arc welding of 304L SS. They identify the presence of
austenite and δ ferrite phase. At some point of the solidification process, primary δ

ferrite solidifies within the fusion area, transformation of δ to gamma takes place, and
complete phase transformation does not occur due to very fast cooling rate. In the
weld zone, this results in the occurrence of primary δ ferrite, as it is beneficiary for
the problem of hot cracking. It is observed that the δ ferrite are lathy and skeletal were
formed in the austenite matrix. Different types of ferrite transformation occur due to
different cooling rates in multipass welding. The value of hardness increases as the
number of passes in the weld joint increases. Figure 2 shows the two specimens: (a)
single pass and (b) multipass. Maximum value of hardness and HAZ was observed
in multipass due to the high δ ferrite content and finer grain size in the HAZ by
increasing the number of passes.

Nayee and Badheka [4] investigated the effect of activating flux on mechanical
and metallurgical properties of dissimilar activated flux Tungsten inert gas welds:
predicted the effect of current, welding speed, joint gap and electrode diameter on
weld dimension of 6 mm between the carbon steel (CS) and SS. The activated TIG
welding process is performed by using three different types of oxide fluxes TiO2,
ZnO and MnO2. It was found out in activating flux that TiO2 and ZnO are effective
for activated flux TIG welding between CS and SS. Higher depth width ratio was
achieved under the use of TiO2 and ZnO flux as compared to normal TIG weld-
ing. Lower angular distortion was found under TiO2 flux as compared to normal
TIG welding. Activated TIG welded joint has better mechanical properties and joint
elongation than normal TIG welded joints.
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Fig. 2 Optical micrograph of weld region for: a single pass; b multipass of specimen [3]

Kuo et al. [5] observed the angular distortion, weld morphology, appearance of
the surface of different metals like mild steel and 316 SS with and without the
use of activated flux. The density of the flux powder which got coated found to be
5–6 mg/cm2. It is observed that without using the flux the surface was smooth and
clean but with the use of flux like Fe2O3, Cr2O3, and CaO caused huge amount of
slag on the surface; but by using SiO2, the formation of slag was very less. The
angular distortion of TIG welding without flux is very high but still less than the
plate thickness but with the use of SiO2 flux the angular distortion decreases. TIG
welding without using flux creates void in metal G3131 mild steel and by using flux
like Fe2O3, Cr2O3, and CaO creates cracks in weld bead of 316 SS, but by the use
of SiO2 flux there is no void or cracks in any of the metal.

Tseng and Hsu [6] investigated the effect of new activating flux on A-TIG weld-
ing and investigated the influence of oxide-based activating flux and carrier solvent
composite on welding angular distortion, surface appearance, ferrite content, and
geometric shape of 316L SS. The flux powder containing sulfide, fluoride, oxide
mixed with ethanol and methanol achieved good spread ability. The current range
for investigation is taken and the maximum penetration of SS was obtained for acti-
vating flux. It was found that the arc pressure increases with an increase in current
and in result TIG welding conjunction increases. High arc current increases the pen-
etration capability of welding arc and ferrite content in 316L SS. Higher heat input
results in slower cooling rate and that promotes δ ferrite phase transformation into
austenite phase SS.

Kumar and Shahi [7] investigated the effect of heat input on microstructure and
mechanical properties of TIG welding on 304 SS weld joints. They investigated
the heat effect process by taking three heat input levels: low heat (2.563 kJ/mm),
medium heat (2.784 kJ/mm), and high heat (3.017 kJ/mm) in TIG. It was found that
the ultimate tensile strength at low-heat input was higher thanmedium- and high-heat
inputs. The dendrite size in the fusion zone is smaller in low-heat input joints. With
increase in heat input, the HAZ and fusion zone and coarsening of grain increases
with an increase in heat input.
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Vasantharaja et al. [8] investigated the effect ofwelding process onmicrostructure,
distortion, and residual stresses in 316 LN SS which is joined by TIG welding
and activated TIG welding. It was found that the activated TIG welding process
showed lowest peak tensile residual stress, minimum distortion in geometry, and
also lower ferrite content. Activated TIG and normal TIG weld joints show lower
angular distortion values, while Y grooved joint shows maximum angular distortion
values due to non-uniform distribution of residual stresses in top and bottom sides.
Y grooved joint exhibited lower peak tensile residual stress on the A-TIG side and
higher peak tensile residual stress on the TIG side.

Liu et al. [9] has studied the TIG and A-TIGwelding processes on 304 SS. A-TIG
welding increases the depth penetration up to 200–300% in one pass with better
mechanical properties and refined microstructure. In A-TIG, the acetone is used on
the surface of thematerial to remove the contamination and flux is blendwith acetone
in a proper amount to make it a thick liquid and applied on metal’s surface. It was
found that weld penetration in A-TIG welding turns to be 8 mm in comparison with
TIG welding which was limited to only 3 mm, and this is due to flux molecule which
gets dissociated by the heat generated from the arc and enough capable of collecting
the electrons in peripheral region that moves forward to the constricting effect which
induced and increased the temperature and pressure to get the deep weld penetration
but it was also observed that active elements on the surface like O2 and sulfur change
the direction of fluid flow because the weld pool surface contains the surface tension
gradients. Themicrostructure of A-TIGwelding is having higher delta ferrite content
in comparison with conventional TIG welding because of higher heat generated in
A-TIGwelding and also due to the rapid solidification causing meta-stable phase. A-
TIGwelding has a higher heat input and rapid cooling rate so the delta ferrite content
is higher that ensures higher mechanical strength. The flux does not penetrate the
weldmetal and does not bring any considerable change in theweldmetal composition
chemically. Microhardness of A-TIG is higher in comparison with conventional TIG
welding. The elongation and the tensile strength of A-TIG welding is much higher
in comparison with conventional TIG welding due to higher delta ferrite content and
also because of absence of inclusion. The bending test concluded that there was no
crack or defect with single length more than 3 mm on the welded joint surface.

Choudhary and Duhan [10] observed that the use of different activated fluxes on
SS 304 will have different effects on TIG welding. By using A-TIG, the number
of passes got reduced without flux. If Ar is used with fluxes like CaCl2, PbCl2,
and LiCl, then it can give depth penetration up to 100% and with MnO2 it gives
80%. They observed that using SiCO2 flux will have depth penetration up to 86%.
If SiO2 mixes with TiO2 in 80 and 20% ratio, then the depth penetration increases
around 400%. SiO2 increases the depth penetration and also weld depth-to-width
ratio. The MnO2 gave the depth penetration up to 4.2 mm and width up to 2.8 mm,
but Fe2O3 increased the depth penetration 1.2–3.8 mm and width decreased which
is about 5.2–3 mm. The value of D/W is maximum in MnO2 which is 1.50, and it
is maximum in comparison with other fluxes. The MnO2 gives the highest tensile
strength of 640.32 MPa and ductility of 39.20 from convectional TIG of strength
605.32 MPa and ductility of 37.90. While using Fe2O3, the tensile strength was
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observed to be of 632.7 and ductility of 38.92. The ultimate tensile of ZnO and
MgCl2 were observed to be 628.15 and 618.5 MPa and elongation were 38.18 and
37.98%, respectively. TIG welding with activated flux ensures with narrow and deep
morphology but without activated it have wide and shallow morphology.

Tseng and Hsien [11] observed that there are a large number of effects of mixing
of N2 with Ar during the welding of 316L SS in the morphology and microstructure
of the weld. N2 was added because it acted as an austenite stabilizer instead of nickel.
Tungsten alloy electrode passes the heat fromweld current to arc very easily because
tungsten electrode has a very temperature resistance property and the choosing of this
can improve the arc stability andweld quality. It was found that mixing of nitrogen up
to excess amount lead to electrode deterioration that causes the arc instability during
welding processwith electrode of 2.4mm. To obtain the stable arc, the electrodemust
be of 3.2mmwith themixture ofN2 andAr2 to sustain the proper amount of arc heat. It
was concluded that by increasing the amount of nitrogen in Ar would increase the arc
voltage. The reasonbehind this is high thermal conductivity in nitrogen in comparison
with Ar which further increases the power generated in arc and weld current. It was
observed that using excess amount of nitrogen more than 10% in Ar increases the
porosity because nitrogen content reaches the solubility limit in SS weld metal. It
was observed that there was rapidly reduction in ferrite content of SS weld metal
because of nitrogen get dissolved in austenite and is a strong austenite stabilizer.
Hardness of 316L SS increases by increasing the amount of nitrogen in argon as
shielding gas. Moslemi et al. [12] observed that MMA welding with gas is higher
in productivity and quality of weld bead. They have used the TIG welding in which
non-consumable electrode is used for the joining of thin material in manufacturing
industries. Some processes like precipitation and solidification can cause changes
in microstructure. Some other changes such as current can also cause change in
mechanical properties. They concluded that if the value of the current increases,
then the depth and width of weld pool also get increases. Some factors which get
increased are peak temperature, heating rate, and cooling rate, and due to that there is
a decrease in temperature gradient which causes an increase in crystallization to form
a free dendrite crystal. The fine shape and size of the grains is because of unfinished
recrystallization and rapid cooling rate as well as over heating degree of metal with
constant speed leads to decrease in temperature gradient. It was observed that there
is some sigma phase, carbide phase, and hot cracking on the diffusion welding joint.
The sigma phase increased by increasing the arc current but the carbide phase and hot
cracking get decreased. The sigma phase is occurred at 600–900 °C. It was found that
at 100 A of value of current the value of tensile strength is high. Because of certain
defects like hot cracking porosity and shrinkage that cause the fracture on the surface
of the metal affects the tensile strength of the metallic samples. It was also observed
that at 100 A the highest hardness value could be found. It was declared that as the
value of diameter of indention increases the hardness decreases correspondingly.

Das Neves et al. [13] observed that sintered SS products are used for filtration
in the petrochemical as well as food-processing industries. Powder form of SS is
used for making sintered. It was observed that heat transfer changes by changing
the thermal conductivity and the thermal expansion coefficient causing dimensional
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changes. In their experiment, sintered plates and pipes were brought out for welding
with and without weld metal. So they observed that using weld metal with sintered
SS, the weld was totally filled and bead joint was uniformly leveled between the
base metal surface and the weld. Weld penetration was totally through the plate with
very less stress concentration.Weld penetration was high with high current value and
slow welding speed which ultimately resulted in extreme HAZ which lowered the
corrosion resistance. The resistance to rupture of welded joint is higher in welded
joint with weld metal than without weld metal because of absence of discontinue in
welded joint. Higher welding current leads to deep penetration and more weld width,
but an increase in welding speed decreases the penetration and width. Longer arc
increases the weld width and decreases the penetration. The occurrence of pores in
weld width leads to reduction in mechanical properties which happens without weld
metal. Weld metal addition will lead to reduction in corrosive properties. The weld
zone with weld metal had higher cooling rate than without weld metal.

Tathgir et al. [14] observed the use of TiO2 as flux in different graded materials
like AISI 1020, 304, 316, Duplex 2205 steels. They observed that by using TiO2 as
flux, there was complete depth penetration of the plate but with the use of Ar and
5% of H2 as shielding gas. This similar effect was found to be in AISI 316 steel also.
The maximum depth penetration was observed to be in AISI 304. At 140 A current,
the depth penetration in duplex SS is more than 100%. The H2 gas which is added in
shielding gas increases the welding speed and heat during welding. Microhardness
was found to be more in AISI 304 and AISI 316 when there is no flux applied on
the steels. The toughness gets increases in all the materials because of broken ferrite
contents in smaller units (Table 1).

Table 1 Summary of major outcomes for various TIG and A-TIG welding process

Ref Materials Type of welding Parameters Outcomes

[1] SS 304 TIG 308 SS filler
wire

Coarse-grained
structure in HAZ
occurred, HAZ
shows a dendrite
structure. The
tensile strength,
yield strength,
and elongation
are 1800,
75 MPa, and
25%,
respectively

(continued)
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Table 1 (continued)

Ref Materials Type of welding Parameters Outcomes

[2] SS 316L TIG H2 in Ar Gas
[0% H2, 1.5%
H2 and 5% H2]

Higher tensile
strength for
1.5% H–Ar.
Penetration
depth and weld
bead width
increases with
increasing H2
content

[3] SS 304L TIG 308 SS filler
metal
Multipass TIG

The
microstructure
of the welds was
dendritic which
is δ-ferrite. For
three pass
specimens
maximum value
of hardness is
achieved

[4] Carbon steel and
SS

A-TIG TiO2, ZnO and
MnO2 as flux

TiO2 and ZnO
are effective
fluxes for
A-TIG. Highest
D/W ratio
reported under
TiO2 and ZnO
fluxes than
other. Lowest
angular
distortion in
TiO2 flux

[5] JIS G3131 mild
steel and 316 SS

A-TIG SiO2 as a flux No void, no
cracks, less slag,
decrease in
angular
distortion, deep
and narrow
morphology

[6] SS 316L A-TIG Current level
125–225 A

The depth of
penetration
increases with
an increase in
weld current.
A-TIG produced
lower angular
distortion

(continued)
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Table 1 (continued)

Ref Materials Type of welding Parameters Outcomes

[7] SS 304 TIG Low heat
(2.563 kJ/mm),
medium heat
(2.784 kJ/mm),
and high heat
(3.017 kJ/mm)

Coarsening of
grain increases
with an increase
in heat input.
Dendrite size in
the fusion zone
is smaller in low
heat, maximum
tensile strength
and ductility
possessed by the
weld joints
made using
low-heat input

[8] SS 316LN TIG, A-TIG Square butt,
double V-groove
and Y grooved
joint

Smaller grain
size, higher
ferrite content,
and higher
tensile residual
stress values are
obtained when
double-sided
TIG welding is
used. Y grooved
joint exhibited
maximum
angular
distortion values

[9] SS 304 A-TIG Using oxides Deep weld
penetration and
microhardness
as well as tensile
strength also
increases

[10] SS 304 A-TIG Activated flux in
different
compositions

Increases the
depth of
penetration,
deep and narrow
morphology, and
high tensile
strength

[11] SS 316L TIG Ar–N2 mixed
gas for shielding
purpose

Increases the arc
current and
increases the
hardness

(continued)
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Table 1 (continued)

Ref Materials Type of welding Parameters Outcomes

[12] SS 316 TIG Increases the
welding current

Increase in
depth and width
of weld pool and
increase in
tensile strength
and hardness

[13] Sintered SS 316
L

TIG Sintered
material is used

Lower the
corrosion
resistance and
resistance to
rupture

[14] AISI 1020, SS
304, SS 316,
2205 steels

A-TIG Use of TiO2 as
flux and addition
of H2 in
shielding gas

Microhardness,
penetration and
toughness
increases

3 Conclusion

Considering the wide range of welding applications, TIG and A-TIG weld behavior
of base and filler of various SS is extensively studied. In the present review, weld
characteristics of SS in TIG andA-TIGwith various parameters, theirmicrostructure,
mechanical properties, and comparison between both weld processes are compre-
hensively discussed. It was found that weld penetration in A-TIGwelding is higher in
comparison with conventional TIG welding which will vary the properties of weld-
ing. It was found that use of different fluxes changes the results of depth penetration
and depth-to-width ratio. Weld penetration increases with an increase in the arc cur-
rent, SiO2 or TiO2 as a flux, H2 in Ar as a shielding gas. The higher hardness values
of weldment are reported when Ar is employed with H2 or N2 as a shielding gas.
The optimized values of tensile strength were obtained in A-TIG when the welding
was carried out in multipass mode, MnO2 used as a flux, Ar and H2 as a shielding
gas, heat input was low, and arc current was around 100 Amp. Dendrite structure
was found in TIG welding of SS in which dendrite size increases as heat input, peak
temperature, and cooling rate increases. δ ferrite was found in weld zone as welding
is done in multipass mode and the content of δ ferrite increases when welded joint is
produced in the absence of flux. During solidification, complete transformation of δ

ferrite into gamma and austenitic phases is not completed due to faster cooling rate.
δ ferrite content is increased as heat input increases in A-TIG. Grain size increases as
the content of H2, heat input, and cooling rate increases. The surface finish is more
in A-TIG as compared to conventional TIG welding process.
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Evaluation of Key Challenges to Industry
4.0 in Indian Context: A DEMATEL
Approach

Ankur Aggarwal, Sumit Gupta and Manish Kumar Ojha

Abstract The rapid development of information technology, analytics, computing
capacity and hardware has led to increasing affinity towards the concept of Industry
4.0. Industry 4.0 uses cyber-physical systems (CPS), Industrial Internet of Things
(IIoT) and cloud data sharing to develop intelligent manufacturing systems. The
Indian industries under the patronage of national and local government initiatives
like Make in India and Digital India are looking forwards to adopting best in class
manufacturing infrastructure to support the changing industrial environment and
utilize the immense opportunities ahead. For this purpose, Industry 4.0 will play a
vital role in achieving manufacturing competitiveness. This paper is an attempt to
evaluate the key challenges of Industry 4.0 in the Indian context. A decision-making
trial and evaluation laboratory (DEMATEL) approach is used to establish relations
between the key challenges.

Keywords Industry 4.0 · India · Challenges · DEMATEL · CPS · IIoT

1 Introduction

With the ever-changing economic scenario, India is again in the spotlight. It has
been an IT stronghold of the world and now its manufacturing sector is on its way
to another revolution labelled as ‘Industry 4.0’ [1]. Industry 4.0 is a highly effi-
cient system of interconnected digital entities that work in coordination to help make
intelligent decisions [2]. It majorly utilizes cyber-physical systems, information tech-
nology and smart devices. It can help transform Indian traditional plants into smart
factories that can increase business gains. Decentralized control and self-learning
are important factors [3]. Intelligent components are characterized by their ability
to self-understand, communicate and implement information at every stage of the
system.Decentralization of control aids bymaking the transition smootherwith vary-
ing market demands. Customer requirements have also changed. This puts immense
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pressure on the industry to keep modifying their business models to stabilize com-
petition. Majorly in India, a gap is seen between the application level and the factory
level. Industry 4.0 can help bridge this gap.

Indian government has come up with initiatives like Green Energy Corridors,
Make in India, Digital India and Skill India that aim to promote the use of renewable
energy sources, in-house manufacturing, digitalization of industries by advanced
technologies and training and education. According to IBEF, India has set a high tar-
get of achieving a 25% contribution from manufacturing sector of its gross domestic
product (GDP) by the year 2025 [4]. This can be realized by adopting practices of
Industry 4.0. In order to adopt Industry 4.0, the readiness of the industries must
be checked. The manufacturing sector may face significant challenges in this pro-
cess. This paper provides a summary of the key challenges that are/may be faced by
industries.

The outline of the paper is: The research background of Industry 4.0, its compo-
nents and key challenges are discussed in Sect. 2. Section 3 shows the application of
DEMATEL approach on the case industry selected for research. After this, discussion
of results is presented in Sect. 4 followed by concluding remarks in Sect. 5.

2 Research Background

2.1 Industry 4.0

Industry 4.0 was first seen as part of a German project. It can be defined as the appli-
cation of computing and IT technologies to enhance the connectivity of the various
sections of the industry. This connectivity enables integration between the elements
of the entire supply chain, i.e. machinery, workers, suppliers and end customers.
Industry 4.0 makes it possible to collect and examines the technical details from
the machines to make the processes faster, flexible and efficient. This will lead to
increase in industrial output and productivity. Industry 4.0 promotes collaboration
among different plants of the company irrespective of the location. This is achieved
by communication devices that are focussed on factors like reliability and longevity.
Industry 4.0 creates a highly flexible and intelligent factory known as ‘Smart Factory’
[5]. For this, it has core components that enable its realization and sustenance.

2.2 Core Components of Industry 4.0

The main components of Industry 4.0 are cyber-physical systems (CPS), Industrial
Internet of Things (IIoT) and cloud computing. Figure 1 shows the core components
of Industry 4.0.
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Fig. 1 Core components of
Industry 4.0
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Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS). CPS is a system that is driven by computer algo-
rithmswhichhavebeen integratedwith Internet and its users. It combines the software
(cyber components) and hardware (physical components) to generate an intense link
[6]. CPS aims to ensure deep connectivity and real-time data collection between the
physical entities of the factory. It also enables the analysis of the data to help make
intelligent decisions [7]. A simple CPS comprises a control unit which actuates the
physical components interacting with the real world and sensors that detect and pro-
cess the data [8]. In order to reach the stature of Industry 4.0, there needs to be a
specific approach, which is addressed by CPS bymaking the processes self-managed
and autonomous.

Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT). IIoT is a literal upgrade of the Internet of
Things (IoT), as in when IoT is applied to industries. IoT is the larger out of the two
which aims at harnessing the power of Internet connectivity to improve business func-
tions [9]. IIoT focusses on stronger requirements of manufacturing namely longevity
of operation and safety of personnel [10]. IIoT utilizes machine learning to capture
and communicate data [11]. This data can help identify issues sooner and practise
better process control. It also provides better insight into the operational parameters
of the industry, which leads to transformation of processes [12]. This accelerates
productivity, thereby improving profits, which is thought behind Industry 4.0.

Cloud Computing. Cloud computing is an enabler of Industry 4.0. It offers stor-
age and memory through the Internet as a service to the user. As buying physical
storages is expensive, companies have switched to cloud computing. It offers high
performance at lower cost. Cloud storage stores the communication between the
machines as well as between machines and personnel. Cloud computing provides its
users with an IT platform and resources for all needs. It relies on sharing of infor-
mation both within and outside the organization. This helps organizations run their
business faster and meet the demands of the market and customers at the earliest
[13]. This nature of cloud computing makes it important for application of Industry
4.0.
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2.3 Key Challenges to Industry 4.0

In order to adopt the Industry 4.0 in Indian industries, the major roadblocks to its
implementation need to be identified. The following six key challenges have been
found out from the extensive literature review and discussion with academicians.

Management Commitment (C1). Any major organizational change has to pass
through themanagement, and themanagement’swillingness is important [14]. Indus-
try 4.0 brings a major change and is required to be backed up by the management.
The major challenge in India is the lack of leadership as any change comes from the
top down in an industry [1]. The leaders must be committed to the goal of Industry
4.0. They must be willing to re-analyse their organizational structure and maintain
an enthusiastic work atmosphere in order to drive this industrial revolution.

High Investment and Future Viability (C2). Industry 4.0 brings with it high
implementation cost. This high cost is attributed to machinery and equipment, train-
ing of personnel and consultancy services. For Indian industries, that is dominated
by a large percentage of small-scale industries, this transformation may come at a
cost of their market value [15]. Moreover, new entrants may acquaint themselves
with industry models and threaten the existence of the prevalent players. As Industry
4.0 can both be a complicated and calculated risk, this change has uncertain future
benefits and absence of benchmarking tools to evaluate accurate business gains.

Employee Fear and Resistance (C3). The pillars of any industry are its employees.
The employees need to be provided with advanced training and education. As Indus-
try 4.0 is computer oriented and relies on high reliability and accuracy, the unskilled
workers stand at the risk of losing their jobs [16]. India has always faced issues with
availability of skilled workers, labour unions and their management. The workers
may be reluctant to be a part of such an organizational change [17]. The workers are
not only required to improvise technical skills but also analytical decision making,
in order to extensively use the new technologies.

Technical Fit and Integration of CPS (C4). The concept of Industry 4.0 revolves
around CPS. The development of CPS in accordance with the existing facilities is a
tedious job. It not only requires monetary support but dependence on external ser-
vices. Indian Industries have been practising conservativeways for long enough. This
makes generation and verification of a CPS model complicated. In order to benefit
from Industry 4.0, the organizations must have proper methods of data collection and
computation. This will require new visualizations and development of mathematical
models and algorithms.

IT Security Concerns (C5). As IIoT involves interconnection of everything in an
industry, it brings the risk of cybersecurity. The overall connectivity implies the use
of more computers which will be burdensome to handle and control [18]. Any glitch
in IT systems can be a setback for the organization. Moreover, a cyberattack can
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be devastating as it may cause a mark on the reputation of the company [19]. With
increasing digitization of the assets, the security of the IT infrastructure is utmost
important for the organization.

Lack of Government Support and Legal Issues (C6). The Indian government
has come up in favour of Industry 4.0, but it lacks aggressiveness and support-
ing policies. It needs to promote the development of networking agencies that can
help promote adoption of IIoT in industries. With the onset of new technologies, the
government must promote cross-border trades to enhance technology sharing. On
the other hand, strict laws regarding privacy protection must be enforced to avoid
wrong handling of data. Legal regulations and compliances in regard to labour and
safety management must be redesigned to aid adoption of Industry 4.0.

3 Application of DEMATEL and Case Example

This section discusses the DEMATEL approach and its application. For the analysis
of the relationships between the key challenges, we have used decision-making trial
and evaluation laboratory (DEMATEL) approach [20]. This technique was evolved
by Battelle Memorial Institute, Geneva and is a structuring tool used to find out the
cause and effect relationship among different factors. Other than finding out how
the factors are connected; it also indicates the influence of the factors on the main
system. The case example is a major automobile company with its strong presence in
India. The studywas subjected to its manufacturing facility inDelhi—NCR area. The
respondents consisted of senior-levelmanagers, production of charges, linemanagers
and workers. The inputs were received in the form of pairwise comparisons (Table 1)
between the identified challenges by brainstorming. The following are the steps of
DEMATEL approach:

Table 1 Average (direct
relation) matrix A

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6

C1 0 1.8 1.4 2.6 0.8 0.2

C2 3.5 0 2.2 3.2 1.7 0.6

C3 2.3 0.4 0 1.3 0.2 1.5

C4 3.4 2.3 2.1 0 2.6 0.4

C5 3.1 2.4 0.8 2.5 0 0.3

C6 3.7 2.8 2.3 1.6 2 0
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3.1 Define Challenges and Evaluation Scale

The challenges have been described in Sect. 2. A total of six challenges are consid-
ered. The evaluation scale has numeric values ranging from ‘0’ to ‘4’, i.e. from low
to high degree of influence/interrelation among the challenges.

3.2 Construct the Average (Direct Relation) Matrix

The responses have been obtained to form the inputs of the average matrix. The
respondents have rated the influence of one challenge ‘i’ on another challenge ‘j’
based on the evaluation scale and filled a matrix of pairwise comparisons [21]. Let A
[i × j] be the average matrix and k be the total respondents. The aij values of matrix
A have been obtained by averaging the responses aijk of the k respondents for each
comparison. Table 1 shows the average matrix A.

3.3 Calculate the Normalized Matrix B

Let B be the normalized matrix of the average matrix A. Calculate factor λ by using
Eq. 1 which is as follows:

λ� 1

Max1≤i≤n

(∑n
j�1 ai j

) (1)

Matrix B as shown in Table 2 is calculated by using Eq. 2, i.e. multiplying matrix
A by a factor λ,

B � Aλ (2)

Table 2 Normalized matrix
B

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6

C1 0 0.15 0.11 0.21 0.06 0.02

C2 0.28 0 0.18 0.26 0.14 0.05

C3 0.19 0.03 0 0.10 0.02 0.12

C4 0.27 0.19 0.17 0 0.21 0.03

C5 0.25 0.19 0.06 0.20 0 0.02

C6 0.30 0.23 0.19 0.13 0.16 0
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Table 3 Total relation matrix
C

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6

C1 0.41 0.39 0.35 0.50 0.27 0.11

C2 0.84 0.39 0.52 0.70 0.43 0.18

C3 0.50 0.26 0.21 0.36 0.19 0.18

C4 0.81 0.53 0.50 0.47 0.47 0.16

C5 0.73 0.50 0.38 0.60 0.27 0.13

C6 0.93 0.63 0.57 0.66 0.48 0.15

3.4 Construct the Total-Relation Matrix C

The normalized matrix B can be transformed to total-relation matrix C as shown in
Table 3 by using the Eq. 3,

C � B(I − B)−1 (3)

where I � Identity Matrix.

3.5 Calculate the Challenge’s Degree of Influence

The degree of influence of the challenges is attributed to the degree of prominence
and degree of cause and effect. The values D and E are calculated by the Eqs. 4 and
5,

D � [di j ]n×1 �
⎡
⎣

n∑
j�1

ci j

⎤
⎦

n×1

(4)

E � [ei j ]1×n �
[

n∑
i�1

ci j

]

1×n

(5)

The prominence or correlation with others is given by (D + E) and cause/effect
is given by (D − E) as shown in Table 4.

3.6 Construct the Cause–Effect and Prominence Graph

The prominence and cause/effect are shown in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively. They have
been developed from values obtained in Table 4.
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Table 4 Prominence and
cause/effect values

D E D + E D − E

C1 2.02 4.22 6.24 −2.19

C2 3.06 2.70 5.76 0.36

C3 1.70 2.53 4.22 −0.83

C4 2.94 3.29 6.23 −0.35

C5 2.62 2.11 4.72 0.51

C6 3.41 0.90 4.31 2.51

Fig. 2 Prominence graph
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Fig. 3 Cause–effect graph
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4 Results and Discussion

Table 4 shows the D + E and D − E values for the challenges. D + E signifies the
prominence or the extent of correlation with other challenges. In other words, to what
degree the challenges influence each other. The challenge, management commitment
(C1) has the highest prominencevalueof 6.24 followedby technical fit and integration
of CPS (C4)with a value of 6.23. This shows that C1 andC4 have themost correlation
or influence on the other challenges. On the other hand, challenge employee fear and
resistance (C3) has the lowest prominence value of 4.22, showing its low influence on
the other challenges as well as on the system. Therefore, prominence of C1 and C4 is
quite high signifying that commitment of management and the technical feasibility
of the CPS have a high impact on the behaviour and influence of other barriers. D −
E shows the values of cause and effect for the challenges. If (D − E) is greater than
zero (0), the challenge is categorized as a cause challengewhile if (D−E) is less than
zero (0), the challenge is an effective challenge. From the values, high investment
and future viability (C2), IT security concerns (C5) and lack of government support
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and legal issues (C6) are the cause challenges, while management commitment (C1),
employee fear and resistance (C3) and technical fit and integration of CPS (C4) are
effect challenges. The challenge C6 has the highest positive value of 2.51, making
it the primary cause challenge, while C1 has the highest negative value of −2.19
making it the most effected challenge. The cause challenges like C2, C5 and C6
indirectly results in the effect challenges or barriers like C1, C3 and C4. The cause
challenges are considered the major obstacles to the implementation of Industry 4.0.

5 Conclusion

The paper has presented the key challenges to the adoption of Industry 4.0 in the
Indian subcontinent. Six key challenges have identified that influence and can act as
barriers to Industry 4.0. For the same, a case industry was selected to analyse the
effect of these challenges by using DEMATEL approach.

Management commitment was found out to be the most prominent and influenc-
ing challenge for the industry. The guidance and direction of management are utmost
important to bring any organizational change. It influences the decisions and actions
of all the components in the industrial environment. Integration of CPS can almost
equally affect the adoption of Industry 4.0. As CPS requires advanced technologies
involving sensors, etc., its utilization is a complicated and difficult task. High mon-
etary investment and lack of commercial analysis of the components of Industry
4.0 also creates a dilemma. The support of the government and its policies is the
major challenge that affects other challenges. The Indian government has come up
with new initiatives like Make in India, etc., but in order to acquire the benefits of
Industry 4.0, it must develop a modelling and framework approach. The government
must also develop consultancies in collaboration with top research institutes that can
guide the industries. Also, ease of policies like import of foreign technologies, etc.,
can motivate the industrial management, to take a step forward in the direction of
Industry 4.0.

Further, research can be amplified by analysing the above challenges in the context
of other industries likemachine tool and chemical. Also, a fuzzy-DEMATEL or grey-
DEMATEL, a hybrid approach can be utilized to better incorporate the uncertainties
that arise during response collection.
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AHP Based Model for Evaluation
of Sustainable Manufacturing Enablers
in Indian Manufacturing Companies

Abhishek Singh, Zareef Askary, Sumit Gupta, Ashwini Kumar Sharma
and Priyank Shrivastava

Abstract In the present scenario, the success of an industry depends on its sus-
tainable manufacturing performance where competitiveness is followed by superior
performance. To remain competitive in the market, the manufacturing companies
need to evaluate their performance through the manufacturing sustainability. This
paper presents an AHP-based model for enablers of sustainable manufacturing eval-
uation in Indianmanufacturing companies. A hierarchy structure is established based
on the proposed key enablers of sustainable. The company’s score is calculated to
assess sustainability in manufacturing against the enablers and the companies rank
is determined based on their scores.

Keywords AHP · Rank and weight · Sustainable manufacturing

1 Introduction

Since we depend on natural resources especially conventional ones and the process
that we follow are also conventional, therefore wastage and environmental pollution
are inevitable. Therefore, we need some alternative techniques for manufacturing of
products.

Sustainable manufacturing plays a vital role in many areas of production. This
is because sustainable manufacturing focuses upon three major areas along with the
manufacturing of products, they are economic, social and environmental. But, the
adoption of this technique is a very hard-core task for any organisation as they lag
the knowledge of enablers and barriers of sustainable manufacturing [1].
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Sustainable Manufacturing (SM):
SM may be defined as manufacturing of products in such a way that it reduces the
harmful impacts on society and environment along with total utilization of resources
and with minimum money expenditure. Also, it gives attention towards the conser-
vation of conventional resources for the sake of future generations [2].

2 Literature Review

After reviewing several papers, it is clear that the gaps of the research in this field are
in the area of key enablers. This is a new field so the research done here is lacking the
necessary amount of literature. Although some papers have highlighted the enablers
but it does not provide a clear view of the enablers.

SM gives priority to the improvement of materials’ handling and waste manage-
ment with optimum use of energy, hence creating the products that are environmental
friendly [3]. SM has potential to handle the raw material optimally, by producing
new product using present technology and rational behaviour of community [4].
SM covers problems related environmental issues, green manufacturing, product life
cycle, and advance manufacturing services and processes [5]. SM gives priority to
environmental, economic and social sustainability as crucial enablers for sustainable
manufacturing [6]. SM focuses to minimize the manufacturing processes in order to
achieve the best production efficiency for organizations [7]. The authors have high-
lighted about how sustainable machining process design is an important in factor
in implementation of SM and for this designing more investments have to be made
[8]. The authors highlighted about the use of alternative fuel than coal in cement
industry, as burning of fossil fuels is hazardous and the use of alternative fuel will
decrease the burden of waste disposal [9]. SM has become an important part in the
business. The researchers have suggested that more importance must be given to
product life cycle, reducing recycling, redesigning, remanufacturing and recover as
these are very important features of SM [10, 11].

3 Problem Novelty

Even though there have been lots of researches done on sustainable manufacturing,
yet there are very small amount of studies have actually integrated sustainability as
a part of manufacturing process.

The purpose of this research is to:

• Identify the enablers for sustainable manufacturing.
• Assess these enablers of sustainable manufacturing using AHP technique.
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4 Methodology

The enablers are identified through the brainstorming with industry professional
and experts. Enablers are denoted as E1, E2, E3 … E10, and the alternatives are
represented as A1, A2, A3 and A4. The alternatives are industries from different four
sectors viz. automobile, machinery, electrical and electronics and process sectors.
The different enablers are shown in Table 1. The ranking of enablers is done using
mean values and if they are same then the ranking is done on the basis of standard
deviation.

4.1 Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP)

The analytic hierarchy process (AHP) is a structured approach for arranging and
analysing tough decisions in a hierarchy using mathematics and psychology. It was
developed by Thomas L. Saaty in the 1970s.

The AHP helps in making decisions by finding best suits their goal and their
understanding of the problem. It makes a thorough and reasonable framework for
structuring a decision problem. This technique first breaks the problem into a hier-
archy of easier comprehended sub-problems and then their evaluation is done indi-
vidually. These each elements hierarchy are related to each other which are then
evaluated cautiously and then estimated.

Table 1 List of enablers

S. no. Name of enabler Mean SD Rank

E1 Practices in organization for reduction of energy,
raw material or any other natural resource

4.15 0.813 1

E2 Investment in innovation and technology 4.15 0.894 2

E3 Improve company image through green
manufacturing products

4.1 0.852 3

E4 Organizational belief of long-term benefits
through sustainability

4.0 0.795 4

E5 Availability of supporting infrastructure for
environmentally friendly manufacturing

3.95 0.887 5

E6 Social cultural responsibilities towards green
products

3.85 0.813 6

E7 Organization concerned about health and safety
issues

3.85 0.852 7

E8 Organization rules, regulations and laws for better
environmental practices

3.85 0.894 8

E9 Government promotions and regulations 3.8 0.768 9

E10 Disposal of waste 3.8 0.951 10
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When the hierarchy is built, the decision makers methodically evaluates all the
elements of the different each hierarchy by comparing the elements with each other
by seeing how much one factor puts impact on the other factor. The decision makers
used appropriate facts alongwith their own understanding and discussionwith others,
makes decision for which factor causes more impact on other.

5 Problem Analysis

Implementation of AHP:
The alternatives are compared with each other and rankings are given. Then normal-
ized weightage and global weightage are calculated and the best decision is found
out.

Table 2 compares E1 enabler with each alternative and priority is given.
Table 3 compares E2 enabler with each alternative and priority is given.
Table 4 compares E3 enabler with each alternative and priority is given.
Table 5 compares E4 enabler with each alternative and priority is given.
Table 6 compares E5 enabler with each alternative and priority is given.
Table 7 compares E6 enabler with each alternative and priority is given.
Table 8 compares E7 enabler with each alternative and priority is given.
Table 9 compares E8 enabler with each alternative and priority is given.
Table 10 compares E9 enabler with each alternative and priority is given.
Table 11 compares E10 enabler with each alternative and priority is given.
Table 12 compares all the alternatives with each alternative and priority is given.

Table 2 Alternatives
comparison for E1

A1 1 5 1 7

A2 0.2 1 0.2 3

A3 1 5 1 7

A4 0.142857 0.333333 0.142857 1

Table 3 Alternatives
comparison for E2

A1 1 3 1 1

A2 0.33333 1 0.33333 0.333333

A3 1 3 1 1

A4 1 3 1 1

Table 4 Alternatives
comparison for E3

A1 1 5 1 9

A2 0.2 1 0.2 5

A3 1 5 1 9

A4 0.111111 0.2 0.111111 1
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Table 5 Alternatives
comparison for E4

A1 1 3 3 5

A2 0.333333 1 1 3

A3 0.333333 1 1 1

A4 0.2 0.333333 1 1

Table 6 Alternatives
comparison for E5

A1 1 1 3 9

A2 1 1 3 9

A3 0.333333 0.333333 1 7

A4 0.111111 0.111111 0.142857 1

Table 7 Alternatives
comparison for E6

A1 1 3 0.333333 0.333333

A2 0.333333 1 0.2 0.2

A3 3 5 1 1

A4 3 5 1 1

Table 8 Alternatives
comparison for E7

A1 1 3 1 5

A2 0.333333 1 0.333333 3

A3 1 3 1 5

A4 0.2 0.333333 0.2 1

Table 9 Alternatives
comparison for E8

A1 1 1 0.333333 1

A2 1 1 0.333333 1

A3 3 3 1 3

A4 1 1 0.333333 1

Table 10 Alternatives
comparison for E9

A1 1 3 1 7

A2 0.333333 1 0.333333 5

A3 1 3 1 7

A4 0.142857 0.2 0.142857 1

Table 11 Alternatives comparison for E10

A1 1 3 3 9

A2 0.333333 1 1 8

A3 0.333333 1 1 8

A4 0.111111 0.125 0.125 1
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Table 12 Comparison matrix of alternatives

Level Weight A1 A2 A3 A4

E1 0.258729 0.422511 0.104383 0.422511 0.050596

E2 0.258729 0.3 0.1 0.3 0.3

E3 0.162806 0.424415 0.113806 0.424415 0.037364

E4 0.104373 0.5255 0.209803 0.157849 0.106849

E5 0.071966 0.397736 0.397736 0.168165 0.036364

E6 0.033308 0.152354 0.067924 0.389861 0.389861

E7 0.033308 0.389861 0.152354 0.389861 0.067924

E8 0.033308 0.166667 0.166667 0.5 0.166667

E9 0.021736 0.39502 0.162656 0.39502 0.047304

E10 0.021736 0.525517 0.219121 0.219121 0.036241

Table 13 Comparison of
industries with weight and
rank

S. no. Alternative Weight Rank

1 A1 0.383124 1

2 A2 0.143116 3

3 A3 0.340583 2

4 A4 0.133177 4

After applying AHP, it can be seen that A1 is best ranked so that it can become
more sustainable (Table 13).

Table 14 shows that A1 has ranked 1 and it means that it adopts SM more than
the other industries.

6 Result and Conclusion

On the basis of key enablers of sustainable manufacturing in Indian industries, a
structured hierarchy was constructed and company’s score is determined by cal-
culations to assess sustainable manufacturing with respect to the enablers and the
industries were ranked on the basis of this score. This research may help to industries

Table 14 Results Alternatives Rank

A1 1

A2 3

A3 2

A4 4
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to take proper decisions for achieving sustainability in manufacturing. However, it is
not necessary to undertake all these enablers individually and other different barriers
at one time, but it will be very much helpful in identifying on other enablers and
barriers. There is a scope in future for doing this type of case study in other different
industries using other MCDM techniques.
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Informal Investigation of Fourth-Party
and Third-Party Logistics Service
Providers in Terms of Indian Context:
An AHP Approach

Nishant Gautam, Manish Kumar Ojha, Pritam Swain, Ankur Aggarwal
and Anbesh Jamwal

Abstract This research is based on the investigation of logistics service providers
(LSPs) in terms of their activities and role in providing boons to the primary industries
and to the customer terminus. This study also reports about the futuristic ambit
of “collaboration of outsourced partners, their substructure, manoeuvering to gain
manpower, integration of LSPs”. The goal of this paper is to understand the leeway
of betterment of Indian industries with the maximum utilization of LSPs, present in
the current market. Alliances of LSPs will contribute to maintaining the competence
strength of Indian industries in the global market. To achieve the best results and
the benefit of above-mentioned points, this research work has found out three major
criteria and their sub-criteria with the help of the literature study and with the support
of survey amongst the experts and analytical hierarchy process (AHP) technique,
and output has been achieved. AHP tool helps in decision-making and validation of
priorities between different factors.

Keywords LSPs · Survey · AHP · Criteria · Sub-criteria

1 Introduction

Today’s competitive market craves a clear view so that companies can withstand the
competition. When we talk about the competition, logistics service providers (LSPs)
play an exigent role to maintain the value of primary companies in the market.
Manufacturing companies can focus on the production of product and enhancement
of the quality of product, and they do not need to foresee about the logistics part,
as there are several LSPs in the market. LSPs can be of different types, amongst
which third-party LSPs (3PLs) and fourth-party LSPs (4PLs) are in the mainstream
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nowadays. 3PLhandles the logistics divisionofmanufacturingor primary companies.
They include storing and shipping, and some of the 3PLs helve the entire supply
chain. On the other hand, 4PL provides the total supply chain solution to the primary
company. 4PL companies operate several 3PL companies. Major difference between
3PL and 4PL companies is that 3PL companies work in a single way whereas 4PL
holds multiple works in the supply chain. In general, we can say that 3PLs are good
for small and medium enterprise and 4PLs for big enterprises as 4PL will cost more
than 3PL, so if small companies opt for 4PL, there are chances that they can be at “no
profit/no loss” or “loss” region. Because of extremely high competitiveness, ever-
altering latest worldwide economy, companies cannot withstand slowness. Any of
the logistics company should be smart enough to accustom to the vicissitude which
assuredly occurs.

The newfangled logistics company requires agility and flexibility. Obdurate and
unpliable companies generally are not able to vying with other companies. It is hard
to foresee alterations in the rialto or in the firm; company should be patulous to those
alterations and must revert to. Flaccidity of format and orderliness will be exceptive
in the upcoming, predictable forthcoming. Working on criteria for deciding the best
service provider is a good way to get the targets, but the difficulty grows with the
increment of criteria and their sub-criteria [1, 2]. Here, the role of AHP comes into
play. In this research analysis, main criteria and sub-criteria of aforesaid, in the
context of user firms and LSPs, are defined, a survey has been done amongst the
experts of this field, data has been collected accordingly, and with the help of this
data, AHP technique has been applied and result has been concluded.

2 Literature Review

LSPs are those helping hands which are growing as an important part for any user
firm.With the help of LSPs, primary companies can focus on the overall quality of the
product by having a great production system and the rest of the work is the headache
of LSPs. Fu and Zhang [3] stated that for the accomplishment of all the major tasks
and for the management of information inside a plexus of actors, there is a necessity
of a common information sharing dais. Xiu [4] explained that one major work of a
fourth-party logistics is its act in applying the skills needed by purchasers and transit
providers (third-party logistics), carriers (second-party logistics) and manufacturers
along their personal logistics facilities (first-party logistics) to have needed services,
technological connectedness and encouragement of mutual effort. Cheng and Tang
[5] stated that the efficiency of trade potential to impact the entire supply chain
with enhanced route technique of running the concentration to detail positions the
groundwork for an accord of improved packaging pattern with whole supply chain
groups with producer of the lot. Prakash and Deshmukh [6] described that plane
integration generates when some unlinked or contending firms at the equal level of
the supply chain and generating the same kind of products or dissimilar elements of a
sole product make a unified alliance to share variety of resources such as warehouse
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capacity ormanufacturing potential. Such kind of integration or teamworkmaydefeat
financial obstacles to retail and boon society by decreasing the quantity of trucks on
the roadway and hence stenosis and discharge of carbon dioxide [7].

In terms of business, logistics industries play a very important role as a support as
well as relief for manufacturing industries. In developed countries of western part of
the world, logistics are no longer a saleable enterprise, the performing task, primarily
from the extrinsic logistics services of proficient institutions, that is, 3PL (third-party
logistics) provider in obtainment [8, 9]. However, there are still some manufacturing
industries who handle the logistics activities and their management by themselves
but most of the industries began to opt for third-party logistics to addendum their
own performance [10]. Various leading international manufacturing firms outsource
their logistics tasks and also form a key alliance with the 3PL (third-party logistics)
companies. Decrement of expenditure for logistics activities and optimized in-house
and foreign resources is achieved with the help of prudent and efficient third-party
logistics activities. It also enables the firms to hold good postion the this era of
global competitivenes by enriching more value added services at the identical time
[11, 12]. Shao andChen [13] described that in the integration of resources available in
logistics, fourth-party logistics (4PL) have made extraordinary efforts, which in turn
commanded the output result of the third-party logistics (3PL). Li et al. [14] stated
that the concept of fourth-party logistics in supply chain management strenthen the
framework of supply chain by removing various barriers in the field of logistics such
as flow ofmaterial, flow of information and transportation related issues. It also helps
the enterprises to design and plan the supply chain effectively. Many researches have
been done on logistics service providers, and following those studies, motive of this
research work is to find out the importance of several criteria and sub-criteria of the
formers. By comparing them, with the help of AHP (analytical hierarchy process)
technique, ranking to those criteria and their sub-criteria is given, with the help of
which industries can focus on them on the required priority basis.

3 Research Methodology

For any order of acquisition measures, AHP methodology can be utilized because
of its pliable nature [15]. AHP is an organized technique for shaping and examining
complicated decisions, depended on psychology and calculation. It was developed
in the year 1970 by Thomas L. Saaty. This technique involves the reflection of
engaging of human mind’s abilities for the determination of best possible solution
to a complicated decision problem. Till now, this technique has been broadly used in
fields like atmosphere, use of land and militaristic power [16–18]. In the technique
of analytic hierarchy process, a decision difficulty is disintegrated into the form of
a hierarchy. In terms of logistics, disintegrating a user firm’s preference problem
includes the arranging of a hierarchy in the context of the complete objective, i.e.
decision to set the priority of importance amongst different criteria and their sub-
criteria related to logistics. The basic step in this research format is the identification
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of criteria linked to logistics that influence theuser firmsdirectly. The literature review
that has been done in this research work has generated the list of some important
criteria in the context of logistics. After that, a discussion has been made amongst the
experts of logistic companies and finally based on the literature review and expert
advice, and three major criteria with their sub-criteria have been selected which are
illustrated in the next section.

4 Data Collection

Basic data has been collected through a survey amongst experts by the use of ques-
tionnaires. The questionnaire was detached in four sections. The opening section
needed the respondents to create pairwise comparisons of three different criteria, the
second section comprised of pairwise comparison of three sub-criteria under first cri-
teria, third section involved the pairwise comparison of three sub-criteria of second
criteria, and the fourth section included the pairwise comparison of three sub-criteria
under third criteria. The five-point scale was used to rate these comparisons (Fig. 1).

In this survey, overall 24 questionnaires were asked to the experts, having a reac-
tion rate of 91.3%. Out of the total response, 65.2% of experts provided the exact
data needed for the further analysis of the data through AHP technique.

5 Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) Methodology

In AHP calculations, spaciousness of usability of LSPs (C1) has priority vector (PV)
value of 0.2255; declaration forming method (C2) has 0.6738 priority vector value,

• Spaciousness • Concussion
of usability

• Declaration on the
of LSPs consumerforming

company

*Overall budget

method

*Reasons to opt for *Benefits obtained
spent on LSPs LSPs from contribution 

of LSPs*Ambit of service *Service agreement *Obstructions whenprovided by LSPs
of LSPs implementing LSP*Nature of

*Other Important services
relationship 

between areas enganged in *Technology 
Preferred

LSPs and carriers deciding the LSP by the LSPs

Fig. 1 Decision hierarchy showing three dissimilar criteria with their sub-criteria
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and concussion on the consumer company (C3) has PV value of 0.1006. CR value
of influencing power of C1, C2 and C3 upon each other has 0.0733. Similarly, PV
values of overall budget spent on LSPs (S1), ambit of service provided by LSPs (S2)
and nature of relationship between LSPs and carriers (S3) are 0.5815, 0.1094 and
0.3089, respectively. Consistency ratio (CR) value of influencing power of S1, S2
and S3 upon each other is 0.0024. PV values of reasons to opt for LSPs (S4), service
agreement of LSPs (S5) and other important areas engaged in deciding the LSP (S6)
are 0.1396, 0.5278 and 0.3325, respectively. CR value of influencing power of S4,
S5 and S6 is 0.0459. In a similar way, PV values of S7, S8 and S9 are 0.1396, 0.3325
and 0.5278. CR value in this case is 0.0459.

In further calculations, values of normalized weights and their sums for criteria
and sub-criteria are found in Tables 2, 3, 4 and 5.

Global weights with the percentage of normalized weights of all the sub-criteria
are given in Table 6.

6 Result and Discussion

In AHP technique applied above, the first part includes the list of criteria and their
sub-criteria in relative sections of the former in Table 1, which further divided into the
separate calculations of priority vector (PV) and consistency ratio (CR) values. As
mentioned in the previous section, the calculated value of CR for each case has found
to be less than 0.10 that means all the calculated values for each of the criteria and
sub-criteria are accurate. In Table 2, sum of pointers of influencing power of criteria
C1, C2 and C3 towards C1 is calculated, i.e. a columnwise addition. In a similar way,
sum of pointers of influencing power of all the three criteria towards C2 and C3 is
calculated. After this, normalized weights and their sum have been calculated for C1,
C2 and C3. Similarly, calculations have been done for S1, S2 and S3 in Table 3; S4,
S5 and S6 in Table 4; and S7, S8 and S9 in Table 5. The sum of normalized weights
is 3 in each table, which was required for the proceeding to the further calculations.
Hence, in Table 6, global weights for each of the sub-criteria have been calculated
to get the final values of normalized weights of each sub-criterion. Now, values of
normalized weights have been converted into percentage form. So that, the rank
has been given to each of the sub-criteria according to their weightage as shown in
Table 6. Service agreement of LSPs (S5) has got rank 1with themaximumweightage
of 34.8955%, and following it, other important areas engaged in deciding the LSP
(S6) and overall budget spent on LSPs (S1) achieved rank 2 and rank 3, respectively.
Benefits obtained from contribution of LSPs (S7) have got the lowest rank with least
weightage value, i.e. 1.4700%.
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Table 1 Sub-criteria and criteria relation

Sub-criteria no. (S) Sub-criteria name Criteria no. (C) Criteria name

S1 Overall budget spent on
LSPs

C1 Spaciousness of
usability of LSPs

S2 Ambit of service
provided by LSPs

C1 Spaciousness of
usability of LSPs

S3 Nature of relationship
between LSPs and
carriers

C1 Spaciousness of
usability of LSPs

S4 Reasons to opt for LSPs C2 Declaration forming
method

S5 Service agreement of
LSPs

C2 Declaration forming
method

S6 Other important areas
engaged in deciding the
LSP

C2 Declaration forming
method

S7 Benefits obtained from
contribution of LSPs

C3 Concussion on the
consumer company

S8 Obstructions when
implementing LSP
services

C3 Concussion on the
consumer company

S9 Technology preferred
by the LSPs

C3 Concussion on the
consumer company

Table 2 Weights for criteria

Normalized weights

C1 C2 C3 C1 C2 C3 Weight

C1 1.0000 0.2500 3.0000 0.1875 0.1724 0.3333 0.6932

C2 4.0000 1.0000 5.0000 0.7500 0.6897 0.5556 1.9952

C3 0.3333 0.2000 1.0000 0.0625 0.1379 0.1111 0.3115

Sum 5.3333 1.4500 9.0000 3.0000

Table 3 Weights for sub-criteria under C1

Normalized weights

S1 S2 S3 S1 S2 S3 Weight

S1 1.0000 5.0000 2.0000 0.5882 0.5556 0.6000 1.7438

S2 0.2000 1.0000 0.3333 0.1176 0.1111 0.1000 0.3287

S3 0.5000 3.0000 1.0000 0.2941 0.3333 0.3000 0.9275

Sum 1.7000 9.0000 3.3333 3.0000
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Table 4 Weights for sub-criteria under C2

Normalized weights

S4 S5 S6 S4 S5 S6 Weight

S4 1.0000 0.3333 0.3333 0.1429 0.1818 0.0999 0.4246

S5 3.0000 1.0000 2.0000 0.4286 0.5455 0.6000 1.5741

S6 3.0000 0.5000 1.0000 0.4286 0.2727 0.3000 1.0013

Sum 7.0000 1.8333 3.3333 3.0000

Table 5 Weights for sub-criteria under C3

Normalized weights

S7 S8 S9 S7 S8 S9 Weight

S7 1.0000 0.3333 0.3333 0.1429 0.1000 0.1818 0.4247

S8 3.0000 1.0000 0.5000 0.4286 0.3000 0.2727 1.0013

S9 3.0000 2.0000 1.0000 0.4286 0.6000 0.5455 1.5741

Sum 7.0000 3.3333 1.8333 3.0000

7 Conclusion

As discussed above, the sub-criteria which have got the highest weightage are service
agreement of LSPs (S5) that means user firms should mainly focus on this sub-
criterion while taking any decisions regarding logistics service providers. That is,
user firms should do a deep analysis of service agreement of LSPs, so that it can
prove to be a literal beneficiary step to hand over the part of your work to any LSP.
Following S5, other important areas engaged in deciding the LSP (S6) and overall
budget spent on LSPs (S1) have got second and third highest weightage, respectively.
Hence, after S5, user firms should also strongly focus on S6 and S1, as there should
be a proper list of each and every functional factor related to decision for any LSP
and also the budget spent on LSP should be justifiable. The lowest weightage is
of benefits obtained from contribution of LSPs (S7) that means companies should
be least bothered about the same because while taking attention towards the sub-
criteria with heavy weightages, S7 will already be at the peak level; i.e. benefits
are directly linked to S5, S6 and other sub-criteria with weightage %, respectively.
Hence, improve the sub-criteria with heavy weightages, and it will automatically
result in improving the sub-criteria with lower weightages.
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Table 6 Global weights

Sub-
criteria

Name Global weights Normalized
weights

% Rank

S1 Overall budget
spent on LSPs

1.2089 0.1343 13.4320 3

S2 Ambit of service
provided by
LSPs

0.2280 0.0253 2.5333 8

S3 Nature of
relationship
between LSPs
and carriers

0.6430 0.0714 7.1439 5

S4 Reasons to opt
for LSPs

0.8471 0.0941 9.4121 4

S5 Service
agreement of
LSPs

3.1406 0.3490 34.8955 1

S6 Other important
areas engaged in
deciding the LSP

1.9979 0.2220 22.1986 2

S7 Benefits
obtained from
contribution of
LSPs

0.1323 0.0147 1.4700 9

S8 Obstructions
when
implementing
LSP services

0.3119 0.0347 3.4660 7

S9 Technology
Preferred by the
LSPs

0.4904 0.0545 5.4487 6

Sum 9.0000 1.0000 100
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An Image-Based Approach of Generating
Automatic Toolpath for Profile Milling

Vishal Agrawal, Avinash Kumar, Narendra Kumar and Prashant K. Jain

Abstract This paper presents a novel approach for generating machining toolpath
for milling operation directly from the given drawing image of the desired 2D profile.
An image processing algorithm is implemented using python environment in which
coordinates of the 2D profile are extracted to generate toolpath. The graphical user
interface is also developed to ease the controlling and changing of machining-related
parameters. The developed algorithm has been validated by simulating the generated
toolpath using ‘CNC Simulator Pro software.’ The obtained results show that the
developed algorithm is capable of generating a toolpath for any given 2D profiles.

Keywords Image processing · Computer-aided design and manufacturing · CNC
machining · Profile milling · Drawing · Toolpath

1 Introduction

Advancement in computer-aided manufacturing (CAM) has played a vital role in the
development and optimization of manufacturing processes [1–5]. CAM has reduced
the total processing time and also improves the accuracy of the machining process
resulting in round-the-clock production in industries. Generally, all the CAM pro-
cesses are controlled by a set of coded instructions also known as computer numer-
ical control (CNC) [6–9]. One of the widely used CNC operations in manufacturing
industry is milling. It is used to perform drilling and cutting operations in which a
cutting tool is used to remove materials from the feedstock [10]. The tool can be
changed according to the required operation. Milling machine consists of rotating
spindle, worktable, drive system, feedback system, and control unit. A cylindrical
cutting tool is attached to a rotating chuckwhich is driven by amotor drive, and power
is transmitted through a belt drive or gears or it is directly connected to the spindle.
Most of the functions required to complete the milling operation can be controlled
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by the numeric codes which increases the ease of the operator to control and monitor
the process. Other CNC controlled operations are laser engraving, electrochemical
machining, electro-discharge machining, sketching, drawing, etc.

International Standard Organization (ISO) code set is a globally accepted coding
system for currentCNCoperations. There can be a slight variation of codes depending
on the type of machine controller. The code consists of several blocks which depends
on the complexity of the workpiece profile. Each block consists of letters with some
numbers associated with it. G, N, M, R, T, F, X, Y, Z are the letters used which have
a well-defined function to control and perform the required operation [11]. G-code
is the preparatory code which is to prepare the CNC operation such as selecting the
feed type and giving movement commands. N-code indicates the block number in
the code, and M-code is the miscellaneous code used to switch on or switch off the
coolant, spindle rotation, etc. X, Y, and Z codes specify the position of the cutting
tool, F-code sets up the feed rate value, T command is used to select the desired
tool stored in a tool turret for the operation, and R code is used to define the radius
of the circular interpolation in milling or retraction length during drilling or lathe
operation.

CNC codes can be written manually or generated automatically using several
available open-source or proprietary softwares. It requires CADmodel of the desired
workpiece in a specific format such as STL, DXF, STEP, and IGES [12]. There
are certain cases where users have only the drawings of workpiece profile; in this
situation, user has to prepare a CAD model to generate CNC code from different
softwares. The generation of CNC code directly from the CAD drawings is more
advantageous for the user as can save the efforts and processing time. Therefore, a
platform needs to be developed to generate CNC codes directly from the available
drawing which can reduce time and cost associated with the proprietary CAD/CAM
softwares.

In the present paper, a novel approach has been proposed to overcome the afore-
mentioned issues so that the CNC code can be generated directly from the part
drawing by considering the top view of the required profile. Part drawing is used as
the input in an image format which can be taken from a smartphone, a camera, or a
computer-generated drawing file. It significantly reduces the total processing time to
generate CNC code eliminating the requirement of a skilled CAD modeler for this
purpose. The proposed approach has been implemented using Python environment
which is an open-source software. It consumes very less space in the operating system
than both theCAD/CAMsoftwares available for the same operation.A graphical user
interface (GUI) is also developed which facilitates the user to enter other required
parameters such as feed type, speed, feed, and depth of cut.
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2 Proposed Approach

2.1 NC Code Generation Algorithm and Implementation

The current study dealswithCNCcode generation directly froman image of the given
profile. Complete methodology of the current study is represented by a flowchart
shown in Fig. 1, andCNC code generation algorithm is presented in Fig. 2. Generally,
three image types RGB, gray scale, and binary are used for processing and analyzing
an image. An RGB image type is given as input to the program which is read by
the Python environment in BGR format followed by its conversion into a grayscale
image. Every image contains some or high amount of noise due to the presence of
high-frequency image components. High noise level produces irregular curve profile
which generates inaccurate coordinates.

Gaussian blur is used to reduce the noise and smoothen the image for a smooth
and regular curve profile. Image segmentation is performed using threshold method
which converts the grayscale image into a binary image at a particular defined thresh-
old value. Generally, an engineering drawing file also contains outer boundary and

Fig. 1 Methodology
flowchart
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Fig. 2 CNC code generation algorithm
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text information which is not a part of the profile, and it is removed for further pro-
cessing. Image undergoes subsequent erosion, and dilation is performed to combine
the boundary and text information. It is followed by imagemasking to keep the region
of interest, i.e., the workpiece profile, and remove the combined boundary and text
information. Having obtained the region of interest, profile/contour of the workpiece
for milling is now detected.

CV_RETR_TREE function is used to obtain contours in a hierarchical
order which helps in differentiating contours for internal and external milling.
CHAIN_APPROX_SIMPLE function is used to store the contour points in a matrix
form. It compresses the horizontal, vertical, and diagonal segments and stores only
the endpoints removing the redundant data points of a contour. For nonlinear curves,
the data points are stored such that it is a collection of many line segments. Anti-
aliasing is done to smoothen the curves and remove the stair step like lines present
in the profile.

NC code generation is performed in three steps. First, the preparatory codes are
generated followed by the generation of interpolation codes and required end codes
for the machining operation. Preparatory codes are the set of codes which sets up
the process parameters for the machining operation such as feed type, feed rate,
tool rpm, tool length compensation, tool radius compensation, and coolant on/off.
Interpolation codes are the set of codeswhichgenerates the toolpath for themachining
operation. Interpolation codes for the external milling profile are generated followed
by the interpolation codes of the internal milling profile if present. Hierarchical
storage of contours makes it simple for detecting whether the contour is an external
or internal mill profile. Alternative contours are skipped because every individual
polygon creates two contours. The last section of the code is generated to reset
the initial preparatory parameter changes made in the machine for the machining
operation. The generated NC code is directly exported to a text document. Currently,
further work is being carried out to optimize the dimension of the image profile
created to match the exact dimension of the workpiece for geometrically accurate
NC code generation of the profile.

2.2 GUI Development

The algorithm for generation of NC code is implemented using a graphical user
interface (GUI) developed in Python environment version 3.6.2. The input required
by this GUI is a computer-generated engineering drawing file in .png or .jpeg image
format containing the profile for the milling operation. The other required inputs
by this GUI are the process parameters such as tool feed type, tool feed value, tool
rotating speed, tool diameter, and workpiece thickness. The developed GUI has a
provision to save the generated NC code and process parameters in the separate text
document. GUI is very easy to understand and operate.
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3 Validation

A solid model with uniform thickness is modeled in a CAD modeling software. Its
computer-generated drawing file is obtained in an image format. An image is given
as input in GUI, which undergoes several sequential image processing operations
such as grayscale conversion of a BGR image, Gaussian blur, erosion, and dilation
followed by the masking operation of the image. Finally, contours of the milling
profile are generated and displayed in the output image window of the GUI as shown
in Fig. 3 which can be saved for future references. Process parameters along with
the workpiece thickness, code name, and tool number are entered in the parameter
section of the GUI shown for generating the CNC code. The generated CNC code
gets displayed in the NC code section shown in the GUI. The CNC code along with
the process parameters can be saved separately in a different text document. The
workpiece dimensions can also be seen by going through the ‘Image with Scale’
option in the toolbar. The generated NC code was tested in a CNC Simulator Pro
software whose result is shown in Fig. 4. It can be seen that the milling profile
obtained from the generated NC code is the same as the workpiece profile.

Further, the developed algorithm was tested for more complex profiles, as shown
in Fig. 5. The NC code for the considered shapes was generated and tested through
simulation. The obtained simulated profiles are presented in Fig. 5. It can be seen
that the developed algorithm is self-capable to deal with 2D images having linear
and curvy contours along the edges.

Fig. 3 Developed GUI for toolpath generation
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Fig. 4 Simulated workpiece profile in CNC Simulator Pro

Fig. 5 Complex profiles simulated in CNC Simulator Pro

4 Conclusion

An image-based approach for generating NC code for milling operation has been
successfully presented and implemented. An engineering drawing image was used
as an input whose data points of the profile were extracted. The toolpath for profile
milling operation was successfully generated for the workpiece containing uniform
thickness. A simple graphical user interface was also developed to make the program
user-friendly. Feasibility of the generated toolpath was tested through simulation
using CNC simulator software. The obtained results from simulation showed that
the proposed approach is capable of producing the machining toolpath for profile
milling. Based on the above discussion, the proposed approach can be used in profile
milling, laser engraving, laser cutting, electrochemical machining, electro-discharge
machining, and drawing operations. In the future, the current work can be extended
to the workpieces having a variable profile thickness.
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Experimental Investigation of Forming
Forces in Single Point Incremental
Forming

Ajay Kumar, Vishal Gulati and Parveen Kumar

Abstract Single point incremental forming (SPIF) has been confirmed as a quiet
economical process for rapid prototyping and batch-type production. It exempts
complex and expensive tooling as required in the conventional sheet metal-forming
processes. Investigation of forming forces becomes important for selecting the appro-
priate hardware and optimal process parameters in order to assure the perfection and
precision of any process. Moreover, SPIF applicability can be ensured on the indus-
trial scale when appropriate guidelines are highlighted regarding a relation between
the input parameters and forming forces induced in the process. This paper inves-
tigates the influence of tool diameter, tool shape, and wall angle on the maximum
axial forming forces on aluminum alloy (AA2024-O) sheets. Forming forces were
recorded using a dynamometer and data logger system equipped with Microscada
software. Tool shape has been proved a significant factor which affects the forming
forces greatly. Combination of higher wall angle and flat-end tool with the lower side
radius resulted in the fracture of components at a lower depth.

Keywords SPIF · Forming force · Process parameters · AA-2024-O · Tool shape

1 Introduction

Sheet metal forming has been an important manufacturing process in several indus-
trial sectors. In the engineering field, parts are generally made of sheet metal particu-
larly through conventional forming methods such as stretch forming, deep drawing,
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shearing, blanking, and bending, etc. These conventional forming techniques are
expensive and uneconomical for the batch-type production due to the involvement
of pressing dies and punches [1]. Batch-type production can be accomplished at the
economical level using single point incremental forming (SPIF) process [2]. SPIF
is also beatified with smaller lead time and negligible tooling cost for producing
prototypes and smaller batch size components [3].

SPIF is a truly die-less technique which can easily form the components for
aerospace, medical, and automotive sectors. The designed shape of components can
be formed using a simple spherical-headed tool layer by layer as shown in Fig. 1.
This die-less process can be accomplished on a CNC milling machine in order to
form the predetermined shape of components. Moreover, a smaller amount of energy
is required during this technique due to the incremental nature of the process. Less
forming force is required in order to produce the components using the SPIF process.
Forming forces are responsible for the structural integrity of the workpiece [4].
Maximum forming forces which are required to form the components define the
capacity of the hardware used in this process. Hence, investigation of the maximum
forming forces becomes customary to guarantee the secure utilization of the forming
machinery. Forming force is the force required to deform the sheet at the tool–sheet
interface. In the literature, table-type dynamometer [5–11] has mostly been used
which is mounted between the machine bed and SPIF fixture.

Fig. 1 Single point incremental forming
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1.1 History of SPIF

Li et al. [5] deduced a model for predicting the forming forces based on the defor-
mation analysis. The proposed model was validated by investigating the influence of
different step sizes in order to produce the conical and pyramidal frustums by exper-
imental tests on AA7075-O sheets. Results showed that the predicted and experi-
mental results were found in good correlation. Liu et al. [11] investigated the impact
of tool path strategies and wall angle on AA7075-O sheets. Results showed that the
axial peak forces were found to be increased with the rise in wall angle. Bagudanch
et al. [12] and Centeno et al. [13] performed experimental tests on PVC and AISI
304 stainless steel sheets, respectively. They found that the maximum axial forces
increased with the rise in punch diameter. Petek et al. [14] also observed a similar
trend of maximum axial forces. Oleksik et al. [15] investigated the effects of different
tool diameters (12, 16, 20 mm) on forming forces during the SPIF process and elab-
orated the mathematical models. Results showed that the axial forming forces were
much higher than those occurred in the x-direction. Fiorentino et al. [16] studied
the influence of angular step sizes (2°, 4°, 6°) using the positive die on FeP04 deep
drawing steel sheets. They found that the axial force was greater than that occurred
in x-axis and y-axis. It has been revealed from the literature that the force compo-
nent in the axial downward direction (Fz) of the forming tool is much more than the
other two force components (Fx and Fy). Hence, determination of the axial force
component becomes customary for the safe utilization of the hardware.

This work presents the investigation of input factors on axial peak forces on
AA2024-O sheets. The impacts of tool shape, wall angle, and tool diameter have
been investigated for conical frustums. Three different shapes of the forming tools
have been investigated in this study. Table 1 and Fig. 2a represent the geometry of
forming tools used in this study. Table 2 shows the input factors which are studied in
this paper. Each input factor was investigated at three levels. Other input factors were
taken constant as feed rate 1500 mm/min, wall angle 64°, tool diameter 11.60 mm,
spindle speed 1000 rpm, sheet thickness 1.2mm, and step size 0.5mm. Castrol Alpha
SP 320 was used for the lubricating purpose at the contact zone of tool and sheet.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Experimental Set up

ACNCmillingmachine has been used for experimental tests (Fig. 2b). Table 3 repre-
sents the chemical compositions of the AA2024-O aluminum alloy sheets. Conical
frustums of 120 upper diameters have been designed for forming operation up to
70 mm forming depth. Lower diameters of conical frustums were controlled by wall
angles.
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Table 1 Geometrical details of forming tools

Tool diameter Side radius of flat-end tool Radius of hemispherical
end tool

Symbol

TD (mm) r (mm) R (mm)

7.52 1.40 – FlatEnd-R1

2.00 – FlatEnd-R2

– 3.76 Hemispherical

11.60 1.98 – FlatEnd-R1

2.85 – FlatEnd-R2

– 5.80 Hemispherical

15.66 1.85 – FlatEnd-R1

3.76 – FlatEnd-R2

– 7.83 Hemispherical

Fig. 2 Experimental set up

Table 2 Process parameters
and their levels

Parameter Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

Tool diameter
(mm)

7.52 11.60 15.66

Tool shape FlatEnd-R1 FlatEnd-R2 Hemispherical

Wall angle (°) 60 64 68

Table 3 Chemical compositions of aluminum alloy used

Chemical composition (weight %)

AA2024-O Al Cr Cu Fe Mg Mn Si Ti Zn

91.50 0.10 4.60 0.30 1.70 0.80 0.50 0.10 0.20
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Table 4 Forming force test results with different process parameters

Forming force test results for tool diameter
and tool shape

Forming force test results for wall angle and
tool shape

Sr. no Tool
diame-
ter

Tool shape Fz max Sr. no Wall
angle

Tool shape Fz max

1 7.52 FlatEnd-R1 938 10 60 FlatEnd-R1 1078

2 7.52 FlatEnd-R2 893 11 60 FlatEnd-R2 982

3 7.52 Hemispherical 805 12 60 Hemispherical 905

4 11.60 FlatEnd-R1 1208 13 64 FlatEnd-R1 1210

5 11.60 FlatEnd-R2 1086 14 64 FlatEnd-R2 1091

6 11.60 Hemispherical 997 15 64 Hemispherical 991

7 15.66 FlatEnd-R1 1463 16 68 FlatEnd-R1 1352

8 15.66 FlatEnd-R2 1371 17 68 FlatEnd-R2 1294

9 15.66 Hemispherical 1248 18 68 Hemispherical 1219

2.2 Methodology for Force Measurement

Forming forces in the axial direction (Fz) have been measured using a strain gauge-
based dynamometer which was mounted below the fixture as shown in Fig. 2b.
A data logger system equipped with Microscada software has been provided to
the dynamometer in order to facilitate the processed force values in a PC-based
environment. On the application of the load, the conducting material of strain gauge
provides voltage as an output which is proportional to the elastic deformation. The
analog signals of voltage received from strain gauge are required to convert into
digital signals to display the real-time online observation of forming forces during
operation. ADC 0808 analog to digital converter has been used in the data logger
system for this purpose.

3 Results and Discussion

Experimental test results of different input factors on the forming forces are given in
Table 4.Maximum axial forming forces (Fz max.) are taken into account for analysis.

Figure 3 shows the impacts of tool shape with the different tool diameters on
the maximum axial forces. An increase in tool diameter resulted in the increment
of forming forces. This is due to the fact that the larger contact zone occurs at the
tool–sheet interface for larger tool diameter. Hence, more material is to be formed at
that instant. Forming forces were found to be influenced significantly by changing
the shape of the forming tool. Maximum axial forces were found to decrease with the
increase in the side radius of the forming tool. This trend of decreasing force with the
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Fig. 3 Effects of tool
diameter and tool shape on
maximum axial forces
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increase in the side radiuswas consistent for all levels of the tool diameter investigated
in this study. When tool shape was changed from FlatEnd-R1 to Hemispherical end,
maximum axial forces (Fz max) decreased approximately 14.17, 17.46, and 14.69%
for 7.52, 11.60, and 15.66 mm tool diameters, respectively. Similarly, maximum
axial forces were found to decrease by 35.88, 34.86, and 35.49% for FlatEnd-R1,
FlatEnd-R2, and Hemispherical shape, respectively, when tool diameter was reduced
from 15.66 to 7.52 mm.

Figure 4 shows the impacts of tool shape with the wall angles on maximum axial
forces. Axial peak forces were found to increase with the increase in wall angle of
conical parts. Moreover, sheet fracture was observed with 68° wall angle specimens
for all shapes of the forming tools. This may be due to the fact that the higher wall
angle results in excessive sheet-thinning according to sine law [17] which leads to
an earlier fracture of the sheet material. In the case of the conical frustum of 64° wall
angle, fracture occurred for FlatEnd-R1 and FlatEnd-R2 tool shapes. This can be due
to the fact that the smaller radius of the tool increases penetration into the sheet and
removes materials in the form of chips. Hence, a smaller radius of the tool-tip leads
to cracking of the sheet material resulting in the lower forming depth. When tool
shape was changed from FlatEnd-R1 to Hemispherical end, maximum axial forces
(Fz max) decreased approximately 16.04, 18.10, and 9.83% for 60°, 64°, and 68°
wall angles, respectively. Similarly, maximum axial forces were found to decrease
by 20.26, 24.11, and 25.75% for FlatEnd-R1, FlatEnd-R2, and Hemispherical shape,
respectively, when the wall angle was reduced from 68° to 60°.
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Fig. 4 Effects of wall angle
and tool shape on maximum
axial forces
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4 Conclusions

In this study, the axial forming forces have been investigated using the SPIF process
on AA2024-O aluminum alloy sheets. For this purpose, the conical frustums of
constant wall angle have been formed in order to investigate the impact of input
factors. An increase in tool diameter resulted in the increment of the forming forces.
Increasing side radius of flat-end tools resulted in the decrement of the forming
forces. The shape of the tool has also been proved a significant factor during this
process. Less forming forces are required to deform the sheet with the hemispherical
end tools as compared to those required with the flat-end tools. Combination of flat-
end tools having lower side radius and higher tool diameter requires higher forming
forces in order to produce the components during the SPIF process. On the other
hand, the hemispherical end tools with lower tool diameter resulted in lower forming
forces required to produce the parts. Increase in wall angle led to an increase in
the forming forces. Combination of higher wall angle and flat-end tool with lower
side radius resulted in the fracture of components at a lower depth. Future work
would focus on the analysis of thickness distribution and dimensional accuracy of
the formed components which seeks importance and suitability in setting guidelines
for the industrial application.
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Solid Waste Management Through
Plasma Arc Gasification in Delhi: A Step
Towards Swachh Bharat

Monika Singh, Rishabh Arora, Anubhav Ojha, Durgesh Sharma
and Sumit Gupta

Abstract Developing countries like India are facing a predicament scenario because
of the solid waste and hence its management is becoming a critical issue. As urban-
ization is increasing, enhanced municipal solid waste and its unscientific handling
are degrading the urban environment and causing health hazard. Various methods
like landfilling (major source of methane (CH4) emissions), incineration, compost-
ing have been used, but due to too slow operation, these processes have not fully
satisfied the growing needs of the waste management. In this paper, we have shown
that how CO2 emissions can be prevented from a coal-fired thermal power plant in
Delhi, if a better method, i.e., plasma arc gasification (PAG) process is used for waste
management and power generation using the municipal solid waste generated in the
city, which is the need of the hour. The plasma gasification process ensures close
loop cycle, thereby reducing the pollutants from the air. We have done a complete
analysis of waste generation and emission production, and it is concluded that by this
approach we can reduce major pollutants causing global warming due to municipal
solid waste. In the present work, we have calculated that technology based on CDM
(Clean Development Mechanism) like plasma arc gasification is implemented large
amount of carbon dioxide emission can be prevented in addition to power generation
that could suffice the energy need of the city.

Keywords Municipality solid waste (MSW) · CO2 emissions · Plasma arc
gasification
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1 Introduction

Delhi is the most densely populated and urbanized city in India. It generates about
12,740 tonnes/day of municipal solid waste and not nearly half of it is processed
daily for energy generation and a forecast of 18,000 metric tonnes per day by 2021
[1–4]. Proper disposal of MSW is the need of the hour as the city is flooded with
various health diseases due to too much-polluted air the Citizen of Delhi breath in.
The most common method used for waste management in Delhi is landfill which is
discussed further in this work; this process mostly involves collecting the waste in
dump site without proper technical treatment of the waste and without taking care of
the evolving emissions to the soil air and water. There are three landfill sites in Delhi
which contribute solid waste management [5]. In Delhi, five municipal authorities
are responsible for municipal solid waste management.

Bhalswa Landfill (Established in 1994)
It receives 2700 tonnes of garbage per day [6]. The dump expired itself life in 2006
but is still in operation, the soaring mercury this year has drastically worsened the
situation. According to the local inhabitants, there is a need of modern technology
to manage the solid waste.

Ghazipur Landfill Site (Established in 1984)
This landfill produces of 12 MW (megawatt) of electricity using 2000 tonnes of
garbage [7]. It receives 3000MT of waste every day. The landfill has already outlived
its life by 15 years [8].

Timarpur Okhla Landfill Site (Established in 1996)
This landfill site processed 1300 tons of solid waste per day and supplied 16 MW of
electricity to the grid [5].

All these landfills incinerate the waste for power generation. The limits in this
landfill are so far exceeded and wastes are overflowing, [4]. Dumping from all kind
of waste takes place from organic to inorganic. Piled up garbage has taken place of
the shape of the hill. Fire keeps on burning due to the production of methane which
is highly flammable and a potent greenhouse gas.

No safety measures are taken yet to prevent outbreak of fire in these landfills.
Various other harmful effects from the landfill are the groundwater contamination
by Leechate generated in the waste dump, surface water contamination by the runoff
from waste dump, acidity of the surrounding soil, spreading of epidemic and infec-
tious diseases to people living in nearby localities. And by going through various
news articles from the past days, it is known that every time policies are to be set
but nothing done practically to remove the sole cause of such diseases. There is an
urgent need to enhance waste management process in India and strictly implement-
ing policies and regulations or else it will become menace. While the burning waste
in Delhi is legally banned but who cares?

Thermal treatment of solid waste can be accomplished by incineration. Incin-
eration of Indian MSW is not suitable as the MSW has high organic constituents,
moisture content, or inert content are present in the waste. A 300 TPD (tonnes per
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day) capacity MSW incineration plant at Timarpur Delhi built in 1987 [9], the plant
could not run for a long time due to unavailability of waste having required calorific
value for incineration.

2 An Efficient and Alternative Approach to SWM (Plasma
Arc Gasification)

Plasma gasification is one of the most recent and efficient methods for SWM. This
method has been proposed by Ojha et al. [10]. It involves heating the waste to super
high temperatures using plasma arc and treating the exhaust gases and employing
synthesis gas to run the combined gas cycle or Rankine cycle for power genera-
tion, using the vitreous glassy slag for road building and construction purposes and
harnessing toxic gasses like sulphur for laboratory and pharmaceutical purposes.
Therefore, it ensuing zero emissions in the environment.

2.1 Plasma

It is considered as the fourth state ofmatter, it is a cloud of protons, neutrons, electrons
charged particles, free radicals, where all electrons come close from their respective
molecules and give plasma the ability to act as a whole rather than a bunch of atoms.
It has properties of the fluid. It has high enthalpy. Plasma can be found in lightning,
on the surface of the sun and in the outer space.

2.2 Plasma Arc Gasification Process [11]

Household waste like paper, card, glass, plastics of various kinds, metals (steel alu-
minium) and food waste, much of these are separated in different countries but in
Delhi segregation is not done [12]. Other trash includes batteries toxic chemical
wastes, medical wastes from hospitals, and some conventional forms of waste like
waste from incinerators, recycling waste product or highly toxic bottom ash from
incinerators that need to be disposed somehow. Plasma gasification claims all these
waste. Plasma gasification proves to be one of the most efficient methods for treating
all type of solid waste without segregating them.

The Plasma Arc Gasification waste management process:

1. The plasma gasification plant is a material recycling facility in which any metal
can be recovered from residual waste. The residue obtained is first dried form
the part of recovered heat from the plant to produce refuse-derived fuel (RDF).
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2. The gasifier in the gas plasma process employs fluidized bed combustion gasifier.
It transforms the organic waste into tar and char and Syngas. It does this by
heating the RDF to high temperatures of around 800 °C in a highly controlled
reduced oxygen environment [11].

3. Crude Syngas is now passed to a secondary plasma convertor. Heat from the
plasma arc produced by high intensity current (approximately 60 V and 350 A)
[10] with torch power in the range of 100 KW to 200 MW [13] at temp of about
7000 °C and the strong ultraviolet light of the plasma ensures complete damage
of tar substances and the disintegration of char materials. Tar is the liquid dense
flammable solidmaterials that can be sustained after combustion of carbonaceous
materials.

4. Then the clean Syngas and the inorganic substance is now obtained in the ash
carried from the gasifier being clotted into a product known as plasma rock. The
plasma converter is able to sustain highly effective and energy-efficient damage
of complex tar and char product.

Clean Syngas is then cooled and conditioned throughwet and dry scrubbers before
being used. Residual heat can also be used for combined heat and power mode within
the process itself as well as for other users in the vicinity. Syngas can be piped away
and burned to make energy or can be used to fuel the plasma arc torch. The scrubbing
and cleaning of Syngas are necessary to dispose of some toxic gases (dioxins).

A long chain of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen molecules breakdown at high tem-
perature by plasma. These atoms favour the formation of carbon monoxide and H2

molecules. This mixture rich in CO and H2 molecules is called Syngas. To prevent
the formation of dioxins, cooling is required and gas cleaning is done [14]. The
cleaning includes removal of particulate matter sulphur compounds, chlorine com-
pounds, nitrogen compounds, non-reacted hydrocarbons and heavy metals. These
impurities can plug up reactors, root decay, poison downstream stimulant or prevent
the plant being accord with environmental consents. Particulate matter (PM) in the
Syngas stream is typically composed with ash, non-reacted carbon char and alkali
compounds and condensed chlorine. Particulate matter can be removed using various
dry and wet PM removal systems like water quench systems, cyclones and rotating
particle separators, mesh-type filters, candle filters (ceramic or sintered metal), elec-
trostatic precipitates (ESP). Tar removal process includes thermal cracking, partial
oxidation, scrubbers, Wt Electrostatic Precipitates. Mercury removal process uses
sulphur-impregnated activated carbon. Sulphur removal involves the removal of sul-
phur contaminants, i.e., H2S or COS (carbonyl sulphide), and these are removed
using solvent absorption process. Carbon dioxide (CO2) is also removed during this
process of absorption.

Using Rankine cycle or Brayton cycle, the heat from syngas is utilized for the
production of electricity using a steam or gas turbine, respectively, [10] (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1 Plasma arc gasification process chart

3 Survey of Municipal Solid Waste in Delhi

Municipal waste generation primarily depends upon economic activity. According
to World Bank (1), study report with increase in economic activity waste generation
increases. Today India is the fastest growing economy in the world estimating, with
the average growth of around 7.5% in GDP per year, our economy will grow up to 5
times from present value in 2050. The graph below shows projected waste generation
of Delhi.

According to a level of population based on the study done by University of
Ontario [2] and per capita waste generation based on economic activity (Fig. 2).

3.1 Coal-Fired Thermal Power Plants in Delhi

There are three thermal power stations in Delhi which are as follows

1. Badarpur Coal Power Station
2. Indraprastha Coal Power Station
3. Rajghat Coal Power Station.

The Badarpur power station has installed capacity of 720MW, and the coal source
is Jharia coal fields, Dhanbad, Jharkhand, India [15].
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Fig. 2 Trend in MSW growth in Delhi

Table 1 Power generation in
Badarpur power plant

Unit Feed rate (in tonnes/day) Capacity (in
MW)

First 1664 100

Second 1692 100

Third 1640 100

Fourth 3193 210

Fifth 3036 210

Total 11,225 720

Capacity of power generation and feed rate of coal for each unit are as follows
(Table 1).

The ultimate analysis of coal for Badarpur thermal power station is given as: Ash
46.56%, C 39.81%, H 3.35%, S 0.50%, N 0.78%, O 9% by mass [15].

4 Calculation for Power Generation in a Plasma Arc
Gasification Plant

The municipal solid waste (MSW) generated in Delhi is comprised of Compostable
(54.42%), Recyclables (15.52%), C/N Ratio (34.87%), HCV (1802 kcal/kg), Mois-
ture (49%) [16].

If the plant is going to be installed in Delhi then the HCV (high caloric value) of
the MSW used is 1802 kcal/kg (as mentioned above).
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HCV � 1802 × 4.184 kJ/kg
� 7539.568 kJ/kg
� 2094 kWh/ton of MSW

The organic fraction of waste can be represented as C6H10O4, and the organic
fraction is combustible and the inorganic one will constitute the remaining slag.
Therefore, the overall combustion reaction is:

C6H10O4 + 6.5O2 � 6CO2 + 5H2O + 2094 kWh/ton of MSW

[17].

4.1 Finding Power Generated by Considering Data
from InEnTec Process [17]

InEnTec’s Plasma Enhanced Melter (PEM) System has its origins in many decades
of work in the development of two different technologies—plasma technology and
glass melter technology. By compounding these two technologies in a very unique
way, InEnTec has built up an anarchistic concept that brings the eventual ability in
transforming waste into salutary products, maximizing the potential for recycling.
Syngas carries 90% of initial energy with 10% thermal losses in the gas reactor. This
energy will be composed of 80% chemical energy and 20% thermal energy. We are
considering only the chemical energy in our case. The calculation gives us gross
energy per ton of MSW processed.

Therefore 90% × 80%of 2094 � 1507.68 kWh/ton [17].
The thermal losses are measured experimentally are 400 kWh/ton of MSW pro-

cessed. So net energy equals 1507.68400 � 1107.68 kWh/ton of MSW. Let gas
turbine efficiency be 50%, hence, the net power obtained from gas turbine is 0.50 ×
1107.68 � 553.84 k Wh/ton of MSW.

The part of this energy is utilized for producing oxygen, (75k Wh/ton) and the
plasma torch needs 180 KWh/ton of power, so the net energy that can be recovered
from one ton of MSW to be:- 553.8418075 � 298.84 KWh/ton of MSW. And for
Delhi which generate nearly 12,740 tons of MSW per day, the power generation by
plasma gasification plant will be equal to 298.84 × 12,740 � 3807.22 MWh/day �
158.634 MW.
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4.2 Estimation of Power Generation from Solid Waste
Through Plasma Arc Gasification till 2050

We have shown the trend of waste generation in Delhi till 2050 in Fig 2 above we
calculated the 1 ton ofMSWwould generate 298.84 KWh electricity. Combining the
estimated future waste generation till 2050 with the calculation done in sec 5 about
the estimated energy per ton of MSW, we can easily predict the potential of plasma
arc gasification for energy generation till 2050. The graph given below clearly help
to estimate that with the increase waste generation with the time energy generation
will also increase. In 2017–18, estimated energy generated will be around 159 MW
and it will increase to 950 MW in 2050 (Fig. 3).

5 Reduction in CO2 from Atmosphere by Plasma
Gasification Process

Today, theworld is facing ahorrendous problemof globalwarmingdue tounrestricted
and unsustainable CO2 emission level. Presently, 404 PPM CO2 [17] in atmosphere
and if the present trend of emission level through coal power is not arrested the
problem of global warming unprecedented. In the section, we are giving estimated
reduction in CO2 level when the power is generated from PAG process then from
coal-based power plant release about 1.2 kg of CO2 per KWh of energy produced.
PAG has emerged as Nobel Technology will drastically reduce. CO2 emission to
0.2 kg/KWh energy produced. The graph below shows the level of CO2 emission if
the energy generated till 2050 in sec 7.2 would be produced by coal-based power
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plant. The graph also shows the reduction in CO2 emission if the energy would be
generated by PAG of SWM (Fig. 4).

6 Conclusion

Today the world is at crossroads. If it is continued to keep up the things as they are
of our present waste management and conventional power generation methods, the
worldwill face existential threat due to environmental calamities. Every human being
should pursue the goal of leaving this world a better place for our future generation.
This paper is a humble attempt to suggest solid waste management through plasma
arc gasification as alternative method in Delhi. The paper has shown that by opting
to plasma arc gasification for solid waste management problem of finding land for
landfilling of waste, health hazards due to open dumping of waste can be easily
avoided. India is a growing economy and a responsible nation; it has been signed
the Paris accord which personifies our commitment for sustainable development. It
is required to be committed to reduce CO2 emissions. Energy generation through
plasma arc gasification will be a great leap forward in that direction.
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Abstract The aim of this research work is to find the optimum combination of
input process parameters such as peak current (IP), open voltage (V g), pulse-on-
time (T on) and duty factor (τ ) for machining of Inconel 718 on EDM. The output
response parameters studied were metal removal rate (MRR), electrode wear rate
(EWR) and surface roughness (Ra). L16 orthogonal array of input parameters was
created as the design of experiments (DOEs) with the help of Minitab software. Grey
relational analysis (GRA) method is used to get a single domain of multiple output
response parameters. After that Taguchi optimization method was applied to find out
the optimal parameter setting for higher MRR, lower TWR and lower Ra.

Keywords EDM · Inconel 718 super-alloy · Copper tool · GRA · Taguchi method

1 Introduction

Several machining processes involving the application of very intense local heat have
come into use in recent years. In these processes, material is removed by erosion and
evaporation at the surface of the work piece.

Mishra et al. [1] has presented the importance of EDM in today’s industrial world.
EDM is widely used as non-traditional machining process in manufacturing pro-
cess. The advantages of EDM are as follows: EDM can be used effectively for
machining of complex shapes, EDMmachining process is independent of material’s
mechanical properties, and EDM machining can result in high accuracy. When both
the tool and electrolyte are placed in a dielectric medium and a very high electric
potential is applied, a high impulse electric spark is generated. The spark dissipates
a huge amount of heat (8000–12,000 °C), resulting in melting of the work piece
[2, 3]. Ezugwu et al. [4] has presented a typical problem as the cost of electrode
becomes high during machining of Inconel 718 due to high EWR. It has become a
crucial issue during machining of Inconel 718. Sudhakara et al. [5] has presented the
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experimental investigation of machining of Inconel 718 on die-sink EDM. Vari-
ous EDM parameters such as Ip, T on, τ were taken during the machining of work
piece. The output responses that were measured were metal removal rate and surface
roughness. He showed the influence of Ip, T on and τ on MRR, Ra and hardness.
Ahamad and Lajis [6] in their work has analysed the electrode wear rate (EWR) of
copper electrode during the machining of Inconel 718 by taking Ip and T on high
on EDM. They found that T on is the most significant factor for TWR. Higher T on

can decrease TWR, but higher Ip can increase TWR. Rahul et al. [7] also conducted
an experiment over the optimization of parameters on Inconel 601, Inconel 625,
Inconel 718 and Inconel 825 super-alloys through electro-discharge machine based
on 5-factor–4-level L16 orthogonal array and calculated the optimum results using
the TOPSIS and Taguchi method for it. Rahul et al. [8] experimentally investigated
machinability aspects of machining of Inconel 718 with copper tool. They conducted
the research work based on L25 OA by taking various parameters such as V g, Ip, T on,
τ and Flushing pressure Fp and various responses such as tool wear rate (TWR), sur-
face roughness (Ra), surface crack density (SCD) and white layer thickness (WLT).
Lin et al. [9] in his research work of optimizing EDM parameters used grey rela-
tional analysis in conjugation with fuzzy-based Taguchi method to find the optimum
parameters.

In the present work, multilevel process parameter optimization of Inconel 718
super-alloy is done when machined with copper tool in EDM. Here, peak current,
voltage, pulse-on-time and duty factor are taken as the variable parameters andMRR,
TWR and Ra as machine responses.

2 Experimental Details and Data Collection

Inconel 718 super-alloy circular work piece having dimension (50 mm × 5 mm) has
been used as work material. The snapshot of EDMed Inconel 718 is shown in Fig. 1.
Copper (20 mm diameter) has been used as tool electrode (Fig. 2). Research work
has been done on EDM (Model: ELEKTRAEMS 5535Machine, Pune, India) set-up
(Fig. 3). EDM oil 30 is used as dielectric fluid. The viscosity of EDM oil is 36 ssu at
38 °C. Work piece polarity has been chosen as positive. The design of experiment is
taken as per 4-factor–4-level L16 orthogonal array (OA) given in Table 1. Here, peak
current, voltage, pulse-on-time and duty factor are taken as the variable parameters
each varied at four different levels. The duration of machining for every experiment
was taken as 30min.Various responses such as surface roughness (Ra),metal removal
rate (MRR), electrode wear rate(EWR) have been measured for every experiment
given in Table 2.
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Fig. 1 EDMed Inconel

Fig. 2 Copper tool

Table 1 Domain of
experiments

Input
parameters

Unit Symbol Levels of variation

1 2 3 4

Peak
current (IP)

A A 8 10 12 14

Open
voltage
(Vg)

V B 15 20 25 30

Pulse-on-
time
(Ton)

µs C 50 100 150 200

Duty factor
(τ )

% D 55 70 85 100
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Fig. 3 EDM machine

Table 2 Design of experiments (DOEs): L16 orthogonal array (collected data)

Exp.
no.

Levels of parameters in coded
form

Collected experimental data

A B C D MRR (mm3/min) TWR (mm3/min) SR
(µm)

1 1 1 1 1 3.6621 0.0433 4.824

2 1 2 2 2 5.4932 0.0874 4.366

3 1 3 3 3 3.0518 0.1756 4.832

4 1 4 4 4 3.0518 0.1756 4.459

5 2 1 2 3 7.3242 0.0874 3.919

6 2 2 1 4 4.2725 0.1315 2.92

7 2 3 4 1 7.3242 0.1756 4.209

8 2 4 3 2 3.6621 0.2198 4.773

9 3 1 3 4 3.6621 0.0874 3.765

10 3 2 4 3 4.2725 0.0433 4.007

11 3 3 1 2 0.6104 0.0874 3.426

12 3 4 2 1 1.2207 0.1756 3.537

13 4 1 4 2 7.3242 0.0433 4.28

14 4 2 3 1 3.0518 0.0874 5.096

15 4 3 2 4 3.6621 0.1315 5.462

16 4 4 1 3 2.4414 0.1315 4.604
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The output response parameters are explained below:

MRR It is defined as the quantity of metal displaced from the job under a specific
time. Unit was taken as mm3/min.

TWR It is defined as the quantity of metal displaced from the tool under a specific
time. Unit was taken as mm3/min.

3 Methodology

3.1 Grey Relational Analysis

In this analysis, the input parameters converted into normalized value in a scale range
between 0 and 1. Since the response MRR is of larger-the-better type and TWR and
Ra are of smaller-the-better type, then normalized value x∗

i for larger-the-better type,
i.e. MRR, is expressed as:

x∗
i � xi − xmax

xmax − xmin

where i� experiment number, i.e. 1, 2, 3, 4,…,16, x∗
i � normalized value ofMRR for

ith experiment number, xi � actual MRR value for the ith experiment number, xmin� minimum actual value of MRR among all the 16 experiments done, and xmax
� maximum actual value of MRR among all the 16 experiments done. Normalized
value y∗

i � yi − ymax/ymin − ymax for “smaller-the-better” type, i.e. TWR and Ra,
is expressed as:

where i � experiment number, i.e. 1, 2, 3, 4,…,16, y∗
i � normalized value of

TWR or SR for ith experiment number, yi � actual TWR or SR value for the ith
experiment number ymin � minimum actual value of TWR or SR among all the 16
experiments done, and ymax � maximum actual value of TWR or SR among all the
16 experiments done.

Step I: Calculating deviation sequences (�) for the normalized data

After the normalization procedure, all performance values (MRR, TWR and Ra)
will be scaled into [0, 1]. Deviation sequence aims to find the alternative whose
normalized value is the closest to the reference value. Upon calculating the nor-
malized value of MRR, TWR and SR for each experiment number, we calculate
deviation sequences (quality loss function) with the help of normalized values of
MRR, TWR and SR for each experiment number. Deviation sequence is denoted by
� and mathematically calculated as:

�i � 1 − NormalisedValue of Response Parameters

(i.e.MRR,TWRand Ra)for i th experiment run.
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where i � experiment number, i.e. 1, 2, 3,…,16. Example: For i � 1, i.e. first exper-
iment run, �MRR 1 � 1 − SMRR 1 � 1 − 0.4545 � 0.5455

Step II: Determining grey relational coefficient (GRC) and grey relational grade
(GRG)

The GRC is mathematically defined as follows:

GRC � �min + ��max
�i j + ��max

where i� experiment number, j � refers to the response parameters, i.e. MRR, TWR
and Ra, �min � minimum value of deviation sequence for jth response parameter
among all the 16 experiments, �max � maximum value of deviation sequence for jth
response parameter among all the 16 experiments, � � distinguishing factor (when
all the response parameters are given the equal weightage, then usually its value is
taken as 0.5). After finding GRC for each experiment run for every parameter, i.e.
MRR, TWR and Ra, GRG was calculated for every experiment. GRG combines all
the individual GRCs of parameters likeMRR, TWRandRa of a particular experiment
run into one grade which can be compared with the other GRG of other experiment
runs. GRG is mathematically found out by the relation given below:

GRGi � (Wg × GRCMRR i ) + (Wg × GRCTWR i ) + (Wg × GRCRa i )

where i � Experiment No., Wg � Weightage given to the response parameters �
0.33 (as � � 0.5).

Then, optimization of GRG function is done using Taguchi approach. As GRG
is wished to be the maximum, so during signal-to-noise ratio calculation higher-
the-better approach was used. The calculations of GRG and S/N ratio are given in
Table 3.

4 Results and Conclusions

The machining responses obtained from the experiments were used to calculate S/N
ratio plots, and the optimal parameter setting appears to be A2B1C4D2, i.e. IP �
10 A, V g � 15 V, T on � 200 µs and τ � 66.67%.

Theoptimumprocess parameters found asA2B1C4D2 and the corresponding value
found as−1.05155 are less than the corresponding values found in every experiment.
Since the S/N ratio’s need was higher-the-better, we found the highest corresponding
value at the optimum setting showing the reliability of the Taguchi approach. The
main effects plot for S/N ratios [A2B1C4D2] is shown in Fig. 4.
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Framework the Food Supply Chain
Network in the Present Indian Scenario

Bhavya Nidhi Vats, Anuj Gupta and Ganesh Sharma

Abstract In India, agriculture sector always takes priority over the other leading
areas as the maximum population is dependent on it for their bread and butter. It
contributes the major proportion to the Indian economy and most significantly pro-
vides nutritional security to the country. Despite of all these facts, the issues like
food security, post-harvest losses, and socioeconomic status of the farmers are the
major challenges which create barriers to the development of the country. Recently,
numerous studies have been found in the concern of food waste and losses along the
supply chain. Even so, the 40% of the food is wasted in India according to a report
of United Nations Development Programme. In this study, causes of food waste and
losses along the supply chain network are identified and weighted based on the sur-
vey of previous literature. The aim of this study is to categorize the major causes
as a superset and the minor causes as its subset and is represented through fishbone
diagram for its clear vision. Secondly, the initiatives regarding the reduction in food
waste are identified and prioritized using theweighted prioritizationmatrix approach.
This study helps to give an idea about the most significant initiative that government
should adopt at large scale in the context of reducing food waste and losses. It is
concluded from the results that the linkages between farmers and industries require
prior attention over the other initiatives to improve the efficiency and profitability of
food supply chain.

Keywords Post-harvest losses · Fishbone diagram ·Weighted prioritization
matrix

1 Introduction

Food waste and losses are one of the major concern issues that dominate over the
human society in the upcoming years. According to a report from the Food and
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Agriculture Organization (FAO) in 2011, one-third of the total worldwide food is
wasted or ends up with losses per annum [1]. Wastage of food is the alarming issue
as the population of the country increases rapidly by 2050. The goal is not just to
focus on the reduction of food waste but also to address the cause of wastes or losses.
Agriculture sector always takes priority over the other in spite of this fact, India ranks
63 among 88 countries in the Global Hunger Index [2].

Post-harvest losses are mainly those which are associated with the agriculture
produce and take place after harvest and before human consumption. It includes the
losses mainly spoilage in a food supply chain, by-products from the processing of
agriculture produce (sugarcane bagasse from sugar), and the residues associated with
the main crop type (wheat or rice husk). Post-consumer losses are those which are
associated with the behavior and activities of the consumer regarding food consump-
tion. According to a recent study by ASSOCHAM (2013), India’s post-harvest fruits
and vegetable losses is over Rs. 2 trillion annually, due to the lack of inadequate cold
storage facilities and lack of proper food processing units [3]. Apart from this one
example, there are so many other roadblocks in the different stages of food supply
chain such as lack of proper transport medium, lack of loading and unloading facili-
ties at the farm and marketplace, lack of packaging facilities, and lack of knowledge
of advanced techniques that lead to the wastage [4]. Most of the post-harvest losses
of agriculture produce and their residues are still simply dumped and undocumented
which not only lead to the financial loss but impact on the environment badly. Lack
of knowledge and awareness regarding the recoverable waste turns into the loss of
economy. Waste generation in India is showing an increasing trend, if channelized
properly will definitely enhance the development of the country. In India, 40% of the
food production is wasted according to the report presented by the United Nations
Development Programme [5]. It is indeed a matter of fact that poverty and hunger
are the dominant issues, and the food never reaches to the needy. This shows the lack
of management in the food life cycle, and there is a prerequisite need to improve it.

Now, we proceed with the discussions in the last recent years on the food supply
chain management regarding the technological interventions and new strategies to
avoid the post-harvest losses in the supply chain. In the study conducted by Beausang
et al., the clear statement related to the term “food losses” and “food waste” has been
defined. They stated that food loss generally occurs in the initial stages of FSC such
as production or processing while the food waste is traced at every stage of the
supply chain even after the consumer usage. They concluded that farmers play a
vital role in reducing the food waste in the primary production stage [6]. Chegere
analyzed different post-harvest handling practices in his study and their associated
costs and benefits to the farmers. He found total 11.7% post-harvest loss to the
maize farmers in which two-thirds mainly occurred during storage. He analyzed the
economic feasibility of those post-harvest handling practices which is rarely seen in
the research papers [7].

Muriana reviewed in his study that accidental events prompted the unavoidable
food losses and wastage at each stage of the supply chain. Additionally, the author
proposed new research topics in minimizing the food waste and loss by highlighting
theparameters forecasting, innovative technologies for shelf lifemonitoring, redesign
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of logistics SCmodels, pricing strategy, and risk analysis formanaging the accidental
events [8]. Kibler et al. proposed a conceptual model in which food waste affect the
FEW nexuses in both the production and disposal stages [9]. Gardas et al. concluded
his study by defining three significant factors which play a major role in post-harvest
losses. These are lack of linkages between industry,Government and institutions, lack
of technology and advanced technique in food procession, lack of linkage between
farmers and processing unit [4].

The study conducted byRussell investigated the behavior of the consumers regard-
ing the food waste using a comprehensive model of planned behavior, interpersonal
behavior, and environmental behavior. The study involves the Questionnaires related
to the food waste behavior, habits, and intentions to reduce food waste and self-
reported food waste behavior. The result showed that participants intended to reduce
their waste but contrary to these facts the food waste behavior is dominant over
the mat higher level [10]. Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) of the United
Nations has carried out the study on the food losses in various areas of India between
May and July 2016. The aim of this initiative is building capacities along the sup-
ply chain, use of innovative and new technologies, installation of local storage and
distribution centers as well as raising general awareness about greater efficiency and
sustainability [11].

Mukherjee et al. (2013) [12] highlighted the food supply chain issues of India in
his study that despite having the second largest producer of grains feeding the safe,
quality, and nutritious food to more than one billion people is a challenging task.

The study conducted by D. G. Mongale has examined the key issues in the food
grain supply chain of bulk transportation between producing and consuming (deficit)
states. The parameters such as operations and inventory holding cost of food grains
at the surplus state silos, silo storage capacity, the demand for deficit states, and
availability of food grains at surplus nodes are considered. With the objective to
minimize the overall cost of bulk food grain shipment, operational and storage cost,
the mixed inter-nonlinear programming model is formulated. The model involves
the constraints of silo storage, vehicle capacity, seasonal procurement, vehicle pref-
erence, etc. [13].

Khera has defined the prominent issues such as wastage of resources through
spoilage, leakage, and theft in the Indian food security system which is the primary
cause of concern [14]. Related to his work, Biswal et al. investigated the impact of
RFID adoption in the Indian food supply chain network. The comparison has been
done with and without RFID for managing the inventory in terms of shrinkage and
misplacement [15].

With the help of literature survey, the following objectives are designed to ana-
lyze the food supply chain management in the Indian context and proceed with the
findings.

1. To identify and categorize the major causes as a superset and the sub-causes as
its subset which is represented through the fishbone diagram for its clear vision
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2. Secondly, the initiatives regarding the reduction in food waste are identified by
the literature analysis and prioritized using the weighted prioritization matrix
approach.

2 Finding Barrier from the Literature

In this section, the food supply chain has been analyzed through the previous recent
literature survey. Figures 1 and 2 have shown the changes that occurred in the food
supply chain with the increasing demand and urbanization. Earlier, the food supply
chain possesses the straight path to fulfill the demand of the customer, as shown
in Fig. 1. Due to which it takes more time to reach up to the individual customer
and acquires the less variety. While in current scenario of the food supply chain, the
farmer or processor has the opportunity to sell its product directly to their customers,
as shown in Fig. 2. The Government of India has launched various schemes and
e-mandis (market) for the ease of the farmers. Despite of having benefits, the current
supply chain management also becomes intricate and complex due to the increasing
trend of population and urbanization.

From the insights of the literature review, it is observed that at the initial stage
of supply chain (pre-harvesting stage), there are so many barriers which may cause
the food losses or wastes. Lack of forecasting results in the overproduction of the
food items which will reduce the market rate and wastage of that product. Although
farmers work hard for the production, they will not revert back the same results in
terms of financial value. In the second stage of supply chain, major losses found

Fig. 1 Traditional supply chain network

Fig. 2 Modern supply chain network
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to be occured due to the shortage of warehouses and cold storage facilities. In the
year 2017, Madhya Pradesh Government has to suffer a loss of 785 crores due to the
lack of ample storing facilities of onions. This large amount is consumed to dispose
the onions at one-fifth of the actual cost through PDS and open market operations
[16]. In the next stage of the supply chain, the losses incurred in protecting the
food items, especially the perishable products like fruits and vegetables from the
environmental impacts or in the logistics approach. Major losses are found due to
the lack of suitable transport facilities, lack of temperature controlling environment
during the transportation. It leads to the mechanical damage, early rotting which will
end up with the unprocessed, unmarketable, and inconsumable food products. Last
but not least, consumers are responsible for the food wastage in a major proportion.
Food-consuming quality habits, lack of awareness and facilities regarding the proper
disposal of food items leadnot only thewastage of foodbut result in the environmental
degradation.

3 Methodology

3.1 Qualitative Analysis

Qualitative analysis is the useful tool in research as it provides the opportunity to
get open discussions and investigation of the complex issues. It does not impose
any mathematical constraints to any practical situation for the deep analysis and
understanding of the root cause of the problem. There are two qualitative techniques
such as fishbone diagram (cause and effect diagram) and weighted prioritization
approach implemented to the present study.

3.1.1 Fishbone Diagram (Cause and Effect Diagram)

A fishbone diagram, also known as cause and effect diagram, is a visualization tool
for categorizing the potential causes of the problem in order to identify its root causes.

Dr. Kaoru Ishikawa, a Japanese Quality Control expert, is credited for inventing
the fishbone diagram. This diagram is basically based on the brainstorming criteria
that give varying causes according to their level of importance in a form of hierarchy.
The design of the diagram is simply like a skeleton of a fish. These diagrams are
generally worked from right to left, with each large bone (major cause) of the fish
branching out to include smaller bones (sub-causes) containing vast detail about the
problem.

Following major causes are considered for the study of present study to root cause
of the food wastage:

3. Lack of standardized quality control
4. Lack of required storage facility
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Table 1 Assign weight to the problem through literature analysis [17]

S. No. Issues Code Ranking Weightage

1. Lack of standardized quality control A 6 5

2. Lack of refrigerated storage facilities B 3 8

3. Weak logistic approach C 4 7

4. Large number of intermediaries D 1 10

5. Lack of new harvesting techniques E 2 9

6. Overproduction F 5 6

5. Weak logistics approach
6. Large number of intermediaries
7. Lack of new harvesting techniques
8. Overproduction

3.1.2 Weighted Prioritization Matrix

A prioritization matrix is a useful technique to identify which problems are the most
significant to work on solving first. The matrix helps you rank problems or issues
generated through brainstorming, using weighted criteria that are important to your
study. In this paper, the major issues that play significant role in affecting the food
waste and loss have been summarized and weighted (importance rating) according
to the survey of previous literature report [17] as shown in Table 1.

4 Result and Discussion

4.1 Fishbone Diagram

This information is summarized by acquiring the knowledge from the previous lit-
erature related to the problem of food loss and waste. Hence, Fig. 3 gives the brief
overview of the major causes and sub-causes that leads to the problem of food loss
and wastes.

4.2 Weighted Prioritization Matrix

The importance rating (weightage) is given to the following issues which lies in the
horizontal axis of the given Table 1. In the vertical axis, the initiatives or strategies
are assigned for the respective issues. The number has been assigned in the blocks
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Fig. 3 Fishbone diagram

Table 2 Weighted prioritization matrix

Importance rating 5 8 7 10 9 6

Strategy/initiatives A B C D E F Total

New and innovative harvesting
technologies

8 0 4 5 10 0 208

Linkage between farmers and industries 6 8 8 10 4 0 286

Forecasting techniques 2 0 4 5 0 10 148

Installation of local storage and
distribution center

4 8 7 8 0 0 213

Optimal inventory management 6 7 4 5 0 9 220

Government laws regarding new policies,
e.g., e-mandis

7 7 4 6 5 5 254

RFID adoption 5 3 7 3 5 2 191

in the manner how much each initiative related to that issue and then it is multiplied
by the importance rating factor. The data has been compiled by doing the sum of
all those results for getting the priority of each initiative which require maximum
implementation for the profitable food supply chain (Table 2).

5 Conclusion

The food supply chain management is a prominent sector as it contributes in an eco-
nomical aspect, provides employment and food security to our country. Despite of
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the fact, there are so many challenges to prevent the food losses and wastes from the
very initial stage to its final disposal. In this study, we investigated the past recent
literature to understand the current scenario of food supply chain network and the
major causes of food waste. It has been found that there are so many new tech-
niques like RFID, various government schemes like e-mandis and improvisation in
supply chain such as new pricing strategies are implemented to improve the per-
formance of the food supply chain. Simultaneously, the complexity and intricacy in
the supply chain network have also increased due to the growing demand in a less
time. The study has been concluded by using qualitative techniques such as fish-
bone diagram and weighted prioritization matrix approach. Surveys regarding new
techniques, initiatives, and strategies have been summarized by undergoing the past
recent literature.

It is found that “large number of intermediaries in a supply chain network” out of
six major causes is assigned the highest weightage.

The initiative of government “to develop linkages between farmers and industries”
needs priority over the other for the profitability of the food supply chain.
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A Comprehensive Review on Jute Fiber
Reinforced Composites

Ekta Gogna, Ramanuj Kumar, Anurag, Ashok Kumar Sahoo
and Amlana Panda

Abstract Natural fiber composite is the novel materials in recent decades having
a high strength to weight ratio and light in weight are widely used for structural
and unstructured applications. Jute fiber is one of the most common biodegradable
natural fibers which successfully replaced the synthetic fibers composite and also
replaced glass fiber where the high strength is not obliged. Jute fiber composite has
several attractive advantages over synthetic and glass fiber like as low processing
cost, low density, stiffness easily available, excellent mechanical properties and low
production energy required (2% of glass fiber). This advantage makes the jute a very
attractive reinforced fiber for composites. This paper presented an overview on dif-
ferent fabrication techniques and the effects of the various factors on the mechanical
properties of the jute fiber reinforced composite.

Keywords Jute fiber ·Mechanical properties · Thermal properties ·Wood

1 Introduction

Nowadays, the rapid deforestation due to high demand of woodmake furniture’s cre-
ates environmental issues to the society. A major portion of wood is used for making
household products. However, there is need to search an alternatives of wood made
products. Jute composite for replacement of wood could be a solution to the problem
due to bounded matrix of high strength fibers. Jute fiber is biodegradable and eco-
friendly product with improved properties such as dimensional stability, low cost,
easily available and renewable. There are various applications of jute composites
such as jute mat, thermoplastic composite, building and construction, fishing boats,
and natural fiberboard are found. Composites are used for structural, thermal, elec-
trical, environmental and other various applications. The natural fibers are preferred
to the synthetic ones due to the abundance, biodegradable and renewable nature. By
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Fig. 1 Overview study of the jute fiber reinforced composite

implementation of innovation and advanced technologies, wood could be replaced
by jute by enhancing the mechanical, thermal and electrical properties. Various
researchers had worked on the jute composite and to investigate the mechanical
properties of composite. Liu emphasized the influence of depositing the nano-SiO2
particles on the properties and themicrostructure of jute fibers [1]. Roy et al. explored
the synergistic effect of nano-clay and jute fiber on themechanical, dynamicmechan-
ical and thermal properties of natural rubber composites which were reinforced by
suitable hybrid fillers [2]. Boccardi et al. focused on using jute as reinforcement
with varying matrices. The matrix used was polypropylene and poly-lactic and tests
such as impact, cyclic and quasi-static bending were performed [3]. Jha studied the
erosion and mechanical behavior of hybrid composite by fabricating it using hand
lay-up technique [4]. The aspects of jute composite are displayed through Fig. 1.

2 Fabrication Technique of Composite

2.1 Hand Lay-Up Technique

By this technique, both natural and synthetic composites can be prepared. To avoid
the mold to stick on the surface, releasing agent is sprayed and thin plastic sheets
are used at the top and bottom. The reinforced fiber was woven in a mat form and a
suitable resin with a hardener is poured over it and spread uniformly with a brush.
Another layer of fiber was placed above the first and rolled to remove the excess
of matrix. This process is repeated until the required thickness is achieved. Plastic
sheet was placed on the top of the mold and pressure is applied. The mold was ready
after keeping it for 24–72 h. Various researchers carried this technique to fabricate
the composite.
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The ceramic filler such as aluminum oxide fillers and silicon carbide filler effect
on jute fiber which were illustrated and laminated and prepared by hand techniques
and then tested by universal testingmachine. The addition of fillers showed enhanced
mechanical properties [5]. Effect of the epoxy on the fiber surface was used hand-
lay technique for fabrication. Alkaline solution with different composition was used
to prepare the composite specimen. Izod test under ASTM dimensions showed high
impact strength when the solution of 0.5M sodium hydroxide was soaked for 8 h [6].
Hand lay-up technique for fabricating jute fiber composite provided the improved
laminated composites without sacrificing its performance [7].

2.2 Compressed Technique

This is a high pressure close molding process in which two equal metal molds hold
the composite. The lower is fixed while the upper one is movable. The matrix and
reinforcement are arranged in the mold and then compressed. The shape and size of
the component determine the amount of heat and pressure required. The composite is
compressed by adding jute fiber and aluminum and then the load applied varied from
2 to 15weight percent. It was analyzed that the fusion of jute and aluminum increased
the micro-hardness [8–10]. Compression technique used to prepare composite using
jute fabric and biopol found the improved mechanical strength and adhesion phe-
nomena was increased which provided the highest mechanical properties of biopol
composite DG400G [11].

3 Mechanical Properties

3.1 Tensile Strength

Various researchers investigated the effect of the tensile strength under various
loading condition by UTM and the impact testing of the materials and found that
fiber composite material had improved mechanical properties [12, 13]. Tensile test
and deflection temperature revealed that an adding of 40% weight of jute fiber to
polypropylene increased the tensile strength by 19.7% noted [14]. Addition of jute
into polymer epoxy gave increased properties but was inferior to glass reinforced
in mechanical strength [15]. The mechanical properties of the jute-glass reinforced
polypropylene-based composite with 30 weight percent fibers were better than the
jute polypropylene-based composite whereas reinforced filler material enhanced the
mechanical properties of composite up to a certain level [5, 16]. When using of
plasma powers, the adhesion between the jute fiber and polyester matrix increased
which enhanced the tensile strength and flexural strength [17]. Reinforced the jute
fiber with paper laminated composite additional enhanced the tensile properties [18].
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Composite of jute fabric and biopol by compressionmethod enhanced themechanical
strength [10].

3.2 Flexural Strength

Flexural strength is the stress developed in the material before it yields in the flexural
test. It represents the highest stress which is experienced when the materials yields.
The impact of Charpy energy increased with the increased in volume of jute fraction
[13, 19]. Solution of potassium permanganate of varying composition to soak the jute
composite to increased flexural strength and examined themechanical characteristics
of jute fiber reinforced composite and found that voids were predominant influence
factor for mechanical properties of jute fiber composite [20]. Hybrid jute performed
better than the simple jute fiber composite in terms of flexural stiffness, tensile and
compressive strength and moisture absorption and mechanical properties increased
with rise in weight of TiO2 from 0 to 6% [21, 22]. The hybrid paper composite
offered better flexural properties than the pure paper composite [23]. Oxygen plasma-
treated composite revealed the increased tensile strength and flexural strength which
enhanced the mechanical properties of jute [24]. The jute–epoxy composite offered
superior flexural and tensile properties as compare to the jute–polyester composite
[25].

3.3 Compressive Strength

Compressive strength is the capability of thematerial to resist load.When the arrange-
ment of the yarn in a direction of wrap was longitudinal and double layered with saw-
dust, then themost ideal and favorable characteristics were attained [26].Mechanical
properties of jute fiber composite decreased with increase of natural rubber [13]. Due
to the poor adhesion between the fiber andmatrix, the mechanical properties increase
up to a precise level and then diminution [27]. A new jute material composite treated
by hydroxyethyl acrylate enhanced the mechanical properties compared to untreated
composites [28].

3.4 Acoustical Properties

Acoustical properties of the composite materials define the behavior of composites
when it was subjected into sound waves medium. When the arrangement of the
yarn in a direction of wrap was longitudinal and double layered with sawdust, then it
showed themost ideal and favorable characteristics [29]. Jute fiber composite offered
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better result as compare to the glass fiber composite also low-density jute indicated
better performance as compare to high-density jute for absorption of sound [30].

3.5 Wear Properties

Wear represents the damage and loss of materials from composite surface and it was
measured through abrasion test. Addition of fluorocarbon, hydrocarbon and fluoro-
carbon into the jute reinforced fiber composite enhanced the mechanical properties
and when the fiber was placed normal to the direction of slide, the coefficient of
friction with increment in applied load was reduced [29].

3.6 Effect of Fiber Loading

The fiber loading affected the mechanical properties of jute fiber composite and
the presence of the holes in the composite was identified as an inspiring factor
toward mechanical properties of the composite, also fiber loading and orientation
arrangement affected the mechanical and electrical properties of matrix [20, 30].

3.7 Water Absorption

Ability of the water absorption of jute fiber composite affected its mechanical prop-
erties. Very less amount of water was absorbed in biopol when compared with jute
composites. Due to the effect of fluorocarbon, hydrocarbon and hybrid fluorocarbon
surface treatment the composite materials absorbed less amount of water which ele-
vated the mechanical properties of jute fiber composites [29, 30]. Ability of water
absorption was influenced by the size and flexural strength of composites [31]. The
water absorption effect reduced the mechanical properties of recycled jute composite
[32, 33].

3.8 Surface Treatment

Surface treatment was used to improve the overall performance of the composite. A
two mm polymer film penetrated on the jute fiber which increased the mechanical
properties of the composite [34]. Alkali, peroxide, permanganate and silicate treat-
ment modified the surface of jute and enhanced the flexural and tensile properties
[35].
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4 Thermal Properties

The thermal conductivity of the material is the rate of heat transfer through it in
steady state. The surface treatment (alkali) of the jute fiber enhanced the thermal
conductivity of the composite [36]. At higher temperature, fracture toughness was
improved with silane treatment but effects of treatment at lower temperature were
insignificant. Also, the applied surface treatment affected the thermal properties of
the composite [37, 38]. Addition of heat supplied improved the bond ability between
the fiber and matrix materials [39, 40].

5 Electrical Properties

Study of electrical properties includes resistance, conductance and thermo-electricity
behavior of jute composite. According to Ahmed et al., jute fiber and particles of
copper are compressed trough varying load for diffusion of copper in jute composites.
Itwas examined that the fusion of jute and copper increased the electrical conductivity
[5]. BCFA resin mixed with acrylic resin and catalyst in required proportions and
compressed for Jute, jute-bamboo, glass, glass bamboo composite. The fiber loading
and arrangement of fiber affected the electrical properties of matrix [34, 36].

6 Optimization of Machinability

Various optimization techniques (GRA, Taguchi, RSM, ANN, Fuzzy-logic, etc.)
have been used to optimize the process variables. The drilling operation has been
implemented to create holes on untreated and alkali-treated jute fiber composites and
optimization based on GRA methodology has been accomplished. Aftermath found
that the delamination failure increase with increment in feed rate and also ANOVA
indicated that the effect of fiber treatment is insignificant factor to influencing the
delamination of fabricated composite [41].

7 Conclusion

A comprehensive review has been made as follows:

• Jute fiber composite is better alternate of synthetic fibers composite due to low
cost, low weight, easy availability, eco-friendly, biodegradable and high flexural
strength of jute.

• Fabricating techniques with various sizes, orientation and weight segment of rein-
forced material highly influenced the mechanical behavior of composite.
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• Various types of the surface treatment used by several researcher and achieved
affirmative results to improve the mechanical strength of the composite.

• Moisture content influences the mechanical properties (bending and tensile) of
the composite also flexural stress and shearing stress decline with grow in the
immersion time.

Inadequate investigations on use of micro- /nano-sized reinforced material during
fabrication jute composites have been found.Also, implementation of soft computing
technique to judge the performance of jute composites in different mechanical tests
was rare. However, it can be future of scope in jute composite fabrication works.
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Analysis of Lean Manufacturing
Implementation in SMEs: A “5S”
Technique

Shyam Sunder Sharma, D. D. Shukla and Bhupendra Prakash Sharma

Abstract The aim of this paper is to analyze the implementation of 5S technique
on Indian SMEs to maximize efficiency in the workplace and to have the possibility
of product diversification, higher quality, lower cost, reliable deliveries, etc. 5S is a
basic tool of lean manufacturing system. It is a tool of classification, order, cleaning,
standardization, and discipline. Findings of this research can be stated that the intro-
duction of 5S technique for the improvement of SMEs in its process flow line, cost
reduction, machine efficiency improvement, well-organized tools placement, shop
floor cleanliness, and high-quality workplace are the identified key parameters to be
optimized.

Keywords Lean manufacturing · Cost reduction · Production improvement

1 Introduction

5S is a continuous lean management improving tool, whose task is to create healthy,
clean, and good working environment. 5S technique is considered a basic lean tech-
nique, as it establishes manufacturing stability and continuous improvement [1, 2].
In the 1980s, Japan was initially introduced the 5S technique in manufacturing sec-
tor. West countries and American countries’ industries already used 5S technique
in manufacturing sector and getting benefits in productivity, profit, and employees’
behavior. So, Japanese industries also decide to getting benefit of 5S technique, and
they also introduce 5S in manufacturing as well as in other sectors like hospitals
and offices [3, 4]. The 5S improves the process efficiency and management perfor-
mance [5]. 5S is the methodology from maintaining organization clean, effective,
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and systematic workplace. Due to this employees feels good working environment
and it eliminates losses with failures and breaks, improve the quality of product
and safety at workplace [6–8]. It is the technique to improve working environment
derived from the Japanese words Seiri, Seiton, Seiso, Seiketsu, and Shitsuke. In
English, the meaning is Selection, Systematization, Cleaning, Standardize, and Self-
discipline [9]. This technique focuses to improve working environment, reduces
industrial waste and non-value-adding activity, and improves quality and safety. 5S
is literally five abbreviations of Japanese words with five initials of S.

1. Selection: Select the product on basis of “what is needed, when needed, what
quantity is needed.” Remove all unnecessary items from the workplace; only
selected items which are used in the running process are placed.

2. Systematization: Arrange all equipments in order and label the equipment and
easily visible. The systematics will be ineffective if there are too many items that
are stored in one workplace.

3. Cleaning: Remove all the unnecessary items and remove dirt/dust/waste. Work-
place should be cleaned every day for improving comfort and reducing the risk
of equipment failure.

4. Standardization: To set some rules to follow above three steps selection, sys-
tematization and cleaning which helps the employee to understand their task and
try to achieve 5S method.

5. Self-discipline: In the concept of Kaizen, continuous improvement is required
to compete in market. To improve self-discipline internal audits, bonus policies
and checklist for various work station is applying.

5S technique was successfully implemented in manufacturing sector, offices, and
health care sector. It is quality improvement lean tool to remove non-value-adding
activities and increase the profit of the organization [10]. 5S increases environment
performance and also reduces industrial waste in manufacturing industries. It pro-
motes cleanness in stores of raw material and finished goods [11].

2 Phases of 5S Implementation Process

The successful implementation of 5S tool is the responsibility of company man-
agement and staff members. 5S must be implemented after the proper training, and
employees must be aware about this technique. Teamwork is required for 5S imple-
mentation. Staff members and management decide the steps to follow 5S implemen-
tation. Divide the responsibilities between employees and make clear mission and
vision of the company. Every employee tries to achieve thesemission and vision. The
duration of mission and vision should be 2–5 years. First we decide the objectives
of 5S implementation.

• Remove the industrial waste
• Increase the quality of product
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Fig. 1 Implementation of
5S method

• Decrease the unnecessary movement of part and operator
• Decrease the manufacturing cost
• Increase the security and safety
• Improve working environment

One of the most important elements of 5S implementation is habit of each
employee from top level to bottom level. Each employee must follow the 5S rules
and improve his/her habits in the company premises.

Second element is to assign responsibilities to each employee in different levels.
Train all employees andmotivate them tomaintain 5S basic rules. 5S implementation
method is shown in Fig. 1.

5S is implemented atleast two years period of time towards sustain. 5S imple-
mentation is usually classified into four phases. Responsibilities of different level
employees are given in Table 1. Production head is responsible for setting the mis-
sion and vision of the company, and other employees can achieve these mission and
vision. Same as shop floor head is responsible for the implementation of 5S. Shift
incharge monitors the changes due to 5S implementation. Foreman and operators are
responsible for training junior operators and maintaining the discipline.

I. Preparatory phase
II. Introductory phase
III. Implementation phase
IV. Maintenance phase

In Fig. 2, lean implementation flow chart is given. For full lean implementation,
at least two-year time duration is required. After the implementation, it should be
maintained for further time duration.
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Table 1 5S responsibilities
Production dept. head Company has set mission and

vision, and these are to be achieved
by introducing 5S

Shop floor manager Responsible for 5S implementation

Shift incharge Monitor employees in term of
changes due to 5S

Foreman Instruct the new employees about
the functioning of system

Operator Implement the instructions and
maintain self-discipline

Fig. 2 5S implementation flow chart

In Fig. 3, raw material was placed on shop floor, and it was placed randomly; but
after 5S is introduced, the raw material is separated according to its size and shape,
and it was placed in racks, and in each rack naming is done according to its size. So
it is very easy to identify the material according to its size.

In Fig. 4, it clearly shows that subassembly parts are placed in bins without
nameplate. So it takes too much time to identify the correct subassembly parts.
When 5S was implemented, all subassembly parts are properly arranged in bins and
naming was done according to the part.

In Fig. 5, tools are placed haphazardly in rack and it is very difficult to find out
the proper tool in very short time. To rectify this difficulty, 5S was introduced and
tools are placed in proper manner, unwanted tools are removed from the rack, and
proper name slip is placed in the tooling rack.
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Before 5S After 5S

Fig. 3 Raw material was placed on floor, after 5S it was placed on racks with naming [12]

Before 5S After 5S

Fig. 4 Subassembly components are without nameplate, but after 5S naming was done [12]

In Fig. 6, we see that all scrap as well as finished goods are placed on the floor.
So it takes so much time to separate them and some time by mistake scrap piece was
mixed with the finished good or vice versa. After 5S was implemented, proper bins
are placed for finished goods as well as raw materials. So it is very easy to identify
raw material as well as finished goods.
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Before 5S After 5S

Fig. 5 Tools were placed haphazardly but after 5S everything was placed in proper way with name
slip [12]

Before 5S After 5S

Fig. 6 Scrap was placed on floor, separate bin was provided for scrap and finished goods [12]

3 Methodology

5S technique means cleaning the workplace and arranging all tools in organized way
in workplace. It was the first lean tool that was implemented by organizations. With
the help of 5S technique, working condition of workers was improved and helped
them to learn more to reduce the waste, reduce manufacturing time, and decrease
work in process inventory.

5S implementation would result full utilization of workspace needed for existing
operations. It also organized tools and work material by labeled and color coded.

5S methodology is a simple and universal approach that accepted by all over
the world. It supported other manufacturing improvement tools like JIT, cellular
manufacturing, TQM, Kanban and also played very vital role in better workplace to
spend more time in shop floor.
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What problems are avoided by 5S implementation?

• Reduce time wasted in searching parts and tools
• Reduce unneeded motion
• Save human energy
• Reduce defective work piece
• Machines that do not receive sufficient maintenance tend to break down and cause
defect

• To avoid dirty work area
• Items are left in hazardous locations
• Dark, dirty disorganized workplace results to low the worker moral.

4 Results and Discussion

5S technique was implemented in Indian SMEs, and due to this technique, there
is huge change in industries’ profit and employee working. Now they start imple-
menting more lean tools. Shop’s floor looks more arranged, clean, well-organized,
good working environment, and employees are self-motivated. Company put tag on
each box and put signboard on specified locations. They are putting drums near to
the machines where wastage is dumped. According to process tools are arranged
and unwanted tools are separated. Company makes tool board where all tools are
placed and easy to find out. 5S eliminates communication gap between management
and employees. Now company shares each problem with the related department
employees and gets best solution. Initially, company faces lots of problems in 5S
implementation. Employees are not support due to misunderstanding and they fear
about job loss.

5 Conclusion

The present paper aims to implement 5S in SMEs. It is very difficult to introduce 5S
in SMEs because bothmanagement and labor are not supporting this technique. They
think that there is huge investment in 5S implementation and there is production loss.
One by one, 5S tool is introduced and after few months, management and employees
have seen the result. The productivity of the company was improved; the working
condition of workers also improved.
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Performance and Combustion
Characteristics of Thumba
and Argemone as Dual Fuel Blends
in a DICI Engine: An Experimental
Approach

Shahid Qayoom and Sumit Kanchan

Abstract Dependence on import and concerns of continuous growth in the cost
of imported fuels, because of insufficiency of petroleum resources, have created an
essential need for investigators to start exploring and analyse the alternate resources
of energy as a fuel for IC engines which can be generated from various easily avail-
able resources like vegetable oil, animal fats, waste cooking oil, etc. This is an
experimental approach made to determine the performance and combustion char-
acteristics of Thumba oil (Citrullus colocynthis) and Argemone Mexicana as dual
biodiesel blends. The tests were conducted on a single-cylinder, four-stroke, direct
injection, compression ignition engine. In this investigation, the analysis of various
parameters like average cylinder pressure, net heat release rate (HRR), brake ther-
mal efficiency (BTE) andmechanical efficiencywas carried out by changing required
operating conditions. The results obtained from the experimental investigation settle
on a conclusion that average cylinder pressure for a heavier dual blend of biodiesel
D60T20A20 (i.e. diesel 60%, Thumba 20%, Argemone 20% by vol) is greater than
that of diesel fuel by 1.7%. The HRR for lighter dual blend D90T5A5 (i.e. diesel
90%, Thumba 5%, Argemone 5% by vol) is found to be 11.67% greater than that of
diesel. Also, for almost every blend of Thumba and Argemone, there is a decline in
BTE and mechanical efficiency than diesel.
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1 Introduction

Increased attention towards environmental concerns originated by the contribution
of pollution from the vehicle using diesel fuel. With continuous rise in vehicular
emissions, different countries are taking stringent actions to control the pollution
level into the environment. Several studies are made to formulate the feasible control
methods and alternative fuels to find out appropriate solutions in order to reduce
emission levels from automobiles. Also, rising demand and continuous depletion
of petroleum resources caused the countries to initiate a research in the field of
alternative fuels for reducing the dependency on import of petroleum-based fuels and
sudden price hike. Therefore, it may be suggested to use biofuels as an alternative
fuel for vehicles to provide a solution for alarming consequences [1]. Srithar et al.
[2] revealed that biodiesel is an alternative fuel for petroleum-based fuels which is
extracted from vegetable oils by means of transesterification process in the presence
of a catalyst.

Thumba biodiesel (Citrullus colocynthis) mostly referred as Colocynth is cat-
egorized from a cucurbitaceous family [3]. In Hindi, mostly famous by the name
of Indrayan and in English referred as Bitter Apple [4]. It is mostly found in desert
areas of Africa and Asia due to its drought-resistant quality. In India, it is being found
that Rajasthan and Gujarat are the two states, where this type of plant is cultivated
mainly due to the presence of larger desert areas [5]. There are various qualities
which enhance its cultivation economically because it does not require any special
care or continuous requirement of irrigation. The plant requires six months to com-
plete its growing cycle means it can be cultivated twice in a year. Currently, its oil
is being mainly used for soap extraction [6]. Some researchers are considering it as
most feasible than jatropha because of having fuel characteristics almost nearer to
diesel. Further, some important characteristics of Thumba oil are grouped in Table 1,
which stipulates that it can be fruitful for assisting rural economy.

Argemone Mexicana, on the other hand as a non-edible oil [8], is mostly found
in wastelands or sandy soil and can be cultivated in poor-quality soil [9, 10]. Shukla
et al. [8] revealed that total yield of oil is about 35%. Hence, it could be considered as
a good source of alternative biodiesel. The advantage of using Argemone Mexicana

Table 1 Thumba plant
characteristics [7]

S. No Characteristics Thumba plant

1 Plant type Creeper

2 Soil type Sandy soil

3 Crop cycle 180 days

4 Manure No special requirement

5 Seeds colour Brownish

6 Fruit size 7–10 cm

7 No. of
fruits/plant

15–30 circular shaped
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is its ease of production from infertile soil or an agricultural area which makes its
production cost lesser than conventional diesel [11].

Presently, it has been discovered that straight vegetable oil cannot be directly
used in the compression ignition engines due to various drawbacks like sticking of
piston rings, carbon deposition, clogging of injectors. Hence, treatment of bio-oil
from a method like transesterification process is considered as a preferred method to
convert straight vegetable oil into refined quantity fatty acid methyl ester (FAME)
or biodiesel [12].

Pal et al. [13] discovered the performance properties by comparing the effect of
usingThumbabiodiesel and Jatrophabiodiesel on a four-cylinder,water-cooled, four-
stroke diesel engine, by varying load parameter using Eddy current dynamometer. In
this investigation, itwas concluded that up to 2500 rpm, torque remains almost similar
among all blends but beyond 2500 rpm, the torque output for Thumba biodiesel
(TB10, TB20) becomes higher as compared to jatropha biodiesel (JB10, JB20) and
diesel. It was further concluded that BSFC for both jatropha biodiesel and Thumba
biodiesel is slower than diesel.

Also, Kumbhar et al. [14] performed an experiment to investigate the performance
analysis by using Thumba oil blended with diesel on single-cylinder, four-stroke,
variable compression ratio diesel engine in which it was calculated that BTE for
TB10 (Thumba oil 10%, diesel 90%) at compression ratio of 18 showed significant
increase in BTE, i.e. 36.31% as compared to diesel having 33.27%.

In another study [15], on a single-cylinder engine using blends of Thumba
biodiesel (B20 and B40) with pure diesel, it was concluded that B40 is having higher
BTE, i.e., 29.87% as compared to pure diesel 29.49%. Also, among the results B20
showed lower BSFC. Parida and Rout [16] carried out the experimental investiga-
tion on a single-cylinder variable compression ratio diesel engine using Argemone
Mexicana-based biodiesel blendwith diesel. The results showed that B40 (Argemone
40%, diesel 60%) blend indicates the higher peak pressure (57.4 bar) than B10 and
pure diesel which is 57.1 and 54.4 bar, respectively, under the operating conditions
with a compression ratio of 17.5 and loading condition of 8 kg.

The published data of various investigators reveals that India is a good producer
of various non-edible oils like Jatropha, Pongamia pinnata (Karanja), Argemone
Mexicana, etc. It has been estimated that by the year 2020, there will be about
20–22% of biofuel operated vehicles available on roads of India, Brazil, China and
Europe. This estimated data enables India to research as much as possible in the
cultivation of non-edible oils [19]. It can be noted that most of the investigation is
carried out using single blended biodiesel with diesel and very few investigations
were performed using dual biodiesel blends with diesel [17].

The objective of this investigation is to carry out the performance and combustion
analysis of an engine using a dual biodiesel (a combination of two biodiesel blends
with diesel fuels). The types of biodiesels used for this exertion are Thumba (C.
colocynthis) and Argemone Mexicana which are blended with diesel to make a
dual biodiesel fuel. The motive of this investigation is to find out the impact on
performance and combustion characteristics of a DICI engine using Thumba and
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Argemone Mexicana-based dual blends in comparison with diesel to find whether it
is commercially feasible.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Biodiesel Production

In this study, the two vegetables named as Argemone Mexicana and Thumba are
used for the investigation process because of their non-edible characteristics thereby
having less effect on food security. Pure biofuels have higher viscosity due to which
prolonged operation in engines creates various problems like clogging of fuel injec-
tors, sticking of piston rings, higher engine deposition [18]. Viscosity levels are then
lowered by transesterification process in order to bring the FAME to permissible
limits [20, 21]. Transesterification process of raw Thumba vegetable oil showed free
fatty acid value to be 4.4 mg KOH/g of sample, which suggests one-step transester-
ification process is required. A mixture of 1500 ml of oil with 390 ml of methanol
and 10 grams of potassium hydroxide (KOH) is poured and stirred into the reactor
and heated up to a temperature of 65 °C by means of hot water circulation. Later,
the whole mixture is washed with water 5–10 times to eliminate heavy impurities
like soap, glycerol, etc., and allowed to settle. Once settled and filtered, the fuel was
heated to a temperature of 100–105 °C in a hot air oven and finally the pure Thumba
biodiesel is extracted.

For Argemone, the measured fatty acid value is 12.27 mg KOH/g of sample
for raw Argemone and requires two-step transesterification necessitating increased
concentration ofmethanol two-step transesterification process because of higher acid
content [22]. Thebiodiesel productionprocess is summarized inFig. 1. Theproperties
of fuels measured for both the Thumba and Argemone biodiesels were summarized
in Tables 2 and 3, respectively. It can be noted from the properties of biodiesels that
their properties like density, specific gravity, calorific value and viscosity are almost
similar to that of conventional diesel. Also, the viscosity of Argemone biodiesel is
higher, i.e. 5.67 cSt as compared to Thumba biodiesel and diesel, i.e. 5.37 cSt and
2.80 cSt, respectively. Pramanik et al. [9] concluded that such high viscosity level for
Argemone biodiesel is because of higher molecular weight like triglycerides. Also,
properties like density, specific gravity, calorific value, flashpoint, fire point and
viscosity for Argemone biodiesel are higher than Thumba biodiesel which justifies
the Argemone can be used as a fuel to blend with Thumba oil which might result in
enhancement of engine performance.
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Fig. 1 Schematic representation indicating various steps during production of biodiesel from raw
vegetable oils

Table 2 Thumba biodiesel
properties

Properties Thumba
biodiesel

Diesel

Density @ 15 °C, g/cm3 0.872 0.828

Specific gravity @ 20 °C 0.890 0.827

Calorific value, MJ/kg 38.1 42

Flash point, °C 191 68

Fire point, °C 201 72

Viscosity @ 40 °C, cSt 5.37 2.80

Table 3 Argemone biodiesel
properties

Properties Thumba
biodiesel

Diesel

Density @ 15 °C, g/cm3 0.913 0.828

Specific gravity @ 20°°C 0.895 0.827

Calorific value, MJ/kg 39.1 42

Flash point, °C 205 68

Fire point, °C 217 72

Viscosity @ 40°C, cSt 5.67 2.80
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2.2 Preparation of Biodiesel Blends

During the blend preparation process, the concentrations of both Thumba biodiesel
and Argemone biodiesel were kept in a similar proportion with different diesel
content. Different blends were prepared in order to find out the effect on various
parameters of DICI engine. The four blends which were prepared are D90T5A5,
D80T10A10, D70T15A15 and D60T20A20, where ‘D’ represents diesel, ‘T’ repre-
sents Thumba and ‘A’ represents Argemone Mexicana.

3 Experimental Set-up

3.1 Engine and Instrumentation

The specifications of the engine used are listed in Table 4, and the schematic exper-
imental set-up is shown in Fig. 2.

The test bench is equippedwith coolant temperature control systems that are capa-
ble ofmaintaining the coolant temperature of 30–70 °C.The eddy current dynamome-
ter was used to control the load on an engine using a load cell in a range of 0–15 kg.
The fuel used in this study is the blend ofArgemone, Thumba oil and diesel at variable
proportions, which meets the limit of Bharat Stage IV Indian emission regulation
norm. The lubricating oil of SAE 20W-40 viscosity grade was used for the test. The
exhaust gas was collected at 0.4 m downstream of the exhaust valve with the help of
exhaust gas analyser. The performance and combustion parameters can be accessed
using a customized software supplied by Apex India Manufacturers.

Table 4 Engine
specifications

Engine type Diesel, four-stroke, single-cylinder,
water-cooled, direct injection, in-line
overhead valve

Suction type Naturally aspirated

Bore * stroke 87.5 × 110 mm

Piston displacement 661 cc

Rated power 3.5 kW @ 1500 rpm

Injection timing 23° BTDC

Compression ratio 17.5:1
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Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of experimental set-up

4 Results and Discussion

4.1 Combustion Characteristics

Cylinder Pressure

The variation in cylinder pressure vs. crank angle for various dual biodiesel blends
is shown in Fig. 3. Cylinder pressure, in general, signifies the ability of the fuel to
mix with air. It is observed from the results that the average pressure for almost
all the dual biodiesel blends has higher cylinder pressure when compared to pure
diesel. It is observed from the graph that maximum average cylinder pressure for the
heavier blend D60T20A20 is greater than that of diesel fuel by 1.7%. This increase
in cylinder pressure may perhaps be possible because biodiesels are having higher
cetane numbers and density. Also, it might be due to shorter ignition delay which
corresponds to earlier combustion.

Net Heat Release Rate

Heat release rate is being considered as the important parameter which indicates
the rate at which the combustion takes place or which is used to investigate the
combustion of diesel engines. From the graph shown in Fig. 4, it is indicated that
the average maximum heat release rate for lighter dual blend D90T5A5 is 36 J/(°),
which is 11.67% greater than diesel, i.e. 31.80 J/(°). The possible reason could be
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Fig. 3 Variations in cylinder
pressure with a crank angle
for various fuel blends and
diesel

biodiesels are having higher oxygen content which corresponds to a rapid rate of
combustion. The results from the graph further revealed that net heat release rate for
higher blend D60T20A20 is 31.21 J/(°) which is almost similar to net heat release
rate of diesel, i.e., 31.80 J/(°). The reason could be attributed to the fuel properties
of D60T20A20 blend might be similar to that of diesel. Net heat release rate is also
found to be in an increasing manner as compared to diesel after the crank angle 360°
means after premixed stage of combustion. This indicates that in diffusion stage of
combustion, almost all the biodiesel blends are showing increased heat release rate.

4.2 Performance Characteristics

Brake Thermal Efficiency

Brake thermal efficiency deals with the effective power developed in an engine by the
application of fuel energy. Figure 5 indicates the change in BTE at different engine
loads for diesel, D90T5A5, D80T10A10, D70T15A15 and D60T20A20. This was
observed that at 6 kg load, the values of BTE were 20.66, 14.41, 14.93, 16.04 and
15.38% for diesel, D90T5A5, D80T10A10, D70T15A15 and D60T20A20, respec-
tively. This concludes that diesel is having higher BTE as compared to other blends.
This might be possible due to higher calorific value and lower viscosity of diesel
than Thumba and Argemone biodiesels. For all the blends, BTE is increasing as the
engine load increases. The reason could be because of less amount of heat loss and
more power is developed (less amount of power is lost). For the maximum loading
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Fig. 4 Variation in net heat
release rate with a crank
angle for various fuel blends
and diesel

conditions, BTE value for heavier dual blend D60T20A20 is 23.20%which is higher
than D90T5A5, D80T10A10 and D70T15A15 having BTE values like 22.22, 23.12
and 23.18%, respectively. This increment might be due to higher oxygen content and
higher cetane number.

Mechanical Efficiency

Fig. 5 Variation in brake
thermal efficiency with
engine load for various fuel
blends and diesel
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Fig. 6 Variation in
mechanical efficiency with
engine load for various fuel
blends and diesel

The variation in mechanical efficiency with engine load for various fuel blends is
shown in Fig. 6.Mechanical efficiencymay be defined as a parameterwhich indicates
the capability of an engine to convert total indicated power into useful power. The
graph indicates that as the engine load is increased, mechanical efficiency increases
accordingly. From the results obtained, diesel shows higher mechanical efficiency
which is 67.27%. Mechanical efficiency for remaining blends is lower than diesel,
whereas blend D70T15A15 is having higher mechanical efficiency, i.e. 48.23%
when compared to other blends like D90T5A5, D80T10A10 and D60T20A20 hav-
ing 35.81, 42.62 and 43.21%, respectively. The lower mechanical efficiency for all
biodiesel blends might be due to their higher indicated power compared to diesel.

5 Conclusion

Based on the extensive studies following conclusions can be supported.

1. The fatty acid value for raw Argemone oil was higher, i.e. 12.27 mg KOH/g of
sample compared to raw Thumba oil having 4.4 mg KOH/g of sample. Hence,
two-step transesterificationwas used for reducing the viscosity level ofArgemone
oil.

2. Thumba andArgemone oils have properties like density, specific gravity, calorific
value and viscosity that are almost similar to diesel.

3. It is evident from the study that almost all dual biodiesel blends are showing
cylinder pressure higher than diesel inwhichmaximumaverage cylinder pressure
for the heavier blend D60T20A20 is greater by 1.7% than that of pure diesel.
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4. It is evident from the study that the average maximum heat release rate for
lighter dual blend, i.e. D90T5A5, is 36 J/(°) which is 11.67% greater than diesel
having 31.80 J/(°) heat release rate. For heavier blend D60T20A20, the HRR is
31.21 J/(°) almost similar to diesel.

5. From the results, it is observed that at 6 kg of engine load, diesel is having
higher BTE, i.e. 20.66% as compared to other dual biodiesel blends. Similarly, at
maximum loading condition, heavier biodiesel blend like D60T20A20 is having
23.20% BTE which is higher than all other blends.

6. It is evident from the study that diesel is having a higher mechanical efficiency
which is 62.27% compared to other dual biodiesel blends.
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Biogeographical and Variable
Neighborhood Search Algorithm
for Optimization of Flexible Job Shop
Scheduling

Rakesh Kumar Phanden and João Carlos E. Ferreira

Abstract In the past two decades, numerous techniques have been proposed by
researchers across the world to deal with combinatorial optimization problems. The
majority of techniques are working on nature-inspired phenomena such as genetic
seriatim of human beings, theway of ant colonizing, and themanners of fish and bees,
etc. The biogeography is a nature-inspired population-based algorithm, which works
on the concept of migration policy of animals. The working concept and definitions
of biogeography are like the genetic algorithm, except the absence of reproduction
phase in it. The migration operators have been designed to suit the current problem
domain, and these have been used to solve the optimization problems. In the present
work, biogeography algorithm has been used with variable neighborhood search
method to enhance the local search during optimization of the flexible job shop
scheduling problem. This hybrid approach is proposed to measure the makespan
performance.

Keywords Biogeography algorithm · Variable neighborhood search method ·
Flexible job shop scheduling · Hybrid approach · Optimization

1 Introduction

The job shop scheduling problem is under the domain of production planning and
control functions of a manufacturing system. If, the manufacturing flexibility con-
sidered on shop floor than, it is named as flexible job shop scheduling problem.
In job shop scheduling problem, the jobs are processed with a fixed number of
sequence of operations without considering alternative machine for any operation.
However, aforementioned assumption is completely relaxed in case of flexible job
shop scheduling problem and any job can visit any machine. This case is studied as
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full manufacturing flexibility, which is practically not possible. Consequently, partial
flexibility is the realistic working environment for today’s manufacturing systems,
in which a set of operations of jobs are allowing to process on a set of machines.
Hence, job shop scheduling is a classical problem and focus has been shifted to
solve the flexible job shop scheduling problem. Moreover, the job shop scheduling
is a non-polynomial hard problem; hence, the flexible job shop scheduling problem
is also under the same class. In addition, the flexible job shop scheduling problem
involves two complications first, assignment of a machine to an operation of a job or
vice versa (i.e., assignment of resources) and secondly, the assignment of order of
operations of various jobs on a machine (i.e., scheduling). So, the flexible job shop
scheduling has been divided in two problems and termed as operation sequencing
andmachine assignment problem. This course of subdivision is called as hierarchical
procedure to solve hard problems by dividing it into two sub-parts. Brandimarte [1]
proposed this hierarchical process by means of dispatching rules to solve operation
sequence and Tabu search method to solve the machine assignment problem. Barnes
and Chambers [2] also applied TS method to solve the flexible jobs shop scheduling
using hierarchical process. A multi-objective flexible job shop scheduling problem
is solved by Xia and Wu [3]. They proposed particle swarm optimization and simu-
lated annealing algorithm for machine assignment and operation sequence problem,
respectively.

Many researchers have followed integrated process appraoch to solve both prob-
lems, concurrently. However, this approach is complex to solve but yields better
results. Hurink et al. [4] applied Tabu search method to solve flexible job shop
scheduling using integrated process. Chen et al. [5] developed genetic algorithmwith
a modified chromosome structure, having individual vectors for operation sequence
and machine assignment functions to solve flexible job shop scheduling problem.
Kacem et al. [6] developed an approach by localization to solve flexible job shop
scheduling problem of single as well as multi-objectives. They constructed a model
having genetic manipulations to enhance the results. Ho et al. [7] built an architecture
of learnable genetic algorithm in which populations are generated using dispatch-
ing rules to solve flexible job shop scheduling problem. A hybrid genetic algorithm
was proposed by Gao et al. [8] to optimize flexible job shop scheduling problem
for multi-objectives. In, Zhang et al. [9, 10], variable neighborhood search and Tabu
search methods are used to improve the local search with genetic algorithm and
particle swarm optimization algorithm, respectively. Zhang et al. [11, 12] proposed
an amalgamation of Tabu search method, variable neighborhood search, and genetic
algorithm to solve multi-objective flexible job shop scheduling problem. Moreover,
Zhang et al. [13] extended the same combination with a distinct design of generation
of initial population for genetic algorithm. They compared the results with existing
studies and found better results. Wang et al. [14] developed genetic algorithm having
immune and entropy concepts to solve multi-objective flexible job shop scheduling
problem.

The science of biogeography was stated by the findings of two renowned zoolo-
gists named Charles Darwin [15] and AlfredWallace [16]. The optimization of engi-
neering problems, which is based on biogeography concept is same as the genetic
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algorithm and particle swarm optimization algorithm. Biogeography optimization
algorithm is also motivated by the natural phenomenon based on relocation strate-
gies of species to solve real-life complex engineering problems. A mathematical
model of this algorithm was proposed by MacArthur and Wilson [17] in 1960. They
initiated biogeography concept-based mathematical models as an important research
topic to be explored in depth. Thesemodels show “how speciesmigrate among differ-
ent islands”, “how new species arise”, and “how species vanished”? In the literature,
the island is considered as a habitat which is geographically secluded from other
habitats. However, biogeographical algorithm is moved by natural occurrences, and
it has few dissimilarities from genetic algorithm, particle swarm optimization, and
ant colony optimization algorithms, such as (a) during evolution of every generation
initial population is considered and the population is updated by migration strategy,
(b) the value of fitness function is calculated through the rates of immigration and
emigration to alter the population.

Simon [18] has introduced biogeographical algorithm, its concept, definitions,
and phases to implement on engineering problems and shown good results. Hence,
various researchers across the world have been used biogeographical algorithm for
combinatorial optimization problems. Simon [19] has streamlined the biogeograph-
ical algorithm and presented evolution of population through probability theory. He
illustrated that biogeographical algorithm with lower rate of mutation can perform
better than genetic algorithm. Du et al. [20] implanted some typical characteristics of
well-known optimization algorithms into biogeographical algorithm to enhance its
performance. Ergezer et al. [21] proposed oppositional biogeographical algorithm
in which the concept of “opposition-based learning” with migration rate of biogeo-
graphical algorithm was studied. They stated that among other “opposition-based
learning” approaches, the proposed algorithm has maximum probability to attain
the solution near to optimal value. Ma et al. [22] generalized the balance species
count of biogeography concept and developed various migration models and found
sinusoidal migration model performing better than others. A combination of muta-
tion and crossover operators were presented by Ma and Simon [23]. They proposed
a diverse biogeography algorithm to handle constrained driven problems. Various
real-life combinatorial problems, viz. complex economic load dispatch optimization
problems, satellite image cataloging problems, problems of retrieving groundwater
opportunity, and production scheduling problem, have been solved by biogeography
algorithm effectively [24].

This paper presents the combination of two algorithms, viz. biogeography, and
variable neighborhood search to optimize the flexible job shop scheduling problem
for makespan performance measure. The proposed hybrid approach utilizes the local
search capability of neighborhood search method to generate the optimal solution.
Also, the result of the proposed approach is compared with an existing study. A
companion of the result is made among biogeography algorithm and proposed hybrid
approach considering same parameter setting for makespan viewpoint.

Subsequent sections discuss the problem formulation of flexible job shops
scheduling problem, adopted methodology which include the working of different
operators, results and discussion, conclusions and future research directions.
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2 Problem Statement

A flexible job shop scheduling problem can be defined as; “m” number of machine
(Mi) are used to process “n” number of job (Jk) having a varied number of operations
for a job (Okj).

where
Mi → i ∈ (1, 2…, m)
Jk → k ∈ (1, 2…, n)
Okj → j ∈ (1, 2…, nk)
nk—total number of operations for job Jk.
Pkji—processing time of operation j (Okj) on machine i for job Jk.
In addition, any operation (Okj) of an individual job (Jk) can be processed by one

machine among the available alternative machines (Mkj) (i.e., each operation has a
set of substitute machines to process a job). Hence, the flexible job shop problem
has been divided into two segments; (i) selection of right machine for each operation
and (ii) finding the order of operation on selected machine. The objective function
may be to minimize the makespan value, minimize tardiness or mean flow time, etc.
The assumptions are as follows;

• Each job must follow a fixed sequence of operation,
• All jobs have equal weightage in preference during waiting queue at every station,
• Jobs and machines are independent to each other and available at zero time,
• Transportation time of jobs is not considered among machines,
• Machine and job setup time are not considered,
• One machine can handle one job at a time.

3 Methodology

3.1 Biogeographical Algorithm

This algorithm is based on the theory of biogeography, which is a subclass of biology.
Therefore, biogeographical algorithm works on natural phenomenon of circulation
of species with respect to time and space. Moreover, this algorithm is similar to
other population-based nature-inspired algorithms such as genetic algorithm, parti-
cle swarm optimization algorithm, and ant colony optimization algorithms to solve
combinatorial optimization problems [18, 19]. In case of genetic algorithm, the capa-
bility of a chromosome (individual) is evaluated by the value of fitness functionwhich
depends on fertility of genes. Similarly, in case of geographical algorithm the habitat
is named as individual and its capability is measured in term of “Habitat Fitness
Index” (HF_index). Hence, habitats with high value of HF_index yield good result,
while low value ofHF_index gives poor result. Emigration is a leaving and immigra-
tion is an arriving phenomenon of species in the biogeographical algorithm. Hence,
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the features travel from emigrating habitats to immigration habitats, i.e., from the
habitats of high HF_index to the habitats of low HF_index. During the immigra-
tion development, low HF_index habitats acquire latest attributes and characters
from low-value HF_index habitats. Thus, the result of an optimization problem is
improved by the evolution process of immigration and emigration (i.e., migration
operation). In the present problem of flexible job shop scheduling optimization, the
objective is to maximize the HF_index value of habitats through the developmental
process of biogeographical algorithm having emigration and immigration attributes
of habitats.

Rahmati and Zandieh [25] presented the comparative details on definition, con-
cept, and characteristics of biogeography algorithm versus genetic algorithm. The
migration operator (emigration and immigration) and mutation operators are the key
operators of biogeographical algorithm.

The algorithm is initialized through a procedural way. Initially, the population is
arranged by generating sequence of operation at random from the availablemachines.
Subsequently, only two machines are chosen against individual operation and lastly,
the machines are chosen by generating the random numbers between 0 and 1. If
the random number is greater than the value of 0.8, a machine having lengthier
processing time is selected; else, a machine with smaller processing time is selected.
This procedure is adopted from Wang et al. [14].

3.2 Encoding and Decoding Strategy

An individual is named as a habitat and the representation and working of this habitat
are similar to an individual (chromosome) of the genetic algorithm. The present work
utilized the dual vector strategy, in which the first vector is coded for the sequence
of operations and the second is for the machine assignment to the operation from
the available set of alternative machines. Both trajectories are integrated to yield a
viable result (schedule) for a flexible job shop scheduling problem. In this coding
scheme, the span of both trajectories is the same in length and varies with the total
number of operations to process all job types. This strategy of two-vector habitat has
been adopted from Wang et al. [14] and modified accordingly.

Table 1 shows the processing time (in minutes) for a sample flexible job shop
scheduling problem of five machines and three jobs are considered to elaborate the
coding and decoding scheme in detail. The seventh column in Table 1 illustrates the
number of operations for each job type and the last column shows coding of operation,
machine, and job. Herein, “–” indicates that the operation cannot be executed on a
relevant machine. A, B, and C represent the job and “a, b, c, d, and e” represent
machine.

For example, the first vector (ca-eadc-dcb) illustrating the assignment ofmachines
to each operation of a job (i.e., first two variables for first job type (A), second
four variables for second job type (B) and last three variables for job type (C) as
per the sample problem. These variables are termed as “Suitability Index Variable”
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Table 1 Sample problem of five machines and three jobs

Job Machine

a b c d e Operation number Encoding (both vectors)

A 4 2 1 – 3 1st Op1Aa; Op1Ab; Op1Ac;
Op1Ae

4 – 2 5 – 2nd Op2Aa; Op2Ac; Op2Ad

B 2 3 3 – 1 1st Op1Ba; Op1Bb; Op1Bc;
Op1Be

1 3 – 3 – 2nd Op2Ba; Op2Bb; Op2Bd

– – 5 6 5 3rd Op3Bc; Op3Bd; Op3Be

3 5 3 – 1 4th Op4Ba; Op4Bb; Op4Bc;
Op4Be

C 3 3 – 2 2 1st Op1Ca; Op1Cb; Op1Cd;
Op1Ce

2 6 6 – 5 2nd Op2Cb; Op2Cc; Op2Ce

6 4 4 – – 3rd Op3Ca; Op3Cb; Op3Cc

(S_index). Hence, the second vector (i.e., operation sequence vector or scheduling
vector) can be written as after assigning the corresponding machines as per S_index;
(1A; 1B; 2B; 2A; 1C; 3B; 2C; 4B; 3C). In decoding strategy, the habitat (individual)
transfers to a feasible schedule (solution). As demonstrated by Rahmati and Zandieh
[25], just for the sake of suitability, it has been assumed that operation Okj of an
individual habitat can be redesignated as Op, the duration (processing time) of that
operation can be represented as D_Op and the beginning time of the operation can
be represented as B_Op. Thus, the completion time of each operation is B_Op +
Drops. Moreover, it has been assumed that the start time of first job of each job
type will be equal to zero (i.e., first operation’s starting time is zero). A schedule
can be generated by following the S_index values of second vector (i.e., sequence
of operations). In the present example, Op1Ac is the first operation to be scheduled.
It means first operation of job type “A” will be scheduled on machine “c” which is
consuming 1 min. This is the first operation, so the start time will be zero. Op1Be is
the second operation to be scheduled as per the given vector. It is the first operation
of job type “B” which uses machine “e” and consuming one minute of processing
time. Again, this is the first operation of job type “B”; therefore, the starting time
will be zero. Op2Ba is the third operation of vector and second operation of job type
“B”, processing on machine “a” with 1 min. Here, the starting time of this operation
will be calculated after the completion of the first operation of job type “B” which is
processed on machine “e”. Hence, the decoding process will continue by following
the sequence of operation from the second vector design. The decoded schedule of
the present example is shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1 Decoding of sample problem (Gantt Chart of active schedule)

3.3 Selection Scheme

In biogeographical algorithm, the selection scheme is required during the migra-
tion and mutation operations. During migration operation, the tournament selection
scheme is adopted with selection pressure (1.6) as suggested by Baker [26], while in
mutation operation the selection is performed on the basis of mutation probability.
This step is unique while comparing with other nature-inspired algorithms. Immi-
grants and emigrants are selected on the basis of their fitness function (HF_index)
of habitats (solutions), which are termed as immigration rate (i_rate) and emigration
rate (e_rate). Figure 2 shows the selection scheme designed to perform the immi-
gration operation. In this scheme, habitats are taken under immigration process by
comparing with the random number (r_num) and its immigration rate. Similarly, the
selection scheme during emigration process also follows the philosophy of immigra-
tion process in series, as presented in Fig. 2.Moreover, the habitats undergomutation
operation on the basis of their S_index values and mutation probability.

3.4 Migration (Immigration and Emigration) Operator

Simon [18] has proposed a model to show the relationship among immigration and
emigration balance in order to maintain the richness of species in a habitat through
their i_rate and e_rate. He stated that whenever the number of species increases,
i_rate and e_rate varies inversely proportional because, the distinctive attributes of
a worthy solution having high HF_index value travels toward the deprived solution
having low HF_index value. Hence, the migration operator is altering and sharing
the attributes amid distinguished solutions. It works on the knowledge of migration
phenomenon of biogeography, in which the species travels from one habitat to other
in order to live with the worthy fellows (individuals). The immigration process yields
solution (i.e., immigrated habitat) through the comparison of nominated i_rate with
the immigrating habitat. Similarly, the emigration process also made the comparison
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Fig. 2 Selection scheme
adopted for immigration
operation of biogeography
algorithm

of chosen e_ratewith emigrating habitat to validate the emigration of selected habitat.
It shows that the chances of selection of emigration and immigration of a habitat are
subjected to the taken rate of emigration and immigration.

During themigration process, the attributes of solutions are fine-tunedwith respect
to their value of S_index of solutions. The value of S_index represents the attribute
of the solution, as if the values of genes in the chromosomes of genetic algorithm.
The value of S_index performs as a variable to search better alternatives gene (or
bit values in a habitat) during migration. Hence, the search space of biogeography
algorithm is confined by the probable values of S_index in order to find the optimal
or suboptimal solution. Ma et al. [24] present the further details on the calculation
of e_rate and i_rate through an algorithm on liner migration function.
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Fig. 3 Crossover operation for first vector (assignment of machines)

Fig. 4 Crossover operation for second vector (operation sequence or scheduling vector)

After the choosing the migrating habitats, this operator works similar to the
crossover operation of genetic algorithm. In the present work, a special crossover
operation has been designed individually for first and second vector. Both vectors
undertake crossover operation separately in sequence. Figure 3 presents the crossover
operation for the first vector of machine assignment. After generation of immigrating
and emigrating habitats, some specific variables (gene factor) are transferred in the
original habitat. Two variables are selected randomly from each habitat and inserted
in the original habitat at the corresponding positions as shown in Fig. 3. Here, the
care should be taken for the availability of machine flexibility. Figure 4 presenting
the crossover operation of the second vector of operation sequence. In this crossover,
two pairs of variables are selected randomly and exchange among immigrating and
emigrating habitats and one habitat is selected randomly from immigrating and emi-
grating habitat. In this crossover, repairing strategy is required to remove the illegal
variables in the habitat as shown in Fig. 4.

3.5 Mutation

This operator amends the attributes of solutions in order to preserve the diversity of
population based on selected probability. In biogeography algorithm, it works on the
randomly chosen S_index variable values of a habitat on the bases of fixed mutation
probability. Calculations on mutation probability (m_pro) and solution probability
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Fig. 5 Mutation operation for first vector (assignment of machine)

Fig. 6 Mutation operation for second vector (operation sequence or scheduling vector)

are given in Simon [18]. In the present work, both vectors of selected habitat undergo
the mutation operation. In case of first vector (assignment of machine), two S_index
variables are selected at random and exchange with each other while maintaining the
legitimacy of available alternative machines as shown in Fig. 5. On the other hand,
in the second vector (operation sequence vector), one S_index variable is chosen
randomly within the habitat, and it is implanted just after the randomly selected
operation as shown in Fig. 6. Moreover, this operation also needs repairing of vector
in order to maintain the validity of sequence of operations. Figure 7 presents the
framework of biogeography algorithm adopted in present work.

3.6 Variable Neighborhood Search (VNS)

It works on the philosophy of increasing the fitness of the current solution by a
methodological way and continually altering the structures of neighborhood during
the evolution of local search of solution space. Largely, every current local solution
is dissimilar from their neighborhood vicinity [27–29]. The elementary procedure of
this algorithm involves (a) formation of opening population, (b) finalize the neigh-
borhood structure, (c) execute shaking operation, (d) execute local search procedure
to find the good neighborhoods within the present space of solution, (e) compare the
value of the current solution with previous solution to make the decision for further
search or termination of algorithm.

In the present work, the variable neighborhood search method has been altered to
fit in the biogeography algorithm. It involves the following steps.
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Fig. 7 Framework of biogeography and VNS algorithm adopted in the present work

3.7 Retrieve the Solution from Biogeography Algorithm

After applying the migration operator and mutation operator of biogeographical
algorithm, a set of best solutions are transferred toprocesswith variable neighborhood
search operators. The habitat structure is decoded to suit the variable neighborhood
search method.
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3.8 Shaking Operation

All the retrieved habitats undertake shaking operation. During this process, each
S_index variable exchanges to each other at random in all habitats for a fixed number
of time.

3.9 Local Search Operation

This operator plays the cardinal role to search the improved solution in this algorithm.
In order to skip the cycling situation, a neighborhood is selected randomly to explore
for its feasibility to survive in the structure. In this step, all alternative machines are
stabbed with the selected neighborhood habitat (structure) to find the most suitable
and feasible fellow.

3.10 Termination Criterion

In this algorithm, the local search operator will decide the local termination of search.
It works in iterative manner till the finding of a good neighbor. Figure 7 presents the
framework of biogeography algorithm with variable neighborhood search method
adopted in present work. Both algorithms work in series.

4 Results and Discussion

The proposed hybrid approach has been tested on a sample of three jobs and five
machines flexible job shop scheduling problem as shown in Table 1. In the present
work, themakespan performancemeasure is considered as an optimization objective.
Moreover, the proposed approach has been compared with the existing problems
solved byKacem et al. [6]. The proposedmethodology is coded in C++ programming
language and executed on Intel® Core™ i5-4210U CPU@ 1.70 GHz on x64-based
Window 10 platform.

Initially, the sample problem is solved through biogeographical algorithm alone
with the same parameters as discussed in previous section. In which, module of
VNS is disconnected and result of biogeography is considered as an optimal solu-
tion. Figure 8 presents the optimal schedule yield by biogeography algorithm having
value of makespan is 9 min. Secondly, the same problem is optimized by the hybrid
algorithm discussed above. Figure 9 shows the optimal solution obtained through
the proposed approach having 8 min of makespan. Hence, the proposed approach
improves 11.11% of makespan value for taken sample problem. It shows that the
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Fig. 8 Gantt chart of sample problem solved with biogeography algorithm (Makespan � 9)

Fig. 9 Gantt chart of sample problem solved with biogeography and VNS algorithm (Makespan
� 8)

proposed approach outperforms the biogeography algorithm. In the literature, only
one study has been reported to optimize the flexible job shop scheduling using bio-
geography algorithm in which the authors concentrated on the comparison of the
proposed algorithmwith genetic algorithmwith different performance measures and
results of sample problem were not provided [25].

In order to compare the proposed approach with the existing studies, the various
size of problems taken fromKacem et al. [6] as shown in column 1 (LHS) of Table 2.
These problems are solved by Ho et al. [7] for makespan viewpoint. Hence, the
results revealed that the proposed approach is effective enough to solve the varying
size of problems.

5 Conclusion

Many techniques have been proposed by researchers across the world to deal
with combinatorial optimization problems. Most of the techniques are working on
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Table 2 Results comparison
on test bed of Kacem et al. [6]

Problem size Ho et al. [7] Proposed approach

4 × 5 11 11

8 × 8 not given 14

10 × 10 7 7

10 × 15 12 12

Problems of full flexibility

nature-inspired phenomena such as genetic seriatim of human beings, the way of
ant colonizing, and the manners of fish and bees, etc. The biogeography is a nature-
inspired population-based algorithm,whichworks on the concept ofmigration policy
of animals. The working concept and definitions of biogeography are like the genetic
algorithm, except the absence of reproduction phase in it. This paper presents a hybrid
approach of biogeography algorithm and variable neighborhood search method to
solve the flexible job shop scheduling problem. The results revealed that variable
neighborhood search helps biogeography algorithm to enhance the local search dur-
ing optimization ofmakespan performancemeasure. Also, the results of the proposed
approach validate the performance as good as “Learning and Evolving Genetic Algo-
rithm” of Ho et al. [7] for varying size of problems. Moreover, the results proved
that the addition of a local search method in biogeography algorithm makes the
algorithm stronger. The present work can be extended in many directions such as
apply the proposed approach to flow shop and open shop problems, considering other
performance measures like workload content or optimum machine utilization, etc.
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A Study on the Effect of Varying
Revolution Pitch for Different Tool
Design: Friction Stir Welding of AA
6061-T6

Abhijit Banik , John Deb Barma, Ram Singh and S. C. Saha

Abstract Friction stir welding (FSW) is a very promising joining process for joining
of lightweight material. In this study, an attempt has been made to analyze the effect
of different tool design for varying revolution pitch. Two different tool pin design
namely square and cylindrical threaded is used for the purpose and revolution pitch
has been varied in two levels. Spindle torque, downward vertical force (Z-force)
and welding force (X-force) are considered in this study to analyze the effectiveness
of tool pin design with revolution pitch. With varying revolution pitch, all these
entities (spindle torque,Z-force andX-force) varied significantlywhereas square tool
exhibits higher amount torque and force. Comparatively improved tensile properties
are achieved for square tool at lower revolution pitch. Microstructural analysis of
the samples reveals finer grain structure is obtained at higher revolution pitch. With
square tool, finer grains and dispersions are obtained.

Keywords Spindle torque · Force · Friction stir welding · AA 6061-T6

1 Introduction

Friction stir welding (FSW) is a solid-state joining process, invented in 1991 at ‘The
Welding Institute’ (TWI) UK [1]. This process was invented specially for joining
difficult to weld material like aluminum. From the very beginning, researchers from
different fields have shown their interest to this process as it is a very complex process
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and has the capacity to provide better welds in comparison with conventional fusion
welding. A non-consumable rotating tool is plunged into the abutting surface of the
plates and moves along the line to be join, thus completing the joining process [2].
The final weld quality depends on combination of several process parameters like
traverse speed, rotational speed, tilt angle, tool design, axial force etc. Tool design
is one of the important parameters which facilitates better workpiece material defor-
mation, improved material flow and heat generation [3–5]. Colegrove et al. [6] in
their study of analytical estimation of amount of heat produced by tool pin con-
cludes as high as 20% of the total generated heat is contributed by the tool pin. Zhao
et al. studied the effect of pin geometry on bonding and mechanical properties in
friction stir welded 2014 aluminum alloy for columnar and tapered pins both with
and without threads. A difference in the material flow is observed for both the tool
design. They concluded tapered pin with screw thread profile produced welds with
minimum defects along with very fine grain and uniformly distributed precipitates
[7]. Researchers also found a strong relation between different process forces with
tool design attributed to the pin geometry [8, 9]. Elangovan et al. studied the effect of
tool design variation on applied vertical load and final weld quality. They concluded
application of moderate amount of vertical load produces defect-free welds for all
tool design and square tool holds good welds for all vertical loads [10]. Trimble
et al. had studied the effect of both tool shoulder and pin shape on AA 2024-T3 in
terms of torque and forces, weld formation. They found as tool lift reduces, due to
increased deformation and frictional heating beneath the shoulder, a scroll shoulder
is capable of producing defect-free welds even at higher tool traverse speeds in com-
parison with a concave shoulder. They also identified triflute pin as the most effective
shape for welding at high speeds due to its unique three flute helical ridge design
which increases the amount of plastic deformation and stirring of the workpiece
[11]. Yang et al. tried to establish monitoring prices with the help of computational
algorithm for analysis of applied vertical loads for defect identification in the nugget
[12]. Kumar et al. [13] stated an amount of welding and vertical forces has found
when ultrasonic assisted friction stir welding is done. In the present investigation, it
is attempted to understand the behavior of different tool design with respect to dif-
ferent revolution pitch. Understanding the behavior of different process parameter
for FSW process always attracted the researchers, and it is evident from the above
discussions. However, complex combination of process parameters and their behav-
ior makes the analysis farther difficult. Tool rotational speed and traverse speed are
two important parameters of FSW process. In this study, an attempt made to convert
these two parameters into a effective one (revolution pitch).Thus, the complexity of
understanding the process may be reduced to a certain extent.

2 Experimental Description

AA 6061-T6 plates with a 120 mm effective weld length in square butt configuration
are considered for the study. The chemical composition and mechanical properties
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Table 1 Base material properties, tool design and process parameters

Material Chemical composition (wt%)

AA 6061-T6 Mg Mn Cu Cr Si Fe Al

1.20 0.15 0.2 0.04 0.60 0.75 Bal

Mechanical properties

YS (MPa) UTS (MPa) Percentage elongation (%) Hardness (HV0.1)

310 276 18 107

Tool design

Tools used Shoulder diameter Pin diameter Pin height

Square, Cylindrical
Threaded (mm)

18 6 5.6

Process parameter

Tool rotational speed (RPM) 900, 1300

Tool traverse speed (mm/sec) 0.75, 1.75

Tool tilt angle (°) 3°

Revolution pitch (V/N) 0.08, 0.05

are stated in Table 1. Two tool pin design namely square and cylindrical threaded
(Fig. 1) made out of H13 tool steel is considered in this study. Detail tool geometry
is mentioned in Table 1. Each tool is used for two welding with different revolution
pitch. Tilt angle is kept constant at 3° throughout the experiment. A strain gauge-
based load cell is used for measurement of spindle torque, vertical force (Z-force)
and traverse force (X-force).

For microstructure analysis of the weldment, specimens are cut along the trans-
verse to weld direction and polished in different grades of emery papers. Hifin dia-
mond compound paste and hifin fluid with Selvyt cloth are used for final polishing.

Fig. 1 Tools used in the experiment a cylindrical threaded tool, b square tool
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Etching is conducted using Keller’s reagent. Grain size analysis is conducted using
light optical microscopy. Field emission scanning electron microscopy is used for
second phase analysis. Tensile specimens are prepared by following ASTM E8 stan-
dard by taking specimen along the transverse to weld direction. All the tensile tests
are conducted at 1 mm min−1 strain rate using INSTRON 8801 machine.

3 Result and Discussion

3.1 Torque and Force Analysis

Figure 2 represents the average spindle torque, Z-force and X-force, respectively,
for both square and threaded cylinder. Spindle torque is the response of the material
to be deformed to the rotation of the tool. Z-force is the downward vertical force
applied by the tool shoulder to the workpiece and X-force is the resistance of the
deformed material to the tool upon traversing. All these above stated parameters are
very important in respect of effective deformation of material under consideration
and weld formation. Form the figure, it can be seen that with increase in revolution
pitch (V /N) all these entities (spindle torque, Z-force and X-force) increases. It is
because with increase in revolution pitch rotation of the tool for each unit length
decreases. This leads to less heat generation due to less interaction time, as well as
comparatively less deformation per unit length. As a result, the deformed material
under tool becomes less viscous thus requirement of more torque arises. For the
similar reason, the less viscous materials exhibit more resistance to flow while tool
traverses thus X-force also increases. Whereas the increase encountered in Z-force is
comparatively less for both tools. Since the experiments are conducted with constant
plunge depth of tool to the workpiece hence the changes in upward vertical force (Z-
force) is nominal though an increased vertical force will be required to consolidate
the less viscous material under the shoulder behind the trailing side of the tool [2,
6]. It also can be observed that the entities under consideration (spindle torque, Z-
force and X-force) are more for square tool compared to threaded cylinder tool.
This behavior for this particular tool is attributed by the shape of the tool pin. The
flat surface of the tool pin exhibits a cutting force along with the extrusion of the
deformedmaterial. Thus, the flat faces of square tool act as a bluff body causingmore
turbulence in material flow. Whereas due to the thread incorporated on cylindrical
tool pin acts as a guiding path to the deformed material along the threads generating.
This contributes to form more uniform and stable material flow [2, 3]. Thus, the
requirement of torque, Z- and X-force reduces for cylindrical threaded tool.
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Fig. 2 Effect of revolution pitch for different tool design on spindle torque, Z-force, X-force

3.2 Grain Size Analysis and Scanning Electron Micrography

Figure 3 represents the variation of grain size with varying revolution pitch for
both the tool. For aluminum alloys, the final grain size depends on two important
factors considering the FSW process. One is the extent of material deformation
and the amount of heat input and related thermal cycles which contributes to grain
nucleation [2]. It can be seen that with increase in revolution pitch the grain diameter
decreases for both the tool. It is due to the fact thatwith increase in revolution pitch the
interaction time for unit length decreases causing less heat input and faster movement
of the tool hence the heat source. This faster movement of the tool restricts the grain
growth as nucleation time is reduced. Another observation is that with change in tool
profile from square to cylindrical thread the grain diameter increases. The grain size
obtained for square pin tool decreases due to increased stirring action incorporated
pulsating stirring action by the flat face of the square pin tool.

Figure 4 represents the scanning electron micrograph of the nugget zone for all
the welds. The black pits in the nugget zone are created due to the corrosive action
of the etchant where secondary phase dispersions are present. From Fig. 4, it can be
observed that more uniform distribution of particle occurs for the square tool due
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Tool type Revolution pitch(V/N)
0.05 0.08

Square tool

12.03 μm 7.22 μm
Cylindrical
Threadedtool

18.26 μm 10.27 μm

Fig. 3 Effect of revolution pitch for different tool design on nugget zone grain size

to increased pulsating action by the flat faced pin. It breaks the secondary particles
more finely and distributes uniformly in the nugget zone. Whereas for cylindrical
threaded tool the particle distribution is less uniform and coarser than square tool. At
lower revolution pitch more uniform and dense particle distribution can be observed
for both the tool.

3.3 Tensile Properties

Figure 5 represents the tensile properties of welded samples. All the tensile properties
are evaluated at 1 mm sec−1. It can be observed from the figure the tensile properties
decreases with increase in revolution pitch. The ultimate tensile strength decreases
from 204 and 184 MPa to 153 and 120 MPa for square and cylindrical threaded tool,
respectively. The yield strength also decreases from 125 and 95.2 MPa to 113 and
80.506MPa for square and cylindrical threaded tool, respectively. The reason of such
decrease in tensile properties is due secondary phase distribution as discussed earlier
(Fig. 4). The second phase dispersions are also more uniformly distributed at lower
revolution pitch and become coarser with increase in revolution pitch. An important
observation is though the grain size is less at increased revolution pitch but tensile
strength is decreasing. A reason for such observation is may be as AA 6061-T6
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Tool type Revolution pitch(V/N)

0.05 0.08
Square 
tool

Cylindrical
Threaded

tool

Fig. 4 Effect of revolution pitch for different tool design on nugget zone particle size and distri-
bution

is a precipitate harden aluminum alloy the distribution of second phase particles
affects the tensile property than the grain size. Square tool exhibits increased tensile
properties for all cases. Increased spindle torque and Z-force also provides better
deformation of stirred material for square tool. Increased pulsating stirring action
of the material for square tool leads to finer grain, uniform and finer second phase
distribution causing such observation.

4 Conclusions

In the present investigation, an attempt has been made to characterize the effects
of tool shape in combination of tool pin profile variation and revolution pitch for
FSW of 6 mm thick AA 6061-T6 plates. This was assessed through monitoring
and analysis of the spindle torque and tool forces generated. It has been observed
that the average spindle torque, Z-force and X-force increases with the increase in
revolution pitch. Square pin tool exhibits increased amount of spindle torque, Z-
force and X-force. With increase in revolution pitch, the grain size becomes finer.
The second phase dispersions are more uniformly distributed and finer at lower
revolution pitch. Square tool produces finer grains and second phase dispersions for
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Fig. 5 Effect of revolution pitch for different tool design on different tensile properties

all welding conditions than cylindrical threaded tool. Tensile properties for square
tool are more in comparison with cylindrical threaded tool. An increase in revolution
pitch resulted in decrease of tensile properties for both the tool.
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Analysing Attributes of Food Supply
Chain Management: A Comparative
Study
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Abstract With increasing human population and food variety, there is a challenge
to provide quality and requisite food to people at the right time at the right place.
Food supply chain management (FSCM) needs to analyse due to its complex nature.
The objective of this paper is to review the food supply chain management (FSCM)
and identify the significant attributes and further analyses them to differentiate from
each other. The identified critical attributes of SCM are relationship and governance,
coordination and integration, collaboration, agility, logistics, traceability, packaging,
and waste management. We have distinguished the food supply chain (FSC) from
other supply chains, because of the unique characteristics of the food products which
pose a serious challenge. Based on the identified attributes, we have undertaken a
comparative analysis of FSCM with non-food supply chain’s management (Non-
FSCM). The findings suggest towards the importance of traceability and packaging
systems in FSC as compared to a Non-FSC.

Keywords Attributes · Comparison · Food supply chain management (FSCM) ·
Non-Food supply chain management (Non-FSCM) · Traceability systems

1 Introduction

Agriculture produce provides the raw material to many industries and is the pri-
mary input of the world economy. Technological, social, economic, industrial, legal,
business and other factors have impacted the food sector and determine the food
availability and its delivery to the final consumer, thus making the food supply chain
(FSC) as a complex network. The companies must ensure that the food products
reach to the end customers on time with maintained quality attributes [1]. Nowa-
days, more value or variety is being added to the food product as agro-industries
are extracting the single product from many agro-materials, and this is increasing
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the number of suppliers for food manufacturers. The issues like perishability, shelf
times, traceability, and seasonality make food supply chain management (FSCM) a
complex problem. Moreover, a large amount of food waste is generated due to the
perishable nature of food [2].

The FSC exhibits a unique set of characteristics that distinguished it from non-
FSC by characteristics such as perishability, high product differentiation, seasonal
behaviour, food quality and safety, environmental concern, need for specific attributes
like traceability and visibility, specific transportation, storage conditions [3]. Agro-
material is not available throughout the year, instead is available only limited time
in a specific region. Thus, the processor needs to operate a flexible process to switch
over to other agro-material when one is out of season. Agro-material is quite sensi-
tive to changes in quality with time and temperature. Thus, there is a constraint on
temperature maintained during storage and transportation, processing condition and
the time for which a food product can be kept in inventory [4].

2 Literature Review

Many authors have defined FSC and underlined its significant echelons. Lakovou
et al. [5] established agri-food supply chain as “a set of activities in a ‘farm-to-
fork’ sequence which includes farming, processing/production, testing, packaging,
warehousing, transportation, distribution, and marketing”.

2.1 Food Supply Chain Management

FSCM includes activities or operations from production, distribution, and consump-
tion tomanage the foodquality and safety issues efficiently and effectively.According
to Manning et al. [6], about one-third of the produced food has been abandoned or
wasted yearly. Two-third of the food wastage is there at harvesting, shipping, and
storage stages [7]. Perishable food (such as fruit and vegetables) was wasted by 492
million tons worldwide in 2011 due to weak management of FSC [8]. Therefore, it
is necessary for us to manage FSC to save our food. Food quality, safety, and fresh-
ness concerns have made the FSCmuch complex. The supply chain complexities are
significant in case of perishable products. Thus, there is a requirement of efficient
packaging and temperature-controlled logistics to ensure the quality of perishable
product along the supply chain. The functioning and performance of food chains are
affected by the coordinationmodes and the kind of governance [9].Due to highly vari-
able or fluctuating nature of demand, FSC is required to be reliable and agile enough
to respond to consumer demand and preferences to become a customer-focused and
more responsive [10]. There should be appropriate collaboration among stakeholders
to have focused on economic, environmental, social, organizational, marketing, food
quality, and safety factors [7]. In FSCM, there is special requirements for food safety,
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as well as a growing demand for food characterized by a specific identity (ethnicity,
organic food, low carbon footprint, religious constraints, etc.), which calls for the
implementation of an effective traceability system [11].

2.2 Non-food Supply Chain Management

SCM is a coordinated approach to perform all activities associated with goods and
information flows from raw materials sourcing to product delivery to the end cus-
tomers [11]. SCM should have collaboration among the stakeholders within a supply
chain, which provides real-time analytical capabilities to produce planning solutions
and executing tasks of the supply chain [12]. Khan et al. [13] suggest that to achieve
competitive advantage, there should be partnerships among firms and mutually shar-
ing information, risks, and rewards. Council of Logistics Management considers
logistics as the subset of SCM. The organizational scope of SCM includes com-
panies with supply chain orientation, information sharing, long-term relationships,
inter-functional coordination, and integration of main processes [14].

3 Objectives of the Research

The principal objectives of this research are as follows:

• To identify the significant attributes of FSCM and Non-FSCM
• Undertake a comparative study of FSCMandNon-FSCMbased on those attributes.

4 The Major Attributes of the Supply Chain Management
as Identified Through the Review of the Literature

4.1 Relationship and Governance

For efficient information sharing, there is a need to manage relationships among
the supply chain actors, and one has to choose the governance structure. Closer
relationship and integrated governance structure may lead to greater information
sharing [9]. The relationship is theway of intercommunicationwith each other among
the firms [15, 16]. In Non-FSC, the relationship would be short term or long term
depending on the amount and quality of the information to be shared, but in FSC,
there are long-term relations between the chain partners. Governance drives the
coordination mechanisms. Gereffi et al. [17] have classified the governance in five
main typologies as a market, modular, relational, captive, and hierarchical (vertically
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integrated). Food chains are having captive or hierarchical kind of governance. In
captive governance, local firms have control over the other firms;moreover, switching
to other partners is difficult and costly. Short food chains have hierarchic governance
where managers/ headquarters have full power over the other chain partners.

4.2 Coordination and Integration

Integration can be horizontal integration (for example, different farmers integrates
to form the corporation) or vertical integration (i.e., among the stakeholders from
upstream to downstream) along the supply chain.Vertical integration in the FSC leads
to greater coordination between food processors and farmers resulting in improved
economic performance [18]. Bullwhip effect first discovered by Forrester was the
result of uncoordinated approach in decision-making among the supply chain part-
ners. Coordinated approach results in an interactive, joint decision-making process,
where partners have amore direct influence on each other’s decisions. The fundamen-
tal coordinationmechanisms are standardization,mutual adjustment, and hierarchies.
Standardization of output, process, and knowledge/skills is there in between sepa-
rate, legally independent companies whereas hierarchical structures indicate either a
high unilateral dependency or equity is shared. In FSC, to attain vertical integration,
expensive and complicated coordination mechanisms are required, i.e., hierarchy or
plan and coordination by the creation of lateral linkages. Fresh product supply chain
is mostly bonded by a contract.

4.3 Collaboration Among Stakeholders

Active collaboration among stakeholders will result in joint decisions and activities.
There should be teamwork effort indicating a high degree of joint implementation.
Integration of resources (people, processes, and technology) is needed to have col-
laboration among stakeholders to achieve a common goal. Collaboration is more
critical in FSC to achieve the common goals such as high product’s value, flexible
food production while integrating the environmental policy [19]. In FSC, one can
implement both vertical and horizontal collaboration. Food companies are increas-
ingly implementing collaborative planning forecasting and replenishment (CPFR) to
enhance visibility [20].

4.4 Supply Chain Agility

Supply chain agility refers to the ability or quality of organizations in a net-
work to quickly sense and respond to changes by reconfiguring their resources in
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collaboration [21]. The performance of FSC gets influenced by natural disasters,
technological accidents, infectious diseases, food safety incidents. FSC is compara-
tively more brittle (i.e., vulnerable to the risk of disease and volatility in commodity
markets) than Non-FSC and thus need to be managed effectively and enhance its
agility.

4.5 Logistic Management

Logistics is a critical part of SCM responsible for the efficient flow and storage of
goods, services and related information from the point of origin to the point of con-
sumption tomeet customer’s requirements [14, 22]. Food quality ismainly depending
on time and environment condition such as temperature, humidity, and the presence
of contaminants. Thus, the time for which the food product remains in the supply
chain is crucial, which is mainly depends upon the mean of transportation. Thus,
there is a necessity for temperature-controlled vehicles for transportation. The ware-
house should have good refrigeration strategy and preservation conditions necessary
for foods to increase their shelf life. For inventory management of food, the essential
element is the use of real-time product quality information systems.

4.6 Traceability

In FSC, there is a requirement to monitor the composition and the position of each
lot precisely along the chain; it uses traceability system for the precise monitoring
along the supply chain [13]. A traceability system provides useful information during
the product recall. The RFID-based traceability system is used for bulk products
which allow online traceability of continuous flows. The sensors (e.g., temperature,
humidity, etc.), are used for transmitting the measured data.

4.7 Packaging

Packaging is required to preserve the quality of products before reaching to end
customer. Packaging is critical in food products as the food quality decreases con-
tinuously with time and change in environment. Nowadays, advanced concepts of
active packaging and intelligent packaging are being used for safer and healthier
food [23]. Active packaging includes moisture absorbers, antimicrobial packaging,
carbon dioxide emitters, oxygen scavengers, and antioxidant packaging for extend-
ing the shelf life. Intelligent packaging monitors the condition of the packed food
or the surrounding environment. Intelligent packaging effectively detects, senses,
records, traces, or communicates information about the product’s quality during the
food chain [24].
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4.8 Waste Management

In the Non-FSC, there can be product deletion at any point which will lead to waste
output to the environment and needs to be adequately managed either through re-
manufacturing or conversion to a new/existing product. Food spoils due to mis-
management of temperature during storage, harvesting or inefficient processing, or
consumers throwing edible food. Local government could be a key player in reducing
food wastes [25].

5 Comparison Between Food Supply Chain Management
and Non-food Supply Chain Management

Eight major attributes of SCM undertake a comparison between FSCM and Non-
FSCM (Table 1).

Table 1 Comparison between FSCM and Non-FSCM based on attributes

S No Attributes FSCM Non-FSCM

1. Relationship and
governance

Long-term relations are
required to have proper
trust. Food chains are led
by captive, relational or
hierarchical governance
having more formal
administrative control

Relations could be short
term or long term
depending on the amount
and quality of the
information sharing. The
governance structure is
based more on price
mechanisms

2. Coordination and
integration

Mostly vertically
integrated with complex
coordination mechanism,
i.e., coordination by the
creation of lateral
linkages and hierarchy or
plan

Low coordination is there
among the chain partners.
Coordination mechanism
can be through
standardization, mutual
contracts or hierarchical
depending on the
integration level

3. Collaboration among
stakeholders

High collaboration is
needed. Both vertical
collaboration and
horizontal collaboration
are found to achieve the
common goals of
maintaining food quality
and sustainability

Collaboration among
stakeholders is
comparatively low as
there are not many
quality and safety issues,
but collaborative
environment
management is required
to achieve sustainability

(continued)
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Table 1 (continued)

S No Attributes FSCM Non-FSCM

4. Supply chain agility FSC is agiler due to its
brittle nature and high
variable demand. Timely
delivery of food product
is essential

Comparatively supply
chain is less agile since
demand pattern is not as
much variable as in the
case of food

5. Logistic management Temperature-controlled
means of transportation
and warehouse are
required. Controlled
conditions used for the
fruit to prolong its shelf
life. Mostly air freight is
used as transportation
mean

There is no requirement
of maintaining
temperature and
preservation conditions

6. Traceability Effective traceability is
implemented which
contains all the
information regarding the
food product such as
origin, processing
method, and ingredient to
reduce the public health
risks

Traceability is required
only for the product
identification

7. Packaging Packaging is critical,
outstanding to the
product’s quality decay
with reduced packaging.
There is increased use of
advanced packaging
systems like active
packaging and intelligent
packaging

Packaging is essential
only to control the
product damage during
the product movement
along the supply chain

8. Waste management Need to implement
advanced waste reduction
techniques. Local
governments are
responsible for waste
management

Non-FSC generates
lesser waste than FSC.
There should be
re-manufacturing for
waste management

6 Discussion

The food quality and safety issues and timely deliverance of food to the end cus-
tomer require a coordinated approach and collaborative nature among the supply
chain firms. Food companies are implementing collaborative planning forecast-
ing and replenishment (CPFR) which provides visibility along the chain. FSCs are
integrated vertically with the hybrid relationship. In FSCs, long-term relations are
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required between chain partners to generate trust among them. FSC is agile due to
higher variable demand, thus need to be very responsive. The perishable nature of
the product due to temperature, humidity, and other environmental conditions are
constraint to logistics management. Traceability issues are significant to respond to
product recall at the time of food crisis. Efficient traceability system required to
have proper product identity, properties, and other related data. Nowadays, advanced
packaging systems are being used to have increased shelf life of the product. In FSC,
more waste is generated compared to Non-FSC owing to perishable issues, which
needs to be managed appropriately.

7 Conclusion

This paper identified eight significant attributes of FSCM and Non-FSCM. Based on
these attributes, FSCM and Non-FSCM are compared. FSC is different from Non-
FSC because of characteristics such as perishability, high product differentiation,
seasonality, need for a particular attribute like traceability and visibility, temperature-
controlled transportation andwarehouses and changing product quality [26]. There is
a need for high integration level, coordinated approach, collaboration among stake-
holders, proper relationship and governance, good traceability system, advanced
packaging, temperature-controlled logistics, and waste management in an efficient
FSCM. The identified attributes can be used further for the quantitative/empirical
studies.
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Optimization of Electric Discharge
Machining Process Parameters for H13
Steel by Using Taguchi Method

Mahendra M. Ghayatadak and Amar S. Bhandare

Abstract Electrical discharge machining (EDM) is the most versatile non-
traditional machining process which is used for manufacturing geometrically com-
plex and hard material that is extremely difficult to machine by conventional machin-
ing processes. As it is non-contact machining process, no or negligible amount of
forces are acted on the workpiece so that it can machine any material irrespective
of its hardness except non-conducting materials. In this investigation, the process
parameters such as peak current, pulse on time, and gap voltage of EDMwere exper-
imentally optimized to obtain the optimum machining characteristics enumerated
as material removal rate (MRR) and electrode wear rate (EWR) by using Taguchi
technique for machining H13 steel. The obtained results were analyzed by using
analysis of variance (ANOVA) to identify the significance of each process parameter
on the machining characteristics of EDM. The analysis of Taguchi method reveals
that pulse on time and peak current have significantly affected the material removal
rate and electrode wear rate.

Keywords Analysis of variance · Electrical discharge machining · Optimization ·
Taguchi

1 Introduction

Electric discharge machining (EDM) is non-contact manufacturing process in which
material removal takes place by a series of electrical sparks generated between tool
and work materials with constant electric field, whereas both tool and work mate-
rial are dipped into the dielectric fluid [1]. In this modern era of the world, as per
the applications’ demands, different new materials came into picture which are very
difficult to machine by conventional manufacturing processes, as they possess prop-
erties like high strength, high hardness, and high temperature resistance. And that’s
why more and more efforts are taken by the researchers to perceive the different
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non-conventional manufacturing process to machine this kind of work materials. In
this aspect, Electro Discharge Machining (EDM) is one of the best alternatives in
wide varieties of non-conventional machining processes for high-precision machin-
ing of all types of electrical conductive materials such as metals, metallic alloys, and
even some ceramic materials of any hardness. The leading field of application of
EDM is dies- and mold-manufacturing industries [2, 3].

EDM process is still considered as the expertise-demanding process as the spark-
ing phenomenon of EDM process is difficult to correlate directly with machining
characteristics of EDM. There is an ambiguity between the machining parameters
such as peak current, pulse on time, pulse of time, voltage, duty factor and the ther-
mal energy or discharge energy generated by a spark at the machining area, which
is responsible for the machining characteristics of EDM like MRR, EWR, SR, and
recast layer [4].

The process parameters can affect the various responses of the process like MRR,
SR, TWR, recast layer, crater size, and corner deviation. So that close control over
the setting of process parameters is must to achieve an economical and optimum
machining. The process has to maximize the MRR and at the same time TWR,
SR, etc. should be minimized. Shifting the current from low level to high level can
significantly increase the MRR but it can also increase the SR and TWR [5].

For optimizing electrical discharge machining process parameters, researchers
have been focusing on the use of different tools like analysis of variance (ANOVA),
fuzzy logic, Gray relational analysis (GRA), response surface methodology (RSM),
artificial neural networking (ANN) and genetic algorithm (GA) [6, 7].

Rather than focusing only on optimization of process parameters of EDM, a class
of researchers are also emphasizing on the improvement of EDM process also called
as hybrid EDM. It consists of different devices that aid the effective evacuation of
debris particle from the machining gap which maintains optimum machining gap
for stable and efficient sparking such as ultrasonic assisted EDM, rotary EDM, and
magnetic-field-assisted EDM [8–10].

There is a need to identify the different process parameters and their impact on
the response variables so as to achieve the optimized values of the different process
parameters for getting optimum response variable of EDM process.

2 Experimental Details

2.1 Experimental Setup and Procedure

In this investigation, S50 CNC EDM machine was used for the experimentation.
Considering the industrial application of EDM in dies- and mold-manufacturing
industry, H13 steel plate is used as a workpiece, as it has high toughness and very
good stability in heat treatment, and a copper rod of 6.35 mm diameter is considered
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Fig. 1 Schematic of CNC EDM

Table 1 Composition of H13 steel

Element Cr Mo Si V C Ni Cu Mn

wt% 4.75–5.5 1.10–1.75 0.8–1.2 0.8–1.2 0.32–0.45 0.3 0.25 0.2–0.5

Table 2 Physical properties
of copper electrode

Physical properties Values

Thermal conductivity [W/mK] 380

Melting point [°C] 1081

Boiling temperature 2592

Specific heat [cal/g °C] 0.092

Specific gravity at 200 °C [g/cm3] 8.81

Coefficient of thermal expansion [1/°C] 17 × 10−6

an electrode. The schematic diagram of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. It
consists of workpiece and electrode separated by dielectric fluid such as kerosene.

Tables 1 and 2 represent the chemical composition of H13 steel and essential
properties of copper electrode, respectively. Dimensions of the workpiece are 80 ×
180 × 3.24 mm. The surface of the workpiece and electrode was ground by 600
and 800 grit emery paper to ensure the flatness and surface quality of workpiece
and electrode, before conducting the experimentation. Table 3 represents the exper-
imental conditions of EDM which includes constant parameters like duty factor and
dielectric fluid.
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Table 3 Experimental
conditions

Working conditions Descriptions

Workpiece H13 Steel (+)

Electrode Copper (−)

Duty factor 0.3

Dielectric fluid EDM oil

Machining strategy Through hole drill

2.2 Process Parameters and Response Variables

Table 4 represents the factors with their levels. The factors or process parameters are
peak current, pulse on time, and voltage, whereas the response variables ormachining
characteristics are MRR and EWR.

2.3 Material Removal Rate (MRR)

MRR is the most important variable in the EDM which decides its machining speed
and that is why higher MRR is always appreciable. Equation (1) gives the derived
formula to determine the MRR based on the volume of material removed and time
required for the same. Here the volume of material removed was calculated by using
top radius of hole (R), bottom radius of hole (r), and thickness of plate (h). R and r
were calculated by a digital microscope (DinoLite).

MRR �
π
3 × h × (

R2 + r2 + R × r
)

t
mm3/min (1)

2.4 Electrode Wear Rate (EWR)

As given by (2), EWR is nothing but the difference between the mass of electrode
before (Mb) and mass of electrode after (Ma) machining per unit machining time (t).
ρ indicates the density of copper.

Table 4 Process parameters
and their levels

Factors Level

1 2 3

Peak current (A) 12 16 20

Pulse on time (µs) 100 150 200

Voltage (V) 30 40 50
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EWR �
Mb−Ma

ρ
× 1000

t
mm3/min (2)

3 Experimental Results and Analysis

Taguchi design of L27 array was selected for experimentation with three factors,
peak current, pulse on time, and voltage, with three levels. The basic reason behind
using L27 array is to avoid the chance of error (variance) as compared to L9 array and
to obtain interaction plots which are not possible in L9 array. Accordingly, 27 holes
are drilled by copper electrode on H13 steel plate (workpiece). For optimization of
process parameters with respect to their machining characteristics, Taguchi method
was implemented. ANOVA of Minitab17 was implemented for analysis. Table 5
represents L27 array of Taguchi design for experimentation.

3.1 Analysis for Material Removal Rate

Table 5 indicates the results of EDMexperimentation and on the basis of that analysis
is done by using ANOVA.

ANOVA was used to investigate the significance of various process parameters
affecting the response variable. F-test was carried out to understand the significance
and rank of process parameters. Higher F value indicates the factor, and process
parameter is highly significant in affecting the response variables. Table 6 represents
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Table 5 L27 array of
Taguchi design for
experimentation

Sr. No. I (Amp) POT (µs) V (v)

1 12 100 30

2 12 100 40

3 12 100 50

4 12 150 30

5 12 150 40

6 12 150 50

7 12 200 30

8 12 200 40

9 12 200 50

10 16 100 30

11 16 100 40

12 16 100 50

13 16 150 30

14 16 150 40

15 16 150 50

16 16 200 30

17 16 200 40

18 16 200 50

19 20 100 30

20 20 100 40

21 20 100 50

22 20 150 30

23 20 150 40

24 20 150 50

25 20 200 30

26 20 200 40

27 20 200 50

Table 6 ANOVA results of MRR and EWR

Source DF MRR (mm3/min) EWR (mm3/min)

F P Rank F P Rank

I (Amp) 2 21.24 0.000 2 41.85 0.000 2

POT (µs) 2 148.91 0.000 1 103.85 0.000 1

V (v) 2 0.92 0.417 3 5.91 0.010 3

Error 20

Total 26

R-Sq � 94.48% R-Sq (adj) �
92.82%

R-Sq � 93.81% R-Sq (adj) �
91.96%
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the ANOVA results for MRR and EWR of EDM experimentation. As in Table 6,
pulse on time (POT) and current (I) are highest influencing parameters for bothMRR
and EWR, whereas the influence of voltage is negligible as compared to current and
pulse on time. This is because, in general, MRR is the function of spark energy which
depends on current, pulse on time, and voltage; sowhen the levels of these parameters
increase, the spark energy increases resulting in an increment in MRR. Low values
of gap voltage can give rise to an increase in MRR. However, application of very low
values has arcing tendency. Also, higher values of gap voltage can result in relatively
lower metal removal rates. So that middle value of voltage (40 V) gives best results
which are represented in Fig. 2. In the case of electrode wear rate (EWR), as current,
pulse on time, and voltage increase, spark energy in sparking zone also increases
which results in an increment in EWR, and it is illustrated by Fig. 4. Interaction plots
for both MRR and EWR are represented in Figs. 3 and 5, respectively.

For optimization of MRR, “larger is better” signal-to-noise ratio (SN ratio) is
preferred. As given below, formula for “larger is better” SN ratio is illustrated in (3).

−10 × log10

{
sum

(
1
Y 2

)

n

}

(3)

For optimization of EWR, “smaller is better” signal-to-noise ratio (SN ratio) is
preferred, and that is illustrated in (4).

−10 × log10

{
sum

(
Y 2

)

n

}

(4)
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4 Conclusion

An experimental study has been carried out to investigate the influence of various
process parameters on machining characteristics of EDM for H13 steel with copper
electrode by using Taguchi method. In this study, the influence of peak current, pulse
on time, and voltage onMRR and EWR has been highlighted. Following observation
can be drawn from this experimentation:

• MRR is the function of the discharge or spark energy which depends on pulse on
time, peak current, and voltage.

• An ANOVA result indicates that the pulse on time and current have shown signif-
icant effect on both MRR and EWR, whereas voltage has shown least significant
effect compared to other parameters.

• The optimal combination of process parameters and their levels for the maxi-
mization of MRR of the EDM process are A3B3C1 (Experiment No. 25) and for
minimization of EWR are A1B1C1 (Experiment No. 1)

• Optimum MRR and EWR were observed as 1.03 mm3/min and 0.096 mm3/min,
respectively.

• For both MRR and EWR, pulse on time, peak current, and voltage have ranks 1,
2, and 3, respectively.
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Machining Performance Optimization
During Electro Discharge Machining
on Titanium (Grade 4): Application
of Satisfaction Function
and Distance-Based Approach

Dipraj Banik, Rahul, Gitimaya Kar, Biswajit Debnath, B. C. Routara,
Ashok Kumar Sahoo and Dhiraj Kochar

Abstract Titanium grade-4 (3.7065, R50700) is one of the most robust materials
and finds its application in aerospace industry specially for making spacecraft, air-
craft, missiles, naval ships, armor plating, etc. The main advantage of titanium is that
it has a high strength, low-density results in less weight. It can withstand very high
temperatures also. Machining of titanium was not an easy task, as it is a very hard
material and it has poor thermal conductivity, higher pressure load, non-uniform
chip thickness, etc. So we have chosen electro discharge machine (EDM) for the
machining of titanium workpiece. Our aim was by taking peak current (Ip), pulse on
time (T on), and voltage gap (V g) as input control parameters based on L9 orthogonal
array, to find optimum values of response parameters such as material removal rate
(MRR), tool wear rate (TWR), and surface roughness (SR). In this research, work
satisfaction function has been used to obtain the individual satisfaction values of the
responses, and then these multi-responses have been converted into an equivalent
single index. A distance measure has been computed next which basically deter-
mines the separation of each experimental setting (alternative) with respect to the
ideal expectation (satisfaction). Finally, this distance function has been optimized
(minimized) by Taguchi method.

Keywords Electro discharge machine · Titanium grade-4 · Copper tool ·
Satisfaction function · Taguchi method

1 Introduction: Background and Motivation

The development in the field of materials and their properties has reached a new peak
in current time. These all modification proved as a challenge to current machining
processes and lead to the arrival of advanced machining processes in the field of
manufacturing technology. Titanium is a very useful material. The main advantage
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of titanium is that it has a high strength, low-density results in less weight. It canwith-
stand very high temperatures also. It is used as alloying agent with many materials
like molybdenum, aluminum iron, etc. They are widely used in aerospace industry
specially for making spacecraft, aircraft, missiles, naval ships, armor plating; con-
densers of power plants use pipesmade of titanium for their resistance to corrosion. It
is a nontoxic metal, that’s why it is used in medical operations also. Electro discharge
machine is one of the most significant and remarkable technologies. Both the tool
and electrolyte when placed in a dielectric medium and a very high electric potential
are applied, a high impulse electric spark is generated. The spark dissipates a huge
amount of heat (8000–12000 °C) as a result melts the workpiece. Then it vaporizes
in the discharge column due to ionization and a flushing pressure imparted on the
fluid by the pumped dielectric. The process consumes a lot of time so it is not an
industrially suitable process.

Eminent researchers like Kao [1] have studied machining by EDM in detail and
have conclusive evidence to prove their findings. Using Taguchi method, he has
studiedmultiple performance relationships onTi–6Al−4V alloy.He has then verified
the most suitable parameters for getting lower tool wear, higher metal removal, and
good surface finish through his confirmation experiment. An improvement of 15%
in wear ratio, 12% in metal removal rate (MRR), and 19% in surface roughness (SR)
was demonstrated. Jahrah et al. [2] from his investigation formulated the fact that
tool wear was absent when AISI HI3 tool steel was subjected to EDM machining at
high peak current, high pulse on time, and low pulse off time using copper electrode.
His other conclusion includes excellent surface finish at low peak current, pulse on
time, and pulse of time and higher level of material removal at high Ip, moderate
T on, and low T off. Both MRR and surface roughness were affected by Ip.

Chalisgaonkar and Kumar [3] during his experiment undertook development of
multi-response optimization technique by customary utility method in association
with concept of weight assessment. From the experiment, he found out that all the
parameters taken in the experiment were statistically significant for the effect pro-
duced in overall utility index. Verma and Sahu [4] optimized the process parame-
ters of a die sinking EDM using full factorial technique. He found out that MRR
was directly proportional to applied current and voltage. Routara and Mishra [5]
found various combinations of operation specifications are important in EDM to get
increased metal removal rate and low electrode wear for EN-24 alloy steel. Signal
to noise ratio and investigation of difference are used to interpret and understand the
impact of input specifications on metal removal rate and tool wear rate.

Rahul et al. [6] in his experiment with Inconel 718 on EDM found that machining
performances influenced by V g mostly. He performed the investigation with the help
of satisfaction function analysis. Rahul et al. [7] in his experiment with superalloy
Inconel 718 on EDM, various responses such as MRR, EWR, Ra, etc took and found
that Ip has most significance and Pflush has least significance.

In this present work, multilevel process parameter optimization of titanium grade-
4 (3.7065, R50700) alloy is done when machined with copper tool in EDM. Here,
peak current, voltage, and pulse on time are taken as the variable parameters and
MRR, TWR, and Ra as machine responses.
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2 Experimentation

Titanium grade-4 (3.7065, R50700) circular workpiece having diameter 15 mm has
used as workpiece. The chemical properties (wt%) of titanium grade-4 are shown
in Table 1. The snapshot of EDMed titanium grade-4 has been furnished in Fig. 1.
Copper has been used as tool electrode (Fig. 2). The experiments have been carried
out on EDM (Model: Smart ZNC, ElectronicaMachine Tools Ltd, Pune, India) setup
(Fig. 3). 125 cc SAE-40 grade oil is used as dielectric fluid. The viscosity of EDM
oil is 2.16 cs at 38 °C. Polarity of workpiece has been kept positive. Experiments
have been carried out using three controllable process parameters (gap voltage, peak
current, pulse on time) each varied at three different levels shown in Table 2. The
design of experiment has been planned as per 3-factor-3-level L9 orthogonal array
(OA). The machining duration for each experimental run has been kept constant
(30 min). The machining responses viz. roughness average (Ra), metal removal rate
(MRR), and tool wear rate (TWR) have been measured for each experimental run.
For all the experiments, flushing fluid pressure is taken as 8 kg/cm2.

A brief explanation of the responses is given below.

2.1 Material Removal Rate (MRR)

It is defined as the quantity of metal displaced from the job under a specific time.
Unit was taken as mm3/min.

MRR � (weight before machining − weight after machining)

time taken

Table 1 Chemical composition of titanium grade-4 alloy

Elements Carbon Iron Hydrogen Nitrogen Oxygen Titanium

Weight % 0.1 0.5 0.015 0.05 0.335 99

Fig. 1 Titanium
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Fig. 2 Copper tool

Fig. 3 EDM

Table 2 Machining control
parameters

Parameters Unit Notation Levels of variation

1 2 3

Peak current Ip A 19 21 23

Pulse on time Ton B 200 300 400

Gap voltage Vg C 55 65 75

2.2 Tool Wear Rate (TWR)

It is defined as the quantity of metal displaced from the tool under a specific time.
Unit was taken as mm3/min.

TWR � (weight before machining − weight after machining)

time taken

2.3 Surface Roughness (Ra)

Comprising of irregularities on the surface that occur due to the mechanism of the
material removal process. ‘TaylorHobson Surface Finish Tester’ was used for surface
roughness measurement. Unit was taken as µm. The values of MRR, TWR, and SR
are shown with L9 orthogonal array in Table 3.
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Table 3 Design of experiment (L9 OA) and collected experimental data

Sl. No L9 OA (DOE) Experimental data

A B C MRR (mm3 min−1) TWR (mm3 min−1) Ra
(µm)

1 1 1 1 0.48120 0.07209 3.7866

2 1 2 2 0.51022 0.04299 4.3533

3 1 3 3 0.40975 0.15580 4.7866

4 2 1 2 1.05250 0.23002 4.7933

5 2 2 3 1.28450 3.55500 5.1466

6 2 3 1 1.36880 0.61040 6.0666

7 3 1 3 1.25120 0.22040 5.2266

8 3 2 1 1.70280 0.26400 6.9000

9 3 3 2 1.99895 0.053125 7.1000

3 Methodology

3.1 Satisfaction Function

Satisfaction function analysis (SFA) is one of the most widely used methods in
industry. Martel and Aouni used the concept of the satisfaction functions as a strong
tool to combine various quality characteristics simultaneously.

In this paper, satisfaction function approach is used to convert the experiment
responses such as MRR, TWR, and SR to satisfaction values between 0 and 1, which
does not contain their units. Then, the total distance from the ideal point (where the
satisfaction value is 1) of all responses is calculated and used as a single criterion for
comparison of all experiments. After getting all the nine distance functions, Taguchi
approach is used to determine the optimal parameters in Minitab software.

DT �
[

n∑
i�1

(1 − si )
2

]
(1)

Figure 4a, b shows two cases of getting best satisfaction.
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Fig. 4 a Characteristic graph where the lowest value gives the optimum satisfaction. b Character-
istic graph where the highest value gives the optimum satisfaction

4 Data Analysis: Results and Discussions

In this paper, the aim is to find the optimum parameters where value of MRR is
maximum and value of TWR and SR is minimum. When the TWR or SR is lowest,
then it gives the optimum satisfaction, and when it is highest it provides zero satis-
faction. Similarly, when the MRR is lowest, it gives zero satisfaction, and when it
is highest, it gives the optimum satisfaction. Then optimisation of distance function
is done using Taguchi approach. As DT is wished to be lowest; so, lower-is-better
(LB) characteristic is used for S/N ratio calculation shown in Table 4. The response
table for means of DT is shown in Table 5. The main effects plot for S/N ratios [A3

B1 C2] is shown in Fig. 5.

Table 4 Computed satisfaction values

Serial no. Satisfaction value Total
distance
(DT)

Corresponding
S/N ratio
(dB)

Predicted
S/N ratio
(dB)

MRR (S1) EWR (S2) Ra (S3)

1 0.04 0.99 1.00 0.9550 0.3994 3.36170

2 0.06 1.00 0.82 0.9552 0.3979

3 0.00 0.96 0.69 1.0450 −0.382

4 0.40 0.94 0.69 0.6706 3.1699

5 0.55 0.00 0.58 1.1707 −1.368

6 0.60 0.83 0.31 0.8104 1.8254

7 0.52 0.94 0.56 0.6424 3.2940

8 0.81 0.93 0.06 0.9600 0.3544

9 1.00 0.99 0.00 1.0000 −0.0009
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Table 5 Response table for
means of DT

Level A B C

1 0.9851 0.7561 0.9085

2 0.8839 1.0286 0.8753

3 0.8675 0.9518 0.9527

Delta 0.1176 0.2726 0.0774

Rank 2 1 3
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Signal-to-noise: Smaller is better

Fig. 5 Main effects plot for S/N ratios [A3 B1 C2]

5 Conclusion

From the above research work, we concluded the points that are given below.

• The satisfaction function and distance-based approach (DT ) in combination with
Taguchi approach used here to find a suitable combination of process parameters
such as gap voltage, peak current, and pulse on time to increase MRR but to
decrease TWR and SR simultaneously.

• The optimum process parameters found out as (A3 B1 C2), i.e., IP � 23 A, T on �
200 µs, and V g � 65 V.

• Mean response table (mean S/N ratio ofDT) indicates that pulse on time (T on) has
the highest significance on influencing the machining performances.
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Self-Healing Al 6061 Alloy Reinforced
with Low Melting Point Alloys

Nitin Kumar Gupta , G. D. Thakre and Manoj Kumar

Abstract Self-healing materials can recover/repair damage automatically and
autonomously with or without the external intervention. In recent times, many
researchers have developed competitive technologies to achieve self-healing proper-
ties of materials. This paper presents a methodology to develop self-healing concept
in metal matrix composite. Aluminium 6061 has been utilized as the base metal,
and a low melting point metal filled into it to develop samples using the injection
moulding method. Sand casting has also been used to cast the required sample of
Al 6061. To demonstrate self-healing behaviour in the developed composite, an arti-
ficial crack developed in the sample using a lathe and drill machines. It has been
observed that the low melting point alloy gets filled in the crack with heat. This
shows the partially self-healing behaviour of composite. SEM and microstructural
test has been performed to find out the topological and morphological characteristics
of the matrix.

Keywords Self-healing · Al 6061 · Sand casting · Application of injection
moulding · Low melting point alloys

1 Introduction

Self-healing can be defined as the ability of a material to heal (recover/repair) dam-
ages automatically and autonomously, that is, without any external intervention.
Many common terms such as self-repairing, autonomic-healing, and autonomic-
repairing are used to define the self-healing property in materials [1]. Self-healing
materials prevent failure and extend the life of critical structure. Thus, themechanism
for self-healing can be divided into two categories: (i) extrinsic (ii) intrinsic healing.
Self-healing means material can repair its damage partially or up to some extent [2].
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To understand the concept of self-healing materials, one can imagine the example
of live plants and live skin. They all are susceptible to self-repair by triggering some
form of chemicals from inside. Many researchers, scientists are trying to mimic this
concept of the living organisms into the engineering materials, so that they may
enhance the properties and utilization of the materials [3–6]. Engineering materials
are mainly classified into three major categories’ like plastics, ceramics and metals.
Metals are one of the most important materials used in engineering application,
which need improvements in terms of chemical as well as mechanical properties.
There are many practical applications, where the concept of self-healing can improve
mechanical properties and life of the materials like in structural, automobiles and
aerospace and also application in deep-sea oil wells that operate under high pressure
[4, 7, 8]. Self-healing materials are designed to mimic human skin, which can heal
itself as needed.When thesematerials are cracked or damaged, a healing agent can be
triggered to flow into the damaged area to heal the damage, much like a cut in human
skin triggers blood flow to promote healing. It can be observed that engineering
systems are becoming more sophisticated and taking on more of the characteristics
of biological system [4, 9–12]. Now a day while designing any machine or materials
the first questionwhich is arising in themind is?What will be the life of thatmaterial?

Many of the researchers around the globe are working on investigating the self-
healing behaviour of composite. The composite has some specific properties like
lightweight, chemical stability in any environment, load carrying capability and also
it can sustain harsh environment. So, the importance of composite in engineering is
very focused and specific. But exposed to harsh environment, sometimes unwanted
load, temperature or stress easily lead to the formation of voids, cracks during the
service life is very serious issues. So, to improve the life and usability of materials,
a bio-mimic concept self-healing coined [13, 7].

The different types of materials such as plastics, polymers, ceramics and metal
have their own self-healing mechanism [5, 14–18]. Metals are the most important
materials available in all engineering materials. They exhibit very specific properties
like high tensile strength, wear resistance, durability and compatible with very harsh
environmental. But similar to polymer and ceramics, it also has problems like wear
resistance, corrosive resistance, lack of mechanical properties, etc., which needmore
analysis to enhanced properties of materials for specific application [6, 18].

So, engineers and researcher are needed to analyse the healing mechanism from
the nature.But all themechanisms cannot be directly copied to develop newmaterials.
To develop self-healing material, one needs to think beyond the limits of materials
science.

2 Concept of Sample Design

Self-healing metal composite has been developed, for using Al6061 as base metal.
In order to incorporate self-healing characteristics, a low melting point alloy of
60Pb–40Snhas beenfilled into the sample using injectionmouldingmethods. Sample
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Fig. 1 Hydraulic operated
machine setup develops for
filling material into the hole

Fig. 2 Test sample of
self-healing materials
developed a without crack
and b with artificial crack

of Al6061 has been developed through the sand casting process. Figure 1 shows the
small injection moulding machine used for the said purpose.

Figure 2 shows the sample drawing for the said purpose. Different pattern has
been developed to fabricate the samples, while filling low melting point alloys into
the sample pressure injection moulding method has been utilized.
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2.1 Sample Fabrication

The focus of present experimental work is to demonstrate the self-healing behaviour
in cast Al6061 reinforcement with Pb40Sn solder materials. The solder material has
a melting point of 238 °C. A cylinder of Al6061 was cast through the sand casting
process. Thereafter 6 mm artificial hole was created using drill machine and then
filled with solder material. Hydraulic operated pressure filling machine was used to
fill the material into the hole. The sample was cut into 45 mm long and has 15 mm
diameter to demonstrate the effect of gravity on flow of self-healing materials. The
procedure adopted in [9] has been followed in the present study. The sample was
kept in preheated fully temperature controlled furnace at 200–240 °C for 5–7 min.
The sample was then held up for 20–25 min in preheated furnace. Then, the sample
was allowed to slowly normalize in the furnace.

This has been observed from the above said procedure that the low melting point
alloys have been partially filled the 2 mm hole under temperature. To investigate the
internal flow of low melting point alloy into the artificially created 2 mm hole, the
sample was cut into the piece at a point of 2 mm hole, in such a way that the flow
of material due to gravity could be observed. Sectioned samples were polished and
etched to investigate the microstructure. NaOH solution was used for etching.

Figure 3i shows the sample of Al6061 without filling of low melting point alloys
and with low melting point alloys. Sample was put towards the gravity to show the
flow of the low melting point alloy in 2 mm drill hole. Figure 3ii shows the artificial
crack has been drilled through drill machine. Figure 3iii shows the damaged and
healed self-healing composite, in that sample is kept towards the gravity into furnace
for a period of 20–25min and leaving the sample for cooling in furnace. It is observed
that the 2 mm hole was healed through low melting point alloys.

Fig. 3 i Sample cast Al6061 before filling and after filling (filling material 60Pb40Sn), ii 2 mm
drilled into filled sample, iii partially healed cast Al 6061 materials
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Bakelite are 
used to press at 
1200 C for 24 
minutes and
5 minutes 

Fig. 4 Cut section of cast sample for microstructure analysis

Figure 4 shows the sample which has been developed through powder pressing
machine into bakelite. Pressing of the sample done at 120 °C for 24 and 5 min dwell
time was also kept to be fixed, which helps to hold the sample of the various positions
on the microscope.

3 Results and Discussion

To investigate the microstructure and internal flow behaviour of the self-healing
materials, the developed sample was observed through a microscope. Figure 5 shows
themagnified view of the lowmelting point alloy filled into Al 6061 and flow through
a 2 mm hole under temperature. Gravity also plays an important role in it. Original
sample was used in the further process of the microstructure investigation process.

Figure 6 shows the microstructure of the samples. The microstructure clearly
shows that the healing of the low melting point alloys is more than 99.99% very low
porosity is obtained through this process, thus very low melting points diffused and
developed a good bond between the cast Al6061 and low melting point alloys. This
type of process developed a barrier in the crack path in a matrix and improves the
life of materials. But the point is to be noted that while filling the low melting point
alloy, a void has appeared on the upper side of the solder area.
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Fig. 5 Sample self-healing materials, i cut section-flow of material through hole, ii boundary layer
of low melting point alloys and Al6061, iii boundary layer between low melting point and Al6061
at different magnification

Fig. 6 Microstructure of the composite, i 100× magnification cold drawn Al6061, ii 200× cast
Al6061 show brittleness, iii boundary layer where Al shows brittleness and solder material

Fig. 7 SEM of the sample, i cast Al6061, ii heterogeneous nucleation between matrix and filler,
iii boundary layer between Al6061 and low melting point alloy
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SEMwas employed to examine the surface andboundary condition of the prepared
sample. Figure 7i shows the Al6061 and (ii) shows the boundary layer between
Al6061 and low melting point alloy, as a low melting point alloy filled after casting
and heterogeneous nucleation is formed. Figure 7iii shows the surface of lowmelting
alloys and Al6061.

4 Conclusion

This experiment proves that by using a low melting point alloy 60Pb–40Sn, self-
healing is possible. This type of mechanism will improve the life of the materials
and improve some of the mechanical properties also. Gravity plays an important role
to force the material into the lower cracks. In the rotating component centrifugal
force through the material into crack, microstructure and SEM analysis shows the
topology of developed sample. Cut sections of the sample clearly show the flow of
low melting point alloy into the cavity under heat.
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A Novel Approach in Developing
Aluminum Hybrid Green Metal Matrix
Composite Material Using Waste
Eggshells, Cow Dung Ash, Snail Shell Ash
and Boron Carbide as Reinforcements

Soutrik Bose , Anand Pandey , Ashmik Mondal and Pritam Mondal

Abstract Global development of aluminum metal matrix composite (AMC) in
research, industries and defense with reduced weight, enhanced strength and low
cost leads to the establishment of a new hybrid green metal matrix composite using
aluminum (Al) alloy as base material with silicon carbide (SiC) and reinforcing it
with waste carbonized eggshells (WCE), cow dung ash (CDA), snail shell ash (SSA)
and boron carbide (B4C) by altering the different reinforcement weights using stir
castingmechanism. Experimental results showed increased hardness, tensile strength
and fatigue strength, while decrease in fracture toughness, ductility and corrosion
rate which improved by heat treatment. The optimum values obtained were 7.5 wt%
of WCE and SiC + SSA; preheat temperature of WCE and SiC was 300 °C and
500 °C, respectively. The stability and non-reactivity factors of the reinforcements
were stringently considered at optimum temperature. Mono-ethylene glycol (MEG)
in aqueous solution was used for experimenting different samples of AMC with
varying proportion of SSA. The hardness of the Al alloy incremented to maximum
when 7.5 wt% SiC + 7.5 wt% SSA was added and decremented when 10 wt% SiC
+ 10 wt% SSA was used as reinforcements. The results inferred that using WCE as
reinforcement with the Al matrix gave better tribomechanical properties at a much
cheaper rate than uncarbonized eggshells (ES) and SiC + SSA. The overall objective
was to introduce a novel hybrid AMC by recycling and reutilizing wastes.

Keywords Hybrid green metal matrix composites · Corrosion rate · Waste
carbonized eggshells · Wettability · Porosity

Nomenclature

A Exposed area (cm2)
CR Corrosion rate
K Constant
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P Percent porosity
t Exposure time (h)
W Weight loss (g)
ρ Alloy density (g/cm3)
ρexp Experimental density
ρ theo Theoretical density
BHN Brinell hardness number

1 Introduction

Different public sectors use AMC [1, 2] for their improved physical and mechanical
properties. Recent improvement includes stir casting by Daoud et al. [3], powder
metallurgy [4, 5], atomization through a spray nozzle and codeposition by Wu et al.
[6], plasma spraying by Tiwari et al. [7], squeeze casting by Kim et al. [8] and
compo-casting [1, 9]. InAMC, the ceramic reinforcements are generallyAl2O3, TiB2,
TiO2, SiC, TiC, B4C, etc. [1, 5]. In this paper, however, we have used uncarbonized
eggshells (ES), waste carbonized eggshells (WCE), snail shell ash (SSA), silicon
carbide (SiC) and boron carbide (B4C) with varying weight fractions by stir casting
at squeezed pressure and optimum controlled conditions which is a novel approach.
The main objective of this research is to develop a novel hybrid AMC by recycling
and reutilizing the hazardous wastes using liquid casting route for mass production
at cheap rate.

Improper wettability is caused by the occurrence of oxide formation and adsorbed
contaminants on the molten metal surface. Therefore, adding various coatings of
magnesium or calcium and by heat treatment method leads to its improvements.
Strong interfacial bonds are must criteria for improved wettability. Better tribome-
chanical characteristics are obtained with a higher percentage of WCE than ES by
Hassan and Aigbodion [10] who researched about the microstructures of ES and
WCE on aluminum with copper and magnesium on the particulate composites and
obtained a huge decrement in the impact energy. Deep et al. [11] analyzed aluminum
silicon carbide of different weight percentages and concluded that mechanical prop-
erties increased with increased weight fractions to an optimum level. But further
addition of silicon carbide would result in wear and brittle fracture and was also
expensive; therefore, hybrid material reinforcements would have to be introduced,
which is another objective of this research. Solidification of AMCwas characterized
by Kayal et al. [12] by stir casting route. Jyothi and Bharath Kumar [13] concluded
better performance of cow dung ash than rice husk ash with Al–5%Si alloy. Alaneme
and Olubambi [14] obtained that the rate of corrosion increased with increase in vol-
ume percentage of ashes from rice husk. Emenike [15] obtained different corrosion
characteristics of Al–Mg A535 alloy composites with fly ash and found enhanced
corrosion rate with increasing content of fly ash. Al alloys are softer metals and vul-
nerable to erosion–corrosion [16, 17] in the cooling systems of automobiles, where
ethylene glycol has been used as a coolant. But Shamim et al. [18] obtained hard
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intermetallic phase consisting of Al2Si, Mg2Si, Al3Ti and dispersed parti-
cles of CaO as he studied the microstructures and mechanical properties of
Al–Si–Mg–Ti/eggshell particulate composites and concluded better characteristics
than cow dung ash, rice husk ash or fly ash. Baradeswaran and Perumal [19] obtained
hybrid AMC using Al7075/Al2O3/5 wt% graphite which proved to be effective in
incorporating graphite for gaining wear reduction and coefficient of friction. But the
limitation was of brittle failure on further increasing wt% of graphite which needs
to be optimized. Therefore, Baradeswaran et al. [20] again investigated on mechan-
ical behavior, modeling and optimization of wear parameters of B4C and graphite
reinforced aluminum hybrid composites and found superior results.

After studying the literature review, it was mandatory to develop a novel
hybrid green AMC by obtaining superior physio-mechanical properties of Al
matrix/eggshells green metal matrix composite with SiC, SiC + SSA, CDA and B4C.
A researchwas conducted to examine the feasibility to produceAlmatrix/WCE com-
posites by using stir casting process. Hence, the comparison ofmechanical properties
like hardness, tensile strength, fatigue strength, toughness, ductility and corrosion
rate of Al matrix/WCE, Al matrix/SiC + SSA, Al matrix/SiC, Al matrix/B4C and Al
matrix/CDA is the prime concern of this research to develop the new green hybrid
AMC.

2 Experimental Setup

2.1 Material Library

The chemical composition of the Al matrix is shown in Table 1. Table 2 contains 25
different sampleswith varyingweight percentage of the reinforcements. Photographs
of powdered ES, WCE and SEM morphology are shown in Fig. 1a–f.

2.2 Composite Development

Figures 2 and 3 depict the schematic experimental setup and squeeze casting in the
universal testing machine (UTM). Heating the Al matrix to a temperature of 750 °C,
melting in a graphite crucible furnace and cooling to about 600 °C were the steps
followed where the reinforcements (initially preheated to 300 °C for 30 min) were

Table 1 Chemical composition of the Al matrix

Element Si Fe Cu Mn Mg Zn Ti Ni Cr Al

wt% 0.5–0.9 0.5 3.9–5 0.4–1.2 0.2–0.8 0.25 0.2 0.1 0.1 Balance
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Table 2 Different samples fabricated by varying the weight percentage of the reinforcements

Sample
No.

SiC
(wt%)

Eggshells
(wt%)

Sample
No.

SiC
(wt%)

Eggshells
(wt%)

Sample
No.

SiC
(wt%)

Eggshells
(wt%)

S1 2.5 2.5 S10 5 12.5 S19 10 10

S2 2.5 5 S11 7.5 2.5 S20 10 12.5

S3 2.5 7.5 S12 7.5 5 S21 12.5 2.5

S4 2.5 10 S13 7.5 7.5 S22 12.5 5

S5 2.5 12.5 S14 7.5 10 S23 12.5 7.5

S6 5 2.5 S15 7.5 12.5 S24 12.5 10

S7 5 5 S16 10 2.5 S25 12.5 12.5

S8 5 7.5 S17 10 5

S9 5 10 S18 10 7.5

Fig. 1 Photograph of a eggshells, b ES powder, c WCE powder, d SEM morphology of SiC +
SSA, e SEM morphology of ES, f SEM morphology of WCE
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Fig. 2 Stir casting experimental setup

Fig. 3 Squeeze casting on
UTM

added to eliminate dampness and to improve wettability and stirred manually for
5 min. The composite slurry was then superheated to 780 °C, and a mechanical
stirrer was used to stir at a speed of 300 rpm for 10 min and a current of 12 A. The
mixture varying the wt% (0, 2.5, 5, 7.5, 10, 12.5 and 15) of reinforcements before
and after heat treatment was then solidified into the mold.
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2.3 Porosity Analysis

Archimedes principle was used to determine the experimental densities of the com-
posites. Material properties are highly influenced by porosity and compactness.
Porosity is calculated as the incremental ratio of theoretical and experimental density
of the composites as obtained by Dwivedi et al. [21].

P � 1 − ρexp

ρtheo
× 100% (1)

2.4 Corrosion Test

The corrosion test of all fabricated AMC was engrossed in high alkaline bathtub
for 120 h at room temperature in 3.5 wt% NaCl solution. Uniform corrosion was
assumed throughout the composite surface and corrosion rate was calculated, where
K � 8.75 × 104, A � 9 cm2, t � 120 h as observed by Dwivedi et al. [21].

CR � W × K

ρ × A × t
(2)

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Evaluation of Mechanical Properties

In this research, the hardness of AMC increased up to 12.5 wt% of ES, and WCE
particles 7.5 wt% of SiC + SSA with the Al matrix alloy. Hardness, when compared,
reached to nearly 200 BHN with Al2O3 + Gr by Mohanavel et al. [23], to 115 BHN
when reinforced by B4C by Kumar et al. [22], to 87.1 BHN when reinforced by SiC
by Deep et al. [11] and to 68.2 BHN when reinforced by LM6/SiC by Kayal et al.
[12] at 15 wt%. The hardness values increased from 60 BHN at 0 wt% to 101 BHN
at 12.5 wt% for ES and 113 BHN at 12.5 wt% for WCE in this present experimental
research. Itwas comparedwithAribo et al. [17]which obtained as 61BHNat 0wt% to
110BHNat 7.5wt%of SiC+SSA; however, increase inwt%of SSAbeyond 7.5wt%
resulted in decrease in hardness owing to a constant level. The increment was because
of the existence of brittle phases of the eggshell particles in the Al alloy. Figure 4a
represents a decrease in hardness beyond 12.5 wt% of reinforcements which might
be due to the air entrapment indicating larger pore formation resulting in a decrease
in the mechanical properties. However, when compared with results obtained by
Jyothi and Bharath Kumar [13], hardness reached to a maximum about 64 BHN at
2.5 wt% on addition of CDA with the Al matrix and then decreased gradually. The
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hardness ofWCE and ES was improved to 118 and 112 BHN, respectively, after heat
treatment.

Figure 4b indicates improvement in tensile strength up to 12.5 wt% in the Al
alloy. Tensile strength improved from 185 MPa at 0 wt% to 252 and 270 MPa for ES
and WCE, respectively, because uniform eggshell particles were distributed in the
Al alloy matrix and then decreased due to weak particles–matrix interaction. This
meager particle distribution reduced the particles–matrix interaction and resulted
in decreased tensile strength. After the heat treatment, tensile strength of ES and
WCE was further improved to 264 and 273 MPa due to strengthening, following a
diminution in composite grain size. A high dislocation density was generated due
to decrease in the residual stress. It is compared with that obtained by Mohanavel
et al. [23] where increase in wt% of alumina (Al2O3) and graphite (Gr) increased
the tensile strength up to 205 MPa and then decreased, but was lesser than ES and
WCE at the same volume fraction and SiC reinforcements addition. Tensile strength
increased with the increase in reinforcements to 167 MPa by Deep et al. [11], but
with the addition of Al with B4C byKumar et al. [22] tensile strength increased to the
maximum value of 153MPa at 2.5 wt% and then decreased resulting in less ductility
than with eggshell reinforcements.

Figure 4c, d illustrates the comparative analysis of mechanical properties for both
ES and WCE of 25 samples on varying the different weight percentage of rein-
forcements. The toughness decreased with increase in the percent eggshell particles
addition. The brittleness reduced the toughness and ductility of the composites, while
using Al2O3 with Al matrix resulted in lowest toughness and thus, brittle failure. S3
proved to be the best sample (2.5 wt% of SiC + 7.5 wt% of ES/WCE) after comparing
all the 25 samples where the optimum conditions were satisfied. The optimum value
of tensile strength of ES is 274 MPa and of WCE is 295 MPa; fatigue strength of ES
is 135 MPa and WCE is 151 MPa, where corrosion rate and porosity are the least.

3.2 Microstructural Analysis

Figure 5a, b displays the microstructures of Al matrix + 12.5 wt% ES and WCE,
respectively, indicating a better behavior in terms of porosity ofWCE reinforcements
as it can react easily to atmosphere at high temperature resulting in good wettability.
Figure 5c, d depicts the interfacial reaction layer of Al matrix + 12.5 wt% ES and
WCE, respectively, which inferred excellent wettability of WCE.

3.3 Density and Porosity Analysis

Density of Al matrix/12.5 wt% WCE � 0.875 × density of Al matrix + 0.125
× density of eggshell � 0.875 × 2.8 + 0.125 × 2 � 2.7 g/cm3 (rule of mixture).
Figure 4e, f shows the percentage change in the density of composites and calculation
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Fig. 4 Mechanical properties of Al matrix with percentage of reinforcements: a hardness, b tensile
strength, c comparative analysis of hardness, tensile strength and fatigue strength, d toughness and
corrosion rate, e porosity analysis, f % porosity, g corrosion rate
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Fig. 4 (continued)
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Fig. 4 (continued)

Fig. 5 Microstructure picture of a 12.5 wt% ES, b 12.5 wt% WCE and interfacial layer of
c 12.5 wt% ES, d 12.5 wt% WCE

of porosity. Experimental density was obtained by Archimedes principle taking cor-
rect readings of mass and volume. Experimental density of composite � mass of
composite/volume.

Porosity of Al matrix/12.5 wt% WCE (P) � (1 − 2.69/2.70) × 100 � 0.37%
which was found to be the best result on comparing with that of B4C.
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3.4 Corrosion Behavior

Corrosion rate and the weight of the Al alloy continuously decreased due to addi-
tion of ES and WCE powder as shown in Fig. 4g and were improved after the heat
treatment process. The best result was obtained at 4.28 mm/year with WCE rein-
forcement at 12.5 wt%. Corrosion rate depends on several environmental factors
like moisture content and the presence of other corrosive elements in the air, tem-
perature gradient, physical and chemical stability. Less porous the composites were,
lesser corrosion rate was obtained, so corrosion rate decreased till 12.5 wt% and
again increased beyond 12.5 wt% because of the occurrence of certain degradation
in matrix–reinforcement interfacial bonding, strength loss, weaker permeability and
reduced stiffness in the hybrid matrix, thus resulting in structural instability.

4 Conclusion

Al matrix with different weight fractions of reinforcement particles like ES, WCE,
SiC, SiC + SSA and B4C was prepared using stir casting technique followed by
squeeze pressure. Eggshell particles were adapted favorably for the fabrication of
green Al matrix/eggshell particulate metal matrix composites as a reinforcement
material, while SiC + SSAwas favorable at much lower wt% and B4C showed brittle
failure at a higher reinforcement wt%, while when comparing with cow dung ash it
was favorable at much lower wt%. The novel approach was to fabricate AMC with
stir casting which is the easiest casting technique for mass production with fewer
limitations. Precipitation kinetic was accelerated by adding B4C particles but should
be limited as brittle fracture can occur. Very few researchers fabricated AMC using
SSA, so the new approach was to reutilize SSA and ES, WCE and to obtain the best
experimental result. Hardness, tensile strength and fatigue strength were improved
by addition of 12.5 wt%WCE, while toughness and ductility were reduced. Further,
rising the wt% of reinforcements, mechanical properties (hardness, tensile strength
and fatigue strength) kept on decreasing. The hardness values increased to 101 BHN
at 12.5 wt% for ES and 113 BHN at 12.5 wt% for WCE, respectively. The hardness
values decreased beyond 12.5 wt% on addition of eggshell particles for both WCE
and ES giving optimum values. Minimum porosity was found to be 0.37% for Al
matrix/12.5% carbonized eggshell particulatemetal matrix composites which proved
that reinforcing withWCE, Al resulted in a better composite material. Corrosion rate
continuously decreased with the addition of eggshell particles in Al alloy and got
improved after the heat treatment process. The mechanical properties and corrosion
rate further increased, but the best result obtained was 4.28 mm/year with WCE
reinforcement at 12.5 wt%.
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Detection of Punch Wear in Stamping
Process Using Acoustic Emission

Tushar Y. Badgujar , Rahul N. Chandore and Vijay P. Wani

Abstract Stamping process is widely used for the production of sheet metal com-
ponents because of its high productivity and accuracy. The performance of stamping
depends on the condition of punch and die. Variation in punch and die dimension
has a significant influence on the product quality. The purpose of the present study
is to identify the state of punch wear. In this paper, acoustic emission (AE) signals
from the process utilized to identify the three different punch wear conditions. The
recorded acoustic signals after filtering were processed using Hilbert–Huang Trans-
form (HHT). Then, the instantaneous frequencies and amplitudes were obtained for
the signal components. The Intrinsic Mode Functions (IMF) of the AE for the three
punch condition were analyzed. With the increase in punch wear, the instantaneous
amplitude of the signal increases while instantaneous frequency remains unaffected.

Keywords Punching process · Acoustic emission · HHT · EMD

1 Introduction

Punching is a stamping process. In this process, material removed by using a punch
and die. The process parameters are first optimized for designed quality of output.
Afterward, the quality of the product mostly depends on how well the optimized
parameters are continued [1]. Tool wear directly affects the finish of products and
causes the burr formation [2].Hence, it becomes important tomonitor the condition of
the tool to have consistently good quality products [3, 4]. The offline tool condition
monitoring requires halting of machine operation. Consequently, the offline tool
condition monitoring process reduces the productivity. So nowadays online tool
condition monitoring process is more preferred [5, 6].
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For punching process, the researchers have used vibration signal [7], acoustic
emission [8], thermal imaging [9], strain signal [10], and lubricant analysis [11] to
monitor the performing state of the process. Tushar et al. emphasised on condition
monitoring for the performance study of the stamping process [12]. Out of all these,
the acoustic signal capturing is considered most cost-effective [13]. Also, the punch-
ing process is based on shearing of material, and a significant amount of acoustic
emission takes place at the time of operation [14, 15]. Hence in this study, AE of a
stamping process utilized to monitor the condition of the punch [16].

Bassiuny et al. [10] used strain signal to monitor the stamping process. The strain
signal captured by using strain sensor and the three different stamping conditions
considered. The strain signals were analyzed by using HHT. Raja et al. [3] utilized
acoustic emission to monitor the tool wear for the turning process. Sari et al. [2] used
vibration signal and burr height to find the punch wear in the punching process, and
it was noted that when burr height increases by 3.5% and the vibration signal rise by
15%. Jayakumar et al. [8] used the AE for online monitoring of blanking, forging,
drawing, and grinding processes.

2 Objectives

• To study various signals considered significant by the researchers for condition
monitor of the stamping process.

• Selection of cost-effective and easy to record signal.
• To collect AE of stamping process for the three different punch wear conditions.
• To analyze IMF concerning punch conditions.
• To compare instantaneous frequency and amplitude of the signal and identify the
relation between punch wear, amplitude, and frequency.

3 Research Methodology

Following are the significant steps followed in the present research

• Three different punch conditions were identified.
• AE for punching process with new, partially worn, and severely worn punches was
recorded using a microphone.

• Sound signals were decomposed into its IMFs using Empirical Mode Decompo-
sition (EMD).

• Amplitude and frequency for each IMF were investigated using HHT.
• Marginal spectrum was constructed for the final analysis.
• Variation of instantaneous amplitude and frequency of the IMFs for a change in
punch diameter was studied.
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3.1 Hilbert–Huang Transform

HHT is widely used to decompose the nonstationary signal, and the acoustic signal is
a nonstationary signal. HHT decomposes the acoustic multi-component signal into
the mono-component signal. For the time signal x(t), its HHT y(t) is defined as:

y(t) � P

π

+∞∫

−∞

x(τ )

t − τ
dτ (1)

where P indicate Cauchy principal value. The HHT defines the convolution of the
signal x(t) with 1/t . Therefore, HHT can recognize the local properties of x(t). By
using x(t) and y(t), we can get an analytical signal z(t).

z(t) � x(t) + iy(t) � a(t)eiϕ(t) (2)

a(t) � [
x2(t) + y2(t)

]1/2
, ϕ(t) � arctan(y(t)/x(t)) (3)

where a(t) represent the instantaneous amplitude of x(t) and it indicate the variation
of energy of x(t) with respect to time, ϕ(t) is an instantaneous phase of x(t), ω(t) is
instantaneous frequency.

ω(t) � dϕ(t)/d(t) (4)

The recorded acoustic signal is a multi-component signal. To find the instanta-
neous frequency of the multi-component signal is reasonable tricky as compared
to the mono-component signal. The multi-component signal decomposed into the
mono-component signal using Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD)method [17].

3.2 Empirical Mode Decomposition

The multi-component signals may have many similar modes of oscillation at a time.
All oscillating modes are designated by an IMF. The IMF is defined in complete
multi-component data set, the number of extrema must equal to some zero crossing,
or at the most, it should vary by one. The shifting process is used to obtain IMF from
given multi-component data set. First define all local maxima, subsequently, connect
all local maxima by using cubic spline line, so the upper envelop get formed. Then,
repeat the procedure for local minima to form lower envelop. Then, designate the
mean between an upper and a lower envelope.

x(t) − m1(t) � h1(t) (5)
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To reduce the extracted signals from IMF, the shifting process is repeated many
times.

h1(t) − m11(t) � h11(t) (6)

where m11(t) is the mean of upper and lower envelop h1(t). This process repeated k
times.

h1(k−1)(t) − m1k(t) � h1k(t) (7)

Checking is done for zero crossing and extrema after every iteration. c1(t) � h1k(t)
designate the first IMF. The first IMF contains highest oscillation frequencies. The
first IMF subtracted from original data, to find residue r1(t).

x(t) − c1(t) � r1(t) (8)

The r1(t) has found from arbitrary signal x(t), and this sifting process continued
until the last mode was found.

x(t) �
n∑
j�1

C j (t) + rn(t) (9)

3.3 Marginal Spectrum

Equation (2) is used to represent the instantaneous amplitude and frequency for IMF.
Instantaneous amplitude is the height of time-frequency plane. The time-frequency
distribution shown by HHT given as:

H(ω, t) � Re
n∑

i�1

ai (t)e
j
∫

wi (t)dt (10)

Moreover, the marginal spectrum is:

h(ω) �
T∫

0

H(ω, t)dt (11)

where T is total data length, ω is frequency and t is time.
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4 Experimental Setup

For this study, punching process was performed onmechanical press of 30-ton capac-
ity. The position of microphone was kept steady while recording the acoustic signal.
The acoustic signal captured at three different conditions of the punch. The material
and thickness of sheet and material of punch were kept constant during the experi-
ment.

The detail of the experiment is given below:

Type of press Mechanical
Punch diameter (mm) 8.00
Strokes per minute 60
Clearance (mm) 0.5
Sheet thickness (mm) 2.0
Sheet material Cold rolled steel (CRC)
Material of punch High-speed steel (HSS)
Die material High carbon high chromium steel (HCHCR)
Microphone frequency response 50 Hz–44 kHz

Table 1 indicates punch conditions considered and to measure the punch wear,
the punch cross-section was divided into eight sections.

Measurements of diameter and length of punch were taken at eight sections, and
the average diameter and length were calculated. It was observed that with the use
of punch, the diameter was increased and the length was slightly decreased.

4.1 Signal Recording and Processing

The acoustic signalwas recorded using aD2202microphone for various experimental
conditions. Figure 1 shows the punch, and Fig. 2 shows the time domain signal for
the new punch. Similarly, sound signals for all the conditions were recorded.

Table 1 Punch condition Sr. no. Punch type Diameter
(average)
(mm)

Length
(average)
(mm)

1 New 8.00 89.380

2 Partially worn 8.02 89.354

3 Severely worn 8.04 89.315
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Fig. 1 Punch

Fig. 2 The time domain acoustic signal for a new punch condition

The sound signals were first digitalized and processed using the MATLAB soft-
ware. The time domain signal later was analyzed using HHT method.
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4.2 Empirical Mode Decomposition of Signal

Fig. 3 Empirical modes of signal
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4.3 Instantaneous Amplitude of IMF

Later, the comparison of instantaneous amplitudes of IMF of the new tool, partially
worn tool and severely worn tool, was done.

5 Result and Discussion

Figure 2 shows the recorded sound signal of the new punch. In multi-component
sound signals contain various data like sound emitted from the motor, bearing, the
sound generated due to contact between the punch and the workpiece. Also, it con-
tains external sound, the sound of other machining processes. First, the signals were
filtered to reduce the noise. For the feature extraction, these multi-component signals
were decomposed into several mono-component signals, IMFs, using EMD. Figure 3
shows 14 IMF for the new punch process signal. The HHT is then applied on IMFs
to obtain instantaneous amplitudes and frequencies.

Figure 4 shows instantaneous amplitudes of IMFs for the new tool, partially worn
tool and severely worn tool. It also shows the correlation between instantaneous
amplitudes and tool wear, i.e., the amplitude is increasing as tool wear is developing.
The amplitude value of 0.05, 0.4, and 0.9 was found for the new punch, partially
worn punch, and severely worn punch, but frequency remains unaffected.

Fig. 4 Comparison of instantaneous amplitudes of new punch, partially worn, and severely worn
punch condition
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6 Conclusion

In this paper, the relationship between the punch wear and the variation in the ampli-
tude IMFs of the punching operation AE signal studied for the punching process of
CRC workpiece. Punching process emitted sound signal for three different punch
conditions were considered and analyzed using Hilbert–Huang Transform (HHT).
It was observed that the amplitude of some IMF components of the emitted sound
signal increased with an increase in punch wear. The results of the study suggest that
the HHT-based signal analysis can be used to punch wear monitoring.
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Sustainable Machining Using Hybrid
Nanofluids Under Minimum Quantity
Lubrication (MQL)

Anjali Gupta, Rajesh Kumar, Harmesh Kumar and Harry Garg

Abstract Over the last couple of decades, nanofluids have found tremendous scope
as a potential heat transfer fluid.One prospective application is in sustainablemachin-
ing method with minimum quantity lubrication (MQL). The use of a nanocutting
fluid in machining under MQL conditions substantially reduces the amount of cut-
ting fluid being used as compared to conventional methods. The overall performance
of machining process also gets enhanced resulting in increased surface finish and
reduced cutting temperature, tool wear, and cutting forces. Moreover, by replacing
a nanocutting fluid with a hybrid nanocutting fluid, the performance of MQL is
found to be further enhanced. A hybrid nanocutting fluid is composed by dispersing
two or more nanoparticles of different materials in the conventional cutting fluid.
This paper reviews the recent progress on the application of hybrid nanofluid in the
machining process. Preparation methods and various thermophysical properties of
hybrid nanofluids affecting the machining performance are also discussed.

Keywords Hybrid nanofluid · Machining · Minimum quantity lubrication (MQL)

1 Introduction

An extensive research has been observed in the last few decades in the field of
nanofluids. Introduced by Choi [1], a nanofluid is a fluid that contains solid particles
of the size usually less than 100 nm. It has been shown inmany studies that dispersing
nanosized solid particles in the commonly used coolants like water and oils enhances
the thermal conductivity and the convective heat transfer coefficient of these fluids
over the base fluids. This increase in heat transfer of the nanofluids is obvious as
the thermal conductivity of solid particles is several hundred times higher than the
conventional base fluids. Also, where microsized particles may cause clogging and
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the wear of the flow path, nanosized particles have an advantage of large surface to
volume ratio and hence they result in large heat transfer enhancement of the base
fluid. This promising thermal behavior of nanofluids has found its many engineer-
ing applications where cooling plays a important role in deciding the performance of
products like electronic devices, vehicle engine cooling system, nuclear reactor, solar
energy systems, etc [2]. It has been also established from studies that the addition of
nanoparticles into the lubricating oils significantly improves its lubrication behav-
ior. The enhancement of lubrication behavior of nanofluid is attributed to different
mechanisms of nanoparticles such as rolling effect (act as ball bearings and convert
the sliding friction into the rolling friction) filming effect (form a protective film of
lubricant), mending effect (compensate for loss ofmaterial by depositing on distorted
surfaces) and polishing effect (polish the rough surface by causing abrasion) [3, 4].

A recent application of nanofluids is in a machining process. In a machining pro-
cess, a cutting fluid (CF) plays an important role where its primary functions are
to lubricate and cool down the cutting zone. Dispersing metallic or non-metallic
nanoparticles or nanofibers in a conventional CF is expected to improve the perfor-
mance of a machining process by replacing a conventional CF with a nanocutting
fluid (NCF). This happens due to the increased cooling ability as well as lubricat-
ing ability of a NCF, and both these properties substantially decide the performance
of any machining operation. Furthermore, a hybrid nanofluid is an advancement of
nanofluid. It contains the nanoparticles of more than one type. A significant improve-
ment in the thermal conductivity of the hybrid nanofluid as compared to the base fluid
and monoparticle-based nanofluids has been observed by many researchers. Hence,
a notable heat transfer enhancement is expected using a hybrid nanofluid in com-
parison with the conventional fluid in the applications where high heat dissipation is
desired.

Some literature in the recent past has discussed the advantages of using a hybrid
nanofluid over single-particle-type nanofluid for a sustainable machining process.
However, there are some issues reported with its use especially its preparation, cost,
stability, the optimum number of nanoparticles and others. Therefore, in the present
paper, an attempt has been made to thoroughly review the application of hybrid
nanofluid as a potential heat transfer fluid in the sustainable machining process,
discussing its preparation methods and its important thermo physical properties.

2 Hybrid Nanofluid

A hybrid nanofluid is the one which contains nanoparticles of different types. Syn-
ergistic effects allow the hybrid nanofluids to integrate advantages of constituent
nanoparticles but avoid their disadvantages. This feature results in the enhanced
properties of hybrid nanofluids compared to monoparticle-based nanofluids.
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2.1 Preparation of Hybrid Nanofluid

Like nanofluids, hybrid nanofluids can also be prepared by either one-step or two-step
method (Fig. 1). As nanoparticles tend to agglomerate due to strong van der Waal
and cohesive forces, it is very important to ensure the stability of suspension so that
it can be effectively used for the desired application. Zeta potential measurements
of the prepared fluid indicate its stability. A stable solution with well-dispersed
nanoparticles is obtained if the zeta potential value diverges away from iso-electric
point (IEP). This is because the zeta potential values far from IEP result in strong
repulsive forces and hence reduce agglomeration among the particles.

In one-step method, both the nanoparticle preparation and nanofluid preparation
are carried out in single step. On the one hand, this method has an advantage of
producing stable suspension with well-dispersed nanoparticles; on the other hand,
this method is expensive and hence is suitable for small-scale production.

In two-step method, nanoparticles are produced in the first step and then sus-
pended in the base oil in the second step. Hybrid nanofluid can be prepared by either
dispersing of the individual constituent nanoparticles or by dispersing the synthesized
nanocomposite in the base fluid. Different methods are used by various researchers
to fabricate the hybrid nanocomposite. Agglomeration can be prevented by using

Surfactant
Base 
fluid

Two Step Method

Preparation Methods

Simultaneous
Preparation of  hybrid 

nano composite
and

and dispersion
into base fluid

One Step Method

Hybrid
Nano-composite

Sonication using
Ultrasonic 

Vibrations or  
Magnetic Stirring

++

Hybrid nanofluid

Hybrid nanofluid

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram depicting the preparation of hybrid nanofluids
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a suitable surfactant and by utilizing dispersing techniques like magnetic stirring,
ultrasonic vibration, and high-pressure homogenization.

2.2 Thermophysical Properties of Nanofluids

The heat transfer performance of any system utilizing the hybrid nanofluid is deter-
mined by its various thermophysical properties like thermal conductivity, density,
viscosity, specific heat, etc. The volume fraction of nanoparticles is a main factor
which decides its thermophysical properties and can be estimated by using Eq. (1)
[5]

� �
[
mnp

ρnp

]
[
mnp

ρnp
+ mbf

ρbf

] (1)

where m is mass and ρ is the density and subscripts np and bf represent nanoparticle
and base fluid, respectively. Some of the other deciding factors are type, shape, size,
and volume fraction of nanoparticles. Thermal conductivity is one of the most signif-
icant properties of hybrid nanofluids which decide its heat transfer behavior. Mixture
rule can be applied to find thermal conductivity of hybrid nanofluid. According to the
modified Maxwell model, hybrid nanofluid thermal conductivity can be calculated
by Eq. (2) [5]
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�
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(
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)
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(2)

where � is the overall volume concentration of two different types of nanoparticles
dispersed in hybrid nanofluid and is calculated as:

� � �np1 + �np2 (3)

k is thermal conductivity (W/m/k) and subscripts hnf and nf represent hybrid
nanofluid and monoparticle nanofluid. Many studies have shown the significant aug-
mentation in the thermal conductivity of the hybrid nanofluids over the base fluids.
Table 1 presents the summary of the enhancement in the thermal conductivity of
various hybrid nanofluids.

From the above section, it can be concluded that the thermal performance of hybrid
nanofluid is largely improved over the base fluid due to significant improvement in
thermal conductivity. The enhancement depends on type, size, and concentration of
the nanoparticles. The increase in volume concentration of nanoparticles increases
the thermal conductivity but affects the stability of the fluid. Thus, an optimum value
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of the nanoparticles must be found out. For the same nanocomposite, the method of
synthesis of nanomaterials may affect the thermal conductivity.

Table 1 Summary of thermal conductivity enhancement of hybrid nanofluids

Reference Hybrid nanoparticles Observations

Nine et al. [6] Al2O3-MWCNT Hybrid nanofluids showed
higher thermal conductivity
compared to monotype fluid
Non-ground cylindrical-shaped
MWCNT-based hybrid
nanofluids gave better results as
compared to ground
spherical-shaped
MWCNT-based fluids

Chen et al. [7] Ag/MWCNT The thermal conductivity
enhancement of nanofluids
containing nanocomposites of
Ag/MWCNT was obtained
higher than the nanofluid
containing nanoparticles of
MWCNT alone

Suresh et al. [8] Al2O3/Cu The thermal conductivity of the
Al2O3-Cu/water hybrid
nanofluids was obtained
remarkably higher as compared
to the base fluid water
The thermal conductivity
increased with increase in
volume fractions from 0.1 to 2%

Baghbanzadeha et al. [9] Silica and MWCNT The maximum and the minimum
enhancement in the thermal
conductivity of the fluids was
obtained with MWCNTs
(23.3%) and silica nanospheres
(8.8%), respectively, while the
hybrid nanomaterial resulted in
a in-between value
Among the hybrid fluids, the
fluid with higher percentage of
MWCNT (50% silica
nanosphere/50% MWCNT)
showed more enhancement than
the other hybrid fluid (80% silica
nanosphere/20% MWCNT).
Thermal conductivity increases
with increase in concentration of
nanomaterials

(continued)
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Table 1 (continued)

Reference Hybrid nanoparticles Observations

Abbasi [10] γ-Al2O/MWCNTs The thermal conductivity of the
hybrid nanofluid is dependent on
method of synthesis of
nanomaterials

Madhesh et al. [11] Cu/TiO2 The convective heat transfer
coefficient, Nusselt number,
overall heat transfer coefficient
of hybrid nanofluid were
enhanced by 52, 49, and 68%,
respectively, for the volume
concentration of up to 1.0%.
This enhancement was
attributed to improvement in
effective thermal conductivity
and diffusion kinetics of hybrid
nanofluid which was said to be
further due to the surface
functionalized and highly
crystalline nature of Cu-TiO2
hybrid nanocomposite

L. Syam Sundar et al. [12] MWCNT/Fe3O4 The thermal performance of
composite-based hybrid
nanofluids was stated to be
superior as compared to
monoparticle-based nanofluids.
Also, as compared to the base
fluid (distilled water), the
Nusselt number of the hybrid
nanofluid was enhanced by 9.35
and 20.62% (for 0.1% vol.
concentration) and 14.81 and
31.10% (for 0.3% vol.
concentration) for the Reynolds
numbers of 3000 and 22,000,
respectively

Nimmagadda Rajesh et al. [13] Al2O3/Ag It was observed that 3 vol.%
concentration of hybrid
nanofluid (0.6vol.% Al2O3 +
2.4vol.%Ag) showed higher
average convective heat transfer
coefficient than that of
nanofluids containing
monoparticles of Al2O3 and Ag

(continued)
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Table 1 (continued)

Reference Hybrid nanoparticles Observations

Balla et al. [14] Cu/CuO For the same volume fraction,
the maximum and minimum
enhancement of the heat transfer
coefficient over the base fluid
(water) was obtained for
Cu-based nanofluid and
CuO-based nanofluid,
respectively. Hybrid fluid
containing Cu/CuO had
in-between values

3 Minimum Quantity Lubrication in Machining (MQL)

A machining process is carried out by the shearing off the workpiece by a relatively
harder tool. The fracture of the molecular bonds of the workpiece (at the primary
shear zone) and the sliding friction at the tool–chip interface (at the secondary shear
zone) results in a large amount of heat at the cutting zone (Fig. 2). These thermal
conditions adversely affect tool life and the surface finish of the machined surface.
Use of the cutting fluid (CF) provides the solution by not only cooling and lubricating
the cutting zone but also washing away the chips and hence improving the surface
finish. But along with these advantages, there are many problems associated with the
use of the CF’s use like serious occupational diseases caused to the workers, hazards
to the environment, and high cost of maintenance.With the growing awareness in the
society toward the environment and health concerns of the operators in the industry,
the attempts have been made toward the reduction in the amount of CF being used.
One solution has been suggested by many researchers is in terms of the method of
delivering the CF by replacing the conventional flood lubrication (FL) method with
minimum quantity lubrication(MQL) method.

3.1 Principle of MQL

The enormous reduction in the flow rate of CF inMQL (5–50 mL/h) compared to FL
(order of 12,000 L/h) is the key feature of a MQL process. As shown in Fig. 3, CF is
supplied usually in the form of droplets as an aerosol using compressed air in MQL
unlike FL where large quantities of low pressure CF is supplied in a continuous
stream. These droplets form a thin layer of CF in the cutting interface and hence
reduce the friction and consequently the heat generated due to friction. The heat
in the cutting zone finally vaporizes these droplets leaving the cutting tools and
equipment dry and clean. As there is no residue left, the CF disposal problems also
get away inMQL. Available literature shows that MQL has received a lot of attention
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Fig. 2 Primary and
secondary shear zones
during machining operation
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Valve

Oil Container
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Fig. 3 Principle of working of MQL

in recent years due to its many advantages over FL technique. Latest studies have
also pointed out that the use of MQL with nanofluids (NFMQL) further improves
the cutting process significantly. The improvement is attributed to the better cooling
and lubricating ability of the nanofluids.

3.2 Experimental Studies on MQL and NFMQL

To study the effect of different cutting parameters (feed, cutting speed, depth of
cut) and different cooling conditions, dry cutting (DC), MQL, and FL, on surface
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roughness during the turning of AISI 1050, Sarikaya and Gullu [15] found that feed
rate and cooling condition were found to have maximum influence on surface rough-
ness. Also, MQL was observed to perform better than other modes of application
of CF. The effectiveness of MQL has been compared with FL for milling of steel
by Kedare et al. [16] during the end milling of mild steel using uncoated HSS end
mill cutter, in terms of surface roughness. Surface finish was found to be improved
by 27% in MQL over FL. The improvements were attributed to the reduction in the
cutting temperature in MQL over FL. MQL was found to be more effective than
DC and FL for both continuous and interrupted orthogonal cutting during the turn-
ing of Ti–6Al–4V, carried out by Wang et al. [17]. Also, by replacing a CF with
a nanocutting fluid (NCF), the effectiveness of MQL has been observed to be fur-
ther increased. The NCF having nanoparticles of MoS2 was used while carrying out
grinding of hardened AISI 52100 steel by Molaie et al. [18]. nMoS2 were added in
two concentrations (2 wt% and 6 wt%) in two base oils (paraffin and soybean) to
prepare NCFs for NFMQL cutting conditions. DC, FL (with water-based synthetic
grinding fluid), andMQL (with paraffin and soybean-based oil) conditions were also
used for comparative study. nMoS2-basedNCF resulted in themost effectivemachin-
ing with minimum grinding force. To investigate the effect of different lubrication
conditions (DC, FL, MQL, and NFMQL), experimental investigation was carried
out by Chatha et al. [19] during the drilling of Al 6063 alloy. The drilling experi-
ments were continued until 200 holes. Thrust force and torque were measured after
every 15 holes. The magnitudes of average drilling torques and thrust forces were
found to be minimum for NFMQL followed by pure MQL and then FL conditions.
Similar improved results for NFMQL were also obtained by Setti et al. [20] while
performing the comparative study for different conditions such as DC, FL, MQL,
and NFMQL (nAl2O3, nCuO-based NCF) during the CNC grinding of titanium alloy
Ti–6Al–4V. nAl2O3-based NFMQL machining was found to be most effective with
minimum value of coefficient of friction and most effective flushing of chips. Wang
el al. [21] evaluated the lubrication properties of the wheel/workpiece interface while
grinding a nickel-based alloy GH4169 under CFL, pure palm oil-based MQL, and
NFMQL conditions. Different NCFs were prepared using nanoparticles of Al2O3,
SiO2,MoS2, ND, CNTs, ZrO2. Specific sliding grinding force, specific sliding grind-
ing energy, and grinding ratio (G-ratio) were the various lubrication parameters used
for evaluation of machining performance under different environments. The results
predicted the best performance for NFMQL followed by palm oil-based MQL and
then FL. The experimental study carried out by Huang et al. [22] also concluded that
NFMQL with MWCNT (0.25% wt)-based NCF outperformed MQL conditions.

From the above discussion, it can be concluded that the machining carried out
underMQL andNFMQL fulfills the requirement of three primary objectives of green
manufacturing or sustainable manufacturing in the following ways:

Economical concerns—The amount of CF gets drastically reduced over conven-
tional FL. Also, the cutting forces and hence the specific energy required for a
machining process are reduced. The cost associated with tool also declines as tool
wear is also found to be reduced.
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Environmental concerns—In MQL as the CF is used up at once there is no dis-
posal issue. Also, contrary to wet metal chips produced in FL which are treated like
hazardous waste, whereas dry metal chips produced in MQL can be recycled.

Social concerns—The large reduction in the CF reduces health problems of the
workers caused by the emissions of CF which may be breathed in or may come in
contact with the skin of the operators.

4 Hybrid Nanofluid-Based MQL

From the discussion in the previous section, it may be concluded that effective-
ness of MQL machining process increases by using a nanoparticle-based CF in a
NFMQLprocess. Recently, the effect of dispersingmixed-type nanoparticles (instead
of monotype) in the CF has been studied to investigate its effects on the machining
performance. A hybrid nanocutting fluid (HyNCF) is composed by dispersing two
or more nanoparticles of different materials in the conventional cutting fluid. In
their experimental investigation, Zhang et al. [23] compared the performance of
MoS2/CNT HyNCF-based machining with pure nMoS2 and pure CNT-based NCF
machiningwhile grindingNi-based alloy. It was found that the combinedMoS2/CNT
HyNCF-based machining yielded better results than grinding with single type of
nanoparticle-based NCF in terms of lesser cutting force, lesser coefficient of fric-
tion, and lesser surface roughness. Due to physical encapsulation of CNTs by MoS2
nanoparticles, MoS2 nanoparticles could modify CNTs physically, improving their
dispersion stability. The study carried out by Sharma et al. [24] established that the
tribological properties of CF with hybrid nanoparticle Al2O3/GnP (graphene) are
better (with lesser friction coefficient) than CF having nanoparticles of Al2O3 alone.
With Al2O3/GnP HyNCF, the tool flank wear and nodal temperature were signifi-
cantly reduced by 12.29 and 5.79%, respectively, as compared to CF having only
Al2O3 NPs during turning of AISI 304 steel. Singh et al. [25] also obtained the
enhanced performance of Al2O3/GnP HyNCF with reduction in the surface rough-
ness by 20.28% and cutting force, thrust force, and feed force by 9.94, 17.38, and
7.25%, respectively, over NCF with monoparticles of Al2O3 was obtained by while
turning AISI 304 steel. The effect of mixed nanoparticle size ratio on the lubrication
performance of MQL grinding has been investigated by Zhang et al. [26]. Different
sizes (30, 50, and 70 nm) of Al2O/SiC were used to prepare different HyNCFs. 30:70
was obtained as the optimized size ratio of the Al2O3/SiC mixed nanofluid.

5 Conclusion

The present study concludes that nanoparticle-enriched cutting fluid can perform
better than the other commercially available cutting fluids. The improvements in the
thermal performance under hybrid nanocutting fluidmay be attributed to the trade-off
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between the advantages and disadvantages of the individual particle and synergistic
effect of nanomaterials. The study has shown that the HyNCF-based machining
can perform better than the other available CFs. However, most of the studies have
used the hybrid nanofluid obtained by mixing the nanoparticles of different types
in fixed volumetric ratio. The optimization of mixing ratio may be further carried
out to improve the performance of hybrid nanofluid-based machining. Moreover,
much more work is needed to be carried out to investigate the influence of different
operating parameters, such as nanoparticle shape, size, and their concentration on
machining performance parameters. Also, optimization of different MQL operating
parameters such as number of nozzles, nozzle orientation angle, flow rate, and air
pressure can also be investigated.
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A Review on Different Dielectric Fluids
and Machining of Si3N4 and Al2O3
Composites via EDM

Kanav Bhatia , Ankit Singla , Anirudh Sharma ,
Shailesh Singh Sengar and Ashish Selokar

Abstract The limited efficiency and lack of feasibility of traditional manufacturing
processes (TMPs) in ceramic industry restrict their applications in the machining of
the ceramicmaterials having high hardness andbrittleness. The use of unconventional
methods of manufacturing overcomes the constraints of the conventional processes
and therefore finds an enormous application in the industrial sector. The present study
primly focuses on the electrical discharge machining (EDM) of ceramic composites
and reviews the different dielectric fluids that are being used in themodernmachining,
along with their effects on different EDM parameters like material removal rate
(MRR), tool wear rate (TWR), surface roughness (SR), and surface hardness (SH)
as well as the ability of EDM for machining the ceramic composites. It focuses on
the main input parameters of EDM which influence the metal cutting procedure and
discusses the machining of the ceramic materials like Al2O3- and Si3N4-based using
EDM. The current study reveals that EDM is one of the best methods in machining
the ceramic composites because of its high efficiency, high precision, and accuracy.

Keywords Electrical discharge machining ·Material removal rate · Tool wear
rate · Composite · Dielectric fluid · Surface roughness

1 Introduction

Manufacturing process is the process of transforming the raw materials into finished
products that fulfill the needs of the consumers. Manufacturing sector is one of the
vital contributors to a country’s economy [1]. Traditional manufacturing processes
(TMPs) involve the human-driven machines and require a direct contact of tool
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with the material. They involve the direct interaction of mechanical energy with the
workpiece, whereas the non-traditional processes depend upon the directed energy-
based sources [2]. The latter uses advanced technology for the machining purposes,
and there is no physical contact between the tool and the workpiece. Therefore, the
wear and tear of the tool are nonexistent and the tool has a much longer life span.
Machining by unconventional methods produces no noise pollution, and hence, they
are less irritating, cause less health problems, and are more environment-friendly.
The application of the non-traditional processes using tools like electric beam, laser
beams, infrared beam, electric arc, and many more has made it possible to easily
machine hard and brittle materials with high accuracy. EDM is the most widely
used non-traditional concept of machining of removing the material by the thermal
erosion process that occurs due to the series of electrical discharges occurring in the
voltage gap between the tool and the “conductive” workpiece, which is filled with the
dielectric fluid. As the result of discharge, the heat generated vaporizes the minute
particles of the workpiece, which are flushed by the dielectric fluid. Materials like
hardened and heat-treated steels, carbide, polycrystalline diamond, titanium, hot and
cold rolled steels, copper, brass, and all other high temperature alloys as long as they
conduct electricity. Several attempts have been made by the research scientists in
order to find the most sustainable method of machining. Fifty percentage of research
entries claim that EDM is one of the most widely applied machining processes and is
at the top of sustainability list. About 31% of the studies are in support of laser beam
machining as a sustainable process. Only 10% of the studies are concerned with the
use of electrochemical machining (ECM) for machining purposes. The remaining
9% of the entries support the use of abrasive water jet cutting and photochemical
machining [3]. Since EDM is a nearly non-contact process, it applies no cutting
forces, and hence, there are no mechanical stresses and vibration problems, as a
result of which burr-free edges are produced; therefore, it is used for machining
of the engineering ceramic composites which requires high accuracy and excellent
surface finish.

2 Dielectric Fluids

In EDM, dielectric fluid is one of the most important factors which influence the
machining characteristics such as MRR, TWR, SR, and surface hardness. [4, 5]. As
per themachining requirements, dielectric fluid is required to have the specificvoltage
and amperage characteristics [6]. It insulates the workpiece from the electrode [7]
and cools both of them, and therefore, avoids high electrode wear. The fluid helps in
the flushing of eroded metal particles from the area of erosion [8] and facilitates a
stable and controlled spark gap ionization condition. The dielectric fluids are mainly
of three types—(1) petroleum-based fluids, (2) synthetic fluids, and (3) vegetable-
based fluids. The petroleum-based fluids are the most widely available and are 30%
less expensive than the synthetic fluids but have the lowest life span. The synthetic
fluids cost more but do not need replacing and cause less health problems than
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the petroleum-based. The application of the vegetable-based dielectric fluids offer a
cleaner, greener, and a safer way to improve the sustainability of the EDM process
by increasing the environmental-friendliness [9].

In the year 1943, Russian researchers Lazarenko et al. discovered the utilization of
erosive effect of electrical discharges in processing of metals. Initially, the ordinary
air was used as the dielectric. Then, the products containing petroleum and products
derived from Kristalol 60 (white spirit) were used.

Kibria et al. performed the experiment to explore the influence of the pure deion-
ized water, kerosene, and boron carbide (B4C) powder mixed in kerosene on the
machining characteristics such as MRR, TWR, surface integrity, and overcut during
the machining of titanium alloy (Ti–6Al–4V). The experiment results revealed that
different dielectrics have varying influence on EDMcharacteristics. His study proved
that the use of pure deionized water facilitates higher MRR and TWR as compared
to kerosene. When BiC suspended dielectrics are used, better surface integrity is
achieved, MRR is found to be increasing with deionized water, but TWR decreases
with kerosene as dielectric [10, 11].

Yan et al. performed the experiments to analyze the influence of using Al or
Si powder-mixed kerosene as dielectrics on EDM machining parameters using
Ti–6Al–4V as the working material. The results revealed that kerosene added with
either Al or SiC powder increases the material removal depth along with the SR. SiC
produces a better material removal depth than Al added to the kerosene. The largest
gap between the electrodes and the workpiece is generated with the use of Al powder
added to the kerosene owing to its optimal conductivity and suspension [12].

Valaki et al. studied the use of Jatropha curcas oil as the dielectric fluid in EDM
process. His investigations showed that use of Jatropha bio-diesel (BD) increases the
MRR and production rate to a great extent [13]. It proved that lower SR is obtained
with the use of Jatropha BD. It gives a very high quality of surface finish with an
efficiency of 94.71%. The use of Jatropha BD increases SH which is desired to
improve wear resistance of the surfaces for enhancing the life of dies, punches, and
other tooling.

Shabgard et al. studied the carbon nanotubes (CNT) mixed with dielectric in the
EDMprocess to elevate efficiency of Ti–6Al–4V alloy machining. His investigations
proved that the use of CNTs makes the EDM process stable and MRR does not
decrease with the rise in pulse duration. In the presence of the CNT powder, due
to increase in machining gap distance, sparks can easily start and MRR increases
[14]. In shorter pulse durations, TWR decreases [15]. With longer pulse of 48 A, the
TWR of ordinary EDM is lesser than that of powder-mixed EDM. If the machining is
unstable, the surface finish reduces. Otherwise, an excellent surface finish is achieved
[16, 17]. The length and the size of the micro-cracks reduce with the use of CNT.
Less stresses are developed with the use of CNT-added dielectrics [17, 18].

The use of urea solution as dielectric was investigated by Tsai et al., and his
experiment indicated that the N2 element decomposed from the dielectric containing
urea migrates to the workpiece and forms a TiN layer, resulting in an excellent wear
resistance of the machined surface after EDM [19] (Table 1).
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3 Machining of Silicon Nitride (Si3N4) via EDM

Si3N4 produced by direct nitridation of a compacted silicon powder, and because of
the difficulty in complete reaction, it is hard to achieve a high component density.
Machining of Si3N4 is very difficult due to its non-conducting nature and extreme
mechanical properties. So as to machine Si3N4 via EDM, a conductive element or a
compound is induced into its material matrix.

3.1 Si3N4–TiN (Titanium Toughened Silicon Nitride)

Si3N4–TiNwhich is extensively used in reinforced environments like heat exchangers
and convoluted molds which find their applications in metal forming, wear opposing
components, etc., is a high-performance composite ceramic comprised of about 50%
TiN, 40% Si3N4, and 5% other additives like Y2O3 and Al2O3. It is known to have
high MRR ranging from 100 to 110 µJ due to the addition of TiN which acts as a
catalyst while its machining in EDM [21] (Table 2).

3.2 Optimization Techniques

Genichi Taguchi developed an analytical method called Taguchi method (TM)which
helps in determining the machining parameters, like current (I), dielectric fluid pres-
sure (DP), pulse on time (T on), spark gap voltage (SV), and pulse off time (T off) that
have an intense impact on the machining characteristics like MRR, EWR, etc. TM
is concerned with the design for the enhancement of high quality of finished prod-
ucts [25]. Famous Statistician and Evolutionary Biologist, Ronald Fisher, developed
the analysis of variance method which provides the significance of the machining
parameters for ceramic composite materials and gives the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N)
data.

Kumar et al. investigated themechanical properties,material removal rate, and tool
wear rate in EDM machining process of Al 2618 alloy reinforced with Si3N4, AlN,
and ZrB2 composites. They optimized the independent variables used in the study
which are peak current, pulse on time (T on), and pulse off time (T off) and composite.
They used L25 orthogonal array in their study to optimize the results for drilling
operation of Al 2618 alloy reinforced with Si3N4, AlN, and ZrB2 composites, which
has 25 rows and 4 columns. Further, they compared the various output parameters like
MRR, TWR, and depth (D) from the results obtained from the optimized independent
variables. The output results were obtained by reducing the MRR, TWR, and depth
which were calculated with the help of mean and signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) [20].

Uhlmann et al. investigated the mechanical properties, material removal rate,
and tool wear rate in EDM machining process of Si3N4–TiN composite. They used
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optimization techniques for focusing on the identification of the main effects caused
by the technologically relevant parameters for EDM machining with a pulsed relax-
ation generator. They used a cemented carbide electrode. They further selected the
independent variables for EDMmachining by methods of statistical design of exper-
iments (DOE). They investigated the capacitance Ce, pulse on time (Ton), pulse off
time (T off), charging current (iL), and open circuit voltage (ûi) [21].

4 Machining of Al2O3 via EDM

Al2O3 is a ceramicmaterial known to resist strong acid and alkali attack and possesses
a strong interatomic bonding. As EDM uses electrical discharges for machining, it
is the best method for operating ceramics. Some exceptional dielectric properties in
DC at GHz frequencies are shown by Al2O3, and these properties result in better
machining of the ceramic by EDM.

5 Various Experiments on Machining of Al2O3 via EDM

An investigation was done by Liu et al., and the process parameters were observed in
the EDM milling machine. ZnO/Al2O3 ceramic was selected as the workpiece with
various Al2O3 contents. The MRR and EWR were calculated according to formulae
[29] (Table 3).

A study was conducted by Fukuzawa et al. on the EDM of aluminum oxide
using copper electrode and baked carbon layer as the assisting electrode. In this,
the MRR decreased and the machining became unstable with increase in purity of
alumina. Machining tests on sapphire, a single crystal of Al2O3, observed different
MRR along different machining directions. Micro-cracks were also observed on the
EDMed surface which proves an increase in SR [30].

Liu et al. investigated machining of Al2O3 ceramic via EDM with the help of
copper sheet electrode. Many factors like tool polarity and voltage rotational speed
influenced the MRR and SR. Positive tool polarity and large pulse duration were
responsible for large MRR, and smaller pulse duration was responsible for lower SR
[31].

Ji et al. used a red copper for the tool electrode and were able to obtain single
discharge crater volume 17. 63 mm3. It was concluded that the primary MRR was
spalling with melting and vaporization appears in the center. Studies assure that the
knowledge of electrochemical discharge trepanning of Al2O3 also exists [32].

The discharge current and the pulse-in time also have satisfied on both the value
of the EWR and SR EDM Operating Conditions for Al2O3 + TiC Composite are
explained in Table 4.

Patel et al. investigated the optimization of SR during the EDM of aluminum
silicon alloy using the trust regionmethod. They also studied surface integrity, surface
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Table 4 Comparisonof various experiments conducted for electrical dischargemachiningofAl2O3
with addition of SiCw–TiC in material matrix

Researcher Ceramic used % of
material

Dielectric
fluid

Machine
configura-
tion

Major
findings

Patel et al. Al2O3–SiCw–TiC Al2O3
(80%)
TiC (11%)
WC (9%)

Deionized
water

Wire EDM
(roughing
condition)

Flexural
strength
degrades
during
machining
[26]

Lauwers
et al.

Al2O3–SiCw–TiC – Oil Die-sinking
EDM
(medium and
high energy
input)

MRR is
increased
with increase
in input
energy [28]

characteristics, and the MRR. At low discharge energy, melting and spalling were
found during the EDM process of the above-used ceramic component, whereas the
oxidation of TiC and WC to TiO2 and WO3 also occurred repeatedly [27].

Lauwers et al. observed major material removal in EDM of Al2O3–SiCw–TiC.
The operations were classified as melting, evaporation, spalling, and oxidation. The
experiment was performed by conducting electric discharge and wire EDM experi-
ment with the help of suitable dielectric [28].

6 Conclusion

1. Processing by using different dielectric fluid in EDM process is still at the exper-
imental stage. With significant improvements in MRR, surface properties have
been reported and the feasibility of the process is well established.

2. The literature review clearly shows that the non-traditional machining processes
are far more advantageous than the age-old conventional machining processes.
Here, we compare the outputs achieved in machining of Ti–6Al–4V via EDM
under the use of different dielectric fluids.

3. EDM characteristics are widely influenced by the presence of different dielectric
fluids.Most of the studies focus on the single dielectric fluid.However, a common
observation has been made to compare the effects of different dielectric fluids.
Finally, the use of Jatropha curcas oil proves to be far better than any other fluid
due to its high feasibility and its ability to give the desired machining output
parameters.

4. The development of high-performance advance ceramic composites like Si3N4

and Al2O3 has a variety of manufacturing challenges which generated the need
for a more advanced machining method because of their unique physical and
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chemical characteristics. Apart from economics, the process selection is based
on the machined surface integrity. EDM, out of all the advanced machining
processes, proves to be the most economical and sustainable process.

5. As Si3N4 (Silicon Nitride) is non-conducting in nature, in order for it to be
machined by EDM, conductive elements or compounds are added into their
material matrix.

6. And it has been seen that addition of TiN into Si3N4 matrix gives the best desired
output parameters (MRR, TWR, SR). Machining of aluminum oxide (Al2O3) is
also quite difficult because of its protective oxide layer, high mechanical prop-
erties, and low thermal conductivity.

7. Therefore, as in case of Si3N4, additional compounds are added into its material
matrix. And it has been investigated that the addition of TiC (11%) andWC (9%)
corresponds to the best desired output parameters.

8. The study reviews that no stresses are generated in the work material during its
machining usingEDM, and thus, EDMcanmachinematerialswith high precision
and accuracy. All the observations are still under further research.

9. However, EDM is not that widely used due to additional time and cost used for
creating electrodes for ram/sinker EDM, high power consumption, and excessive
tool wear occurrence during machining.

Acknowledgements The authors would like to express our sincere gratitude to Accendere KMS-
CL Educate Ltd., New Delhi, for their valuable comments that led to substantial improvements on
an earlier version of this manuscript.
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Mechanical Behavior of Powder
Metallurgy Processed Al + ZrB2 + Al2O3
Metal Matrix Composites

Bhupendra Prakash Sharma, D. Akhil, M. Junaid, Umesh Kumar Vates
and G. S. Rao

Abstract Present investigation aimed to fabricate the aluminum-basedmetal matrix
composites. Such composites play an important key role for heavy vehicle and struc-
tural applications. It can be used for lightweight and more stiff components of heavy
vehicles. In the present research work, an easy formation of aluminum-based metal
matrix composite materials are proposed through powder metallurgy process with
different mass fractions of zirconium diboride and alumina reinforcement such as
3%Al2O3–7%ZrB2, 3%Al2O3–5%ZrB2, and 3%Al2O3–3%ZrB2 all in the form of
atomized particles. Further, microstructural readings on cross section as well as sur-
face of the bar and hardness measurements were attained and investigated. Improved
hardness as well as tensile strength is noted from newly developed performs.

Keywords Composite · Powder metallurgy · Mechanical properties ·
Microstructural readings

1 Introduction

It is the great challenge to develop proposed metal matrix nano-composite material
having adequate strength and hardness for heavy vehicle application, specifically in
chassis which contributes maximum weight fraction as an individual component of
any vehicle. Many researchers are striving to develop the metal matrix nanocompos-
ites by using most suitable fabrication methodology as powder metallurgy (PM) stir
casting techniques and techniques [1]. The ferrous-based PM processed structural
parts have already been taken over by the automotive and off-highway vehicle appli-
cations due to fulfillment of desire characteristics of materials from PM process. It
is clear, that alloy steels are suitable material for various applications such as power
plants, aircraft, marine industries, and bearing manufacturing units [2]. The limit-
ing factors in the development of PM processed specimen is pressing and sintering
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process. Without any doubt, the tensile strength, hardness, etc., are the most signifi-
cant factors that depend on production methodology. Sintered products are generally
occured crack during impact because of pores act as stress developer [3, 4]. There-
fore, fabrication and study of the mechanical behavior of such products under these
loads are very important.

Few researches have already reported that strength of PM processed metal matrix
nanocomposite will be improved for the same size of components. A reinforce-
ment of iron carbide, alumina, zirconium diboride, molybdenum carbide, and tung-
sten carbide also gives the better stiffness in the PM processed components [5,
6]. It has been given in literature that tensile, impact, and fatigue characteris-
tics of sintered part are greatly influenced by temperature at which sintering is
being conducted and time allowed [7]. The micro-mechanism of fracture is highly
influenced by the matrix [8, 9]. Characteristics of high density sintered material
(Fe—4.0Ni—1.5Cu—0.5Mo—0.5C) have already been studied by Moon [10]. It
has been reported that the material characteristics vary with temperature and pres-
sure at sintering Trivedi et al. [11] and Rahimiana et al. [12] have able to evaluate the
sintering temperature particle size and sintering time on alloys. In addition, at low
particle size, the hardness, yield strength, compressive strength, and elongation to
fracture were higher, as compared to coarse particles size of alumina. Archarya [13]
studied the hardness value of iron aluminum by varying composition of iron (0, 10,
20, 25, 30, 35, 40 wt%) increases with Fe content, the best result has been obtained
at 40% weight fraction of Fe particles (60% Al). Maximum hardness � 76.90 VHN.

Thus, the present investigation is aimed to improve the strength, stiffness, and
desire mechanical properties by using sintered powder metallurgy process in alumi-
na–zirconium diboride nanoparticles reinforcement in Al matrix through change in
its microstructure. Therefore, the strength of the powder metallurgy component such
as tensile strength, impact strength, yield strength, etc., be in the range of 67–86%
of theoretical value. Hence, a challenge for researchers as improvement in desire
mechanical properties of material for the heavy vehicle application may be achieved
by applying innovative ways of fabrication methodology of the best suitable con-
tribution of selected particles. XRD and SEM analyses will be done on fabricated
Al–Al2O3–ZrB2 nanocomposites to estimate the improvements in their present char-
acteristics than presently used chassis materials.

It is also the great challenge to adapt the suitable drilling process for newly devel-
oped hard, stiff, and high-strength nano-composite (Al–Al2O3–ZrB2) material. The
drilling will be very important process to create fine holes for chassis assembly in
heavy duty vehicle application which is not possible from conventional drilling pro-
cess. The low-pressurewater jet assisted laser beamdrillinghas to be employed for the
drilling of Al–Al2O3–ZrB2 because the present machining process is applicable for
hard semiconductor and insulator. Whereas many more unconventional machining
techniques are reported only for hard and electrically conductive materials. Also, the
provision of low-pressurewater jet assistancewill be incorporatedwith laser beam for
proper material removal from semiconducting performs through adequate flushing
of the generated debris. Laser power, pulse width, pulse frequency, drilling speed,
pulse duration, assisted water pressure, standoff distance (SOD), nozzle diameter
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Fig. 1 Flow diagram of powder metallurgy process for Al–Al2O3–ZrB2

and focal length, etc., are some important controllable process parameters that may
be considered in LBD process. The important process measures which could be con-
sidered as hole taper, hole circularity, material removal rate (MRR), surface finish,
HAZ, recast layer, aspect ratio and spatter formation, etc. [14, 15].

It is evident that mass of the chassis or parts may be further reduced by introducing
such Al-based metal matrix composite. PM technique is also important which need
to be adopted for fabrication of such newly proposed nanocomposite which able to
improve the hardness and the tensile strength as well (Fig. 1).

2 Material and Design

Uniformly mixed compositions of metal matrix nanocomposite were compacted up
to 1 MN using a suitable die set assembly on a 7 MN capacity hydraulic press. Com-
pacted performs were manually coated with the paste of concentrated acetone–alu-
mina mixture to save with oxidation during sintering process. After drying at 300 °C
for 2 h in a muffle furnace, sintering operation was carried out in an electric furnace
at the temperature of 800 °C for a holding period of 1 h. Cylindrical compacted per-
forms having 22 MM of diameters were fabricated using PM technique. Hardness
and tensile strength were tested in the strength of material lab at Amity University,
Noida. Standard ASTM guidelines were followed to conduct the aforesaid mechan-
ical testing. The schematic diagram of the used die and punch of D2 steel is given in
Fig. 2.

The above specimens were prepared using compacting of the constituent powders
in the appropriate die punch set having 22 MM of diameters. Powders of the entire
constituent were weighted separately and mixed well. It is heated at 300 °C for 2 h
to dry, then compressed by applying 1 MN force for compacting. All the specimens
were sintered at 800 °C for 1 h. Figure 3 shows the different composition of the
elements which has been fabricated under the same pressure of powder metallurgy
process. In this experiment, three specimen 3% Al2O3–3% ZrB2, 3% Al2O3–5%
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Fig. 2 D2 die steel punch and die for compacting the powders

Fig. 3 Different composition of Al2O3 and ZrB2 in Al

ZrB2, and 3% Al2O3–7% ZrB2 with Al have been fabricated using nanoparticles of
ZrB2. Nanoparticle of one component is being used to fill the intermolecular spacing
which provides the more bond strength.

Microstructure of the 3% Al2O3–7% ZrB2 with Al composite is being shown in
Fig. 4. It is evident that the nanoparticles of ZrB2 filling the intermolecular spacing
and to make the material comparatively very hard. Sample 1, 2, 3, and 4 are show-
ing the 3% Al2O3–3% ZrB2, 3% Al2O3–5% ZrB2, 3% Al2O3–7% ZrB2, and pure
aluminum, respectively, as given in Fig. 4.

Figure 5 is showing the influence and percentage contribution of Al2O3–ZrB2 in
Al on the hardness of the plain matrix alloy and produced composites. It has been
noticed that hardness increases with the increase in ZrB2 along with Al2O3 particles
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Fig. 4 Microstructure of the samples

and it is significantly higher than the hardness of the plain Al as given in specimen
number ‘4’. It is evident that hardness of 3% Al2O3–3% ZrB2 newly composite is
greater than the 99.2% pure Al powder processed through PM as trial 1. Similarly,
trials 2 and 3 have been performed on 3% Al2O3–5% ZrB2 and 3% Al2O3–7% ZrB2,

respectively, for the estimation of hardness. It is cleared that hardness of the present
composite 3% Al2O3–7% ZrB2 is highest as trial 3.

The influence and percentage contribution of Al2O3–ZrB2 in Fe on the tensile
strength are being reported as Fig. 6. It has been noticed that tensile strength increases
with the increase in percentage of ZrB2 along with Al2O3 particles and it is signifi-
cantly higher than the tensile strength of the plain Al as given in specimen number
‘4’. It is evident that tensile strength of 3% Al2O3–3% ZrB2 newly composite is
greater than the 99.2% pure Al powder processed through PM as trial 1. Similarly,
trials 2 and 3 have been performed on 3% Al2O3–5% ZrB2 and 3% Al2O3–7% ZrB2,

respectively, for the estimation of tensile strength. It is cleared that hardness of the
present composite 3% Al2O3–7% ZrB2 is highest as trial 3 (Fig. 7).
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Fig. 5 Hardness of powdered metallurgies processed specimen

Fig. 6 Tensile strength of powdered metallurgies processed specimen

3 Conclusion

Powder metallurgy has been found the most appropriate method for fabrication of
nano-metal matrix composite of such hardest material. As per the ASTM standard,
the specimens were fabricated to conduct the hardness and tensile strength test. 3%
Al2O3–7% ZrB2 with Al is the best suitable combination to give the highest tensile
strength as well as the high hardness among the four specimens. It is also evident
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Fig. 7 Microstructure of powdered metallurgies processed specimen (3% Al2O3–7% ZrB2)

that volume of the third number specimen is comparatively low with compared to
others. It may be suggested that such newly developed metal matrix composite may
be used for heavy vehicles application, which can bear more loads with compact in
size.
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Reliability Analysis of Sheet
Manufacturing Unit of a Steel Industry

Munish Mehta , Jujhar Singh and Manpreet Singh

Abstract This paper deals with reliability–availability–maintainability (RAM) of
the sheet manufacturing system of a steel industry. The system comprises of var-
ious subsystems viz. conveyors, extractor, furnace, de-scaling unit, roughing mill,
Steckel mill, down coiler, and strapping machine. State transition diagram has been
developed which depicts various states (fully operational/reduced capacity/failed)
of the system. Chapman–Kolmogorov differential equations have been developed
from this diagram using mnemonic rule. Mathematical analysis has been carried out
using supplementary variable technique. Repair rate has been varied whereas failure
rate has been kept constant. Meantime between failure and transient state availability
of the system has been calculated using Simpson’s 3/8 rule and Runge–Kutta fourth
order method (usingMATLAB), respectively. The conclusions drawnmay be helpful
to the plant management in enhancing system performance by taking accurate and
timely maintenance decisions.

Keywords Steel industry · Supplementary variable technique · Runge–Kutta ·
MATLAB

1 Introduction

Reliability engineering is defined as an approach adopted by the industry to achieve
optimum product performance. It deals with every area of corporate activity which
can influence ultimate reliability of a product. Reliability engineering focuses on
systematic study of failures of engineering components and systems during the spec-
ified time and under the specified operational and environmental conditions and their
remedies thereof. It differs from traditional engineering approach in the sense that
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the latter deals with designing and manufacturing a product or a system with certain
available inputs by applying known scientific principles and concepts. Achieving
maximum efficiency and optimum performance are also taken care of in design and
development of the products in traditional engineering. But, reliability engineering
goes one step further. It designs a product for failure-free operation for predeter-
mined mission time, understated operational and environmental conditions. It also
deals with systematic analysis of product failures and tries to address the core issues.

Various researchers have done a lot of work in this area. Moustafa [1] presented
Markov models to derive the transient reliability and the mean time between fail-
ures (MTBF) for repairable K-out-of-N: G systems subject to two failure modes.
Limnios [2] presented a dependability analysis for semi-Markov systems with finite
state space. Qamber [3] presented two different methods—LU decomposition and
Runge–Kutta to calculate the steady-state probabilities and frequencies of two differ-
ent engineeringmodels. Biswas and Sarkar [4] used Fourier transformation technique
tofind the availability of a systemmaintained through several imperfect repairs before
a replacement or a perfect repair. Dai and Jia [5] proposed some ways to improve
the reliability of vertical machining center by analyzing its failure data. Avontuur
and Werff [6] presented a method based on finite element equations for reliability
analysis of mechanical and hydraulic systems. Zou et al. [7] proposed a method for
reliability analysis of a vehicle body-door subsystem with respect to wind noise.

Ebrahimi [8] focused on a method that assesses the reliability of a system which
has extremely high reliable components/systems, for which it is difficult to collect
failure data. Rauzy [9] reported results of an experimental study on six iterativemeth-
ods to compute the transient probabilities of large Markov models. Chen and Trivedi
[10] built the semi-Markov decision process for the maintenance policy optimization
of condition-based preventive maintenance problems. Samrout et al. [11] proposed a
new method to minimize the preventive maintenance cost of series-parallel systems
by developing a new method based on ant colony optimization technique. Hamada
et al. [12] described the use of a discrete-event simulation model for determining
the availability of industrial processes. Levitin [13] suggested a modification of the
generalized reliability block diagram method for evaluating reliability and perfor-
mance indices of multistate systems with uncovered failures. Dhillon and Shah [14]
studied the combined effect of human error, common cause failure, redundancy, and
maintenance policies on the performance of a system. Sachdeva et al. [15] presented
an approach based on Petri Nets for studying the behavior of a real industrial system.
Garg et al. [16] assessed the availability of crank-case manufacturing system using
probability consideration and supplementary variable technique (SVT). Rodriguez
and De Souza [17] presented a reliability-based analysis for calculating the critical
tool life in machining processes.

Sinha [18] performed safety and reliability analysis of the brake-by-wire sys-
tem of an automobile for functional safety of electrical/electronic systems in road
vehicles. Levitin et al. [19] proposed a recursive and exact method for reliability eval-
uation of phased-mission systems. Doostparast et al. [20] considered the problem of
reliability-based periodic preventive maintenance planning for systems with deteri-
orating components. Liu et al. [21] used universal generating function technique for
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reliability analysis of lithium-ion battery pack in electric vehicles. Amann andKadau
[22] presented a modified Runge–Kutta algorithm which yields a conservative esti-
mate of the crack size for fatigue crack growth even for large integration step sizes.
Pakdaman et al. [23] solved fractional differential equations by using fundamental
properties of artificial neural networks for function approximation.

This paper consists of 5 sections. Present section comprises of introduction and
literature review. Section 2 consists of brief description of the system, various nota-
tions, and assumptions used in the analysis. In Sect. 3, mathematical modeling of
the system has been carried out. Chapman–Kolmogorov differential equations of the
system have been developed using SVT. The equations have also been developed
keeping failure and repair rates constant. In Sect. 4, for analyzing the transient state
availability, the differential equations have been solved using Runge–Kutta fourth
order method with the help of MATLAB and the effects of various combinations of
failure and repair rates of different subsystems on the sheet manufacturing system
have been evaluated. MTBF has been calculated at the end of each row in Tables 1, 2,
3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 to give an insight into the maintenance time available. Section 5
consists of conclusion of the analysis done in previous section.

2 System Description, Notations, and Assumptions

Sheet manufacturing unit is an important part of the steel industry. The system takes
in slab as input from the casting system and produces sheet coil of 5 mm thickness

Table 1 Effect of failure rate of furnace (α1) on system availability

Time (days) α1

0.0014286 0.0073214 0.0132143 0.0191071 0.025

30 0.9667 0.9537 0.9273 0.8915 0.8496

60 0.9529 0.9215 0.8641 0.7945 0.7215

90 0.9470 0.9017 0.8245 0.7379 0.6535

120 0.9445 0.8898 0.8012 0.7068 0.6194

150 0.9434 0.8825 0.7875 0.6899 0.6024

180 0.9428 0.8781 0.7795 0.6805 0.5937

210 0.9426 0.8754 0.7747 0.6753 0.5892

240 0.9424 0.8737 0.7718 0.6724 0.5869

270 0.9423 0.8727 0.7701 0.6708 0.5857

300 0.9423 0.8720 0.7690 0.6698 0.5850

330 0.9423 0.8716 0.7684 0.6693 0.5847

360 0.9423 0.8713 0.7680 0.6690 0.5845

MTBF 341.30 321.71 291.47 260.50 232.50
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Table 2 Effect of failure rate of roughing mill (α2) on system availability

Time (days) α2

0.001 0.0015833 0.0021665 0.002750 0.0033333

30 0.9667 0.9559 0.9453 0.9348 0.9245

60 0.9529 0.9384 0.9243 0.9105 0.8970

90 0.9470 0.9313 0.9161 0.9013 0.8869

120 0.9445 0.9284 0.9128 0.8977 0.8830

150 0.9434 0.9271 0.9114 0.8962 0.8815

180 0.9428 0.9266 0.9108 0.8956 0.8809

210 0.9426 0.9263 0.9105 0.8953 0.8806

240 0.9424 0.9261 0.9104 0.8952 0.8805

270 0.9423 0.9260 0.9103 0.8951 0.8804

300 0.9423 0.9260 0.9103 0.8951 0.8804

330 0.9423 0.9260 0.9103 0.8950 0.8803

360 0.9423 0.9260 0.9102 0.8950 0.8803

MTBF 341.30 335.88 330.64 325.56 320.63

Table 3 Effect of failure rate of Steckel mill (α3) on system availability

Time (days) α3

0.0006667 0.001 0.0013333 0.0016667 0.002

30 0.9667 0.9603 0.9540 0.9477 0.9414

60 0.9529 0.9440 0.9354 0.9268 0.9183

90 0.9470 0.9373 0.9278 0.9184 0.9092

120 0.9445 0.9345 0.9246 0.9149 0.9055

150 0.9434 0.9332 0.9232 0.9135 0.9039

180 0.9428 0.9326 0.9226 0.9128 0.9032

210 0.9426 0.9323 0.9223 0.9125 0.9029

240 0.9424 0.9322 0.9221 0.9123 0.9027

270 0.9423 0.9321 0.9221 0.9123 0.9027

300 0.9423 0.9320 0.9220 0.9122 0.9026

330 0.9423 0.9320 0.9220 0.9122 0.9026

360 0.9423 0.9320 0.9220 0.9122 0.9026

MTBF 341.30 337.92 334.62 331.60 328.19
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Table 4 Effect of failure rate of down coiler (α4) on system availability

Time (days) α4

0.0011111 0.0058333 0.0105556 0.0152778 0.02

30 0.9667 0.9612 0.9494 0.9327 0.9121

60 0.9529 0.9431 0.9231 0.8959 0.8641

90 0.9470 0.9356 0.9126 0.8819 0.8468

120 0.9445 0.9325 0.9085 0.8767 0.8406

150 0.9434 0.9312 0.9069 0.8748 0.8384

180 0.9428 0.9306 0.9062 0.8740 0.8376

210 0.9426 0.9304 0.9059 0.8737 0.8373

240 0.9424 0.9302 0.9058 0.8736 0.8371

270 0.9423 0.9302 0.9057 0.8735 0.8371

300 0.9423 0.9301 0.9057 0.8735 0.8371

330 0.9423 0.9301 0.9057 0.8735 0.8371

360 0.9423 0.9301 0.9057 0.8735 0.8371

MTBF 341.30 337.38 329.49 319 307.03

Table 5 Effect of failure rate of strapping machine (α5) on system availability

Time (days) α5

0.0011765 0.0044538 0.0077311 0.0110084 0.0142857

30 0.9667 0.9630 0.9555 0.9448 0.9314

60 0.9529 0.9453 0.9308 0.9109 0.8871

90 0.9470 0.9375 0.9195 0.8954 0.8672

120 0.9445 0.9341 0.9146 0.8888 0.8589

150 0.9434 0.9326 0.9125 0.8860 0.8556

180 0.9428 0.9320 0.9116 0.8849 0.8543

210 0.9426 0.9317 0.9113 0.8846 0.8540

240 0.9424 0.9315 0.9113 0.8846 0.8540

270 0.9423 0.9315 0.9113 0.8846 0.8540

300 0.9423 0.9315 0.9113 0.8846 0.8540

330 0.9423 0.9315 0.9113 0.8846 0.8540

360 0.9423 0.9315 0.9113 0.8846 0.8540

MTBF 341.30 337.92 331.56 323.11 313.33
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Table 6 Effect of repair rate of furnace (β1) on system availability

Time (days) β1

0.0208333 0.078125 0.1354167 0.1927083 0.25

30 0.9667 0.9671 0.9672 0.9672 0.9672

60 0.9529 0.9541 0.9543 0.9543 0.9543

90 0.9470 0.9490 0.9492 0.9493 0.9493

120 0.9445 0.9471 0.9473 0.9473 0.9473

150 0.9434 0.9463 0.9465 0.9466 0.9466

180 0.9428 0.9460 0.9462 0.9463 0.9463

210 0.9426 0.9459 0.9461 0.9462 0.9462

240 0.9424 0.9459 0.9461 0.9461 0.9461

270 0.9423 0.9459 0.9460 0.9461 0.9461

300 0.9423 0.9459 0.9460 0.9461 0.9461

330 0.9423 0.9459 0.9460 0.9461 0.9461

360 0.9423 0.9459 0.9460 0.9461 0.9461

MTBF 341.30 342.25 342.31 342.33 342.33

Table 7 Effect of repair rate of roughing mill (β2) on system availability

Time
(days)

β2

0.03125 0.0546875 0.078125 0.105625 0.125

30 0.9667 0.9713 0.9743 0.9768 0.9780

60 0.9529 0.9618 0.9665 0.9695 0.9709

90 0.9470 0.9581 0.9631 0.9662 0.9676

120 0.9445 0.9564 0.9614 0.9645 0.9659

150 0.9434 0.9556 0.9606 0.9637 0.9650

180 0.9428 0.9551 0.9601 0.9632 0.9646

210 0.9426 0.9549 0.9599 0.9630 0.9643

240 0.9424 0.9547 0.9598 0.9629 0.9642

270 0.9423 0.9547 0.9597 0.9628 0.9641

300 0.9423 0.9546 0.9596 0.9627 0.9641

330 0.9423 0.9546 0.9596 0.9627 0.9641

360 0.9423 0.9546 0.9596 0.9627 0.9641

MTBF 341.30 345.17 346.84 347.90 348.37
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Table 8 Effect of repair rate of Steckel mill (β3) on system availability

Time (days) β3

0.0285714 0.0714286 0.1142857 0.1571429 0.20

30 0.9667 0.9717 0.9742 0.9756 0.9765

60 0.9529 0.9622 0.9654 0.9669 0.9677

90 0.9470 0.9583 0.9616 0.9630 0.9639

120 0.9445 0.9566 0.9598 0.9613 0.9621

150 0.9434 0.9557 0.9589 0.9604 0.9612

180 0.9428 0.9553 0.9585 0.9599 0.9608

210 0.9426 0.9551 0.9582 0.9597 0.9605

240 0.9424 0.9549 0.9581 0.9595 0.9604

270 0.9423 0.9548 0.9580 0.9594 0.9603

300 0.9423 0.9548 0.9579 0.9594 0.9602

330 0.9423 0.9547 0.9579 0.9593 0.9602

360 0.9423 0.9547 0.9579 0.9593 0.9601

MTBF 341.30 345.27 346.33 346.84 347.14

Table 9 Effect of repair rate of down coiler (β4) on system availability

Time (days) β4

0.0454545 0.1590909 0.2727273 0.3836364 0.50

30 0.9667 0.9669 0.9669 0.9669 0.9669

60 0.9529 0.9532 0.9533 0.9533 0.9533

90 0.9470 0.9475 0.9475 0.9475 0.9475

120 0.9445 0.9450 0.9450 0.9450 0.9450

150 0.9434 0.9438 0.9439 0.9439 0.9439

180 0.9428 0.9433 0.9433 0.9433 0.9433

210 0.9426 0.9430 0.9430 0.9430 0.9430

240 0.9424 0.9429 0.9429 0.9429 0.9429

270 0.9423 0.9428 0.9428 0.9428 0.9428

300 0.9423 0.9427 0.9428 0.9428 0.9428

330 0.9423 0.9427 0.9427 0.9427 0.9427

360 0.9423 0.9427 0.9427 0.9427 0.9427

MTBF 341.30 341.44 341.45 341.45 341.45
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Table 10 Effect of repair rate of strapping machine (β5) on system availability

Time (days) β5

0.0357143 0.0625 0.0892857 0.1160714 0.1428571

30 0.9667 0.9668 0.9669 0.9669 0.9669

60 0.9529 0.9532 0.9533 0.9534 0.9534

90 0.9470 0.9475 0.9477 0.9478 0.9478

120 0.9445 0.9451 0.9453 0.9453 0.9454

150 0.9434 0.9440 0.9442 0.9442 0.9443

180 0.9428 0.9435 0.9437 0.9437 0.9438

210 0.9426 0.9432 0.9434 0.9435 0.9435

240 0.9424 0.9431 0.9433 0.9434 0.9434

270 0.9423 0.9430 0.9432 0.9433 0.9433

300 0.9423 0.9430 0.9432 0.9433 0.9433

330 0.9423 0.9430 0.9432 0.9433 0.9433

360 0.9423 0.9430 0.9432 0.9433 0.9433

MTBF 341.30 341.50 341.56 341.58 341.59

which is further sent to shearing section for manufacturing sheets of required lengths.
Figure 1 gives us the schematic diagram of sheet manufacturing system.

2.1 System Description

The sheet manufacturing system consists of following subsystems:

Conveyor. It consists of cylindrically shaped barrels used to transport slabs through
the entire mill. It rarely fails.

Extractor. It is a hydraulically operated robotic arm having fingers like structure to
hold the slab for inward and outward movement. This subsystem never fails.

Furnace (A). It employs walking beam mechanism and consists of heating and
soaking zones. It has two units in parallel. Failure of single unit reduces the capacity
of the system. Complete system fails when both units fail.

De-scaling unit. It removes oxide scale from the hot slab and consists of pump,
hose pipe, and nozzle. It never fails.

Roughing Mill (B). It consists of four horizontal rolls. Out of these, two are inter-
mediate rolls whereas the remaining two are called ‘backup roll’ and ‘work roll.’
This machine reduces the thickness of slab from 200 to 40mm in five to seven passes.
After this process, the slab is called ‘transfer bar.’ It is a single unit, failure of which
results in complete failure of the system.
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De-Scaling unit

Roughing Mill

Steckel Mill

Down Coiler 1

Sheet Coil
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Down Coiler 2

Strapping Machine 2Strapping Machine 1
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Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of sheet production system

Steckel Mill (C). This machine is meant for final thickness reduction and consists
of two hot coilers; one at entry and the other at exit, two pinch rolls (one on each side)
and a roughing stand in the middle. Pinch rolls retain the bar in tension and avoid
loopy formation. Roughing stand consists of V-edger which cuts the extra material
from the sides of the bar. Transfer bar is passed through pinch rolls and roughing
stand five to seven times and is finally called ‘sheet.’ It is single unit whose failure
shuts down the complete system.

Down Coiler (D). Its main function is winding of coil. It consists of a rotating
mandrel on which coil is wound. After complete winding, the mandrel moves inside
and the coil falls downon the platform. This coil is then carried away by the conveyors
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and overhead crane. It consists of two units. If one unit fails, system still keeps
working, though at reduced capacity. Failure of both units results in failure of the
system.

Strapping Machine (E). Its function is to wind straps on the coil so that coil does
not open up while being carried away. It also comprises of two units, one main and
the other standby. System fails only when both units fail.

2.2 Notations

A, B, C, D, E Indicate that respective subsystem is working at full capacity
a, b, c, d, e Indicate that respective subsystem is in failed state
A′, D′ Indicate that respective subsystem is working at reduced capacity
Es Indicate that one respective subsystem has failed
ai (i � 1–5) Indicate the failure rates of subsystemsA,B, C,D, andE, respectively
β i (i � 1–5) Indicate the repair rates of subsystems A, B, C, D, and E, respectively
P0 (t) Denotes the probability that at time ‘t’, all the units are working
Pi (x, t) Denotes the probability that at time ‘t’, the system is in state i and

having an elapsed repair time x

2.3 Assumptions

Present analysis is based on following assumptions:

• Failure and repair rates are constant and independent of each other and their unit
is taken as per day.

• In case of assessment of availability using SVT, repair rates are considered variable
and failure rates as constant.

• Performance wise, a repaired unit is as good as new.
• Sufficient service, repair/maintenance, and replacement facilities are available.
• There are no simultaneous failures.
• System may work at reduced capacity.
• Standby units are of the same nature and capacity as active units.

3 Mathematical Formulation of the System

To determine the reliability of sheet manufacturing system, Chapman–Kolmogorov
differential equations are developed by applying SVT. Probability considerations,
using mnemonic rule, give us the following set of differential equations associated
with the transition diagram (Fig. 2) of the system at time (t + �t):
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Fig. 2 Transition diagram of sheet production system

P0(t + �t) � [1 − α1�t − α2�t − α3�t − α4�t − α5�t]P0(t)

+
∫

β1(x)P1(x, t)dx�t +
∫

β2(x)P9(x, t)dx�t

+
∫

β3(x)P8(x, t)dx�t +
∫

β4(x)P7(x, t)dx�t

+
∫

β5(x)P5(x, t)dx�t
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P0(t + �t) − P0(t) � −[α1�t + α2�t + α3�t + α4�t + α5�t]P0(t)

+
∫

β1(x)P1(x, t)dx�t +
∫

β2(x)P9(x, t)dx�t

+
∫

β3(x)P8(x, t)dx�t

+
∫

β4(x)P7(x, t)dx�t +
∫

β5(x)P5(x, t)dx�t

P0(t + �t) − P0(t)

�t
� −[α1 + α2 + α3 + α4 + α5]P0(t) +

∫
β1(x)P1(x, t)dx

+
∫

β2(x)P9(x, t)dx +
∫

β3(x)P8(x, t)dx

+
∫

β4(x)P7(x, t)dx +
∫

β5(x)P5(x, t)dx

Dividing both sides by �t , we get

[
∂

∂t
+ L0

]
P0(t) � M0(t) (1)

Similarly, we can write the differential equations for other states as

[
∂

∂t
+

∂

∂x
+ L1(x)

]
P1(x, t) � M1(x, t) (2)

[
∂

∂t
+

∂

∂x
+ L2(x)

]
P2(x,) � M2(x, t) (3)

[
∂

∂t
+

∂

∂x
+ L3(x)

]
P3(x, t) � M3(x, t) (4)

[
∂

∂t
+

∂

∂x
+ L4(x)

]
P4(x, t) � M4(x, t) (5)

[
∂

∂t
+

∂

∂x
+ L5(x)

]
P5(x, t) � M5(x, t) (6)

[
∂

∂t
+

∂

∂x
+ L6(x)

]
P6(x, t) � M6(x, t) (7)

[
∂

∂t
+

∂

∂x
+ L7(x)

]
P7(x, t) � M7(x, t) (8)

[
∂

∂t
+

∂

∂x
+ β1(x)

]
Pj (x, t) � 0; j � 21, 28, 31, 34 (9)

[
∂

∂t
+

∂

∂x
+ β2(x)

]
Pk(x, t) � 0; k � 9, 10, 16, 19, 22, 26, 32, 35 (10)
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[
∂

∂t
+

∂

∂x
+ β3(x)

]
Pl(x, t) � 0; l � 8, 11, 15, 18, 23, 27, 30, 33 (11)

[
∂

∂t
+

∂

∂x
+ β4(x)

]
Pm(x, t) � 0; m � 12, 14, 15, 29 (12)

[
∂

∂t
+

∂

∂x
+ β5(x)

]
Pn(x, t) � 0; n � 13, 17, 20, 24 (13)

where

L0 �
5∑

i�1

αi

L1(x) �
5∑

i�1

αi + β1(x)

L2(x) �
5∑

i�1

αi + β1(x) + β4(x)

L3(x) �
5∑

i�1

αi + β1(x) + β4(x) + β5(x)

L4(x) �
5∑

i�1

αi + β1(x) + β5(x)

L5(x) �
5∑

i�1

αi + β5(x)

L6(x) �
5∑

i�1

αi + β4(x) + β5(x)

L7(x) �
5∑

i�1

αi + β4(x)

M0(t) �
∫

β1(x)P1(x, t)dx +
∫

β2(x)P9(x, t)dx +
∫

β3(x)P8(x, t)dx

+
∫

β4(x)P7(x, t)dx +
∫

β5(x)P5(x, t)dx

M1(x, t) � α1P0(t) +
∫

β1(x)P34(x, t)dx +
∫

β2(x)P35(x, t)dx

+
∫

β3(x)P33(x, t)dx +
∫

β4(x)P2(x, t)dx

+
∫

β5(x)P4(x, t)dx
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M2(x, t) � α1P7(t) + α4P1(t) +
∫

β1(x)P31(x, t)dx +
∫

β2(x)P32(x, t)dx

+
∫

β3(x)P30(x, t)dx +
∫

β4(x)P29(x, t)dx

+
∫

β5(x)P3(x, t)dx

M3(x, t) � α1P6(t) + α4P4(t) + α5P2(t) +
∫

β1(x)P28(x, t)dx

+
∫

β2(x)P26(x, t)dx +
∫

β3(x)P27(x, t)dx

+
∫

β4(x)P25(x, t)dx +
∫

β5(x)P24(x, t)dx

M4(x, t) � α1P5(t) + α5P1(t) +
∫

β1(x)P21(x, t)dx +
∫

β2(x)P22(x, t)dx

+
∫

β3(x)P23(x, t)dx +
∫

β4(x)P3(x, t)dx

+
∫

β5(x)P20(x, t)dx

M5(x, t) � α5P0(t) +
∫

β1(x)P4(x, t)dx +
∫

β2(x)P19(x, t)dx

+
∫

β3(x)P18(x, t)dx +
∫

β4(x)P6(x, t)dx

+
∫

β5(x)P13(x, t)dx

M6(x, t) � α4P5(t) + α5P7(t) +
∫

β1(x)P3(x, t)dx +
∫

β2(x)P16(x, t)dx

+
∫

β3(x)P15(x, t)dx +
∫

β4(x)P14(x, t)dx

+
∫

β5(x)P13(x, t)dx

M7(x, t) � α4P0(t) +
∫

β1(x)P2(x, t)dx +
∫

β2(x)P10(x, t)dx

+
∫

β3(x)P11(x, t)dx +
∫

β4(x)P12(x, t)dx

+
∫

β5(x)P6(x, t)dx

Initial Conditions

P0(0) � 1
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Pi (x, 0) � 0, where, i � 1, 2, 3 . . . 35

Boundary Conditions

P1(0, t) � α1P0(t)

P2(0, t) �
∫

α1P7(x, t)dx +
∫

α4P1(x, t)dx

P3(0, t) �
∫

α1P6(x, t)dx +
∫

α4P4(x, t)dx +
∫

α5P2(x, t)dx

P4(0, t) �
∫

α1P5(x, t)dx +
∫

α5P1(x, t)dx

P5(0, t) � α5P0(t)

P6(0, t) �
∫

α4P5(x, t)dx +
∫

α5P7(x, t)dx

P7(0, t) � α4P0(t)

P8(0, t) � α3P0(t)

P9(0, t) � α2P0(t)

P10(0, t) �
∫

α2P7(x, t)dx

P11(0, t) �
∫

α3P7(x, t)dx

P12(0, t) �
∫

α4P7(x, t)dx

P13(0, t) �
∫

α5P6(x, t)dx

P14(0, t) �
∫

α4P6(x, t)dx

P15(0, t) �
∫

α3P6(x, t)dx

P16(0, t) �
∫

α2P6(x, t)dx

P17(0, t) �
∫

α5P5(x, t)dx

P18(0, t) �
∫

α3P5(x, t)dx
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P19(0, t) �
∫

α2P5(x, t)dx

P20(0, t) �
∫

α5P4(x, t)dx

P21(0, t) �
∫

α1P4(x, t)dx

P22(0, t) �
∫

α2P4(x, t)dx

P23(0, t) �
∫

α3P4(x, t)dx

P24(0, t) �
∫

α5P3(x, t)dx

P25(0, t) �
∫

α4P3(x, t)dx

P26(0, t) �
∫

α2P3(x, t)dx

P27(0, t) �
∫

α3P3(x, t)dx

P28(0, t) �
∫

α1P3(x, t)dx

P29(0, t) �
∫

α4P2(x, t)dx

P30(0, t) �
∫

α3P2(x, t)dx

P31(0, t) �
∫

α1P2(x, t)dx

P32(0, t) �
∫

α2P2(x, t)dx

P33(0, t) �
∫

α3P1(x, t)dx

P34(0, t) �
∫

α1P1(x, t)dx

P35(0, t) �
∫

α2P1(x, t)dx

Unless otherwise mentioned, the limits of integration are from 0 to ∞.
Set of differential equations from (1) to (13) along with initial conditions and

boundary conditions is called Chapman–Kolmogorov differential-difference equa-
tions.
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3.1 Availability of the System When Failure and Repair Rates
are Constant

As has been observed above, solving the equations becomes a cumbersome task if
either failure rate or repair rate is varied. Hence, in order to simplify the problem,
failure and repair rates are considered constant. In this case, the system of Eqs. (1–13)
can be represented as follows:

P0(t)

[
∂

∂t
+

5∑
i�1

αi

]
� P1(t)β1 + P9(t)β2 + P8(t)β3 + P7(t)β4 + P5(t)β5 (14)

P1(t)

[
∂

∂t
+

5∑
i�1

αi + β1

]
� P34(t)β1 + P35(t)β2 + P33(t)β3 + P2(t)β4

+ P4(t)β5 + P0(t)α1 (15)

P2(t)

[
∂

∂t
+

5∑
i�1

αi + β1 + β4

]
� P31(t)β1 + P32(t)β2 + P30(t)β3 + P29(t)β4

+ P3(t)β5 + P7(t)α1 + P1(t)α4 (16)

P3(t)

[
∂

∂t
+

5∑
i�1

αi + β1 + β4 + β5

]
� P28(t)β1 + P26(t)β2 + P27(t)β3 + P25(t)β4

+ P24(t)β5 + P6(t)α1 + P4(t)α4 + P2(t)α5

(17)

P4(t)

[
∂

∂t
+

5∑
i�1

αi + β1 + β5

]
� P21(t)β1 + P22(t)β2 + P23(t)β3

+ P3(t)β4 + P20(t)β5 + P5(t)α1 + P1(t)α5 (18)

P5(t)

[
∂

∂t
+

5∑
i�1

αi + β5

]

� P4(t)β1 + P19(t)β2 + P18(t)β3 + P6(t)β4 + P13(t)β5 + P0(t)α5 (19)

P6(t)

[
∂

∂t
+

5∑
i�1

αi + β4 + β5

]
� P3(t)β1 + P16(t)β2 + P15(t)β3 + P14(t)β4

+ P13(t)β5 + P5(t)α4 + P7(t)α5 (20)

P7(t)

[
∂

∂t
+

5∑
i�1

αi + β4

]
� P2(t)β1 + P10(t)β2 + P11(t)β3 + P12(t)β4

+ P6(t)β5 + P0(t)α4 (21)
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Pi (t)

[
∂

∂t
+ β1

]
� Pj (t)α1 (22)

for i � 21, j � 4; i � 28, j � 3; i � 31, j � 2; i � 34, j � 1

Pi (t)

[
∂

∂t
+ β2

]
� Pj (t)α2 (23)

for i � 9, j � 0; i � 10, j � 7; i � 16, j � 6; i � 19, j � 5; i � 22, j � 4; i � 26, j �
3; i � 32, j � 2; i � 35, j � 1

Pi (t)

[
∂

∂t
+ β3

]
� Pj (t)α3 (24)

for i � 8, j � 3; i � 11, j � 7; i � 15, j � 6; i � 18, j � 5; i � 23, j � 4; i � 27, j �
3; i � 30, j � 2; i � 33, j � 1

Pi (t)

[
∂

∂t
+ β4

]
� Pj (t)α4 (25)

for i � 12, j � 7; i � 14, j � 6; i � 25, j � 3; i � 29, j � 2

Pi (t)

[
∂

∂t
+ β5

]
� Pj (t)α5 (26)

for i � 13, j � 6; i � 17, j � 5; i � 20, j � 4; i � 24, j � 3
Initial Conditions

Pi (t) � 1 for i � 0

� 0 for i �� 0

The system of differential Eqs. (14–26) with initial conditions has been solved
numerically using Runge–Kutta fourth order method to examine the effect of failure
and repair rates on availability in transient state. Analysis has been done for a period
of one year (360 days) divided over an interval of 1 month (30 days) and the data has
been tabulated in Tables 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10. These tables present the effect
of failure and repair rates of various subsystems on the overall system reliability.
MTBF, computed using Simpson’s 3/8 rule, has been given in the last row of each
table.
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4 Results and Analysis

4.1 Effect of Failure Rate of Furnace (α1) on System
Availability

By taking failure rate α1 as 0.0014286, 0.0073214, 0.0132143, 0.0191071, 0.025
and keeping α2 � 0.001, α3 � 0.0006667, α4 � 0.0011111, α5 � 0.0011765, β1 �
0.0208333, β2 � 0.03125, β3 � 0.0285714, β4 � 0.0454545 and β5 � 0.0357143,
the availability of the system has been computed and compiled in Table 1, which
shows that availability and MTBF decrease by 35.78 and 31.88%, respectively. Also
availability decreases by up to 26.51%with the increase in time from 30 to 360 days.

4.2 Effect of Failure Rate of Roughing Mill (α2) on System
Availability

As presented in Table 2, as failure rate α2 increases from 0.001 to 0.0033333 and the
values of α1, α3, α4, α5, β1, β2, β3, β4, and β5 are kept at 0.0014286, 0.0006667,
0.0011111, 0.0011765, 0.0208333, 0.03125, 0.0285714, 0.0454545, and 0.0357143
respectively, availability andMTBFboth decline by around 6%.However availability
decreases by up to 4.42% as time increases from 30 to 360 days.

4.3 Effect of Failure Rate of Steckel Mill (α3) on System
Availability

Next, the effect of failure rate of Steckel mill on the system availability has been
studied. The results shown in Table 3 indicate that by varying failure rate α3 �
0.0006667, 0.001, 0.0013333, 0.0016667, and 0.002 and taking α1 � 0.0014286, α2

� 0.001, α4 � 0.0011111, α5 � 0.0011765, β1 � 0.0208333, β2 � 0.03125, β3 �
0.0285714, β4 � 0.0454545, and β5 � 0.0357143, availability decreases by 3.97%.
It is also observed that there is a decrease of 3.88% in availability with the increase in
time from 30 to 360 days. In this case, MTBF decreases by 3.84% with the increase
in failure rate.
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4.4 Effect of Failure Rate of Down Coiler (α4) on System
Availability

In this case, as failure rate α4 increases from 0.0011111 to 0.02 and the values of
α1, α2, α3, α5, β1, β2, β3, β4, and β5 are kept at 0.0014286, 0.001, 0.0006667,
0.0011765, 0.0208333, 0.03125, 0.0285714, 0.0454545, and 0.0357143, availability
goes down by 10.53%. However, it decreases by up to 7.5% as time increases from 30
to 360 days. It is observed thatMTBF also decreases by 10% as failure rate increases.

4.5 Effect of Failure Rate of Strapping Machine (α5)
on System Availability

Table 5 shows that as failure rate α5 increases from 0.0011765 to 0.0142857 and
the values of α1, α2, α3, α4, β1, β2, β3, β4, and β5 are kept at 0.0014286, 0.001,
0.0006667, 0.0011111, 0.0208333, 0.03125, 0.0285714, 0.0454545, and 0.0357143
respectively, availability shows a downward trend of maximum 8.86%. Availability
also decreases by 7.74% as time increases from 30 to 360 days. MTBF decreases by
8.19% as failure rate increases.

4.6 Effect of Repair Rate of Furnace (β1) on System
Availability

The results presented in Table 6 indicate the availability of the system when repair
rate β1 of the furnace subsystem is varied from 0.0208333 to 0.25. Taking values of
α1 � 0.0014286, α2 � 0.001, α3 � 0.0006667, α4 � 0.0011111, α5 � 0.0011765,
β2 � 0.03125, β3 � 0.0285714, β4 � 0.0454545 and β5 � 0.0357143, availability
increases by 0.38%. Whereas, there is a decrease of 2.12–2.44% in availability as
number of days increases from 30 to 360. MTBF decreases by 0.3%.

4.7 Effect of Repair Rate of Roughing Mill (β2) on System
Availability

The effect of repair rate of roughing mill on the system availability has been studied
and it is observed that as β2 is varied from 0.03125 to 0.125 in five steps and the
values of failure and repair rates of other subsystems, i.e., α1, α2, α3, α4, α5, β1,
β3, β4, and β5 are taken as 0.0014286, 0.001, 0.0006667, 0.0011111, 0.0011765,
0.0208333, 0.0285714, 0.0454545, and 0.0357143, respectively, availability of the
system decreases by 1.39–2.44% with the increase in time from 30 to 360 days. But,
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it increases by 2.18% as repair rate increases from 0.03333 to 0.125. Improvement
in repair rate increases the MTBF by approximately 2% as shown in Table 7.

4.8 Effect of Repair Rate of Steckel Mill (β3) on System
Availability

Table 8 shows the effect of improvement of repair rate of Steckel mill on overall
system availability. One can observe that as β3 increases from 0.0285714 to 0.20 and
the value of failure and repair rates of other subsystems is kept at α1 � 0.0014286, α2

� 0.001, α3 � 0.0006667, α4 � 0.0011111, α5 � 0.0011765, β1 � 0.0208333, β2 �
0.03125, β4 � 0.0454545, and β5 � 0.0357143, availability increases by 1.8%. But
as the number of days increases from30 to 360, availability decreases by 1.63–2.44%.
MTBF increases by 1.68% with the increase in repair rate.

4.9 Effect of Repair Rate of Down Coiler (β4) on System
Availability

Next, the effect of improvement of repair rate of down coiler on the overall system
availability has been computed as shown in Table 9. It is seen that as β4 increases
from 0.0454545 to 0.50 and the value of failure and repair rates of other subsystems
is kept at α1 � 0.0014286, α2 � 0.001, α3 � 0.0006667, α4 � 0.0011111, α5 �
0.0011765, β1 � 0.0208333, β2 � 0.03125, β3 � 0.0285714, and β5 � 0.0357143,
availability shows an increase of 0.05%. But as the number of days increases from 30
to 360, there is a decrease of around 2.42–2.44% in the value of availability. MTBF
increases by 0.04% with the increase in repair rate.

4.10 Effect of Repair Rate of Strapping Machine (β5)
on System Availability

At last, the effect of improvement of repair rate of strapping machine on the overall
system availability has been analyzed as shown in Table 10. It is observed that as
β5 increases from 0.0357143 to 0.1428571 and the value of failure and repair rates
of other subsystems is kept at α1 � 0.0014286, α2 � 0.001, α3 � 0.0006667, α4

� 0.0011111, α5 � 0.0011765, β1 � 0.0208333, β2 � 0.03125, β3 � 0.0285714,
and β4 � 0.0454545, availability increases by 0.10%. But as the number of days
increases from 30 to 360, there is a decrease of around 2.36–2.44% in the value of
availability. MTBF also increases by 0.08%.
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5 Conclusions

By analyzing the results computed in Tables 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, it reveals that:

• Improvement in repair rate of furnace, down coiler, and strapping machine sub-
systems do not have much effect on the system availability. Roughing mill and
Steckel mill subsystems are almost equally effective toward the overall system
availability.

• In case of increase in failure rate, it is observed that all the subsystems have
substantial effect on the system availability. Furnace subsystem has maximum
impact on the availability as well as on MTBF of the system. Second and third
most important subsystems are down coiler and strapping machine, respectively.
However, Steckel mill subsystem has minimum impact on the availability and
MTBF of the system.

• Hence, it is suggested that more attention should be paid to the upkeep of furnace
subsystem.

• As far as maintenance planning and scheduling of subsystems are concerned, it
should be as given below:

(i) Furnace subsystem
(ii) Down coiler subsystem
(iii) Strapping machine subsystem
(iv) Roughing mill subsystem
(v) Steckel mill subsystem
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Agile Manufacturing Strategies: An ANP
Approach

Bhupendra Prakash Sharma, K. Ranade, Ankit Singh, Umesh Kumar Vates
and G. S. Rao

Abstract In this research work, an attempt has been made toward easy and fast
adjustment to sudden change and improvements in the quality of products and cus-
tomer services is known as “agility” in the manufacturing environment. Implemen-
tation of agile practices in any organization refers a tremendous commitment toward
identifying and recognizing the critical barriers. Presently, certain barriers have been
identified and further been categorized into management-related barriers (MRB),
technology-related barriers (TRB), and operator-related barriers (ORB). The barri-
ers affecting the implementation of agility due to the operators and their weak skills
fall under ORB, the hindrances created due to the various technologies that are in use
which restrict some of the work comes under TRB, and the problems occurring at
the management level, due to the employees, are considered under MRB. The main
purpose of this research is to suggest the measured effectiveness of MRB, TRB, and
ORB, using an analytical network process (ANP) framework. This quantified value
shall help the decisionmakers to derive suitable strategies to overcome identified cat-
egory of barriers before the implementation of agile practices. The ANP framework
development was carried out through identified categories of barriers with respect
to certain determinants and dimensions for evaluating the impact of each category
of identified barriers. Findings portray that the TRBs have maximum impact on
implementation process followed by MRBs and ORBs.

Keywords Agile manufacturing · Operator-related barriers · Management-related
barriers · Technology-related barriers · Analytical network process

1 Introduction

Taking into account the present scenario, to remain a recognized and valuable part
in today’s competition, it is important to explore and adapt to an advancing manu-
facturing environment. After the successful implementation of lean manufacturing
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techniques and methodologies, a new and advanced concept of manufacturing was
sought after known as agile manufacturing. This concept is nearly related to lean:
that is in which the aim of the company was to reduce wastes and cut all the costs
not related to the products directly to increase their profits. Agility on the other hand
adds another dimension to it that is meeting their customer demands effectively as
well as rapidly. Agile manufacturing is an approach to manufacturing and is focused
on prioritizing and meeting the demands and needs of the customers while in par-
allel, maintenance of high-quality standards, and overall expense control that are
involved while producing a product [1]. This approach is directed toward compa-
nies which work in an environment that is highly competitive and where even the
smallest variations in product delivery and performance can create a big difference
to the company’s survival and reputation among consumers over the long run. It has
four main principles: valuing human knowledge and skills; being ready for change;
forming virtual partnerships; and delivering value to the customers [2].

All this said, for implementing something new or bringing about a change in a
certain way of working, many problems come in our direction, trying to deviate us
from our goal. We meet many barriers and hindrances on our path to implementing
agilemanufacturing in the companies. These barriers can bemany andmay fall under
various categories. In the current research paper, these barriers have been broadly
classified into three main categories and have to be weighed out according to their
impact on the company, using a multi-criteria selection tool, i.e., analytical network
process (ANP).

2 Impact of AM Implementation: Literature Review

Due to the upsurge of the competition in today’s manufacturing environment’s sce-
nario, industries strive to remain in the game. Their goal is to advance their company’s
manufacturing strategies and methodologies and meet their customers’ demands
more quickly and effectively. Nowadays, companies are familiarizing themselves
with agile manufacturing methods and practices and are working their way to imple-
ment it. To gain agility, a company has to advance its way of working and manufac-
turing. Not only that, agility is concerned with adaptive capabilities of an industry
as well, i.e., how easily and rapidly an industry is able to adapt and adjust to sudden
changes (can be changed in customer demands or other requirements).

2.1 Agile Manufacturing

Agility of a company is notified as the ability of an organization to live up to the mark
in the environment of continuous high competition, unexpected and uncalculated
change and to respond efficiently and quickly to comply to rapidly changingmarkets,
driven by valuing of products and services according to the customer [3]. It can
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likewise be said that the idea of deftness alludes to specific strategies which makes
an organization invulnerable to harm caused by unforeseen occasions and startling
conditions. This is accomplished by the association having the capacity to respond
and adjust rapidly [4].

2.2 Evolution to Agile Manufacturing

All the important measurements of agile manufacturing, for example, innovation,
individuals, organization, administration, and so forth are however unique for various
organizations.

For progressing to agile manufacturing, we have to:

• Examine and characterize the fundamental reasonable system on which the agile
manufacturing undertakings must be assembled.

• Explore and comprehend the idea of large-scale manufacturing worldview and of
the social and methodological troubles included, similar to the obstructions and
the hindrances looked amid the change to agile manufacturing.

• Define a hindrance-free philosophy for outlining an assembling endeavor.

Amid the changing procedure, different methodological troubles are associated
with the procedure. The troubles are the hindrances to fruitful execution of agile
manufacturing.

To expel these hindrances, we initially need to learn about the squanders that
prompt these boundaries. The squanders recognized are of eight sorts:

• Overproduction: Producing in overabundance or too early brings about poor stream
of merchandise and data and causes abundance of stock.

• Defects: Frequent and variousmistakes in printedmaterial and quality issues in the
item ormaterial outcomes in scrap or revamp and corrupted conveyance execution.

• Unnecessary stock: Excessive capacity and deferral of data or items brings about
surfeit stock and costs, which prompts poor client benefit.

• Inappropriate processing: Doing the work processes using wrong systems, proce-
dures, or set of tools often, when a much simpler approach might turn out to be
more effective.

• Excessive transportation: Extra movement of operators, goods, and information
results in wastage of time and cost.

• Waiting: Long periods of inactivity of goods, operators,machines, and information
results in poor flow and long lead times.

• Unnecessary motion: Poor space utilization or workplace organization results in
poor ergonomics (e.g., frequently lost items and excessive stretching or bending).

• Underutilization of employee: Unused skills and creativity of employees to
improve the processes and practices refer to wastage of available knowledge,
experience, or skill of the workforce not using them in the proper department and
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by not exploiting their skills usefully. This can be due to poor hiring techniques
by the management [5].

Several barriers have been identified by performing a literature review of various
research papers and discussions with the academia and experts in the industry.

• Sharing various resources and newer technologies among companies is mandatory
and so one should think a little beyond just a single firm [6].

• Flexible Workforce: Flexibility of the workforce and multi-skilled personnel,
implementation of the job rotation system, making workforce largely aware and
trained, and demanding high capacity to innovate [6].

• FlexibleWorkplace: An eco- andworker friendlyworkplace should bemaintained;
also highly automated setups and their upgradation and retrofitting should be done
from time to time, usage of collapsible setups, and usage of jigs fixtures. Well-
equipped servicing centers help to build a flexible workplace [7].

• Supplier Involvement: One should keep a rather close contact with all the suppliers
for various deliveries so that it is delivered in the right and specified qualities and
quantities which will further help to reduce waste. So maintain a relationship with
the supplier for spontaneous supply of rawmaterial which would help in satisfying
customer’s flexible demand [8].

• Human Resource Management (HRM): Active involvement, cooperativeness,
firm belief and dedication, and decision-making capability among the work-
ers/employees are very important factors for setting up of Lean-Green-AgileMan-
ufacturing System (LGAMS) [9].

• Customer Focus: Close contacts with the customerwill help in having direct access
on their given feedback on quality, cost, and delivery. Due to increase in awareness
of environmental degradation, customers prefer environment friendly products.
Specification of product life to customer should be provided, and encourage the
customer to switch to new products [10].

• Customer FeedbackSystem:The usage of awell-defined voice of customer (VOC),
empowers and trains the employee to resolve customer-related problems.Welcome
the suggestions made by the customer about the concept and develop such an
environment so that the customer can give their feedback with ease. Incorporation
of customer’s feedback of products will lead to effective and efficient customer
feedback and their contentment regarding the service [11].

• Information Technology Integration: The increase in communication between the
departments will reduce wastage of time. Handlingmaterial flow and various other
resources will help in managing the green supply chain quite efficiently. Eliminate
paper work and replace it with applications of IT and adoption of multimedia
technology for communication in LGA systems [12].

• Resource Optimization: Usage of advanced optimization techniques to reduce
wastage of materials bymaintainingminimum inventory. Also the usage of natural
resources in a sustainable manner [13].

• Top Management Commitment (TMC): AM recommends and supports that as
leader’s reference to employeesmust be as associates and not commodities, leading
them by examples, coaching, and mentoring.
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• Transparent sharing of information, regularity in conducting management–em-
ployeemeetings, andparticipativemanagement are just someof themanyattributes
of AMS [14, 15].

The identified barriers are further divided into three categories namely, operator-
related barriers, management-related barriers, and technology-related barriers. Now,
investigation and prioritization of these barriers are done using the ANP method.

3 Analytical Network Process (ANP)

As said above, ANP approach is utilized to explore and organize the classes of these
hindrances. The effect every classification of hindrances has on the organization is
ascertained utilizing this approach. As of today, a considerably more broad type of
the analytical hierarchical process has been proposed as a precise approach, which
joins reliant connections and input among choices and choice characteristics for
demonstrating the mind-boggling choice conditions. This method is known as the
logical systemprocess (ANP) [16].ANP is amulti-criteria basic leadership apparatus.
It permits the thought of interdependencies between and in addition among various
property levels. ANP includes speaking to progressively the connections, yet does not
take after an unbending various leveled structure as AHP does. The ANP approach
permits more complex interrelationships among the properties and the choice levels.
ANP structures out the issues of the frameworks in which the connections between
the levels are not effectively spoken to as higher or lower since all are practically
taken as similarly heightening (Fig. 1; Table 1).

Table 1 Abbreviation key FWF Flexible work force SI Supplier
involvement

HRM Human resource
management

FWP Flexible workplace

RO Resource
optimization

TMC Top management
commitment

ST Sharing resources
and technology

ORB Operator-related
barriers

ITI Information
technology
integration

TRB Technology-related
barriers

CFS Customer feedback
system

MRB Management-
related
barriers
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4 Effectiveness Measurement of AM Barriers’s Paradigme

4.1 Pairwise Comparison and Consistency Check

In view of the match insightful examination, Prof. Saaty has proposed the ANP
procedure as an apparatus for multi-criteria basic leadership. In light of audit, dur-
ing writing of a typical classification, arranges has been created to combine savvy
correlation and estimation of need as appeared in Table 2.

Consistency index (CI): where λmax � maximum eigenvalue and n � the size of
matrix of pairwise comparison.

Consistency ratio, (CR) � CI/RI [16] (Table 3).

4.2 Evaluation of the Framework Based on ANP

Structuring the metrics of ORB, MRB, and TRB to evaluate the impact with the help
of the steps of ANP approach mentioned below (Tables 4, 5, 6 and 7).

Additionally, match astute examinations of all hindrances under all measurements
concerning the sum total of what determinants have been computed. These computed
estimations of every determinant have been transported into acquire super-matrices
as in Table 8.

In the same way, three super matrices have been framed as for all determinants
and converged at power of seventy-one as appeared in Table 9 (Table 10).

4.3 Desirability Index

This step assesses the estimations of “total desirability index” (TDI) of the option
“i” as for determinant “a” for the estimation of the viability of choices (ORBs,
TRBs, and MRBs). The estimation has been improved the situation add up to
attractive quality records of all options as for determinant cost as appeared in
Table 11. Meade and Sarkishas built up a relationship for the count of TDI as given:
Dia � ∑ j

j�1

∑k ja
k�1 Pja AD

kja A
I
k ja Sik ja [17].

Also, agile manufacturing barrier’s weighted index AMBEWIi � ∑
a DiaCa

[17].
Similarly, steps were repeated for all the determinants and for the calculation of

effectiveness through overall weighted index of ORBs, TRBs, and MRBs as given
in Table 12.
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Table 3 RI values for matrices used after pairwise comparisons [16]

n 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0 9.0 10.0

RI 00 0.5245 0.8815 0.1086 0.2479 0.3417 0.4056 0.4499 0.4854

n 11.0 12.0 13.0 14.0 15.0 16.0 17.0 18.0 19.0

RI 0.5141 0.5365 0.5551 0.5713 0.5838 0.5978 0.6086 0.6181 0.6265

n 20.0 21.0 22.0 23.0 24.0 25.0 26.0 27.0 28.0 29.0

RI 0.6341 0.6409 0.647 0.6526 0.6577 0.6624 0.6667 0.6706 0.6743 0.6777

n 30.0 31.0 32.0 33.0 34.0 35.0 36.0 37.0 38.0 39.0

RI 0.6809 0.6839 0.6867 0.6893 0.6917 0.694 0.6962 0.6982 0.7002 0.702

Table 4 Determinant’s pairwise comparison (CR � 0.0434)

Cost Lead time Service
level

Quality M W X λ

Cost 1 3 5 9 3.409 0.5622 2.347 4.174

LT
time

0.333 1 3 9 1.732 0.2857 1.18 4.13

SL 0.2 0.333 1 3 0.669 0.1103 0.443 4.019

Quality 0.111 0.111 0.333 1 0.253 0.0418 0.173 4.135

Pair-wise comparison matrix [A] 6.063 Ca
4.115

Bold characters are themain factors in pairwise comparisions and bold numbers are themain wieght
factors calculated for consideration in next iterations

Table 5 Dimensions w.r.t. cost (CR � 0.0645)

Cost Waste
removal

Flexibility Rapidness Reliability M W X �

WR 1 5 7 9 4.213 0.6545 2.755 4.21

Flexibility 0.2 1 3 5 1.316 0.2045 0.85 4.156

Rapidness 0.143 0.333 1 3 0.615 0.0955 0.394 4.124

Reliability 0.111 0.2 0.333 1 0.293 0.0456 0.191 4.191

[A] 6.437 Pj cos t
4.17

Bold characters are themain factors in pairwise comparisions and bold numbers are themain wieght
factors calculated for consideration in next iterations

5 Conclusion

In the present research, the adequacy of three classes of AM execution obstruc-
tions has been assessed by utilizing the ANP structure created. This system coor-
dinates and depends on the different determinants, measurements, and obstructions
and their connections. According to assessment, the technology-related boundaries
have the most extreme impact on AM execution trailed by management-related and
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Table 6 Comparison of the barriers under waste removal w.r.t. cost (CR � 0.08)

Cost/waste
removal

Inventory Processing Waiting M W X �

Inventory 1 7 9 3.98 0.79 2.42 3.08

Processing 0.14 1.00 3.00 0.75 0.15 0.46 3.08

Waiting 0.11 0.33 1.00 0.33 0.07 0.20 3.08

[A] 5.07 3.08

Bold characters are themain factors in pairwise comparisions and bold numbers are themain wieght
factors calculated for consideration in next iterations

Table 7 Matrix for comparison of barriers under waste removal w.r.t. inventory for cost (CI � 0)

Cost/inventory Processing Waiting M W X λ

Processing 1 3 1.732 0.75 1.5 2

Waiting 0.333 1 0.577 0.25 0.5 2

[A] 2.309 2

Bold characters are themain factors in pairwise comparisions and bold numbers are themain wieght
factors calculated for consideration in next iterations

Table 8 Super-matrix of interdependency of barriers w.r.t. cost

Cost Inventory Processing Waiting FWF FWP HRM RO SI ITI CF TMC ST

Inventory 0.00 0.83 0.25

Processing 0.75 0.00 0.75

Waiting 0.25 0.17 0.00

FWF 0.00 0.88 0.90

FWP 0.83 0.00 0.10

HRM 0.17 0.13 0.00

RO 0.00 0.83 0.90

SI 0.75 0.00 0.10

ITI 0.25 0.17 0.00

CF 0.00 0.25 0.75

TMC 0.17 0.00 0.25

ST 0.83 0.75 0.00

operator-related obstructions. The outcome demonstrates that the technology-related
boundaries are the best obstruction to mind amid AM execution in the designing ven-
tures. These discoveries likewise recommend that the enterprises can enhance their
costs, service level, lead time, and quality through fruitful AM rehearses by dealing
with these boundaries as per their effect. According to the outcome acquired by pro-
posed ANP demonstrate, it has been watched that the TRBs have a maximum level
of adequacy, i.e., 38.52% trailed by MRBs, i.e., 34.17%, and ORBs, i.e,. 27.31%
in the ventures. A value of CR for all pairwise comparisons differs from 0 to 0.08
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Table 9 Super-matrix of interdependency of barriers with respect to cost after convergence

Cost Inventory Processing Waiting FWF FWP HRM RO SI ITI CF TMC ST

Inventory 0.4 0.4 0.4

Processing 0.43 0.43 0.43

Waiting 0.17 0.17 0.17

FWF 0.62 0.62 0.62

FWP 0.53 0.53 0.53

HRM 0.17 0.17 0.17

RO 0.46 0.46 0.46

SI 0.36 0.36 0.36

ITI 0.18 0.18 0.18

CF 0.38 0.38 0.38

TMC 0.18 0.18 0.18

ST 0.45 0.45 0.45

Table 10 Matrix for impact of ORBs, TRBs, and MRBs on cost w.r.t. waste removal (CR � 0.06)

Cost/inventory ORB TRBs MRBs M W X �

ORBs 1.00 0.14 0.20 0.31 0.07 0.22 3.06

TRBs 7.00 1.00 3.00 2.76 0.65 1.99 3.06

MRBs 5.00 0.33 1.00 1.19 0.28 0.85 3.06

Pairwise comparison matrix
[A]

4.25 3.06

Bold characters are themain factors in pairwise comparisions and bold numbers are themain wieght
factors calculated for consideration in next iterations

verdicts an affectability examination to watch the effect of variety in the supposition
of experts. This demonstrates the rule for filling the vital choice of experts in the
form of weight comparisons to accomplish the objectives of AM methodology. It
likewise causes the building ventures to stay aggressive in competitive environment.
Finding recommends that AM is a proper system for enhancing their costs, service
level, lead time, and quality of the building ventures and thus to accomplish fitting
efficiency by taking evaluated barrier category into account as per their impacts.
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Agile System in Health Care: Literature
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Abstract The goal of this exploratory paper is to focus on the present status of
implementation of the agile system in health care. In this article, analysis emphasizes
the definition of agile in health care, enablers cum characteristic, implementation
procedure, and barriers. An inclusive research of the literature pertaining to the
implementation of this system in health care was used to produce a technique to
implement it. A system that is flexible in nature and enables to respond quickly to
customer demand and market fluctuations while still optimizing costs and quality
by adopting upgraded tools, processes, and trainings is termed as an agile system.
The agile system in health care basically offers an efficient framework to organize
and govern process improvement. It can be only accomplished if a systems approach
is enforced together with a proper orientation. The common implementation steps
suggest conduct agile training, start pilot projects, and executing improvements using
interdisciplinary teams. Lack of instructors and advisors is one of the barriers and
they can furnish support by sharing their knowledge and experience and illustrating
with help of an example from real-life applications of agile in health care.
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1 Introduction

In this globalization era, healthcare organization is facing difficulty to respond
dynamic, uncertain demand of customer and to continuously varying environment.
And this difficulty should be minimized because the necessity of healthcare services
is arising day by day due to the changing environment and culture of society. But on
another site, financial condition is not ameliorating of these organizations to offer this
service which is easily accessible, affordable, and accurate. For this purpose, there is
a requirement of the new and efficient way of facilitating healthcare service. Hence,
it is a very challenging issue for both industry and academia that how to improve it?
However, there is various resolutions that have been suggested such as networking,
re-engineering, high-performance organization, employee empowerment, flexible
manufacturing, and just in time (JIT) [1].

According to WHO, there are some following factors required to maintain a good
healthcare system, which are sophisticated financing mechanism, trained and skilled
workforce, trusted information on which to base decision and policies, and robust
mechanism to deliver quality medicine and technologies. And these factors are influ-
enced by the disparate player and they are patient stakeholders, non-governmental,
commercial, academic as well as local, and regional political forces [2]. Recently,
experts from industry and academia have been trying to manage these turbulences
to provide effective and efficient healthcare.

Apart from this, there is also some internal complexity to deal with these com-
plexities healthcare organizations, adopted process development strategies, and lean
healthcare management to provide improved quality and safety to the patient [3].
Although lean thinking is beneficial to the organization, there are some limitations
of applying a lean approach in healthcare due to the limited consideration of external
effectiveness; hence, lean seems inadequate to deal with instability and complexity
of external environment as well as dynamic demand [4]. To cope with this insta-
bility and complexity, it is essential to understand the requirements and constraints
of the marketplace and need to adopt new strategies which ensure the needs of the
supply chain and the end customer. To fulfill the higher variety of demand of cus-
tomer in terms of services and products where the degree of uncertainty is high, the
organization should be equipped with agile practice [5].

On the basis of the literature review, the goal of this paper is to update the reader
regarding the implementation of the agile system in healthcare organization. In this
article, analysis emphasizes the definition of agile in health care, and implementation
procedures, factors, barriers, enablers, issue, and results of implementing the agile
system in health care.
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2 Methodology

The compilation of this review paper initiated through the comprehensive explo-
ration of the various databases which include ScienceDirect, Interscience, Springer,
Emerald, Elsevier, IEEE, etc. An attempt was also made in search of databases of
medical journals; for example, BioMed, Telemedicine, and e-Health and journals
from several areas such as quality management, operational management, health-
care management, and business and economic. The search criteria include the papers
from year 2000 to 2017, almost 200 papers was reviewed using key words such
as “agile health care,” “agile healthcare organization,” “agile management in health
care,” “agile software development in health care,” “barrier and challenges in health-
care organization,” and “agile implementation in health care.” This spacious search
strategy was required because the paper on agile health care has been published in
a wide range of journals in many fields. On the basis of the above survey, nearly
60 most relevant papers related to agile health care are selected to write this review
paper.

3 Literature Review

The reviewed paper is segregated into three parts, namely agile healthcare delivery,
agile healthcare management, and agile healthcare software development which are
shown in Table 1.

4 What Is Agile Health Care

The report nominated the twenty-first centuryManufacturing Enterprise Strategy has
originally presented the concept of “agile.” This report revealed the consideration of
the chief representative of management principle from the US industry, government,
and academia [6]. Agile strategy empowers the organizations to deliver efficient,
customized, and standard quality service on time at an optimized cost. In health
care, lean only focuses on process and eliminating waste within the organization but
agile makes the healthcare organization flexible which considers the turbulence in
the environment within and outside the organization [7]. In healthcare organization,
the agile practice involves a group of parameter termed as agile characteristic listed
in Table 2.
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Table 1 Review of “Agile HealthCare System”

S. no. Field Sub-field Paper reviewed

1. Agile
healthcare
delivery

Patient flow and
planning
process

Towill and Christopher (2005): This paper helps
to develop the healthcare pipeline, putting the
patient in centered and considering the vision of
NHS, using a suitable architecture which covers
the great extent of patient demand [5]
Rahimnia and Moghadasian (2010): It is the case
study, conducted in hospital focuses on supply
chain regarding health care using the concept of
leagile strategy [13]

Portable
healthcare clinic

Robertson and DeHart (2010): Emphases are
given on how to provide healthcare facility in the
rural and remote area. Using artificial
intelligence [14]
Kai et al. (2014): This paper supports and
strengthens the healthcare worker to identify
non-communicable diseases in an inaccessible
located area with the help of portable health
clinic (PHC) [15]

Medical product
supply chain

Mehralianan et al. (2015): Supply chain model
has been developed in this paper for the
pharmaceutical industry and trying to show the
most dominating factors using agile concept [16]
Nabelsi and Gagnon (2016): In this paper,
authors trying to show how supply chain
management affect the cost involving in health
care. Cost relating to SCM is more than 40% of
hospital operating budget [17]

2. Agile
healthcare
management

Organizational
structural

Keating (2000): This paper provides the
symptoms of weak organizational structure and
advice to modify those focal areas so that
organization can respond turbulence
environment [18]
Rust et al. (2013): This paper suggests a
procedure to adopt an agile approach while a
lean approach already used in healthcare
organization [19]
Tolf et al. (2015): To increase internal efficiency
and external effectiveness, need to redesign the
organizational structure in optimizing the way in
the hospital using the concept of agile principles
[20]

(continued)
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Table 1 (continued)

S. no. Field Sub-field Paper reviewed

Managerial
strategies

Kitzmiller et al. (2006): This paper proposes the
implementation of agile technique into the
traditional organization without obsoleting it [21]
Patri et al. (2017): This paper suggests the
manager of healthcare organization that
organizational structure, management–employee
cohesion, implementation of employee and
patient’s suggestion etc are an important enabler
and should be highly focused to achieve agility
in the organization using TISM technique [11]

Agile workplace
management

Michael et al. (2003): To achieve agility in
healthcare organization, we have to first make
workplace agile [22]
Moore et al. (2008): To scale agile practice at
large extent in healthcare organization, it
demands to build agile tribe using the power of
information [23]

3. Agile software
development

Electronic
health record

Lenz and Kuhan (2004): This paper provides
documentation technique based on an
application framework and rapid application
development [24]
Bamiah et al. (2012): This paper concludes that
how an organization can use the cloud computing
paradigm to make electronic health record [25]
Ozcan (2013): This paper examined the
feasibility electronic care report form (e-CRF)
using open source software (OSS) [26]

e-healthcare
network

Chiu et al. (2007): In this paper, e-healthcare
network is developed using medical informatics
standard called health level 7 (HL7) [27]
Bender and Sartipi (2013): To develop
e-healthcare network it is necessary to make
system interoperable [28]

5 Agile Implementation in Health Care

The literature review suggests that implementation patterns for agile health care are
same as lean healthcare implementation pattern. To implement the agile strategy in
healthcare, the following key measures are identified [1, 8].

• Conduct agile training
• Start pilot projects and
• Executing improvements

In the first step, management appoints an agile manager who states the basic
agile principle, methods, and tools to the all employee and staff of that organization
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Table 2 Overview of agile healthcare enabler cum characteristics

Agile characteristic References Description

Organization structure [1, 21, 29, 30] A flat and horizontal organization
with less distinct authority having
decentralized knowledge and
effective influence should be
preferred

IT integration [8, 29, 31] Through the adaptation of IT in a
healthcare organization,
information exchange takes place
easily and quickly with help
multimedia devices

Process design [4, 29] Process design ensures high level of
safety and reliability to the patient
and provides the scope of
self-improvement to the
organization

Employee empowerment [1, 29] Need to provide some authority to
an employee to take self-decision
without consulting higher officials
in some cases

Customer feedback management [31–33] To make organization efficient and
effective patient suggestion should
be incorporated into the system,
there should be the separate
department to manage the customer
feedback and its implementation

Training for the workforce [29, 8] To enhance the productivity and to
adopt a new practice in organization
training project should be initiated
frequently for the workforce

Outsourcing [34, 35] Some resources could not be
available in organization and
purchasing may be more expensive
then it is better to outsource from
outside

followed by training [9]. This step creates the base for commencing practical work. A
strong leadership is required, the person who has all concept of agile system and can
lead the whole team, for this purpose because when changes occur in any organiza-
tion, a certain degree of resistance is offered by the member of the organization. And
this resistance can be reduced by creating interest and motivating them regarding
agile system [10].

The second steps start with the concept of agile on the ground with the help of a
pilot project. Initially, a pilot project was a segment of education program but now it
is directly connected to the training program. The basic idea behind this project is to
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let people know the idea of agile and also try it within the organization to get a fast
result [4].

The third steps start with executing improvement in the organization with the
help of fully involved employees. This step involves troubleshooting of problem
using agile techniques and tools and incorporates those changes in the organization.
And also find out the main reason behind the problem, and provide the optimum
solution for that problem by analyzing it at various levels [4].

6 Barriers and Challenges to Agile Implementation

The major barrier need to overcome in agile implementation is followed.

• Adaptivity
• Convince staff
• Training
• Customer focus

Thefirst barrier is adaptivity and it is the indicator of the ability to adopt a change in
organizational structure, working pattern, etc. To implement agile practice in health-
care organization, degree of adaptivity should be high [1]. It makes the organization
professionally flexible and helps to learn new paradigms and responsibilities that
enable the organization to respond rapidly [11].

The second barriers are to convince the staff. When a change takes place in the
system, a certain level of resistance is offered by the employee against that change.
Hence to implement agile system successfully in health care, organization need to
convince staff by changingmindset to adopt new culture [1]. However, when training
is offered, the staff gradually realize that this system makes our organization more
efficient.

Training itself is a third challenging task because, in healthcare organization,
there is a lack of people who have real-time exposure to agile practice having sound
knowledge, principles methods, and tools of agile production. The instructor who is
hired frommanufacturing sector often usesmanufacturing languagewhich is difficult
to understand for healthcare staff [8].

The fourth problem is customer focus and to implement the agile system in health-
care organization; therefore, it is essential to understand the agile principle, the
demand of the customer, and delightness. The word customer is not straightforward
in health care, although patient is the primary customer in health care regarding
the market economic perspective that patient is not a customer because customer
generally does not pay directly for services [12].
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7 Conclusion

This survey shows that agile is mostly used in health care as agile software develop-
ment is still a great scope in the agile healthcare delivery system followed by agile
healthcare management. Agile health care applied in the system to overcome the
ineffectiveness of lean principles is due to constantly varying demand of the cus-
tomer. Implementation in health care faces some vibrating challenges which are lack
of training, inadequate infrastructure alongwith resistance offered by a staff member,
and lack of customer focus. For successful implementation of the agile system in
health care, it is essential to understand,what is themeaning of agile health care and at
what degree it deviates from the agile system which is implemented in the industrial
and manufacturing sector. This technique can be interpreted with help of academia
and expert who has real-time exposer of the agile system. While implementing agile
in healthcare organization, health characteristic which is listed in this paper, play a
very crucial role because these characteristics work as enablers and also helpful to
find out agility in healthcare organization. Initially, in healthcare organization, agile
technique is used to develop software to overcome the problem regarding documen-
tation, but present demand is that agile approach should be thoroughly adopted by
healthcare organization to meet the customer demands.
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Abstract The rapid development in the industry and ever-increasing manufacturing
competitiveness around the globe has diverted industries towards the adoption of new
manufacturing systems. The industries have moved from a singular manufacturing
system to a combination of two of them in order to cope with the expansion of market
structure and customer requirements. In today’s scenario, a need for a more sustain-
able manufacturing system has emerged, therefore a combination of lean, green and
agile manufacturing systems can provide the required results. The adoption of a
Lean-Green-Agile Manufacturing System (LGAMS) in the present market scenario
would be influenced by a few barriers viz. lack of top management support and com-
mitment, fear and resistance to organizational change, financial constraints/risk of
business, etc. The barriers can be attributed to different perspectives depending on
their field of influence like economic, technical and organizational perspective. An
attempt has been made to prioritize the influencing nature of each barrier. Applica-
tion of analytical hierarchy process (AHP) would yield the required prioritization of
the LGAMS barriers. This multi-criteria decision method is prone to instability due
to crisp inputs. A further extension of AHP, i.e. fuzzy AHP—AHP with fuzzy inputs
has been utilized. Further, a cross-check has been performed for the above results by
using two-way assessment method.
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1 Introduction

To sustain in the present economic scenario, a company has to gradually polish up
its production. This will eventually lead to the advancement of technology as well
as improvement in the quality of the product, which would perhaps increase the
consumer demand and decrease the non-value added time. The adaptation of a new
manufacturing system for a company is not at all an unconstrained task. The ref-
ormation of any company is only possible when some minor losses are incurred.
The success of any implementation in the manufacturing practice depends upon the
organizational characteristics but not the all organization can implement the same
practice [1]. Thereby, it is suggested to implement new methods in a manufacturing
system. This can be done by using three approaches: (1) lean approach (2) green
approach (3) agile approach. The past methodologies of work have been a combina-
tion of any two approaches out of these three. In the LGAMSmethod, all of the three
methods will be used at once. Lean approach, green approach, and agile approach
which are explained below:

The lean thinking is originated from the shop floors of the Japanesemanufacturers
and the innovations in the Toyota motor corporation [2–4]. These innovations are the
result of lack of resources, rapid market competition in the automobile industries.
The word “Lean” may be defined as a set of techniques and the methods which can
be implemented in an industry to optimize the time of manufacturing process and
productivity for improving the service and quality level of product for the betterment
of the customers [5]. The lean approach aims to reduce the undesirable waste that
doesn’t provide any value to the final product and services of the product [6]. Lean
manufacturing works on the principle of eliminating wastes from the processes and
reducing the variability to processes [7]. Lean strongly focuses on the elimination
or reducing wastes. Lean manufacturing reduces the manufacturing cost and helps
the manufacturer to gain more profit [8]. The lean manufacturing is the systematic
approach to identifying and elimination of waste from industries by the continuous
improvement of product flow [9]. Manufacturers are quickly changing their manu-
facturing system from traditional to lean manufacturing because of high quality on
the small quantities in manufacturing system [10]. Lean manufacturing systems are
more responsive to customers and more flexible in the industry [11].

In the present scenario manufacturing organizations are facing the challenges in
two directions: one is to maintain the market competition, as the newer manufactur-
ing technologies are emerging and outdating the older one and another one is that the
customer’s product choice is regularly changing to newer product [12, 13]. To com-
plete the customer demands and act quickly to a new manufacturing system comes
out to solve the problem termed as “Agile Manufacturing” [14–17]. Agile manufac-
turing is a term applied to an organization to react quickly customer demands and
market changes and still controlling the quality and cost [17–20]. Agility is the new
way to running companies for the new challenges that aim at changing the old ways
of doing things that are no longer appropriate, there is the need of manufacturing sys-
tem which is more flexible and more responsive in nature [21]. Agile manufacturing
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Fig. 1 Development of LGAMS system

is not about the continuous improvement on small scales, but it is an entirely different
way of doing business [22, 23].

Green manufacturing reduces the waste which is averse to environmental impact
[24]. Green manufacturing means to design, manufacture, delivery and disposal of
the product at the minimum negative effect on the environment [25]. Greenmanufac-
turing aims to minimize environmental impact, and there is less to gain consumers
and manufacturer directly [26]. The aim of green manufacturing is to designing
and delivering that product which minimizes the negative effect on the environment
during production and disposal [27].

Previous work has been done either on LG manufacturing system or either on
LAmanufacturing system but still, there was always lack of a manufacturing system
which provides quality products at low cost with fulfilling customer needs and with-
out minimum environmental impact so LGAMS introduced. In this research work,
the detailed study of the literature review of LM, AM and GM is done. The litera-
ture on lean, green and agile manufacturing is used to identify the facilitators. The
common facilitators among these three manufacturing systems are found, and these
facilitators are analysed and validated with the two-way assessment approach. First
of all, the analytical hierarchical process is used to obtain the weight of facilitators.
Secondly, the questionnaire survey is done with the experts. This will help to find
the impact of facilitators during the implementation of LGAMS (Fig. 1).

2 Literature Review

In the past, a lot of research has been done on the lean manufacturing [6, 8, 9, 10, 27,
28, 29], green manufacturing [25, 30, 31] and agile manufacturing [28, 32, 33, 34].
Lean manufacturing aims at reducing the waste from the manufacturing system and
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thereby cost, green manufacturing aims at reducing the environmental degradation
by the minimizing the environmental impact during production [35]. Manufacturers
are changing their manufacturing system with the time from the traditional to lean
manufacturing for the better quality of product and service. It allows producing high
degree level of quality products in the small quantities [10]. There is less to gain cus-
tomers in lean manufacturing, but it reduces the manufacturing costs by reducing the
waste from the system, therefore gain more profits [8]. Diaz-Elsayed et al. describes
lean manufacturing is the systematic approach to reducing the cost by elimination of
waste with the continuous improvement [36]. He applied the VSM tool in the oilseed
industry. After the questioner, he prepares the supply chain mapping and identified
the waste and eliminates them by some modification which helps to improve pro-
ductivity. Rehman and Shrivastava analysed thirteen barriers by literature review and
suggestions from experts to energy saving in China [37]. Fullerton et al. suggested
that on applying the lean and agile principle of pull system and value stream flow, the
production rate of the lower frame may be increased [38]. The agile manufacturing
should have the lower manufacturing costs, satisfy customer requirements, elimi-
nate the non-value added activities from the system and introduced new products
to the customer at the time [39]. The studies between the LM and GM shows posi-
tive results and till now few number of the scholarly studies have been investigated
on the relationship between the lean manufacturing and green manufacturing [10].
Agile manufacturing is a concept that evolved from the lean manufacturing [40].
Cost reduction is most important in the lean manufacturing [13]. Agile manufac-
turing is the combination of lean manufacturing and flexible manufacturing system
[41, 42]. During the recent years, many of the automobile companies act quickly on
the customer requirements by quick designing of new models [12]. The adoption
of the agile manufacturing maintained the market share of the industry by acting
quickly and providing the better services to the customer [43]. The adoption of agile
principles consumed the long time to attain agility in the organization because the
majority of manufacturers are stringent about work culture and adopted production
techonlogy.

Environment, population and the resources are the major problems of the global
world these days. Change in the climate can lead to the imbalance of the earth, so
ISO has suggested a new system for the production. The main aim of this system is to
minimize the effect of industries on the environment. The system termed as “Green
manufacturing” [44]. The economic performance of any industry can be achieved
by reducing the waste and emission at the source. This will also help to minimize
the negative impact of production on the environment [45]. Green manufacturing
is based on the manufacturing for reuse. GM can help to reduce the future cost of
disposal and better worker protection, it will also help to improve the quality of
better services at the lower cost with the better public image [46]. These days, better
business strategies provide the good quality products to customers at the lower cost
with the minimum environmental degradation during production [20, 47].
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3 Methodology

Analytical hierarchy process has been widely used in the literature to analyse the
barriers influencing manufacturing systems. It involves pairwise comparison of the
barriers by expert’s views. Further, an extension to the above process is used, i.e. fuzzy
analytical hierarchy process. The stepwise methodology adopted for the research is
listed below:

3.1 Identification of LGAMS Barriers

Identification of barriers to LGAMS through a review of literature and discussion
with experts from industry and academia is shown in Table 1. Also, the three criteria
chosen to establish the hierarchical structure of barriers are selected as shown in
Table 2.

3.2 Establishment of Hierarchy

Establishment of the hierarchy of various barriers using three criteria in consultation
with experts as discussed (Table 3).

3.3 Application of AHP

Application of AHP to get the overall weights of each barrier using pairwise com-
parison through inputs from industrial managers involved in operations management
and decision-making. Before calculating the weights, the consistency of the pair-
wise comparison of criteria and barriers should be checked. The consistency of the
pairwise comparison can be checked as follows:

• Calculate the largest Eigenvalue (λmax).
• Check the consistency ratio (CR).

The consistency of the comparison matrix can be determined by the CR, which
is defined as [Eq. (1)]:

CR � CIRI � λmax − nRIn − 1 (1)

As a rule, only if CR <� 0.10, the consistency of the matrix is considered as
acceptable, otherwise, the pairwise comparisons should be revised. The RI values
for sizes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 are taken as 0.00, 0.00, 0.58, 0.90, 1.12, 1.24, 1.32, 1.41,
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Table 1 List of LGAMS barriers along with their description (self-compiled)

Barrier no. Barrier name Self-description

B1 Lack of management commitment The unwillingness of management
for a particular step or lack of
commitment towards a goal

B2 Fear and resistance to change Resilience among employees or
workers to adapt to new technology
or work structure

B3 Financial constraints Lack of funds or loss of business
to/on adopting a new manufacturing
system

B4 Lack of training and education Irregular and inappropriate training
and guidance to employees/workers

B5 Lack of government support Unsuitable government policies/laws
and regulations

B6 Volatile customer demand Irregular customer demand and
preferences

B7 Technological constraints Unavailability of the required
technology or inability to harness it

B8 Market competition Tough market and competitive
atmosphere

B9 Improper communication Lack of proper communication
channels

B10 Lack of planning of strategies Lack of intricate planning put into the
strategies to adopt the new system

B11 Inadequate data collection Inadequate data collection and
performance management

B12 Poor layout and infrastructure Poor industry layout and available
infrastructure hinder progress

B13 Lack of mutual trust Trust is the basis of a healthy work
environment

Table 2 Criteria to establish
structure

Criteria no. Criteria name

C1 Economic criteria

C2 Technical criteria

C3 Organizational criteria
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Table 3 Distribution of barriers among criteria

Barrier no. Barrier name Criteria no. Criteria name

B1 Lack of top management
support and commitment

C3 Organizational perspective

B2 Fear and resistance to
organizational change

C3 Organizational perspective

B3 Financial constraints/risk of
business

C1 Economic perspective

B4 Lack of training and education C2 Technical perspective

B5 Lack of government support C1 Economic perspective

B6 Volatile customer demand C1 Economic perspective

B7 Technological constraints C2 Technical perspective

B8 Market competition C1 Economic perspective

B9 Improper communication C3 Organizational perspective

B10 Lack of planning of
improvement programs and
strategies

C2 Technical perspective

B11 Data collection and
performance measurement

C2 Technical perspective

B12 Industry layout and
infrastructure

C2 Technical perspective

B13 Lack of trust among managers
and employees

C3 Organizational perspective

Table 4 CR calculation for
criteria

Criteria C1 C2 C3 3rd root Priority
vector

C1 1.0000 3.0000 0.2000 0.8434 0.1884

C2 0.3333 1.0000 0.1429 0.3625 0.0810

C3 5.0000 7.0000 1.0000 3.2711 0.7306

4.4770

Sum 6.3333 11.0000 1.3429

Sum*PV 1.1932 0.8906 0.9812

λmax 3.0649

CI 0.0324

CR 0.0559

1.45, respectively. The raw inputs using Likert’s scale (1–5), the normalized inputs
and the weights of the criteria and barriers to LGAMS are presented in Tables 4, 5,
6 and 7. The k max, CI and CR of each case is provided at the foot of each table.
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Table 5 CR calculation for barriers under criteria C1

C1 criteria B3 B5 B6 B8 3rd root Priority vector

B3 1.0000 2.0000 4.0000 5.0000 2.5149 0.5065

B5 0.5000 1.0000 2.0000 3.0000 1.3161 0.2651

B6 0.2500 0.5000 1.0000 2.0000 0.7071 0.1424

B8 0.2000 0.3333 0.5000 1.0000 0.4273 0.0861

4.9653

Sum 1.9500 3.8333 7.5000 11.0000

Sum*PV 0.9876 1.0160 1.0681 0.9466

λmax 4.0183

CI 0.0061

CR 0.0068

Table 6 CR calculation for barriers under criteria 2

C2 criteria B1 B2 B9 B13 3rd root Priority vector

B1 1.0000 3.0000 5.0000 2.0000 2.3403 0.4829

B2 0.3333 1.0000 3.0000 2.0000 1.1892 0.2454

B9 0.2000 0.3333 1.0000 0.3333 0.3861 0.0797

B13 0.5000 0.5000 3.0000 1.0000 0.9306 0.1920

4.8463

Sum 2.0333 4.8333 12.0000 5.3333

Sum*PV 0.9819 1.1860 0.9560 1.0241

λmax 4.1481

CI 0.0494

CR 0.0549

Table 7 CR calculation for barriers under criteria C3

C3 criteria B4 B7 B10 B11 B12 3rd root Priority vector

B4 1.0000 2.0000 0.3333 5.0000 4.0000 1.6788 0.3020

B7 0.5000 1.0000 0.3333 2.0000 1.0000 0.8027 0.1444

B10 3.0000 3.0000 1.0000 0.3333 3.0000 1.5518 0.2792

B11 0.2000 0.5000 3.0000 1.0000 5.0000 1.0845 0.1951

B12 0.2500 1.0000 0.3333 0.2000 1.0000 0.4409 0.0793

5.5587

Sum 4.9500 7.5000 5.0000 8.5333 14.000

Sum*PV 1.4949 1.0831 1.3959 1.6648 1.1105

λmax 6.7492

CI 0.4373

CR 0.0904
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Table 8 Scale of relative importance used in the pairwise comparison

Scale of relative
importance (crisp number)

Triangular fuzzy
number

Linguistic variable Description

1 (1, 1, 1) Equally important Both challenges
have equal impact

3 (2.5, 3, 3.5) Weakly important Experience and
judgment favour
one factor over
another

5 (4.5, 5, 5.5) Essentially
important

Experience and
judgment slightly
favour one factor
over another

7 (6.5, 7, 7.5) Very strongly
important

A factor is very
strongly favoured
and its dominance
is demonstrated in
practice

9 (9, 9, 9) Absolutely
important

The evidence
favouring one
challenge over
another is of the
highest possible
order of affirmation

Note X � 2, 4, 6, 8 are intermediate scales

3.4 Conversion of Crisp Data to Triangular Fuzzy Numbers
(TFN)

As all the above matrices are found consistent, we can proceed further. A triangular
fuzzy number V is represented by (a, b, c), and the membership function is defined
as see Eq. (2)

μν(x) �

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

x−a
b−a , a ≤ x ≤ b
c−x
c−b , b ≤ x ≤ c
0, otherwise

(2)

The crisp data collected from the decision-makers is transformed into fuzzy data
by using the triangular fuzzy number. A 9-point scale [48] is frequently used to
represent the pairwise comparison. In this study, triangular fuzzy numbers are used
to represent subjective pairwise comparisons. The scale of the relative importance
to measure comparison and the corresponding triangular fuzzy numbers are given in
Table 8.
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Table 9 TFN for criteria

C C1 C2 C3

A B G A B G A B G

C1 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.50 3.00 3.50 0.18 0.20 0.22

C2 0.29 0.33 0.40 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.13 0.14 0.15

C3 4.50 5.00 5.50 6.50 7.00 7.50 1.00 1.00 1.00

Table 10 TFN for barriers under criteria C1

C1 B3 B5 B6 B8

A B G A B G A B G A B G

B3 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.50 2.00 2.50 3.50 4.00 4.50 4.50 5.00 5.50

B5 0.40 0.50 0.67 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.50 2.00 2.50 2.50 3.00 3.50

B6 0.22 0.25 0.29 0.40 0.50 0.67 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.50 2.00 2.50

B8 0.18 0.20 0.22 0.29 0.33 0.40 0.40 0.50 0.67 1.00 1.00 1.00

Table 11 TFN for barriers under criteria C2

C2 B1 B2 B9 B13

A B G A B G A B G A B G

B1 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.50 3.00 3.50 4.50 5.00 5.50 1.50 2.00 2.50

B2 0.29 0.33 0.40 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.50 3.00 3.50 1.50 2.00 2.50

B9 0.18 0.20 0.22 0.29 0.33 0.40 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.29 0.33 0.40

B13 0.40 0.50 0.67 0.40 0.50 0.67 2.50 3.00 3.50 1.00 1.00 1.00

The below formula [Eq. (3)] is used for converting the above crisp inputs into
fuzzy numbers. The α-cut value of 0.5 is considered for converting the crisp inputs
into fuzzy inputs. The α-cut values of zero are considered for upper and lower bound
numbers [49].

A �
(

x − 1

2
, x, x +

1

2

)

(3)

Tables 9, 10, 11 and 12 represent the TFN for various parameters. Alpha, beta
and gamma parts of TFN are represented by A, B, and G, respectively.

3.5 Weight Calculation

Based on the pairwise comparison matrix, the weights can be calculated as follows
[Eqs. (4)–(10)]:
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Table 12 TFN for barriers under criteria C3

C3 B4 B7 B10 B11 B12

A B G A B G A B G A B G A B G

B4 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.50 2.00 2.50 0.29 0.33 0.40 4.50 5.00 5.50 3.50 4.00 4.50

B7 0.40 0.50 0.67 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.29 0.33 0.40 1.50 2.00 2.50 1.00 1.00 1.00

B10 2.50 3.00 3.50 2.50 3.00 3.50 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.29 0.33 0.40 2.50 3.00 3.50

B11 0.18 0.20 0.22 0.40 0.50 0.67 2.50 3.00 3.50 1.00 1.00 1.00 4.50 5.00 5.50

B12 0.22 0.25 0.29 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.29 0.33 0.40 0.18 0.20 0.22 1.00 1.00 1.00

α j �
⎡

⎣
n∏

j�1

li j

⎤

⎦

1/n

(4)

β j �
⎡

⎣
n∏

j�1

mi j

⎤

⎦

1/n

(5)

γ j �
⎡

⎣
n∏

j�1

ni j

⎤

⎦

1/n

(6)

and

α �
n∑

j�1

α j (7)

β �
n∑

j�1

β j (8)

γ �
n∑

j�1

γ j (9)

Then fuzzy weight vector W is constructed as [Eq. (10)]:

ŵ � (α j y
−1, β jβ

−1, γ jα
−1) (10)

Tables 13, 14, 15 and 16 present the fuzzy weights and fuzzy weight vectors.
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Table 17 Relative global
weights of barriers

Barriers Weight

B1 0.0403

B2 0.0206

B3 0.0979

B4 0.2259

B5 0.0520

B6 0.0280

B7 0.1088

B8 0.0169

B9 0.0067

B10 0.2091

B11 0.1468

B12 0.0593

B13 0.0164

Sum 1.0287

Table 18 Normalized
relative global weights of
barriers

Barriers Weight *100

B1 0.0392 3.9208

B2 0.0200 2.0050

B3 0.0951 9.5143

B4 0.2196 21.9588

B5 0.0505 5.0517

B6 0.0272 2.7185

B7 0.1057 10.5750

B8 0.0165 1.6462

B9 0.0065 0.6537

B10 0.2032 20.3229

B11 0.1427 14.2677

B12 0.0577 5.7676

B13 0.0160 1.5980

3.6 Calculation of the Relative Weights

The de-fuzzified weights of the criteria are multiplied with their sub-criteria to find
out their relativeweights (Table 17). Theweights are then normalized and represented
in decreasing order in Tables 18 and 19, respectively. The highest weight shows most
important sub-criteria, and the least weight shows the least important sub-criteria.
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Table 20 Normalized
relative global weights of
barriers (decreasing order)

Barriers Weight *100

B4 0.2196 21.9588

B10 0.2032 20.3229

B11 0.1427 14.2677

B7 0.1057 10.5750

B3 0.0951 9.5143

B12 0.0577 5.7676

B5 0.0505 5.0517

B1 0.0392 3.9208

B6 0.0272 2.7185

B2 0.0200 2.0050

B8 0.0165 1.6462

B13 0.0160 1.5980

B9 0.0065 0.6537

3.7 Two-Way Assessment

The two-way assessment of the impact of barriers through inputs from the academia
and the middle management of industry and then the global weight is calculated by
AHP which is calculated in the previous step.

3.8 Establishment of the Impact of Barriers

Finally, using the two-way assessment of actual, ideal, average and worst cases, the
impact of barriers to LGMS is assessed (Table 20).

4 Results

Table 19 clearly orders the barriers into their decreasing impact on the application of
LGAMS in amanufacturing industry. Barrier B4 (lack of training and education)with
approximately a weight of 22% has the highest precedence among all the barriers and
is the most influential to the application of a combined LGAMS in an industry. On
the other hand, Barrier B9 (improper communication) with approximately a weight
of 0.65% had the lowest weight and is least influential to the application of LGAMS
in an industry. Other Barriers like B10 (lack of planning of improvement programs
and strategies) and B11 (data collection and performance measurement) have high
weight precedents and are influential. The barriers with high percentage must be
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taken care of while initiating the application of the above system as they can hinder
its progress.
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Simulation for Effective Shop-Floor
Decision Making: A Case Study

Durgesh Sharma

Abstract Shop-floor simulation has been recognized as a useful tool to analyze
the effectiveness of any decision taken by shop-floor manager. The importance of
simulation in shop-floor control decision making has further increased with glob-
alization and complexity of operations. The work presents a case study of an SME
unit supplying parts to a reputed automobile manufacturer in the National Capital
Region. The study had been undertaken to analyze possibilities of increasing pro-
duction capacity with minimum increase in infrastructure. The study was conducted
under various production scenarios. Simulation software WITNESS was used for
this purpose. The study identified relationships between specific investments under
consideration and expected throughput.

Keywords Simulation · Production · Shop-floor control · Decision making ·
SMEs

1 Introduction

Globalization has posed both challenges and opportunities to industries all over
world. Industries are looking for ways to improve their systems performance and
increase their competitiveness in order to survive in the market place. Business
opportunities need to be explored quickly and adapted to customers demand [1].
Numerous approaches, including mathematical modeling and shop-floor simulation,
etc., have been used to assess and improve the shop-floor performance. However,
the success of measuring and managing operational performance lies in simulating
the desired shop-floor behavior [2]. Many researchers argue that simulation is one
of the major tools to assist in the re-engineering process and improve the businesses
effectiveness and performance [3–5]. Simulation technology enables organizations
to analyze and re-engineer their processes effectively in the best possible way, using
“what-if” scenarios [6]. It can identify bottlenecks; evaluate machine utilization,
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machine performance, impact of various scheduling strategies, etc., simulation helps
in reducing cycle time, eliminating errors and defects, and improving productivity
[7].

Many researchers and practitioners have used simulation to solve complex prob-
lems of industries. Williams and Zottolo [8] have used simulation to identify bottle-
necks in material handling and to increasing utilization of a costly stamping press
and quantified the relationships between specific capital investments under con-
sideration and the throughput. Altuger and Chassapis [9] have used multi-criteria
decision-making approach to select the preventive maintenance schedule that gives
the best utility and performance values. Saeheaw et al. [7] presented the result of
implementing a simulation model to design hard disk drive manufacturing process
by applying line balancing to improve both productivity and quality of hard disk
drive process.

The application of simulationmethodologies in the SME sector is somewhat over-
looked andmost simulation studies tend to focus on larger organizations [1, 10]. This
may be due to high cost of simulation tools and the expertise required in developing
credible models [1]. However, there is a need for SMEs to improve their production
and production processes and to apply simulation tools particularly at the opera-
tional aspects of their business. Simulation models can provide a unique insight into
production issues, problems within the SME sector and models can help to identify
opportunities for system improvements. In particular, production improvement in
terms of production planning, scheduling, layout planning, and optimization of pro-
cesses are key areas in which simulation can support operational decision making.
Process design in SMEs in terms of process efficacy improvements and bottleneck
analysis can also be modeled and analyzed using simulation methodology [1, 11].

The objective of the study was to analyze and evaluate the impact of manage-
ment decisions on performance of the manufacturing system. Simulation software
WITNESS was used for this purpose.

2 Case Study

A manufacturing unit located in the National Capital Region of Delhi has identified
for this case study. The unit has capabilities to design andmanufacture different types
of automobile parts. The brief profile of the company is described in Table 1.

The flow chart below explains the typical process followed for machining of the
component (Fig. 1).

The manufacturing unit had received new orders and wanted to increase its pro-
duction capacity. To meet this additional demand, the management was considering
the following decisions:

• Replacing all conventional machines with CNC machines
• Purchasing additional CNC machines
• Change the design of Pallet/Fixtures
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Table 1 Company’s profile

a. Location:
b. Annual turnover:
c. No. of employees:
d. No. of shifts
e. Product variety:
f. Inventory:
g. Monthly output

NCR Delhi
Rs. 8 Crore
62
2
8
2–8 days
11,000 components (approx)

Fig. 1 Flow process chart of machining of component

However, within the organization, there was an element of uncertainty about how
these changes would affect the system performance, and therefore, the simulation
study was undertaken to gauge system performance, detect potential problems and
to support overall manufacturing strategic decision making [1].

3 Methodology

A systematic procedure was used to study the effect of any management decision on
performance of system using shop-floor simulation models. The process consisted
of four phases. Phase 1 began a floor analysis, in which the shop-floor conditions
were examined and useful data, such as machine cycle time, setup time, tool change
time, customer demand, etc., were collected. In Phase 2, a base model was developed
by incorporating the data collected in Phase 1. In Phase 3, the effects of alternative
decisions were examined using shop-floor simulation. Finally, in Phase 4, the results
obtained in Phase 3 were compared with base model to assess its suitability for
recommendation to management for implementation.
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3.1 Phase 1 Shop-Floor Analysis

Shop-floor analysis is the primary and essential step in the whole process of simu-
lation. A detailed shop analysis has to be completed to gain a better understanding
of the working environment before developing the simulation model. The collected
data was applied in the simulation to emulate real-world operation processes without
disrupting the system. Thus, the required data that should be collected from the shop
floor include existing processes, machine cycle time, setup time, transportation time,
customer demand, types of parts, and part routing, etc.

Following were the objectives:

• Throughput rate
• Machine utilization
• Processes and equipment alternatives
• Pallet/Fixture design alternatives

3.2 Phase 2 Base Model Developments

Amodel was developed by usingWITNESS simulation software. The collected data
was entered into software in order to build themodel. Once themodel was completely
designed and developed, verificationwas conducted by comparing the simulation and
theoretical outputs. Verification was necessary to determine whether the obtained
simulated output results were within the acceptable range before proceeding to the
next phase, which is experimental design.

To develop the simulation model following assumptions were made:

• The process flow for the simulation was assumed to be continuous.
• It was assumed that no breakdown occurred and no there was no product quality
problem.

• Part mix was assumed to be fixed.
• Inter-arrival time was assumed to be fixed.
• The transportation time between workstations was assumed to be constant.
• The machine cycle times were assumed to be the same for both single-sided and
double-sided parts.

• The production plant assumed to run six days a week with two shifts per day.
• Sequencing rule max balance processing time (Max BPT) and dispatching rule
minimum in queue were used.

• All CNC machines were assumed to be highly flexible.

The study consisted of developing a model of the existing unit (the base model)
together with a number of “what-if” models to test various scenarios [1]. For each
model, developed a runtime of 80 h and a warm-up period 8 h was set in order to
allow the model to reach a steady state condition [12]. For each model, statistics for
the number of parts machined and machine utilization were collected. After the base
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model was designed and developed, following experiments were conducted with this
model to test various operational scenarios [1]:

– Base model of existing unit: Production rate and machine utilization were cal-
culated based on the existing machines and process used by the manufacturing
unit.

– Experiment 1: Replacing existing conventional machines with CNC machines
– Experiment 2: Adding more CNC machines:
– Experiment 3: Changing the fixture design

Performance Measures: Following two performance measures were considered
in this model:
Machine Utilization: It measures the machine usage intensity and is computes it
as the percentage of busy hours that a machine runs to complete given tasks. The
data can be acquired from the statistical report generated by WITNESS. Average
machine utilization can be expressed as the sum of all the machine busy times
divided by the total number of machines.
ThroughputRate: It is defined as the rate of production in a process over a specific
amount of time. It is a measure of the number of parts completed per unit time.

3.3 Phase 3 Effects of Alternative Decisions

Experiment 1:Existing four drillingmachines and twoboringmachines to be replaced
by two CNC machines.

Model 1 represents the base model and Model 2 represents the model where
existing four drilling machines and two boring machine machines were replaced by
two CNC machines. Table 2 summarizes the details of experiment and the results
obtained from simulation.

The result shows that there was a considerable improvement in both throughput
rate and machine utilization. The increase of throughput rate and machine utilization
may be due to saving in setup time and tool changing time and higher cutting speed
of CNC machines.

Experiment 2, Adding CNC machines to the production system: Model 1 repre-
sents the base model; Model 2 represents the scenario of Experiment 1; Model 3 to

Table 2 Simulation results for replacing existing machines with CNC machines

Model description Throughput rate
(Parts/Min)

Machine utilization (%)

Model 1 Base model 0.461 27.52

Model 2 Existing conventional
machines replaced by
two CNC machines

0.725 43.27
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Table 3 Simulation results by adding machines to CNC system

Model description Throughput rate
(Parts/Min)

Machine
utilization

Model 1 Base model 0.461 27.52

Model 2 Existing conventional
machines replaced by two
CNC machines

0.745 43.27

Model 3 Existing conventional
machines replaced by three
CNC machines

0.926 45.72

Model 4 Existing conventional
machines replaced by four
CNC machines

0.995 47.12

Model 5 Existing conventional
machines replaced by five
CNC machines

1.042 47.82

Model 6 Existing conventional
machines replaced by six
CNC machines

1.038 47.97

Fig. 2 Effect of adding
CNC machines on
throughput

Model 6 represent the models, when one CNC machine was added from previous
models. Table 3 summarizes the details of experiment and the results obtained from
simulation.

Figures 2 and 3 show the effect of adding CNC machines on throughput time and
machine utilization. The results demonstrate that therewas a significant improvement
in throughput rates andmachine utilization until four additionalmachineswere added
to the system. Beyond this, there was no significant improvement in both throughput
rate and machine utilization. This may be because adding machines, beyond four
would create new bottlenecks.

Experiment 3: changing the design of fixture such that it can accommodate more
number of parts at a time.

When the simulation studies were conducted, the manufacturing unit was using a
fixture, where two parts can bemounted at a time.Model 2 represents the basicmodel
for this experiment. Models 8–10, represent the models when two additional parts
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Fig. 3 Effect of adding
CNC machines on machine
utilization

Table 4 Effect of changing
the design of fixture

No of parts
mounted

Throughput
rate
(Parts/Min)

Machine
utilization
(%)

Model 2 2 0.725 43.27

Model 8 4 0.752 44.52

Model 9 6 0.761 44.55

Model 10 8 0.764 44.56

Fig. 4 Effect change in
fixture design on throughput
time

were mounted from previous models. Table 4 summarizes the details of experiment
and the results obtained from simulation.

Figures 4 and 5 show the effect of change in design of fixture on throughput
and machine utilization. The results demonstrate that there was improvement in
throughput rates and machine utilization if the existing fixture design was changed
to accommodate four parts at a time. Beyond this, the improvement in throughput
time and machine utilization was marginal.
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Fig. 5 Effect change in
fixture design on machine
utilization

4 Conclusions and Future Work

The simulation study has provided significant help and value to the automotive parts
manufacturer in making right decisions about utilizing existing machines and pur-
chasing new machines by confirming the throughput of the system under a variety of
operating conditions. An automobile part manufacturing unit was examined for this
case study. Simulation was used as tool to examine followingmanagement decisions:

• The first decision examined was to replace existing conventional machines with
CNC machines. The study concluded that the decision would improve both
throughput and machine utilization.

• Second decision examined was to increase the number of CNC machines. The
study suggested adding four CNC machines, as it would significantly increase
throughput rate and machine utilization.

• The third decision examined was to change the design of fixture. The study sug-
gested change in the design of fixture to accommodate four parts at a time as this
would result in significant improvement in shop-floor performance.

The study was limited to one case study involving three management decisions.
The study may be extended to several management decisions. Additional studies
can be carried out in other areas like quality control, production planning, layout
planning, etc., to make effective decisions. To conclude, simulation is very powerful
tool, which can assist in the effective management of operations and optimizing
investments in upgrading the shop-floor technologies.
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Modeling and Analysis of Factors
Influencing Agility in Healthcare
Organizations: An ISM Approach

Rahul Sindhwani, Punj Lata Singh, Aamir Iqbal,
Devender Kumar Prajapati and Varinder Kumar Mittal

Abstract Healthcare sector effectuates agile application to upgrade services level
and competitive advantage. It states utilizing expertise ideas relating numerous man-
agingmethods in obtaining a correlation between variable. The paper begins with the
idea of agility in the healthcare organization; secondly, it facilitates us in finding out
the factors affecting the agility in the healthcare organization; thirdly, it explicates
the interrelationship among them using Interpretive StructureModelling (ISM) tech-
nique andMICMACanalysis. Agility being imperative for healthcare organization as
it helps healthcare companies reconcile more rapidly to fluctuating customer needs,
competitor feedback. This study helps in the ranking of factors influencing agility in
healthcare, which finally help hospitals and healthcare organization in implementing
agile system efficiently and effectively.

Keywords Agility · Healthcare · Interpretive structure modeling (ISM) ·
MICMAC · Factors · Implementation

1 Introduction

To survive in the current competition of advance era of globalization, every line of
work of the company is working hard to develop the best quality management param-
eters, tools, and strategies. Every manufacturing organization now requires effective
remote sensing and degree of automation in synchronizing with Web facilities plat-
form. Moreover, an organization needs to amalgamate environmental management
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into their plan so as to achieve suppleness in an agile manufacturing system. The idea
of agility long last from a century, with an organization fromUSmilitary to Japanese
manufactures. Healthcare organization nowadays being a great center of interest and
are under severe pressure to improve. It is now a challenging sector, it comprises
hospitals, nursing homes, clinics, and institutions with every level of patient care. As
the time passes, the demand for health care is increasing day to day, but the financial
condition is becomingmore worsening. Hence, there is a need for the efficient way of
facilitating health care services. In this era, customer requires affordable, accessible,
safe, and cost-effective health care. So it is a challenging issue for both industries
and academia to how to tackle this issue? However, there are many solutions to this
issue such as networking, reengineering, and high-performance organization. Vari-
ation in customer demand has left the manufacturing industries bewildered. Today
customers have ample of the option to choose, so to compete in the market man-
ufacturing industries are compelled to fulfill the desires of the customer. So there
is the need to implement agile techniques in the healthcare organization. Although,
lean manufacturing is implemented in health care to eliminate unnecessary motion,
wastage, inventory and defects for better flow of goods, information, patients [1].
Various studies show that lean technique is already implemented in hospitals showing
better impact [2, 3]. But now there is a need to implement agile techniques in every
organization. Implementing agility in health care would lead to remove the compli-
cation and will improve the efficiency of the healthcare organization. Agile manu-
facturing refers to all process, ideas, tools, and training which respond to customer’s
needs and market need maintaining cost and quality. Healthcare industry is basi-
cally divided into two parts: (a) Healthcare products manufacturing (b) Healthcare
services. Healthcare product manufacturing includes health equipment manufactur-
ers, drug manufacturers. Healthcare services include services such as consultation,
exercise centers, medical software, and medical insurance. An organization can only
fulfill the increasing, complex, unpredictable demand and variation in product design
and services by applying agile techniques [4, 5]. The ultimate goal is to obtain devel-
opment, upgradation, and refinement of the healthcare organization internationally
so that quality service can be given to patients. Improving the quality with simulta-
neously reducing cost is a challenging task. As stated by Natarajan, that in last two
decades, health care has improved a lot in the field of delivery of service, quality
of care, in absentia health care (that is non-face-to-face communication) and among
many others factors.

Hence, 10 factors have been recognized through various literature reviews, arti-
cles, and expertise views which are then analyzed by Interpretive Structure Model-
ing (ISM) technique and MICMAC analysis. ISM techniques are one of the ideal
approaches to examine the interconnections between numerous factors [6–8]. With
the help of ISM technique andMICMAC analysis linkage between numerous factors
are obtained, the factors are then isolated as the driving factors (the main cause of
others factors to occur) and dependence factors (depends on others). The segregation
and examination of factors are done so that researchers can provide proper devotion
and care and it also helps the managers while applying agility in their company.
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The main aim behind writing this paperwork is:

• To detect and identify the factors or elements and make changes in healthcare
organization switching from conventional to the agile system.

• With the help of ISM techniques, develop a relationship between factors.
• Using MICMAC analysis, determine the driving and dependence power of the
factors affecting AMS in health care.

• To determine the best scope of these techniques.

The residue of this paperwork contains recognition of key factors with the help
of reports and publications and expertise ideas are described in the Sects. 2 and 3.
Section 4 contains a brief introduction of the ISM approach. Implementation of the
ISM approach and MICMAC analysis is shown in Sect. 5. In the last, Sect. 6 has
results, conclusions, and future scope.

2 Literature Review

While looking into various literatures and papers, we found numerous obstacles
faced by healthcare organization during agile practices. This shows that there are
various factors which affect the agility in health care or decides the upbringings and
downfall of agile projects in health care. First of all, we should know what agile
companies are? According to Christopher and Jultner, agility is a reply to the high
level of intricacy and uncertainty in the advanced market. Naylor et al. [9] stated
that “agility implies applying market understanding and utilizing chances for fast-
changing market”. Agility and flexibility are inter-related to each other as discussed
in the literature [10, 11]. Roots of agility lie in the flexiblemanufacturing system [12].
The main aim of the agile endeavor is to fulfill customer and employees satisfaction.
In a competitive market where the demand of customer fluctuates rapidly, Agility
is believed as the winning scheme or plan of action. According to a case study
of a public health care organization in Europe by Helena Santos–Rodrigues, Joao
Faria, and Desiree Cranfield focuses on finding the effect of intellectual capital on
healthcare organization. On the basis of this, 68 questionnaires data were used in
researchwhichwere filled by hospitalmanagers and leaders between July andAugust
2011. Researchers show that there is a direct relationship between human capital and
innovation.Katzenbach andSmith [13] cited thatTeam-basedmanagement is a highly
active facilitator of organizational agility. Kidd [14] stated that improved agility
requires the amalgamation of human capital, ideas and advanced technology. Various
activity and effort to execute agility in an organization are sharing information among
the different group, giving the power to take the decision to employees integrating
technologies, design specification, product planning [15].
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3 Identification of Factors Affecting Agility in Healthcare
Organization

Now a day’s disease growing in the society must be considered as a priority to be
dealt at every level. Evolution from a traditional or conventional approach to agile
techniques is not an easy deal it requires identifying and analyzing the factors that
could facilitate faster implementation of agility in healthcare organization [16]. So
this paper identifies 10 crucial factors through literature and experts views from
academia and industry. These factors are as follows (Table 1).

4 An Introduction of ISM Approach

Due to the availability of a large number of elements and connectivity among these
elements researchers faced ample of the problem which required to be solved for
obtaining an optimal solution [29]. So to solve these type of complex structures
various methodology have been tested, among them ISM is the ideal and advance
one. ISM was first proposed by Warfield in 1973 to solve complexly structured
modeling [30]. ISM is a computer-aided forming method which enables us in joining
three methodologies, i.e., words, graphics, and mathematics. It is a methodology to
solve complex cases and models [31]. As stated by Attri et al. [32], ISM converts an
ambiguous and complex problem to structure a well-defined problem and provides
the impact of variables on decision objects. ISM is defined as a procedure which
helps in supporting the user to realize what they believe and examine clearly what
they don’t know [33, 34]. It is a method which converts unsystematic and unarranged
models of the system into well-arranged models [32]. ISM methodology facilitates
us to use expert’s ideas, knowledge to divide complex situation models into various
factors or subfactors and provides a multi-level structural model. It is a structural
analysis tool which helps in defining variables according to the extent they influence
other factors.

In the ISM approach, first identification of factors which affect the system and
the factors that are related to each other are identified [35]. After the factors being
recognized, relationship is developed between the factors which are aligned into
matrix named structure self-interaction matrix (SSIM). After obtaining the SSIM
matrix, reachability matrix (RM) is obtained with the help of SSIM and is checked
for transitivity. After that reachability matrix is converted into conical matrix. With
the help of relationship developed by reachability matrix, digraph is drawn. The
digraph is now converted into ISM model [29, 30, 33, 36]. The steps are illustrated
via diagram as shown in Fig. 1.
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Table 1 Factors affecting agility in the healthcare organization

Factors Description References

Organizational structure With flatter and team-managed
organization leads to eradicate
disputes and causes less failure and
loss in health care organization and
avoid wasting time on non-value
added work

[17, 18]

Leadership Leadership is the prime requirement
in any health care as it imparts
confidence to the team and other
members

[19]

Patient assumption and hospital
discernment

The distinction between patient belief
and hospital discernment has a
greater impact on quality parameters

[20]

Chain management in hospitals It improves the quality of healthcare
management by joint work between
the different members

[20, 21]

Implementing clinical governance Emphasize on integrating human
resources and information technology

[14, 22]

Technology upgrade With the advancement of technology
in every aspect so there is also a need
for advancement in medical and
healthcare organization

[23, 24]

Market awareness Prior to implementing agility in
healthcare organization, we must
have a clear knowledge of the market
condition and virtual corporation

[25, 26]

Outsourcing Agile promotes outsourcing as
supply chain management are
adopted in health care; outsourcing is
a boom nowadays in health care as an
advanced tech is available and
practiced more frequently abroad

[27]

Supporting customers mentally Supportive ideas are created for
customer comfort and care. It creates
satisfaction in others group of the
patient like family members

[20, 25]

Multi-skill and Multi-knowledgeable
employees

Employees must be provided with the
best training program so that
everyone has multi-skill and
knowledge and flexibility to rapidly
switch to new task if required

[20, 28]
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Fig. 1 Flow diagram for
ISM methodology Identification of Factors Affecting Agility in Health 

Care

Contextual Relationship Develop

Structural Self-Interaction Matrix

Transitivity Check

Reachability Matrix

Development of Conical Matrix

Development of Digraph

Development of ISM Model

5 Modeling of AMS Factors with ISM Approach
and MICMAC Analysis

For model making, several steps which are to be followed are:

Step 1 Determining relevant key factors influencing health care

The factors influencing agility healthcare organization are determined via litera-
ture survey and brainstorming with knowledgeable from academia and health care.

Step 2 Preparation of structural self-interactive matrix (SSIM)

In SSIM, four notation are shown to indicate inter-connection factors (i and j)

• V indicates that factor j will be helped by factor i.
• A indicates that factor i will be helped by factor j.
• X indicates i and j will influence each other.
• O indicates both are not related to each other.
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Table 2 Structural
self-interactive matrix (SSIM)

10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2

1 O V O O O V O V A

2 A O O O O V O O

3 A V O A O A A

4 O V O X O O

5 A V O O O

6 A V O O

7 A O V

8 O V

9 A

The relationship between the factors has been determined and then SSIM has
been developed. This SSIM is then discussed by expertise as depicted in Table 2.
The symbols V , A, X, O denote the relationship between the factors (i and j) [37]

• Notation V is used for cell (1, 9) because of factor 1 effect factor 12.
• Notation A is used for cell (2, 10) because of factor 10 effect factors 2.
• Notation X is used for cell (4, 7) because factor 4 and 7 affect each factor.
• Notation O is used for cell (1, 8) because factor 1 and 8 are unrelated.

Step 3 Establishing reachability matrixes

After obtaining the SSIM matrix, a reachability matrix is created. In this, SSIM
is transformed into a binary matrix by replacing V , A, X, O by 1, 0 as per case. The
rules for substituting 1 and 0 are as follows:

• If V is used in place of (i, j) in Table 2, then the (i, j) will have 1 and (j, i) will
have 0.

• If A is used in place of (i, j) in Table 2, then the (i, j) will have 0 and (j, i) will have
1.

• If X is used in place of (i, j) in Table 2, then the (i, j) will have 1 and (j, i) will also
have 1.

• If O is used in place of (i, j) in Table 2, then the (i, j) will have 0 and (j, i) will
have 0.

• V is used for (1, 9), thus reachability matrix will have 1 for (i, j) and 0 for (j, i).
• A is used for (2, 10), thus reachability matrix will have 0 for (i, j) and 1 for (j, i).
• X is used for (4, 7), thus reachability matrix will have 1 for both (i, j) and (j, i).
• O is used for (1, 7), thus reachability matrix will have 0 for both (i, j) and (j, i).

Final reachability matrix is calculated by integrating transitivity. Transitivity is a
connection between three elements such that if a relationship holds for A and B and
also the relation occurs between B and C then A and C itself comes in a relation.
Table 3 depicts Final reachability matrix and 1* stands for transitivity.
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Table 3 Initial and final
reachability matrix

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0

2 1 1 1* 0 1 0 0 0 1* 0

3 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

4 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1* 1 0

5 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0

6 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0

7 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1* 0

8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0

9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

10 1* 1 1 1* 1 1 1 1* 1 1

Step 4 Partition of reachability matrix into different levels

Final reachability matrix possesses reachability and antecedent set. The horizon-
tal factors come under reachability set and antecedent set comprises vertical factors.
After that common value is obtained [38]. The factors having the same value for
reachability and intersection set occurs in the first position. The first level is then
eliminated from the table, and then this process repeats for the next level of a hier-
archy. This process repeats until each element got its position in the pecking order.
This order enables us in the modeling of the digraph. Ten factors along with the
reachability set, antecedent set, intersection set, and the levels are shown in Table 4.

Step 5 Making of conical matrix

Conical matrix is obtained by arranging the factors according to highness of
hierarchy from top to bottom. By summing a total number of ones in the rows, we
get drive power and by adding in a column we get dependence power. Now, the drive

Table 4 Iteration (1–7)

Factors Reachability
set

Antecedent set Intersection
set

Level

1 1 1, 2, 10 1 5th

2 2 2, 10 2 6th

3 3 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 10 3 3rd

4 4 4 4 4th

5 5 1, 2, 5, 10 5 4th

6 6 6, 10 6 3rd

7 4,7 4, 7, 10 4,7 3rd

8 8 4, 7, 8, 10 8 2nd

9 9 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 9 1st

10 10 10 10 7th
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power and dependence power are ranked by checking maximum no of ones in rows
and column, respectively, as depicted in Table 5.

Step 6 Development of digraph

In the making of the digraph, the top-level factors are located at the topmost place
of the digraph and then the second level is indicated in the second level of the digraph
and rest follow the same till we get bottom level in the last position.

Step 7 Drafting ISM model

Now after obtaining digraph, an ISM model is created by exchanging nodes with
their respective factors as displayed in Fig. 3. ISM model represents that multi-skill
and multi-knowledgeable employees and leadership in the healthcare organization
have high driving power. The employees must be provided with the best training
program so that everyone has multi-skill and knowledge and flexibility to rapidly
switch to a new task if required. For better agility in healthcare, proper leadership
must be there as a good leader has a great impact on the worker by their personality
leadership is the foundation and basic requirement in any healthcare as it imparts
confidence to the team. Unlike traditional management style of control and command
leadership, trust and confidence should be there. ISMmodel shows that factors having
high driving factors as organization structure play a vital role in the execution of
agile manufacturing system. They also need more attention and care as they have
high driving and low dependency. Patient assumption and hospital discernment and
chain management in hospitals also play a vital role in AMS. After those factors
like a patient assumption and hospital discernment, technology upgrade and market
awareness come in the hierarchy level after that, hence, these factors have the average
drive and dependency powers. Outsourcing and supporting customers mentally have
high dependency and less driving powers. These required less care as it would not
have much effect.

Table 5 Conical matrix

9 8 3 6 7 4 5 1 2 10 Drive factor

9 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

8 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2

3 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2

6 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2

7 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 5

4 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 5

5 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 3

1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 4

2 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 5

10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10

Dependence power 10 4 7 2 3 3 4 3 2 1 39/39
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Step 8 MICMAC analysis

Themain idea behind theMICMAC technique is to get the driving and dependency
powers of the above factors. Now these factors have been divided into four groups
as described in Fig. 4.

• Group 1: Autonomous factors;
• Group 2: Dependent factors;
• Group 3: Linkage factors;
• Group 4: Driving factors.

– Group 1: Autonomous factors—weak driving power and weak dependency is
the characteristic of this group. In this group, we have four factors, i.e., organi-
zational structure, Implementing clinical governance, technology upgrade, and
outsourcing (Factors 1, 5, 6 and 8), respectively.

– Group 2: Dependence factors—this group shows weak drive power but strong
dependence. In this group, two factors have been identified, i.e., patient assump-
tion and hospital discernment and supporting customers mentally (Factors 3 and
9), respectively.

Fig. 2 Digraph for AMS
factor

5 
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2

8

3

10

7

4 

6 

1 
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– Group 3: Linkage factors—No factors have been identified in this group. These
groups possess both driving and dependency power strong.

– Group 4: Driving factors—weak dependence and strong driving power is the
characteristic of this group. In this group, we have four identified factors, i.e.,
leadership, Chain management in hospitals, market awareness, multi-skill and
multi-knowledgeable employees (Factors, 2, 4, 7, and 10) respectively (Fig. 2).

6 Results and Conclusion

This paper has identified 10 factors affecting agility in healthcare organization
by reviewing several kinds of literature, research papers, and experts’ ideas. ISM
analysis and MICMAC analysis have been applied to those factors to develop the
contextual relationship between them. The result of above is shown in Figs. 3 and 4.
The factors play a crucial role in the upliftment of healthcare services; these models
show a hierarchy that which factors have a greater influence on a healthcare orga-
nization. This approach can be helpful for medical colleges, nursing homes, super
specialty hospital, healthcare practitioners, and decision makers. The factors which
have been identified are very recent and useful for the growth of hospitals. The
Indian health care is still facing problems due to practicing traditional approach in
spite of using new agile techniques. The rapid changes in the market and customer
demands variation requires agile manufacturing techniques to be implemented [23].

4th Driving factors 3rd Linkage factors

2nd Dependent factor1st Autonomous fators

Fig. 3 MICMAC analysis
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Supporting customers 
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tion and hospital 

discernment
Market 
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Organizational Structure

Leadership

Multiskill and Multi 
Knowledgeable Employees

Fig. 4 ISM model for AMS in healthcare

Newoptimized healthcaremodels are required for sustainable development in health-
care organization and for that we have to choose the correct path for applying input
resources.

Based on the result obtained in this paper, the following points are noted as:

• This research paper uses ISM andMICMAC approach for determining key factors
that should be implemented in a healthcare organization.

• This approach also lets us knows the relationship between the factors and type
extent of influence of one factor on another factor.

• Factors like multi-skill and multi-knowledgeable employees, leadership, organi-
zation structure have high driving factor, i.e., if these factors severely affect others
factors, hence, these key factors require pure devotion and care on the priority
basis.
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• This research also shows a path for an organization which still run on traditional
techniques to rapidly switch over implementing new agile techniques to their
organization.

The health care now is a wide sector and requires huge attention and researches
to be done so that new and more innovative ideas can be implements in this sector
for economic growth of the country.
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An Empirical Study of Performance
Improvement in Product Delivery System
Through Six Sigma DMAIC Approach

Rajak Anup Kumar , Kumar Nilesh, Nayak Yogesh Kumar
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Abstract The paper presents key features, obstacles and shortcoming of Six Sigma
method which allows an organization simply a means of measurement of quality
that strives for near perfection. In industry, on the globe due to the competitive
market and customer pressure struggles to sustain. Focusing on DMAIC processes
with great impact on business performance, the methodology involves the static
analysis of quality and quantity common variance which can be reduced by the Six
Sigma team. Six Sigma application in product resulted in performance improvement
of 48.66%, quality improvement of 67.47%, delivery time is improved 36.63%,
cost reduction is 72.02% and the marginal reduction in procurement and inventory
carrying cost. Overall improvement in customer satisfaction is registered by amargin
of 8%. This case study on Six Sigma principle and practices will succeed by refining
the organizational culture continuously.
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1 Introduction

In 1987, Motorola’s Six Sigma Quality Program was created by Devane [1]. The
concepts of Six Sigma are developed as a way to improve the reliability and qual-
ity of products [2–4]. The main goal of this approach is reaching levels of quality
and reliability that will satisfy and even exceed demand and expectations of today’s
demanding customer [5]. The objective of this study is to develop a model for imple-
mentation of Six Sigma in Indian organizations. Considering specific need of Indian
companies to implement Six Sigma effectively, this section is for studies the problem.

The main objectives of the research are as follows:

• To understand the need of Six Sigma in an organization,
• To reduce the scraped materials and reaching levels of quality and reliability that
will satisfy and even exceed demand and expectations of today’s demanding cus-
tomer and

• To improve the performance of system by improving the delivery system of the
company.

2 Case Study on Product

Six Sigma has two key methodologies DMAIC and DMADVwhere DMAIC is used
to improve an existing business process while DMADV is used to create a new
product design or process design in such a way that it yields in a more predictable
nature and defects free performance. A heuristic model is present for company XYZ.
Six Sigma has been considered as an effective business process improvement strategy
[2, 6].

2.1 Phase 1: Define

The first step is to identify the problem areas of the business, by using a tool called
“business case” where the business problems are summarized in terms of the situ-
ation and estimate the potential value of improvement efforts. Figure 1 shows the
deployment flow of current study.

2.2 Phase 2: Measurement

At the critical point in selection process probably have a number of voices sharing
and demanding attention: the voice of the customer (VOC), the voice of the process
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Table 1 Complaints of
customers

S. No. Complaints Frequency

1 Wrong order 10

2 Late delivery 28

3 Product return-not prepared properly 12

4 Incorrect bill 6

5 Wrong address 10

6 Features not available according to
need

30

7 Miscellaneous 4

Total 100

(VOP) and the voice of the business (VOB). Sampling of 100 customer complaints in
the past 6 months in Tables 1 and 2 shows the business-customer process scorecard.

It has been decided that making product is the place to start improvement efforts.
“There is a problemwith the number of features is not available in the products.”

Solution In the last six months, 5% of the products had to be scrapped prior to
boxing due to unfinished. The boxer had no procedures for sending products back
for an additional manufacturing time. In addition, 2% of products delivered to cus-
tomers were unprepared or rough, resulting in 125 customer complaints. Product
scraping costs the company Rs. 117,750 during last six months in addition to a loss
of customers.

The goal is to reduce the cancelation of product orders due to features unavailabil-
ity from 5% to less than 0.05% by six months (January 1, 2017 to June 30, 2017). In
addition, we also wish to reduce the number of unfinished products that reach cus-
tomers from 2 to 0 by the same date. It will lead to restore the image as a quality prod-
uct, and subsequently, it will save the company as much as Rs. 2,500,000 annually.

SALES

MARKETING

CUSTOMER 
SERVICE

LOGISTICS

CUSTOMER

Maintain

Set up 
& Vet Order Collect

Prospect
Confirm 
Terms

Propose

Agree

Deliver

Fig. 1 Deployment flows or swim lane process map
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Table 2 Business-customer scorecard

S. No. Name of
process

Impact on
customer
needs inter-
nal/external
(VOC)

Improvement
or amount
(VOP)

Importance
to meeting
business goal
and
objectives
(VOB)

Overall
ranking
(VOC ×
VOP ×
VOB)

1 Inventory
management

2 2 4 16 (5)

2 Staffing and
training

3 3 2 18 (4)

3 Phone in
order

4 3 3 36 (3)

4 Manufacturing
product

5 4 4 80 (1)

5 Delivering
product

5 2 5 50 (2)

Note impact rating: 1 � little; 2 � somewhat; 3 � moderate; 4 � High; 5 � extreme

Prioritizing and aligning projects with business-customer process scorecards product
delivery were the second-ranked problem area.

A company gives a guarantee of delivery within thirty days from the time of
accepting an order was considered where in the event of failure of delivery in time,
the customer receives a 100% refund.

2.3 Phase 3: Analysis

We seek to establish the capability of the current product or process in statistical
terms (i.e., what is the current sigma quality level) in this stage. Then we seek to
develop an appropriate transfer function that relates the inputs to the outputs, so that
realistic delivery dates can be determined and on-time delivery can be ensured.

Defects per Million Opportunities (DPMO)
DPMO is ameasure of process performance in process improvement efforts. It stands
for defects per million opportunities. A defect is defined as a nonconformance of a
quality characteristic to its specification. DPMO is stated in opportunities per million
units for convenience: Processes that are considered highly capable (e.g., processes
of Six Sigma quality) are those that experience only a handful of defects per million
units produced (or services provided).

Defects � 100
Unit � 37,625 (Jan–June 2017—6 months)

DPMO � total defects

total opprotunity
× 1, 000, 000 (1)
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Defects (%) � Total defects

Total opportunity
× 100 (2)

Yield (%) � 100 − (Defects percentage) (3)

Process sigma � NORMSINV

(
1 −

(
Total defects

Total opportunity

))
+ 1.5 (4)

Process sigma � 0.8406 +
√(

29.37 − 2.221 × logn DPMO
)

(5)

Most of the companies produce at an average of ± 3 sigma quality level (99.73%
good product), which generates 2700 defects per million parts, but for most real-
world situations, this is a level of defects that is excessively highwhereas the optimum
quality level is usually not as tight as± 6 sigma. A realistic goal is to make a product
that satisfies the customer and minimizes supplier losses to the point that it is not
cost effective to pursue tighter quality.

Pareto charts
Here, a leading automobile company is considered to derive a case study on the
delivery of products into the warehouse by the suppliers. MINITAB software is used
to evaluate the potential of suppliers (Fig. 2).

2.4 Phase 4: Analysis

The improvement phases focus on amplifying hypothesis to take away principle
causes of variation, examination and standardizing those solutions. Improvement is
more than just planning or redesigning. It involves implementing the new process
with an implementation plan for redesign.
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Table 3 Identification of problem causes

S. No. Factor Cause

1 Time error (a) Is there delayed when ordered by both internet and
phone?

(b) Is the material not available on time?

2 Process error (a) Is something wrong with the equipment or procedure?

(b) Manufacturing staff, delaying the product finishing

(c) Identifies the delivery person takes longer?

(d) Delivery person transportation is not quick, is it traffic
issue or vehicle issue?

3 Human
resource error

(a) Delivery person is not good at locating addresses, is it a
specific area that is hard to locate or he/she had not
enough training?

Root cause analysis
The root cause analysis is an iterative question answer technique used to explore the
cause and effect relationships underlying a particular problem.After the identification
of problem causes, improvements to enhance the performance of the analysis process
have been proposed through Table 3.

2.5 Phase 5: Control

The next step is to place the necessary control to ensure that improvements are
maintained for the long term. This involves monitoring and publicizing the key
process metrics to promote continuous improvement and to guard against regression.

Following are the recommendations for easily delivery of product.

a. Handling: The products are to be handled carefully without any unscheduled
stops.

b. Delivering products: Product delivery boymust know the rout of his area in detail
as well as carry enough money to make a change.

c. Advertisement: Offering combo deals, coupons and give a better product at a
lower price for the customers. Create a VIP club or a punch card system. Use
online marketing and other online recourses can be tapped to advertise special
deals or events and targeting the specific persons.

3 Results and Discussions

Data generated/collected during case study is reproduced, and cost analysis was car-
ried out by applying the recommendation of different phases is presented in Tables 4,
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Table 4 Cost analysis on the basis of operating costs (Rs. in Lakhs)

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 (Jan–June
2017)

Revenues 75 108.67 150.5 203.5 252.52 283.64 230.45

Operating costs

Salaries 23.92 24.51 25.13 33.63 34.48 34.48 18.11

Owner Comp. 0 10 25 32.5 50 62.5 31.25

Ingredients 26.25 37.66 50.4 67.52 83.49 92.43 89.35

Marketing 0.12 0.25 0.3 0.3 0.325 0.325 0.4

Supplies 1.875 2.625 3.64 4.81 6.063 6.585 9.41

Rent 5 5.125 5.25 5.375 5.5 5.625 2.875

Mileage 1.5 3.15 4.2 5.55 9.1 10.13 16.932

Vehicle
maintenance

0.2 0.28 0.32 0.5 0.575 0.625 2.625

Utilities/janitorial
maintenance

2 2 2 2 2 2 1

Insurance 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.288

Refunds 0.075 0.163 0.301 0.306 0.404 0.568 0.618

Total cost 61.445 86.325 117.04 153.06 192.49 216.7 172.866

Operating
income

13.555 22.395 33.458 50.445 60.035 66.9545 57.588

% profit margin 18.07 20.61 22.23 24.79 23.77 23.61 24.99

Note
Cost of goods sold (primary ingredients) was historically 35% of the average Rs. 500 retail product
price
Supply costs historically averaged 12.52 per product (cardboard boxes, plastic utensils, napkins and
office supplies)
Drivers are paid Rs. 10 per mile for deliveries. Mileage has historically been 3 miles per delivery
Late deliveries have historically averaged Rs. 8.5 of total product. Customers are refunded in full
for late deliveries

5 and 6. Equations (1)–(5), the value of DPMO, defects and process sigma are as
follows:

DPMO � 2658;
Defects (%) � 0.27;
Yield (%) � 99.73;
Process Sigma � 5.50;

Figure 3a, b is showing a cost analysis in terms of performance improvement and
profit margin and defect reduction and time reduction, respectively. Comparing the
initial data with the data gathered after implementation of improvements based on
the study of 6 months onward June 30, 2017.
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Table 5 Cost analysis on the basis of labor cost (Rs. in Lakhs)

Labor 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 (Jan–June 2017)

Chef (currently 650
per hour)

10.4 10.6 10.9 12.48 12.8 13.1 6.7

Receptionist/cashier
(Rs. 457.5 per
hour)

7.8 7.99 8.19 8.84 9.06 9.28 4.76

Driver (Rs. 319/-
per hour)

5.7 5.86 6 6.16 6.31 6.47 3.31

Driver (Rs. 319/-
per hour)

0 0 0 6.16 6.31 6.47 3.31

Total salaries 23.9 24.5 25.13 33.64 34.48 35.34 18.11

Table 6 Cost analysis on the basis of quantity of selling products

Key matrix 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 (Jan–June
2017)

Product per
year

15,000 21,000 28,000 37,000 45,500 50,650 37,650

Product per
week

288 404 538 712 875 974 1447

Product per
day

41 58 77 102 125 139 207

Avg. price per
product

500 517.5 537.5 550 555 560 562.5

Incremental
product

– 6000 7000 9000 8500 5150 24,600

% growth in
products

– 40 33 32 23 11 49
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Focusing on those processes with a great impact on business performance, the
methodology involves this statistical analysis to improve the quality and quantity
of common variants. A customer’s delight is paramount, and the means to exceed
customer expectations must be put into an organization.

Some of the salient conclusions emerged out from the present study, which is
typical and interesting, are given below:

• Impact on performance improvement, quality improvement, time and cost reduc-
tion as well as customer satisfaction,

• The Six Sigma application in Product Emporium resulted in performance improve-
ment of 48.66%, quality improvement of 67.47%, time delivery improvements of
36.63% and reduction in cost of 72.02% and

• Marginal reduction in procurement and inventory carrying cost. Overall improve-
ment in customer satisfaction is registered by a margin of 8%.
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A Critical Review on Friction Stir
Welding of Dissimilar Aluminium Alloys

Munna Singh Dahiya, Vikas Kumar and Shubham Verma

Abstract Friction stir welding (FSW) is a solid-state joining process having capa-
bility of joining materials which differ in chemical composition, properties, etc.,
and where fusion can lead to harmful reactions. Nowadays, the arena of aerospace,
railway, ship building industries, etc., are moving towards the use of this technique
as compared to fusion welding process for the fabrication of structural parts. It is
energy-efficient, eco-friendly and versatile process of joining. In the current study,
an attempt has been made to study the effect of process parameters, i.e. rotational
speed, welding speed, tool tilt angle, dwell time, etc., on the weld characteristics of
dissimilar aluminium alloys. Moreover, difficulties and other issues related to FSW
of dissimilar metals are addressed to provide guidelines to research community to
carry out extensive research in this field.

Keywords FSW · Dissimilar alloys ·Weld characteristics

1 Introduction

Recently, manufacturing industries are moving towards the use of aluminium and its
alloys owing to its unique features, i.e. high strength-to-weight ratio, corrosion resis-
tance, good formability, etc. The conventionalwelding of these alloys are problematic
and occurrence of various defects such as voids, hot cracking, distortion, precipitate
dissolution, loss of work hardening, and hot cracking. To overcome the problems of
fusion welding of lowmetal alloys, TheWelding Institute (TWI, UK) invented a new
welding technique, i.e. friction stir welding (FSW), in 1991. The schematic diagram
of process principle for FSW is shown in Fig. 1. It consists of non-consumable tool
with specially design pin and shoulder. The pin plunges between the faying surfaces
of the plates [1]. The shoulder is in direct contact with the workpiece surface, and
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Fig. 1 Principle of friction stir welding (Verma and Misra [2])

due to its rotational movement on the workpiece, friction heat is generated which
results in softening of the faying surfacematerial. Due to the translation and rotational
movements of tool, solid-state joint is produced. In the current study, an attempt has
been made to explain the effect of process parameters on the weld characteristics of
dissimilar aluminium alloys.

2 Process Parameters

In friction stirwelding, the process parameters aremainly classified into three groups:

Tooling-related parameters: shoulder and pin material, pin profile, pin and shoulder
diameter, pin length, shoulder shape, feature geometry, thread pitch, etc.
Machine-related parameters: traverse speed, plunge force or depth, spindle speed,
tool tilt angle, etc.
Other parameters: anvil material, anvil size, workpiece size, workpiece properties,
etc. The effected process parameters are exemplified using a cause–effect diagram
in Fig. 2.

3 Literature Review

FSW process has capability of joining similar and dissimilar aluminium alloys.
Owing to this, manufacturing industries are moving towards the use of this
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Fig. 2 Cause–effect diagram [2]

technology. A comparative study of published research work on FSW of dissimi-
lar aluminium series is shown in Fig. 3.

It is clear from the figure that maximum work has been done on 6xxx-7xxx series
of aluminium alloys and minimumwork is done on 5xxx-6xxx series. In this chapter,
an attempt has been made to summarize the work already carried out and to provide
a guideline for future research work on joining of dissimilar aluminium alloys. The
literature review is classified into three different groups as shown in Fig. 4 (Tables 1,
2 and 3).

Fig. 3 Previous work on
FSW of dissimilar
aluminium series 11%

18%

30%

24%

17%

No.of publications

5xxx-6xxx

5xxx-7xxx

6xxx-7xxx

2xxx-7xxx

2xxx-6xxx
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Fig. 4 Classification of the literature survey

Table 1 Optimization of FSW parameters

Researchers Workpiece Tool Conclusion

Ataya et al. [3] AA7075
AA5083

H13 • They concluded that
welding speed has no
significant effect on weld
characteristics

Kundu and Singh [4] AA5083
AA5086

H13 • The entire fabricated
joints have less joint
efficiency than the parent
metal owing to dynamic
recrystallization

• The maximum tensile
strength is obtained at a
rotational speed of
1000 rpm, a tilt angle of 2
degree and a minimum
value of feed rate

Ravikumar et al. [5] AA6061
AA7075

H13 • Better weld
characteristics are
obtained at a rotational
speed of 900 rpm and a
feed rate of 100 mm/min

Gupta and Singh [6] AA3003
AA5052

H13 • They employed Taguchi
method for designing the
experiment of FSW of
AA3003 and AA5052
plates

(continued)
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Table 1 (continued)

Researchers Workpiece Tool Conclusion

Bozkurt [7] AA2024
AA5754

H13 • Taguchi’s L9 orthogonal
array are used for
conducting the
experiments

• The contributions of each
parameters are 53.66% of
rotational speed, 23.74%
of tool tilt angle, 12.54%
of tool plunge depth and
5.45% of dwell time

Gungor et al. [8] AA5083
AA6082

H13 • The joint efficient is found
to be 38% less than that of
the similar fabricated joint

• Desirable weld
characteristics are
obtained at 1250 rpm tool
rotation, 64 mm/min feed
rate and 2° tool tilt angle

Elanchezhian et al. [9] AA6062
AA8011

H13 • Taguchi L9 orthogonal
array are used optimizing
the process parameters of
FSW process. The
maximum UTS of
153 MPa is obtained

Koilraj et al. [10] AA2219
AA5083

H13 • They observed 66%
contribution of D/d ratio
on the FSW process

Giraud et al. [11] AA7020
AA6060

H13 • Most efficient result is
obtained at rotational
speed from 1000 to
2000 rpm and feed rate
from 300 to 1100 mm/min

Shojaeefard et al. [12] AA7075
AA5083

H13 • Defect-free friction stir
welds have been produced
for the dissimilar alloy
system AA5083 and
AA7075

• A sound weld is obtained
at a rpm of 1400 rpm and
feed of 20 mm/min

(continued)
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Table 1 (continued)

Researchers Workpiece Tool Conclusion

Singh and Dhuria [13] AA2014
AA7075

H13 • They employed Taguchi
method for
experimentation and
optimizing the process
parameters for FSW. It is
concluded that tool
material has significant
effect on the joint
efficiency

Hema et al. [14] AA6061
AA2014

H13 • RSM is used for designing
the experiments. The
maximum tensile strength
of 133 MPa is obtained at
optimum values of
2000 rpm, 37 mm/min of
feed rate and 75 kN of
axial force

Sadeesh et al. [15] AA2024
AA6061

AISI H13 • Five different tool pin
profiles are used for
fabricating the joint by
FSW. It is observed that
square pin profile
produces sound weld as
compared to other pin
profile

• The fabricated joint
efficiency is maximum at
a rotational speed of
1000 rpm and a welding
speed of 40 mm/min with
square pin profile

da Silva et al. [16] AA2024
AA7075

H13 • They used threaded and
unthreaded pin profiles
tool for fabricating the
joint and observed that
threaded tool pin profile
tools produce sound weld.
This is due to the proper
mixing of materials due to
thread on the pin
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Table 2 Metallurgical aspect and mechanical aspects

Researchers Workpiece Tool Conclusion

Ilangovan et al. [17] AA6061
AA5086

HSS • Defect-free joint is
obtained with a tensile
strength of 140 MPa and
micro-hardness of 115HV

• The joint efficient is found
to be 30% less than that of
the similar fabricated joint.
This is attributed towards
difference in heat
generation during the
process

Giraud et al. [11] AA7020
AA6060

HSS • They employed FSW for
joining of dissimilar metal
alloys. The joint efficient is
found to be satisfactory

Vinayak and Bhatwadekar
[18]

AA1100
AA6101

H13 • The fabricated joint is
defect free with a joint
efficient less than that of
the parent metals

Hariharan and Golden
Renjith Nimal [19]

AA6061
AA7075

Hchcr • The grain size of 100
microns is observed in the
nugget zone owing to
dynamic recrystallization

Cavaliere et al. [20] AA2024
AA7075

H13 • They employed FSW for
joining AA2024 and
AA7075 plates and
measured the fatigue
properties of the weld

Palanivel et al. [21] AA6351
AA5083

HCHCr • They observed that square
pin profile produces higher
tensile strength than the
other pin profile owing to
pulsating moment of the
pin

Infante et al. [22] AA5754
AA6082

H13 • They employed FSW for
joint to the weld of
AA6082 with AA7075 and
measured the fatigue
properties of the joint

Rodriguez et al. [23] AA6061
AA7050

H13 • The rotational speed has
significant effect on tensile
strength

(continued)
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Table 2 (continued)

Researchers Workpiece Tool Conclusion

Steuwer et al. [24] AA5083
AA6082

H13 • Rotational speed has more
significant effect on the
residual stresses than the
welding speed

Robe et al. [25] AA2024
AA2198

H13 • They observed minimum
micro-hardness in the
transition zone

Avinash et al. [26] AA2024
AA7075

H13 • Mixing of material in the
stir zone is uniform in
nature for both materials.
The tensile facture
occurred in the nugget
zone for all fabricated
joints

RajKumar et al. [27] AA5052
AA6061

H13 • It is concluded that
micro-structural properties
are correlated with
mechanical properties of
the joint

Moradi et al. [28] AA2024
AA6061

H13 • They employed FSW for
joining dissimilar alloys,
i.e. AA2046 and AA6061,
and observed that
efficiency of joint is
satisfactory

• It is concluded that
advancing side texture
intensity decreased,
whereas retreating side
intensity increased than the
initial sheets

Moradi et al. [29] AA2024
AA6061

H13 • They observed surface
defects on FSW joint of
AA2024 and AA6061

• The joint efficient is found
to be satisfactory

Park et al. [30] AA6111
AA5023

H13 • Shoulder diameter has
significant effect on the
mechanical and
metallurgical properties of
the joint. This is attributed
towards the change in heat
input due to change in
diameter of the tool
shoulder

(continued)
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Table 2 (continued)

Researchers Workpiece Tool Conclusion

Paik [31] AA5083
AA5383

H13 • The objective of the
present study has been to
obtain test database on
mechanical properties of
friction stir welded
aluminium alloys with the
focus on 5083 and 5383
alloys

• The test database
developed in the present
study will be very useful
for the design and building
of aluminium ship
structures fabricated by
friction stir welding

Table 3 Thermal modelling

Researchers Workpiece Tool Conclusion

Bayazid et al. [32] 6063-T6
7075-T6

H13 • The weld characteristics
depend upon the heat
generation during the
process

Kumbhar et al. [33] AA5052
AA6061

HSS • Improper mixing of
material takes place in the
nugget zone

Palanive et al. [34] AA6351
AA5083

HCHCr • They concluded that feed
rate has significant effect
on mixing of material in
the nugget zone

Hamed [35] AA7075
AA5086

H13 • Heat generation depends
upon the thermal
diffusivity, tool geometry
and process parameters of
FSW. AA5086 side grains
are coarse in nature than
the AA7075 side

Ilangovan et al. [36] AA5086
AA6061

HSS • They concluded that
threaded pin profile
produces higher strength
than the taper pin profiled
owing to proper mixing of
material

• Onion rings are observed
on the macrostructure of
the threaded pin profile
joint weld

(continued)
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Table 3 (continued)

Researchers Workpiece Tool Conclusion

Aval [37] AA7075
AA6082

H13 • Heat generation has
significant effect on
tensile residual stress

• The grain size on the
AA7075 side is fine as
compared to AA6082

Khodir and Shibayanagi
[38]

AA2024
AA7075

SKD61 • Enhancement in welding
speed caused in the
formation of kissing bond
and pores in the weld
joint. This is mainly due
to improper mixing of
material in the nugget
zone

Shen et al. [39] AA6022
AA7075

H13 • Tool plunge depth has
significant effect on the
void formation in the
nugget zone

Khan et al. [40] AA2219 AA
7475

HCS • They observed fine
equiaxed grain in the stir
zone. This is attributed
towards dynamic
recrystallization in the stir
zone. A maximum
hardness of 162 HV is
obtained in the stir zone of
dissimilar alloys

Pabandi et al. [41] AA2024
AA6061

H13 • The joint efficient is found
to be 26% less than that of
the similar fabricated joint

• It is observed that heat
treatment enhanced the
mechanical and
metallurgical properties of
dissimilar aluminium
alloys as compared to
simple FSW

Kumar et al. [42] AA2014
AA6061

H13 • The nugget zone has fine
equiaxed grain as
compared to base metal
due to dynamic
recrystallization

• It is concluded that with
increase in rotational
speed the hardness of
nugget zone decreases due
to dislocation of
strengthening particles
with increase in
temperature

(continued)
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Table 3 (continued)

Researchers Workpiece Tool Conclusion

Kumar [43] AA3003
AA6082

H13 • It is observed that weld
speed enhances the tensile
strength, whereas
rotational speed decreases
the tensile strength. This
is attributed towards the
heat generation during the
process

Barbini et al. [44] AA2024
AA7050

H13 • The SZ size is considered
an important parameter to
qualitatively define the
value of the weldments

4 Conclusion

In the current study, an attempt has beenmade on different aspects of FSWof dissim-
ilar aluminium alloys. The major findings related to FSW of dissimilar aluminium
alloys are listed below:

It is evident that FSW process parameters—tool rotation rate, traverse speed,
spindle tilt angle—influence the mechanical and metallurgical behaviour of joints
and hence are crucial to produce sound- and defect-free weld.

According to the available literature, most of the research work is focused on
friction stir welding of aluminium, copper and magnesium and their alloys. Friction
stir welding of dissimilar aluminium alloys, dissimilar metals and composites, etc.,
is having huge scope for future research.

The tribological, corrosional and surface topographical behaviour of FS welded
dissimilar aluminium alloys is not elaborately discussed in the literature.

No proper guideline in terms of mathematical/theoretical model of process per-
formance parameters of FSW is available for selecting input parameters to obtain
the desired output.

Thermal modelling of FSW of dissimilar alloys is also not elaborately discussed
in the literature.
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Microstructure, Economic, and Emission
Evaluation of Castings Produced
from Biodiesel-fired Self-designed Rotary
Furnace

Purshottam Kumar and Rohit Sharma

Abstract In this research work, various types of furnace systems, i.e., coke-less
cupola, coke-fired cupola, and biodiesel-fired self-designed rotary furnace have been
utilized for the economic analysis of the produced castings. In the comparison of
other furnaces, the results of regressive experimentation on the self-designed and
fabricated rotary furnace found the saving of around 5.8% in the cost of the casting.
The microstructure and mechanical properties analysis was also performed to check
the quality of the produced castingswith the self-designed rotary furnace. In addition,
the emission levelswere found to bewithin the specified limits given byCPCBnorms.

Keywords Rotary furnace · Pollution · Microstructure · Economic analysis · SG
iron · Gray CI

1 Introduction

The foundry industry plays a vital part in the industrial growth of India. India is the
third largest producer of foundry products, which are not only used in the domestic
markets but also exported worldwide. This industry has developed in volumes over
several years and is expected to develop further in future. The foundry industry is an
export-oriented industry because of the enormous demand in the internationalmarket.
The foundry is facing problems, viz, the supply of rawmaterial, power requirements,
funds, limitations by the central pollution control board (CPCB), energy utilization
and hard competition by liberalization, globalization, and privatization.

There are different types of conventional furnaces for producing these materials,
and the rotary furnace is one of the newest modern developed technologies for pro-
ducing structural materials. It has been found out that recuperating systems increase
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the efficiency of the rotary furnace by the collection of hot flue gases by preheating
the air and fuel help reducing time in processing [1]. There has been a 10% loss in
the carbon through utilization of rotary furnace [2]. Some metals such as aluminum
prefer butane gas instead of diesel fuel for viable solution during the casting pro-
cess [3]. The rotary furnace has excellent heat transfer capability and reaches flame
temperature maximum at 2800 °C with high thermal exchange and higher degrees
of radiation [4]. NOx emission was also reduced through the utilization of the rotary
reactors containing flue gases [5]. Operability analysis enables the production engi-
neers to reduce the emission effect through utilization of coal in an industrial rotary
kiln [6]. The rotary furnace has been found to be the best effective method for the
thermal treatment of medical waste in hospitals [7]. To reduce the fugitive dust in
foundry kilns; water sprinkling, tree plantation, and daily cleaning are some mea-
sures to be taken by industries [8]. The pollutant found in the rotary furnace can be
checked by using electrostatic separator [9]. The relative amount of flushing agents
and better mixing of charge metallurgical materials can be assessed through rotary
furnaces [10]. Ferritic-pearlite ductile ironwas produced through utilization of rotary
furnace as explain [11].

The cupola is being utilized as a primary melting unit in iron foundries for the
last several decades and still holds the position despite strong competition. Prior, the
energy and ecological esteems were optional. Nowadays, nonetheless, the ecological
issues have been brought into the center. TheHonorable SupremeCourt of India gave
certain mandates, which apply to the Taj trapezium zone (TTZ), Agra, intending to
saving Taj Mahal. Subsequently, most of the foundries have been shut.

Therefore, as a solution to the society, the rotary furnace has designed on which
experimental trials were performed to optimize the execution parameters of the fur-
nace. The self-designed and developed rotary furnace performed better when con-
trasted with different furnaces while working with optimal air preheat temperature
and percentage of excess air for standardized rotational speed. The experimental
trials were performed to optimize the carbon loss in the melt.

Therefore, in this paper, the comparative cost analysis of castings produced on
coke-less, coke-fired cupola, and the self-designed biodiesel-fired rotary furnace was
done. The microstructure and mechanical properties analysis was also performed to
check the quality of the produced castings with the self-designed rotary furnace. In
addition, the pollutant level was checked with the CPCB norms.

2 Economic Analysis of Coke-Less, Coke-Fired Cupola,
and Rotary Furnace

The economics of any melting unit is very crucial, and a number of factors need to be
taken into account. The capital cost has a major importance, and the environmental
control equipment has a large effect on the overall capital cost. A large amount
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of money requires to melting with a conventional coke-fired cupola to satisfy the
environmental norms.

2.1 Technical Details

The capacity of cupola may vary from 1 to 20 ton/hr for MT/hr, the details are as
follows:

Electricity consumption/MT of molten iron (including superheater and auxiliary
services) � 130.89 kWh.

The feedstock is steel scrap� 15%; pig iron� 50%; return scrap� 35% (ceramic
balls consumption is 1.5% using duplex superheater); iron temperature � 1380 °C;
% CO in flue gasses � Nil; tapping temperature � 1520 °C; gray CI grades � 15,
20, 25; and SG base iron 1, 2 are very easily cast (Tables 1, 2, 3, 4).

Table 5 shows the comparative evaluation cost of the coke-fired cupola, coke-less
cupola (LDO-fired), coke-less cupola (gas-fired), and biodiesel-fired rotary furnace
and found a saving of 5.8% by utilizing biodiesel-fired rotary furnace.

3 Microstructural Analysis

To ensure the quality and the cost of the product, a detailed microstructures study
of different samples of gray cast iron and SG iron castings produced from the rotary
furnace has been done using “Biovis Materials Plus” image analysis software. The
software has primarily four materials module panels, viz, main, analysis, configu-
ration, and result. The main panel gives options for selecting the technique to be
used for analysis. The analysis panel gives choices for identifying the features for
analysis. The resulting panel illustrates the result of the analysis. For the majority of
the modules, we can automatically run the analysis for the several images, and for
the group run, we can set up a succession of processes with analysis to run on these
images.

3.1 Phase/Volume Fraction

In this module, the images of microstructures are analyzed and assessed the volume
fractions of identifiable phases or elements. Several imageswere analyzed to enhance
the accuracy of measurements. Results for each field were shown in the form of
result summary. The report that conforms to ASTM E 562 was then produced for the
analysis.
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Table 1 Economic analysis of coke-less cupola (light-diesel-oil-fired)

S. no. Item Quantity Rate (Rs.) Total cost
(Rs.)

Operating cost

1. Fuel cost (LDO) 70.00 l 25.00/l 1750.00

2. Energy
consumption

(a) Blower 0.75 kWh

(b) Carburization of fuelcarburization
of fuel

75.00 kWh 6.00/kWh 459.00

(c) Cooling 0.75 kWh

76.50 kWh

3. Limestone addition 50.00 kg 2.50/kg 125.00

4. Refractory consumption 30.00 kg 10.00/kg 300.00

5. Water consumption 1.50 m3 1.00/m3 1.50

6. Ceramic spheres 15.00 kg 200.00/kg 3000.00

7. Carburizing material 20.00 kg 8.00/kg 160.00

8. Ramming mass 0.50 kg 2.50/kg 1.25

9. Ferrosilicon 5.00 kg 100.00/kg 500.00

10. Labor cost Contract 500.00/MT 500.00

11. Maintenance and repair 600.00/MT 600.00

Total operating cost Rs.
7396.75

Material cost

1. Pig iron 500.00 kg 20.00/kg 10,000.00

2. Cast iron (CI) scrap 350.00 kg 18.00/kg 6300.00

3. Mild steel (MS) scrap 150.00 kg 17.00/kg 2550.50

Total material cost Rs.
18,850.50

Total cost

Total cost � Total
[
Operating + Material

]
cost

� Rs. 7396.75 + Rs. 18, 850.50 � Rs. 26, 247.25

Adding rejection 1% (Max.) � Rs. 262.46

Total cost/MT of molten metal � Rs. 26,509.71
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Table 2 Economic analysis of coke-less cupola (gas-fired)

S. no. Item Quantity Rate (Rs.) Total cost
(Rs.)

Operating cost

1. Fuel cost (natural gas)

(a) Preheating 15.00 m3

(b) Melting 85.00 m3 22.00/m3 2200.00

100.00 m3

2. Miscellaneous energy

(a) Blower 0.75 kWh

(b) Carburization of
fuel

75.00 kWh 6.00/kWh 459.00

(c) Cooling 0.75 kWh

76.50 kWh

3. Limestone addition 50.00 kg 2.50/kg 125.00

4. Refractory consumption 30.00 kg 10.00/kg 300.00

5. Water consumption 2.00 m3 1.00/m3 2.00

6. Ceramic spheres 12.00 kg 200.00/kg 2400.00

7. Carburizing material 15.00 kg 8.00/kg 120.00

8. Ramming mass 1.00 kg 2.50/kg 2.50

9. Ferrosilicon 5.00 kg 100.00/kg 500.00

10. Labor cost Contract 600.00/MT 600.00

11. Maintenance and repair 600.00/MT 600.00

Total operating cost Rs. 7308.50

Material cost

1. Pig iron 500.00 kg 20.00/kg 10000.00

2. Cast iron (CI) scrap 350.00 kg 18.00/kg 6300.00

3. Mild steel (MS) scrap 150.00 kg 17.00/kg 2550.50

Total material cost Rs. 18,850.00

Total cost

Total cost � Total operating cost + Total material cost

� Rs. 7308.50 + Rs. 18, 850.50 � Rs. 26, 158.50

Grand total

Total cost � Rs. 26,158.50

Adding rejection 1% (Max.) � Rs. 261.58

Total cost/MT of molten metal � Rs. 26,420.08
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Table 3 Economic analysis of coke-fired cupola

S. no. Item Quantity Rate (Rs.) Total cost
(Rs.)

Operating cost

1. Coke with 12 ± 2% Ash 60.00 kg

(a) Apreheat 200.00 kg 15.00/kg 3900.00

(b) Meltin 260.00 kg

2. Miscellaneous energy

(a) Blower 10.00 kWh

(b) Dust extraction 15.00 kWh

(c) Desulfurization 12.00 kWh 5.00/kWh 235.00

(d) Bleeding fuel 10.00 kWh

47.00 kWh

3. Limestone addition 60.00 kg 2.50/kg 150.00

4. Refractory consumption

(a) Preheat zone 10.50 kg

(b) Melting zone 60.00 kg 10.00/kg 857.00

(c) Outlet zone 15.20 kg

85.70 kg

5. Ramming mass 2.00 kg 2.50/kg 5.00

6. Ferrosilicon 5.00 kg 90.00/kg 450.00

7. Carburizing material 12.00 kg 35.00/kg 420.00

8. Labor cost Contract 500.00/MT 500.00

9. Maintenance and repair 900.00/MT 900.00

Total operating cost Rs. 7417.00

Material cost

1. Pig iron 500.00 kg 20.00/kg 10,000.00

2. Cast iron (CI) scrap 400.00 kg 18.00/kg 7200.00

3. Mild steel (MS) scrap 100.00 kg 17.00/kg 1700.00

Total material cost Rs. 18,900.00

Total cost

Total cost � Total operating cost + Total material cost

� Rs. 7417.00 + Rs. 18, 900.00 � Rs. 26, 317.00

Grand total

Total cost � Rs. 26,317.00

Adding rejection 4% (Max.) � Rs. 1052.68

Total cost/MT of molten metal � Rs. 27,369.68
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Table 4 Economic analysis of biodiesel-fired rotary furnace

S. no. Item Quantity Rate (Rs.) Total cost
(Rs.)

Operating cost

1. Fuel cost (biodiesel) 160.00 l 40.00/l 6400.00

2. Energy consumption

(a) One hp motor for
furnace rotation

(0.746×1×3) � 2.238
kWh

4.50/kWh 85.60

(b) 7.5 hp motor for air
compressor

(0.746×7.5×3) �
16.785kWh

19.023 kWh

3. Water consumption 0.60 m3 0.50/m3 0.30

4. Relining 9.00 kg 10.00/kg 90.00

5. Labor cost Contract 100.00/MT 100.00

6. Maintenance and repair 300.00/MT 300.00

Total operating cost Rs. 6975.90

Material cost

1. Pig iron 350.00 kg 20.00/kg 7000.00

2. Cast iron (CI) scrap 500.00 kg 18.00/kg 9000.00

3. Mild steel (MS) scrap 150.00 kg 17.00/kg 2550.00

Total material cost Rs.
18,550.00

Total cost

Total cost � Total operating cost + Total material cost

� Rs. 6975.90 + Rs. 18, 550.00 � Rs. 25, 525.90

Grand total

Total cost � Rs. 25,525.90

Adding rejection 1% (Max.) � Rs. 255.25

Total cost/MT of molten metal � Rs. 25,781.16

Table 5 Comparative evaluation of cost

Furnace Cost and
saving

Coke-fired
cupola

Coke-less
cupola
(LDO-fired)

Coke-less
cupola
(Gas-fired)

Biodiesel-fired
rotary furnace

Cost/MT of molten
metal

Rs. 27,369.68 Rs. 26,509.21 Rs. 26,420.08 Rs. 25,781.16

Saving 3.14% 3.46% 5.80%
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3.2 Measurement of Grain Size

The role of grain-size module is to find the mean grain-size measurement and distri-
bution of grain diameters, areas, etc. from images of grain structures. The grain-size
measurement module includes the test approaches suggested in the ASTM E 930
Standards (for ALA grain-size measurement), ASTM E 112, ASTM E 1382 (for
average grain-size measurement), and ASTM E 1181 (for duplex grain-size mea-
surement). It provides automatic as well as a semi-automatic interactive technique
for analyzing the images of grain structures (Tables 6, 7, 8, 9).

Table 6 Phase analysis (ASTM E 562)

% Flakes area Maximum length (µm)

Pearlite Ferrite Graphite

SG iron 62.703 12.978 20.341

62.302 14.152 19.127

61.712 20.034 16.003

Gray CI 45.124 19.713 35.130

50.015 18.012 31.071

50.230 18.813 33.713

Table 7 Nodularity measurement (ASTM A 247) and graphite flakes of SG iron

% Flake
area

Nodule
count

Nodule
area

Nodules
(mm2)

Minimum
size
(µm)

Maximum
size
(µm)

Nodularity
(%)

Mean

2.000 86 7.72 266.125 0 64.72 86.00 37.40

3.980 83 8.34 259.930 0 58.01 81.41 59.20

1.812 108 12.36 335.250 0 68.92 87.60 36.50

0.665 116 9.10 382.700 0 58.75 69.82 30.20

0.956 98 9.88 308.650 0 49.60 67.21 27.20

2.480 112 11.88 308.880 0 68.76 88.30 26.42

3.900 84 11.92 286.760 0 57.70 71.90 25.52

3.620 92 8.67 314.873 0 49.10 79.60 24.01

2.182 93 9.62 301.820 0 56.30 83.21 46.72

2.300 81 8.93 280.770 0 56.41 85.10 50.24
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Table 9 Inclusions (ASTM E 1122 JK)

Severity level A
(Thin)

A
(Thick)

B
(Thin)

B
(Thick)

C
(Thin)

C
(Thick)

D
(Thin)

D
(Thick)

0.5 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

1.0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

1.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

2.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

3.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

3.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

4.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

4.5 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

5.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

3.3 Measurement of Nodularity

This module helps to investigate the images of microstructures and to identify and
measure graphite nodules. The factors that can be measured here are nodularity,
nodule density, nodule count, etc. Here, the nodules are categorized according to
their sizes. The intensity or the gray level in the image is used to identify the graphite
particles. The user sets the range to detect the particles as nodules. A number of
images were analyzed to enhance the accuracy of measurements. The results of each
field are then shown. A summary of results was generated as per ASTM A 247 for
analysis.

3.4 Measurement of Graphite Flakes

This module helps to identify the microstructures of the images and measured
graphite flakes. The analysis also includes the measurement of graphite percent-
age and sorting of flakes by size. Graphite particles were identified by their intensity
or gray level in the image. The length is measured for each graphite flake. Size and
shape factors were set to identify the particles as graphite flakes. Numerous images
were analyzed for enhancing the accuracy of measurements. A summary of results
was generated after the analysis of multiple fields. A report that conforms to ASTM
A 247 was produced for analyzing the flake sizes and graphite measurement.

Figures 1a, b, c, and d show the microstructures obtained during gray cast iron
casting, and Fig. 1d shows the weaker nodular graphite flakes, and Fig. 1b shows the
strongest nodular graphite flakes. The microstructural image obtained in Fig. 1b is
of highest strength and high impact resistance.
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Fig. 1 a–d Snapshots of microstructures of gray CI castings for analysis—graphite flake analysis

3.5 Inclusion Analysis

It incorporates procedures based on ASTM E 45 and ASTM E 1122. The role of this
module is to analyze the sulfide and oxide inclusions resulting from the deoxidization
and precipitation of sulfides during the solidification process. The inclusions used
are categorized only by gray shade, morphology, reflectivity, length, thickness, and
number. The inclusion types A, B, C, and D are distinguished on the following basis:

Sulfides (type A)—all sulfides are higher in reflectivity than oxides. Type A inclu-
sions are continuous stringers and pretty similar to type C inclusions.

Oxides (type B, C, D)—all oxides are lower in light reflectivity than sulfides, i.e.,
oxides appear darker as compared to sulfides.

Once separated the oxides are distinguished further by themorphology as follows:
type B—discontinuous stringers
type C—continuous stringers
type D—non-stringer globular oxide particles with an aspect ratio < 5

4 Mechanical Property Analysis of Castings

Samples of gray CI and SG iron from the rotary furnace were obtained with the
standardized parameters. In addition, mechanical strength, ductility, and hardness
were measured for different compositions of carbon. Results are shown in Tables 10
and 11, respectively.

5 Ambient Air Quality

Table 12 shows the quality of air and the permissible limits of air pollution defined
by the Central Pollution Control Board (CPCB). Table 13 shows the comparison of
pollution level between LDO and biofuel used in the rotary furnace. Moreover, the
results show that the pollution level using 50% biodiesel was under CPCB norms
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Table 10 Mechanical properties of the gray CI specimen

Specimen σ t BHN %C %Si %Mn %P %S %Cr %Mo %Ni

1. 142 160 3.80 2.14 0.741 0.090 0.062 0.0186 <0.0020 0.0113

2. 146 155 3.50 2.90 0.684 0.099 0.058 0.0244 <0.0013 0.0113

3. 152 164 3.68 2.30 0.692 0.109 0.068 0.0176 <0.0019 0.0113

4. 165 156 3.48 2.29 0.801 0.092 0.064 0.0194 <0.0021 0.0113

5. 175 160 3.24 2.32 0.691 0.085 0.066 0.0193 <0.0013 0.0113

6. 188 152 3.42 2.32 0.742 0.099 0.062 0.0189 <0.0019 0.0113

7. 164 162 3.64 2.31 0.769 0.098 0.064 0.0162 <0.0012 0.0113

8. 185 160 3.58 2.31 0.697 0.102 0.057 0.0193 <0.0014 0.0113

9. 192 164 3.58 2.32 0.680 0.087 0.058 0.0191 <0.0017 0.0113

10. 204 160 3.80 2.34 0.721 0.097 0.061 0.0186 <0.0017 0.0113

Table 11 Mechanical properties of SG iron specimen

S.
no.

UTS %Elongation BHN %C %Si %Mg %Mn %S %Mo

1. 398 14.7 189 3.81 3.17 0.041 0.40 0.019 Negligible

2. 405 15.2 190 3.76 3.31 0.042 0.41 0.020 Negligible

3. 394 14.9 194 3.81 3.26 0.039 0.34 0.014 Negligible

4. 391 15.3 186 3.86 3.31 0.044 0.35 0.017 Negligible

5. 512 10.2 201 3.83 2.96 0.052 0.54 0.021 Negligible

6. 503 10.3 196 3.82 3.11 0.062 0.56 0.019 Negligible

7. 496 9.98 199 3.79 3.04 0.059 0.62 0.015 Negligible

8. 498 10.2 204 3.77 3.07 0.045 0.52 0.018 Negligible

9. 604 3.06 269 3.41 2.83 0.80 0.021 0.30

10. 607 3.09 276 3.36 2.81 0.74 0.020 0.28

comparatively to LDO. Therefore, it has been found that the rotary furnace with
biofuel is safe for the environment.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, the economic analysis of different furnaces and microstructure analysis
of the castings produced by the rotary furnace are completed. The findings show the
sovereignty of rotary furnace over the others.

1. The economic analysis of the four furnaces illustrates that the cost of molten
metal per metric ton is minimum in the case of the rotary furnace in comparison
with other furnaces. The comparative evaluation shows that a cost of about 5.8%
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Table 12 Pollutants and permissible concentrations in ambient air

Pollutants Permissible concentrations in ambient air (mg/m3)

Industrial areas Residential, rural, and
other areas

Sensitive areas

Sulfur dioxide (SO2) 80 60 15

Oxides of nitrogen as
(NOx)

80 60 15

Suspended particulate
matter (SPM)

360 140 70

Respirable suspended
particulate matter (RSPM)

120 60 50

Carbon monoxide (CO) 5000 2000 1000

Table 13 Comparison of pollution levels of light diesel oil (LDO) and biofuel (Jatropha 50%
Biodiesel)

Pollution levels using light diesel oil (LDO) Pollution levels using 50%
biodiesel

S. no. SO2
level
(mg/m3)

SPM
level
(mg/m3)

CO
(mg/m3)

NOx
(mg/m3)

SO2
level
(mg/m3)

SPM
Level
(mg/m3)

NOx
(mg/m3)

CO
(mg/m3)

1 120 50 280 73 58 43 75 260

2 90 58 300 80 52 42 70 245

3 90 45 310 78 55 47 72 240

4 89 95 290 82 48 45 71 250

5 92 85 300 78 51 40 72 265

6 89 65 320 70 48 68 69 245

7 89 55 300 81 49 49 72 265

8 89 85 290 78 50 48 71 270

9 96 65 295 80 51 43 76 225

10 106 85 290 78 55 49 73 245

is saved in the rotary furnace over the others. The level of pollutants also satisfies
the pollution level set by CPCB to the biggest conceivable degree.

2. The results of the microstructural analysis of the castings produced shown in
Figs. 1 and 2, respectively, indicatemaximumflake area,more amount of graphite
and well-distributed graphite flakes which have excellent machinability, easy
grinding, high thermal conductivity, high damping, and high production of the
castings.

3. Investigation of castings for strength and other related factors shows that the
samples produced from the rotary furnace are having excellent tensile strength,
hardness, and the meager percentage of sulfur, molybdenum, nickel, and phos-
phorus, with a good percentage of carbon as shown in Tables 10 and 11.
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Fig. 2 a–d Snapshots of microstructures of SG iron castings for analysis—graphite flake analysis

In Agra foundries, the produced castings are very hard, and their machining is
complicated. The microstructural analysis results of the current research work give
some extremely eager outcomes concerning this issue. It provides an understanding
that a thorough microstructural examination of rotary furnace castings can most
likely be the harbinger of the challenges looked by the foundry industries of Agra.

Given the present-day stringent pollution control requirements, it is imperative
that themelting technique used should satisfy the environmentalists and the economy
of the process should not be affected. The biodiesel-fired rotary furnace scoreswell on
all counts and ought to be utilized rather than conventional coke-less and coke-fired
cupolas, and gas-fired cupola furnaces.
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Study of Sliding Wear Behavior
of Alumina Oxide Filled Fiber Composite
Using Design of Experiment

Bhanu Pratap, R. K. Gupta and Bhuvnesh Bhardwaj

Abstract The carbon fiber reinforced polymer composites are extensively used in
different manufacturing applications due to their superior strength to weight, high
thermal stability, and excellent corrosion resistance. The main objective of present
research work is to optimize the sliding wear conditions (applied load, sliding veloc-
ity, and %wt Al2O3 particulates) for minimum wear volume of Al2O3 filled carbon
reinforcement fiber composites against EN-32 steel. Taguchi-based L9 orthogonal
array and ANOVA are used to find the optimum parameters for minimum wear. The
sliding velocity has been found the most significant parameter that affects the slid-
ing wear followed by filler loading and normal load. On the other hand, it has been
found that sliding wear rate continuously decreases with increase in filler loading
and increases with increase in applied normal load and sliding velocity.

Keywords Carbon fiber · Alumina oxide particulates · EN-32 steel · Sliding wear

1 Introduction

In the present scenario, more emphasis is given on the quality of the products.
Therefore, recently developed advancedmaterials like composites, high-performance
steels, and ceramics are replacing the general metallic materials to increase the qual-
ity of the products. Among these materials, fiber composites are extensively used for
many applications due to their unique properties and advantages over other materials
[1].

Among the entire fiber reinforced polymer composites, the carbon fiber reinforced
polymer composites are widely used in different manufacturing applications due to
their better strength to weight and excellent corrosion resistance [2].
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The polymer composites with Al2O3 as filler exhibited better erosion resistance
as compared to the polymer composites with SiC and fly ash as filler material [3].
Al2O3 is also used as reinforcement material in metal matrix composites as well
as in polymer matrix composites. The addition of Al2O3, increases the mechanical
properties aswell as highwear resistance [4, 5]. Nowadays, improvedwear resistance
against hardened steel is one of the prime concerns among researchers. Adhikari et al.
[6] fabricated jute fiber reinforced epoxy polymer composite using simple hand
layup method. The zirconia and alumina particles in 5, 10, 15, and 20 %wt have
been used as filler material. The maximum microhardness has been achieved with
20% filler material. It has also been revealed that jute fiber reinforced epoxy polymer
composite with ZrO2 exhibited better thermal stability, degradation temperature, and
fire-resistant property as compared to jute fiber reinforced epoxy polymer composite
with Al2O3.

Agrawal et al. [7] investigated friction and wear characteristics of glass fiber rein-
forced epoxy polymer composite with three different sliding atmospheres against
EN31 steel. The sliding speed and load have been considered as sliding conditions.
The maximum coefficient of friction has been achieved with inert gas (argon) fol-
lowed by dry and oil-lubricated environment.

Österle et al. [8] characterized surface features and nanostructure of tribofilms
using advanced microscopic techniques. The wear tests have been conducted using
pin-on-disk apparatus with material against 100Cr6 steel. The scanning electron
microscopy, light opticalmicroscopy, and energy-dispersiveX-ray spectroscopyhave
also been carried out to examinewear scars on disk surface. The nano-structured silica
with at least 10 vol.% exhibited minimum wear and friction coefficient.

Karthik and Senthilkumar [9] investigated tribological and mechanical properties
of ceramic particles reinforced carbon–epoxy composites. Then, aluminum oxide
and silicon carbide particles have been used as reinforcement. The composites have
been fabricated using vacuum bag molding technique. The composite with 10% SiC
and 5% Al2O3 exhibited superior mechanical properties as well as wear resistance
among all the fabricated composites.

Shivakumar et al. [10] fabricated ZA-27-based composites with nano-sizedAl2O3

particles as reinforcement to investigate the effect of %wt of nano-sized Al2O3 par-
ticles in composites on wear volume. It has been revealed that as the %wt of Al2O3

reinforcement increases, the wear volume loss of the fabricated composite decreases.
Annappa and Basavarajappa [11] investigated the effect of sliding wear condi-

tions on wear rate of functionally graded glass–epoxy composite with graphite. The
composites have been fabricated using hand layup technique. The applied normal
load, sliding velocity, and sliding distance have been considered as wear conditions.
It has been revealed that specific wear rate increases with increase in load, sliding
velocity, and sliding distance.

Anjum et al. [12] studied mechanical tribological properties of glass–epoxy com-
posites with SiO2 filler in different wt%. The composites have been fabricated using
hand layup technique followed by compressionmolding technique. Taguchi method-
ologybasedonL9 orthogonal arrayhas been applied to investigate the effect of normal
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load, sliding velocity, and sliding distance onwear rate. It has been revealed that wear
volume increases with increase in applied load, sliding distance, and velocity.

Dass et al. [13] investigated the mechanical and tribological properties of ortho-
cresol novolac epoxy filled with aluminum oxide and micro-size silicon carbide
composites. For the wear analysis, the load and sliding velocity have been considered
aswear parameters. It has been revealed that compositeswith filler particles exhibited
excellent mechanical and tribological properties as compared to unfilled composites.

Andrich et al. [14] investigated the tribological behavior of polypropylene com-
posites fabricated using resin transfer molding technique. The developed composites
have been coated with diamond-like carbon. The remarkable decrease in specific
wear rate of composite against uncoated and coated steel 100Cr6 has been obtained.

Alsharif et al. [15] studied dental resin composites (DRCs) cured with LED light
using monomer along with 40–60 wt% Al2O3 particles as filler. The fracture tough-
ness, apparent porosity, and bulk density have been evaluated. The significant influ-
ence of Al2O3 particles on the mechanical properties of DRCs has been observed.

Basavarajappa and Ellangovan [16] studied dry sliding wear characteristics of
glass–epoxy (G-E) composites reinforced with graphite and silicon carbide. The
applied load, sliding velocity, and sliding distance have been considered as wear
parameters. The excellent wear resistance has been observed. The applied load has
been found the most significant parameter that affects the wear rate.

Rout and Satapathy [17] studied erosion wear behavior andmechanical properties
of glass fiber–epoxy composite with unfilled and filled rice husk particles. Taguchi
optimization technique has been employed to optimize the wear parameters for mini-
mumwear rate. The impact velocity, erodent size, filler content, and impingent angle
have been found significant parameters that affect the wear rate. The maximumwear
resistance has been obtained for composite with 15 wt% rice husk. It has also been
found that addition of filler content reduces the flexural strength and strength, while
it increases the tensile modulus, impact energy, and hardness.

Sahu et al. [18] experimentally investigated the mechanical properties of compos-
ite having polyester resin along with glass fiber and 0, 5, 10, and 15 wt% alumina
particles as reinforcement. It has been revealed that these fillers significantly influ-
ence the mechanical properties of developed composites.

El-Tayeb and Gadelrab [19] studied friction and wear characteristics of E-glass
fiber reinforced epoxy composite. The normal load, sliding velocities, and surface
conditions have been considered as process parameters. Theminimumwear has been
obtained against wet and clean surfaces.

The aim of the present research is to investigate the effect of wear conditions
(applied load, sliding velocity, and%wt Al2O3 particulates) on wear rate. An attempt
has also been made to optimize the sliding wear conditions for minimum wear rate.
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2 Methods

2.1 Specimen Preparation

The low-temperature carbon fiber (locally supplied) was reinforced with epoxy resin
(Araldite LY 556) with aluminum oxide particles as filler. The composite has been
fabricated using conventional hand layup method [20]. The hardener (HY951) is
mixed in a ratio of 10:1 by weight.

Aluminum oxide (Al2O3) is a chemical compound of aluminum and oxygen and
is atmospheric in nature. It is commonly known as alumina and is 15% of the earth’s
crust. The key properties of alumina particles are high mechanical strength, high
temperature resistance, high corrosion resistance, and high wear resistance.

2.2 Dry Sliding Wear Test Apparatus

The wear specimens of the composites were prepared as per ASTM G-99. All wear
tests have been conducted on pin-on-disk test rig (TR-20 LE, supplied by DUCOM).
The counter disk is prepared of hardened ground steel (EN-32) having hardness of
72 HRC and surface roughness of 0.6 µm. The test specimens are kept stationary
and the disk is rotated during which a normal force is applied through a lever mech-
anism. A number of experimental tests were conducted according to L9 orthogonal
array-based Taguchi design. Table 1 represents the wear conditions and levels of con-
ditions according to Taguchi methodology, while Table 2 shows the design matrix
for experimentation. A precision electronic balance (Denver Instruments Germany,
TB-2150) is used to measure the material loss of the test specimens examined. The
specific wear rate as the output parameter of the test specimens is determined by the
following equation.

Ws � �m

ρ · t · Vs · Fn
(1)

Table 1 Levels of wear
conditions

Level Factors

Sliding velocity Fiber
loading

Normal load

(m/s) (%) (N)

1 1.5 5 10

2 2.5 10 20

3 3.5 15 30
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whereW s is the specific wear rate in mm3/Nm, �m is the mass loss during specified
test in grams, ρ is the density of the composites in g/mm3, t is the test duration in s,
V s is the sliding velocity in m/s, and Fn is the average normal load applied in N.

3 Results and Discussions

Table 2 shows the design matrix for experimentation along with the measured values
of wear rate. Table 3 shows the ANOVA analysis for the mean values of wear rate.

In the present work, the analysis of variance test (ANOVA) is carried out for a
significance level of α � 0.05, i.e., for a confidence level of 95%. The ANOVA for
wear is summarized in Table 3.

Table 3 shows that “Prob. > F” values for sliding velocity, filler loading, and
load are less than 0.05, which implies that these are the significant parameters that
affect the wear. The R2 value and adjusted R2 value are equal to 0.997 and 0.989,

Table 2 Standard orthogonal L9 array with output results

Experiment no Sliding velocity Fiber loading Normal load W s

(m/s) (%) (N) 10−6 × (mm3/Nm)

1 1.5 5 10 2.98

2 1.5 10 20 2.51

3 1.5 15 30 2.13

4 2.5 5 20 4.76

5 2.5 10 30 4.43

6 2.5 15 10 2.54

7 3.5 5 30 6.24

8 3.5 10 10 4.43

9 3.5 15 20 3.48

Table 3 ANOVA table for sliding wear

Process parameters DOF Seq SS Adj. SS Adj. MS F-value P value

Sliding velocity
(m/s)

2 7.2655 7.2655 3.63275 189.2057 0.005

Fiber loading
(%wt)

2 5.6855 5.6855 2.84275 148.0599 0.007

Normal load (N) 2 1.4406 1.4406 0.7203 37.51563 0.026

Error 2 0.0384 0.0384 0.0192

Total 8 14.43

R-square 0.997 Adj. R-square 0.989
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respectively. The result shows that the adjusted R2 value is very close to the ordinary
R2 value, which indicates that the wear parameters have a strong effect on wear.

Table 4 presents the difference between the maximum and the minimum value of
the wear parameters for sliding wear values and rank of wear condition.

The most effective factor affecting performance characteristics is obtained by
comparing these values. This comparisongives the level of importance of controllable
factors. The most effective controllable factor corresponds to the maximum of these
values. Thus, the sliding velocity has been found most significant parameter that
affects the wear followed by filler loading and load.

To investigate the influence of each parameter on wear, graph between the wear
parameters and wear has been plotted as shown in Fig. 1.

From the figure, it has been revealed that wear rate increases with increase in
sliding velocity from 1.5 to 3.5 m/s. The minimum wear is achieved at the first level
of sliding speed that is 1.5 m/s. Figure 1 also shows the variation of wear with respect
to filler loading. From the figure, it is clear that wear continuously decreased with

Table 4 Response table for wear

Wear conditions Levels Max.−Min. (�) Rank

1 2 3

Sliding velocity (m/s) 2.54 3.91 4.717 2.177 1

Fiber loading (%wt) 4.66 3.79 2.717 1.943 2

Normal load (N) 3.317 3.583 4.267 0.95 3

Fig. 1 Operating parameters versus main effect plot
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increase in filler loading from 5 to 15 %wt. The minimum wear has been obtained
with 15 %wt filler loading. The influence of normal load on wear is also presented in
Fig. 1. From the figure, it is clear that wear volume increases with increase in applied
load from 10 to 30 N. The minimum wear is achieved at first level of load that is
10 N.

Analyzing Fig. 1, it has been revealed that minimum wear volume is obtained
with 15 %wt Al2O3 filled carbon fiber reinforcement composites, at 10 N applied
load and at sliding velocity of 1.5 m/s, i.e., third level of filler loading, first level of
applied load, and first level of sliding velocity give minimum wear volume for the
composite.

4 Conclusion

Polymeric composite usage is increasing at rapid pace for tribological applications,
and hence, it is necessary to study the behavior of these composite materials under
different operating conditions. The present investigation has been carried out to
optimize the sliding wear conditions (applied load, sliding velocity, and %wt Al2O3

particulates) for minimum wear volume of Al2O3 filled carbon reinforcement fiber
composites against EN-32 steel. In this investigation, the following conclusions are
drawn on the basis of the results obtained from the investigations.

1. Results of sliding wear tests depict that sliding wear rate decreases continuously
with the increase in the filler loading.

2. Wear rate of Al2O3 filled carbon reinforcement fiber composites increases with
increase in applied normal load and sliding velocity.

3. Sliding velocity has been found the most significant parameter that affects the
sliding wear followed by filler loading and applied load.

4. The minimum wear volume is obtained with 15 %wt Al2O3 filled carbon fiber
reinforcement composites, at 10 N applied load and at 1.5 m/s.
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Role of Acoustic Softening Effects
in Ultrasonic Spot Welded Dissimilar
Materials

Mantra Prasad Satpathy, Susanta Kumar Sahoo and Diptikanta Das

Abstract Ultrasonic spot welding (USW) is a rapid solid-state welding process in
which thin sheets are joined under the influence of high-frequency ultrasonic vibra-
tion and pressure. USW has several advantages over conventional fusion welding
processes such as less energy consumption, no use of flux or filler material and
generation of temperature below the melting point of parent materials. Experimen-
tal results have confirmed that USW is a combination of both thermal and acoustic
softening effects. These two facts are essential for plastic deformation and bond for-
mation during the welding process. In the present work, an attempt has been made
to develop a novel thermomechanical model to characterize thermal and acoustic
softening in AA1100 sheets. Experimental temperatures and increment in a width of
the sheet are considered to quantify the amount of acoustic softening for different
surface conditions. Acoustic softening confers a maximum reduction of 93.98% in
yield strength of AA1100 sheets. This model provides a new approach to understand
this complex bonding process in a very effective way.

Keywords Ultrasonic welding · Acoustic softening · Thermomechanical model ·
Plastic deformation · Frictional heat

1 Introduction

Ultrasonic metal welding (USMW) is one of the clean, innovative and novel solid-
state welding processes which utilize high-frequency vibration of 20 kHz to produce
a joint between similar or dissimilar metal sheets within a fraction of seconds. Thus,
it finds its widespread applications in the automotive sector and microelectronic
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industries. This technique is mainly used for joining of highly conductive materials
such as aluminum, copper, gold and silver [1]. During USMW process, the ultra-
sonic vibration with normal force disperses oxide layer and other contaminants on
the surfaces ensuring pure metal to metal contact. The relative motion between the
sheets produces heat due to the friction and it causes severe plastic deformation in
the welding zone. This phenomenon depends on the various weld conditions. The
yield strength of most metal is sensitive toward the noticeable rise in the interface
temperature. It reduces significantly with the growth in temperature resulting in the
flow of materials. As there is a contact of horn with the top workpiece, the amount of
plastic deformation and yielding is more than the bottom workpiece. These happen-
ings also depend on the process parameters as well as specimen-related properties
[2–4].

Acoustic softening is the second source of material softening during USMW. It
was first identified by Blaha and Langenecker [5]. It was observed that at a sufficient
level of ultrasonic energy, the yield stress of the material reduced. Kirchner et al.
[6] also performed several experiments on aluminum alloys, and from the quasi-
static compression test, a similar type of reduction in the yield stress value under
the presence of ultrasonic energy over a broad range of frequencies was found.
Izumi et al. [7] also revealed acoustic softening during the ultrasonic irradiation of
copper, aluminum, steel, silver and lead in compression. Acoustic softening of a
material depends on the acoustic impedance, melting point, Young’s modulus and
hardenability. Doumanidis andGao [8] explored a finite element model to investigate
the plastic deformation and stress fields during the ultrasonic welding and used the
results to find the optimum process conditions. Their study concluded that the plastic
deformationwas a relevant feature in the bonding process. Zhang andLi [9] employed
thermomechanical modeling to study the mechanics of ultrasonic consolidation. It
was reported that severe plastic deformation in the bonding region caused a formation
of joint during ultrasonic consolidation.

Plastic deformation andmaterial softening are the two important parts of ultrasonic
welding process since they bring metal to metal surface so close that bond formation
happens. Both thermal softening and acoustic softening play a crucial role to achieve
a high temperature which was the sole reason for plastic deformation. But very few
kinds of literature are available related to this study. The objectives of the present
study are to quantify acoustic softening in USMW process and compare it with the
experimental results.

2 Experimental Procedure

The USMW equipment utilized in this study is a spot welder provided by Telsonic®

Ultrasonics. It has a D2 steel sonotrode tip of 11 mm × 9 mm with serrations. This
spot welder has the maximum power of 3 kW with a preset frequency of 20 kHz.
Figure 1 depicts the schematic diagram ultrasonic welding setup with the positions
of thermocouples. The quality of the weld is controlled by changing the three process
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Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of ultrasonic welding setup with thermocouples

parameters. The vibration amplitude varies from47 to 68µm, clamping force ranging
from 0.34 to 0.42 MPa and weld time changes from 0.5 to 0.9 s. However, the
experiments in this study have been conducted at 68 µm of vibration amplitude,
0.9 s of weld time and 0.38 MPa of weld pressure. This setting is preferred on the
basis of generation of maximum interface temperature, and it is also believed that
the plastic deformation is maximum at the weld spot. The two dissimilar materials
employed in this study are 0.7 mm AA1100 aluminum sheet and 0.4 mm UNS
C10100 copper sheet. Between these sheets, aluminum has low yield strength than
the copper sheet. Thus, it is expected that much plastic deformation will occur in
the aluminum sheet, and the finite element modeling process is more simplified by
considering it.

Another reason for choosing the AA1100 material as the top workpiece is that
its yield strength has been already well established over a broad range of tempera-
tures given by various authors [10, 11]. Optical stereo microscope made by Radical
Instrument® with 25× magnification has been utilized to observe the weld area,
and the grabbed image is processed by Image J® software. Meanwhile, the inter-
face temperature has been measured by 0.15-mm sacrificial K-type thermocouples.
It provides the root cause of plastic deformation and acoustic softening during the
welding process.
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3 Finite Element Model Development

Acoustic softening is the second reason for material softening in which the static
stress of thematerial is significantly reduced under the influence of ultrasonic energy.
It was first observed by Langenecker [12]. It is different from material to material
and mainly depends on acoustic impedance, melting point, Young’s modulus and
hardenability of the material. Without the knowledge of acoustic softening effect,
the accurate stress field and plastic deformation cannot be modeled.

3.1 Material Model

In the experiments, AA1100 aluminum alloy is used as one of the weld materials
and it was placed on the top during the welding process. Hence, a material model is
necessary to find the relationship between acoustic softening, thermal softening and
strain hardening. Hockett [13] observed the strain hardening behavior of AA1100
material with respect to the thermal softening. He presented the stress–strain rela-
tionship at a particular temperature in the plastic region by using the power law
equation. In the present analysis, the power law model given by Hockett is slightly
modified by adding an acoustic softening parameter (β). The range of this newly
added term varies from zero to one. If β � 1, then it is believed that the acoustic
softening has no impact on the material deformation and the material is deformed
normally. But when the β � 0, then it implies that the ultrasonic energy deforms the
material sufficiently. The following shows the power law equation with an acoustic
softening parameter.

σy � β × Ks × εnp (1)

It is assumed that the effect of parameter “n” on the yield strength of the material
is negligible and Ks is the important term which mostly affects the yield strength
(σy) of the material. Thus, the acoustic softening parameter linearly affects the Ks

term.

3.2 Thermomechanical Finite Element Model

For numerical analysis, a 3D finite element model has been considered and analyzed
by the explicit dynamics solver of ANSYS® 15.0. Figure 2 depicts the boundary con-
ditions of the numerical model used for acoustic softening analysis. In this model,
hexahedral type of meshing is selected for sonotrode and work materials along with
tetrahedral meshing for an anvil are selected for the improvement in computational
efficiency. The boundary conditions for surfaces of the top and bottomworkmaterials
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Fig. 2 Boundary conditions of the numerical model used for acoustic softening analysis

are defined by using penalty contact method. Meanwhile, the contact between
sonotrode and the top part is determined by penalty frictionmethod with a coefficient
of friction of 1. It means the relative motion between the top sheet and sonotrode is
restricted. Similar penalty friction method is applied to the bottom sheet and anvil.
The coefficient of friction between the two sheets is applied according to the surface
conditions. A zero X- and Y -displacement is assigned to one of the edges of the top
sheet to constrain the displacement of sheet in that direction. To increase the compu-
tational efficiency, this thermomechanical model is executed only for 0.001 s. This
time period is selected after simulating the model and observing the time period at
which adequate plastic deformation has taken place.

Meantime, to quantify the acoustic softening in the sheets during USMW pro-
cess, the β is decreased from one to zero until the error between modeling result (i.e.,
increase in sheet width) and experimental result is minimized. For clear understand-
ing, a contour plot of modeled sheet deformation is demonstrated in Fig. 3.

4 Results and Discussion

4.1 Experimental Results

An optical image of each welded sample produced with different surface conditions
has been selected tomeasure the averagewidth increase near to theweld spot. Figure 4
displays a sample image used to calculate average width after welding. It was noticed
that although original width (W0) of the specimen was 20 mm, after welding, the
width (W0 + �W ) became 20.8 mm.
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Fig. 3 Contour plot of sheet with initial sheet width and deformed sheet dimension

Fig. 4 Sample image used
to calculate average width
after welding in Image J

4.2 Model Validation Results

In this section, the effect of acoustic softening parameter using Eq. (1) is described by
using thermomechanical model. Thus, to validate it, steady-state temperature (T ) and
�W /W0 are calculated for the 0.7Al–0.4Cu sheets. Meantime, for establishing the
acoustic softening parameter, it is necessary to convert the vibration amplitude and
weld pressure to a dimensionless form. Firstly, the dimensionless vibration amplitude
(ψ) can be found out by dividing the amplitude (ξ ) with initial foil thickness (t).
Mathematically, it can be expressed as:

ψ � ξ

t
� 68 × 10−3

0.7
� 0.9 (2)
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Likewise, the dimensionless weld pressure (P) can be written as the division
between weld pressure (WP) and yield strength (σ y) of the material (σ y � 34 MPa
at room temperature). Therefore, the mathematical expression is:

P � WP

σy
� 0.38

34
� 0.01 (3)

The coefficient of friction values those described previously are used in this
section, and acoustic softening parameter (β) is solved by decreasing the β value
incrementally. This will be carried out until the predicted �W /W0 and experimental
�W /W0 are a good match. Thus, to enlighten the effect of acoustic softening, Fig. 5
represents the experimental as well as predicted �W /W0 with three β values for
different surface conditions.

For all the surface conditions, ψ is 0.09 and P is 0.01. Thus, the model with β

� 1 severely underpredicts the sheet width increase as compared to β � 0.13. As it
is previously described that when β � 1, there is no acoustic softening happened.
Meanwhile, if this value is decreased, the acoustic softening will play a vital role. It
clearly perceives from the figure that majority of thematerial softening and reduction
in yield strength happened due to acoustic softening effect. To test the model results
of different surface conditions, it is important to compare the modeled decrease in
the thickness of the top sheet and the experimentally measured sheet thickness. This
checking has been done after fixing the β value for minimization of error between the
modeled and experimental�W /W0 results. This comparison is displayed in Fig. 6 for
0.7Al–0.4Cu sheets. Table 1 compares the effects of thermal and acoustic softening
on strength coefficient (KS) which is provided in Eq. (1). It can be noticed that in
the case of lubricating condition, there is a significant acoustic softening (53.73%)
in AA1100 aluminum sheet at 375.37 °C as compared to room temperature (20 °C)

Fig. 5 Comparison of
�W /W0 between modeled
and experimental results β

values
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Fig. 6 Comparison results of reduced top part thickness values for various surface conditions

Table 1 Effect of acoustic softening parameter (β) on strength coefficient (Ks)

Temperature (T s) (°C) Acoustic softening
parameter (β)

Strength coefficient
(Ks) (MPa)

% Ks reduction
from room
condition

20 1 157.8 0

375.37 1 73 53.73

350.35 1 85.6 45.75

319.09 1 98.2 37.76

295.08 1 110.8 29.78

20 0.13 20.51 87

375.37 0.13 9.49 93.98

350.35 0.13 11.12 92.95

319.09 0.13 12.76 91.91

295.08 0.13 14.40 90.87

properties. Likewise, in the case of normally polished, electrolytic polished and
emery polished surface conditions, acoustic softening effects of 45.75, 37.76 and
29.78% are observed. But when the β � 0.13, there is a considerable reduction in
the yield strength of the material for different surface condition values, and these are
87, 93.98, 92.95, 91.91 and 90.87%while doing a comparison study with the normal
temperature properties.
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5 Conclusions

The acoustic softening analysis is applied for accurate prediction of stress field, plas-
tic deformation and yield stress of thematerial. It shows that in the case of lubricating
condition, there is a significant acoustic softening (53.73%) in AA1100 aluminum
sheet at 375.37 °C as compared to room temperature (20 °C) properties. Likewise,
in the case of normally polished, electrolytic polished and emery polished surface
conditions, acoustic softening effects of 45.75, 37.76 and 29.78% are observed. But
when the acoustic softening parameter (β � 0.13) is introduced, there is a consid-
erable reduction in the yield strength of the material for different surface condition
values, and these are 87, 93.98, 92.95, 91.91 and 90.87% while doing a comparison
studywith the standard temperature properties. Thus, it clearly signifies that majority
of the material softening and reduction in yield strength happened due to acoustic
softening effect.
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Agility Evaluation in the Rolling
Industry: A Case Study

Rahul Sindhwani, Punj Lata Singh, Raj Chopra, Karan Sharma,
Apratim Basu, Devendra Kumar Prajapati and Vasdev Malhotra

Abstract In the contemporary marketplace, the rate of competition is high both at
local and global levels. Rolling industries are used formanufacturingmaterials which
are used further for developing various finished products. The products developed
are in accordance with a volatile market keeping in mind the cost and productivity.
Thus, the manufacturing system, i.e., integrated lean-agile manufacturing system
(LAMS) can be adopted. However, the implementation of the integrated form of
manufacturing can be difficult to accomplish. Some attributes and sub-attributes are
there which besides having an impact on the implementation process. This paper’s
main objective is the identification and analysis of the attributes. These attributes have
been determinedwith the help of literature review, and then the rating is implemented
using the questionnaire survey and fuzzy agility evaluation (FAE) approach has been
utilized for the analysis of the agility level of the rolling industry.
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Keywords Rolling industry · Fuzzy agility evaluation · Lean manufacturing ·
Agile manufacturing · Productivity first section

1 Introduction

There have been continuous efforts to enhance and amend the manufacturing pro-
cesses since last few decades. Some of the strategies that have been formulated in
order to achieve the above include total quality management (TQM); just in time
(JIT); computerized planning systems incorporating: materials requirement plan-
ning, manufacturing resource planning, and enterprise resource planning [1]. There
were certain shortcomings with these techniques as they could not cope well with
the instabilities within the marketplace. Newer strategies like lean and agile manu-
facturing systems were introduced during the late 1990s and the early twenty-first
century.

Lean manufacturing is a strategy wherein the term “lean” focuses on using less
of the resources required as inputs in order to gain a higher degree of production
quality as well as minimized waste elimination. This strategy helps in the production
of vivid components in addition to providing services in variable volumes. In the
contemporary world, the customers not only require the variety with the high quality
of finish for lower prices, they also need newer variations in accordance with diverse
tastes [2]. Many manufacturing firms nowadays are implementing the lean strategy
in order to achieve an extra competitive edge over other manufacturing firms.

There is a presence of a scenario globally where some of the manufacturing firms
are finding ways to react to the demands of the customers which are dynamic in
nature and competitive in the competitive marketplace. On the other hand, there are
certain manufacturing firms that are just able to sustain or are gradually fading from
the marketplace competition. Hence, it is required for the manufacturing firms to
adhere to some newer flexible strategies.

Agile manufacturing particularly deals with coexistent superiority over a distinct
set of driving parameters, which include being able to market prior to others amidst
provision of solutionswhich are able to outshine the customer belief alongside putting
competitors’ strategies under distress, delivered at the cost of mass production [3].
It helps manufacturing firms to have a strong position in an environment where the
changes occur continuously and in an unanticipated manner [4]. In other words, it
provides strategies which help in responding to the dynamism and turbulence which
is present in the marketplace [5].

A comprehensive approach has been applied to combine the factors of both lean
and agilemanufacturing systems throughmodeling. The common factors or attributes
have further been divided into sub-attributes. These attributes are identified using lit-
erature, questionnaire-based survey, and through interaction with experts from the
industrial field as well as the academia. A questionnaire-based survey has been car-
ried out in order to record the opinions of the top management pertaining to the
attributes. The survey has been utilized to weigh the attributes as well. Further, the
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analysis has been carried out using the fuzzy agility evaluation (FAE) technique.
The FAE technique proves to be among the best techniques for finding the relation-
ship established between various attributes. This differentiation and the analysis will
help the researchers and also the managers to understand and overcome the issues
accordingly.

Desired objectives of the paper are as follows:

• To evaluate fuzzy agility index using FAE approach
• To analyze interrelation within attributes using FAE technique.

Section 2 deals with the determination of the attributes using literature, question-
naire survey, and interactions with professionals. An overview of the FAE technique
is provided in Sect. 3. Then, Sect. 4 deals with the application of FAE technique in the
modeling of different attributes and sub-attributes. Finally, conclusion, limitations,
and future scope of research have been discussed in Sect. 5.

2 Literature Review

In this section, the literature on lean manufacturing, agile manufacturing, and inte-
grated lean and agile manufacturing has been discussed. This section also highlights
the factors for implementation of a lean-agile manufacturing system in rolling indus-
try.

2.1 Lean Manufacturing

Lean manufacturing was initially identified with the Toyota Production System and
was established by Taiichi Ohno after World War 2 [6, 7]. It is devised to eradicate
activities and operations that produce waste and create non-value in production.
The success of LM in the automotive industry and Japanese industry has led to
its implementation in non-Japanese industries and non-automotive industries. Its
success has led it to be implementation extended from manufacturing industries to
supply chain managements [8].

LM can be adapted successfully to a strategic and orderly procedure [9]. Con-
sequently, the execution and determination of the suitable LM methods must be
established on knowledge and experience [10]. At present, there are a lot of lean
manufacturing methods available and being undertaken by many organizations and
firms [11]. The organizations andfirms ought to prioritize and determinewhatmethod
to begin initially [12]. Generally, large organizations have little or no obstacles and
constraints when LM methods are implemented and may implement all of the lean
manufacturing methods probably in contrast to small organizations and firms [1].
Therefore, small organizations and firms are advised to begin with the achievable
lean methods such as 5S, multifunction, continuous improvement and reduction in
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setup time [12, 13]. These methods are considered basic, low risk, minimum invest-
ment and are possible to be overseen internally.

Organizations and firms can utilize themethods of leanmanufacturing tomethodi-
cally increase their efficiency and productivity into order to meet challenges like high
cost and competition in the market [14]. Primary tools of lean manufacturing are
directed on steadying specific individual procedures and consequently establishing
the foundations for making products [15]. Leanmanufacturing is able to decrease the
level of inventory between different production shops; the outcome of this technique
is a short lead time of products and accordingly increases the chance to respond to
fluctuations [16].

Value stream mapping (VSM) is one of the most powerful tools employed in lean
manufacturing to identify and remove waste occurring in production. It is a graphical
representation method which maps the value addition cycle of the product. The pro-
cesses are divided into two groups: value adding (VA) and non-value adding (NVA).
VSM permits to identify the location in the production chain where excess inventory
is accumulating and the inactive time a product is consuming. It helps in following
the decision-making for subsequent process improvement in the organization. VSM
is also capable to be utilized in future state visualization [17].

Andrade et al. used VSM in an automotive company to increase the utilization
of unexploited production shops, distribute the workload evenly to every operator,
and reduce the total production time [18]. Lacerda et al. used VSM and associated
lean tools in an OEM producer for an automotive company in reducing waste in
production, improve the financial performance of the firm, and change the social
structure of the firm by engaging workers in solution making so that new ways of
working can be implemented [19]. Chauhan et al. implemented VSM in a conveyor
pulley manufacturer to reduce idle time between process operations, decrease the
material travel distance, and reduce the labor cost and hence the total production
cost [20].

Other tools such as generic algorithm (GA) which is used to improve schedul-
ing along with VSM were used Saleeshya et al. to reduce product lead time and
increased productivity by further improving resource utilization and effectiveness of
resource used in processes [21]. Lean information management system was used by
Bevilacqua et al. to improve the customer service and reducing the chances of not
meeting the delivery time by exploiting the full potential of information systems and
associated software to eliminate the main waste, lack of information flow inside the
company [22].

2.2 Agile Manufacturing

Agile manufacturing was initially formulated in 1991 as a new philosophy of manu-
facturing which consisted of integrated management that can rapidly adapt to chang-
ing market conditions. It was formulated in a forum organized by the USDepartment
of Defense which consisted of senior leaders from important US organization for
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improving competitiveness [23]. Numerous point of views about agile manufactur-
ing were also devised in this forum such as highly customized products for every
order, long-term relationship with customers, multidisciplinary teams for simultane-
ous development, knowledge of new technologies, modular production, inter- and
intra-company information flow and strategic partnershipswith customer satisfaction
[24].

Vázquez-Bustelo and Avella suggest that flexibility, speed, quality, service, and
efficiency be the key factors in providing agility in manufacturing operation by
integration with highly qualified human resources and organization who can adapt
accordingly with modern technology and methods [25].

The difference between agile manufacturing and other philosophy of manufactur-
ing can be seen as the capability to reorganize and adapt to volatilemarket conditions.
These volatile conditions are very dynamic and constitute fast and perpetual vari-
ations in the structure: surrounding workspace atmosphere, choices or property of
those engaged in markets [5]. The agile manufacturing has evolved into a fundamen-
tal situation to endure inside such a workspace described as volatile by Goldman
et al. and is indeed acknowledged as absolutely important and applicable route to
initiate in a market requiring an immediate solution to quickly occurring changes
[26, 27].

The strategy of inclusion of additional value for customer satisfaction in highly
customized products with a significant increase in quality is the main principle
behind agile manufacturing. These demands for flexible processes, expedited feed-
back from the suppliers, the shortened time span of such processes, work collabo-
ration inside supply chain, utilization of modern technology, and highly proficient
human resources. Agile considers it as necessary principles for internal as well as
external collaboration alongside the sphere of development and unpredictability [3,
5].

The company has to specify its approach to competition to find the position it
desires. Porter classified the competitive strategy adopted by businesses as cost,
management, diversification, and focus [28]. After the completion of the compet-
itive approach and the methodology of operations, the assessment of operational
performance is conducted. Potdar and Routroy defined the critical domain of AM
for performance assessment such as

• Manufacturing performance which refers to the time taken to respond to new
orders, production lead time, product variation, and degree of customization.

• Financial performance for monitoring the financial sustainability of the organiza-
tion, profit margin, and profit prediction.

• Marketing performance which is tasked to enhance organization profile in the
market, boost share in the market, and reach out to new customers.

• Development performance refers to design, development, and testingof the product
along the management of process and procedure undertaken in development.

• Customer satisfaction performance concerns to the customer approval of the prod-
uct, its design, its performance, and the customer retention.
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• Bottom line performance is concerned regarding manufacturing operations. It
assesses the operational efficiency, performance, and sustainability.

• The top-level performance consists of decision-making at the strategic level con-
sisting of overall performance, knowledge, culture, and competitive advantage.

• Supply chain performance includes upstream and downstream segments of the
supply chain and the synchronization between them [29].

For the evaluation of agile operation performance, a technical survey is carried out
with the assistance of an appropriate questionnaire from which quantitative analysis
can be conducted. Gunasekaran conducted the research in an aerospace company.
Their workwas related to evaluating the agility in the production of pumping systems
and control systems used in the aerospace industry [30]. Routroy et al. employed a
questionnaire survey for the collection of data expectation about agile manufacturing
enablers in past, present, and future scenarios [31]. Bargshady et al. utilized this
method to investigate the relationship between integrated information systems and
agile supply chain in the power generation industry [32].

Fuzzy logic andmulti-grade fuzzy approaches have been applied to the operational
performance of agile manufacturing of businesses.

Vinodh and Aravindraj used fuzzy logic and multi-grade fuzzy approaches for
assessing the agility of the manufacturing strategy of an Indian pump manufacturer
and found the industrial implication of the strategy. The limitation of the study was
the requirement of more studies to be conducted because of the comparison of the
results of two agility assessments done using two different methods [33].

Sindhwani and Malhotra used fuzzy agility evaluation for assessing the effect of
attributes during the transition to an agile manufacturing system and the manufac-
turing implication in the strategy of the company [34].

Singh et al. utilized a fuzzy agility index for the evaluation of agile enablers in
the agile supply chain. By applying fuzzy mathematical logic, it has been found that
the supply chain was very agile but not very agile. It was found out that it was due
to the presence of unknown barriers which had an impact on agility levels [35].

2.3 Identification of Attributes for Implementation in LAMS

Implementing LAMS into a traditional manufacturing system is difficult in compar-
ison with the implementation of either lean manufacturing or agile manufacturing
separately. During the process of implementation, the balance between lean attributes
and agile attributes need to be kept in mind. The purpose of the paper is to identify
those factors which ensure that the company is able to make its manufacturing oper-
ations efficient with low inventory levels while remaining flexible enough to respond
to customer requirements and fluctuation. The attributes influencing the implantation
of LAMS have been explained in Table 1.
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Table 1 Attributes for implementation in LAMS

Sr. no. Attributes Reference Description

1. Voice of customer [9, 36, 37, 57,
63]

The products should be
made according to
customer-specific
requirements. The
involvement of customer in
quality and design programs
along with the use of JIT
(Just in Time) guarantees
customer satisfaction

2. Design [30, 38, 39] The product design needs to
be concurrent and has
customer involvement and
also requires the heavy
involvement of suppliers in
the product design and
development process

3. After sales service [37, 40] The producer should provide
maximum customer service
for the product before,
during functionality of the
product

4. Quality conformance [1, 5, 9, 41] The product design and
manufacturing should be
following the accepted
quality standards and
methods to make the product
free from manufacturing
defects and variation in
operational parameters

5. Leadership [40, 42–44,
58]

The company’s top
management should provide
leadership during the
implementation of LAMS

6. Decision-making [5, 43, 45] The company needs to
include “enterprise-wide”
decision-making tools which
help in digesting information
quickly

7. Providing resource [37, 45, 46] Resources should be
distributed at production
sites in accordance with the
order processed by the sites

(continued)
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Table 1 (continued)

Sr. no. Attributes Reference Description

8. Technical and business
knowledge

[1, 3, 48] The managers need to have a
sound knowledge of process
and procedure of the
production to make better
decisions about where
modifications are required.
Managers are required to
have sufficient knowledge in
this regard to lead the project

9. Workplace awareness [1, 40, 49, 50] The management must have
knowledge of all workers in
the company to provide
proper guidance and conflict
resolving between workers

10. Adaptable work force [37, 49, 51,
52, 59]

The workforce is required to
be adaptable to learn and
integrate and new skill and
methods which are required
in the new system. The
workers must be able to do a
variety of tasks assigned to
them

11. Communication skills [37, 52, 53,
60]

The workers must have good
communication skills so that
information can flow
smoothly between different
workstation to avoid
confusion and save time in
the production line

12. Creativity [39, 44, 51] The workforce of the
company needs to be
innovative to make frequent
changes in production
processes and services to
address dynamic market
conditions

13. Standardization [37, 39, 47,
61]

Standardizing operation
contributes to reducing costs
and improving the efficiency
of product design and
manufacturing.
Standardizing reduces part
and product cost since the
cost of the product is
decided during the planning
and development stages

(continued)
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Table 1 (continued)

Sr. no. Attributes Reference Description

14. Changes in machine set-up [3, 39, 54, 62] Changes in machine setup
after every product order
helps the producer to prepare
for next order. Flexible
tooling permits tool change
by a tool-feeder to machine
different variation of parts to
conform to specific
requirements

15. Specialization in technology [3, 36, 63] Non-dedicated specialized
equipment offers the most
flexibility in its ability to
switch to different types of
part production without loss
of efficiency

3 Methodology of FAE

FAE approach was implemented to analyze the agility level of rolling industry
(Fig. 1).

3.1 Step 1

The semantic scale is determined to estimate the important weights and performance
ratings of agility potential. Fuzzy logic is used to criticize the linguistic terms and
corresponding membership functions. A large variety of semantic terms and their
relatable membership functions were formulated for semantic assessment [55, 56].
Generally, semantic levels should be limited to 9 levels, which are basically used
to depict absolute human discrimination. Following linguistic notations are imple-
mented to represent the ratings and weight of different attributes and sub-attributes
(Table 2).

3.2 Step 2

In this step, questionnaire and linguistic terms are used to estimate the significance
and performance of the attributes. The linguistic termsmust be relatable to the policy,
strategy customs, and business execution practices of the enterprise. Linguistic terms
mentioned above are used to specify the degree of agility potential, and the experts and
specialist can easily use these linguistic terms to compute the performance ratings.
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3.3 Step 3

Further,we convert the linguistic variables into numerical values. This is done accord-
ing to a scale and the scale should be selected cautiously because the outcomedepends
on this scale. Fuzzy triangular values of these variables are represented in Tables 3
and 4. Triangular values for FAE are represented in Table 5.

Fig. 1 Research methodology
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Table 2 Linguistic variables notations for performance rating and weight

S. no Linguistic variable
performance rating

Notation
used

Linguistic variable for
weightage

Notation
used

1 Excellent E Very high VH

2 Very good VG High H

3 Good G Fairly high FH

4 Fare F Medium M

5 Poor P Fairly low FL

6 Very poor VP Low L

7 Worst W Very low VL

Table 3 Fuzzy triangular
values of linguistic variables
for a performance rating

Performance rating (R)

Linguistic variables Fuzzy triangular values

Worst (W) 0 0.5 1.5

Very poor (VP) 1 2 3

Poor (P) 2 3.5 5

Fair (F) 3 5 7

Good (G) 5 6.5 8

Very good (VG) 7 8 9

Excellent (E) 8.5 9.5 10

Table 4 Fuzzy triangular
values of linguistic variables
for importance weighting

Importance weighting (W)

Linguistic variables Fuzzy triangular values

Very low (VL) 0 0.5 0.15

Low (L) 0.1 0.2 0.3

Fairly low (FL) 0.2 0.35 0.5

Medium (M) 0.3 0.5 0.7

Fairly high (FH) 0.5 0.65 0.8

High (H) 0.7 0.8 0.9

Very high (VH) 0.85 0.95 1.00

Table 5 Fuzzy triangular
values of linguistic variables
for FAE

Fuzzy agility index (FAE)

Linguistic variables Fuzzy triangular values

Slowly (S) 0 1.5 3

Fairly (F) 1.5 3 4.5

Agile (A) 3.5 5 6.5

Very agile (VA) 5.5 7 8.5

Extremely agile (EA) 7 8.5 10
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3.4 Step 4

FAE shows complete agility level of industry. As FAE increases, this level also
increases. In order to determine the agility level, we use the member functions of
FAE. Weighted average definition of the fuzzy matrix can be used in order to find
out agility capability ACij which can be further calculated as:

Ri j �
n∑

k�1

(Wi jk ∗ Ri jk)/
n∑

k�1

Wi jk

Here Wi jk and Ri jk represent the fuzzy importance weight and rating of perfor-
mance, respectively.

Agility index is calculated with the help of following formula, where Ri and Wi

denote the rating and weightage, respectively.

AGILITYINDEX �
n∑

i�1

(Wi ∗ Ri )

3.5 Step 5

After the estimation of FAE, the level of agility is determined, and then FAE is com-
pared with linguistic functions having similar membership functions which can be
related to the natural set of FAE agility. Then successive approximation is imple-
mented as follows.

4 Demonstration of Attributes Using FAE Technique

The different steps, to accomplish model, have been discussed as follows:
Step 1: Attributes which affect the system.
The attributes of the LAMS system have been deduced after a thorough study of

literature and advice from experts, and they have been illustrated in Table 2.
Step 2: Establish suitable linguistic scales to estimate importance weight and

performance ratings of the selected attributes.
Step 3: Evaluation of importance weight and a performance rating of the agility

potential are done with the help of linguistic variables. In this stage, evaluation
based on the questionnaire is carried by the professionals of distinct departments.
Essentially, specialists will survey the rating and weightage of various distinctive
traits and their sub-attributes.
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Table 6 Linguistic variables for performance rating, importance weighting, and FAE

Performance rating (R) Importance weighting (W) Fuzzy agility index (FAE)

Worst (W) Very low (VL) Slowly (S)

Very poor (VP) Low (L) Fairly (F)

Poor (P) Fairly low (FL) Agile (A)

Fair (F) Medium (M) Very agile (VA)

Good (G) Fairly high (FH) Extremely agile (EA)

Very good (VG) High (H)

Excellent (E) Very high (VH)

Step 4: Fuzzy numbers are used for the estimation of linguistic terms. In this
progression, the transformation of semantic variables into numerical values is done
in order to compute calculations as illustrated in Tables 3 and 6.

Step 5: Fuzzy weights and fuzzy ratings are aggregated in order to obtain the
overall agility level of the industry. FAE is the representation of enterprise agility.
As FAE increases, the agility level also increases. Further, agility level is identified
using FAE membership functions. Using triangular technique, the agility index ACij

can be measured as:

Ri j �
n∑

k�1

(Wi j ∗ Ri j )/
n∑

k�1

Wi j

In the above equation,Rij andWij represent the performance rating and importance
weight of the attributes (Table 7).

R1 �[{(8.5 − 9.5 − 10) ∗ (0.85 − 0.95 − 1)} + {(8.5 − 9.5 − 10) ∗ (0.7−0.8−0.9)}
+ {(7−8 − 9) ∗ (0.5−0.65 − 0.8)} + {(8.5−9.5−10) ∗ (0.7−0.8 − 0.9)}]
/[(0.85 − 0.95 − 1.0) + (0.7 − 0.8 − 0.9) + (0.5−0.65−0.8) + (0.7−0.8 − 0.9)]

R1 �[(7.225 − 9.025 − 10) + (5.95 − 7.6 − 9) + (3.5 − 5.2 − 7.2)

+(5.95 − 7.6 − 9)]/[(2.75 − 3.2 − 3.6)]

R1 � (22.625 − 29.425 − 35.2)/(2.75 − 3.2 − 3.6)

R1 � [8.22−9.19−9.77]

R2 �[(5.95−7.6 − 9) + (5.95−7.6 − 9) + (2.5 − 4.22−6.4) + (7.22−9.02−10)

+(4.9−6.4−8.1)]/[(3.6−3.15−4.6)]

R2 � [(26.52−34.85−42.5)/(3.6−3.15−4.6)]
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Table 7 Measurement of performance rating (R) and importance weighting (W) in terms of lin-
guistic variables

ACi ACi j Ri j Wi j Wi

AC1 AC11 (8.5–9.5–10) (0.85–0.95–1) (0.85–0.95–1)

AC12 (8.5–9.5–10) (0.7–0.8–0.9)

AC13 (7–8–9) (0.5–0.65–0.8)

AC14 (8.5–9.5–10) (0.7–0.8–0.9)

AC2 AC21 (7–8–9) (0.85–0.95–1) (0.5–0.65–0.8)

AC22 (8.5–9.5–10) (0.7–0.8–0.9)

AC23 (5–6.5–8) (0.5–0.65–0.8)

AC24 (8.5–9.5–10) (0.85–0.95–1)

AC25 (7–8–9) (0.7–0.8–0.9)

AC3 AC31 (5–6.5–8) (0.3–0.5–0.7) (0.7–0.8–0.9)

AC32 (7–8–9) (0.3–0.5–0.7)

AC33 (8.5–9.5–10) (0.7–0.8–0.9)

AC34 (7–8–9) (0.5–0.65–0.8)

AC4 AC41 (5–6.5–8) (0.7–0.8–0.9) (0.7–0.8–0.9)

AC42 (3–5–7) (0.3–0.5–0.7)

AC43 (5–6.5–8) (0.5–0.65–0.8)

R2 � [7.36−8.39−9.23]

R3 �[(1.5−3.25 − 5.6) + (2.1−4 − 6.3) + (5.95−7.6−9)

+(3.5−5.2−7.2)]/[(1.8−2.45−3.1)]

R3 � [(13.05−20.05−28.1)/(1.8−2.45−3.1)]

R3 � [7.25−8.18−9.06]

R4 � [(3.5−5.2−7.2) + (0.9−2.5−4.96) + (2.5−4.22−6.4)]/[(1.5−1.95−2.4)]

R4 � [(6.9−11.92−18.5)/(1.5−1.95−2.4)]

R4 � [4.6−6.11−7.70]

If Wi and Ri signify the weight and performance rating of each agility.
Potential then agility index can be calculated as:
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Fig. 2 Linguistic level to
match fuzzy agility index

Fig. 3 Agilty evaluation of
the industry

AGILITYINDEX �
n∑

k�1

(Wi ∗ Ri )/Wi

AGILITYINDEX �[{(8.22−9.19−9.77) ∗ (0.85−0.95−1)}
+ {(7.36−8.39−9.23) ∗ (0.5−0.65−0.8)}
+ {(7.25−8.18−9.06) ∗ (0.7−0.8−0.9)}
+{(4.6−6.11−7.70) ∗ (0.7−0.8 − 0.9)}]/[(0.85−0.95−1)

+(0.5−0.65−0.8) + (0.7−0.8−0.9) + (0.7−0.8−0.9)]

AGILITYINDEX � {(18.95−25.6−32.23)}/{(2.7−3.2−3.6)}

AGILITYINDEX � {(7.01−8−8.9)}

Step 6: Comparing FAE with suitable levels.
After identifying agility level usingFAE,FAE is comparedwith different linguistic

levels as depicted in Fig. 2.Agility index of the enterprise is determined as “extremely
agile” (Fig. 3).

5 Discussions and Conclusion

The identification of essential attributes which affect the functioning of the manu-
facturing firm through integrated lean–agile manufacturing system has been accom-
plished. The identification of these attributes is important as they have a strong effect
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on the better functioning and operation of the firm. The value of the agility index
has been determined by the use of FAE approach. This paper presents the FAE
approach with the help of which a desirable strategy has been developed for imple-
menting the LAMS keeping in focus each attribute’s effect. The agility index value
is of great importance for the managers of the manufacturing firm in order to carry
out appropriate improvements. In the paper, the agility index value of the firm has
been determined through the FAE approach. There is a possibility of change in the
rankings or reversing the order of alternatives upon introduction of a new alterna-
tive. A large number of attributes have been considered which may lead to poor or
inconsistent outcomes. There is a lack of accuracy in decision-making due to differ-
ences in judgments of decision makers. There is a future scope for improvements to
make the implementation unchallenging. The following proposition has been made
for the above-mentioned purpose: Comparing the various manufacturing paradigms
for more efficient functioning and analyzing the different approaches may lead to
developing more flexible processes and strategies.
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Weld Strength Analysis of Ultrasonic
Polymer Welding Using Adaptive
Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System

T. Chinnadurai , S. Saravanan , M. Karthigai Pandian ,
N. Prabaharan and J. Dhanaselvam

Abstract Polymers are widely used in automotive and aerospace industries for its
better strength and easy to design the expected shape and size of parts. To join the two
plastic parts, ultrasonic welding is an effective way because of fast and clean process.
The present study intends to investigate the weld strength of Ultrasonic Welding
(USW) for PC/ABS blend using adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS).
The ANFIS models are utilized for the formulation of mathematical model of USW.
All the input parameters are expected to have a significant impact on theweld strength
but the most influencing input parameters are pressure, weld time and amplitude are
prepared for this study. By comparing the real-time experimental results with the
ANFISpredicted results, it is observed that the predicted and experimentalmodels are
in accordance with each other. This novel ANFIS model could be further employed
for identifying the tensile strength of USW joints in various joining applications.
Finally, the SEM images are analyzed to predict the nature of the weld condition.

Keywords Ultrasonic welding · PC/ABS · ANFIS · SEM

1 Introduction

Polymers are used inmany applications like day-to-day packaging, automotive indus-
try, aerospace and various other industries. Further improving the polymer usage in
industry, two separate polymers are blended together to attain a new blend with the
required strength for specific applications. These blended polymers are playing a sig-
nificant role in interior and exterior parts of vehicles, their body and structural compo-
nents [1]. Polycarbonate (PC) and acrylonitrile–butadiene–styrene (ABS) polymers
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are blended together for their great practical significance. PC is a ductile thermo-
plastic polymer and ABS is classified as strengthened thermoplastic with wide range
of industrial applications. Some industrial components are expected to have high
strength as well as elastic nature to withstand heavy loads. ABS will reduce the duc-
tile nature of PC when its get blended with it and produces a lot of complementary
properties. PC/ABS blended polymer has acquired considerable interest in engineer-
ing applications that require a high degree of toughness, as seen in the automotive
industry.

Ultrasonic Welding (USW) method is the most effective method of joining indi-
vidual and blended polymers. The PC/ABS blended polymers are joined by applying
high-frequency vibrations (the range between 20 and 70 kHz) under pressure. When
the high-frequency vibrations are applied perpendicular to the weld between the
parts, it provides localized heating; this will cause the joining of the materials [2].
In USW, the weld strength mainly depends on the material properties and welding
parameters. Most important process parameters in a welding process include weld
pressure, welding time, holding time, holding pressure and amplitude etc. Among
these parameters amplitude, weld time and pressure are the most influencing ones
on the weld strength of materials [3] and also the energy director (ED) design (shape
and size) will also contribute toward the weld strength [4].

ANFIS is an adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system, which is a combination of
artificial neural network (ANN) and fuzzy logic control (FLC). ANFIS is an effective
and powerful tool for non-linear-based systems. NN is used to map the uncertain
condition from the system and output is decided by FLC using correct fuzzy rules.
Because of the combined operation of NN and FLC, the ANFIS-based controller
is very accurate in supervisory part of the system [5–7]. In this study, the ANFIS
model is used to forecast the weld strength for resistance spot welding. It discusses
about employing AI techniques of ANFIS to predict the quality of weld strength in
ultrasonicallywelded PC/ABS blends. Simulation results are validated by comparing
them with the mechanical experimental results.

2 Experimental Setup

PCandABSgranules aremixed in 60–40%ratio andmold preparation using injection
molding equipment are used for this investigation. Mold specimens used in the study
are prepared as two different sets. Energy director is engaged in preparing one mold
specimen set while the other is prepared without employing it. The injection time
required for the sample and the holding time for the process is fixed to be 5 s. Injection
pressure is 207 kPa and holding pressures are kept at 167 kPa for themolding process.
The cooling time for the process is maintained at 30 s. Injection temperatures from
170 to 185 °C are chosen as one of the major attributes to find the impact made by
varying temperatures on the polymer properties. A Dukane i220 USW equipment
that is available in a range of 20 kHz with its power levels ranging from 1200 to
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Table 1 PC and ABS
material mechanical and
thermal properties

S.No Physical PP PC

1 Density (g/cm3) 0.904 1.2

Mechanical

2 Tensile strength (psi) 3625 9500

3 Flexural strength (psi) 17,000 15,000

4 Compressive strength (psi) 8000 12,000

Thermal

5 Heat Deflection temperature (°C) 160 132

6 Glass transition temperature (°C) 110 145

7 Max operating temperature (°C) 125 151

8 Thermal conductivity (°C) 2.8 6.9

2400 W. The properties of PP and PC and ABS are described in Tables 1 and 2
described the total number of trails carried out for the experiment.

2.1 ANFIS

The neural network is designed to have five layers as shown in Fig. 1. In layer 1, each
input node has an adaptive node with a parameter triggering function. The outcome
of this node is the evaluation of membership that executes the crisp fuzzy value. Each
membership function (MF) is denoted and adjusted using various parameters in the
learning process. The membership function is given by

μa(x) � 1

1 +
∣
∣
∣
x−Ci
Ai

∣
∣
∣

2B (1)

Fig. 1 Ultrasonically
welded PC/ABS blends
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Table 2 Welding input parameters with tensile strength

Sl. No Welding pressure
(bar)

Welding time (ms) Amplitude
(µm)

Strength (N)

1 3 400 100 570.29

2 3.5 500 100 791.68

3 3.5 500 100 803.84

4 3.5 500 100 819.33

5 3.5 500 100 826.58

6 3.5 500 100 798.97

7 4 500 100 798.34

8 4 500 100 785.83

9 4 550 100 792.50

10 4 550 100 813.68

11 4 550 100 858.48

12 4 550 100 833.89

13 6 600 100 916.82

14 4.5 600 100 811.84

15 4.5 600 100 807.99

16 4.5 600 100 797.26

17 5 650 100 835.34

18 5 650 100 789.65

19 5 650 100 839.23

20 5 650 100 878.73

21 5 650 100 862.12

22 5.5 700 100 827.76

23 5.5 700 100 815.90

24 6 750 100 847.24

25 6 750 100 840.93

26 6 750 100 826.43

where Ai, B, Ci are the parameter set and value of μa(x) is between 0 and 1. If
the parameter varies, the bell-shaped functions change accordingly and it reflects in
different forms of membership functions.

In layer 2, each node is a stable node and the product of the input signals is
obtained as the output. All nodes denote the strength of the rule represented in Eq. 2.

O2,i � ω � μa(x).μb(x) (2)

where O2,i represents the output layer 2.
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In layer 3, the nodes are fixed nodes that compute the ratio of the ith rules strength.
Eq. 3 gives the normalized firing strength as an output.

O3,i � (ω1 × � )
/

(ω1 + ω2) (3)

In layer 4, every node is an adaptive node. The connection between the input and
output layer can be represented by Eq. 4.

O4,i � �i fi � �i (Pi x + Qi y + Ri ) (4)

In layer 5, the nodes are fixed node with the addition of all input signals as total
output which is specified in Eq. 5.

O5,i �
∑

�i fi �
∑

i ωi fi
∑

i ωi
(5)

The ANFIS recognizes the rules automatically and adjusts the membership func-
tion parameters. The main focus of the training algorithm is to adjust the above
parameter sets to create the ANFIS output matches with the trained data as shown
in Fig. 2.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Tensile Strength Analysis

The true stress–strain curves of PC/ABS alloy measured from different specimens
are plotted and shown in Fig. 3. It is seen that there is no obvious strain softening
for the PC/ABS alloy. In the molded part, the strain rate is high compared with the
welded specimen. The welded specimen’s stress–strain curve is obtained at different
levels. The curve shows very little changes with varying levels. From the result, it
is evident that the welded parts have noticeable change in materials properties while
still retaining the majority of original properties. The welding of these materials
reveals good thermal properties and performance (Fig. 4).

The fact that the process parameters have an influence over the tensile strength
of ultrasonic welding process has been proved via experimental validation. It is
necessary to find a solution that is able to precisely calculate the tensile strength for a
given set of USW process parameters [8, 9]. For this purpose, adaptive neuro-fuzzy
inference system (ANFIS) is a good choice to predict tensile strength as a function
of three input variables. The simulations and experimental results are compared in
Fig. 5. It shows the accurate prediction between the measured and simulated results.
The measured values are closely matching with predicted values. This reveals that
the chosen input parameters are more effective and influence parameters to the weld
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Fig. 2 ANFIS model for predicting the weld strength

Fig. 3 Stress–strain curve for PC/ABS material
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strength. The variations in weld strength are minimal deviation appear in predicted
and measured values.

For an unconditional direct variable, a mains effect plot is used to understand the
means for each group of data. Process parameters employed in the welding process
are actually interdependent on each other, and the mains effect of these parameters
has to be studied to understand their characteristics. It is actually calculated by
subtracting the overall mean for the factor from the mean for each level. Figure 4
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Fig. 6 SEM analysis for predicted sample a Before b After welding condition

shows the positions of the main effects for input process parameters used in the
ultrasonic welding and weld strength, respectively. Every level corresponding to
pressure, amplitude and weld time has an impact on the response differently. Each
factor at their high-level results in higher mean responses in comparison with those
at the lower level. Accordingly, from the results, pressure has a greater effect on the
responses.

4 SEM Analysis

When a polymer is subjected to welding, it is mandatory to study the deformation
in the morphology of its welded interface. The process parameters are expected to
directly influence their number and the welding depth. If the process welding time
is less, it results in a very little depth of interpenetration across the interface, further
leading to reduction in the strength and the energy at the welded interface. Figure 6
shows SEMmicrographs of PC/ABS samples for different blend input combinations.
Energy directors are found to be widely dispersed in both phases of the polymer,
which are indicated by the high peaks representing the fact that proper melting has
occurred in the interface The ABS-rich blends have conventional blend morphology
with PC domains dispersed in ABS.

5 Conclusion

The performance prediction model is analyzed for each single data using ANFIS.
Both the ANFIS and experimental models were found to be accurate in predicting
the tensile strength based on the input parameters of USW.
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In the experimental results, the tensile strength is 912 N achieved at the higher
value of input parameter setting. But the nominal weld strength is achieved in 783 N
at mid weld parameter settings. The ANFIS results also indicate that the best weld
strength range is around 738.36 N. Comparing both the predicted andmeasured weld
strength, they are found to be complementing each other.

SEM analysis reveals that greater voids are caused by high-frequency vibra-
tions, when compared to small and medium frequency vibrations. However, the weld
strength also appears to be high for medium frequency vibrations, emphasizing that
the lap joint interface strength has high implications due to the presence of voids.
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Mechanical Properties of Flax Fiber
Reinforced Composites Manufactured
Using Hand Layup and Compression
Molding—A Comparison

Vishnu Prasad, C. V. Muhammed Hunize, R. I. Abhiraj, M. A. Jospeh,
K. Sekar and Mubarak Ali

Abstract The focus of the researchers has been shifted toward natural fiber rein-
forced composites due to their biodegradability and environmental compatibility.
These composites can be made by traditional hand layup process or can be manu-
factured with the help of machines, out of which compression molding is a versatile
and efficient method. In this paper, hand layup method and compression molding
method are compared to find out the optimal process for fabrication. For optimizing
the fabrication parameters, tensile strength under various fabrication conditions was
found. The compression pressure was varied from 2 to 10 MPa, and the optimum
result was found for 4 MPa. On the other hand, 100 °C resulted in ideal proper-
ties, when the specimen was fabricated under different temperatures. Three different
volume fractions of fiber were also evaluated and 0.27% volume fraction exhibited
the optimal performance. Further, the effect of post-curing on tensile and thermal
properties was studied. The influence of various parameters in compression molding
was also investigated.

Keywords Flax fiber · Natural fiber composite material · Hand layup ·
Compression molding · Fabrication parameters · Curing

1 Introduction

Since industrial revolution, the increased strength requirements in various industries
lead to the invention of composite materials. Fiber reinforced composites are a class
of composites that are having high strength to weight ratio which made them the
most suitable option for various sectors like aerospace, automobile and construction
sectors. These composite materials consisting of high strength fibers such as carbon,
glass and aramid, and low strength polymeric matrix, have various advantages such
as high specific strength, high corrosion resistance and high specific stiffness [1].
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Unfortunately, these fibers have serious drawbacks such as (i) non-renewable, (ii)
non-recyclable, (iii) high energy consumption for production and (iv) health risks
when inhaled. Most importantly, majority of these composites being made of syn-
thetic fibers pose a serious threat to the environment, since they are non-biodegradable
in nature. The use of natural fiber reinforced composites is the solution to this prob-
lem.Natural fibers are fibers that are derived fromnatural sources. Theymay be either
directly extracted from plants or animals, or produced as a result of some geological
processes. Plant fibers such as jute, flax, coir, sisal and animal fibers such as silk,
wool, feather are examples of natural fibers. Although the strength of natural fibers is
usually far less than that of synthetic fibers, the recent studies and experiments prove
that their strength can be made comparable to or even higher than that of natural
fibers by suitable treatments [2].

Different manufacturing processes such as hand layup and compression molding
techniques were studied. Although hand layup process has different advantages such
as low cost and versatility in operation [3], it suffers from numerous limitations such
as higher production time and lowermechanical properties as compared to techniques
such as compression molding [4]. Various studies have done in the preparation of
composites reinforced with natural fibers like flax [5] and kenaf [6]. Application
of green composites in automobile body panels seems to be feasible since green
composites can match the mechanical performance of synthetic ones [7]. The use
of natural fiber reinforced composites in automobile parts was discussed in detail
by various literatures [8]. Composites made from fibers such as flax, sisal and hemp
are widely used in door cladding, floor panels and seatback linings, cotton fiber
based composites in well sound insulation and coconut fiber composites in seat
bottoms and back cushions [9]. The natural fiber reinforced composites can be a
promising solution in bioengineering and biomedical applications such as dental
implants and substitute for bone [10]. The effect of various treatments like alkali and
silane treatments were also investigated by numerous literatures [11]. A study made
to find out the effect of different treatments on the mechanical properties of kenaf
fibers shows that the tensile properties of silane treated kenaf fibers were enhanced as
compared to untreated fibers. The study further says that the tensile properties were
increased due to alkali treatment also. Influences of volume fraction of fibers on the
mechanical properties of epoxy composites were also investigated and concluded
that volume fraction between 24 and 27% will result in best properties [12].

2 Experimental

2.1 Materials Used

High quality flax fibers imported from B Comp Pvt., Switzerland was opted as
the reinforcement material. The fiber mats used were a special satin weave type of
arrangement. Epofine 556was used as the epoxy alongwith Finehard-1926 hardener.
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Moreover, Finelube SI 01 was used as the releasing agent. Epoxy, hardener and
releasing agent were procured from Fine finish organics Pvt. Ltd,Maharashtra, India.

2.2 Composite Preparation

Composite material was initially fabricated using hand layup method. Hand layup
was done to find out the optimal volume fraction of fibers. Three different volume
fractions for fibers were used (0.24, 0.27 and 0.30), and corresponding volumes of
epoxy and hardener were taken. The epoxy to hardener ratio selected was 100:60
in volume as recommended by the supplier. Composite lamina was fabricated in
between the glass plates and loading them with a dead weight for 24 h in room
temperature. Four layers of flax fibers were uniformly coated with epoxy resin and
placed over one by one. Glass plates were initially coated with releasing agent for
easy removal of lamina after fabrication. After completing of hand layup procedure,
the samples were subjected to two-stage curing recommended by the epoxy supplier.
The curing cycles were 80 °C for 4 h and 120 °C for 2 h. Then tensile tests were
conducted on the samples having different volume fractions, and based on the results
0.27 volume fraction was selected. Cured and non-cured samples were also prepared
to find the influence of curing on mechanical and thermal properties. To evaluate
the influence of fabrication procedure of composite materials, the tensile properties
were studied and compared by considering samples fabricated by hand layup and
compression molding technique. Samples prepared by compression molding tech-
nique were developed by placing uniformly coated flax fibers with epoxy resin in
the mold. The mold was then placed in between the plates of compression molding
machine at a certain pressure and temperature. Pressure and temperature parameters
were varied to find out the optimum condition.

2.3 Characterization

Tensile test (ASTM D3039)
The equipment used for tensile test was Shimadzu AG-X plus UTM machine. Six
samples of each case were prepared according to ASTM D3039 standard [13], and
the average value was concluded as the result. The samples were 250 mm long,
25 mm wide and 30 mm thick in dimensions. Figure 1 shows the photograph of the
equipment used in tensile testing. The head displacement was set at 0.5 mm/min for
all the samples.

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
Scanning electron microscopy was performed to study the interaction between the
fiber and the matrix, in view of the fact that interfacial bonding is a critical fac-
tor which decides the mechanical strength of the composite material. Initially, the
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Fig. 1 Tensile testing according to ASTM D3039

fractured surfaces of the samples were cut and gold coated uniformly for testing.
SEM was conducted with SU 6600 Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy
(FESEM) with emission current of 58 µA and acceleration voltage of 5.0 kV.

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA)
The thermal properties of cured and non-cured composites fabricated using hand
layup were evaluated by performing thermogravimetric analysis (TGA). Thermo-
gravimetric analysis quantifies the extent and percentage of weight loss of a mate-
rial by keeping temperature or time as a function in a controlled atmosphere. The
atmosphere selected here is nitrogen and heating range from 25 to 700 °C with a
heating rate of 10 °C per min. TGA was conducted in Hitachi Thermal Analysis
System Model STA7200 following ASTM E1868 standard with a specimen weight
of 10 mg. The test is conducted to evaluate the composition of materials and gauge
the thermal stability of the sample.
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3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Tensile Test

The tensile test was taken as the reference for optimizing various parameters used
during fabrication, in view of the fact that it is the basic parameter to analyze the
mechanical properties of a material. Initially, for determining the optimal volume
fraction of fibers, a range of volume fraction is selected according to various lit-
eratures. Accordingly, three volume fractions were selected (24, 27 and 30%), and
sampleswere prepared taking the number of layers as four. The compressionmolding
temperature was taken as 100 °C as a inference from visual inspection (a good flow
of the epoxy is observed at this temperature). The compression molding pressure
was taken as 4 MPa as a random value. Tensile test was conducted on the samples,
and the results showed a tensile strength of 53.90 MPa corresponding to a volume
fraction of 27%, which is the highest as compared to 49.56 MPa for 24% volume
fraction and 48.19 MPa for 30% volume fraction. Hence, 27% volume of fibers was
selected for further experiments (refer Fig. 2).

The traditional hand layup method has several disadvantages like more time con-
sumption due to the fact that it is cured in room temperature. Furthermore, many
researchers indicated lower performance of samples fabricated by hand layup as
compared to other processes such as compression molding. Hence, samples were
fabricated through compression molding and tensile test was conducted, taking the
number of layers as four and volume fraction as 27%. The compression tempera-
ture was taken as 100 °C, and samples were subjected to four different compression
pressures (2, 4, 6 and 8 MPa). The results showed a tensile strength of 65.07 MPa
corresponding to 4 MPa pressure as the highest, compared to 60.53 MPa for the
sample applied with 2 MPa pressure, 57.93 MPa for 6 MPa pressure and 53.40 MPa
for 8MPa pressure. Thus, 4MPa compression pressure was selected as the optimum.
This will be due to the fact that very high pressures squeeze out the epoxy out of the
composite which will eventually result in the lower performance. Figure 3 describes
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Fig. 2 Tensile strength values with various volume fraction levels
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the variation in tensile strength values across few levels of compression molding
pressure parameter.

To find the effect of compression temperature, samples were fabricated under
three different temperatures. The temperatures selected were 80, 100 and 120 °C,
in view of the fact that at higher temperatures the viscosity of the epoxy reduces
resulting in the reduction of epoxy by leakage. The compression pressure was taken
as 4MPa. The results indicated 59.72MPa tensile strength for a temperature of 80 °C,
65.07 MPa for 100 °C and 56.16 MPa for 120 °C. Figure 4 shows the variation in
tensile strength values across different compression molding temperature values.

3.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)

From the tensile test results, it is noted that the manufacturing process has influence
in tensile strength values. Samples prepared by compressionmolding technique had a
god improvement in the tensile properties. Evidence from the SEM image shows that
improvement in the tensile strength values was due to better fiber matrix interactions.
Using compression molding for composite fabrication with optimum pressure and
temperature provides better fiber and matrix interface bonding thereby improving
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(a) (b)

Fig. 5 SEM images of composite samples fabricates using a hand layup b compression molding

the mechanical properties. Figure 5a and b explains about the superior bonding in
case of composite samples fabricated using compression molding techniques.

3.3 Thermogravimetric Analysis

Thermal analyses were conducted on the samples to study the composition and
thermal stability.Cured anduncured samples preparedusinghand layupwere studied.
The samples were cured after fabrication recommended by the epoxy manufacturer.
Two-stage curing was conducted on the samples 80 °C for 4 h and then 120 °C for
2 h. From Fig. 6, it is clear that the initial mass loss will indicate the amount of
moisture content in the sample. The major mass loss is indicated in the slope with
temperature starting from 100 to 490 °C. Though the curves show a similar track,
it can be inferred that the mass loss is dominant at temperature 380 °C, where the
weight loss for cured sample is 53.61% and for uncured sample is 61%. This shows
the curing of composites samples has a positive effect on thermal stability.

Fig. 6 Weight loss
percentage versus
temperature curve from TGA
analysis
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4 Conclusions

It can be concluded that the fabrication procedure has a great influence on themechan-
ical strength of the composites, and volume fraction contributes to the final strength
of the composite. Proper optimization of these influencing factors needs to be stud-
ied for developing a composite with better mechanical strength. The results conclude
that 42% volume fraction of fibers in composite with 4 layers of fiber has shown bet-
ter tensile strength value. The flax fiber reinforced composite samples prepared by
compression molding showed better results in tensile and hardness test.

The work has various future scopes such as exploring other types of fabrication
processes such as injection molding and vacuum bag method to find out the best
method for fabrication of natural fiber reinforced composites. Also, other parameters
such as curing time and temperature have to be further optimized for getting a finest
range of properties.
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Design and Development of an Online
Process Measurement System for Zero
Defect Production

Joseph John Valiaveetil, Saurabh Singh, Akshat Jain, AkshayUpadhyaya
and Sumit Gupta

Abstract The objective of this paper is to fabricate a system for press line that allows
for real-time sorting of parts with defects caused by process variation. Despite high
investment and advanced technology, defects like thinning, cracks and wrinkles are
still common in products in the sheet metal forming industries. Variation of the pro-
cess parameter is an unavoidable reality resulting in heavy investment in process
control technologies like adaptive control and closed-loop systems. The limitations
of a control system mandate an inspection line post-production. With this scheme,
the dependence of product quality on the effectiveness of the inspection line can be
reduced. The project that was undertaken herein mainly focuses on design and fabri-
cation of online inspectionmeasurement systemwhich is used tomonitor the process
parameters-alignment, uneven force distribution and non-uniform pneumatic pres-
sure. Comparison of real-time values is done with ideal value of process parameters
to check variation of values in the press line. The readings on GUI of MATLAB
show the exact parameters of the system at particular instants through which estima-
tion of the reason for defect and an exact number of defective pieces can be found.
The experiments affirmed the importance of process parameters in the consistency
of quality through the feedback from sensors. The scheme can successfully reduce
both producer and consumer risk. Savings in space, time, manpower and capital in
inspection system can also be achieved.

Keywords Zero defect · Manufacturing · Online inspection · MATLAB · Press
line · Productivity

1 Introduction

Growth in the automotivemarket will increase demand for metal forming equipment.
The use of novel sheet materials and new technologies in press equipment requires
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continuous automation. Today, several press builders are trying to improve product
quality, efficiency and productivity through various schemes. One such is dying
try-out which is a procedure to adjust tools design and process variables. Other is
closed-loop machine control strategy to control blank holder force (BHF) in order
to follow determined reference trajectory. The main aim is to exchange information
between people and processes to generate new sophisticated and advanced practices.
The scheme is different from a closed-loop control system as it reduces closed-loop
variability, acts as an alarming system in line as well as act as feedback in a closed-
loop control system.

It means the measurement and monitoring of parameters that cause major defects
in the product, which is an inline inspection. The scheme can be designed to elim-
inate inspection time invested products by sorting them on the feedback of process
parameters, to improve productivity. It’s applicable to press lines, forging operations,
injectionmoulding, extrusion processes. The system is capable of removing defective
products from the press line without their inspection at the end of production. The
need is to have good quality with less investment, reduces cycle time, less asset and
manpower requirement. The advantages of this scheme are the optimum utilization
of time in the production line, the option to update product variety is easy, money can
be saved by not investing in the inspection department. The final product as circular
pan lid is manufactured from the scheme with a hole at the centre for provision of
the hook by the shallow drawing of the pure aluminium sheet.

2 Literature Review

During the drawing process, the cause of defects and effects of geometrical parame-
ters are observed. Punch defects, die profile radius and radial clearance were some of
the reasons for defective manufacturing. Zaid was concluded that with the increase
of die profile radius results in a decrease of maximum drawing force and due to an
increase of the die profile radius it increases [1]. Except die and punch clearances,
there are still many factors which affect the burr formation [2].With CAD/CAM soft-
ware, it’s an easy task to maintain a proper clearance accordingly. It also includes
the best selection materials and methods for machine selection, press tools, tool
design review [3]. Made use of orthogonal experiment method through LS-DYNA
software to test the box specimen by finite element simulation. The results conclude
that the four punch fillet are subjected to biaxial tensile stress and create a serious
change in thickness. It was concluded to choose the suitable blank holder force and
die entrance radius [4]. Main focus was on the reduction of human interaction with
the machine by using industrial monitoring robots to measure the process parame-
ter. A special ZIG-BEE protocol to control room is designed using MATLAB GUI
model. MATLAB GUI displays all the parameter like temperature, light intensity in
a graphical manner in the form of graphs showing a continuous change in the param-
eter which allows detecting the error and defect in the machine to a greater extent
[5]. Concluded for few structural faults were made in the formed body components.
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Thinning is major failure parameter in the forming industry. Edge cracking is another
significant failure mode in many forming processes in the advancement of high
strength steels. Opportunity for online measurements of parameters is offered by
inline measurements with the help of Non-Destructive Technique (micro-magnetic)
and electromagnetic. The most critical process parameters causing defects like thin-
ning in blanks was done. The main parameters are like blank holder force (BHF),
Punch Radii, friction between the punch and blank and die and many more [6]. The
relevance of the thesis is through this publication. With the help of process control
for sheet metal stamping, it can lead to a greater reduction in a defect in deep and
shallow drawn parts which saves material and reduces scrap. [7] found changes asso-
ciated with construction of a machine to be used in the die and die-less sheet metal
forming was made. The selected future directions of development in new technolo-
gies and machines for sheet metal forming takes into account modern blank holding
systems in the process of deep drawing. Two sensing methods to create a tooling-
integrated sensing system: mutual inductance-based displacement measurement for
sheet draw-in, and distributed contact pressure measurement at the tool-workpiece
interface was revealed [8]. The integrated sensing technique provides insight into the
stamping process by quantifying process variations and providing a reference base
for process control to reduce product disparities.

3 Materials and Methods

The prototype for the demonstration of the scheme consists of a pneumatic plunger
systemwith pneumatic input for reciprocating motion of ram. The system consists of
the upper die and lower die apparatus. The setup of the pneumatic press was designed
and fabricated according to the requirement of the experiment, the frame of the press
machine was made by the mild steel C shape beam as it provides good structural
strength due to its high strength, stiffness, toughness properties and lightweight. The
vertical movement to the plunger was provided by the double actuating pneumatic
cylinder. The pneumatic system was equipped with FRL unit along with the pneu-
matic cylinder from the compressor. The die and punch are made from high-carbon,
high-chromium tool steel. The dimensions of dies have been set as per analytical
calculations for force and pressure with particular d/h ratio for dies. An aluminium
sheet (6061) was used as a blank material for drawing operation to produce a lid
shape by calculations of working stress and yield stress applied by a punch on the
sheet.

4 Analytical Calculations

Die dimensions
Lower die �> inner diameter � 84 mm, outer diameter � 104.5 mm
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Upper die �> inner diameter � 83 mm, outer diameter (d/Dp) � 102.7 mm
Depth of cup in lower die (h) � 10 mm
Blank diameter (D/D0) � 112 mm
Corner radius of punch (r) � 10 mm
If h/d < 0.75, Draws � 1
Clearance � 1.07–1.09 (as per theory)
Clearance between die and punch � 0.9 mm
Thickness of sheet � 36 gauge
Yield Strength of sheet � 55 MPa
Force required for drawing � 1.721 kN
Pressure required in the pneumatic plunger � 6.14 bar
Shear stress � 26.14 MPa
Yield stress � 55 MPa (Data from standard values for the sheet)

The material for the sheet is 6061 Aluminium alloy which has this value of yield
stress which can bear shear stress at this value. Die material is D2 (High carbon
high chromium steel). Shear stress is less than yield stress, so blank doesn’t shear
according to stress–strain diagram theory. Frame material required to sustain and
support this force is Mild steel.

To detect the presence of punch, velocity and time of punch at different interval
of distances, inductive proximity sensor are used at a different location, one at the
beginning of travel of punch, another at end of travel of punch and another at the
middle of the punch travel; each at a distance of 90 mm from each other. These
sensors have a sensing region of 1–15 mm and diameter of the sensor is 30 mm.
To check the non-uniform pressure at the different places at the lower die, force
sensors are fixed on the base plate. To collect and process the data from the sensors
an Arduino at mega microprocessor is used which communicate with sensors and
MATLAB software. By the extracting data from sensors and microprocessor, live
data points can be plotted in the form of pictorial representation as run charts over a
large interval of time (Figs. 1 and 2).

Few components like a punch, die, base plate and frame of the press machine were
fabricated in the metal cutting workshop. For the making of punch and die, the raw
material of High Carbon High Chromium Steel (D2) was used. Lathe Machine was
used for the manufacturing of punch and die. For die polishing sandpapers, abrasive
stones and die polishing paste was used. For base plate making again lathe machine
was used. C-shaped channel also known as (PFC) is used for frame making. The
raw material used for the frame is made of mild steel. Total six C-shaped channel
of different dimension was used for fabricating the frame. Power hacksaw machine
was used for cutting the C-shaped channel into six parts of the required dimension.
Radial drilling machine was used for drilling holes in the C-shaped channel. Nut and
bolt were used to fasten the C-shaped channels for the frame making (Figs. 3 and 4).

Frame, punch and die, base plate, pneumatic cylinder, filter regulator lubricator,
5/2 valve, gauge pipes, force resistive sensor, inductive proximity sensor are the
components used for assembly of the press machine. Before bolting the base plate to
the frame, two force resistive were fixed at the desired position between them. Then
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Fig. 1 CAD model of punch and lower die

Fig. 2 CAD model of the whole scheme

pneumatic cylinder with upper die was fixed to the mild steel plate with help of nuts
and bolts. Then filter regulator lubricator and 5/2 valve was bolted to the wooden
block. After that, gauge pipe was attached from the filter regulator lubricator then to
5/2 valve and from the pneumatic cylinder to the 5/2 valve. Then aluminium plate
was fixed to one the required C-shaped channel with nuts and bolts. Then finally
inductive proximity sensors were attached to the aluminium plate.
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Fig. 3 Drafted sketch of lower die
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Fig. 4 Drafted sketch of the
upper die

5 Testing and Results

According to calculations and referred literature, the ideal values of the parameters
monitored are: Force � 1.7 kN. Velocity � 900 mm/s. Velocity was calculated using
three equally spaced inductive proximity sensors placed 90 mm apart from each
other. Force was monitored by force resistor sensors measuring the force dispersed
to the frame from lower die. Voltage readings were directly compared during force
monitoring. Required pressure to obtain 1.7 kN of force was calculated as 85 psi.
After numerous experimental trials, the values of force sensor voltage at best product.
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Fig. 5 Fabricated scheme

The combined average value of voltage readings corresponding to the value of force
was 2700–2800 mV; this value was used as ideal in graphs.

The program on the Arduino Board andMATLAB is used to transmit/receive live
data. Calculations are done for each part for values from sensors. The values are
handled in the form of a matrix whose format is in h/min/s for the three inductive
sensors. Two values of velocity are calculated between each pair of inductive sensors.
The velocity between the second and third sensors is more important as it is closer
to the value of velocity during forming The microprocessor stores ideal values and
sets it as a reference through MATLAB GUI. The force sensor values are used to
plot the average on the third plot, compared with the reference. The experiments
on the prototype prove that the scheme can be used to identify possible defectives
and separate them on the basis of process parameters. The defects and variations
of the experiments are largely exaggerated and animated. The investments made to
achieve better control of the same are a testimony to its importance. The relevance
to the scheme to not just the sheet metal industry but any manufacturing unit is
thus established. Use of hydraulic system to power the punch and use of load cell
to monitor force will provide a better representation of the scheme (Figs. 5, 6 and
Table 1).
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Fig. 6 Output screen from the process performed at 82 psi

Table 1 Observation from various parameter trials

S. no. Sheet
thick-
ness
(Gauge)

Sheet
diame-
ter
(mm)

Pressure
(psi)

Velocity
(m/s)

Average
voltage
(V)

Defect Reason

1 36 112 85 0.8 2.7 None Ideal
process
parame-
ters

2 36 112 88 0.9 2.6 None Ideal
process
parame-
ters

3 36 112 82 0.8 2.6 None Ideal
process
parame-
ters

4 32 112 90 0.76 3.1 Half
drawn
product

Incomplete
punch

5 36 112 97 1.2 3.3 Crack High
force
velocity

6 36 112 65 5.2 2.3 Wrinkles Low
velocity

7 36 114 90 0.8 3.2 Wrinkles Incomplete
punch
move-
ment
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6 Conclusion

“Zero defect production—Astep towards perfectmanufacturing”. Zero defect coined
by Philip Crosbymeant production that yields no defectsmaking inspection obsolete.
He believed in the need to achieve process control to the extent that there would be
no need to have an inspection line. Automation is largely aimed at achieving this by
lowering variations.

The main objective of this scheme was to eliminate the cost of inspecting prod-
ucts after production, which can be reduced by this model of sorting parts after it
machining. Ideally manufactured products move to the lot. Whereas parts with pos-
sible defectives, i.e. parts with process parameters beyond tolerance range are moved
to be inspected and reworked if needed.

This scheme reduces the probability of defective products reaching the final lot
allowing many industries to shift from 100% inspection to acceptance sampling
with low risk. Further rework will be done on the defective products. The scheme
can thus successfully reduce both producer and consumer risk; create savings in
the form of floor space, time, manpower and capital in inspection system can also
be achieved. The use of feedback in most manufacturing units it can be integrated
with the closed-loop or adaptive control system, use their feedback to provide a low
investment installation of the scheme. Its universal application in all manufacturing
units remains its biggest advantage. The scheme can be considered “A path towards
perfect manufacturing”.
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Performance Study of Gas-Assisted
Electric Discharge Machining
on Carbon–Chromium Die Steel

Nishant K. Singh, Rakesh Prasad, Dilip Johari and Yashvir Singh

Abstract The present study focuses on studying the effect of liquid cum gas as
dielectric during ElectricDischargeMachining (EDM) of carbon chromiumdie steel.
In this work, a hybrid process of EDM employing both liquid (commercial kerosene
oil) and gas (compressed helium gas) as dielectrics in die-sinking EDM has been
explored. Experimentation has been done to the study effect of process factors like
discharge current, pulse on time, duty cycle, tool rotation and discharge gas pressure
on material removal rate (MRR), electrode wear ratio (EWR) and surface roughness
(SR). Further, a comparative study of conventional EDM with liquid dielectric and
hybrid EDM with liquid cum gaseous dielectric has been performed. It has been
found that high MRR, low EWR and low SR are obtained when liquid cum gaseous
dielectricwas used as compared to conventional EDMwith liquid dielectric. Analysis
of surface morphology reveals that the formation of recast layer and surface cracks
is less on specimen machined with liquid cum gaseous dielectric with respect to
specimen machined with conventional liquid dielectric. The results show that the
use of compressed helium gas has a positive impact on the machining performance.
Superior surface finish and higher MRR reveal the possible implementation of the
process in modern machining.

Keywords MRR · EDM · EWR · Helium

1 Introduction

Electric Discharge Machining (EDM) is non-conventional machining process that
remains as one of the most versatile processes for machining of metals having high
level of hardness and which are hard to machine using conventional machining tech-
niques [1]. The most commonly used dielectric fluid in EDM operation is kerosene.
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The tool is generallymadeof a conductingmaterial such as brass, copper andgraphite.
[2].

However, EDM has numerous advantages over other conventional and non-
conventional machining processes, but it has limitation of low material removal
rate (MRR). Various researchers have used different techniques and approaches to
overcome this limitation.

Ramani and Cassidenti [3] used argon and helium gases as dielectrics in dry
electrical discharge drilling. They showed that this method resulted in a low tool wear
rate (TWR) and comparatively better surface finish than oil-based EDM process.
However, MRR by this process was found to be lower than conventional EDM
process. Kunieda et al. [4], Kunieda and Yoshida [5] showed that high-velocity gas
flows through tool electrode reduced debris reattachment after a spark and thus
considered it as effective in flushing. The debris reattachment was much lower for
a thin-walled tube and this increased the MRR. It was also shown that the tool
wear rate (TWR) was negligible in dry EDM. MRR was found to increase when
oxygen gas was used. The results suggested that the heat generated by oxidation
was responsible for the increased MRR. Yu et al. [6] performed groove milling
and three-dimensional milling by using dry EDM process. They employed high-
velocity oxygen gas through rotary tubular tool electrode. Further, they compared the
performance of dry EDM process with conventional EDM and conventional EDM
milling. They found that dry EDM milling resulted in better electrode wear ratio
in comparison with other two processes considered. Further, comparative analysis
shows that the machining performance of dry EDM was better than conventional
EDM process. However, the machining performance of dry EDM was lower than
conventional EDMprocess. Soni et al. [7] observed an interesting phenomenonwhen
rotary motion was provided to tool electrode. The same was verified by Mohan et al.
[8] in their experimentation. They observed that the whirl condition due to rotary
action helped to remove the evaporated materials from inter-electrode gap which
consequently improved the flushing efficiency as well as MRR. Kuppan et al. [9]
explored the effect of electrode rotation while EDM drilling of Inconel 718. Their
findings revealed that MRR was notably affected by non-electrical parameters like
tool rotation and electrical parameters, i.e., discharge current and duty cycle. They
observed that surface finish improved with an increase in pulse on time.

Koyano et al. [10] studied effect of gas bubbles by varying the hydrostatic pressure
on EDM performance. The results indicated that formation of gas bubbles enhanced
the flushing performance of EDM. Aliakbari and Baseri [11] investigated the rotary
EDM and studied effect of prominent electrical parameters on process output, viz.
EWR, MRR and SR. Their observations depicted that EWR, MRR and SR were
notably affected by electrode rotation, pulse duration, discharge current and tool
electrode geometry. They stated that the improvement in process output (EWR,MRR
and SR) was attributed due to use of multiple hole rotary tool electrodes. Recently,
Plaza et al. [12] investigated the effect of helical-shaped electrode on EDM perfor-
mance during deep hole machining of Ti6Al4V. Their findings suggested that the
use of helical-shaped electrode enhanced the flushing action resulting in an improve-
ment in MRR, EWR and machining time. Further, they showed that as compared to
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conventional solid electrode the use of helical electrode significantly reducedmachin-
ing time. Singh and Pandey [13] studied the effect of air-assistedmulti-hole tool elec-
trodes during machinability of EDM process. They concluded that the application of
air-assisted multi-hole tool improved the MRR and reduced the EWR with respect
to solid rotary tool electrodes under same machining conditions. Yoshida et al. [14]
studied the effect of supply of oxygen gas in dielectric liquid in EDM operation.
They observed that when oxygen is dissolved in dielectric liquid and supplied in
electrode gap, machining performance improves significantly.

Having gone through these existent processes available, it was observed thatMRR
in dry EDM with air as dielectric was poor than oil-based EDM. However, tool
wear and surface finish were found to be better than conventional EDM. Hence,
in order to extract the benefits of oil EDM as well as dry EDM, the present work
aims to develop a hybrid process of EDM employing both liquid (kerosene) and gas
(compressed helium gas) as dielectrics during die-sinking EDM process. Helium
is used as gas to prevent the oxidation reaction during machining. Also, helium
having high-heat capacity found to be more effective in precision of the cut and may
provide better surface finish due to its inert nature. In this experimental exploration,
compressed gas was supplied through an eccentric-three hole tool, to study the effect
of both liquid and gas as dielectrics on EDM performance. The effect of various
process factors such as discharge current, pulse duration, duty cycle, tool rotation
and discharge gas pressure has been used to study behavior of MRR, EWR and SR.
A comparative analysis of conventional EDM with liquid dielectric and EDM with
liquid cum gaseous dielectric has also been performed in the following sections.

2 Methodology

The experimentationwas carried out on carbon chromium die steel having dimension
of 15 × 15 × 10 mm. The workpiece, considered for the study, had a hardness of
45HRC. Table 1 shows chemical composition of selected specimen.

In order to ensure effective transfer of heat from tool tip, a tool of diameter of 8
and 70mm length was chosen. Figure 1 shows the schematic setupmounted on EDM
machine. The pictorial view of tool and machined workpiece is shown in Fig. 2a, b.

Table 1 Chemical
composition of specimen

C Si Cr Mn Fe

1.35 0.70 0.90 0.30 Rest
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Fig. 1 Schematic of the
experimental setup

3 Experimentation

The gas-assisted die-sinking EDM with an eccentric-hole tool was performed on
EDM machine. The machining time was fixed to be 15 min during experiments.
Hydrocarbon-based oil (Kerosene) was employed as dielectric medium. For the
experimental work, four controllable process factors, viz. discharge current, pulse on
time, duty cycle and tool rotation speed, were selected. The values of these factors
were selected based on trial experimentation and the capability of machine. Table 2
shows machining parameters range used during present work. For experimentation,
open circuit voltage was kept at 60 V [13].

Table 2 Process factors used
in present work

Machining parameter Range

Discharge current (Ip) (A) 3–7

Pulse on time (Ton) (µs) 100–500

Duty cycle (DC) 0.52–0.76

Tool rotation speed (rpm) 100–900

Discharge gas pressure (mm Hg) 3–15
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Fig. 2 a Pictorial view of
tool b Pictorial view of
workpiece after machining

The electrode wear ratio was evaluated as proportion of wear weight of tool to
wear weight of specimen,

Electrode wear rate � Wear weight of tool

Wear weight of specimen
× 100 (1)

Thematerial removal rate was evaluated as proportion of wear weight of specimen
to machining time [15],

Material removal rate (mg/min) � Wear weight of the specimen

Machining time
(2)

Specimens and tool electrodes were cleaned in acetone bath after each experiment
before taking measurement of its weight loss. Electronic weighing machining (least
count 0.1 mg) was put into service to measure weight loss of specimens and tool
electrodes. A portable SR tester Mitutoyo (Model: SJ 201P) was used to quantify
the SR of the machined workpiece.

Analysis of variance (ANOVA) has been performed based on experimental out-
come of the test. The percentage contribution of each factor and error on response
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determined by value of variance of error (ve) and sum of squares for regression as
obtained from ANOVA table.

�Y � tα/2, DF
√
Ve (3)

where �Y stands for the error in response, and t is value of horizontal coordinate
with respect to designate degree of freedom (DF). The level of confidence interval is
denoted by α, and its value is taken as 0.05. The variance of error of the anticipated
process responses is denoted by Ve. The calculated error has been indicated in the
following figures by employing the errors bars.

3.1 Effect of Process Factors on MRR

The influence of discharge current, pulse on time, duty cycle and tool rotational speed
on MRR has been presented below.

Figure 3a depicts effect of discharge current on MRR for EDM process with
liquid dielectric as well as liquid cum gaseous dielectric. It can be inferred that
for both processes, MRR improves with an enhancement in discharge current. This
can be reasoned because of a rise in discharge energy in machining zone which
resulted in greater extent of melting and evaporation of workpiece [13]. It can be
deduced that MRR is more with liquid cum gaseous dielectric than the conventional
liquid dielectric only. It may be due to gas-assisted eccentric-hole tool with rotation
improves flushing efficiency of molten material from machining gap, and hence,
molten metal is removed from the inter-electrode gap more effectively.

Figure 3b shows effect of pulse on time on MRR for EDM process with liquid
dielectric as well as liquid cum gaseous dielectric. It can be deduced from plot that
MRR decreased with rise in the pulse duration. Due to tool rotation, the width of
plasma channel is expanded at longer pulse on time value. Hence, magnitude of
energy is decreased. So less melting and evaporation of specimen occurred, and
reduced MRR is produced at longer pulse on time [8, 16]. Further, it can be deduced
from the figure that MRR is high with liquid cum gaseous dielectric than the con-
ventional liquid dielectric only.

Figure 3c presents effect of duty cycle on MRR with liquid dielectric as well as
liquid cum gaseous dielectric. It can be deduced thatMRR improves with an increase
in duty cycle. This can be reasoned that magnitude of spark energy increases with a
rise in duty cycle which results in more melting and vaporization of workpiece [13].
From plot, it can be seen that MRR is high with liquid cum gaseous dielectric than
conventional liquid dielectric. It is probably due to the injection of compressed gas
through rotary eccentric-hole tool which results in a faster removal of the eroded
particles. This results in effective flushing of debris from inter-electrode gap.

From Fig. 3d, it can be seen that MRR increases with a rise in tool rpm and then
decreases. This is due to the reason that immensity of centrifugal force rises with
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Fig. 3 Influence of a discharge current, b pulse on time, c duty cycle, d tool rotation on MRR

a rise in tool rpm which results in better evacuation of debris from inter-electrode
gap, and hence, MRR is increased [13, 14]. Further, an increase in tool speed stirred
up the plasma channel resulting in a decrease in the energy density. This results in
reduced MRR.

3.2 Effect of Process Factors on EWR

Figure 4a depicts the effect of discharge current onEWR for EDMprocesswith liquid
dielectric as well as liquid cum gaseous dielectric. In both processes, EWR increases
with a rise in discharge current. This is probably due to reason that magnitude of
discharge energy increases with a rise in current resulting in more melting and evap-
oration of electrode [17, 18]. Moreover, it can be observed from Fig. 4a that EWR is
less with liquid cum gaseous dielectric than the conventional liquid dielectric. This
was probably due to reason that when compressed helium gas passes through rotary
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Fig. 4 Influence of a discharge current, b pulse on time, c duty cycle, d tool rotation on EWR

eccentric-hole electrode, it reduces the tool tip temperature significantly. This results
in formation of smaller crater on tool surface; hence, EWR is reduced.

Figure 4b presents influence of pulse on time on EWR for EDM process with
liquid dielectric as well as liquid cum gaseous dielectric. The tool wears decrease
with an increase in pulse duration. This is probably because at longer pulse duration,
carbon as a result of breakdown of hydrocarbon (dielectric) is deposited on tool
surface. This deposited layer increased tool wear resistance [15]. Further, it can be
observed from the figure that EWR is less with liquid cum gaseous dielectric than
conventional liquid dielectric. It is probably because when compressed gas passes
through the tool, it cools surface of the tool which results in lesser melting of the
tool, and hence, EWR is reduced.

From Fig. 4c, it can be deduced that EWR rises with a rise in duty cycle. The
magnitude of energy increases with an increase in duty cycle, and this results in an
increased EWR [18]. Further, it can be seen that EWR is less in case of EDM process
with liquid cum gaseous dielectric than EDM with conventional liquid dielectric. It
is due to the use of eccentric-hole rotary tool in case of EDM process with liquid
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Fig. 5 Influence of a discharge current, b pulse on time, c duty cycle, d tool rotation on SR

cum gaseous dielectric enhances flushing efficiency which effectively carries away
the eroded particles and heat.

Figure 5d reveals that EWR increaseswith a rise in tool rotation for both processes.
Due to the increase in tool rotation,magnitude of centrifugal force is increased.Under
the influence of increased centrifugal forces, the deposited black carbon is removed
from tool surface [15]. This resulted in an increased EWR.

3.3 Effect of Process Factors on SR

Figure 5a shows influence of discharge current on SR during EDM process with
liquid and liquid cum gaseous dielectric. It can be seen that for both processes, SR
increases with a rise in discharge current. The spark densities of discharge increased
with arise in current which causes a deeper crater and resulted in an increased surface
roughness.

Further, it can be deduced from the figure that SR is less in case of EDM process
with liquid cum gaseous dielectric than EDM with conventional liquid dielectric.
Figure 5b presents influence of pulse on time on SR during EDM process with liquid
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and liquid cum gaseous dielectric. From plot, it can be deduced that SR decreases
with arise in pulse duration. It was probably due to expansion plasma channel which
resulted in formation of shallow craters. Hence, surface roughness decreased with a
rise in pulse on time. Further, it can be deduced from the figure that SR is less in case
of EDM process with liquid cum gaseous dielectric than EDM with conventional
liquid dielectric. Similar observation has been found by Chatopadhyay et al. [16]
and Wang et al. [19] during their experimental investigation of rotary EDM process.
Figure 5c shows influence of duty cycle on SR during EDM process with liquid and
liquid cumgaseous dielectric. It can be seen that SR riseswith a rise in duty cycle. The
increase in duty cycle results in higher spark energy, and this resulted in enhanced
surface roughness. Besides this, SR is less in case of EDM process with liquid cum
gaseous dielectric than EDM with conventional liquid dielectric. Figure 5d presents
the influence of tool speed on SR during EDM process with liquid and liquid cum
gaseous dielectric. It can be inferred that SR starts decreasing with a rise in tool
speed. It was probably due to increase in tool speed which improved the flushing
of debris and resulted in less deposition of re-melted material; hence, high-surface
roughness is obtained. Further, it can be observed from plot that SR is less in case of
EDM process with liquid cum gaseous dielectric than EDMwith conventional liquid
dielectric. The decrease in surface roughness was probably due to high heat carrying
capacity of argon with effective heat reaching the work surface is to a smaller extent.
This caused small sized crater resulting in least surface roughness among the two
processes.

The comparison ofMRR for EDMmachiningwith liquid dielectric andmachining
with liquid cum gaseous dielectric is shown in Fig. 6a. Under same combinations of
process factors, MRR is found higher in EDM machining with liquid cum gaseous
dielectric in comparison with EDM machining with conventional liquid dielectric.
The use of compressed gas causes an enhancement in material vaporization due to
reduction in temperature. This generates better removal of molten material and led to
less molten material to be deposited on machined surface, resulting in a rise in MRR
[20]. The use of liquid cum gaseous dielectric with eccentric-hole rotating electrode
led to increase in MRR. Based on the results obtained, the use of liquid cum gaseous
dielectric led to more than 65% increase in MRR for the same machining conditions.

Figure 6b reveals the comparison of EWR for EDMmachining with conventional
liquid dielectric andmachiningwith liquid cumgaseous dielectric. For the same set of
process parameters, EWR is found to be comparatively less in EDMmachining with
liquid cum gaseous dielectric in comparison of EDM machining with conventional
liquid dielectric. This was probably because temperature of electrode tip reduced
by compressed argon gas which minimized the melting and vaporization of the tool
electrode thereby reducing its wear. The use of liquid cum gaseous dielectric with
eccentric-hole rotating electrode leads to a reduction of EWR. Based on the results
obtained, the use of liquid cum gaseous dielectric led to more than 27% reduction in
EWR for the same combinations of process factors.

The comparison of SR for EDM machining with liquid dielectric and machining
with liquid cum gaseous dielectric is shown in Fig. 6c. For the same set of process
parameters, SR is found less in EDMmachiningwith liquid cum gaseous dielectric in
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Fig. 6 Comparative analysis
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comparison with EDMmachining with conventional liquid dielectric. Argon having
high heat carrying capacity the effective heat reaching the work surface is less.
This caused small sized crater resulting in less surface roughness while machining
with liquid cum gaseous dielectric. The use of liquid cum gaseous dielectric with
eccentric-hole rotating electrode led to reduction in SR. Based on the result obtained,
the use of liquid cum gaseous dielectric led to more than 12% reduction in SR.

4 Surface Morphology of SpecimenMachined Using Liquid
and Liquid Cum Gaseous Dielectric in EDM Process

Surface crack formation can be observed by SEM image (refer Fig. 7). It is seen that
formation of cracks on machined specimens using liquid cum gaseous dielectric is
less in comparison with workpiece machined using conventional liquid dielectric.

This was probably due to cooling provided by compressed gas reduces the tem-
perature of plasma channel and dielectric in tool tip region. As a consequence, the
temperature of the crater drops significantly. This caused a reduction in residual
stress [20] underneath of machined surface and propagates less surface cracks. Fur-
ther, analysis of SEM images reveals that formation of recast layers per unit area
relatively found less on surface of specimens machined with liquid cum gaseous
dielectric in comparison of specimens machined with conventional liquid dielectric.
The critical analysis of surface morphology reveals that surface integrity of speci-
mens machined with liquid cum gaseous dielectric found to be better than specimens
machined with conventional liquid dielectric under the same processing conditions.

Fig. 7 Surface characteristic of workpiece machined by EDM using a liquid dielectric, b liquid
cum gaseous dielectric
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5 Conclusions

In present study, a hybrid process of EDM employing both liquid (commercial
kerosene oil) and gas (compressed helium gas) as dielectrics has been developed
successfully to machine the die steel specimens.

Parametric analysis of data revealed high MRR, low EWR and low SR when
liquid cum gaseous dielectric was used as compared to EDM with conventional
liquid dielectric, under same processing conditions.

Based on the result obtained, the use of liquid cum gaseous dielectric led to more
than 65% rise in MRR, 27 and 12% reduction in EWR and SR, respectively, in
comparison with conventional EDM with liquid dielectric.

The examination of machined surface revealed that the formation of recast layers
and surface cracks decreased in EDMwith liquid cumgaseous dielectric as compared
to EDM with conventional liquid dielectric.

The critical analysis of surface morphology reveals that surface integrity of speci-
mens machined with liquid cum gaseous dielectric found to be better than specimens
machined with conventional liquid dielectric under the same processing conditions.
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Effects of Welding Parameters
in Friction Stir Welding of Stainless Steel
and Aluminum

Pankul Goel, A. W. Mohd, Nidhi Sharma, A. N. Siddiquee
and Zahid A. Khan

Abstract Joining of dissimilar materials (DMs) is the growing demand of various
industries to attain distinct features of individual material. In this regard, friction
stir welding (FSW) has emerged as a unique joining method to weld DMs among
various joining techniques. FSW is a solid-state welding process used to join similar
and dissimilar materials (DMs). In this study, DMs AA7475-T761 aluminum alloy
(AA) and AISI 304 stainless steel (SS) are joined using FSW. These DMs are widely
lap welded in industries such as space shuttles and aerospace. Friction stir welded
(FSWed) half-lap joints are obtained and analyzed under three different tool rotation
speeds: 450, 560, and 710 rpm. The joint quality is analyzed by tensile strength
and microstructure. The improper heat generation at different tool rotation speeds
affected joint quality considerably. The defects such as tunneling and void were
observedwhich resulted in poor efficiency of joints. The joint efficiencywas obtained
maximum 62.83% of the base material (BM) AA 7475 at rotational speed 560 rpm
with 6.89% elongation.
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1 Introduction

Recently, the manufacturing industries are using DMs to produce the products of
lightweight with high strength and high corrosion resistance, etc. Moreover, another
criterion is to derive the best combination of mechanical properties of DMs to impro-
vise the functioning of product with cost reduction. In this context, several industries
have adopted DMs for manufacturing of the large number of products for the sectors
such as aerospace, automotive, and shipbuilding [1, 2]. AA is a low-temperature
material (LTM) and finds a wide application in aerospace, railcars, automobile, and
shipbuilding sectors, etc., being enriched with features such as low absorbing energy,
anti-corrosive, good forming, and high strength-to-weight ratio [3]. SS is a high-
temperature material (HTM) and finds extensive applications in outer panels, engine
parts, fuel tanks, and exhaust parts of various industries [4]. The extensive applica-
tions and several features of both AA and SS put emphasis to join these DMs using
an appropriate technology. A new green technology, friction stir welding (FSW),
was invented by “The Welding Institute” (TWI), UK in 1991 [5]. FSW was initially
employed on LTM, but its inherited features have developed and matured this pro-
cess to weld HTM as well as DMs [6, 7]. FSW is a solid-state welding process,
due to which it overcomes the various quality issues associated with fusion welding
processes such as occurrence of solidification cracks, distortion, porosity, and signif-
icant change in microstructure. To perform the FSW, both BMs are firmly clamped
in a competent fixture. A non-consumable tool (with rotary motion) with the suit-
able profile is plunged into the faying surfaces of the fixed plates. The frictional
force generated between tool shoulder and plates produces the significant amount of
heat causing softening of materials. Tool pin stirs this soften materials for mixing of
DMs [8]. During traversing of the tool, tool pin executes severe plastic deformation
between the faying surfaces (along the joint line) to produce good quality of weld in
solid-state condition as shown in Fig. 1 [9].

Limited literatures are observed on the joining of DMs using FSW. Inertia fric-
tion welding on 6061-T6 AA and AISI 1018 steel was conducted by Taban et al.
[10] for different welding parameters. They obtained tensile strength in the range

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of friction stir welding
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of 170–250 MPa and noticed intermetallic compound (IMC) layer consisting two
phases of FeAl and Fe2Al5. Dehghani et al. [11] investigated the effects of welding
parameters and tool geometry on FSWed joint of AA 3003-H18 and mild steel. They
observed large steel fragments and platelets of small sizes in the weld nugget region.
The effects of FSW parameters on dissimilar 5050 AA–304 SS were scrutinized
by Habibina et al. [12]. They found sound quality of joint by decreasing the tool
rotational speed coupled with increasing the traverse speed. Consequently, tensile
strength was attained maximum 175 MPa at tool offset 1.5 mm due to decreasing
defects in the weld nugget region. Yazdipour et al. [13] conducted the FSW on AA
5083-H321 and 316L SS, at the tool rotational speed of 280 rpm, and scrutinized
the effects of FSW parameters on tensile strength and microstructure at different
regions. They found maximum tensile strength of 238 MPa as compared to 320 MPa
of BM AA5083. Chen [14] optimized friction stir welding parameters for joining
of AA6061 to SS400. He obtained optimized strength at tool rotational speed of
550 rpm and transverse speed of 0.9 mm/s. The reported literature shows that major-
ity of portion for AA and SS is on AA5xxx, 6xxx series. However, limited studies
are reported on 3xxx for dissimilar joining with steel. The high strength AA7xxx
alloys which are extensively preferred in aero and aerospace applications alongside
Ti and SS alloys are very poorly reported. Due to large potential, the scarceness
of literature put impetus that understanding the maturity of science and technology
regarding joining of this potential dissimilar pair is very crucial. Hence, an attempt is
made in this study to join Al 7475–AISI 304 SS for half-lap joint configuration using
FSW. The metallurgical characteristics and tensile strength of joints were analyzed
and presented.

2 Experimental Method

In all experiments, the plates of BMswere used for length 150mm and width 50mm.
However, the thickness of AA and SS plates was 1.5 and 1 mm, respectively. The
chemical composition of DMs AA 7475 and AISI 304 SS is shown in Tables 1 and
2, respectively. Mechanical and thermal properties of the BMs are shown in Table 3.

Table 1 Chemical composition of AA7475 (wt%)

Material Al Zn Mg Cu Cr Si Ti Fe Mn

AA7475 Base 5.26 2.22 1.64 0.20 0.05 0.02 0.10 0.01

Table 2 Chemical composition of AISI 304 (wt%)

Material Fe Cr Mn Mg Cu Si Ni N C

AISI 304 Base 12.87 9.43 2.22 1.34 0.34 0.31 0.15 0.08
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Table 3 Mechanical and thermal properties of AA7475 and AISI 304

Material UTS (MPa) Yield
strength
(MPa)

Elongation
(%)

Melting
point (oC)

Thermal
conductivity
(W/mK)

AA7475 452 419 13 477–635 163

AISI 304 505 215 70 1400–1450 16.2

The HTM AISI 304 SS was kept lower on the advancing side being associated
with high temperature. However, LTM AA 7475 was kept over SS on retreating side
of the joint line as associated with low temperature. A non-consumable tungsten
carbide tool consisting shoulder diameter of 20 mm with the cylindrical tapered pin
of length 1.7 mm, root diameter 6.5 mm with semi-cone of angle 20° was used to
conduct FSW. In all three experiments, parameters such as tool traversing speed
31.5 mm/min, plunge depth 2.2 mm, the thickness ratio of AA to SS sheet 1.5:1 and
tool to workpiece tilt angle 1.5° were kept fixed. The tool rotation speed was varied to
obtain half-lap joint configuration of AA 7475 to AISI 304 as shown in Fig. 2. These
tensile test samples were prepared in accordance with the ASTM: E8M standard.

FSW was conducted by mounting and fixing of dissimilar plates in a robust fix-
ture. Subsequently, three runs were performed (experimental plan shown in Table 4),
on retrofitted robust vertical milling machine (Make: Bharat Fritz Werner, India) as
shown in Fig. 3. Joint quality was analyzed through tensile strength and microstruc-
ture. Tensile test coupons were prepared according to ASTM: E8 M, and tensile
strength were evaluated using a computer interfaced tensometer. The experimen-
tal plan and tensile strength of each experiment are shown in Table 4. To analyze
microstructure analysis, samples were polished using standard procedure, and sub-
sequently, AA and SS were etched separately, using different reagents. AA 7475 was
etched with Keller’s reagent (HF 2 ml + HCl 3 ml + HNO3 5 ml + H2O 190 ml),
and AISI 304 was etched by reagent consisting of ferric chloride 45 gm + copper
ammonium chloride 9 gm + HCl 150 ml + H2O 75 ml. The microstructure analysis
was conducted using stereo zoom microscope.

Fig. 2 Joint configuration in tensile test coupon
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Table 4 Experimental plan, tensile strength, and joint efficiency

Experiment no. Tool rotational speed
(rpm)

Tensile strength (MPa) Joint efficiency (%)

1 450 159 35.18

2 560 284 62.83

3 710 195 43.14

Fig. 3 FSW machine

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Tensile Strength Analysis

In this study, the effect of tool rotation speed is evaluated on the joint quality of
DMs. The joint quality is analyzed by tensile strength andmicrostructure. The tensile
strength and joint efficiency of all experiments are shown in Table 4. Welded sample
of experiment 1 was found with lowest ultimate tensile strength of 159 MPa. This
is on account of low heat generation at low tool rotation speed (450 rpm) which
could not soften AISI 304 being HTM and tool resulted inadequate stirring of steel.
Due to this, the pin could not shear off the HTM and inadequate material movement
resulted in insufficient mixing of DMs. However, welded sample of experiment 3
was attained with little better tensile strength of 195 MPa. This joint was produced
at highest tool rotation speed (710 rpm), but again quality of joint was deteriorated
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Fig. 4 Microstructure of BM a AA 7475, b AISI 304

because of excessive heat generation. This results in excessive plastic deformation
of LTM at stir zone (SZ) and leads to turbulent flow of material causing voids which
resulted in poor strength of joint. However, highest tensile strength 284 MPa was
obtained at tool rotation speed (560 rpm) in experiment 2. The joint efficiency was
observed with 62.83% of BM AA 7475 (strength 452 MPa) with percent elongation
of 6.98.

3.2 Microstructural Analysis

The microstructure of the BM of AA 7475 and AISI 304 is shown in Fig. 4a, b,
respectively.

Further, the investigations are well supported by microstructure correlation. For
sample 2, microstructures of heat-affected zone (HAZ), TMAZ, and SZ are shown
in Fig. 5a–c. In HAZ, coarse grains are observed similar to the BM as this area is
affected only by the thermal cycles developed during the process [15]. In TMAZ
on AA side, the aluminum grains got elongated and surrounded over SS as shown
in Fig. 5b. This might be due to partial recrystallization. Subsequently, grains are
refined in SZ in comparisonwith bothTMAZ/HAZdue to intense plastic deformation
caused by tool stirring [15] as shown in Fig. 5c. In the present study, tool rotational
speed 560 rpm coupled with traverse speed 31.5 mm/min produced optimum heat
generation which has resulted in dynamic recrystallization [16]. As an effect, the
refined grain structure with better mechanical properties is obtained. The mixing of
AA 7475 is observed in SZ (SS side) as shown in Fig. 6.

Fractograph was performed and analyzed on all fractured tensile test samples as
shown in Fig. 7a–c. The defects tunnel and voids were observed in FSWed samples 1
and 3, respectively. These defects were appeared due to insufficient mixing of DMs
and causes for imminent failure. However, DMs were well segregated in sample 2
around the SZ. Apart from the topography of the fractured surface, an elemental
profile was also spectrographed around the region from where the fractograph was
taken (sample 2). The elemental topographic surface scanned through the electron
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Fig. 5 Microstructure of AA 7475 a HAZ, b TMAZ, c SZ

Fig. 6 Microstructure:
mixing of AA 7475 on SS
SZ side

Fig. 7 Fractograph of the fractured surface of tensile specimens a sample 1, b sample 2, c sample
3

dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) is shown in Fig. 8. This confirms that HTM is well
distributed on LTM AA side. Similarly, the LTM is also showing good mixing on
HTM SS side. This reflects that both DMs are well distributed around SZ and pin
has steered the soften materials and consolidated the DMs from both the sides. It is
interesting to note that the elemental data obtained from the EDS (as shown in Fig. 9)
confirm the presence of constituents of both DMs.
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Fig. 8 Elemental surface topography on the fractured surface of sample 2

Fig. 9 EDX spectra for the
fractured surface of sample 2

4 Conclusion

DMs AA7475-T761 and AISI 304 were successfully joined for half-lap joint con-
figuration using FSW at tool rotational speed 560 rpm. The following conclusions
are drawn from the analysis of the results of the present study:

• The tensile test of the FSWed joint was measured with ultimate tensile strength
(UTS) of 284 MPa with joint efficiency of 62.83% against BM (AA) strength of
452 MPa with a percent elongation of 6.98.

• Joints were observed with poor strength at low rotational speed (450 rpm) due
to the formation of tunneling defect, and the poor strength was attained at high
rotational speed (710 rpm) due to formation of voids.

• In sample 2, the SZ and TMAZ confirm significant grain refinement which con-
tributed to the strength of the joint.

• The optimum rotational speed of tool (560rpm) plays a significant role to attain
joints with high quality.
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• The optimum rotational speed of the tool steers the DMs significantly which can
enhance the microstructure and properties of the SZ and resulted heat generation
neither worsens the mechanical properties of HAZ and TMAZ and neither cause
defects in SZ.
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Case Study of Critical Success Factors
Affecting Knowledge Management
in Small- and Medium-Sized Enterprises
in Developing State: Steel Sector

Agrawal Animesh and Suraj Kumar Mukti

Abstract The small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) need to compete with
many other established organizations. Knowledge management (KM) may be the
appropriate strategic tool for businesses to compete with the other established orga-
nizations. So there is a need of the adopting the knowledge management in SMEs to
compete the competitors and satisfying the customer. But in this stage, adoption of
KM is a very tedious task for an organization. The objective of this study to present
a better way by implementing the KM in an organization and do something better
for the organization for the improvement of customer satisfaction and increase com-
petitive level as well. In this study, the present scenario of SMEs in Chhattisgarh
state is taken under consideration. In this study, the factors affecting the knowledge
management for SMEs, mainly in steel sector organizations have been focused and
decided a critical success factor affecting the industries from previous literatures.
After the identification of the critical success factors from the previous literature,
some factors which affect the steel sector most are considered. To test the reliability
of the questionnaire, Cronbach’s alpha has been used by SPSS software.

Keywords Knowledge management · Success factors · SMEs · Steel sectors

1 Introduction

Knowledge management (KM) plays a vital role in an organization, whether the
organization is small sized or a very reputed and settled one. Although this fact
that the KM implementation is a very tedious task for implementing in any organi-
zation due to its initial settling cost or lacking organizational support. KM involves
a high risk in implementation in the organization. In the implementation of KM, the
community of practice (COP) plays an important role. The COP is a group formed
by the internal workers in which everybody is free to share ideas in the form of tacit
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or implicit knowledge. In that group, a supervisor is also appointed to monitor the
whole activity of the group. If the idea shared by the group members is appropriate
for company’s success, the company provides them some platforms to implement
those ideas after successful examination of the ideas [1]. For the implementation of
KM, the company will take the responsibilities of risk factor. KM can be subdivided
into two categories which are firstly the tacit knowledge management and secondly
the implicit knowledge management [2].

Tacit knowledge management involves the management of ideas present in the
mind but cannot be represented in the hard copy. It is difficult to transfer the tacit
knowledge to another person by writing, notes, and lectures. Only the tacit to tacit
knowledge can be transferred e.g. if anybody knows how to ride the bicycle, so this
knowledge cannot be transferred by giving notes of any kind of written material to
another person [3].

Implicit knowledge management involves the management of ideas which can
be transferred from one person to another one by giving some written materials or
by giving notes. A good example of implicit knowledge is to tell the worker how to
work in any organization [4].

2 Literature Review

Many of the researchers have studied the knowledge management philosophy for
the improvement of organizational goal. Some of the researchers have discussed the
knowledge sharing and application, and some others have suggested some critical
factors affecting knowledgemanagement. The publication related knowledge sharing
and application of knowledge management is described below.

Sanchez andMahoney discussed the interrelationships of item outline, association
configuration, forms for learning and overseeing knowledge, and aggressive system.
This paper utilized the standards of almost decomposable frameworks to research the
capacity of institutionalized interfaces between segments in an item configuration
to implant coordination of item improvement forms [5]. Muthuveloo et al. have
proposed to investigate and decide whether associations have procedures for unsaid
knowledge management which is relied upon to impact their hierarchical execution
both tangibly and intangibly [6]. Ruggles has discussed the organization using the
knowledge management and what firm is doing to manage the knowledge. In this
literature, barrier for applying knowledge management is also discussed and focused
on the intranet using [7].

Lugo-Mata et al. have performed a non-exploratory, cross-sectional, and exposi-
tory investigationwith an accommodation test utilizing anorganized study to quantify
the level of knowledge about blood vessel hypertension. Recurrence figurings and
multivariate investigation were performed to decide the relationship between a few
components with the level of knowledge, which is considered factually huge at p <
0.05 [8]. Pillania [9–11] distributed a progression reports of papers about KM related
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issues in SMEs. This paper investigated the information utilization for car production
in India and concentrated on a few parts of KM in SMEs in India.

3 Research Methodology

In this paper, the statistical approaches with grounded theory have been adopted that
aims to test the reliability of the factors affecting in the SMEs.

3.1 Identification of Critical Success Factor

The factors have been selected from the previous literature. Some of the literatures
have discussed different affecting factors for knowledge management for different
kinds of industries. So in this research, the factors are first taken by the previous
literatures and then the selections of some factors have been done by interview of
the management persons.

Miklosik and Zak researched knowledge management execution in Slovak Com-
panies, in an examination that intended to explore and introduce a structure for the
viable evacuation of obstructions to knowledge management. The creator explored
the seven basic knowledge management requirements.

• Business and technology strategy
• Organizational control
• Information sharing culture
• Knowledge representation
• Organizational structure
• Managerial command and control
• Economic return [12].

3.2 Hypothesis Formation

To identify the critical success factors, some hypothesizes have beenmade and tested.
List of hypothesis related to the critical success factors of knowledge management
in SMEs is given below.

H1: There is an association between the business and technology strategy of the
business and the way firm deals with KM issues.

Business and technology have a very significant role in the organization for better
implementation of knowledge management which involves a systematic approach.
It involves a process for adoption of knowledge management; these systems can be
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termed under technology strategy. The implementation of knowledgemanagement is
a very long-term job. For example, aiming to achieve the certain level is the process
of three to four years of the plan [12].

H2: There is an association between the organizational control of the business and
the way firm dealing with KM issues.

Without the support of topmanagement alongwith the boardmembers, it is impos-
sible to motivate the team members in an organization for the enhancement of the
organization. These people have some vision and mission strategies for moving for-
ward and will able to compete with others. Strong leadership a very essential param-
eter for an organization. No systematic leadership will be implemented without the
organizational control.

H3: There is an association between the information sharing culture of the business
and the way firm deals with KM issues.

The rich form of information can be termed as knowledge which is equally impor-
tant to the organization for its growth rate. For improving the productivity rate of an
organization, top-level management persons need to understand the factors affecting
knowledge management, which can improve the quality of the organization to com-
pete with others. Many of the literatures have noticed that there is no motivation in
most of the organization to share his information. The study also says that the people
are afraid of sharing their knowledge with others due to lack of the communication,
language, and responsibilities. It is very important to take initiative to the manager-
level person to give some platform for sharing others’ knowledge without hesitation
[13].

H4: There is an association between the knowledge representation of the business
and the way firms deal with KM issues.

As far as the knowledge representation is concerned, one needs to be advised and
motivated to convert the tacit knowledge to implicit knowledge. This is done for the
purpose of preservation of the knowledge so that the junior-level (unskilled) person
can use the knowledge whenever it will be needed. As Solik discussed the use of
electronic gadgets for instant use of the knowledge, by the use of electronic media,
it can transform the culture, values, and relationship [14, 15].

H5: There is an association between the organizational structures of the business
dealing with KM issues.

To distinguish the highlights of authoritative structure that helps or encourages the
advancement of knowledge management process. This will enable workers to take
the better-preferred standpoint of their individual capacities, to create association
schedules and to expand the estimation of their commitments on account of the
opportunity of activity they are given. The first aim of any firm should involve the
knowledge creation and transmission. The generation of knowledge can be termed
as a strategic resource of an organization [16].
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H6: There is an association between themanagerial command and control of business
dealing with KM issues.

The top-down principle is used in managerial command and control. Only the
upper-level persons have the authority/power to implement an idea and solution, and
lower-level persons do not have the power. Financial and non-financial effect of KM
is untouched by most of the companies. Only a few of the company has incorporated
already.

H7: There is an association between the economic return of business dealing with
KM issues.

To measure the financial impact is a very tedious task for an organization. It is
essential to have the support of board members and owner of the company. Non-
financial to financial targets are very necessary. Certain things have to define like
how the satisfaction of the employees can be improved for the contribution of the
income, how can the quality of product be improved by financial effect, and how
market opportunity can be discovered in terms of financial assets.

3.3 Sample Selection Method

The population can be defined as the total number of units in any investigation,
and sample can be taken as part of the population that can represent the view of the
population. The sample can be selected as per the different criteria like the experience
of the people, age, and post. For this research purpose, a sample size of 150 people has
been taken fromdifferent small andmedium enterprises according to the experiences.
In this sample, managerial-level person and shift incharges were involved to fill the
questionnaire. Minimum experience of the person is more or equal than 10 years.
The data have been analyzed using the SPSS software version 20.

3.4 Data Analysis

Cronbach’s alpha technique has been adopted for the validation of hypotheses. Cron-
bach’s alpha is a measure of internal consistency if the value of α is greater than 0.9
than it shows the excellency and between 0.8 to 0.9 shows the good value. The value
of alpha (α) less than 0.7 is questionable. Thus, the reliability is confirmed in this
research.

The overall reliability of the questionnaire is presented in Table 1. Table 2 gives
the reliability for every set of the questionnaire (Table 3).
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Table 1 Reliability statistics

Cronbach’s alpha Cronbach’s alpha based on standardized items No. of items

0.899 0.898 14

Table 2 Item-total statistics

Scale mean if
item deleted

Scale variance if
item deleted

Corrected
item-total
correlation

Cronbach’s alpha
if item deleted

Q-1 43.67 83.174 0.443 0.898

Q-2 43.95 80.300 0.577 0.893

Q-3 44.24 81.029 0.576 0.893

Q-4 44.07 77.432 0.734 0.886

Q-5 43.93 81.700 0.600 0.892

Q-6 43.77 79.465 0.534 0.895

Q-7 43.85 78.032 0.645 0.890

Q-8 43.99 78.638 0.644 0.890

Q-9 44.04 75.368 0.752 0.884

Q-10 43.87 83.870 0.411 0.899

Q-11 43.67 83.174 0.443 0.898

Q-12 43.95 80.300 0.577 0.893

Q-13 44.24 81.029 0.576 0.893

Q-14 44.07 77.432 0.734 0.886

Table 3 Scale statistics

Mean Variance Standard deviation No. of items

47.33 92.143 9.599 14

4 Result and Discussion

On the basis of data collection and data analysis, conclusion was made that all the
factors discussed above are important for the success of SMEs.

The top-level management and the experienced person (experience more than or
equal to 10 years) from different branches were involved to fill the questionnaire.
The research focuses mainly on the SMEs situated in Chhattisgarh region. Here,
different companies have been taken as a population and 150 people involved as a
sample size for the research. In this research first, the factors have identified and the
questionnaire has prepared according to that identified factors.
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5 Conclusion

This research initiates the factors affecting knowledge management in small and
medium enterprises. The focus of the research was concentrated on SMEs in Chhat-
tisgarh state. By this research, it is very clear that KM plays a very important role in
the stable development of any organization. It indicates that factors affecting SMEs
like business and technology strategy, organizational control, information sharing
culture, knowledge representation, organizational structure, managerial command
and control and economic return are very important for the SMEs to compete with
the other companies. It can be noticed that many of the companies are focusing
toward personnel benefits, but this research shows that knowledge management is
more important than others.
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Optimization of FSW Process
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Abstract Friction stir welding (FSW) is a new and effective solid-state joining pro-
cess and getting evolved to join the dissimilar materials such as aluminum (Al) and
copper (Cu). FSW tool design, geometry, and FSW process parameters possess a
considerable impact on the material movement and stirring during joining and gov-
ern the microstructure and mechanical properties of the joints. In the present study,
the effect of the combination of different process parameters, i.e., shoulder diame-
ter (A), welding speed (B), and rotational speed (C) on the ultimate tensile strength
(UTS) during joining of Al-6101, and pure copper has been studied. The joining is
performed using the cylindrical tool pin, and the Taguchi’s L9 standard orthogonal
array for three process parameters each at three levels are chosen to perform the
experimentation. The optimal combination of the FSW parameters yielding maxi-
mum UTS is determined using the ANOM (Analysis of Mean), and the significance
of each parameter on the UTS is ascertained through ANOVA (Analysis of Vari-
ance). It is observed that the UTS of the FSWed joints varied significantly within
the selected process parameter range. Further, the observed results were verified by
applying genetic algorithm (GA) using the MATLAB software.
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1 Introduction

Friction stir welding (FSW) process is able to effectively join various similar and
dissimilar materials in the solid state [1–3]. However, dissimilar joining is a very
difficult and challenging task owing to the vast difference in the properties of the
materials required to be joined. Conventionally, the fusion welding processes are
used to join the nonferrous similar or dissimilar materials. During FSW, thematerials
required to join has to sustain the melting and solidification phenomenon at the joint
location; therefore, the joint properties differ considerably from the base materials.
Also the fusion welding process creates a large number of welding defects such as
porosity, cavity, slag inclusion, etc. [3]. The formation of intermetallic compounds
(IMCs) is also higher during joining of dissimilar materials using fusion welding
process due to higher affinity of the materials at higher temperatures [4, 5]. FSW
occurs in solid state and joining occurs without the basematerial’smelting; therefore,
the joints are usually free from the various defects which occur in fusion welding [6].
FSW is also a green process due to the absence of harmful radiation and gases. FSW
has been effectively used by many researchers to dissimilar joining of materials such
as Al to Cu and observed the elimination of the inherent limitations of fusion joining
processes [7–10]. The main element required to join the materials using FSW is the
FSW tool, which is divided into two segments, shoulder and pin. Tool shoulder and
pin usually consist of different profiles, shapes, and sizes, and their selection is on
the basis of base materials properties required to join the materials. To perform the
FSW, a rotating and traversing FSW is first FSW plunged inside the butting surfaces
and further allowed to traverse along the weld direction. The movement of the FSW
tool inside the butting surface creates a large frictional heat, sufficient enough to join
the materials in solid state [1, 11]. The materials movement and stirring also occur
by the rotating action of the pin and forms the mixed material zone and welding
occurs without the use of any additional filler material. This technique has been
successfully used by many researchers to join Al alloys and copper. Copper is a
highly conductive material; therefore, it is widely used material as the conducting
element in the electrical industries. The conducting componentmade by using copper
is generally heavier and costly due to the higher density and cost of the copper. Some
Al grades are reasonably conductive and cheaper which may be used partial replace
the copper so the lighter, economical, and competitive conducting element can be
formed [12, 13]. The available literature on FSW of Al to Cu suggests that the
FSW joint quality depends upon the various FSW process parameters, i.e., rotational
speed, travel speed, pin offset, shoulder diameter, tilt angle, base plates positioning
and placement [14, 15]. The literature pertaining to the FSWof the electrical gradeAl
with Cu is not sufficiently available [16, 17]. Keeping this in view, the present study
is aimed to successfully join electrical grade Al-6101 with pure Cu using FSW and to
explore the influence of different FSW process parameters on UTS of the fabricated
joints. FSW is performed using three FSW process parameters each at three levels
using a cylindrical tool pin profile. The experimentation is performed according
to Taguchi’s L9 orthogonal array, and the data for UTS and µH of the fabricated
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joint is collected. The collected data is statistically analyzed using signal-to-noise
(S/N) ratio, ANOM, and ANOVA to obtain the optimal FSW process parameter
combination which maximizes both UTS of the welded joint. Further the ANOVA
results were confirmed using the genetic algorithm optimization using theMATLAB
tool.

2 Materials and Methods

The Al-6101 alloy and pure Cu of the thickness of 2.8 mm, length of 195 mm, and
width of 37 mm were butt welded using FSW. FSW tool materials used were H13
hot die steel due to its high strength, wear resistance, and stability at the higher
temperature. The chemical composition of the base materials and tool material is
given in Table 1.

FSW is performed on a robust vertical milling machine consisting of specially
designed tool adapter and awork fixture to securely hold and clamp the tool andwork-
pieces, respectively, during joining. FSW tool of 5 mm pin diameter and 2.5 mm pin
length was used during joining. As per the literature recommendation, the Cu was
placed on the advancing side (AS) and Al was placed on retreating side (RS), respec-
tively, and 20 tilt angle was selected during joining [18–20]. Three FSW process
parameters, i.e., tool shoulder diameter, welding speed, and rotational speed each at
three levels are varied during joining. The range of FSW process parameters used
during experimentation is shown in Table 2.

Taguchi’s L9 orthogonal design is considered for performing the nine experiments
as shown in Table 3. UTS and S/N ratio of the joints are shown in Table 3.

3 Results and Discussion

The following sections describe the analysis of the results for optimization of FSW
parameters for UTS. Also, genetic algorithm optimization is performed to validate
the results obtained by the ANOVA technique. Macrostructure and microstructure
of the joints obtained at optimal combinations of the FSW process parameters are
presented and discussed.

3.1 Analysis of UTS

The test specimens for UTS were cut using wire EDM machine as per the ASTM
E8 standards (shown in Fig. 1). The UTS of the joints was measured on a computer
controlled tensiometer (Kudale, Pune).
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Table 2 FSW parameters and their levels

Parameter Designation Unit Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

Shoulder diameter A mm 14 16 18

Welding speed B mm 63 80 100

Rotational speed C mm/min 540 710 900

Table 3 FSW parameters and their levels

Exp No. Shoulder
diameter (A)

Welding speed
(B)

Rotational speed
(C)

UTS S/N ratio

1 1 1 1 181 45.1536

2 1 2 2 192 45.6660

3 1 3 3 178 45.0084

4 2 1 2 192 45.6660

5 2 2 3 197 45.8893

6 2 3 1 173 44.7609

7 3 1 3 203 46.1499

8 3 2 1 190 45.5751

9 3 3 2 184 45.2964

Fig. 1 a Tensile specimen, b Tensile specimen dimensions

The effect of process parameters on UTS is analyzed using S/N ratio and ANOVA
techniques. S/N ratio for UTS is calculated by considering the higher-the-better
characteristic for UTS as the objective is to maximize UTS. The values of S/N ratio
for UTS are shown in Table 3. The mean S/N ratio of UTS at different levels of the
FSW process parameters is shown in Table 4.

Table 4 also shows the rank of each process parameter which defines the extent of
sensitiveness of UTS for the process parameters. It can be seen from Table 4 that the
UTS is highly sensitive to the welding speed and sequentially followed by rotational
speed and shoulder diameter. Process parameter’s optimum combination is obtained
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Table 4 Response table of mean S/N ratio for UTS

Mean S/N ratio

Symbol Process parameter Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Max-min Rank

A Shoulder diameter 45.28 45.44 45.67 0.40 3

B Welding speed 45.66 45.71 45.02 0.69 1

C Rotational speed 45.16 45.54 45.68 0.52 2

Table 5 ANOVA table for UTS

Source DF SS MS F P

A 2 0.23996 0.119980 12.58 0.074

B 2 0.87929 0.439647 46.09 0.021

C 2 0.43337 0.216685 22.72 0.042

Error 2 0.01908

Total 8 1.57170

by considering maximum value of the S/N ratio. Thus, Table 4 reveals that the
optimum combination of the process parameters for maximizing the UTS is A3B2C3,

i.e., shoulder diameter at level 3 (18 mm), welding speed at level 2 (80 mm/min),
and the rotational speed at level 3 (900 rpm). The statistical significance of process
parameters on the UTS is obtained through ANOVA technique and the results of
ANOVA are shown in Table 5. The regression equation showing the relationship
between the process parameters and the UTS is given in the Eq. 1.

UTS � −1.090 − 4.312 A + 4.709 B + 0.06798C

+ 0.1667 A ∗ A − 0.02552 B ∗ B − 0.000113C ∗ C

− 0.05276 A ∗ B + 0.007560 A ∗ C (1)

R2 value is also determined to see the fitness of the data with the regression Eq. 1,
and it is 98.88% which shows a close agreement between the data and the regression
equation. Thus, the prediction of the UTS based on the Eq. 1 is quite acceptable.
To find the significant process parameter, the F value given in Table 5 is compared
with the critical F value for each process parameter for 5% level of significance
(α � 0.05). The process parameters which have higher values than their critical
value are considered as significant process parameters. Further, the P value is also
observed, and the process parameters are categorized as most significant, significant,
and insignificant based on their P value as lesser than 0.05, 0.05–0.10, and greater
than 0.10, respectively. From Table 5, it is interpreted that the welding (B), and
rotational speed (C) all are the most significant and shoulder diameter (A) is the
significant process parameter. The main effects plot depicting the optimal parameter
combination for the UTS is shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2 Main effect plots for
S/N ratio (UTS)

The melting point of the Al-6101 and Cu is 533 and 1083 °C, respectively, which
shows the considerable difference in their values; therefore, the plastic deformation
temperature also differs. From Fig. 2, it is evident that the UTS increase with the
increment of the shoulder diameter (A). FSW tool diameter strongly influences the
frictional heat and materials entrapment in the weld zone during the joining process
and, thus its diameter affects the UTS of the welded joint. The larger shoulder diam-
eter increases the frictional heating, and therefore, the higher strength Cu which also
possesses higher thermal conductivity could not dissipate maximum portion of the
formed frictional heat instantaneously, and therefore, Cu deforms sufficiently to mix
inAlmatrix and provides good quality joints. FromFig. 2, it is clear that the UTS first
increases with increment of the welding speed (B) from level 1 to level 2 and further
decreases with its increment from level 2 to level 3. The lower welding speed creates
a hotter weld zone therefore the precipitates strengthening, grain coarsening, and
IMCs formation increases which decrease the UTS and the increment in the welding
speed increases the UTS till a certain level. However, the further increment of weld-
ing speed after attaining the level 2, decreases the UTS, which may be attributed to
the lesser frictional heat, therefore, the insufficient material movement, stirring, and
mixing. From Fig. 2, it is clear that the UTS increase with increment of the rotational
speed (C). The lower rotational speed creates the insufficiently heated weld zone
which creates difficulty in the material mixing; therefore, the homogeneously mixed
weld zones are difficult to obtain. So the extremely lower rotational speed creates the
lesser UTS. The increment in the rotational speed increases the UTS by providing
the sufficient frictional heat for homogeneous mixing.

3.2 Confirmation Test for UTS

The optimal process parameters combination for maximum UTS is A3B2C3. An
experiment was run on this optimal condition, and UTS at the weld section was
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measured. UTS obtained at this run is 198 MPa, and the value of S/N ratio for
UTS is 45.9333 dB. The predicted value of the UTS at the optimal combination is
202.444MPa, and the value of S/N ratio for optimal UTS is 46.1408 dB. The average
and predicted UTS and S/N ratio values show a very close agreement, and thus, it
may be concluded that the derived optimal combination is acceptable.

3.3 Analysis for UTS Using Genetic Algorithm

The present study aims to determine the optimum values of the FSWprocess parame-
ters in order to achieve higher UTS. Genetic algorithm (GA) is an effective optimiza-
tion technique, and it is used to find the best combination of process parameters for
UTS. GA is based on the genetics and natural selection. GA is basically a biological
simulation process which is based on Darwin’s theory of survival of the fittest. GA
solves the optimization problem by randomly selecting a set of potential. Further
the new set of solution is derived through crossover and mutation technique. The
potential solutions are evaluated based on the fitness criteria and the best one is kept.
This process repeats until the potential solution has achieved the best fitness, and
this solution is known as the optimal solution of the problem. Expression for the
optimization problem is given below:

Optimization of UTS: Find (A, B, C)
Minimize: UTS (A, B, C) using the second order regression equation of UTS

given in Eq. 1.
Process parameters range: 14<A<18; 63<B<100; 540<C<900
GA parameters; Population size � 40; Mutation Rate � 1.0; Crossover rate �

0.8; Number of generation � 1000
The optimum values of the process parameters obtained by GA are 17.72813,

63.04427, and 769.475511. Therefore, the optimum combination from near level
obtained by GA is A3B1C3. This combination of the process parameters is indeed
experiment number 7 with the UTS value of 203MPa which is highest among all the
performed experiments. The UTS obtained at the GA-based optimum combination
is even higher than the ANOVA-based optimal combination and prediction.

4 Conclusions

It is observed from the present study that FSW is an effective technique to join
the dissimilar materials. This study provides a systematic approach to study the
effect of different FSW process parameters combination over the joint integrity.
The limitation in conducting the total number of experiments shortens the range
of process parameters used in the study. However, this approach can be utilized
similarly for the various materials using different possible ranges of FSW process
parameters. The variation in mechanical properties joints made by using FSW is a
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function of FSW process parameters. In this study, the optimal combination of the
FSW process parameters for maximum UTS is obtained by Taguchi-based ANOVA
and GA. Conclusions drawn from the present study are mention below:

FSW is an effective process for dissimilar joining of Al to Cu.
UTS increases with the increment of shoulder diameter and rotational speed.
UTS increases with the increment of welding speed up to a maximum possible

level and further decreases.
The optimum combination of the FSW process parameters obtained through

ANOVA is A3B2C3, i.e., shoulder diameter 18 mm, welding speed 80 mm/min, and
rotational speed 900 rpm which gives maximum UTS within the investigated range
of process parameters.

UTS is highly sensitive to the welding speed and sequentially followed by rota-
tional speed and shoulder diameter.

The optimum combination of the process parameters obtained through GA is
A3B1C3, i.e., shoulder diameter 18 mm, welding speed 63 mm/min, and rotational
speed 900 rpm which provides the UTS more than Taguchi-based optimization.

GA has resulted in a fairly better FSW parameters combination for maximizing
the UTS.
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Analyzing Success Factors of Small
and Medium Enterprises (SMEs):
A Study in Indian Context

Sachin Meshram and A. M. Rawani

Abstract The importance of small and medium enterprises (SMEs) is recognized
in the academic and policy literature. Entrepreneurship and SMEs are integral to
economic and social development and regeneration. It is recognized that, SMEs are
the engine of economic growth through employment generation, contribution toGDP,
technological innovations, and other aspects of economic and social development.
With this in consideration, the objective of this research is to identify the success
factors (SFs) for small and medium enterprises in Chhattisgarh, India. Based on
the literature review, 28 factors have been identified and subsequently categorized
into three groups, namely entrepreneurial and enterprise factors,motivational factors,
andmanagerial and environmental factors. Analyzing identified success factors in the
present study shows that need for achievement under motivational factor, education
level and financial resources under entrepreneur and enterprise factor, managerial
capability, and government support under managerial and environmental factors are
the important success factors (SFs) for the development of entrepreneurship through
SMEs in Chhattisgarh region of India.

Keywords Entrepreneurship · Success factors · Small and medium-sized
enterprises (SMEs)

1 Introduction

The term“Entrepreneurship” refers to the development and growth of newenterprises
[1]. Entrepreneurship is the establishment and operation of a business, taking greater
risk than normal by mobilizing resources to satisfy the needs of society, create jobs,
and realize profits for the owner of the business [2]. The literature confirm that
entrepreneurs play an important role especially in establishing small and medium
enterprises (SMEs) which lead to high employment [3]. SMEs are considered to be a
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most efficient tool to achieve economic and social development to attain significant
progress and development as they offer useful services to consumers, and provide
much needed employment [4]. It is ingrained reality that there is a positive connection
between business and economic development [3, 4].

In present situation, entrepreneurship creating employment opportunities formass
unemployed particularly jobless graduates is one of the real worries of Indian govern-
ment and policy makers. Therefore, “entrepreneurship development” through SMEs
could be the solution to these problems [5, 6]. Development of entrepreneurship
throughSMEs is difficult and requires attention fromvarious research studies [7].One
of the most important steps in the development of entrepreneurship and SMEs is to
identify the success factors (SFs) of entrepreneurs in small- and medium-sized enter-
prises (SMEs). Recognition and assessment of these success factors (SFs) can be used
as a guide to investigate and evaluate their relationship (if any) with entrepreneurial
and SMEs success in Chhattisgarh. Accordingly, this paper aim to achieve the fol-
lowing objectives.

1. To identify success factors (SFs) to entrepreneurship in small and medium enter-
prises success in Chhattisgarh.

2. To evaluate and rank based on important index of those identified success factors
(SFs) into groups.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the literature
on factors of entrepreneurial and SMEs success. In Sect. 3, the definition/criteria
of Indian SMEs have been reviewed. Further, the research methodology has been
discussed in Sect. 4. Section 5 presents the findings and conclusions of the study.

2 Literature Review

The objective of every enterprise is to be successful and success has got different cri-
teria. In entrepreneurship literature, the concept of success remains a topic of debate
[8]. There is no universally accepted definition of success and therefore business
success has been interpreted in many ways [9]. Various researchers concentrate on
use of financial measures while others considered non-financial measures of success
[10]. Themost commonmeasures of success are profitability [11–13]. All businesses
must be financially viable on some level in order to continue to survive [11]. The
longer the business survives and prevent involuntary exit, the more success it has
[14]. In smaller entrepreneurial and independent firms, measures of success may
have more complex dimensions than just financial performance [15]. Non-financial
measures of success used by business owners, such as autonomy, job satisfaction or
the ability to balance work and family responsibilities, customer satisfaction, and
customer retention are not only subjective but also difficult to quantify [11, 15, 16].

The findings of previous research revealed that, the factors which affect suc-
cess of SMEs can be categorized into characteristics of an entrepreneur [17], enter-
prise or firm characteristics, management and know-how [18] customers andmarkets
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[19] resources and finance, and external environment [20]. According to Philip, the
entrepreneurs’ profile has a constructive effect on the success of SMEs [21]. It is
universally accepted that efficient management is crucial for the success of any type
of organization. Even though a number of studies have uncovered poor management
is the main cause of business failure [22, 23].

From a marketing point of view, Makura & Nyoni [24], emphasize the use of
social media marketing while others, recommend the use of neuro-marketing as a
way of grabbing a huge customer base on the market [25, 26]. Many researchers
confirm the significance of marketing in the success of SMEs [19]. Furthermore,
Hinson and Mahmoud conclude that the higher the level of market orientation, the
greater the level of performance of Ghanaian small and medium enterprises [27].

In regard to the business experience, Hussain and Yaqub found that organiza-
tions that were controlled by business visionaries with past entrepreneurial involve-
ment in comparative endeavors scored altogether higher achievement levels than
those without such experience. The entrepreneur characteristics covered age, edu-
cation, managerial competence, and experience. Charney and Libecap found that
entrepreneurship education produces self-sufficient successful enterprising individu-
als [28]. Besides, the investigation found that business enterprise education improves
the probability of SMEs achievement. In a comparative report by Sinha, the effect of
educational background on enterprise success was analyzed and the study found that
72% of the successful entrepreneurs had a minimum level of technical qualification
[29].

From firm characteristics point of view, factors influencing success of SMEs
are—business operation time, size of the enterprise, sector and source of capital [30].
Kristiansen et al. [17], found that time spend in operating the business has significant
effect on enterprise success. McMahon express that business experience on the part
of the owner or manager had a huge commitment on success of small- and medium-
sized enterprises [31]. Further in respect to size of the enterprise, McMahon found
that size of an enterprise had a significant effect on success of small and medium
enterprises [31].

Having established the fact that success factors for SMEs vary with the type of
enterprise and region they operate in and having identified the IndianSMEs especially
Chhattisgarh region as a severely understudied area, a very clear and well-defined
gap in literature is established. This study attempts to address this gap; therefore, its
primary aim is to identify the success factors (SFs) for SMEs and to evaluate and
rank those identified factors in groups in Chhattisgarh, India.

3 Criteria of Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs)
in India

The definitions of SMEs vary from country to country and industry to industry [32].
There is no global agreed definition of an SME [33], even in a single jurisdiction;
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SMEs can have several definitions depending on the industry they operate in.
According to the provision of Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises Development
(MSMED) Act, 2006, Indian small and medium enterprises (SMEs) are classified as
below [34].

4 Research Methodology

This study was conducted with the intention to identify success factors which affect
the entrepreneurial and SMEs success in Chhattisgarh region, India. To identify suc-
cess factors, an extensive literature reviewwas carried out. In order to extract relevant
factors, a brainstorming sessionwas also arranged, comprising a teamof five research
scholars, four post graduate students, and three academicians of management stud-
ies. Based on brainstorming and literature review, list of 15 motivational factors of
entrepreneurial success and 13 managerial and environmental factors of SMEs suc-
cess are identified. These success factors are grouped in three groups derived from
literature review and expert opinion as: “Entrepreneurial and Enterprise Factors,”
“Motivational Factors,” and “Managerial and Environmental Factors.” A complete
list of these success factors are as shown in Table 1.

To understand the importance of these factors toward entrepreneurial and SMEs
success, questionnaires survey was carried out. SMEs entrepreneurs in Chhattisgarh
region were requested to rate the importance of these factors on a five point likert
scale: 1 (Not Important) to 5 (Absolutely Essential). Total 70 copies of questionnaires
were distributed and out of which 66 entrepreneurs answered the survey questions,
thus the final sample contained 66SMEs.Care is taken to covermanufacturing aswell
as service enterprises after very nearly 45 days of putting a great deal of endeavors.
Due to deficiencies in data entry, three questionnaires were rejected and at the end 63
questionnaires were compiled which is totally 0.84 of all distributed questionnaires.
The “Important Index” is used to analyze the data and rank the factors considered in
this study. The important index is calculated based on the following equation:

Important Index � 5n5 + 4n4 + 3n3 + 2n2 + n1

5(n1 + n2 + n3 + n4 + n5)
× 100

Table 1 Classifications of
enterprises

Classification Investment ceiling (excluding land and
building)

Manufacturing (in
Rs.)

Service (in Rs.)

Small ‘Between 25 Lakhs
to 5 Crores’

‘Between 10 Lakhs
to 2 Crores’

Medium ‘Between 5 Crores
to 10 Crores’

‘Between 2 Crores
to 5 Crores’
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In which n1 is the amount of subjects picked “Not Important” option, alternative,
n2 is the amount of subjects picked “Marginally Important” option,n3 is the amount of
subjects picked “Moderately Important” option, n4 is the amount of subjects chosen
“Very Important,” and n5 is the amount of subjects picked “Absolutely Essential”
option. Once the “Importance index” ascertained for all parameters, the Important
Index for each group is obtained by calculating the average of group (Table 2).

Table 2 Success factors to
Entrepreneurial and SMEs
Success

No. Factor group Factors

1. Entrepreneurial and
enterprise factor

Age

Gender

Education level

Personality

Size of company

Business networks

Financial resources

Human capital

Market and product
development

2. Motivational factor Need for achievement

Independence

Intrinsic

Job security

Previous experience

Self-employment

Innovative ideas

Financial ability

Support factors

3. Managerial and
environmental factor

Managerial capability

Decision making

Market support factors

Customer satisfaction

Business environmental

Government support

Socio-cultural factors

Political factors

Support of families and
friends

Demand for supply
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5 Result and Discussion

In the present study, Chhattisgarh region’s SMEs and entrepreneurial success factors
(SFs) were classified based on their importance. These success factors were catego-
rized in threemain groups.With help of expert opinions, the importance index of each
main factor group was calculated. Next the Importance index of each group ware
obtained through calculating the average score of each group. Among the known
factors, the entrepreneurial and enterprise factors were in the first group. As Table 3
shows, the group includes nine sub-factors. As it is seen, education level is the most
important entrepreneurial and enterprise factor and obtains the highest importance
index. Table 3 shows the importance index of entrepreneurial and enterprise factor.

Table 4 shows the importance index for nine motivational factors. The importance
index in the group was obtained 69.06 which ranked as first among the three groups.
Also “Need for achievement” sub-factor got the highest score with the important
index of 79.67 and was introduced as the main motivational factor. The second
highest score in this group was “Self-employment” which is very important.

The third and the last group includes most important is managerial and environ-
mental factor. There are ten sub-factors in main factor group (Table 5). The results
also show that “Managerial Capability” and “Socio-cultural factors” first and last
rank in this group respectively.

Table 3 Importance index and rank of each entrepreneurial and enterprise factors

Main factor
group

Importance
index

Factors Importance
index

Rank in group

Entrepreneurial
and enterprise
factor

67.37 Age 78.75 2

Gender 72.32 3

Education level 79.36 1

Personality 54.17 9

size of
company

67.20 5

Business
networks

61.39 7

Financial
resources

69.23 4

Human capital 65.14 6

Market and
product
development

58.78 8
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Table 4 Importance index and rank of each motivational factors

Main factor
group

Importance
index

Factors Importance
index

Rank in group

Motivational
factor

69.06 Need for
achievement

79.67 1

Independence 75.32 4

Intrinsic 77.65 3

Job security 68.27 6

Previous
experience

54.78 9

Self-
employment

78.45 2

Innovative
ideas

56.78 8

Financial
ability

72.40 5

Support factors 58.24 7

Table 5 Importance index and rank of each managerial and environmental factors

Main factor
group

Importance
index

Factors Importance
index

Rank in group

Managerial and
environmental
factors

68.74 Managerial
capability

79.12 1

Decision
making

75.56 4

Market support
factors

76.25 3

Customer
satisfaction

77.54 2

Business
environmental

57.00 9

Government
support

72.54 5

Socio-cultural
factors

54.22 10

Political factors 59.87 8

Support family
and friend

69.85 6

Demand for
supply

65.45 7
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6 Conclusion

The purpose of this study is to identify the success factors (SFs) of entrepreneurship
in small and medium enterprises in Chhattisgarh region, India. This paper priori-
tized the success factors (SFs) of entrepreneurship through SMEs in Chhattisgarh
region, India using the important index. The result shows that the motivation factors
are very important among the groups of success factors. Also “Need for achieve-
ment,” “Education Level of entrepreneurs,” “Managerial Capability,” “Age,” and
“Self-employment motivation” ranked top five success factors, respectively.

The finding of this study has implications for entrepreneurs as well as the policy
makers who work for the improvement of entrepreneurship. This can be said that
factors associated with motivation, success, and challenges will appear differently
in different regions. These differences revel due to regional political systems and the
economic policies [35].
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A Brief Review on Different Lubricants
Used in MQL Process During Hard
Turning

Hemant Tiwari, Ramanuj Kumar, Amlana Panda, Ashok Kumar Sahoo
and Soumikh Roy

Abstract Heat generation during hard turning exhibits delamination of cutting tool
edge rapidly, as a result the quality of finished job got deteriorate. However, nowa-
days, various alternative cooling techniques/different cutting fluids are utilized to
minimize the cutting heat duringmachining action. Some severe diverse effects of use
of coolants inmachining create the challenges for researchers to choose environment-
friendly coolant. Quality as well as economic concerns is also very important for the
selection of cooling technique as well as cutting fluid. In recent years, minimum
quality lubrication (MQL) technique provides very impressive cooling during hard
machining. TheMQL approach leads toward manufacturing sustainability and green
manufacturing for enhancing cooling as well as the lubrication system. In MQL, a
mixture of cutting fluid and compressed air is sprayed into the cutting zone which
minimizes the heat during machining. MQL attribute lower fluid consumption with
flow rate may vary from 5 ml/h to 100 ml/h. However, MQL machining is under
the category of near-to-dry machining. In literatures, various categories of coolant
like vegetable oil, castor oil, and oil with suspension of nanoparticles were found.
However, with proper selection of cutting parameters along with lubricant through
MQL can attribute enhanced machinability.

Keywords Lubricants ·MQL · Hard turning

1 Introduction

The purpose of answering the growing demand of machining sector and the require-
ment to improve productivity, surface quality are influential for thoroughly review
of the characteristics and requirements of the hard turning process for technologi-
cal development. With the fast expansion of manufacturing scenario, for example,
coating technology, tool materials, and CNCmachine, it is likely to directly machine
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materials with hardness level more than 45 HRC, which is termed as hard turning [1].
Cutting liquids are used in order to reduce the machining temperature by lessening
the rubbing between workpiece and tool, thus enhancing tool life, diminishing tool
wear along with these lines decreasing tooling cost, expanding speed, and removing
chip from cutting zone. Cutting liquids cause a few issues, for example, contamina-
tion, operational demerits and when they interact with oil frommachining operations
or because of bacterial development [2, 3]. Under these conditions, researchers have
tried different aspects with cryogenic cooling, minimum quantity lubricant (MQL),
and solid lubricants. Among these, MQL is an important process that can be utilized
as here less quantity of cutting liquid is applied machining zone. InMQL, the cutting
liquid is divided into very small drops with its size conversely relative to the pressure
of infusion and ideal change in the apparatus workpiece and device chip cooperation
[4, 5]. Different lubricants used during turning operation are presented in Table 1.

Chinchanikar et al. found that using coconut oil as machining fluid in MQL
environment performed better machining and produce superior surface quality when
compared to dry condition [6]. Mahadi et al. enhanced the performance of machining
fluid by the use of a boric acid powder with palm kernel oil. It was found that the
major facets that affected the surface quality were the type of coolant and depth of cut
and feed rate. In addition, experiment results revealed that machining performance
of boric acid lubricant surpassed conventional lubricant [7].

2 Effect of Lubricants on Different Parameters

Different lubricants were used by different researchers in finding its effect on dif-
ferent machinability behaviors such as cutting force, cutting temperature, surface
temperature, surface finish, tool flank wear, and the coefficient of friction.

2.1 Cutting Forces

Cutting forces are important parameters in machining to acquire better dimensional
accuracy, stability, and high productivity. As friction between cutting tool increases,
the cutting force also increases. An et al. conducted an experiment and found that
cutting force increases with increase in depth of cut, but by usingMQL (cutting fluid
was vegetable oil-based lubrication oil), the cutting force reduces by 60% approx-
imately [8]. Similarly, Gupta and Sood determined that by using Balmerol-make
soluble cutting oil and found out that cutting force reduces [9]. Rahim et al. also
determined that as the feed rate was increased the cutting force also increased, but by
the use of MQL (synthetic ester as a cutting fluid) it was noted that the cutting force
decreases by 5–28% and the cutting process becomes easier [10]. Similar observa-
tions were observed by Padmini et al. [11], Pejryd et al. [12], Su et al. [13]. Elmunafi
et al. found that the performance of MQL during turning operation of stainless steel
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Table 1 Different lubricants used for different workpieces and cutting tool materials

Author (s)/references Workpiece material Machining tool Lubricant used

An et al. [8] AISI 1215 steel TiAlN-coated
carbide

Vegetable oil-based
lubrication oil

Gupta and Sood [9] Inconel-800 and
titanium alloy

Cubic boron nitride
inserts

Balmerol-make
soluble cutting oil

Rahim et al. [10] AISI 1045 steel Uncoated carbide
insert

Synthetic ester

Padmini et al. [11] AISI 1040 steel Coated carbide
insert

Vegetable oil–based
cutting fluids

Pejryd et al. [12] Inconel 718 and
Waspaloy, titanium
alloy and Cr steel

Uncoated cemented
carbide

Ester (Accu-Lube
LB2000) and fatty
alcohol (Shell Garia
SL501)

Su et al. [13] AISI 1045 Uncoated carbide
insert

Vegetable oil-based
oil and ester oil

Ji et al. [18] AISI 4130 alloy
steel

Carbide tool insert
with PDV coating

The air–oil mixture
(Coolube 2210)

Amrita et al. [19] AISI 1040 steel Cemented carbide
cutting tool insert

Nanographite fluid

Padmini et al. [20] AISI 1040 steel Coated carbide
inserts

Coconut oil and
sesame oil

Krishna et al. [24] AISI 1040 steel Cemented carbide
insert

Graphite and boric
acid solid lubricant

Leppert [25] AISI 316L steel Carbide Insert with
PDV TiAlN coating

Accu-Lube LB
8000 oil

Noordin et al. [26] AISI 420 stainless
steel

Coated carbide tool
with PVD TiAlN
coating

Castor oil

Khan and Dhar [31] AISI 1060 steel Uncoated carbide
insert

Food grade
vegetable oil

(heat treated) using castor oil was better as compared to dry machining. The tool
life, quality of turned surface have significantly improved due to the decrease in
machining temperature at the machining zone [14].

2.2 Cutting Temperature

Cutting temperature plays a key role in hard turning process. At acceptable wear rate,
the cutting tool needs to sustain higher temperature that limits the machining rate.
This provides the development of modern cutting tool materials. Work hardness,
ductility, work hardening, and thermal characteristics affect the temperature [15].
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Machining conditions such as cutting speed, feed rate and depth of cut and tool
geometry majorly influence the temperature of the cutting zone. In a similar manner,
these cutting conditions depend upon workpiece material properties and physical
properties. There are various scientific and experimental outcomes with respect to
the impact of the cutting conditions on the temperature of the cutting tool, workpiece,
or chip. The temperature rises because the high quantity of heat is generated or
hypothetically is compacted in a very small region and/or little amount of heat is
being circulated. Because of this, the impact of the cutting conditions will develop
the temperature. Also, more effects are due to the tool geometry, the workpiece
and cutting tool material, and the cutting fluid [16]. Krishna et al. experimentally
observed that specific heat generation decreases with increase in the nanoboric acid
concentration in machining oil. Machining performance of coconut oil was found
better than SAE-40-based lubricant [17]. Rahim et al. used FLIR thermal imager to
find out the cutting temperature and found that in MQL, (cutting fluid was synthetic
ester) themachining temperaturewas reducedby10–30%as related to dry conditions.
Consequently, drop of cutting temperature increases lifespan of tool contributing to
endurable tool life [10]. Ji et al. used a thermocouple and thermal camera; he too
found that the cutting temperature reduces in case of MQL as compared to dry
condition but not as much as in case of the flooded condition. Most probably because
as the cutting temperature decreases with increase in flow rate an in case of a flooded
condition the flow rate is more [18]. Same observations were performed by Amrita
et al. [19], Padmini et al. [20].

2.3 Surface Roughness/Finish

The surface quality is swayed by the operating parameters, machine tool condition,
cutting tool geometry, and themachining operations. Surface roughness is principally
influenced by feed rate and cutting force. One of the fundamental variables adding
to surface roughness is the built-up edge. Therefore, larger the built-up edge, the
rougher would be the surface generated, and factors having a tendency to diminish
chip-tool friction [21]. Das compared the machining performance of steel under both
MQL and dry environments. UsingMQL technique during turning operation resulted
in the superior surface finish as compared to dry condition and machining speed
was the most predominant factor affecting flank wear [22]. Singh noticed that by
using solid lubricant during machining of bearing steel with mixed ceramic shows a
considerable increase in surface finish. Using solid lubricants resulted in a decrease
in surface roughness from 8 to 15% as compared to that of dry machining [23].
Krishna et al. found that under dry machining conditions the surface morphology
disintegration because of high pressure and over the top plastic distortion attributable
for the substantial rubbing, while inMQL smooth surface was established because of
great grease impact due to small-scale beads at the contact interface of the workpiece
and the tool [24]. An et al. concluded that at low feed rates and cutting speeds the
application of MQL managed to lessen the surface roughness (1.34–1.50 mm) as
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compared to those of dry turning (1.54–1.82 mm) and emulsion (1.68–2.26 mm)
[8]. Similarly, Lepper observed that surface finish was most affected by the feed
rate with the contribution of 40.46% for dry, 52.40% for wet, and 41.04% for MQL
machining and theMQL cooling contribute in the improvement of the surface quality
[25]. Noordin et al. found out thatMQL produces slightly less surface roughness than
dry machining; this might be because of reduced cutting temperature in the cutting
zone. It was also perceived that the surface finish decreases with a reduce in cutting
speed and feed rate [26].

2.4 Tool Wear

In hard turning, toolwear affect the properties of the surface andmachining efficiency.
Tool wear is dominant at nose corner, which in turn subsequently affects surface
quality adversely. Due to tool wear cutting forces and cutting temperature decreases
resulting in the decrease of tool lifespan, surface quality, and accuracy of the product.
Further, tool wear can be classified into two categories, namely flank wear and crater
wear. Flank wear occurs on the flank surface due to friction between the machined
surface of workpiece and tool flank. Crater wear arises on the rake surface of the tool
as a result of chip sliding against the surface [27]. Gunjal and Patil experimentally
found that using synthetic oil at high machining speed resulted in greater tool life of
around three times than that of canola oil. On the other hand, canola oil displayed
better results in terms of tool wear than that of coconut oil and soybean oil [28].
Stephenson et al. compared the machining performance of supercritical CO2-based
MQL with water-based flooded cooling. Machining under supercritical CO2-based
MQL resulted in an increase in tool life, greater material removal rate and lower
wear of the tool [29]. Khalil et al. investigated on wear mechanism during turning of
mild steel with Al2O3 nanolubricant using MQL. By utilizing Al2O3 nanolubricant
resulted in a reduction in tool wear and increase in tool life [30], Khan and Dhar
experimented with AISI-1060 steel as the workpiece and uncoated carbide, TSS,
SNMM120408 as the cutting tool material and found out that initially the flank wear
starts with a very fast rate but by using MQL (vegetable oil) the growth rate of flank
wear decreases. Thus, it provided better surface finish and tool life as in case of the
dry condition [31]. Noordin et al. determined that with an increase in feed rate and
cutting speed the tool wear increases thus decreasing the tool life. It was concluded
that the MQL performance was far better than those of dry condition. In case of
MQL, the cutting force decreases, as a result, the temperature decreases theirs by
decreasing the tool wear and increasing the tool life [26].
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2.5 Chip Formation

Chip formation is a fundamental phenomenon considering the benefits in hard turning
process. Rahim et al. experimented with AISI 1045 steel as workpiece material
and uncoated carbide as the cutting tool material. It was determined that the chip
thickness ismajorly influenced by the feed rate. Itwas found by usingMQL (synthetic
ester) thinner chip was produced because the cutting temperature decreases and thus
reducing friction and adhesion between tool and workpiece, and hence the chip
thickness reduced. It was determined that under MQL condition the chip thickness
reduced by 3–9% than that of the dry condition and also the contact length of tool chip
under MQL condition declined by 12% [10]. Similar observations were performed
by Gupta et al. used titanium and Inconel alloys as a workpiece material. It was
concluded that the chip formed in case of dry and wet condition was unbroken
and long but in case of MQL, the chip formed was small helical and washer type
[9]. Gajrani et al. proposed that the use of eco-friendly vegetable oil lubrication is
better over the use of conventional petroleum-based machining fluid. Vegetable oil
lubricants were found eco-friendly, highly biodegradable, and it has the ability to
withstand high temperature and high pressure [32].

3 Conclusion

In this paper, a comprehensive review of literatures on various lubricants used in
MQL processes was presented which will be more effective in new direction for
scientific research during hard turning technology. The machining efficiency and
productivity of hard-turned components is predominantly limited by cutting tool
wear, which reduces surface quality of the workpiece. Implementation of MQL in
hard turning reduced the cutting forces and cutting temperature drastically, however,
the surface finish as well as tool life was increased. Furthermore, solid lubricants
under MQL condition are more effective than that of normal liquid lubricants. The
subsequent research gap has been observed and that could provide an important
research direction for future work.

• Various categories of coolant like vegetable oil, castor oil, and oil with suspension
of nanoparticles were generally used in literatures. However, MQL with different
types of oil tremendously affect the performance of cutting tool which needs to be
further explored.

• Limited analysis has been reported so far for white layer formation, variation in
residual stress, effect of coating thickness in different lubricants used in MQL-
assisted hard turning.

• Implementation of finite element analysis for proper identification of temperature
distribution, cutting force analysis and chip morphology may be useful for future
investigation.
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• The sway of nanofluid lubricants throughMQL approach on surface finish, cutting
temperature, chip reduction coefficient, tool wear, and environmental point of view
are less discussed.

• Very less literatures are available describing economical and performance anal-
ysis during dry, MQL, and nanofluid lubrication for feasibility of cutting insert
during hard turning. Therefore, an extensive analysis considering the prescribed
parameters should be performed.
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Applicability of Lean Six Sigma
in Hospitals

Vimal Kumar Deshmukh , Suraj Kumar Mukti and Animesh Agrawal

Abstract Most of previous researches on Lean Six Sigma focused on various per-
spective of Six Sigma, lean philosophy then role of Lean Six Sigma in sustainability
but never paid much attention in field of health service sector, e.g., hospital. This
article concentrates on checking feasibility of Six Sigma in hospitals. Defects and
loopholes in hospital and healthcare industries can sentence a difference between
a life and death. Since to mitigate mishaps and increase patient experiences during
the visit of hospitals, this research is an extreme effort to reduce variation in service
quality using quality management tool Lean Six Sigma (LSS) in registration counter
at hospitals. Data-driven methodology approach and applicability of LSS in service
sector encompass not only the people but information and resource utilization. This
is a mainstream pillar to be used as a methodology for research. DMAIC tool was
found useful to enhance service quality during the study. Improvisation of outcomes
is comparatively discussed in a chronological sense for ease of understanding. This
research work will contribute to academia as well as service sectors like hospitals,
restaurants, banks etc.

Keywords Lean Six Sigma · Quality management · Service sector · Hospital ·
DMAIC tool

1 Introduction

The Modern era of competition challenges the health service providers to survive in
markets. For the hospital, the patient satisfaction reflects the outcomes and extent of
service quality being served. Improving the patient satisfaction and happiness always
remains ideal. Since the health service providers continuously rely on increasing
patient satisfaction and it starts with the patient entrance into hospitals [1]. Partic-
ularly in hospitals, it is mandatory for a patient to make registration and prepare a
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slip or file before going for checkups to the doctors. Employees in hospitals reg-
istration and admitting departments smoothens the patient care and patient flow in
the hospital. For a patient, time is very crucial since management plays a vital role
to minimize the time associated with these processes. From patient’s perspective, at
the registration desk, the patient’s behavior and understanding reflect the difficulties
faced in filling the registration form. The terminologies used sometimes are out of
the domain of the patient’s knowledge. This does not show only patient’s incapability
but also lack of management and working knowledge of emergency preparedness
procedures which is an essential element. It results that time taken by the patient is
much higher than standard time. Waiting in a queue shows a systematic structure but
it has no value if a patient dies due to unavailability of medical services at right time.
We have various quality management and an industrial tool to reduce unnecessary
time. Hospitals have already various criterion and standard time but practical they
are not self-constraint. There are a few research articles focusing on patient problem
at various stages hospitals. This research article encompasses the problem of patient
at registration or reception desk.

1.1 Six Sigma and Lean Philosophy

Most of the time, management issues are identifiable and can be eliminated by man-
agement tools. The Six Sigma has proven its significance in this area. It is not only
a systematic data-driven approach but also can be used as a cost-effective tool. The
purpose of management is to develop a complete cycle process of hospital opera-
tional system that will eliminate medical errors entirely [2]. Since 1985 and onwards,
Motorola took advantage and made working cycle smoothen. 34 defects per ten mil-
lion are the extent to which Six Sigma serves or deliver services. Theoretically, we
can say, If the six sigma is applied in healthcare services particularly at the recep-
tion desk at the hospital it shows that 9,999,966 out of 1,000,000 patients will be
satisfied [3–5] these expected outcomes encourage the management and hospital
administration to implement Six Sigma in hospitals. Also, unnecessary process and
movement of hospital staff can be seen which are of no value. To mitigate these, lean
philosophy may become an opportunity. It believes that errors can be eliminated
by cutout in-efficient processes. Taiichi Ohno and associates architected the lean
philosophy at Toyota Production System to stay in the scenario of the competition
of resources and capital, which were consequences of the Second World War. The
Toyota production system is additionally credited with being the origination of just
in time (JIT) production strategies, an embedded component of lean philosophy, and
hence the Toyota production system remains a model of brilliance for an advocate of
lean philosophy. Lean philosophy assumed that defects are produced due to irrele-
vant process or unnecessary activity. Whereas Six Sigma emphasizes on incapability
of the process. The idea of Lean ended up plainly prominent through Womack and
Jones (1990) book ‘TheMachine That Changed theWorld’ [6, 7]. Implementation of
Lean Six Sigma basically brings processes within Six Sigma control limit and lean
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management cutout irrelevant processes. Six Sigma and lean philosophy are used
parallelly since last twenty years and together called Lean Six Sigma (LSS).

1.2 The Flow of Patient in Hospital

The cycle of patient flow in the hospital starts from the ambulance arrived at the
reception counter; the patient has to wait for registration. The receptionist appoints
a time slot and refers to doctors from which treatment of patient starts. The doctor
examines and investigates byvarious diagnosismethods. It depends upon the patient’s
condition that patient would refer either to general ward or to the operation theater.
Here the patient also has to wait for the preparation for operation if referred but time
associated with operation can’t be manipulated because of the risk of failure of the
operation. Time taken by doctors for diagnosis and medical tests cannot be a focus
for management to reduce it. After treatment, the patient again goes to reception to
clear pending bills and medicine charges. The waiting time at the various stage is
the main focus in throughout movement of the patient in the hospital. The potential
subject in terms of time identified from field survey is

Waiting time at the reception desk

Reduce Rework

Time is taken for filling forms

⎫
⎪⎬

⎪⎭
At reception/registration desk

Billing and post documentation

Turn over time (for operation theatre)

2 Methodology

For this research, the subject is restricted to first four only, which take place at the
reception desk or front desk in hospital. It includes people and process (registration
form). The strategy for this research is divided into two phases in first phase root
cause will be identified, and in the second phase, an attempt will be done to solve
the problem using Six Sigma tools, i.e., DMAIC or DMADV based on data and
information gathered. Since the second phase includes analysis and problem-solving
techniques. Both the tools are equally useful and essential. But DMAIC is used
more frequently over DMADV because it uses existing resources to give a solution.
DMADV is used where some new methods are adopted to resolve the problem.
Despite first three steps are same in both the technique and last two processes for the
outcomes are totally different (Table 1).
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Table 1 Steps involved in DMAIC and DMADV

DMAIC DMADV

D—Define
Includes identification and determination of problem to conduct business process to define we
can use a cause-effect diagram, interview and survey and method study. This is a Foremost
critical step

M—Measure
Suitable measurement should be taken to identify the culprit and compare different processes.
Stopwatch and work measurement method can be used for measurement

A—Analysis
Includes critically examine the steps involved in each process from demand’s perspective to
approach the goal

I—Improve
Include attempt to make changes for reducing
error and improve existing process. Change
management is a management tool to improve
an existing process

D—Design
Includes adaptation of a new process or idea
to achieve a goal and eliminate error or
defects. Brainstorming and BPR can be an
effective tool

C—Control
If the improved process works properly and
satisfied then Next step is to maintain it

V—Verify
Includes testing of new process or idea and
verify it up to enormity

2.1 Identification and Determination of Problem (Define)

For the first phase,we have to understand the functions and responsibilities performed
by the receptionist and carefully analyze registration form and find loopholes and
find that why unnecessary time is taking place. The function to be performed by
receptionists at the front desk in hospital includes

• Listening to patient comfort and communicating in an affirmative, friendlymanner
and act with confidence with patients at the front desk and over the phone too.
Setting up appointments and schedule meetings at the truthful time and with the
exact doctor.

• Tackle invoicing and manage errors, human interruption and detailing patient’s
documents. Provide different modes for collecting fee to ease of payment for
patients and ensure a profit.

• Listen to patient’s complaints at first and take suitable action and verify the health
insurance grievances and complete related legal procedures with it.

Generally, the staff employed at reception do not focus on the patient. This makes
incapable him/her to rectify the actual problem of the patient and this may lead
to refer the patient to wrong doctors. Not addressing the actual problem can result
in a lot of rework and unnecessary travel of patient and precious time of doctor,
since the patient has to go to the right doctor. The reason behind this may be lack
of training of staff. The flow of patient should be smooth in hospitals. Training of
hospital staff plays a vital role in this perspective. Also, the hospitals should have a
number of employees to accomplish tasks and responsibilities. In EHR (Electronic
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Poor design

Difficult to complete 

Forms

rework

Not documented Properly

Patient call 
tracking 

Insufficient capacity

No EHR implemented 
software 

Computer Not trained

Hospital staff
Poor patient service and 
increased waiting time

Management Machine 

Method Registration form 
(material) 

Receptionist 

No customer focused

Not addressing 
actual Problem

Much travelling
unnecessary  

Slow 

Difficult terminology

Fig. 1 Cause effect diagram to identify and define problem and after effect

Health Record) implemented hospitals, the receptionist asks the patient a series of
question which includes name, age, gender, health insurance, reference and health
problems. An automatic system generates a digital report for patients and receptionist
refers him to a right doctor. The reports automatically send to doctors too by various
management software here, the waiting time in the queue depends on skills of the
computer operator since training of operator may reduce this time. In conventional
type, receptionist gives a registration form and patient himself/herself has to fill the
form. In conventional type, the patient fills general information quickly but feels
uncomfortable while completing legal procedure and writing brief detail about the
medical condition and problem due to lack of knowledge of medical terminology
asked in the registration form. Since each patient takes their own time which defers
from patient to patient. Rework is the main culprit for waiting time. Most of the
staff at reception are busy to complete the health insurance formalities and arrange
and prepare documents of patients when the case file of the patient is referred again
by health insurance company. They search for various information of past and this
process takes a huge time. The frequency of these type rework is also large. Since
the patient needs to suffer due to an overload of staff work and lack of management.
Figure 1 shows main and sub-causes and their final due to which the waiting time
increases and the patient suffer poor service.
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Table 2 Average time taken by various processes

S. No. Processes Average time taken for a patient

1 Waiting time in queue
(min)

3.41

2 Time Taken by
receptionist or patient to
fill reception form

For conventional type
17.20 min (if filled by
the patient)

For computer generated
slips 4.2 min

3 Rework (if documented)
(min)

13.66 7.4

4 Delay due to overload
and pre-consultation
(min)

2.4 1.33

5 Due to software lag,
insufficient capacity and
another computer-related
issue if occurs (min)

– 9.4

Total time spent at the reception desk For conventional type
window system �
36.67 min

For digital type window
� 25.74 min

2.2 Measurement of Processes at the Reception Desk

Measurement parameter selection is a critical situation and may lead to chaos. A
measurement parameter should also capable to measure all procedure in a single
scale. In this Research ‘Time’ is associated at all stages. Since it is used as measur-
ing parameter here. Stopwatch method is used to evaluate the process and waiting
time. Table 2 shows time taken at hospital reception. Time taken are an average of
10 reading at each hospital and it included 5 local government hospital reception
counters in Drug district, Chhattisgarh, India.

2.3 Analysis of Processes at the Registration Desk

Analysis phase includes critically examine the processes involved and identify loop-
holes. It is seen that waiting time in the queue cannot be reduced alone without
changing other processes. Without reducing waiting time, management can increase
the patient satisfaction by implementing a token system but this idea adds additional
cost and spacewhich diminishing its value. The process should not only cost-effective
but also goal approached. The time taken to fill registration form depends upon:

Length of pages in the form.
The terminology used in a form for a medical condition. It defers person to person
depends upon knowledge and understanding.
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The specially categorized section should not mix with general patient information
health insurance related question and eligibility criteria for a medical condition.

Patient’s domain of knowledge is a behavior constraint and management cannot
deal with it because it is different for each patient. But management can simplify
medical terms used and categorize the patient information. Also, to save time, paper
and money, management should use a different form for the different patient based
on their medical condition. The form should be in the different color code for ease
of patient. The patient takes much time to overview all the section in the form and
spend unnecessary time. The receptionist should mark a cross sign and guide patient
to fill the mandatory information. If the patient is waiting for his previous records,
waiting time depends on skills of the receptionist in the way that how he/she manage
documentation of patient and for how long time they store it. Storing a documented
medical history of patient consists of a variety of clinical observation, diagnostic test
results, pre- & post-operative reports, previous surgery or operation records, refer-
ences, routine improvement report of patient and surgical notes of operation it also
includes a list of medicines prescribed by doctors in past. It does not sound good but
it is true that management knows the importance and value of patient record keeping
but feels paralyzedwhen coming to implementation. In Indian scenario, the condition
is in a promising step. However, customized software like EHR (electronic health
record) refrain this situation up to gratifying level. Hospital administration should
keep multiple windows at reception to cope up difficulty faced due to terminology
and legal processes by the patient.

2.4 Improvisation or Alternation of Processes

To improve certain processes, management does not change the process but make
some small changes in it to achieve the goal with less time and money. The economy
of change is also a very important factor. The improvisedmodel shows that motion of
general patient will be smooth entirely if management starts a multi-window token
system and provides a healthy environment to a patient in waiting hall. Magazine,
newspaper and book of clinical safety and benefits of cleanness, etc. should be there
to entertain patient in unoccupied time. Patient need not submit same information
if he/she is a regular patient of same doctor or hospital. There must be a dedicated
window for previous or frequent patient to collect their reports or file. There should
be sufficient staff to tackle phones and help desk if the patient feels uncomfort-
able during filling form. For emergency case, receptionist should follow emergency
response preparedness protocol (ERPP). The objective of ERPP is to take action in
initial minutes to save patients life. Paperwork is done either parallel or later by the
person associated with the patient. Hospitals and doctors are not responsible for a
sentence of death of patient according to this protocol. So, it does not require that
much paperwork, unlike general patients. For EHR or such customized software
implemented hospital, the time is taken for registration entirely depends on skills
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of the receptionist. To reduce this time, there are two ways. First, improve the staff
for dedicated work at reception by giving proper training and second make software
customized such that it asked general but essential information precisely. With the
advancement of AI (artificial intelligence), it would be great if the system would
suggest right doctors available in hospital in sight of the receptionist. And the same
information should send to the referred doctor. Online appointment is a good solution
to refrain from waiting in the queue.

2.5 Control and Verification of Implemented Model
of DMAIC or DMADV

The last step is to control the implemented model and maintain its efficiency. It is the
sole responsibility of hospital administration to maintain the process effectiveness
and collect feedback from the patient from time to time. There should be discussion
with the patient about service and satisfaction in Likert scale for simplicity. Likert
scale is a scale used to represent people’s opinion and quantify it. Likert scale can
be used on parameter from 1 to 5 where 1 stands for extremely dissatisfied and
5 stands for very satisfied. Needs always changes itself with time since feedback
is necessary to be ready in position to meet patient’s demand. A periodic audit is
conducted to assess the model and make all the process within Six Sigma control
limits. Sustainability of model depends on flexibility, timeliness, fast responsiveness
and corrective measurements of the model.

3 Results and Discussion

Reduction in total time spent at reception desk enables receptionist to serve a number
of the patient which shows well-structured and determined system and enhance
patient satisfaction. After comparing the time taken with the super specialty hospital
which already implemented EHR and use an electronic medium to save time, the
time saved came out was about 32% of previous, i.e., 15.32 min patient spent time at
reception in EHR enabled front desk. Although LSS did not change drastically the
whole processes but made some small potential changes (Fig. 2).

An inverse relationship between waiting time in queue and patient’s satisfaction
was observed by previous researchers. Since health service providers always try to
give their best and make their customer happy [8]. Training of clinical staff should
be such that patient should feel comfortable while conversation. Staff will aware of
their role and importance in health service industries. Organizational culture may
be affected while changes take place but people’s positive attitude and willingness
to serve clients enthusiastically can overcome this problem. LSS makes a strategy
to optimize things and make more control over the flow of processes. Results show
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Fig. 2 Continuous process diagram of improvised model of processes at registration desk

that implementing such changes in hospitals, the total time can be reduced by near
about 32%as compared to the non-implemented hospital which satisfies its economic
value. Now a number of patients served will also increase because reception desk can
handle more patients. DMAIC is preferred over DMADV due to economic variance
and time-saving characteristic. However, big changes need DMADV, which also
satisfy its cost-effectiveness.

4 Conclusion

The objective of management tools is not only to refrain from errors or defect but for
enhancement of safety of patient and employee. In the hospital, management took
errors as the absence of standardization and work to eliminate it completely. Service
and patient satisfaction are the barterings, in which healthcare service provider pro-
vides services and expect satisfaction from the patient. LSS proved its potentiality
and emerges an effective quality management tool. Hospital with conventional type
registration desk is not in situation handle a large number of the patient but most of
the patient arrives with general diseases at the reception desk. Since LSS has a lot of
opportunities to eliminate this problematic scenario. Reduction of time from 25.74 to
15.32 min even both hospital use electronic medium shows having customized MIS
software and computers are not enough. Utilization of resources and optimization
of techniques is the key to every problem in the domain of LSS. For conventional
paperwork-based registration desk, LSS minimizes the use of paper, time to fill the
registration form and prove its utility here too. Since all these evidences conclude
that it is feasible to implement Six Sigma at hospital which has sufficient fund. This
research article opened a new perspective to standardize processes at the various
stations from the patient entrance to exit from the hospital.
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